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Der?wahre?Grund,?warum? es?Comte? nicht? gelang,? ein? unlösbares? Problem? zu? finden,?
besteht?meiner?Meinung? nach? darin,? daß? es? ein? unlösbares? Problem? überhaupt? nicht?













A? single? laryngeal? PIE? *?? ???i.? ??was? already? discovered? by?Ladislav?Zgusta?
(1951),?however,?and?subsequently?it?was?confirmed?by?Johann?Tischler?(1977ff.).?The?
current?dissertation? studies?unexplored?properties?of?PIE?*??and?demonstrates? that?
this? laryngeal? had? a? voiceless? (PIE? *h)? and? a? voiced? (PIE? *?)? variant? with? glottal?
fricative?articulation.?PIE?*??appears?with?PIE?*a?in?diphonemic?PIE?*?a?and?*a?.?
This? solution? to? the? laryngeal? problem? allows? for? a? clarification? of? the?
relationship? between? PIE? *h/?? and? the? rest? of? the? phoneme? inventory.? Segmental?
analysis? results? in? System? PIE,? the? primary? phoneme? inventory? for? Proto-Indo-
European?consisting?of?
PIE?????*a/???*e/??*h/??*i/??*k/g?*l/??*m/??*n/??*o/??*p/b?*r/??*s/z?*t/d?*u/?.?
The? phoneme? inventory? of? System? PIE? is?minimal:? it? cannot? be? reduced? and? it? is?
sufficient? to? generate? attested? Indo-European? forms.? Accordingly,? the? import? of?
System?PIE? for? Indo-European? linguistics? is?comparable? to?mastery?of? the?building?
blocks?of?DNA.?
In?addition,?the?dissertation?modernizes?the?essential?Indo-European?sound?laws?
in? terms? of? the? laryngeal? PIE? *h/?.?Due? to? the? advanced? stage? of? Indo-European?
linguistics,? no? entirely? new? sound? laws? are? presented,? because? the? yet? remaining?
problems? of? the? traditional? sound? laws? reflect? the? absence? of? the? comparative?
interpretation?of?the?Old?Anatolian?laryngeal.??
The? scientific? framework? used? in? this? study? is? the? comparative? method? of?
reconstruction,? recognized? as? a? branch? of? natural? science? already? by? August?
Schleicher.?The?dissertation?contributes?to?the?development?of?the?field?by?explicating?
the? comparative? method? by? means? of? predicate? calculus,? including? a? precise?
formulation? of? Schleicher’s? intuitive? description? of? the? decision?method? for? Indo-
European? etymology.? As? such,? the? reconstruction? theory? System? PIE? can? be?
digitalized? (i.e.? turned? into? a? programming? language? that? can? generate? Indo-
European?data?from?reconstructions).?
The? most? reliable? etymological? and? standard? dictionaries? are? used? as? the?
material?of? the?dissertation.?While? these? sources?present? the?data?and?etymological?










My? studies?at? the?University?of?Helsinki?began?with?Classical?Greek?under? the?
able? instruction?of?Prof.?Maarit?Kaimio,?Prof.? Jaakko?Frösen,?Prof.?Paavo?Castrén?
and?Dr.?Erkki?Sironen.?The?demands?and?discipline?of?my?subsequent?M.A.?studies?





A? solid? foundation? in? the? Sanskrit? language? was? laid? for? me? by? Prof.? Asko?
Parpola?and?Prof.?Klaus?Karttunen.?Soon?I?became?particularly?interested?in?the?Rig-
Vedic? language,?which?was? thus? added? to?my? repertoire? as?well.?Avestan? and?Old?
Persian?were? kindly? introduced? to?me? by? Petri? Pohjanlehto,? a? PhD? student? in? the?
Central? Asian? Studies? department,? and? I? am? very? thankful? for? those? who? were?
involved?in?my?training?in?Indo-Iranian?as?well.?
Being? already? capable? in? several? ancient? Indo-European? languages,? it? was?
natural?that?I?would?take?up?the?task?of?learning?them?all.?This?process?is?still?ongoing,?
but?it?is?manageable—as?demonstrated?by?my?predecessor,?Prof.?Pentti?Aalto.?To?this?




With? time,? I? have? gradually? come? to? depend? more? and? more? on? my? own?
resources? to? learn? languages? on? my? own.? As? I? became? more? familiar? with? the?
reconstruction?of?the?Indo-European?proto-language,?I?consequently?graduated?with?
a? double? M.A.? degree? in? Indo-European? linguistics? under? the? kind? and? able?
supervision?of?Prof.?Asko?Parpola?and?Dr.?Bertil?Tikkanen.?
Since?embarking?on?my?academic?path,? I?have? compiled?digital?dictionaries?of?
Indo-European? languages? for? my? own? personal? use.? Around? the? turn? of? the?
millennium,? I? combined? these? into? an? Indo-European? etymological? dictionary.?My?
lexicographical? interests? had? made? me? keenly? aware? of? Oswald? Szemerényi’s?
(1996:31)?words:?“(...)? the? first? task?of? the? Indo-Europeanist? is? to?work?back? to? the?
fullest?possible?reconstruction?of?Indo-European.”?This?proved?to?indeed?be?the?case,?
as? one? can? hardly? compile? a?Proto-Indo-European? dictionary?without? an? adequate?
PIE?phoneme?inventory.??
Having? also? learned? the? key? Old? Anatolian? languages? by? this? point,? it? had?
become? clear? to? me? for? some? time? that? the? traditional? (Neogrammarian)?
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reconstruction? was? outdated,? in? particular? regarding? the? laryngeal.? Yet? my?
honeymoon?with? the? laryngeal? theory?proved? to?be?a? short?one.? In?discussions?with?
Prof.? Jorma? Koivulehto,? Prof.? Raimo? Anttila,? Dr.? Petri? Kallio? and? Dr.? Santeri?
Palviainen? concerning? the? problems? of? the? laryngeal? theory,? I? discovered? that? its?




[…]? collected? facts?on?a?wholesale? scale? […]?grouping? facts? so? that?general? laws?or?
conclusions?may?be?drawn?from?them.”?During?this?time,?my?academic?advisors?were?
Dr.? Bertil? Tikkanen,? whose? extensive? capabilities? in? the? field? of? phonetics? and?
phonology?have?been?a?constant,?reliable?guidance;?Dr.?Martti?Nyman,?whose?data-
oriented? attitude? and? insights? into?methodology?were? always? held? close;? and? Prof.?
Klaus?Karttunen,?whose? steadfastness? has? always? been? a? source? of? encouragement?
and?calm.?
My?studies?have?always?also?included?an?interest?in?philosophy,?in?particular?the?
theory? of? science,? and? therefore? I? followed? lectures? by? Prof.? Ilkka?Niiniluoto,?Dr.?
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1  Comparative ?method ?of ?reconstruction ? in ?Indo-
European ?
1.1  System ?PIE ?and ?comparative ?method ?as ?natural ?
science ?





was? lost? in? the? languages? on? which? the? Neogrammarian? phoneme? inventory? and?
sound? law? system?were?based.?The? laryngeal? theory,?with?Møller’s? advancement?of?
three? laryngeals? and? the? subsequent? addition? of? variants,? dates? back? to? the? pre-
laryngeal?period? (1879-1880)? and? is?based?on? a?Semitic? typology? rather? than? Indo-
European?data.?Accordingly,? the? theory?cannot?win? the?acceptance?of?comparatists,?
with?the?result?that?the?study?is?in?deadlock.?With?such?a?state?of?affairs,?Szemerényi’s?
(1967:92)?assessment?is?more?relevant?than?ever:??
“What? is? really? needed? is? a? renewed,? and? unbiased,? study? of? all? the? available? Hittite?
evidence?–?with?no?attempt?to?force?it?into?the?strait-jacket?of?preconceived?theories?about?
IE?ablaut?or?root-structure.”?
Indeed,? the? problems?with? the? study? are? caused? by? a? lack? of? detailed? comparative?
reconstruction? based? on? the? current? body? of? greatly? enriched? data? and? the? new?
segment?PIE?*?,?the?missing?link?in?the?PIE?phoneme?inventory.?It?is?well?known?that?
when?data?changes,? theories?also?must?change.? It? is?not?an?exaggeration? to? say? that?





1?The? laryngeal? is?confirmed,?owing? to? the? traces?of?PIE?*??outside?of?Old?Anatolian?as?well?(e.g.? in?
Rig-Vedic?hiatus,?regularly?coinciding?with? i.???in?correspondences).?
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The? quantitative? and? qualitative? improvement? of? the? presentation? of? the? Indo-
European?material? has? reached? a? critical?mass,? allowing? the? solution? of? all?major?
problems? of? PIE? segmental? phonology? based? on? the? comparative? method? of?
reconstruction.? This? window? of? opportunity? will? be? explored? in? this? study? with? a?
completely? upgraded? reconstruction? theory,? called? System? PIE,?which? is? based? on?
strict? principles? of? natural? science.? In? essence,? System?PIE? consists? of? the? primary?
phoneme? inventory? and? the? upgraded? sound? law? system? for?Proto-Indo-European,?
with?particular?attention?paid?to?the?segmental? laryngeal?PIE?*?? in?all?environments.?
As?such,?System?PIE?is?designed?to?solve?the?critical?problems?of?PIE?phonology?and?
open? the? way? for? a? subsequent? exploration? of? the? breakthrough,? especially? in? the?
fields? of? PIE? morphology,? etymology? and? the? accent? of? the? proto-language.?
Concerning?these?Schwerpunkts,?the?following?preliminary?remarks?are?presented.?
§1.? The? reconstruction? of? the? primary? phoneme? inventory? (i.e.? the? phonetic? and?
phonological?component?of?System?PIE)?will?not?start?from?scratch.?On?the?contrary,?
owing? to? the?highly?advanced? stage?of? the? study,? the? traditionally?postulated?proto-
phonemes?will?serve?as?starting?points?for?the?case?studies?and?solutions?suggested?by?
the? comparative? method? will? be? presented? for? each? question.? In? the? order? of?
appearance,?the?phonetic?and?phonological?problems?include:?
(a)?The?problem?of?the?Proto-Indo-European?laryngeal?PIE?*??has?been?preliminarily?
solved? by? the? comparative? school? with? the? theory? of? monolaryngealism? (der?




the? most? noteworthy? and? reliable? etymological? dictionary? of? Old? Anatolian? in?
existence.2? The? delay? in? the? breakthrough? of? the? theory? has? been? caused? by? its?
approximate? form,? basically? consisting? only? of? the? realization? of? the? existence? of? a?
single? PIE? *?.?With? an? independent? confirmation? of? the? result,? the? study? at? hand?
continues? with? a? complete? study? of? PIE? *?,? its? properties,? and? the? sound? laws?
governing? it? in? all? environments.? As? a? result,? System? PIE? implements?
monolaryngealism?as?a?full-scale?reconstruction?theory?consisting?only?of?postulates?of?
the?comparative?method.?
(b)? As? is? well? known,? the? problems? of? PIE? *?? and? PIE? vocalism? are? closely? knit?
together.?At? its? apogee,? the?Neogrammarian? vowel? system?of?Brugmann? contained?
eight?cover? symbols? for? the?proto-vowels.?The? system?was? inductively? reconstructed?
and? it? has? the? necessary? minimum? of? phonemes? required? for? a? complete? (and?
therefore?valid)? reconstruction? theory.?Although?no?additional? correspondence? sets?
have? emerged? in? the? new?material,?Brugmann’s? system? is? outdated,? particularly? in?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
2?In?Pyysalo?2003,?after?comparing?all?the?existing?PIE?reconstruction?theories?on?the?same?material,?I?
demonstrated? the? impossibility? of? the? supported? versions? of?multilaryngealism? and? concluded? that?
monolaryngealism?is?the?sole?reconstructive?possibility?for?Proto-Indo-European.?
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(e)?The?problems?of? the?PIE?phoneme? inventory?are?divided? into?nine? subsets.?To?
these?may? be? added? a? tenth? subset:? their? treatment? in? a? comparatively? consistent?
system.? In?order? to?establish? the?primary? character?of? the?phoneme? inventory,? it? is?






with? the? vowel? system,?Sievers’s?Law? and?Fortunatov’s?Law? in? connection?with? the?
resonant? system? and? so? forth? until? the? segmental? PIE? sound? laws? have? been?
completely?revised.?
§3.?The?key?Indo-European?(IE)?languages?for?the?reconstruction?of?PIE?consist?of?the?
hundred?most?ancient? languages?from?the? last?four?millennia.?Split? into?twelve?main?
subgroups,?the?language?family?presents?historical?sound?changes?in?a?unique?manner,?
similarly? allowing? the?prospective? reconstruction?of? their? common? ancestor,?Proto-




3?Thus?all?historical?proto-phonemes?will?be? individually? scrutinized? for? their?existence?and?possible?
analytical?(or? ‘polyphonemic’)?origin,?ensuring?that?no? items?stand?for?simpler?proto-phonemes?(as? is?
the?case?with?Gr.??,??,?etc.).?
? 16?
in?a?practically? complete? form.4?The?key? features?of?PIE?Lexicon,? the?etymological?
database?of?System?PIE,?form?a?synthesis?of?these?efforts?and?can?be?characterized?as?
follows:?
(a)? In? terms? of? the? completeness? of? the?material,? the?measures? recommended? by?
Brugmann?and?Osthoff?in?the?‘Neogrammarian?manifesto’?(1878)?have?been?adopted:?
“Je?mehr? sprachmaterial?uns? so? in? lückenloser,?durch?die? jahrhunderte? sich?hinziehender?
schriftlicher?überlieferung?zur?beobachtung?unterbereitet? ist,?um?so?besser?sind?wir?daran?
[…]”?(1878?MU1:vii.)5?














System?PIE,?as?presented? in? this? study.?Although?hardcopy?versions?could?be?made?
available,?the?PIE?Lexicon?is?essentially?a?digital?enterprise7?with?the?ultimate?aim?of?
accounting? for? every? recorded? Indo-European? morpheme.? This? has? been? made?
possible?by?the?general?progress?of?language?technology,?exemplified?today?by?similar?
products?in?the?field,?like?the?TITUS?project?(Thesaurus?indogermanischer?Text-?und?
Sprachmateriel)? based? in? Frankfurt? am? Main.8? The? TITUS? project? is? currently?
publishing? archaic? Indo-European? texts,? but? links? to? digital? dictionaries? are? also?




4? Bammesberger? (1984:9):? “Seit? Beginning? unseres? Jahrhunderts? hat? sich? hauptsächlich? durch? die?
Kenntnis? des? Hethitischen? und? Tocharischen? die? Materialbasis? für? die? Rekonstruktion? der?
indogermanischen?Grundsprache?wesentlich?erweitert.”?
5?Zgusta? (1951:428):? “Il? est?naturel?qu’une? théorie?nouvelle? soit? ainsi? appliquée? au?matériel? le?plus?
large?possible.”?




8? For? the? TITUS? Program? (Das? Project? eines? indogermanischen? Thesaurus),? see? http://titus.uni-
frankfurt.de/indexe.htm.?
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§4.?Throughout? the? study,? special?weight? is? placed? on? a? strict? commitment? to? the?




“It? must? be? said? that? nineteenth-century? discussions? of? the? method? itself,? and? of? the?
procedures? involved? in? its?application,?are?rather?disappointing.?Although? there?are?many?
demonstrations? of? the? results? of? the? method,? no? detailed? step-to-step? explanations? or?
explicit?formalizations?are?forthcoming?from?this?period.”?
With? the?exception?of?Schleicher,? this?evaluation? is?generally? correct.?Similar? ideas?
with?an?even?more?critical?tone?have?been?expressed?by?Radoslav?Kati?i??(1970:9),?a?
leading?comparative?theoretician,?who?writes:?
“If? this? traditional? field? of? linguistic? studies? is? to? be? incorporated? in? a?modern? body? of?
linguistic?doctrine,?the?comparative?method?must?be?made?explicit?and?its?procedures?must?
become?more? formal.? If? a?method? is? stated? explicitly? it? becomes? possible? to? discern? its?
properties?and?show?why?it?is?successful?and?where?it?could?be?expected?to?fail.”9?
(b)? Within? this? study? are? found? both? an? explicit? presentation? of? method? (see?
especially? Chapters? 1? and? 5)? and? its? formalization? in? predicate? calculus,? the? best?
known? and? most? uncontroversial? scientific? meta-language? in? existence.10? This?
formalization?consists?of?a?simple?presentation?and?definition?of?the?Indo-European?
material? in?terms?of?predicate?calculus.11?The?usefulness?of?the?formalization?will?be?
demonstrated? in? Chapter? 5,? where? the? decision? method? for? the? Indo-European?
etymology?is?stated?as?a?simple?formula?of?predicate?calculus.?
(c)?The?preliminary?nature?of? the?Paleogrammarian?phoneme? inventory?and? sound?
laws?(based?on?Sanskrit)?and?the?laryngeal?theory,?presenting?a?Semitic?hypothesis?on?
a? Neogrammarian? chassis,? means? that? Indo-European? linguistics? depends? on? the?
Neogrammarians?more?than?typically?understood.?This?makes?the?following?remark?of?
Davies?(1975:644)?relevant?for?the?study?as?a?whole:?
“What? historiography? [and? Indo-European? linguistics]?most? needs? now? is? a? series? of?





discussion? that? arose? about? the? laryngeal? theory? could? become? much? more? fruitful? if? the?










the?comparative?method?as?a?natural? science.12?This?highly?conservative? tradition? is?
upheld? by? the? author? in? System? PIE? and? the? PIE? Lexicon? with? the? principles? of?
natural?science?duly?followed?throughout:13?
(a)?The? comparative?method? of? reconstruction? is? an? empirical? science.?The? Indo-





which? require? analogical? or? other? non-phonetic? changes.? Similarly,? everything? else? being?
equal,? analyses? operating? with? regular? changes? (sound? change? and/or? rule-governed?
analogy)?are?preferred?over?those?which?require?sporadic?or?less?regular?changes.”?




this? amounts? to? the? acceptance? of? Isidore? Dyen’s? requirement? (1969:508)? that?
“[s]tatements? regarding? the?nature?of? the?proto-language?are?entirely? inferential?or?
analytical,? not? assumptive”.?A? theory? allowing? verification? or? falsification? of? every?
detail?is?pursued,?and?apriorist?hypotheses?are?replaced?with?inductive?ones.?
(b)?The?reconstruction?of?proto-language?means?its?restoration?in?a?scientific?manner?
that? satisfies? high? philological,? linguistic? and? comparative? standards.? Ultimately,?
reconstruction? represents? an? equivalent?of? the? Indo-European?data,? compressed? in?










12? See?Koerner? (1982:2):? “Schleicher’s? conception? of? language? […]?was,? at? least?with? respect? to? its?
method?of?investigation,?a?natural?science?(Naturwissenschaft).”?See?also?Fox?(1995:24):?“The?work?of?
Schleicher? and? his? contemporaries,? on? the? other? hand,? reflects? the? growing? interest? in? the? natural?
















“Reconstructions? should? not? violate? the? maxim? attributed? to? the? medieval? philosopher?
Occam? that? entia ? non ? sunt ? multiplicanda ? praeter ? necessitatem ? ‘entities? (in? an?
argument)?are?not?to?be?multiplied?beyond?necessity’.?Put?differently,?the?simplest?possible?
analysis?is?to?be?preferred,?everything?else?being?equal.”?
The? converse? of? the? principle,?Occam’s? guillotine,? is? applied? in? the? elimination? of?
unnecessary?assumptions.19?
(e)?The?ex?nihilo?nihil?principle?states?that?nothing?comes?from?nothing.?In?practice,?if?










the? comparative? method? of? reconstruction? in? its? pure? form? is? the? sole? form? of?
inference? applied? in? this? study,?with? the? result? that? the? very? source? code?of?Proto-
Indo-European?is?derived?in?an?objective?manner?in?System?PIE.?
A? strict? adherence? to? these? principles? allows? one? to? demonstrate? that?
Schleicher’s? view? of? the? comparative? method? as? natural? science? is? accurate.? By?
sticking?to?principles?of?natural?science,?nothing?but?science?is?produced.?The?correct?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
16? For? the? opposite? point? of? view,? see? Benveniste? (1962:10):? “On? a? trop? cherché? à? convertir? les?
laryngales? en? réalités? phonétiques.? Nous? avons? toujours? pensé? que? le? statut? qui? leur? convenait?
présentement?était?celui?d’êtres?algébriques.?Loin?d’en?être?gênee,?la?reconstruction?indo-européenne?
s’en? trouve? facilitée.? Les? modèles? de? reconstruction? ne? doivent? pas? dépendre? d’interprétations?
phonétiques?encore?largement?conjecturales?et?qui?seraient?nécessairement?‘historiques’.”?
17?A?system?is?complete?if?it?generates?all?the?correct?forms,?not?if?it?generates?incorrect?forms.?









1.1.2  Forms ?as ?functions ?of ?phonemes ?and ?meanings ?
§0.? Kati?i?? (1970:146)? expresses? the? key? idea? of? language,? forms? as? functions? of?
meaning,?as?follows:?
“[…]? the? languages? in? genetic? research? must? be? defined? in? the? first? place? as? sets? of?
phonemic?strings?that?serve?as?expression?to?certain?contents.”??
Though? not? sufficient? as? a? general? theory? of? language? –?which? is? in? any? case? not?




of? phonemes? a1,? a2,? ...,? an? and? the? meaning? ‘x’? (in? practice,? the? translation).?




complete? when? all? attested? stems? have? been? accounted? for.? An? example? of? the?
presentation?of?material?based?on?the?stems?(arranged?under?the?respective?roots)?is,?
for?instance,?the?Old?Anatolian?formation22???-?‘sein’?(?e?-,??a?-???a-):?
? ?i.?e?-? ? ? (pr.)?‘sein’?(HEG?1:109-10,?e-e?-zi?[3sg],?KBo?I?53,7)?
? ?i.?a?-? ? ? (pr.)?‘sein’?(HEG?1:109-10,?a-?a-an-du?[3pl])?
? HLu.?sa-? ? (vb.)?‘be’?(CHLu.?2.34.1,?sa-tú?[3sg],?10.17.6,?sa-ta?[3pl])?
In? terms?of?predicate?calculus,? such?entries?are?combined? functions? f(g(h(x)))?=? ‘y’?
expressing? not? only? the? stem? and? its? meaning,? but? additional? information? like?
grammatical?analysis?(e.g.? ‘(pr.)’,? ‘[3sg]’,?etc.),?reference?(e.g.? ‘HEG?1:109-110’),? the?
locus?of?the?attested?form?(e.g.?‘KBo?I?53,7’)?and?so?forth.23?





er,?word-i-ness.”? In?addition?also? the? root,?capable?of? taking? inflectional?endings,? is?understood?as?a?
special?form?of?stem.?


















(c)? The? phonemes? constituting? a? stem? are? connected? with? a? sequence? function?
(symbol:?+)?expressing?the?left-to-right?order?of?the?objects?involved?(e.g.?a1+a2+...+?
an).? In?practice,? it? is?not?necessary? to?write? the? sequence? function;? for?example,? the?
conventional?writing?(e.g.?Go.?ist)?is?understood?as?shorthand?for?Go.?i+s+t.?








and? if? so? these? are? separated?by? segmentation? function? (the? symbol? ·)? as? seen,? for?
example,?with:?
? OIr.?do·for·mag-? (pr.)?‘accroîre’?(LEIA?M-8,?doformaig?[3sg]).?
§3.? In? this?manner,? any? Indo-European? lexical? item? can? be? expressed? in? terms? of?
predicate?calculus?(i.e.?one-to-one?mapping?exists).?
?
1.2  Phonetics ?and ?phonology ? in ?System ?PIE ?
1.2.1  Introduction: ?phonetics ?and ?phonology ?
§0.?The?basic?situation?is?neatly?summarized?by?Salmon?and?Smith?(2005:86):?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
25?The?variables?covering? the?constant? functions?(i.e.? languages?and?dialects)?are??,??,??,? ...?possibly?
with?subscripts?(?1,??2,?...,??n,?etc.).?With?these?the?individual?subgroups?like?‘Baltic’,?‘Celtic’,?etc.?can?
be?defined.?










inherited? alphabets? created?by? the? inventor(s)?of? the? respective?writing? systems.? In?







phoneme? must? be? comparatively? postulated,? based? on? a? correspondence? set?
consistent? with? the? full? data.? In? particular,? the? so-called? hypothetico-deductive?
method,? which? is? occasionally? allowed? in? historical? linguistics? and? involves?
hypothetical?proto-sounds?and?a?postulation?of?pre-proto-language,?is?unnecessary.?
?
1.2.2  Sounds, ?phonemes ?and ?phonetics ?
§0.?The?sounds?of?speech?are?concrete?objects?with?measurable?acoustic?properties?or?
features? produced? by? airflow? and? the? human? vocal? apparatus,? the? places? of?
articulation?and?the?articulator.28?Strictly?speaking,?as?no?two?spellings?of?a?sound?are?
identical,? the? concept? of? phoneme? (representing? actual? instances? and/or? spelling?
variants?a1,?a2,?...,?an?of?a?sound?/a/)?has?been?introduced.29?
§1.?Language? reaches? its?written? phase?when? the?means? for? its? transcription,?most?
often?an?alphabet,30?have?been?developed.?The?descriptiveness?and?general?accuracy?
of? the? archaic? Indo-European? phoneme? inventories? results? from? their? phonetic?
character.?Unaffected?by?conventions,? the?main? source?of?non-phonetic? spellings?or?
similar? factors? in? the? ancient? Indo-European? alphabets? usually? reflects? the? data? as?
directly?as?possible,?and?they?are?usually?accepted?as?such?in?a?comparative?study.?In?
terms? of? minor? exceptions,? note? the? following? phonological? remarks? concerning?
certain?individual?Indo-European?languages:?
(a)?Continuing?the?Sumerian? ideogrammatic?tradition,?the?Old?Anatolian? languages?










secondary? (built?upon?primary?data),? these?approximations?are? susceptible? to?error,?
and? comparative? evidence? is? particularly? important? for? the? elimination? of? possible?
mistakes.?
(b)?The?Indo-European?languages?are?usually?attested?in?their?own?inherited?writing?
systems,? but? transcribed? in? the? Latin? alphabet? (except? for? Greek).? The? scholarly?
transpositions?are?not?necessarily? flawless,?and? scrutiny?occasionally? required? in? the?
phonological?considerations?involving?the?latter.31?
(c)? From? a? comparative? point? of? view,? the? allophonic?alternation? of? phonemes? is?
caused? by? sound? changes? in? varying? environments.? Avestan? is? especially? rich? in?
allophonic? alternation? in? its? alphabet,? possibly? reflecting? its? status? as? a? sacred?
language.? It? is? not? uncommon? that?Avestan? allophones? cannot? be? explained? on? a?
synchronic?basis,?but? instead?require?a?historical?explanation?outside?of?the?received?
phoneme?paradigm.?
§2.? The? comparative? method? of? reconstruction? is? not? primarily? interested? in? the?
phoneme?inventories?of?the?individual?Indo-European?languages.?Although?all?Indo-
European? languages?preserve?some?proto-phonemes?as?such,?all?have?gone? through?
multiple? and? successive? sound? changes,? leaving? the? surface? level? ambiguous? to? a?








method? of? reconstruction? eliminates? secondary? phonemes? by? postulating? the?
respective? sound? laws?before?entering? into?conclusions,? thus? focusing?on? the?proto-
phoneme?inventory?as?the?common?denominator?of?the?cognates.?
?
1.2.3  The ?historical ?PIE ?phoneme ? inventories ?
§0.?The?historical?PIE?phoneme?inventories?will?be?briefly?presented?in?order?to?test?
them?against?the?enriched?Indo-European?data.?Though?outdated?in?certain?aspects,?
the?Neogrammarian? phoneme? inventory? is? the? common? starting? point? of? all? Indo-













(a)?The? laryngeal?PIE?*?,?which? is?absent? from? the?Neogrammarian? reconstruction,?
can?now?added?to?the?proto-language?based?on?Old?Anatolian,?as?already?discovered?
by?monolaryngealism:?
? Neogr.?? ???Ø?? ? (Brugmann,?Osthoff,?Pokorny,?Kronasser?et?al.)??
? Monolar.? PIE?*?? ? (Zgusta,?Laroche,?Szemerényi,?Tischler?et?al.)?
The?variations?of?the?now?outdated?multilaryngealism?will?be?discussed?subsequently?
in?their?relevant?contexts.?
(b)?At? its?high?point,? the?Neogrammarian? vowel? system?Neogr.?*V? contained?eight?
correspondence? sets,? provided? below? with? the? respective? vowel? system? of? the?
laryngeal?theory:?
? ? ??????*a-quality:? ? ?????*o-quality:? ? *e-quality:?
Neogr.?? *??? *a?? *?? *å?? *o?? *?? *e?? *???
LT.? *h2???*h2e/–? *eh2? ?–? *h3e? *eh3? *e? *eh1? ?
(c)?The?Neogrammarian? system? of? sonants33? contained? glides? (U),? liquids? (L)? and?
nasals?(N),?as?indicated?in?the?table?below:?
Neogr.? *?? i? ?C? i?V? ?? *?? u? ?C? u?V?
? ? *l? ?? ?C? ?V? ? *r? ?? ?C? ?V?




? ? ? ??????Plosives:? ? ? ??????????Fricatives:?
Neogr.? *p? t? k? ?? k??? ? s? ?? ?
? ? *ph? th? kh? ?h? k?h? ? sh? ?h? ?
? ? *b? d? g? ?? ?? ? z? ?? ?
? ? *bh? dh? gh? ?h? ?h? ? zh? ?h? ??
The?following?initial?remarks?are?respectively?made?for?each?category?of?objects:?
§1.?The?monolaryngealism?has? its? roots? in?Zgusta’s? (1951)?observation? that? there? is?
one? and? only? one? laryngeal? PIE? *?? (?? ?i.? ?,? CLu.? ?,? Pal.? ?,? HLu.? ?),? which? is?
comparatively? inferable? from? the?Old?Anatolian? (and? other? Indo-European)? data.?
This? has? now? been? confirmed? by? Johann? Tischler’s? Hethitisches? etymologisches?
Glossar? (HEG? 1977ff.),? proving? that? Zgusta’s? conjecture? was? both? sufficient? and?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
33? Note? that? in? this? study,? the? term? ‘resonant’?is? used? for? PIE? *i? u? r? l? n? m,? whereas? the? term?
‘sonants’?refers?to?Brugmann’s?and?Osthoff’s?syllabic?sonants.?
? 25?
necessary.? This? decisive? success? provides? an? inductive? starting? point? for? the?





(a)? At? its? high? point,? the? Neogrammarian? vowel? system? consisted? of? eight? cover?
symbols?for?vowels:?
? Neogr.?*?,?a,???(‘a-quality’)? *å,?o,???(‘o-quality’)? *e,???(‘e-quality’).?
Tested?against? the?enriched?data,? the?Neogrammarian? vowel? system? is?adequate? in?
terms? of? the? number? of? cover? symbols? and? their? derivation.? Eight? distinct?
correspondence?sets?can?be?inductively?obtained?from?the?data,?and?none?of?the?cover?
symbols? are? redundant.? In? the? absence? of? the? laryngeal,? the? traditional? system? is?
outdated.?In?particular,?the?mutual?relationships?of?vowels?and?the?laryngeal?and?the?
ablaut?patterns?require?a?thorough?revision.?
(b)?Based? on? Saussure’s? ideas,?Møller? (1879,? 1880,? 1906:vi?=? MØL)? presented? the?
classical? three-laryngealism? (now? competing? with? Brugmann’s? comparative?
reconstruction?of?proto-vowels)?indicated?in?the?following?table:?
Neogr.?? *??? *a?? *?? *å?? *o?? *?? *e?? *??? –?
MØL.? *A????*Ae/–? *eA? ??–? *Oe/–? *eO? *Ee? *eE? –?
This? theory?was?based?on?Saussure’s?(1878?=?DS*)?single? ‘fundamental’?(in?modern?
terms? ‘pre-proto-vowel’)? *e34? of? two? ‘coefficients? sonantiques’:? ? an? ‘a-colouring’?*A?
(Neogr.?*??=?LT?h2)?and?an?‘o-colouring’?*O?(=?LT?*h3),?with?rules?of?compensatory?
lengthening? and? colouring? obtained? by? structural? reasoning.35? For? the? sake? of?
similarity?with?the?Semitic?system?of?laryngeals,?Møller?added?yet?another?item?*E?(=?
LT? h1)? and? projected? the? assumed? Proto-Semitic? root? shape?C1C2·C3? onto? Proto-
Indo-European,36? thus? giving? birth? to? the? laryngeal? theory.37? Unsurprisingly,? this?
laryngeal? theory? conflicted?with? reality:? after? the? emergence? of? the?Old?Anatolian?
data,? Møller’s? original? proposition? of? three? laryngeals? has? been? gradually?
downgraded.? By? switching? to? a? notation? in? which? E,? A,? O? indicate? laryngeals?






















4.?Puhvel’s? (1965?=?PUH.)? theory? supposes?e?and? six? laryngeals,?of?which? three?
have?been? assumedly?preserved? in?Old?Anatolian:? *E,?A,?O? and? three? lost? (h1,?h2,?
h3).
38?
Møller’s? laryngeal? theory?has? split? into? two? subgroups.?One? favours?weakening? the?
original?proposition?of?the?number?of?preserved?laryngeals?(Benveniste?and?Eichner)?
and? one? adds? the? number? of? assumed? laryngeals? (Kury?owicz? and? Puhvel)? to?
compensate:??
?????? ? ? MØL?*E?A?O?
? ? ? ?? ? ? ??
? BENV.? *h1?*A?*O? ? ? KUR.? ?–???*A?*O? *h1?*h2??–?
? EICH.? *h1?*A?*h3? ? ? PUH.? *E?*A?*O? *h1?*h2?*h3? ?
(c)? The?monolaryngeal? theory? of? Indo-European?vocalism? is? currently? in? its? early?
phase,?in?essence?consisting?of?the?following:?
1.?Zgusta?(1951),?the?first?to?reconstruct?a?single?laryngeal?PIE?*H?coinciding?with?













? ? ? ? Vowels:? ? ? ? ? Laryngeal:?
? Neogr.?*?? a? ?? å? o? ?? e? ?? ??–?
? DS.? *A? –? eA? –? (o)? eO? e? eA? ??–?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
38?For?Puhvel’s?motivation?for?the?expansion?of?the?number?of?laryngeals?to?more?than?three,?see?HED?
3:? v-vi:? “Those? who? have? insisted? on? postulating? a? set? (preferably? low)? number? of? ‘laryngeals’?and?
hewing?to?them?religiously?have?lulled?themselves?into?a?false?and?premature?circularity.”?
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? MØL? *A???Ae/–? eA? –? Oe/–? eO? Ee? eE? ??–?
? ZG.? ?–? a? aH? –???? o? oH? e? eH? ??*H?
? SZ.? ?*??? a? ?? –???? o? ?? e? ?? ??*h?
The?theories? lack?at? least?one?correspondence?set,?with?the?result?that?none?of?them?
are? complete? or? acceptable? as? the? basis? of? a? comparative? reconstruction? theory? as?
such.?However,?Brugmann’s? reconstruction? is? the?most? accurate? description? of? the?
Indo-European? vocalism,?and? the?absence?of? the? laryngeal? can?be? corrected?by? the?
addition? of? the? critical? sound? law? established? by? the? laryngeal? theory? and?
monolaryngealism:?
? PIE?*??? ?? ? ?i.??,?Pal.,?CLu.,?HLu.???:?RV?’/Ø,?Gr.?Ø,?Lat.?Ø,?etc.?
Thus,?a?complete?set?of?cover?symbols?emerges?when?the?two?theories?are?combined:?
? *?? *a? *?? *å? *o? *?? *e? *?? ??*?.?
In? Chapter? 2,? when? the? cover? symbols? are? replaced? with? the? actual? Proto-Indo-
European?values,?this?solution?will?be?shown?as?both?necessary?and?sufficient.39?
§3.?Concerning? the? resonants,? functionally?defined?as?phonemes?having?vocalic? (?)?
and?consonantal?(R)?allophones,?three?theories?have?been?suggested:?
(a)?The?Neogrammarian?system?of?sonants?contained?the?postulates:?
Neogr.? *?? i? ?C? i?V? ?? *?? u? ?C? u?V?
? ? *l? ?? ?C? ?V? ? *r? ?? ?C? ?V?
? ? *m? ?? ?C? ?V? ?? *n? ?? ?C? ?V?
Here? the? long? sonants? ?? stand? for? short? sonants? plus? schwa? (=? ?+? ?).? In? the?
laryngeal?theory,?Neogr.?*??is?replaced?with?*H?in?a?completely?isomorphic?system:?
LT?? *???? i??? iHC? iHV? ? *??? u? uHC? uHV? ?
? ? *m? ?? ?HC? ?HV? ? *n? ?? ?HC? ?HV?
? ?? *l??? ?? ?HC??? ?HV? ? ?*r? ?? ?HC? ?HV?
(b)?The?schwa?secundum?school,?initiated?by?Schmidt,?accepts?Brugmann’s?and?
Osthoff’s? correspondence? sets,?but?explains? the?epenthetic? svarabhakti?vocalisms?of?
the?cognates?as?reflecting?a?schwa?secundum?(written?as?*?)?instead?of?the?zero?grade.?
(c)?The? third? tradition,? dating? back? to? the? period? preceding? the? theory? of? syllabic?
sonants,?is?the?comparative?one.?According?to?this?view,?though?never?formulated?as?a?
full-scale? theory,? the? identical? vocalisms? of? cognates? are? directly? compared? and?





39? For? an? interpretation? of? the? historical? connection? between? the? Neogrammarians? and?
monolaryngealism,? see? Eichner? (1988:128):? “Er? [=? der?Monolaryngalismus]? bildet? im?Grunde? die?




? ?PIE?*pulno-?? ?? RV.?p?r?á-,?Go.?full-,?ORus.?p?ln?-,?etc.?
§4.?For?the?obstruents,?functionally?defined?as?phonemes?without?vocalic?allophones,?
the?Neogrammarians? postulated? a? system? of? plosives? and? fricatives,? comprising? of?
twenty-eight?proto-phonemes.?
? ? Plosives?:? ? ? ? Fricatives?:?
? 1.? 2.? 3.? 4.? 5.? ? 6.? 7.?
? *p? t? k? ?? k??? ? s? ?? (1)?
? *ph? th? kh? ?h? k?h? ? sh? ?h? (2)?
? *b? d? g? ?? ?? ? z? ?? (3)?
? *bh? dh? gh? ?h? ?h? ? zh? ?h? (4)?




2.?Columns? 3-5? represent? the?Centum-Satem? isogloss,? viz.? the? problem? of? the?
three?PIE?velar?series?(Neogr.?*k?:???:?k?,?etc.).??
3.?Columns? 6-7? represent? the?Neogrammarian? fricative? system,? consisting?of? a?
series? of? sibilants? and? a? series? of? interdental? fricatives? (or? thorns),? but? lacking? the?
place?of?articulation?for?laryngeal(s).?




2.? The? ‘root? constraint?theory’? of? Meillet? and? Magnusson,? which? claims? a?
complementary?distribution?for?the?series?mediae?(D)?in?the?roots?with?two?successive?
plosives,?thus?implying?its?secondary?character.?
3.? Based? on? Saussure’s? suggestion? (generalized? by? Kury?owicz),? the? series? of?
tenues? aspiratae? is? eliminated? by? means? of? segmental? analysis? in? mainstream?
laryngeal?theory.?
? Neogr.?*ph?th?kh??h?k?h? ??? LT?*p+h2?t+h2?k+h2??+h2?k?+h2?
The? remaining? system?of? three? series? (*T? :?D? :?Dh)? is? the? starting?point?of? the? so-
called?glottalic?theory,?modulations?of?which?are?based?on?typological?considerations.?
(b)?The?second?part?of?the?plosive?problem?deals?with?the?Centum-Satem?isogloss?(i.e.?




Although? correct? in? terms? of? its? contents,? the? theory? is? typologically? problematic,?
because?no?satisfactory?parallels?in?the?languages?of?the?world?have?emerged.?
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2.? Attempts? to? eliminate? one? series? by? means? of? ? environments? result? in? a?
reduction? of? the? system? to? only? two? original? series.? In? this? regard,? all? the? possible?
subsets? of? two? original? phonemes? (i.e.? *k+*?,? *k+*k?? and? *?+*k?)? have? been?
suggested,?but?with?little?success.?
3.?When? segmental? analyses? of? the? velars? (Neogr.? *k??=? *ku)? (Reichelt)? and?





is?discussed? separately? in? the?next?paragraph? in?order? to? illustrate? the?principles?of?
segmental?analysis.?
§5.?In?order?to?guarantee?the?minimal?character?of?the?phoneme?inventory?of?System?
PIE,? a? combinatory? analysis? of? phonemes? is? carried? out? for? vowels,? resonants? and?
obstruents?in?the?respective?chapters?of?the?study.?The?testing?of?the?postulated?proto-




typology?of? the? four?obstruent? series?Neogr.?T?Th?D?D?? (‘Systemzwang’).?Since? the?




? Neogr.?*??? *?h?? *??? *?h? ? ? (Grundr2?1:790)?
is?based?on?a?comparison?of?sibilants?(in?Indo-Iranian?and?elsewhere)?and?dentals?(in?
Greek).?The?definition? can?be? shown? to?be?erroneous,?because? the? full?data?of? the?
alleged? examples? reveal? both? sibilants? and? dentals? in? Greek? (and? occasionally?
elsewhere?as?well).?No? independent?segment? is? to?be?reconstructed?because?sibilant?






? Gr.?????·??-? ? (m.)?‘Ton?zum?Bleichen’?(GEW?2:256)?
? Att.????·???-? ? (N.)?=????-?????(Schwyzer?GrGr.?1:326)?





? Gr.??????? ? (f.)?‘Erde,?Erdboden,?Land’?(GEW?2:1098-9)?
? Phryg.?????????? (f.)?‘Mother?Earth’?(P.?414)?
? ?i.?gadan? ? (adv.)?‘unten’?(HHand.?76,?HEG?1:539ff.)?
Both? a? sibilant? and? a? dental? extension? exist,? due? to? which? the? postulation? of? an?
underlying?thorn?is?illegitimate.?
2.? Neogr.? *te??-? ‘bauen,? zimmern,? verfertigen,? schneiden,? usw.’? (P.? 1058-59,?
KEWA?1:612-3)?
? ? I)?PIE?*te?s-?
? RV.?ták?-? ? (ao.)?‘zimmern,?verfertigen’?(WbRV.?511,?ták?ati)?
? TochB.?t?ks-? ? (vb.)? ?‘chop?up,?grind?up’?(DTochB.?286,?t?ksoym)?
? LAv.?t??-? ? (pr.)?‘(in?Scheite)?zerlegen’?(AIWb.?645,?t??ti?[3sg])?
? Lat.?texo-? ? (vb.)?‘bauen,?zimmeren’?(WH?2:678,?tex??[1sg])?
? gAv.?ta?n-? ? (m.obl.)?‘Bildner,?Schöpfer’?(AIWb.?645,?ta?n??[sgG])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Handwerk,?Kunst(fertigkeit),?List’?(GEW?2:889)?
? ? II)?PIE?*te?t-?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Zimmermann,?Handwerker’?(GEW?2:867)?
? LinB.?tekton-? ? (m.)?‘Zimmermann’?(GEW?3:183,?te-ko-to-ne)?
? Gr.?????????? ? (f.)?‘Handwerkerin’?(GEW?2:867)?
Again? two? different? extensions? (Neogr.? *te?s-? ?? *te?t-)? are? verified? instead? of? a?
single?item?implying?a?thorn.?This?argument?can?be?repeated?throughout?the?alleged?




the? field? is? transparent.?Since?at? least?sketches?of?comparative?solutions?can?already?
be? found? in? the? literature,? all? problems? can? be? solved? by? simple? successive?
applications?of?the?comparative?method,?as?shown?in?this?study.?
?
1.3  Semantics ?
1.3.1  Symbol ?function ?and ?semantics ?
§0.? From? a? semantic? point? of? view,? the? predicate? function? ?(a1,? a2,...,? an)? ?df? ‘x’?
expressing?morphemes?defines?correspondences?of?the?strings?of?phonemes?and?their?
meanings,? therefore? coinciding?with? the? concept?of? symbol? function.40? In? semantics?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
40?Saussure?(1916)? interprets? the? linguistic?symbol?as? two?sides?of?a?coin,?showing?both? form?(cheval)?
and?meaning?(‘equus’).?Perhaps?this?is?not?the?best?available?metaphor,?because?the?two?sides?of?a?coin?
are?not? identical,?nor?do? they? refer? to? each?other,? as? is? essentially? the? case?with? linguistic? signs;? for?
example,?see?Meriggi?(1966:5):?“Freilich?vertrete?ich?gerade?die?These,?daß?zwischen?der?Semantischen?
Sphäre? und? der? Lautgestaltung? des? entsprechenden? Ausdrücks? immer? ein? strenger? Parallelismus?
besteht.”?
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especially?meanings? are? studied,? and? as? the? general? problems? of? the? field? are?well?
known?it?suffices?to?refer?to?the?most?relevant?issues?for?the?reconstruction?of?Proto-
Indo-European.41?
§1.?Meaning? can? be? defined? in?many?ways,? parallel? or? divergent.42? In? comparative?
Indo-European?linguistics,?the?main?vehicle?for?the?delivery?of?meaning?is?translation.?
As? translation? is? a? concrete?measurable? object,? it? is? not? intended? that? it? involve? a?
philosophically? loaded? discussion? about? the? meaning? of? meaning.43? It? should,?
however,?be?kept? in?mind? that?morphemes?presuppose?meaning?and? reconstruction?
presupposes?morphemes;? accordingly,?meaning? is? by? no?means? a? trivial? concept.44?






? ?i.??apadia-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?verletzen,?töten’?(HHand.?40)?
should?be?postulated? instead?of? the?early? ‘†Diener,?Untergebener’,?which?was?based?










? Cymr.?maen-? ? (m.)?‘pierre?:?stone’?(LEIA?M-9)?
























“One? of? the? oldest? findings? about? the? language? is? that? the? forms? of? lexical? elements?
generally? do? not? bear? a? natural? relation? to? their?meanings.?As?Hermogenes? put? it? in? a?
dialogue? by? Plato,? the? names? of? the? things? are? justified? by? nothing?more? than? rule? and?
custom.”?(Cratylos?384d)?
However,? some? modern? formulations? of? the? idea,? especially? the? extreme?
interpretation?of?Saussure’s? slogan? ‘arbitrariness?of?meaning’,?does?not? serve? Indo-
European? linguistics? in?an?optimal?manner.? In?particular,? if? the? rules?mentioned?by?
Hermogenes?are?not?recognized,?several?actual?criteria?governing?the?alternations?of?
meaning?are?lost:?




adjectives,? etc.)? and? their? subclasses? (e.g.? active? :?medium/deponent? :? passive? and?
transitive?:?intransitive,?etc.).?Such?alternations?are?reflected?in?regular?(vs.?arbitrary)?
changes?of?meaning.?





? ? (a1,?a2,...,?an)???‘x’?? ? ??? ?(a1,?a2,...,?an)???‘y’.?
The?comparative?method?splits?homonyms,?arranges?the?morphemes?under?respective?
roots? m? ? n?based?on?their?semantic?values,?and?eliminates?mergers?in?the?process.?
(b)?Polysemy?describes?different?but?ultimately? connected?meanings?of?an? identical?
sequence?of?phonemes,?such?as:?
? ??(a1,?a2,...,?an)?? ?df?? ‘x1’,?‘x2’,...,?‘xn’.??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
47?In?the?digitalized?platform?of?the?PIE?Lexicon,?it?will?be?possible?to?list?all?the?morphological?matches?
allowed? by? sound? laws? to? test? the? available? translations.? Even? if? no? match? is? found,? all? possible?








the? same? meaning,? but? distinctive? phonetic? structure? –? are? widespread? in? Indo-
European.48?Even?Sanskrit,?known?for?its?synonyms,?pales?in?comparison?with?Proto-
Indo-European,? implying? that? the? ‘one? meaning,? one? form’? principle? cannot? be?
followed? literally? in? Indo-European? linguistics.? The? principle? is? helpful? in?
distinguishing? forms?with? incompatible?meanings,? but? it? should? be? recognized? that?
multiple?objects?with?identical?meaning?are?supported?by?the?comparative?method.?
(d)? It? is? not? uncommon? for? a? stem? to? have? a? ‘double?meaning’,? thus? revealing? a?
compound? rather? than? a? simple? word.? In? such? cases? it? is? still? possible? to? achieve?




which?Go.? ·min-? is? left?with? the?meaning? ‘age’,?which? still? currently? has? no? known?
cognates,? according? to?Lehmann? (GoEtD.? 25).?However,? the? comparison?with?Old?
Anatolian?results?in?a?direct?match?in:?
PIE?*me?n-?‘Zeit’?
? ?i.?me?n-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171,?me-e?-ni?[sgL])?
? Go.?·min-? ? (m./n.)?‘age’?(GoEtD.?25)49?
Generally?speaking,?the?data?actually?contains?more?segments?than?just?the?words?(or?
stems),?and?semantic?hints?often?lead?to?successful?segmentation.?
§4.? Semantic? bridges? –? assumed? changes? of? meaning? through? a? postulated?
(hypothetical)?meaning?–?are?relative?to?the?phoneme?inventory?and?sound?law?system?
at?hand.? In? general,? improvements? in?phonology? result? in? increased?morphological?
distinctions,? sometimes? confirming? and? sometimes? specifying? a? semantic? bridge.?
Perhaps? most? often,? however,? a? semantic? bridge? turns? out? to? be? artificial.? An?
illustration? of? this? can? be? found? with? the? emergence? of? PIE? *?? (=? ?i.? ?).? In? the?
Neogrammarian? system,? ‘a-vocalism’? (Neogr.? *?? a? ?)? referred? to? vowels;? not?
considered? root? radicals,? they? were? therefore? allowed? to? alternate? with? zero.?
According? to? the?modern? line?of? thought,?Neogr.?*??a? ?? indicates?PIE?*?? (??h2),?a?
radical? consonant,? thus? often? necessitating? distinctions?within? the? traditional? roots?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
48?A?brief? look? at? the? Indo-European? synonym?dictionaries? like?Watkins? 19923? and?Mallory-Adams?
1997?confirms?that?synonymy?is?widespread?within?the?group.?
49? For? an? alternative? extension? of? the? root? obtained? similarly? by? Fraenkel,? see? his? outstanding?





(a)? PIE? *?ner? *?nor-? ‘man’? (P.? 765).? The? undisputed? ?-? in?Greek? (and? Phrygian)?
implies?that?this?root?originally?began?with?PIE?*?:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Mann’?(GEW1:107-8)?
? NeoPhryg.?????-? (m.)?‘Mann’?(P.?765)?
? RV.?nár-? ? (m.obl.)?‘Mann,?Mensch’?(EWA?2:19-20)?
? RV.?n?-? ? (m.obl.)?‘Mann,?Mensch’?(WbRV.?748-50,?n?bhis?[I])?
(b)?PIE?*ner-?*nor-?‘strength,?strong’?(P.?38-39,?HEG?1:28).?Here?both?Greek?and?Old?
Anatolian?indicate?that?the?root?did?not?begin?with?a?laryngeal:?
? Cymr.?ner? ? (m.)?‘chef,?seigneur’?(LEIA?N-10)?
? Osc.?niir-? ? (m.)?‘princeps’??(LEIA?N-10,?niir?[sgN])?
? RV.?nár-? ? (m.)?‘Held,?Krieger?(von?Göttern)’?(WbRV.?748)?
? RV.?n?-? ? (m.)?‘Held,?Krieger?(von?Göttern)’?(WbRV.?748)?
? Hes.????·????-? (a.)?‘?????,??????’?(LSJ.?1186)?
? Gr.??????? ? (vb.)?‘operate,?effect,?etc.’?(Hes.????????????????)?
? CLu.?anari-? ? (c.)?‘Rüstigkeit,?Lebenskraft’? (DLL?26-27)?
? ?i.?anari-? ? (c.)?‘Rüstigkeit,?Lebenskraft,?Vitalität’?(HHand.?16)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?Hes.????????????????(LSJ.?1170)50?






? Go.?uz·?n-? ? (pret.)?‘aus-atmen’?(GoEtD.?385,?uz?n?[3sg])?
? Osc.?anamo-? ? (m.)?‘Seele,?Geist,?Gesinnung,?Gemüt,?Müt’?(WH?1:49)?
§5.?Finally,? it? should?be?observed? that? the?postulation?of?a?PIE?morpheme? requires?
that?both?the?formal?and?semantic?equations?match.?Therefore,?two?morphemes?









translation? can? be? found,? it? is? naturally? allowed? to? propose? equations? from? among?morphologically?
possible?matches?in?order?to?arrive?at?the?missing?translation.?
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1.3.2  Semantic ?fields ?of ?PIE ?root ?matrices ?
§0.?The?PIE? roots? formed? tree-shaped? structures? called? root?matrices?with? a?wide?
range? of? meanings? defining? the? semantic? field? of? the? matrix.52? The? existence? of?
semantic?fields?has?been?understood?ever?since?the?Sanskrit?grammarians?constructed?










associated? with? substantives? meaning? ‘horse’,? ‘bird’?and/or? ‘foot/leg’,? an? adjective?
‘hasty’,? a?numeral?meaning? ‘four’,? a?preposition(s)?meaning? ‘for(ward),? forth,? etc.’,?





meaning? ‘five’,?and?so? forth.?The?reasons? for? the?alternation?are?readily?understood?
(the?meaning? ‘hand’? is?defined?by? the? ‘(five)? fingers’?and?actions?performed?by? the?
hand),?and? this?kind?of?phenomenon?can?also?be?regulated,?at? least? to?a?reasonable?
degree.?
(c)?Roots?with?parallel?extensions?with?an? identical?meaning? (or?nearly? so)?are?not?
uncommon? in? Proto-Indo-European? (and? Indo-European).? This? can? be? illustrated?
with? the? traditional? entry? Neogr.? *m?n-? ‘moon,? month’? (P.? 731),? actually? a? *·n-
extension?of?the?root?PIE??me?-??m??-?‘luna’:53?
? ? PIE? me?-?
? OInd.?ma-? ? (m.)?‘Moon’?(MonWil.?771,?Lex.?ma??[sgN])?
? TochA.?ma·ñkätt-? (m.)?‘dea?luna’?(Poucha?212,?ma·ñkätt?[sgN])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
52?Note? that? the? term? ‘semantic? field’?is?used?here? in?a?different?sense? than? in? its?original?usage.?The?
standard?definition?and? its? summary?are?advanced?by?Fox? (1995:116)?as? follows:?“Jost?Trier? […]?put?
forward? the? theory? of? the? semantic? fields? (Trier,? 1931).?According? to? this? theory,? it? is? possible? to?
identify?areas?of?the?vocabulary?(‘fields’)?within?which?meanings?are?mutually?defining?and?delimiting,?
thus? forming? systems?which?have? some? affinity? to? those? found? in?phonology? and?morphology.?Trier?







? ? PIE? m??·n-?
? RV.?m??·?catú-? (a.)?‘den?Mond?verscheuchend’?(WbRV.?1028)?
? Li.?m?na-? ? (m.)?‘Monat,?Mond’?(LiEtWb.?435,?m?nas?[sgN])?
? ? PIE? m??·s-?
? RV.?candrá·mas-? (m.obl.)?‘Mond-’?(WbRV.?436,?candrá-masas?[G])?
? RV.?m?s-? ? (m.)?‘Mond,?Monat’?(WbRV.?1036,?m?sam?[sgA])?
? Arm.?mahik? ? (sb.)?‘Mondsichel’?(ArmGr.?1:191,?mahik)54?
? Mars.?mesen-? ? (sb.)?‘Mond’?(WbOU.?472)?
? ? PIE? m??·u-?
? El.????-? ? (m.)?‘Monat,?Mondsichel’?(GEW?2:227,??????[sgN])?
? OIcl.?m?lin-? ? (m.)?‘Mond’?(ANEtWb.?395,?m?linn?[sgN])?
? OIcl.?mundil·fari? (PNm.)?‘N.?für?den?Vater?des?Mondes’?(ANEtWb.?395)?
The? semantic? distinctions? originally? caused? by? the? extensions? remain? temporarily?
unknown,?owing? to? the? incomplete? state?of? Indo-European? studies,?but? in?principle?






? TochA.?pe-? ? (m.)?‘pes?:?Füß’?(Poucha?186,?pe?[sgN])?
? ?i.?pai-? ? (vb1.)?‘gehen,?marschieren,?usw.’?(CHD?P:19f.)?
? OInd.?paya-? ? (vb.)?‘to?go,?move’?(MonWil.?585,?payate?[3sg])?















our? first? and? foremost? task? in? (P)IE? semantics? is? to?develop? a?means?of? regulating?
non-arbitrary? semantic? alternations? and? providing? the? study? with? precise? tools? to?
approach?a?meaning?as?an?inductive?problem?with?a?solution.?
(b)?Even? if? the?meanings? of? the? shortest? (primary)? PIE? roots,?which? serve? as? the?
starting?points?of?the?matrices,?eventually?turn?out?to?be?arbitrary,?our?task?is?to?prove?
this?scientifically?instead?of?assuming?arbitrariness?a?priori.??
§3.?Due? to? the? translatability?of? the?Indo-European?data? into? formulas?of?predicate?
calculus,?semantics?can?be?studied?as?rigorously?as?morphology.?Therefore,?instead?of?
attempting? to? ignore? (or? dismiss)? it,? semantics? should? be? understood? as? a? vital,?
independent?dimension?of?comparative?reconstruction.?
?
1.4  Morphology ?









all? attested? Indo-European? morphemes? arranged? under? PIE? root? matrices,?







fact,? more? useful? than? whole? words,? since? word? structure? may? well? be? different? in? the? languages?
compared.”? For? some? definitions? of? ‘morpheme’,? see? Lyons? (1968:108ff.)? and? Trask? (DPhPh:227):?
“The?minimal? grammatical? unit;? the? smallest? unit? which? plays? any? part? in?morphology,? and? which?
cannot?be?further?decomposed?except?in?phonological?terms.”?




rigorous? system?of? language? classification.”?Also?note? that?biology,? the? source?of? the? term,?played?a?
significant?role?in?Schleicher’s?ideas?concerning?the?comparative?method?in?general.?
58?On? the? definition,? see?Kati?i?? (1970:93):? “Morphological? correspondence? of? word? forms? can? be?
defined?by?phonemic?correspondence?of?grammatical?and?lexical?morphs.”?
? 38?






In? Indo-European? linguistics,? this? divisibility? has? been? gained? by? experience;? there?
exists? general? confidence? on? the? matter.? However,? segmentation? –? the? cutting? of?
morphemes? –? is? not? governed? by? a? priori? rules,60? but? internal? and? external?
confirmation? for? the? morpheme? boundary? is? required.61? General? devices? for?
segmentation,? like? “[…]? Greenberg’s? square? test? to? find? the? morph? boundaries?
(Essays? in? Linguistics? 22)”? (Raimo? Anttila? 1969:43),? have? been? suggested? and?
developed.62?All?such?methodologies?remain,?however,?subordinate? to? the?data.?For?
the?Indo-European?languages,?the?following?principles?are?valid:?
(a)? x?is?a?compound,?if?and?only?if?there?are?morphemes? y?and? z,?such?that?
? ?x(a1,?a2,...,?an)???‘x’?? ? ? ?y(a1,?a2,...,?am-1)???‘y’?+? z(am,...,?an)???‘z’63?




and? the?affixes?have? the? same? status,?being?morphemes.?Consequently,?at? the?basic?
level?of?observation,? there? is?only?one?kind?of?entity:?morphemes.64? In? this? context,?
one? readily? agrees?with?Anttila? (1969:97),? quoting? “Schütz’s? general? principle? that?
etymological?research?should?not?comprise?mere?sound?comparison?but?also? include?
word?formation?(341,?347).”?In?other?words,?as?put?by?Nyman?(1982:7):?
“All? good? etymologies? are? generative;? i.e.,? they? are? based? on? an? explicit? grammatical?
analysis?of? linguistic? signs.?And?evaluation?of?etymological? reconstructions?also?has?much?
[in]?common?with?evaluation?of?descriptive?grammatical?analysis.”?







62?Thus,?one?may? formulate? the?usual? segmentation? rule?as? follows:? if? two? forms?contain?m? identical?
radicals,?but?disagree?in?the?n?th,?then?n?is?a?suffix?belonging?to?another?(possibly?unidentified)?root.?
63?See?Campbell? (2004:357):?“When? compared?words?are?analysed?as?being? composed?of?more? than?
one?morpheme,?it?is?necessary?to?show?that?the?segmented?morphemes?(roots?and?affixes)?in?fact?exist?
in?the?grammatical?system.”?




1.4.2  On ?classification ?of ?morphemes ?
§0.? The? classification? of? Indo-European? morphemes? is? based? on? the? linear?
organization? of? words,? maximally? consisting? of? prefix? (?),? root? (?),? root?
determinative? (?),? derivational? suffix? (?)? and? inflectional? suffix? (?).? The? varying?
aspects?of?the?Indo-European?words?of?the?shape??·?·?·?·??are?studied?under?the?
following?main?disciplines:?
(a)? Morphophonology? classifies? the? morphemes? based? on? their? appearance? and?
mutual?order?in?the?formula? ·?·?·?·?.?
(b)?Morphophonemics?studies?the?allomorphs?(in?practice,?the?ablaut?variants)?of?the?
morphemes?of? all? categories.65?The? Indo-European?parent? language?was?of? a? root-
inflected?type?like?Arabic,?and?as?such?it?contained?a?stock?of?consonantal?roots?with?
alternative? vocalizations? in? a? system? resembling? Semitic? interdigitation? (or?
introflexion).66?
(c)?A?rigorous?apparatus?of?derivational?morphology?has?resulted?in?a?wide?variety?of?











? *m-? ? Gr.????[sgA],?gAv.?m?,?OCS.?m?,?etc.?? ?? ??=?Ø·?
? *om-? ? HLu.?amu,? i.?amuk?[AD]? ? ? ?? ??=?*?·?
? *em-? ? Gr.?????[sgA],????-?(a.)?‘mine’,?Arm.?im? ?? ??=?*?·?
?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
65? For? a? definition,? see? Bybee? (1985:v):? “The? study? of?morphology? approaches?morphemes? as? the?
(minimal)? linguistic? units? with? semantic? content,? and? studies? relations? among? them.? In? contrast,?
morpho-phonemics,? as? classically? defined,? studies? the? relations? among? allomorphs? –? the? variant?
phonological?representations?of?a?single?morpheme.”?
66? In? Indo-European? linguistics,? the? proto-roots? are? often? given? in? the? conventional? *e-grade? (e.g.?
??elu-),?regardless?of?the?actual?vocalizations?of?the?material.?
67?The?pattern??·?·?·?·??may?naturally?contain?multiple? items?of?one?and?the?same?category.?Thus,?
for? example,? a? compound? (see?Hirt? 1928? and? Salus? 1963)?may? consist? of? several? root?morphemes?
(?1·?2·...·?n).?
68?Anttila?(1969:89),?Schwyzer?(GrGr.?1.411-413?&?433),?Austin?1941,?Winter?1950,?Wyatt?(1972:1n1),?




? *s-? ? Osc.?senti?[3pl],?Do.?????,?HLu.?sa-tu?[3sg]? ?? ??=?Ø·?
? *os-? ? ?i.?Pal.?CLu.?a?antu?[3pl]?‘sind’? ? ?? ??=?*?·?
? *es-? ? LinB.?ehont-,?OLi.?es?ti-?[pt.],?etc.? ? ?? ??=?*?·?
?su-?‘good’?
? *su-? ? ?i.??u?mili-?(a.)?‘well-fixed’?:?RV.?s?máya-? ?? ??=?Ø·?
? *osu-? ? ?i.?a?u-?(a.)?‘good’? ? ? ? ?? ??=?*?·?
? *esu-? ? Gr.???·?????-?(a.)?‘gut?gesponnen’? ? ?? ??=?*??
In?the?laryngeal?theory,?it?has?been?assumed?that?the?prothetic?vowels?would?provide?
direct? evidence? for? laryngeals.? 69? However,? Messing’s? (1947:191)? objection? “one?
cannot?rely?on?the?prothetic?vowel?to?always?reflect?a?laryngeal”?is?correct?for?obvious?
reasons:? the? postulation? of? a? laryngeal? based? on? a? prothetic? vowel? constitutes? a?
violation?of?the?ambiguity?rule,?because?PIE?*?·??·?are?equally?possible?(and?actually?
correct? in? cases?where? PIE? *?? does? not? appear).?Thus,? in? the? above? examples,? the?
postulation?of?an?initial?laryngeal?is?impossible,?because?no?trace?of?it?appears?in?the?











da? sie?keine?klar?erkennbare?Bedeutung?oder?bestimmte?Funktion?aufzeigen,? sich? für?die?








root.? This? is? a? form? that? underlies? at? least? one? paradigm? or? partial? paradigm,? and? is? itself?
morphologically?simple.?Thus?luc?underlies?the?paradigms?of?both?luceo?and?lucidus.”?
71?Trask?(DPhPh:312)?writes:?“In?morphology,?the?simplest?possible?form?of?a?lexical?morpheme,?with?








The? root?determinatives,? fossilized?elements?between? the? root?and? the?derivational?
and/or?inflectional?suffixes,?are?disappearing?as?a?class?of?morphemes.?This?is?due?to?









? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Hand’?(=?Hes.?????,?GEW?2:175,?LSJ.?1081)?
? Alb.?mora-? ? (ao.)?‘nehmen,?halten,?fassen’?(Grundr2?1:365)?
? Gr.???????? ? (pr.)?‘nehmen,?usw.’?(LSJ.?1081,?????????:?????????)?
? Gr.???·??????-? (f.)?‘Leichtigkeit,?Bequemlichkeit’?(GEW?1:588)?
The?determinative???=?PIE?*k?(e/o)-? can?be?proven?as?a?morpheme?by?noting? that?









after?an?optional? root?determinative.?As? is? the? case?of? the? root?determinatives,? the?
derivational? suffixes? can? usually? be? compared? to? the? respective? free? morphemes,?
which? are?preserved? at? least? in? some? language(s).?A? relatively? recent? example?of? a?
derivational?suffix?analyzed?in?terms?of?morpheme?inventory?is?provided?by?Schmitt-
Brandt? (1967:129),? who? compared? the? causative? suffix? PIE? *·e?e/o-? *·o?e/o-? (vb.)?
‘·machen’?with?Anatolian?data?in:?
?i-?(vbA.)?‘machen’?(vbMP.)?‘werden’?(PIE?*i-?*ei-?*oi-,?HEG?1:338-343)?
? Lyc.?ai-? ? (vb.)?‘machen’?(HEG?1:340,?aiti?[3sg])?
? CLu.?aia-? ? (vb.)?‘machen’?(DLL.?23-24,?a-a-du?[3sg?])?
? Gr.?·?i?-?? ? (csM.)?‘werden’?(GEW?2:109,???????????[1sg])?
? Gr.?·?i??? ? (csA.)?‘machen’?(GEW?2:109,????????[1sg])?
? ?i.?ei-? ? ? (vb.)?‘machen’?(Sum?DÙ,?HED?I:335-347,?e-it?[3sg])?





? Lat.?·eo-? ? (cs.)?‘machen’?(e.g.?in?Lat.?l?ce??‘leuchten’,?WH?1:823)?
? RV.?·áya-?? ? (cs.)?‘machen’?(e.g.?in?RV.?rocaya-,WbRV.?1171-2)?
? TochA.?ya-? ? (vb.)?‘facere’?(Poucha?235-7,?yatär?[3sg],?yatsi?[inf.])?
? O?i.?ia-? ? (vb1A.)?‘machen’?(HEG?1:338-343,?ia-az-zi,?ia-an-zi)?
? RV.?·yá-? ? (pr.P.)?‘werden’?(e.g.?in?RV.?badhyá-,?WbRV.?898)?
Although? the?number?of? recognizable?PIE?derivational? suffixes? is? considerably? less?
than? that? of? root? determinatives,? there? are? still? etymologies? worth? comparative?
attention.75?
(e)?The?inflectional?suffixes?·??(or?endings)?are?bound?morphemes?by?definition,?but?
as?a? rule? they?are?also? connected? to?other? items?of? the?morphology? inventory.?The?
inflectional? suffixes? are? typically? pronouns? and? demonstratives? (with? verbs)? and?
affixes? expressing,? for? instance,? directions? and? other? grammatical? categories? (with?
nouns).76? The? connection? between? inflectional? suffixes? and? the? respective? root?
morphemes?can?be?exemplified?with?a?well-known?example:?
?m-?‘ich,?mich,?mir,?usw.’?(P.?702)? ? ?
? ?i.?·mi?? ? (end.)?‘1sg-pr.’?(e.g.?in?e-e?-mi?[1sg],?HEG?1:109)?
? Gr.?·???? ? (encl.sgA.)?‘mich’?(GEW?1:504)?
The?words?detached?from?their?inflectional?suffixes?are?called?the?stems?of?a?language?
and?marked?with?a?final?hyphen?(the?symbol?-):?
? CLu.??uap-? ? (a.)?‘böse?:?hostile’?(DLL.?50,??u-u-ua-ap-pí?[sgD]).?
§2.? In? Indo-European? linguistics,? the? term?morphophonemics? (or? root-inflection?of?
morphemes)?basically?coincides?with?ablaut.?We?can?define?the?Proto-Indo-European?
ablaut?with?the?following?formula?(for?the?full?derivation?and?proof,?see?Chapter?2):77?

























root??mr-? ‘sterben,?usw.’? (P.?735f.)?even? if?no? such?vocalization? is?attested,?because?
the?items?tagged?‘?’?are?not,?strictly?speaking,?postulated?(reconstructed).82?
§3.? Derivational? variation? is? widespread? both? in? Proto-Indo-European? and? its?
successors.?The?variation?is?usually?referred?to?as?dialectal,?but?the?data?suggests?that?




at? least? two?witnesses,? thus?allowing? for? their? reconstruction? in? the?proto-language.?
Exempli?gratia,?this?is?the?case?with:??
? Poln.?mi?dzy? ? (prep.)?‘zwischen’?(REW?2:112,?P.?–).?
The? stem?contains?a?problematic?nasal?vowel?PSlav.?*memdj-,?which? is?absent? from?
the?better?known?formation:?
(a)?PIE?*medh?o-?‘medius?:?(in?the)?middle?(of),?between’?(P.?706)?
? RV.?mádhya-? ? (a.)?‘medius’?(WbRV.?988)?
? LAv.?mai?ya-? ? (a.)?‘medius,?mittlerer’?(AIWb.?1116)?
? Osc.?mefio-? ? (a.)?‘mittlerer,?in?der?Mitte?befindlich’?(WbOU.?464)?






For? example,? Grm.? geb-e? ‘give’,? gib-t? ‘gives’,? gab? ‘gave’,? gäb-e? (subj.)? clearly? contain? the? same?
morpheme,? though? in? the? different? forms? geb-/gib-/gab-/gäb-.? The? morpheme,? therefore,? has?
allomorphs?[...].?The?type?of?morpheme?variation?illustrated?by?geben?is?of?great?importance?[...]?and?is?
known?as?ablaut.”?





83?For?an?alternative? formulation?of? the? ‘derivational?variation’?used?here,? see?Fox? (1995:51-2):?“[…]?
although? it? is? customary? in? the?practice?of? reconstruction? to? take? ancient? attested? languages? (Latin,?
Sanskrit,?Old?High?German,?etc.)?as?the?starting?point,? it? is?clear?that?these? languages?were? in?reality?
not? the? uniform? linguistic? systems? often? preserved? in? their? classical? form,? but? were? variable? and?
dialectally?differentiated.”?
? 44?
? Poln.?mi?dzy? ? (prep.)?‘zwischen’?(REW?2:112,?P.?–)?
Obviously,?this?kind?of?alternation?is?not?dialectal,?because?there?is?no?‘Polish-Avestan?
dialect’?and?we?are?dealing?with?a?simple?isogloss?between?the?languages.?As?we?may?
identify? the? derivational? device? leading? to? PIE? *memdh?o-? (reduplication)? and? the?




1.4.3  Morphotactics ?and ?PIE ?root ?matrices ? ?
§0.? In? Indo-European? linguistics,? the? term?morphotactics? can?be?understood?as? the?
study? of? the? morphemes? in? linear? sequence? ?·?·?·?·?? (morphophonology)? and?
ablaut? PIE? *?? e?Ø? o? ?? (morphophonemics).? The? ultimate? goal? of? the? study? is? to?
discover? and? reconstruct? the? rules? governing? the? derivational? morphology? of? the?
proto-language.?In?its?fully?adequate?form,?the?study?requires?the?reconstruction?of?all?
PIE?morphemes?arranged?under? the?main?roots,?a?goal? that?has?yet? to?be?achieved.?




and? Pokorny? –? is? empirical? and? inductive,? and? consequently? it?makes? no? a? priori?
demands?on?the?number?of?radical?consonants?of?roots:?the?roots’?shapes?implied?by?
the? comparative?method? and? based? on? the? evidence? are? projected? onto? the? proto-
language.?




§1.? The? traditional? root? theory,? based? on? induction,? was? already? practiced? by? the?
Neogrammarians? and? continued? by? names? like? Persson,?Walde? and? Pokorny.? The?
intrinsic?organization?of?the?Indo-European?data?has?informed?the?lexicographers?and?
root? theoreticians? that? the? unextended? roots? ?? are? accompanied? with? numerous?
parallel?extensions?of?shapes? ·?1,? ·?2,?...,? ·?n?(where?the?suffix?variable???ranges?
across? the?morpheme?paradigm,? including? the? root?determinatives).?This? approach?
has? resulted? in? tree-shaped? root? structures,? consisting? of? the? primary? root? and? its?
extensions,? which? are? possibly? further? extended.? The? basic? arrangement? can? be?
exemplified?with?a?monoliteral?root:?
?i-?‘gehen’?(P.?293-297)?
? RV.?i-? ? ? (pr.)?‘gehen,?reiten,?fahren,?fliegen’?(WbRV.?195)?
? Gr.???-? ? ? (vb.)?‘gehen’?(GEW?1:462-3,??????[1sg])?
? 45?
For?this?root,?Walde?and?Pokorny?reconstructed?multiple?biliteral?extensions?(called?
‘Bildungen’? in? this?context),? including??i?(h)-?(P.?296),??igh-?(P.?296),??il-?(P.?296),?
?im-?(294),??it-?(294),??idh-?(P.?295),??iu-?(P.?295),?and?so?forth.84?Characteristically,?
the?extensions?are? subordinated?and?arranged?according? to? the?number?of?attested?
radicals.? In? this? study,? these? shapes? –? containing? the? derivational? structure? of? the?
primary? PIE? roots? –? are? called? ‘root? matrices’? (or? simply? ‘matrices’).? Though?
presenting? a? full-scale? root? theory? before? the? completion? of? the? PIE? morpheme?
inventory?would? be? premature,? the? concepts? of? the?monoliteral? root? and? the? root?
matrices?built?upon?them?govern?the?formation?and?the?structure?of?the?Proto-Indo-
European?parent?language,?and?some?preliminary?comments?are?in?order:?








practically? in? all? cognates,? as? shown? in? the? parallel? examples? below.87? In? such? a?






inventory,?but?allows? for?organization?of? the?material?based?on? the? structure?of? the?
roots?themselves.?









85?Note? that? the? existence? of? single? consonant? roots? does? not?mean? that?multiliteral? roots? (without?
derivation? from?monoliteral?ones)?would?not?exist.?Roots?with?any?number?of?consonants?(as?well?as?
vocalic?roots)?are?accepted?as?proven?by?the?comparison?of?material.?
86? For? Burrow’s? views? on? Old? Anatolian? in? a? more? general? context,? see? (1979:vii):? “The? special?
contribution?of?Hittite?[...]? is?due?to?the?fact?that?an?earlier?stage?of?Indo-European? is?reached?by?the?




+? vowel? +? consonant? at? the? best,? but? often? something? even? less? substantial—that? the?
comparisons?obtained?could?not?but?be?viewed?with?extreme?skepticism.”?








“The? fundamental? question? is,? how? can? bundles? of? isoglosses? [or? correspondences]?be?
reduced? to? knots? on? genealogical? trees? [or? root?matrices]?without? arbitrary? selection? of?
isoglosses?from?the?whole?network?that?exists?in?reality.”?
This?problem? can?also?be? solved?when? the?existing?network? is?accounted? for? in? the?
etymological? dictionary,? thus? comprising? the? full? extent? of? the? data.? From? such?
structure,?the?knots?confirmed?by?at?least?two?branches?can?be?extracted?by?means?of?
digital?technology.?
§2.? The? comparative? root? theory? posits? no? a? priori? restrictions? on? the? number? of?
radical? consonants? making? a? root.? Thus? monoliteral? ?(x1),? biliteral? ?(x1,x2)? and?
triliteral??(x1,?x2,?x3)?–?up?to?n-literal?roots??(x1,?x2,?…,?xn)?–?can?be?reconstructed,?if?
implied?by? the?data.?Some?examples?of?externally? confirmed?monoliteral? roots?and?
their?extensions?arranged?under?root?matrices?are?mentioned?below:?
(a)??m-?‘disintegrate,?disappear,?vanish,?die’?
? ? PIE??mo-?? (?? o-)?‘disappear,?vanish,?die’?
? ?i.?ma-? ? (vb1.)? ?‘disappear,?vanish’?(CHL?L/N?99,?ma-du?[3sg])?
? Lat.?mo-? ? (vbM.)?‘sterben’?(WH?2:112,?mor??[inf.])?
? ? PIE??mor-?? (?? o?1-)?‘idem’?(Ablaut:?*mer-?*mor-?*m?-)?
? ?i.?mar-? ? (vb1&2.)?‘verschwinden,?verlorengehen’?(HEG?2:199)?
? RV.?mam?r-? ? (pf.)?‘sterben’?(WbRV.?1054,?mam?ra?[3sg])?
? ?i.?mer-? ? (vb1.)?‘verschwinden,?absterben’?(HEG?2:199,?me-er-zi)?












? ? PIE??mort-?? (?? o?1·?1-)90?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘man,?mortal’?(LSJ.?1147,?GEW?2:257,???????)?
? RV.?márta-? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(WbRV.?1008-9)?
? Lat.?mortuo-? ? (a.)?‘tot’?(WH?2:113,?mortuus?[sgN])?
? ? PIE??mosK-?? (?? o?2·?2-)?
? ?i.?ma?ki-? ? (vb.)?‘id’?(?)?(CHD?M-99,?ma-a?-ki-id-du?[3sg])?
In?addition? to? the?monoliteral? root? ?m-? (and? its?extensions? ?mor-?and? ?mos-),? yet?
another?extension??ma?-?(?? o?3)?has?been?preserved?in?the?feminine?
PIE?*m?a?-?‘death’:? ?





? HLu.?pa-? ? (vb.)?‘go’?(CHLu.?11.1.e24,?(“PES2”)pa-tu)?
? Gr.????·??-? ? (ao.?)?Hes.????????????????????(LSJ.?212)?
? ?i.?pa-?? ? (vb.)?‘go,?pass,?flow’?(CHD?P:18f.,?pa-an-zi?[3pl])?
? Gr.????·??-? ? (m.)?‘tripod’?(LSJ?1821,???????,???????)?
? ? ?pei-?‘eilen’?(P.?795)?
? ?i.?pai-? ? (vb1.)?‘gehen,?fließen,?fliegen’?(CHD?P:19f.,?paizi)?
? TochA.?pe-? ? (m.)?‘pes’?(Poucha?186,?pe?[sgN])?
? Dh?tup.?páya-?? (vbM.)?‘to?go,?move’?(MonWil.?585,?payate?[3sg])?
? ? ?per-?‘eilen’?(P.?816-7)?
? CLu.?par-? ? (vb1.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(?)?(DLL.?77,?pár-du?[3sg])?
? RV.?pípar-? ? (pr.)?‘hinüberführen’? (WbRV.?777-8,?píparti)?
? HLu.?para-? ? (sb.)?‘foot’?(CHLu.?10.14.9,?(“PES”)pa+ra/i-za)?
? ?i.?par?a-? ? (vb.intr.)?‘eilen,?jagen’??(HHand.?121,?CHD?P:143f.)?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘durchschreiten,?-fahren’?(GEW?2:510)?
? ? ?pet-?‘fliegen,?laufen,?eilen’?(P.?825-6)?
? AV.?ví?ánu?pap?t-? (pf.)?‘durchfliegen’?(WbRV.?761,?ví?ánu?pap?ta?[3sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (vb.)?‘fliegen’?(GEW?2:521-2,?????????[1sg])?
? ?i.?peta-? ? (vb.)?‘laufen,?eilen,?fliegen’?(CHD?P:352f.,?pí-it-ta-i)?
? ? ?peu-?‘gehen,?eilen’?(no?root?given?in?P.)?










the? laryngeal? theory,?where? empirical? theory?has? been? replaced? by?Møller’s?Proto-
Indo-Semitic?root?hypothesis.?Within?this?framework,?bilateral?roots?would?be?of?the?
oldest?type,?according?to?Møller?(1906:xiv):?
“Die? zweikonsonantigen?Wurzeln,? wie? bh-r-,? g1-n-? (in? ????,? ?????),? sind? innerhalb? des?
Indogermanischen? (wie? entsprechend? innerhalb? des? Semitischen)? die? ältesten,? nicht,?wie?
Hirt?will,?die?jüngsten.”?
Contrary? to? Møller’s? suggestion,? the? monoliteral? roots? ?C-? are? not? restricted? to?
pronouns,91? but? include? ancient? roots? with? nominal? and? verbal? derivations? (see?
above).?Erroneously? claiming?biliteral? roots? to?be? the?most?ancient? Indo-European?
ones,? the? root? shape? C1C2·(C3)? is? not? particularly? suitable? for? comparative?
reconstruction.92? It?makes? little? sense? to?add? the? root? radicals? (laryngeals)?based?on?
the? alleged? shape? C1C2·(C3)? and? then? remove? these? traces.? This? practice? is?
particularly? questionable? in? examples? where? no? prothetic? vowel,? no? compensatory?
lengthening,?no?Old?Anatolian?laryngeal?or?no?other?trace?of?a?laryngeal?appears:?
PIE??i-?‘gehen,?usw.’?
? CLu.?i-?? ? (vb.)?‘aller’?(DLL.?50,?i-ti?[3sg],?i-du?[3sg])?
? RV.?i-? ? ? (pr.)?‘gehen,?wandern,?reiten,?usw.’?(WbRV.?195,?itás)?
? Gr.??-? ? ? (vb.)?‘gehen’?(GEW?1:463,??????[1pl],?????[2sg])?
In?such?(and?similar)?circumstances,?postulates? like? †h1i-? ‘gehen’?–? far?exceeding? the?
allowed?means? of? inference? of? natural? science? and? the? comparative?method? –? are?
erroneous.?











92?Quoting?Anttila? (1969:12),?Benveniste? explains? segmentation:? “Starting? from? the? beginning? of? a?




study? of? the? PIE? derivation? will? be? increasingly? important? for? Indo-European?
morphology? in? the? future.?As? a? relatively? complete? PIE?morpheme? inventory? is? a?
necessary? prerequisite? for? such? study,? it? could? take? some? years? before? the? first?
comprehensive?studies?appear,?but?in?general?the?development?is?unavoidable.?
(c)?Owing?to?unfulfilled?preconditions,?PIE?morphotactics?–?the?study?of?the?mutual?











To? prevent? the? postulation? of? unattested? (and? unrealistic)? shapes? like? †sp?to-? and?






*lou?tos? -om? in? ai.? l???ás? -am? steht? neben? *luktos? in? gr.? ???????????wie? z.?B.? *mértos?
mórtos? in?ai.?mãrtas,?gr.? ??????? :? ????????? ???????Hes.?neben?*m?tós? ‘gestorben’? in?ai.?
m?tás?[...]”?
3.?The?uniform?assumption?of? the?existence?of?a?single?*·to-participle? for?every?
root?may? turn?out?premature?as?well.?Thus,? for? instance,? four?distinct? vocalizations?











94?Similar? examples? are? readily? found? elsewhere? in?morphology.?Thus,?PIE? *o? in?C1oC2·e?e/o-? (Gr.?
?????-?:?RV.?patáya-)?is?not?the?sole?vocalization?of?causatives,?because?causative?bases?in?C1?C2-?(Gr.?
????????? :?RV.?p?táya-)?and? in?C1?C2-?(OInd.? j?saya-? ‘to?exhaust’,?Av.?ni-??maya-? ‘make?born’,?etc.)?
occur.? Likewise,? the? perfect? in? PIE? *o? (cf.? C1oC2-? in? Gr.? ??????? ‘I? am? born’? =? RV.? jajana)? is?
accompanied?by?perfects? in?C1?C2-? (Gr.? ??????? ‘I?am?audible’,?GEW?1:293)?and?C1?C2-? (Lat.? ?g?,?
s?d?,?OInd.?jaj?sa?‘is?exhausted’,?etc.).?
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1.5  The ?comparative ?method ?of ?reconstruction95?
1.5.1  Comparative ?relation ?and ? its ?subcategories ?
§0.?The?comparative?method?has?taken?its?name?from?the?characteristic?juxtaposition?
of?objects?in?comparative?relations:?
? ?(a1,?a2,...,?an)? df?‘x’??? :? ? (b1,?b2,...,?bm)? df?‘y’96?
? Hi.?guen·zi? ?‘kill·[3sg-pr]’? :? RV.?han·ti? ?‘kill-[3sg-pr]’?
Comparative?relations??(a)?:??(b)?are?defined?by?the?properties?of?the?predicates???
and? ?? on? two? axes:? genetic? vs.? non-genetic? and? internal? vs.? non-internal? (i.e.?
external).? If?we?designate? the?genetically? related? Indo-European? languages?with??,?
non-genetically?related?languages?with?ƒ,?and?the?metalanguage?with??,?then?the?four?
logically?existing?domains?of?comparison?can?be?expressed?by?the?table:?
? ? ? ? ?GENETIC?:? ? ?? NON-GENETIC:?
? INTERNAL:? ? ?m(a)?:? m(b)? ? ?m(a)?:??(b)? ?
? EXTERNAL:? ? ?m(a)?:? n(b)? ? ?m(a)?:?ƒ(b)?
The?defined?subclasses?can?be?briefly?characterized?as?follows:?
§1.?The? genetic? internal? relation? ?m(a)? :? ?m(b)? deals?with? objects? of? one? and? the?
same?language??m,?thus?defining?the?synchronic/static?sphere?of?internal?comparison?
as,?for?instance,?in?Lat.?est?‘is’?:?Lat.?erat?‘was’.97?




§3.?The?non-genetic? internal? relation??m(a)? :? ?(b)? represents?analytic?assertions?of?
the?metalanguage? at? various? levels?of? formalism? (e.g.? ?i.? e?-? ?df?VC).? In?order? to?
eliminate?the?apparent?effects?of?the?sound?laws?in?the?cognates,?the?use?of?structural?
metalanguage? is? limited? to? the? portions? of? proto-language? where? no? ambiguity?
appears.?
§4.? The? non-genetic? external? relation? ?m(a)? :? ƒ(b)? compares? Indo-European?




96? In? such?equations,?objects?of?any? level? (e.g.?phonemes?or? their?properties,?meanings,?morphemes,?
and/or?sound?laws)?can?be?compared?as?defined?by?the?context.?
97? Furthermore,? note? the? distinctions? made? by? Nyman? (1982:3fn3):? “In? the? first? place? a?







1.5.2  Genetic ? internal ?comparison ?(Grammarians) ?
§0.?The?genetic?internal?comparison99?is?defined?by?the?formula?
? ?m(a1,?a2,...,?am)? :? ? m(b1,?b2,...,?bm).?
Typically? only? one? function? ?m? occurs? (i.e.? the? comparison? is? restricted? within? a?
language? and? therefore? called? internal).? This? is? the? primary? level? of? linguistic?
description? as? practiced? already? by? the? ancient? grammarians? like? P??ini,?Dionysos?
Thrax?and?Varro.?It?still?exists? in? the?study?of? language? isolates?(e.g.?Baski)?with?no?
genetic?contacts?available.?
§1.? Despite? its? elementary? character,? the? significance? of? an? adequate? internal?
description?cannot?be?understated.?The?level,?being?the?primary?one,?provides?direct?
information? about? a? language,? and? only? adequate? skills? in? the? language? and?
philological?precision?guarantee?a?satisfactory?initial?description.?In?System?PIE?(and?
the? PIE? Lexicon),? the? following? steps? of? description? are? integral? to? internal?
reconstruction:?
(a)?Morpheme? and? Stem? reconstruction? is? characterized? by? the? postulation? of? the?
stems?obtained?by?segmenting?the?(inflectional)?endings.?Thus,?for?example,?from? i.?
e-e?-mi?and? i.?e-e?-zi?one?obtains?a?stem?
? ?i.?e?-? ? ? (pr.)?‘sein’?(HEG?1:76-,?e-e?-mi?[1sg],?e-e?-zi?[3sg]).?
By?repeating?this?procedure?and?including?segmentation?all?Indo-European?languages?
can?be?presented?as?standardized?horizontal?lines?in?the?matrix.?
(b)? Item? and?Arrangement? reconstruction? is? added? by? arranging? the?material? of? a?





? ?i.?me?n-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171,?me-e?-ni?[sgL])?
? ? ?me?u(e)n-?






100?Note? that?within? this? process,? as? observed? by? Szemerényi? (1977:298),? “It? is? of? course? absolutely?
necessary?to?consider?the?whole?family?of?a?word,?and?not?merely?one?representative.”?
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? ?i.?me?un-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171-4,?me-e-?u-ni?[sgL])?
? ? ?me?ur-?
? ?i.?me?ur-? ? (n.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171-4,?me-?u-ur?[sgNA])?
? ?i.?me?uri-? ? (n.pl.)?‘Zeit’?(HED?6:111,?me-?ur-ri?I.A?[plNA])?
In? this?manner,? reconstruction? displays? the? stems? of? the? languages? under?matrices?
consisting?of? the?root?(?me?-)?and? its?extensions?(?me?·n-,??me?u·r/n-),?not?unlike?
those?of?the?early?Sanskrit?grammarians.?
§2.?Owing? to? potential? historical? developments? like?mergers,? splits,?PIE? derivation?
and? other? factors,? the? internal? method? is? not? infallible.101? The? most? noteworthy?
sources?of?errors?here?deserve?to?be?mentioned:?
(a)?The?distributive?evidence?concerning? the?morphemes? is? indirect,?and? it?does?not?
necessarily?preserve?the?truth.?Thus,?despite?the?existence?of?the?well-known?internal?
distribution? for? the? prepositions? Lat.? ?? :? ab? ‘von,? weg’? (cf.?WH? 1:1-2),? it? remains?
possible? that? there?were? two? originally? distinct? PIE? prototypes.?Accordingly,? rules?
postulated? on? the? basis? of? internal? evidence? only102? and? internal? reconstruction? in?
general? require? external? confirmation? or? rejection? by? means? of? the? comparative?
method.?
(b)?The? internal?description? in? the?usual?sense? is?oriented? to? the?paradigms?and? the?
grammar?of?the? language? in?question.?Often,? if?not?always,?this? involves?an?unstated?








Such?apparent?difficulties? result? from? the?conflict?between? the?assumed?PIE?model?
paradigm?(cf.?Sanskrit)?and?the?one?attested?in?Latin.?However,?once?one?notes?that?
the? latter?consists?of?not? just?one?paradigm?but? two? stems,103? the?problem?becomes?
more?approachable:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
101?See?Hock? (1991:549):?“[…]? there? is?evidence?which? shows? that?occasionally? the? [internal]?method?
will?yield?inaccurate?results.”?
102?Indeed,?one?can?compare?Lat.? ??=?RV.? ?? ‘id’?and?Lat.?ab? :?RV.?abhi?(e.g.? in?AV.?abhí?(...)?valga-?
(prA.)? ‘aufwallen’?(von?Wasser,?WbRV.?1226))?and?RV.?abhi·?vás-(inf.bs.)? ‘aufstossen’?(vom?Magen,?
WbRV.?1433),?implying?that?both?prepositions?are?externally?secured.??





? Lat.?es-? ? (pr.)?‘to?be’?(WH?2:628,?in?Lat.?es(s),?est,?estis)?
? Lat.?su-? ? (pr.)?‘to?be’?(WH?2:628,?in?Lat.?sum,?sumus,?sunt)?
In?order? to?proceed? further? in? comparison,?additional? (external)?evidence?–? in? this?
case,?it?is?available?in?Old?Anatolian?–?is?required:?
? ?i.?e?-? ? ? (vb.)?‘to?be’?(HEG?1:76f.,?e-e?-zi?[3sg])?
? HLu.?sa-? ? (vb.)?‘to?be’?(CHLu.?1.1.36?etc.,?sa-ta,?sa-tu)104?
In?other?words,?the?attested?Indo-European?nominal?and?verbal?paradigms?are?often?
suppletive,?a?feature?that?explains?their?permanent?mutual?disagreement.?Despite?the?




1.5.3  Genetic ?external ?comparison ?(Paleogrammarians)106?




activities? of? the? philologists? and? ‘Die? vergleichende/historische? Grammatik’108,?





105? In? addition? to? the? ‘morpheme? and? stem’?reconstruction? (à? la? root? theory)? of? the? Sanskrit?
grammarians?used?here,?compare?the?more?commonly?recognized?types?(viz.?Word?and?Paradigm,?Item?
and?Arrangement?and?Item?and?Process)?described?by?Matthews?(1991:21):?“In?an?influential?article?of?
the?mid?1950s,?Hockett?pinpointed? three?models?of?grammatical?analysis? in?general?–? three?different?
‘frames?of? reference’? (to?adapt?his?words)?within?which?an?analyst?might? ‘approach? the?grammatical?
description? of? a? language? and? state? the? results? of? his? investigation’?(first? sentence? of? Hockett,?
‘Models’).?In?the?terms?which?we?are?using,?these?are?particular?sets?of?formal?principles.?Of?Hockett’s?
three,? one? which? he? called? the? ‘Word? and? Paradigm’? model,? evidently? referred? to? the? traditional?
description?of?the?older?European?languages?[e.g.?Greek,?Latin].?Another,?which?he?labelled?‘Item?and?





107?Note,? however,? that? the?Hungarian? Jesuits? János? Sajnovics? and? Samuel?Gyarmathi? proved? the?
genetic? relationship? of? Finnish? and?Hungarian,? as?well? as? the? existence? of? the?wider? Finno-Ugrian?
group,?at?the?end?of?the?18th?century?(see?Szemerényi?1996:6fn1).?
108?On?Sir?William?Jones?as?the?founder?of?Indo-European?linguistics,?see?Mayrhofer?(1983:125ff.)?and?
Hock? (1991:556-7).? Furthermore,? note? Szemerényi’s? (1996:fn2)? remark:? “The? term? ‘comparative?
grammar’?(vergleichende?Grammatik)?was?not,?however,?coined?by?Friedrich?von?Schlegel,?but?occurs?
as?early?as?1803? in?a? review?by?his?brother?August?Wilhelm;? see?Aarsleff,?The?Study?of?Language? in?
England?1780-1860,?1967,?157?n.?115.”?
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? ?m(a1-m,x)?:? n(b1-n,y)? (e.g.?in?Osc.?sent?‘they?are’?:?Dor.?(h)?????‘id.’).?
§1.? The? Paleogrammarians? –? including? such? pioneers? as? August? Wilhelm? von?
Schlegel,?Rasmus?Rask,?Franz?Bopp,?Jakob?Grimm,?and?August?Pott?–?were?capable?
of? producing? seminal? etymological? dictionaries? like? Curtius’s? Grundzüge? der?
Griechischen? Etymologie? (1858-1862)? and? Schleicher’s? Compendium? der?
vergleichenden?Grammatik?der?indogermanischen?Sprachen?(1861-1862).?As?a?great?




between? the?phonemes? (called? ‘letters’? at? the? time)?of? the? cognates.?With? this,? the?
study? inherited? a? consistent? starting? point? for? its? development.? However,? the?
Sanskrito-centric? paradigm? of? the? Paleogrammarians? –?partly? explained? by? the?
transparency? of? the? Indo-Iranian? consonant? system? –? led?many? pioneers? to? equate?
Sanskrit?with?the?parent?language?as?such.109?This?fallacy?delayed?the?development?of?
reconstruction? and,? at? least? to? some?degree,?prevented?understanding?of? the? vowel?
system?as?a?whole:?because?Sanskrit?only?possessed?the?vowels?/a/?and?/?/?(in?contrast?
with? /?/,? /?/? and? /?/? of? the? ‘European’? languages),? the? solution? to? the? problem? of?
vocalism?had?to?wait?until?Brugmann?and?his?colleagues,?the?Neogrammarians.?




? ?(a1,?a2,...,?an)? df?‘x’??? =? ? (b1,?b2,...,?bn)? df?‘y’?.?
In?such?formulas,?in?order?for?the?equation?to?be?true,?all?the?objects?compared?(a1?=?
b1,?a2?=?b2,?…,?an?=?bm?and?‘x’?=?‘y’)?must?be?identities?with?possible?applications?of?
the? sound? laws.? If? any? terms? of? the? equation? do? not? constitute? a?match,? then? the?
opposite?holds:?
? ?(a1,?a2,?...,?an)? df?‘x’?? ?? ? (b1,?b2,?...,?bm)? df?‘y’.?
§4.? During? the? early? process? of? comparison,? it? became? obvious? that? not? all? the?
phonemes?of?the?Indo-European?languages?had?been?preserved?as?such,?but?some?had?
changed?according? to? the? respective? sound? laws.? In?effect,? the?comparative?method?
deals?with? two?kinds?of?correspondences:? the? ‘identities?of?1st?Class’?(i.e.?phonemes?
preserved? as? such)? and? ‘identities? of? 2nd? Class’? (i.e.? altered? phonemes,? requiring?
sound?laws?for?their?reconstruction).?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
109? See? Koerner? (1985:332):? “Indo-European? linguistics? [...]? was? essentially? ‘Sanskrito-centric’? (cf.?
Mayrhofer?1983:130-36?passim).”?Ultimately?the?turning?point?came?with?Schleicher,?who?replaced?the?
habit? of? quoting? Sanskrit? as? the? protolanguage? with? his? reconstructed? forms? using? an? asterisk? (*)?
prefixed?to?the?protoforms.?
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1.5.4  Sound ?changes ?and ?sound ? laws ?
§0.? The? fundamental? core? of? Proto-Indo-European? comparative? reconstruction?
consists?of?the?identities?of?1st?Class?(i.e.?the?preserved?phonemes?and?properties).?In?
addition,?it?is?required?that?the?identities?of?2nd?Class?(i.e.?the?changed?phonemes)?are?
described? by? regular? sound? laws.110?The?distinction? between? the?preserved? and? the?
changed? phonemes? (marked? with? square? brackets)? can? be? illustrated? by? the?
correspondence?set?for?PIE?*senti?‘they?are’:?
? ? ? ? ? 1.? 2.? 3.? 4.? 5.?
? RV.?santi? ?? ??(? s? [a]? n? t? i? )?
? Osc.?sent? ?? ??(? s? e? n? t? [–]? )?
? gAv.?h?nt?? ?? ??(? [h]? [?]? n? t? [?]? )?
? Do.?????? ?? ??(? [–]? ?? ?? ?? ?? )?
? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
? PIE?*senti? ?? *??? s? e? n? t? i?
Characteristically,?the?identities?of?the?1st?Class?(e.g.?PIE?*s? ?RV.?s?=?Osc.?s,?etc.)?are?




the?attested? languages.?Strictly? speaking,? they?are?not?utilized? in? the? reconstruction?
proper?without?any?changed?sounds.111?
§1.?Already? in? 1818,?Rasmus?Christian?Rask?wrote? of? “rules? of? letter? changes”? to?
explain? similarities? between? words? in? the? Germanic? and? Classical? languages.? The?
status? of? such? rules,? coined? ‘Lautgesetze’? by? Bopp? (1825:195),? was? properly?





A? generation? later,? constantly? speaking? of? the? “ausnahmlos? durchgreifende?
lautgesetze”,? Schleicher? (1860:170)? had? added? the? idea? of? the? non-existence? of?
exceptions? to? the?concept,?but? the?breakthrough?had? to?wait?until?Leskien’s? famous?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
110?See,? for? instance,?Hock? (1991:540-1):? “[…]? in?order? to? be? considered? successful,? reconstructions?
(both? internal?and?comparative)?must?be? ‘justified’?by?means?of?a?detailed? statement?on? the?changes?
required?to?convert?the?reconstructed?forms?into?their?actually?attested?counterparts.”?
111?Naturally,?after?the?sound?laws?have?been?proven?by?induction,?the?changed?sounds?can?also?be?used?
in? reconstruction? (as? often? happens?when? a? phoneme? or? a? property? has? not? been? preserved? in? any?
language).??
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quote? “die?Ausnahmslosigkeit?der?Lautgesetze”? (1876)?won? the?day,?becoming? the?
slogan?of?the?Neogrammarians.112?
§2.? It? is? possible? that? the? adoption? of? Bopp’s? term? ‘sound? law’? (instead? of? ‘rule’,?
preferred?by?Rask)?has?contributed?to?the?Lautgesetz-controversy,113?as?it?allowed?the?
Neogrammarians?(and?some?of?their?adversaries)?to?use?the?terms?‘sound?change’?and?
‘sound? law’? as? synonyms.? Since? this? confusion? still? exists,? I? would? like? to? use? the?
occasion?to?briefly?discuss?the?definitions?(and?their?difference)?in?this?connection.?








‘exceptions’,? because? the? sound? laws? themselves? can? be? misformulated.116? This?
demarcation?was?not?made?by?the?Neogrammarians?when?they?identified?sound?laws?
with?sound?changes,?thus?provoking?the?ire?of?their?adversaries.117?








112? For? Leskien? 1876,? see? also? Benware? 1974.? For? the? Neogrammarian? doctrine? in? its? original?
formulation,?see?Brugmann?and?Osthoff?(1878:iii-xx)?and?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:?67ff.)?and?1885.?
113?Meriggi? (1966:3-4):? “Mit?dem?Wort? ‘Lautgesetze’?haben?wie?an?einen?wunden?Punkt?der?ganzen?
Sprachwissenschaft? gerührt,? der? immer? noch? nicht? geheilt? ist.? Man? kennt? die? lange,? unfruchtbare?
Diskussion?über?die?Ausnahmslosigkeit?der?Lautgesetze.”?




die?richtung?der? lautbewegung? ist?bei?allen?angehörigen?einer?sprachgenossenschaft,?ausser?dem? fall,?









IE? p? ?? PIE? *q.? In? a? properly? made? reconstruction,? both? sound? laws? and? the?
reconstruction?
? RV.?sánti,?gAv.?h?nt?,?Osc.?sent,?Do.?(h)????,?etc.? ?? PIE?*senti.?
hold?true.?Hence,?the?reconstruction?(IE?y? ?PIE?*x)?and?the?sound?laws?(PIE?*x? ?IE?





not? generate? non-existing? forms.119? Once? a? sound? law? has? been? proven? (i.e.? it?
generates?complete?data?and?does?not?produce?ghost?forms),?it?equals?the?respective?
sound?change?and?thus?is?its?true?description.?
(b)?The?proto-language? can?be?defined? as? the? state? in?which?no? sound? change?has?










???.? Si,? contre? toute? vraisemblance,? ??-? subsiste,? l’initiale? de? ????? devrait? faire? position?
chez?Homère,?comme?celle?de??????.”??










121? Consequently,? as? mentioned? by? Kati?i?? (1970:99-100),? “The? sound? laws? can? by? definition? be?
formulated?only?in?terms?of?phonological?units?which?in?their?turn?have?a?certain?distribution?realized?
in? the? phonemic? strings? and? in? the? suprasegmentals? of? the? operand-language.? This? has? as? its?
consequence? that? the? distribution? of? phonological? entities? in? the? younger? language? is? wholly?
determined?by?the?distribution?of?phonological?entities?in?the?older?one.?When?a?regular?sound?change?
represented?by?a?one-to-one?mapping?(1a)?takes?place,?the?result?is?a?phonemic?correspondence?since?
the? old? and? the? new? phonological? entity? appear? always? in? the? same? surroundings.? […]? The? same?
happens? when? the? morphs? of? two? languages? are? derived? from? the? morphs? of? a? third? one? by? two?




In? other? words,? ????? does? not? belong? to? Li.? dvãs?.? Consequently,? no? irregular?
development?has?taken?place?here.?
(d)?Occasionally?ambiguous? sound? laws?with? two?different?outcomes? in?an? identical?
environment?have?been?proposed:?
? PIE?*p? ?IE?q??? &? PIE?*p? ?IE?r? ? (where?q? ?r).122?
Owing? to? the?principle?of? the?regularity?of?sound?change,?such?propositions?are?not?
allowed,?because?the?embedded?ambiguity?would?lead?to?inconsistency.123?
§4.?It?is?a?key?goal?of?Indo-European?linguistics?to?be?in?possession?of?a?complete?set?
of? tested? sound? laws? that? generate? complete? data? regularly? without? yielding? non-
attested?(or?wrong)?forms.?
(a)?Currently? the?main?bulk?of? the? traditional?(Neogrammarian)?sound? laws?remain?
untested,? especially? as? regards? the? effects? of? the? new? segment? of? the? phoneme?
inventory,?the?laryngeal?PIE?*?.?This?situation?has?not?been?improved?by?the?laryngeal?
theory,? postulated? independently? of? the? Old? Anatolian? data,? which? improperly?
describes?the?actual?properties?and?behaviour?of?PIE?*??and?the?data?in?general.??
(b)?The? urgent? need? for? an? upgraded? sound? law? system? concerning? PIE? *?? and? its?
relationship?to?other?items?of?the?phoneme?inventory?will?be?answered?in?this?study?by?
a? calibration? of? the? entire? traditional? sound? law? system? with? the? comparative?








Owing? to? the?highly?advanced?stage?of? the?study?of?Indo-European?sound? laws,? it? is?






123?See?Kati?i?? (1970:60):? “There? is?one?more? restriction? imposed?on? the?operator?of? regular? sound?
change.?According? to? the?assumption?of?regularity,?no?disjunction? is?allowed?on? the?right?side?of? the?
rules.”?
124? The? testing? of? sound? laws? includes? the? elimination? of? erroneous? laws?by? a? counter-example?






capability? to?master? the? data.?Accordingly,? if? an? early? sound? law? is? incomplete? or?
unsound,? and? if? the? comparative? method? implies? a? sound? and? complete? rule? (or?
improvement),? then?an?upgrade?of? the?early?sound? law? is?allowed.?Since? there? is?no?








? PIE?*tl? ? ?? Lat.?cl,?Osc.?cl,?etc.?? (Leumann?1977:153-4).127?
According? to?Nyman?(1977b:177),?however,?“[…]?we?have? to?posit?a?new?sound? law?
for?Latin,?viz.?assimilation?of?-t-?to?following?-l-?[…]?-tl-?>?-ll-?[…].”??
It?can?be?readily?stated?that?multiple?factors?favour?Nyman’s?suggestion:?
1.?Development?PIE?*tl???Lat.? ll? can?be? claimed? for?Nyman’s? (1979:141)?own?
example:? “As? far? as? pullus? is? concerned,? I? am? convinced? […]? that? its? customary?
equation? to?Skt.?putrá-? ‘boy,? son’? […]? is?correct.”?Similar?observations?hold? for? the?
other?examples?as?well.?
2.?As?pointed?out?by?Nyman?(1977b:178),?the?voiced?dental?assimilates?similarly:?
“-dl-?>? -ll-? (e.g.?*sedla?>? sella? ‘seat’)”.?Furthermore,? the? failure?of?*dhl? to?behave?
identically? is?explained?by? its?early? fricativization?(PIE?*dhl???Lat.? fl);? this? is? to?say,??
the? rule? can? be? generalized? to? the? class? of? dental? stops? that? occur? after? the?
fricativization.?
3.? The? assimilation? PIE? *tl-? ?? PItal.? *ll-? ?? Lat.? l-? is? certain? for? the? initial?
position,?since?no?Italic?†cl-?appears?in:?
? Umbr.?tlatio-? ? (a.)? ?‘breit’?(WH?1:770,?Umbr.?agre?tlatie)?
? Lat.?latio-? ? (ONn.)?‘Latium’?(WH?1:770,?Lat.?latium?[sgNA])?
? Lat.?lat?no-? ? (a.)?‘zu?Latium?gehörig,?lateinisch’?(WH?1:770)?
In?other?words,?the?development?PIE?*tl-? ?Lat.? l? is?actually?proven,?while?the?early?
hypothesis?PIE?*tl? ?Lat.?cl?is?not.?
4.?In?general,?Pisani’s?(1979)?objections?are?artificial.?One?may? instead?refer? to?




126?Numerous? alternatives? for?marking? an? upgraded? sound? law? (e.g.? Fortunatov? II,? Fortunatov?+,?












? RV.?pra·p?-? ? (f.)?‘Tränke’?(WbRV.?876,?prap??[sgN])? ?
? RV.?p?-? ? (?pr.)?‘trinken’?(WbRV.?800-1,?p?hí?[2sg])?
? RV.?pap?-? ? (pf.)?‘trinken’?(WbRV.?802,?pap?tha?[2sg])?
? ? ?pe?k-?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (pfA.)?‘trinken’?(GEW?2:542)?
? OInd.?taila·paka-?? (PNm.)?‘oil-drinking’?(MonWil.?455)?
? Lat.?p?culo-?? ? (n.)?‘Becher’?(WH?2:329,?Lat.?p?culum)?
? ? ?pe?t-?
? Go.?????-?? ? (n.)?‘Trinken,?Trank’?(GEW?2:540)?
? Lat.?p?to-?? ? (m.)?‘Trinkbecher’?(WH?2:351,?p?tus)?
? gAv.?v?spo·paiti-?? (a.)?‘all-tränkend’?(AIWb.?1468)?





? LAv.?pusa-?? ? (m.)?‘-(?)-,?cf.?below’?(AIWb.?911)128?




? Pahl.?pusar-?? ? (sb.)?‘son’?(MPahl.?2:163)?
? Pael.?puclo-? ? (m.)?‘Sohn,?Kind’?(WH?2:386,?puclois?[plI])?
? TochA.?pukl-? ? (sb.)?‘annus’?(Poucha?183)129?
? ? ?pu?u-?
? LAv.?pusva-?? ? (m.)?‘son’?(?)?(AIWb.?911,?pusvanh??[plN])?
? TochA.?pukul? ? (pl.f.)?‘annus?:?Jahr’?(Poucha?183,?pukul?[sgN])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????






? Lat.?putillo-? ? (m.)?‘Knäblein’?(WH?2:394)?
? ? ?putlo-?
? Lat.?pullo-?? ? (a.)?‘jung’?(m.)?‘Tierjunges,?usw.’?(WH?2:385,?pullus)?
? RV.?putrá-?? ? (m.)?‘Sohn’?(WbRV.?821,?KEWA?2:304)?
? gAv.?pu?ra-?? ? (m.)?‘Sohn,?Kind,?Tierjunge’?(AIWb.?909-10)?
? OPers.?puça-?? ? (m.)?‘son’?(OldP.?197,?puça?[sgN])?
? Pahl.?puhr?? ? (m.)?‘son’?(MPahl.?162,?puhr?[sgN])?
In?this?case,?the?early?sound?law?was?based?on?an?erroneous?identification?of?dentals?
and? velars,? both? of? which? are? now? independently? secured.? Accordingly,? Nyman?
(1977b:176)? is? very? likely? correct? in? “[r]ecognizing? *capitlos? as? the? historically?
underlying?form?of?capillus”,?as?well?as?in?his?proposal?as?a?whole.??
Throughout? this? study,? a? similar? checking? is? done? on? the? key? (Proto-)Indo-
European? sound? laws;? they?are? tested?against? the?enriched?data? in?order? to?ensure?
their?correctness.?
?
1.5.5  Reconstruction ?and ?the ?principle ?of ?postulation ?
§0.?August? Schleicher’s? greatest? invention,? the? reconstruction? (represented? by? the?
symbol?*),?is?the?culmination?point?of?the?development?of?the?comparative?method.?In?
a? nutshell,? Schleicher’s? innovation? consists? of? the? realization? that? the? systematic?
correspondences? of? the? letters? have? consequences,?which? have? been? referred? to? as?






? ?(x)?? ? =?? ?(y)? ? ? ?? PIE?*z? ? ?
? Osc.?s? ? =? Lat.?s? ? ? ?? PIE?*s? ? (1)?
? Osc.?es-?? =? Lat.?es-? ? ?? PIE?*es-? (2)?
? Osc.?sent? =?? Osc.?est? ? ??? PIE??s-?? (3)?





130? Note? that? the? level? of? reconstruction? is? determined? through? the? objects? compared.? Thus,? for?
instance,?in?the?table?in?(1)?a?phoneme,?in?(2)?a?stem,?in?(3)?a?root,?and?in?(4)?a?word?is?reconstructed.?
? 62?




“If?a?word? [or?an?object?of?any? level]?is? found? in? the? two?branches,? then? it?was?also? to?be?
found?in?the?original?language?which?divided?into?these?branches.”?
In?other?words,?reconstruction?requires?at? least? two? independent?pieces?of?evidence?
that?point?to?the?item?being?postulated.?In?this?connection?it?should?be?noted?that:?
(a)? All? conclusions? (reconstructions)? must? ultimately? be? consequences? of? the?
principle? of? postulation,? except? for? unambiguous? features? allowing? the? postulation?
based?on?one?group?alone?(the?principle?of?the?family?consistency).?
(b)? In? his? Introduction,? Meillet? (1937:340)? proposed? that? a? minimum? of? three?
witnesses?should?be?required?to?constitute?a?regular?correspondence?set.?Though?it?is?
generally? true? that? the? more? witnesses? are? available? the? better? it? is? for? the?
reconstruction,?a?more?satisfactory?view?has?been?presented?by?Fox?(1995:68):?





if? only? verified? sound? laws? have? been? applied? in? its? postulation,? regardless? of? how?
many? branches? are? involved.? Separately,? the? reconstruction? is? unambiguous? if? the?






“Patterns? change,? and? it? is?here? that?one? runs? the?danger?of? attributing? too?many?of? the?













“Für? eine? bestimmte? Grundsprache? lassen? sich? nur? die? Wechsel? rekonstruieren,? die?
wenigstens? in? zwei? Tochtersprachen? auftreten,? sowie? jene? in? einer? Tochtersprache?
erscheinenden? Wechsel,? die? sich? in? der? inneren? Rekonstruktion,? verglichen? mit? einem?
solchen? Wechsel,? der? durch? die? vergleichende? Methode? für? die? besagte? Grundsprache?
rekonstruiert?werden?kann,?als?gleichaltrig?oder?alter?erweisen.”?
§3.? The? key? objects? reconstructed? by? the? comparative?method? are:? (a)? the? proto-
phonemes?as? items;? (b)? the?proto-phoneme? inventory;? (c)? the?proto-morphemes?as?
items;? and? (d)? the? proto-morpheme? inventory.? For? each,? respectively,? note? the?
following:?
(a)?According?to?Meillet’s?classic?al?account?(19347:44),?a?reconstruction?phoneme?is?
defined? by? a? set? of? correspondences.132? In? terms? of? predicate? calculus,? the?
comparative? functions??1(a),? 2(b),?…,??n(n)? imply? the?reconstruction? through? the?
preserved?identities?of?1st?Class,?when?available.?Primarily,?therefore,?the?comparative?














132? Discussing? the? correspondence? sets? from? yet? another? angle,? Kati?i?? (1970:78)? writes:? “Every?
correspondence? becomes? then? a? unit? composed? by? other? units? arranged? in? a? fixed? order.? In?






changes? […])? and? then?we? attempt? to? reconstruct? the? proto-sound? by? building? into? it? these? shared?
phonetic?features.”?




135?Campbell? (2004:123)? adds:? “The?work? of? reconstruction? usually? begins?with? phonology,?with? an?
attempt? to? reconstruct? the? sound? system;? this? leads? in? turn? to? reconstruction?of? the? vocabulary? and?
grammar?of?the?proto-language.”?
136? Compare? Anttila’s? (1969:15)? summary? of? the? Neogrammarian? definition? of? the? root:? “He?




? *s-?? ??? Av.?zd??[2sg],?OInd.?stha?[2sg],?TochB.?star?[2sg],?etc.?
?? *es-?? ??? ?i.?e?zi,?RV.?ásti,?Lat.?est,?Gr.?????,?Ven.?est,?Go.?ist,?etc.?
? *os-?? ??? CLu.?a?ta,?HLu.?asta,?OPr.?ast,? i.?a?anzi,?Northumbr.?arun?
? *s-?? ??? Osc.?sent,?Do.?????,?RV.?sánti,?gAv.?h?nt??[3pl]?
? *s-?? ??? OCS.?s?t?,?Li.?sãnti?[pt.],?OHG.?sand,?HLu.?sa-tu?[3sg]?
(d)? The? PIE? morpheme? inventory? consists? of? the? totality? of? Indo-European? root?





1.5.6  Non-genetic ?external ?comparison ?(typology) ?
§0.?Typology,? the? comparison?of? the?external? relations?of? languages,? can?be? said? to?
have?begun?with?the?Biblical?story?of?Babel?and?Adam’s?language,?where?(in?modern?
terms)?a?typological?universal?concerning?all?languages?of?the?world?was?presented.137?
Since? then,?modern?advances? in? the?description?of? the? languages?of? the?world?have?
resulted? in? the? formal? study?of?mutual? similarities?of? languages;? typology? is?now?an?
acceptable? tool? in? Indo-European? linguistics,? providing? support,? restrictions? and?
external?means?of? testing? for? reconstructions.?Some?of? the? typologies?presented?by?
Møller,? Szemerényi,? Jakobson,? Gamkrelidze? and? Ivanov? have? already? dealt? with?
critical? features? of? the? Proto-Indo-European? phoneme? paradigm,?meriting? a? brief?
discussion?of?the?study?and?its?applications?here.?
§1.? Typological? features? at? any? level? can? be? presented? as? parallels? to? support? (or?
weaken)?a?reconstruction.?Potentially?fallible?typological?positions?and?arguments?of?a?
non-genetic?nature?are?considered?non-obligatory,?because?exceptions?may?represent?
real? counter-examples? to? the?alleged?universals.?Despite? this,? typological? support? is?
highly?desirable?for?any?theory,?owing?to?the?scientific?realism?provided?by?an?existing?
parallel?in?a?language.138?
§2.? In? typology,? the? quantifiers? of? predicate? calculus? deal? with? the? languages? and?
phonemes?simultaneously.?This?results?in?typological?statements?being?typically?of?the?
forms? ‘there? is? a? language? ƒ? such? that? x’? or? ‘for? all? languages? ƒ,? x’.? From? such?
statements? it? is? possible? to? proceed? to? pure? typology? that? no? longer? involves? any?
particular? language.? Thus,? for? instance,? we?may? write? a? ?? ƒ? ‘a? belongs? to? ƒ’? (e.g.?
VOICED(d)???gAv.? ‘voiced?d?belongs? to? the?phoneme? inventory?of?Gathic?Avestan’).?









status? as? the? conclusions? based? on? the? primary? (genetic):? in? the? case? of? different?
language? families? (or? languages),? it? cannot?ultimately?be?expected? that? the? rules?of?
one?group?would?always? function? in?another,?because? the?genetic?relation? is?absent.?
This?can?be?illustrated?by?the?best-known?typological?hypothesis?in?the?field?of?Indo-
European? linguistics? so? far,? the? laryngeal? theory,? concerning? which? Szemerényi?
(1967:92-93)?correctly?observes?that:?
“[...]?there?is?no?intrinsic?reason?why?we?should?attempt?to?reduce?all?[P]IE?‘roots’?to?a?single?




A? comparative? consensus? on? the? matter,? as? mentioned? by? Pokorny? (1969:3),? was?
reached?long?ago:?
“Schon?Holger?Pedersen?hatte,?obwohl? er?durch? seinen?Abhandlung?über?das? ‘präidg.? g’?
(Kelt.?Gramm.?I?176f.)?neben?Kury?owicz?und?Benveniste?als?einer?der?ersten?Laryngalisten?
gelten?muß,?vor?allem?dagegen?protestiert,?daß?jedes?mit?einem?Vokal?anlautende?idg.?Wort?
im?Anlaut? einen? Laryngeal? verloren? haben? soll.? Szemerényi? schließt? (aaO.? S.? 12)? seine?
Bemerkungen? über? die? Laryngale? mit? dem? Hinweis,? daß? das? Hethitische? keineswegs?
geeignet?sei,?die?von?De?Saussure?postulierten?Laryngale?zu?erweisen:?‘This?does?not?mean?
that?de?Saussures?laryngeals?must?disappear;?they?are?probably?here?to?stay,?but?on?a?far?less?
lavish? scale? than? recent? discussion? would? have? us? to? believe,? and? on? purely? structural?
grounds,?not?on?the?strength?of?Hittite?evidence.”?
Generally,?before?accepting?a? typology? it? is?vital? to? secure? its?correctness,?exclude?a?
priori?typologies?from?the?theory-forming?process,?and?restrict?the?study?to?its?proper?
task?(i.e.?supporting?the?paralleled?reconstructions?and?casting?doubt?on?others).?As?
long?as? these?principles?are?upheld,? the?application?of? typology? is?quite?acceptable,?




139?As?every?typological?statement?(e.g.? ??x(CONS(x)??? ’)),?‘All?languages? ?have?consonants’,?etc.)?
can?be?obviously?be?formulated?in?predicate?calculus,?an?actual?demonstration?of?this?is?not?necessary?
here.?
140? Note? also? that? Szemerényi’s? arguments? can? be? repeated? as? such? for? Møller’s? laryngeals? also?
typologically?based?on?the?Semitic?phoneme?inventory.?
141? In?addition? to?Møller’s? typology? (see?Chapter?2),? the?most? relevant?problems? in? the? field?are? the?
four-place? system?of?plosives?Neogr.? *T,?Th?D?Dh? (or? the? ‘Taihun-Decem? isogloss’)?and? the? three-
place? velar? system?Neogr.? *k? ?? k?? (or? the? ‘Centum-Satem? isogloss’),?both?of?which? are?discussed? in?
Chapter?4.?
? 66?
1.5.7  Non-genetic ? internal ?comparison ?(metalanguage) ?
§0.?The?non-genetic? internal? relation??m(a)? :? ?(b)? refers? to? the?comparison?of?data?
and? metalanguage? (represented? by? the? symbol? ?).? The? term? non-genetic? is? self-




formulation? of? generalizations? concerning? high-level? objects.? Although? not?
necessarily?attested?in?data?as?such,?these?are?still?legitimate?when?correctly?obtained?
from?the?data.?Some?examples?of?metalanguage?can?be?offered?here:?
(a)? Auxiliary? symbols? for? classes? of? objects? (and? their? properties),? especially?




§2.? Since?metalanguage?may? contain? terms? not? attested? as? such,? the? definition? of?
concepts?(and?concept? formation? in?general)?must? follow?strict?principles?of?natural?




? ?i.?e?zi,?RV.?ásti,?Lat.?est,?Gr.?????,?etc.? ??? *es-?? ?df?? eC?
? CLu.?a?ta,?HLu.?asta,? i.?a?anzi,?OPr.?ast? ?? *os-?? ?df? oC?
? RV.?sánti,?HLu.?sata,?Do.?(h)????,?gAv.?h??t?? ??? *s-?? ?df? C-?
In? other? words,? the? comparative? method? of? reconstruction? is? confined? to? a? pure?
description?of?the?data?also?in?the?usage?of?metalanguage,?only?allowing?descriptively?
true? statements.? Despite? the? pivotal? attempts? to? apply? abstract? symbolism,144? the?
concept?of?metalanguage?has?played?a?minor? role? in? Indo-European? studies? so? far.?
This?is?explained?partly?by?the?incomplete?state?of?the?PIE?phoneme?and?morpheme?




142?From? a? functional? point? of? view,? the?PIE? phonemes? belong? to?V? (vowels)?R? (resonants)? and?C?








§3.? Unfortunately,? the? most? widespread? application? of? metalanguage? in? Indo-
European? linguistics,? the? laryngeal? theory,? is? far? from? satisfactory.? Starting? from?
Møller’s?(and?Cuny’s)?Indo-Semitic?hypothesis,? the?pioneers?of? the? laryngeal? theory?
turned?Semitic?typology?into?a?meta-axiom?C1eC2·(C3),?which?was?added?to?the?Indo-




1.5.8  The ?comparative ?method ?of ?reconstruction ?
§0.?The?comparative?method?of?reconstruction?in?its?modern?sense?is?comprised?of?a?
simultaneous? application? of? all? auxiliary? sciences? presented? above? (viz.? phonetics,?
phonology,?morphology,? internal?(philological)?reconstruction,?external?(diachronic)?
reconstruction,? sound? laws,? typology,? metalanguage? added? with? various? special?
methodologies? related? to? the? data? (e.g.? dialectography,? etc.)).146? In? the? process? of?




on? complete? data.? When? properly? applied,? the? comparative? method? establishes? a?
comparative? reconstruction? PIE? *?? as? the? epistemological? equivalent? (‘?’)? of? the?
data147?(direction?‘?’)?and?the?sound?laws?(direction?‘?’)?as?expressed?in?the?formula??
? PIE?*?? ? ?? ? ?(a)??? (b).148? ?






145? On? the? Indo-Semitic? root? axiom? C1eC2·C3-? :? C1C2·eC3,? see? Szemerényi? (1990:131-132? [wL]),?
Benveniste?(1935:150-161),?Anttila?(1969:22,?36-51),?and?Lindeman?(1997:51-52,?fn43).?
146?Compare?Korhonen’s?(1974:113)?slightly?different,?but?essentially? identical? list?of? the?comparative?
method:?“Für?die?Erforschung?der?Vergangenheit?der?Sprachen?kommen?ja?bekanntlich?in?erster?Linie?
die? folgenden?Vier? in? Frage:? 1.? die? philologische? Forschung,? 2.? die? innere?Rekonstruktion,? 3.? die?
vergleichende?Methode?4.?die?Dialektgeographie.”?
147?See?Bammesberger? (1984:11):? “Das?postulierte? linguistische?System?der?Grundsprache? resultiert?
aus?den?strukturellen?Übereinstimmungen?der?Tochtersprachen.”?








1st? Class? for? reconstruction? as? such? (‘re-creation’),? then? generates? (‘derives’)? the?
changed?phonemes?of?the?2nd?Class?through?sound?laws?that?remove?the?surface-level?
differences?of? the? languages.?For? this?reason,? the?comparative?method? is?capable?of?
reconstructing?the?proto-language? in?a?coherent?manner,150?as?shown?by?Korhonen’s?
self-explanatory?comment?(1974:124):?
“Vor? allem? die? vergleichende? Methode? und? die? durch? sie? erzeugten? Rekonstruktionen?
haben?die?Gesichte?der?Sprachen?und?auch?der? geistigen?Kultur? so?weit? zurückverfolgen?
können?wie? keine? andere?Wissenschaft.?Die? komparative?Linguistik? […]? ihre? historische?
Beweiskraft?aus?der?Isomorphie?der?synchronen?und?der?diachronen?Entwicklung?erhält.”?
By? arranging? all? Indo-European? stems? under? the? root? matrices? and? choosing? the?
nodes?preserved?by?two?branches,?the?resulting?system?coincides?with?the?(preserved)?
structure? of? the? proto-language? as? such.?As? postulated? from? external? data,? Proto-
Indo-European? itself? is? a? legitimate? object? of? independent? study.151? Here? the?
comparative?method? is? the?most?economic?description?of? the?Indo-European? family?





and? comparative? reconstructions? (internal? and? external).? The? occasionally? heated?
discussion? on? the? topic? is? a? result? of? misunderstanding? caused? by? unsatisfactory?
definitions,?and?I?would?like?to?comment?on?the?situation?briefly.?
(a)?Historical?linguistics?is?sometimes?understood?as?an?independent?science?(and?not?
the? x-axis? of? the? comparative? method),? a? platform? for? unrestricted? hypothetico-
deductive? models.? This? line? of? thought? is? exemplified? by? a? quote? from? Kümmel?
(2012:291),?who?opens?his?paper?with?the?statement:?
“When?we? reconstruct? a? proto-language,?we? produce? a? hypothesis? about? a? non-attested?
synchronic?state?and?about?the?changes?leading?from?it?to?the?attested?languages.”?
1.?From? the?comparative?point?of?view,?associating?reconstruction?with? forming?






151?After? such? arrangement,? the? digitalized?material? can? be? displayed? according? to? the? ablaut? bases?
(alternation?*??:?e?:?Ø?:?o?:??)?or?the?extensions?(or?both).?
152?Consequently,?as?mentioned?by?Korhonen?(1974:121),?“Das?Resultat?der?vergleichenden?Methode?
is? weniger? abstract? und? sagt? mehr? auch? über? die? Oberflächenstruktur? der? zu? rekonstruierenden?
Ursprache?aus?als?die?bloße?innere?Rekonstruktion.”?
? 69?
2.?Every? correspondence? set?defining? a?proto-phoneme?must? be? reconstructed?
based?on?preserved?phonemes? and? features? (i.e.? identities?of? the? 1st?Class).? In? this?
process,?hypotheses?are?not?formed,?because?the?unambiguous?portion?of?the?data?is?
analytically?projected?onto? the?proto-language? through? the?axiom?of? identity? x?=? x?
(e.g.?in?RV.?s?=?PIE?*s).?
3.? According? to? Schleicher’s? original? definition? (see? 1861:11? anm? **),? the?
reconstruction? star? *? (asterisk)? designates? inferred? forms? (‘bezeichnet? erschloßene?
formen’)153?obtained? through?comparison?with? the?Indo-European?data.154?The? idea?
that? there? is? “no? written? evidence? for? its? existence”155? is? not? entirely? true? either,?
because? written? evidence? of? the? unchanged? phonemes? and? properties? exists,? and?
precisely?it?is?this?that?forms?the?core?of?the?reconstruction.?In?this?sense,?comparative?
reconstruction?is?analytical?and?directly?obtained?from?the?preserved?data.156?From?a?
logical? point? of? view,157? Proto-Indo-European? therefore? exists? in? the? unchanged?
phonemes? and? features? of? the? descendants,? and? it? is? the? goal? of? the? comparative?
method?to?restore?that?language?through?reconstruction.158?
(b)?Occasionally?internal?(synchronic?and/or?structural)?reconstruction?has?been?set?in?
opposition? to? the? comparative? method.? From? the? comparative? point? of? view,? by?
understanding? internal? comparison? as? the? y-axis? complementing? the? external? x-axis?
the?dispute?has?an?artificial?flavour.?Nonetheless,?as?the?misunderstandings?have?deep?
roots?in?the?research?history,?I?would?like?to?offer?a?few?moderating?words:?






Though? the? comment? is? understandable? in? the? sense? that? historical? comparison?
provides? a? higher-level? environment? for? the? testing? of? internal? reconstruction,? its?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
153?For?a?research?history?of?the?‘reconstruction?star’,?see?Koerner?1975.?
















formulation? was? an? unnecessary? provocation:? the? comparative? method? depends?
heavily? on? a? reliable? basic? linguistic? description,? initially? set? forth? by? internal?
reconstruction,?which? is? correct? as? such? in? the? great?majority?of? cases.160?Although?
internal? reconstruction?can? (and?occasionally?does)? fail? in?a?diachronic?context,? the?
main?bulk?of?philological?and/or?internal?reconstruction?remains?correct?to?the?end?in?
comparative?tests,?thus?confirming?its?scientific?character?beyond?any?doubt.161?
2.?Such? exaggerations? resulted? in? a?backlash? against? the?Neogrammarians? and?
the?comparative?method?in?general,?with?a?regrettable?split?of?the?study?into?opposite?
camps.? Furthermore,? this? split? is? often? traced? back? to? Saussure,? whose? Cours? de?
linguistique?générale??–?as?felt?later?by?Szemerényi?(1967:67)?–?“[...]?insisted?on?a?strict?
separation?of?synchronic?and?diachronic?studies?[...]”.?As?for?Saussure’s?actual?part?in?
this? dispute? (which? rather? involved? his? followers),? I?would? like? to? quote?Koerner’s?
(1985:328)?comment?on?the?matter:?









From? the? comparative? point? of? view,? the? method? does? not? prioritize? internal? or?
external? reconstruction?but? treats? them?as? the? two?axes?by?means?of?which?a? single?
coordinate,? the? reconstruction,? is? postulated.162? In? this? sense,? the? occasionally?
emotional?discussion?concerning?the?demarcation?line?between?internal?and?external?
reconstructions? is?a?costly?diversion?of?our?resources:? the?comparative?method?gives?
no? priority? for? internal? or? external? comparison,? but? seeks? an? arrangement? of? the?
material? that? results? in? simultaneously? true? internal? and? external? propositions? in? a?
sound?and?complete?(i.e.?valid)?reconstruction.?





161? Note? especially? Kati?i?? (1970:99):? “[…]? comparative? reconstruction? not? only? presupposes?
description?but?also?contributes?very?substantially?to?its?completion?by?stating?the?interrelationships?of?





Rask?and?Bopp?and,? in?particular,?Schleicher.163?Today? the? comparative?method?of?
reconstruction? in? Indo-European? linguistics? does? not? essentially? differ? from? the?
empirical,? explicit? and? exact? science? of? the? pioneers,? except? in? its? increased?
sophistication?brought?about?by?the?advancement?of?comparison,?methodologies?and?
auxiliary? disciplines.?Reconstructing? Proto-Indo-European? as? an? object? of? its? own?
right? for? the? purposes? of? linguistic? analysis? belongs? to? the? primary? goals? of? the?
study.164?
?
1.5.9  On ?regular ?and ? irregular ?sound ?changes ?
§0.?A?demarcation? line?between?regular?sound?changes?(described?with?sound? laws)?
and? irregular? changes? (called? analogy,? in? a?broad? sense)?was?drawn?by? the? leading?
Neogrammarians,?especially?Brugmann,? in? the?19th?century.?It?has?often?been?noted?
that?in?so?doing,?the?Neogrammarians?abandoned?the?principle?of?regularity?of?sound?
changes? and? opened? the? door? for? irregular? explanations? still? continuing? the? Indo-
European?literature.?The?developments?which?led?to?the?situation?and?recommended?
solutions?will?be?briefly?discussed?below.?
§1.? In? addition? to? regular? sound? changes,? the?Neogrammarians? accepted? irregular?
sound? changes? that? could? be? accounted? for? by? means? of? analogy.? The? historical?
development?can?be?understood?against?the?following?background:?
(a)?From? the?point?of? view?of? research?history,? the?Neogrammarian? reconstruction?






xiv)? decided? to? extend? the? scope? of? analogy? by? generalizing? the? situation? of? the?
modern?languages?to?their?precedents:?
“Zweitens.?Da? sich? klar? herausstellt,? dass? die? formassociation? d.? h.? die? neubildung? von?
sprachformen? auf? dem? wege? der? analogie,? im? leben? der? neueren? sprachen? eine? sehr?
bedeutende? rolle? spielt,? so? ist?diese?art? von? spracherneuerung?unbedenklich?auch? für?die?
älteren?und?ältesten?perioden?anzuerkennen,?und?nicht?nur?überhaupt?hier?anzuerkennen,?
sondern? es? ist? dieses? erklärungsprincip? auch? in? derselben? weise? zu? verwerten,? wie? zur?
erklärung?von?spracherscheinungen?späterer?perioden?[…]”?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
163? I?agree?with?Schleicher?on? the?existence?of?Proto-Indo-European,?but? instead?of? the?analogy?of?a?
biological?organism,?I?prefer?a?logical?explanation:?PIE?is?derived?analytically?(by?induction)?from?the?









“In? allen? anderen? fallen,? in? denen?wir? abweichung? vom? allgemeingiltigen? gesetz? finden,?
haben?wir?eine?association?(analogie)?zu?statuiren.”?




If? the?sound?changes?are?regular?(and? they?are),? it? is?not?possible? that? they?are?also?
irregular.165?By? introducing? this?double?standard,?an?unfavorable?situation?emerged,?
as?Kati?i??(1970:51-2)?points?out:?
“But?while? claiming? that? sound? laws?are?exceptionless,? the? Junggrammatiker?provided? in?
their? very? theory? a? place? for? exceptions? by? introducing? the? concepts? of? analogy,? dialect?
borrowing? and? individual? sound? change? due? to? assimilation,? dissimilation,? haplology,?
paretymology,?etc.”?
(b)?Brugmann’s?rationale?for?the?expansion?of?analogy?does?not?fit?with?the?historical?
facts.166?Owing? to? sound? changes? taking?place,?entropy? (information? contained? in?a?
segment)?increases.?Accordingly,?the?level?of?analogy?of?modern?languages?is?certainly?
not?on? the? same? level?as? that?of? their?genetic?ancestors.167?Quite? the?opposite,? it? is?
rather? to? be? assumed? that? the? further? comparative? reconstruction? advances,? the?
further?use?of?analogy?will?be?reduced?(until?approaching?virtual?nil).?
(c)?As?recognized?already?by?the?Paleogrammarians,?the?Neogrammarian?analogy?did?







1.?The? incompleteness?of?data?available? for? the?Neogrammarians,? in?particular?





165?The?milder? interpretation?of?Brugmann’s?view,? consisting?of? the? idea? that? the? sound? changes?are?
regular?or?irregular,?is?a?tautology.?
166? By? comparison,? Szemerényi? (1996:29-30)? offers? a?much? better? explanation:? “[...]? in? early? times?






2.?The? incompleteness?of?the?Neogrammarian?phoneme? inventory,?especially? in?
terms? of? the? presence? of? PIE? *?,? had? consequences.? Without? PIE? *?,? the?
Neogrammarians?had?to?create?complicated?rules?to?account?for?its?reflects,?which?are?
all?now?explainable?on?a?regular?basis.?
3.? Numerous? irregularities? of? the? Neogrammarian? sound? law? system? reflect?
defects? caused?especially?by? the?absence?of?PIE?*?? (although?other? factors?are?also?
involved).? By? setting? forth? analogy? as? the? universal? remedy? for? exceptions,? the?
Neogrammarians? turned? their? focus? from? a? calibration? of? sound? laws? to? irregular?















presented,?but? improvements? in?comparison?and? in? the?sound? law?system?should?be?
sought? until? the? regular? explanation? has? been? achieved.?This? protocol? leads? to? the?
desirable?situation?described?by?Fox?(1995:89):?
“The? greater? the? range? of? data? accommodated? by? the? reconstruction,? and? the? fewer? the?
anomalies?and?exceptions,?the?more?coherent?and?plausible?will?be?the?reconstruction.”??
Through? this? practice,? a? maximal? output? of? languages? also? allows? for? maximal?
regularity?as? irregularities?can?replaced?with?regular?comparisons.170?In?this?task,?the?




morphology,?was? coming? to? a? standstill,? that? the? problems?were? either? exhausted? or? had? reached? a?
deadlock.”?
169?Brugmann?&?Osthoff?(1878:xv):?“Dass?die?‘junggrammarische’?richtung?heute?noch?nicht?in?der?lage?








The? task? of? testing? irregularities?and? pushing? them? to? an? absolute? minimum? is?
therefore?twofold:171?
1.? Present? the? primary? phoneme? inventory? of? Proto-Indo-European? and? the?
upgraded? sound? law? system,? such? that? they? require? no? irregular? explanations?
whatsoever.?





(see? the?undeniable?analogical? levelling? in?Gr.? ??????? ‘he? follows’?and?Lat.? labor? ‘labour’? (Campbell?
2004:107)).?The? goal? is? instead? to:? (a)? ensure? that? all? the? data? is? checked? for? regular? explanations?




2  PIE ?*??and ?the ?Indo-European ?vowel ?system ?
2.1  Indo-European ?vowel ?system ?and ?? i . ???
§0.?The?Indo-European?vowel?system?discussed? in? this?chapter? is?restricted? to? those?
vowels? defined? as? non-radicals? from? the? point? of? view? of? root-formation,? thus?
referring?to?phonemes?that?unlike?resonants?(PIE?*i?u?????...)?do?not?have?functionally?
defined?consonantal?counterparts?(PIE?*????l?r,...).?In?practice,?vowels?will?therefore?be?
designated? by? cover? symbols? Neogr.? *?,? *a,? *?,? *å,? *o,? *?,? *e,? *?? and? their? PIE?
counterparts?(to?be?defined).172?
?
2.1.1  The ?problem ?of ?OAnat. ???and ?the ?IE ?vowel ?system ?
§1.? The?most? prominent? problem? in? Indo-European? linguistics? is? the? comparative?
interpretation?of?Old?Anatolian???(?i.??,?Pal.??,?CLu.??,?HLu.??)?and?its?compatibility?
with?the?reconstruction?of?the?attested?vocalisms?of?the?Indo-European?languages.?
§2.? The? three? key? reconstruction? theories? –? the? Neogrammarian? (Neogr.),? the?
laryngeal? theory? (LT)? and? the? monolaryngealism? of? Szemerenyi? (=? SZ)? –? have?
suggested?the?following?proto-vowels?for?Proto-Indo-European:?
? Neogr.?*e? *?? *a? *?? *o? å? *?? *?? ?
? LT173? *h1e? *eh1? *h2e/–? *eh2? *h3e/–? –? *eh3? *h2? ?
? SZ? *e? *?? *a? *?? *o? –? *?? *??





172? See? Koerner? (1985:332):? “The? i/u/a? vowel? triad,? however,? had? been? codified? in? Schleicher’s?
Compendium?of?1861?(pp.?134-35),?and?was?widely?accepted?for?several?years?after?Schleicher’s?death?
in?1868.”?For?the?development?of?the?(Proto)-Indo-European?vowel?system?up?to?the?Neogrammarians,?
see?Benware?1974.?A?history?of? the?research?on?Indo-European?vocalism? in?1868-1892? is?provided? in?
Davis?1972.??
173? For? three-laryngealism,? see? Eichner’s? 1973,? 1978,? 1980,? 1988? slogan? “Die? uridg.?Grundsprache?
besitzt? drei?Laryngal(phonem)e? (Symbole:?H1,?H2,?H3),? nicht?mehr? und? nicht?weniger.”?Lindeman?
similarly? supports? six? laryngeals? (1997:25):? “In? its? commonly? accepted? form? the? ‘Laryngeal?Theory’?
assumes?the?existence?in?Early?Indo-European?of?(at?least)?three?‘laryngeal?consonants’.”?
? 76?
2.1.2  Brugmann’s ?system ?of ?eight ?proto-vowels174?
§0.?The? reconstruction? of? the? Indo-European? vocalism,? starting?with? the? Sanskrit-
centric?Paleogrammarians,? reached? its?high?point? in?Brugmann’s? (Grundr2?1:1-178)?
system?of?cover?symbols?for?vowels:?
Neogr.?*e?:???? :?? Neogr.?*??:?a?:???? :?? Neogr.?*å?:?o?:??.??





system?(OInd.?a,? ?)? to?reflect? the?Proto-Indo-European?situation.?However,?already?
Benfey? (1837)175? had? questioned? how? the? two? items? OInd.? ?? can? reflect? a? more?
original? state? than?Greek? and? its? display? of? six? distinctions? (Do.? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?),? a?
criticism? which? was? quite? appropriate? (ex? nihilo? nihil).? The? Paleogrammarian?
Sanskrito-centrism? began? to? falter?when?Curtius? (1864)? proved? that? the?European?
languages?preserved?a?‘vowel?e’?in?an?identical?position:?
? *e?? :? Arm.?e?:?Gr.???:?Lat.?e?:?Go.?i?:?Li.?e?:?OCS.?e?:?OIr.?e,?etc.?
However,?Curtius?still?believed?that?the?European?branch?had?innovated?the?*e,?from?
a?split?of?the?original?*a?to?*e?(Gr.??)?and?*a?(Gr.??).??








the? proto-language.? Furthermore,? Brugmann? included? Fick’s? ‘schwa?
indogermanicum’? (Neogr.?*?)?and? finally?Neogr.?*å? (‘non-ablauting?o’)? in?his?vowel?
system,?with?the?result?that?in?its?widest?form?(c.?1880)?it?consisted?of?the?actual?set?of?
existing?eight?correspondence?sets?for?the?vowels,?viz.:?
? Neogr.?? *??? *a?(=?*a3)? *?? ‘a-vocalism’?? ? (2.2.)?




175? Benfey? (1837:911)? writes:? “Von? diesem? –? bloss? lautlichen? –?Standpunkt? aus?muss?man? z.B.? als?
entschieden? fraglich? betrachten,? ob? nicht? das?Griechische,? indem? es? ?,? ?,? ?,? ?,? ?? als? kurze?Vokale?
darbietet,?den?älteren?Sprachstand?treuer?bewahrte,?als?in?dieser?Rücksicht?ärmere?Sanskrit.?Und?diese?
Frage? kann?nicht?dadurch? geschlichtet?werden,?das? sie?nur? vom?bloss? lautlichen?Standpunkt?uns? zu?
zeigen?sucht,?dass??,???Trübungen?von???sind.”?
? 77?
? Neogr.?? ?–? *e?(=?*a1)? *?? ‘e-vocalism’? ? (2.4.)?
§4.?The?distinguishing?features?of?Brugmann’s?eight-vowel?system?are:?
(a)?The?six?vowels?Neogr.?*e,?a,?o?:??,??,???replace?the?early?ablaut?Paleogr.?*a?:???and?
the? typology? of? Sanskrit? as? the? proto-language.? The? monolaryngealist? systems? of?
Zgusta?(not?mentioning?Neogr.?*?)?and?Burrow?(rejecting?schwa)?–?and?especially?the?
laryngeal? theory? –? are? essentially? confined? to? the? six? items? only? and? therefore?
incomplete.?
(b)? The? six? vowels? plus? schwa? are? included? in? the? monolaryngealist? system? of?




no? one? to? date? (including? the? author)? has? been? capable? of? consistently? defining? a?
ninth? correspondence? set,?Brugmann’s?achievement? is? likely? to?be? remain,?and? it? is?
accepted?here?as?the?basis?of?System?PIE.?
?
2.1.3  On ?Anatolian ? languages, ?corpus ?and ? laryngeal ?
§0.? Hrozn?’s? discovery? (1915)? and? demonstration? (1917)? of? the? Indo-European?
character?of?Hittite176?not?only?gave?birth?to?Anatolian?linguistics,?the?most?important?
development? of? Indo-European? linguistics? in? the? 20th? century,? but? also? brought? to?
light? the? segmental? laryngeal,? Hittite? ?,? which? had? disappeared? from? all? Indo-
European?languages?known?to?the?Neogrammarians.?
§1.?The?Anatolian?corpus?can?be?split?in?two?main?groups:?
(a)? The? Old? Anatolian? (OAnat.)? group,? including? Hittite? (?i.),? Palaic? (Pal.),?
Cuneiform? Luwian? (CLu.),177? Hieroglyphic? Luwian? (HLu.),178? and? Cappadocian?
names?(Cpd.).?The?characteristic?linguistic?feature?of?this?group?is?the?preservation?of?
the?segmental?laryngeal?as?such:? i.??? ?Pal.??? ?CLu.??? ?HLu.??.179?
(b)? The? Late(r)? Anatolian? (LAnat.)? group:? in? addition? to? the? scarcely? attested?
languages?–?Lydian? (Lyd.)180?Lycian? (Lyc.)181,?Carian? (Car.),?Sideti? (Sid.)?and?Pisidi?










181?For?Lycian?with?dialects?LycA.? (=? ‘Lycian’)? and?LycB.? (=? ‘Milyan’),? see?Neumann? 1961-75? and?
Melchert?2004.?
? 78?




Anatolian? script.?The? so-called? Sturtevant’s? rule? (19512:3),183? according? to?which? a?
cuneiform?gemination?reflects?a?voiceless?stop?and?a?non-gemination?a?voiced?stop,?is?
controversial?in?the?comparative?context?for?the?following?reasons:?
(a)? As? already? noted? by? Bergsland? (1938:272-5),? there? is? widespread? variation?




2:302-7)? without? gemination,? the? application? of? Sturtevant’s? rule? leads? to? false?




? Li.?nakó-?? ? (vb.)?‘die?Nacht?zubringen’?(LiEtWb.?481,?nakóti?[inf.])?
Thus,?contrary?to?Benveniste’s?claim?(1962:7,?107),?Sturtevant’s?rule?is?not?a?failproof?
method? to? determine? the? voice? of? the? Old? Anatolian? obstruents.? Instead? of?
attempting?to?decide?the?character?of?Indo-European?stops?based?on?Old?Anatolian,?








? ?i.?a·ie?-? ? (n.)?‘Mund,?Maul’?(HEG?1:6-8,?O?i.?a-i-i??[sgNA])?
? Lat.?d?·ier?-? ? (pr1.)?‘heilig?beschwören’?(WH?2:274-5,?PItal.?*·ies?-)?
? Lat.?pe·ier?-? ? (vb1.)?‘falsch?schwören’?(WH?2:274-5,?peier?re?[inf.])?
? CLu.?aia?a-? ? (n.)?‘Mund’?(DLLAdd.?45,?DLL.?33,?a-a-a?-?a-(a-ti)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
182? For? an? introduction? to? the? numerous? problems? of? Anatolian? notation? and? orthography,? see?
Rosenkranz?1959?and?Laroche?1978.?
183? Sturtevant’s? rule? (1942:34)? was? adopted? from? Speiser’s? work? on? Hurrian? (1940:319-40).? For?
literature?on?Sturtevant’s?rule,?see?Szemerényi?(1996:56n8).?
184?Pedersen’s? (1938:47f.)? tentative? etymology? of? ?i.? i?-? ‘Mund’,?which?was? accepted? by?Pokorny,? is?
incompatible?with?the?lack?of?glide?in?Lat.??s-?‘Mund’?(RV.??s-?‘id.’),?Gr.???????-?(n.)?‘schweres,?kurzes?




? ?i.?i?-? ? ? (n.)?‘Mund,?Maul’?(HEG?1:371,? i.?i?-?a-a??[sgG])?
? Gr.??????·?????? (adv.)?‘in?Greek?(language)’?(LSJ.?358-9)?
? RV.?i??áni-? ? (a.)?‘rauschend’?(WbRV.?228)?
(b)???i-?‘brennen’?(??oi-,???ei-,?P.?11-2)?
? Pal.??ai-? ? (vb.)?‘heiß,?warm?sein’?(DPal.?53,??a-a-an-ta?[3pl])?
? LAv.?ay-? ? (pf.)?‘schimmern’?(AIWb.?11,?a?ta-?‘schimmernd’)?
? ?i.??a?ima-?? ? (c.)?‘Dämon?der?sommerlichen?Erstarrung’(HEG1:123)?
? OIcl.?eim-? ? (m.)?‘Feuer,?Rauch,?Dampf’?(ANEtWb.?96,?eimr?[sgN])?
? gAv.?ayan-? ? (n.)?‘Tag’?(AIWb.?157,?gAv.?ay?n?[sgG])?
? gAv.?ayar-? ? (n.)?‘Tag’?(AIWb.?157,?ayar??[sgNA])?
? Go.?air?? ? (adv.)?‘frühe’?(GoEtD.?18,?air??is?dagis)?
? Hom.????? ? (adv.)?‘früh,?in?der?Frühe’?(GEW?1:643,?????[sgL])?
? Lat.?aes-? ? (n.)?‘Erz,?Bronze,?Kupfer,?Geld’?(WH?1:19-20)?
In? this? study,?examples?of? this? lost?PIE?*??will?be? indicated?by? the? subscript? i? (CLu.?
aia?a-,?Pal.??ai-,?etc.).?
§5.? The? attested? syllabic? forms? of? Old? Anatolian? (e.g.? ?i.? e-e?-zi)? are? generally?
referred?to?with?their?phonetic?approximations?(?i.?e?zi),?which?vary?from?researcher?















? ?i.??uidar-? ? (n.)?‘animal,?fauna’?(HEG?1:269-70,??u-i-ta-ar?[NA])?







? OIcl.?vitni-? ? (m.)?‘creature’?(HED?H:352-5,?vitnir?[sgN])?










? ?i.??a?tai-? ? (n.)?‘Knochen’?(HEG?1:237f.,??a-a?-ta-a-i?[sgNA])?
? gAv.?ast-? ? (n.)?‘Knochen,?stofflicher?Leib’?(AIWb.?211-2,?ast?m)?
? RV.?an·asthá-?? (a.)?‘knochenlos’?(WbRV.?54,?anasthás?[sgN])?
? TochB.??st-? ? (n.)?‘Bone’?(DTochB.?45,??sta?[plNA])?
? Gr.????·????-? ? (f.)?‘Beinhaus?(?)’?(GEW?3:84)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Knochen,?Kern?einer?Frucht’?(GEW?2:436-7)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Meerkrebs’?(GEW?1:169,????????)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Meerkrebs’?(GEW?1:169,????????)?
(b)??p??s-,??p??s-?‘protect?:?schützen’?(P.?787+839)187?
? ?i.?pa??-? ? (vbM.)?‘seek?protection’?(CHD?P:2f.,?pa-a?-?a?[3sg])?
? TochA.?p?s-? ? (vbM.)?‘custodire,?tueri’?(Poucha?168,?p?santrä?[3pl])?
? OCS.?pas-? ? (vb.)?‘weiden’? (Sadnik??633,?OCS.?pasti?[inf.])?
? RV.?pári?(...)?p?s-? (s.ao.)?‘rings?schützen’?(WbRV.?800,?pári?p?sati?[conj.])?
? LAv.?p?h-? ? (s.ao.)?‘sorgen?für’?(AIWb.?855,?på?hahe?[conj.2sg])?
? Lat.?p?st?r-? ? (m.)?‘Hirt’?(WH?2:260,?p?stor?[N],?p?st?ris?[G])?
The? number? of? correspondences? that? imply? the? loss? of? the? laryngeal? outside?Old?




? PIE?*?? ? ?? i.??,?CLu.??,?Pal.??,?HLu.?????:? Gr.?Ø,?OInd.?Ø,?etc.189?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
187?Burrow?(1949:51n2):?“The?root?appears?both?as?p??and?p?,?and?since?the?same?variation?(Lat.?d?s?:?
Gk? ??????)? appears? in? the? root?meaning? ‘to? give’,? there? seems? to? be? no? necessity? to? assume? two?
synonymous?IE?roots.”?
188? Seebold? (1988:497-8)? writes:? “Nun? kann? aber? dem? unvoreingenommenen? Betrachter? nicht?
zweifelhaft? sein,?daß?dieses?Phonem? [=?das?hethitische?h]?nicht? von?Himmel?gefallen? sein?kann:?Es?








has? been? suggested? for? a? number? of? languages,? including? Albanian,? Armenian,?
Germanic?and?Lycian.?All?attempts?are?failures,?except?for?a?possible?/h/?in?some?Italic?
words,?owing?to?the?discrepancy?between?the?general?loss?of?laryngeal?PIE?*?? ?Ø?and?
its? alleged? preservation? (the? regularity? of? sound? change).? These? attempts? can? be?
exemplified? by? Pedersen’s? early? interpretation? (1945),? according? to? which? Lyc.? x?
corresponds? with? OAnat.? ?.? Prominent? experts? like? Laroche? and? Tischler? have?
repeatedly? cautioned? against? the? idea,? owing? to? the? absence? of? Lyc.? x? in?
correspondences?with?Old?Anatolian??.?Some?examples?are:?
(a)?PIE?*?apr-?‘Handel?(treiben)’?
? ?i.??apar-? ? (N.act.)?‘Handel,?Kaufpreis’?(HHand.?40,??a-ap-pár)?
? ?i.??apari-? ? (vb1.)?‘Handel?treiben,?verkaufen’?(HEG?1:161-)?
? Pal.??apari-? ? (vb.)?‘übergeben’?(DPal.?54,??apari?i)?
? Lyd.?afari? ? (sb.)?‘Verkaufserklärung’?(LydWb.?52)?
? ?i.??aprie-? ? (vb.)?‘trade,?sell,?deliver’?(HEG?1:161f.,??a-ap-ri-ez-zi)?
? Lyc.?eprie-? ? (vb.)?‘Verkaufen’?(Laroche,?Comp1:171f.,?eprieti)?
(b)?PIE?*ora?-?‘border,?area’?(P.?854-7,?HEG?1:52,56)?
? Lat.??r?-? ? (f.)?‘Rand,?Grenze,?Region,?usw.’?(WH?2:218)?
? ?i.?ara?za-? ? (adv.)?‘ringsum,?außerhalb’?(HHand.?20,?a-ra-?a-za)?
? ?i.?ar?a-? ? (c.)?‘Grenze,?Gebiet?(Sum.?ZAG)’?(HHand.?21,?ar-?a)?
? ?i.?ar?ai-? ? (vb.dn.)?‘die?Runde?machen’?(HHand.?21)?
? ?i.?ar?ita? ? (URU.)?‘Grenze/Gebiet-TA’?(OGH.?31,?ar-?i-ta)?









? Hes.??????-? ? (m.)?‘grandfather’?(LSJ.?986,???????)?




190?Burrow?(1949:59)?clarifies:?“The?phoneme?H? [...]? is?not? to?be?classed?with? the?nasals,? liquids,?etc.,?
which?can?by?themselves?make?a?syllable;? it? is?to?be?classed?with?s,?which? is? incapable?of?this?function?
[...].”?
? 82?
? Lyc.?xuga-? ? (c.)?‘grandfather’?(Lyk&?i.?25)? ? ?
? Mil.?xugasi-?? ? (a.gen.)?‘of?grandfather’?(LuPG?59,?kugasi,?[sgN])?




? Car.???-? ? (sb.)?‘?????????:?sheep’?(Athenaios?XIII:580,????)?
? Lyc.?xawa-? ? (sb.)?‘lamb’?(HEG?2:230,?xaw??[sgA])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘Schaffell,?Vlies’?(GEW?2:368,?????)?





? AV.?mamarj-? ? (pf.)?‘reinigen,?putzen,?streichen’?(EWA?2:324)?
? Gr.??·?????-? ? (pr.)?‘abpflügen,?auspressen’?(GEW?1:91,??·?????)?
? Gr.??·?????-?? ? (f.)?‘mulches?Masse?der?außgepreßten?Oliven’?(P.?738)?
? Gr.??·??????-?? (prA.)?‘abwischen,?abtrocknen’?(P.?738,??????????)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (s.ao.)?‘wipe’?(LSJ.?1146,1227,?????????)?
(b)?PIE?*?ei-,??oi-,??i-?‘liegen’?(P.?539f.)?
? Gr.????-? ? (pr.)?‘liegen,?sich?befinden’?(GEW?1:809,????????[3sg])?
? RV.??áy-? ? (ao.)?‘liegen,?am?Boden?liegen,?ruhen’?(KEWA?3:303)?
? ?i.?kei-? ? (vb.)?‘liegen,?gelegt?sein’?(HEG?1:568-9,?ki-it-ta-ri?[3sg])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Lager,?Bett,?Netz,?Kiste’?(GEW?1:809)?
? Gr.??·?????-? ? (f.)?‘Gemahlin,?Gattin,?Lagergenossin’?(GEW?1:54)?
The?existence?of?a?prefix?PIE?*?·?means?that?the?root-initial?laryngeal?(reflected?in?‘a-
vocalism’)?does?not?necessarily?prove?that?the?root?itself?began?with?the?laryngeal.?
§8.? A? suffix? PIE? *·?-? (former? Neogr.*·?-)? was? already? identified? by? Brugmann?




dieses? Schwankens? ist? jedenfalls? die,? dass? der? sogen.? ‘Wurzelauslaut’??? ein?
‘suffixaler’?Zusatz?war.”?









According? to? Szemerényi’s? comment,? Indo-European? linguistics? does? not? accept?
Møller’s?non-genetic?typology?as?normative.?Pokorny’s?comparative?postulation?of?the?
root? and? extensions? (see? P.? 798ff.? for? *pel-? and? *pel·?-? ‘gießen,…’)? is? favoured?
instead,?because?the?traditional?doctrine?can?be?shown?to?be?correct?for?Brugmann’s?
example:?
? RV.?pípar-? ? (pr.)?‘(an)füllen’?(WbRV.?775,?píparti,?pipartana)?
As?proven?in?Chapter?3,?this?stem?never?had?a?root-final?laryngeal?due?to?the?absence?
of? cerebralization? (see? Fortunatov’s? Law? II);? in? this? case,? the? root? was? PIE? *pel-.?
Simultaneously,? the? laryngeal? extension? PIE? *plea?-? is? implied? by? the? Rig-Vedic?
hiatus?and?Gr.???in:?
? RV.?prá’-? ? (ao.)?‘füllen,?anfüllen’??(WbRV.?886,?práas?[2sgConj.])?
? RV.?kak?ia·prá’-? (a.)?‘den?Leibgurt?füllend’?(WbRV.?309,?kaksiapráam)?




? CLu.?par-? ? (vb1.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(?)?(DLL.?77,?pár-du)?
? RV.?pípar-? ? (pr.)?‘hinüberführen’?(WbRV.?777-8,?píparti?[3sg])?
? CLu.?para-? ? (vb.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(?)?(HHand.?120,?DLL.?77)?
? HLu.?para-? ? (sb.)?‘foot’?(CHLu.?10.14.9,?(“PES”)pa+ra/i-za)?
? OCS.?pero-? ? (vb.)?‘emporfliegen,?sich?erheben’?(Sadnik?639,?per?)?
? CLu.?par?a-? ? (vb.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(HHand.?122,?CHD?P:143f.)?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘durchschreiten,?-fahren,?-dringen’?(GEW?2:510)?
(b)?PIE?*son-?*sen-?‘suchen’?(P.?906)?
? HLu.??ana-? ? (vb.)?‘to?seek’?(CHLu.?11.1.e19,?(“*69”)sa-na-tu)?
? ?i.??ana?-? ? (pr.)?‘(ver)suchen’?(HEG?2:818f.,??a-an-a?-mi)?
(c)?PIE?*mol-?*mel-?‘mahlen,?zerkleinern,?zerbrechen’?(P.?716f.)?
? ?i.?mal-? ? (vb2.)?‘mahlen,?zerkleinern’?(HEG?2:102,?ma-al-li?[3sg])?
? Lat.?mol?? ? (f.)?‘Mühlstein,?Mühle,?Opferschrot’?(WH?2:104)?
? Lat.?in·mol?-? ? (pr.)?‘opfern’?(WH?2:105,?immol?re?[inf.])?
? CLu.?mamal?-?? (vb.)?‘zerdrücken,?zerbrechen’?(HHand.?98)?
? Lat.?in·mol?u-?? (pf.)?‘opfern’?(WH?2:105,?immol?uit?[3sg])?










“Wie? ich? zu? zeigen? versucht? habe,? gibt? es? auch?mehrere?Tatsachen,?welche? direct? dafür?







2.1.5  ? i . ???and ?vocalism ?Neogr. ?*??a ?? ?
§0.?Despite?the?loss?of?PIE?*?,?the?languages?that?preserve?distinctions?of?vowel?quality?





? ?i.??alu-? ? (a.)?‘tief’?(sb.)?‘Höhlung’?(HEG?1:135-6)?
? OInd.??lu-? ? (f.)?‘small?water-jar’?(KEWA?1:80,?EWA?3:25)?
? Lat.?aluo-? ? (m.f.)?‘Höhlung,?Wölbung,?Unterleib’?(WH?1:34)?
(b)???en-?‘Großmutter’?(P.?36-37)?
? ?i.??ana-? ? (c.)?‘Großmutter’?(HEG?1:145-6,??a-an-na-a??[sgN])?
? OHG.?ana?? ? (f.)?‘(Ur)großmutter,?Ahne’?(WP?1:56-)?
? Lat.?an?-? ? (f.)?‘altes?Weib’?(WH?1:49-50,?anus?[N],?an?s?[G])?
(c)???en-?‘schöpfen’?(P.?901)?
? ?i.??an-? ? (vb2.)?‘schöpfen’?(HEG?1:144-5,??a-a-ni?[3sg])?
? ?i.??an·e?a-? ? (DUGc/n.)?‘Schöpfgefäss’?(EHS?513)?
? Gr.???·???-? ? (m.)?‘Kielwasser’?(GEW?1:114?[diff.])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
192? Similarly? for? the? roots? ending? in? obstruent? there? is? an? unextended? root? (AV.? ví? ánu? pap?t-
‘durchfliegen’,?WbRV.?761,?pap?ta?[3sg]),?a?vocalic?extension?(Gr.?????-?‘fliegen’,?GEW?2:521,?????????
[1sg])?and?a?laryngeal?extension?(Gr.?????-?‘fliegen’,?GEW?2:521,?????????[1sg]).?








? ?i.??ant-? ? (c.)?‘Vorderseite,?Stirn’?(HEG?1:149,??a-an-za?[N])?
? ?i.??antei?? ? (adv.)?‘vorne’?(HEG?1:149,??a-an-ti-i?[sgDL])??
? Lat.?ante? ? (adv.)?‘vor,?vorher’?(WH?1:53,?ante?[adv.])?
? Gr.?????? ? (prep.)?‘angesichts,?gegenüber,?anstatt’?(GEW?1:113-4)?
(e)???endh-?‘hervorsprießen,?blühen’?(P.?40-41)?
? ?i.??andeia?a-?? (a.)?‘männlich?(?)’?(HEG?1:157,?EHS?189)?
? MidIr.?ainder? ? (f.)?‘married?woman,?virgin’?(DIL?139)?
? HLu.??a(n)dara-? (sb.)?‘life’?(CHLu.?1.1.49,?ha-tà+ra/i-ti-i)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (m.)?‘Mensch’?(GEW?1:110-1,?also?LinB.?a-to-qo)?
(f)???ep-?‘fügen’?(P.?50-51)?
? ?i.??ap-? ? (vb1.)?‘gefügig?machen’?(HEG?1:158-9,??a-ap-zi?[3sg])?
? OLat.?ape-? ? (pr.)?‘prohibe,?compesce’?(WH?1:56,?ape?[2sg])?
? OLat.?ape-? ? (pr.)?‘binden,?im?Zaume?halten’?(WH?1:56,?apere?[inf.])?
? Lat.?apto-? ? (pt.)?‘angefügt,?verbunden’?(WH?1:57,?aptus?[sgN])?
? CLu.??a?apatar/n-? (n.)?‘Bindung?:?binding’?(HHand.?34,?CLuLex.?46)?
(g)???er-?‘zerstoßen,?zerreiben,?verderben’?(P.?62,?ar-?‘pfügen’,?HEG?1:169-70)?
? ?i.??ara-? ? (vb.)?‘zerstoßen,?zerreiben’?(HEG?1:169-70)?
? Gr.????-? ? (f.)?‘Verderben,?Schaden,?Unheil’?(GEW?1:136-)?
? Gr.????-? ? (pf.)?‘harm’?(Hom.??????????:????????????)?
(h)???es-?‘erfüllen,?sättigen’?(P.?–)195?
? LAv.?upa?(...)??h-? (prM.)?‘erfüllen’?(AIWb.?345,?upa??h??a?[opt2sg.])?
? Gr.??(h)-? ? (ao.)?‘sich?sättigen’?(GEW?1:159,????????[inf.])?
? Pal.??a?a-? ? (pr.)?‘sich?satt?trinken/essen’?(DPal.?46,??a-?a-an-ti)?
? Gr.??(h)?/?-? ? (pr.)?‘sich?sättigen’?(GEW?1:159???????[3sg])?
? ?i.??a?ik-? ? (vb1.)?‘sich?sättigen,?sich?satt?trinken’?(HEG?1:200)?
? ?i.??a?ik-? ? (GI?n.)?‘ein?Obstbaum?und?seine?Frucht’?(HHand.?46)?




which? an? ‘a-colouring? effect’? on? environment? *e,? ?? is? generally? assumed? (see?
Mayrhofer?1986:132-40?&?2004:27-8).?Though? the?general? idea?of? the?connection? is?
backed?by?the?material,?the?supposition?of?a?‘colouring?laryngeal’?(LT?h2)?is?untenable:?
(a)? The? phoneme? PIE? *?? is? a? consonant? (an? obstruent),? which? as? such? does? not?






movement),? a? glottal? may? change? the? pronunciation? of? the? preceding? vowel? (e.g.?
Hind.?mihr? [meher],?Hind.? ?ahr? [?eher]),?but? the?change?of? /e/? to? /a/?as?a? result?of?a?
consonantal? segment’s? colouring? property? does? not? satisfy? the? requirements? of?
scientific?method.?
(b)?Phonetically? the?distinctions?between? the? (cardinal)?vowels?are?produced? in? the?
mouth?cavity,?not?in?the?larynx,?as?assumed?by?the?laryngeal?theory.?
Due? to? these? problems,? the? idea? of? a? ‘colouring?laryngeal’? (equated? with? the?
vowel?Neogr.?*?)?cannot?be?taken?as?self-evident.?Consequently,?an? interpretation? is?
needed? to? explain? the? connection? between? PIE? *?? and? Neogr.? *?? a? ?? within? the?
framework?of?comparative?reality?and?scientific?method.?
?
2.1.6  The ?Monolaryngeal ?school ?(Zgusta, ?Szemerényi) ?
§0.? Monolaryngealism196? avoids? the? pitfalls? of? the? ‘colouring? laryngeal’? by?
reconstructing?a?single?laryngeal?*H?(=? i.??)?without?any?colouring?effect.?
§1.?Already?Zgusta?(1951)?questioned?the?connection?between?*H?and?vowel?quality,?
claiming? that? the? phoneme? had? no? indisputable? colouring? effect? in? PIE.197? Thus?
Zgusta? postulated? the? vowels? *a,? *e,? *o198? as? original,? and? by? adding? the? rule? of?
compensatory?lengthening?he?ended?up?with?the?inventory?
?? *e,?*a,?*o;?? ? *eH,?*aH,?*oH?? *H? ? (ZG).199?
§2.?Another?step?beyond?the?laryngeal?theory?was?taken?by?Szemerényi?(1996:36-39),?
who?questioned?the?rule?of?compensatory?lengthening?due?to?the?existence?of?original?
v?ddhi? (Occam’s? razor).200?Thus,?postulating? schwa? *?? (1996:40)? and?one? laryngeal?
*H,?Szemerényi’s?(SZ)?system?can?be?presented?as?follows:?





198?Zgusta? (1951:444)? adds:? “[...]? si? l’on? prouvait? qu’il? existait? au? degré? plein? la? voyelle? a? ou,? le? cas?
échéant,?o?originaires,?ou,?si,?en?d’autres? termes,? la?supposition?qu’elles? tirent?son?origine? l’influence?
d’une? laryngale?n’était?pas,?au?moins,?vraisemblable,?cela?ne?pourrait?modifier?que? les?considérations?
du? problème,? s’il? existait? plus? de? laryngales,? et? lesquelles,? mais? une? telle? découverte? ne? pourrait?
contester?la?base?de?la?théorie?laryngale?[...]”.?
199?Zgusta?(1951:472)?explains:?“[...]?en?indo-européen,?il?y?avait?un?phonème,?que?nous?pouvons?écrire?
H,?qui?avait?dans? le? système?des?phonèmes?une?place?analogue?à?celui?des? sonantes,?dont? la?qualité?
exacte?n’est?pas?sûre,?mais?qui?était?similare?au??.?Entre?les?consonnes?le?H?est?en?état?de?voyelle?(??=?
?)?ainsi?que?les?sonantes.?En?hittite,?ce?phonème?(quand?il?n’était?pas?en?qualité?de?voyelle)?se?changea?
en??,?évidemment?sous? l’influence?des? langues?avec? lesquelles? les?Hittites?vinrent?en?contact?en?Asia?
Mineure.”?










(a)? The? requirement? of? a? ‘non-colouring’? laryngeal? PIE? *?,? though? phonetically?
accurate,?results?in?the?loss?of?connection?between?OAnat.???and?Neogr.?*??a??.?This?is?
contradicted?by?strong?statistical?counterevidence.203?




the?place?of?articulation)?and? its?relationships?with? the?other? items?of? the?phoneme?
inventory.?
§5.?There?is?only?a?handful?of?comparisons?in?which?Neogr.?*??a???(Lat.?a,?Gr.??,?OIr.?








201?Tischler? (1980:509):? “Da? es? ein?Ziel?wissenschaftlicher?Forschung? sein?muß,?möglichst? einfache?
Theorien? zu?erstellen? [...]? sollte?man?die?Lösung?des?Problems? in?der? schon? von?Zgusta? (1951)?und?
Szemerényi?(1967)?vorgeschlagenen?Richtung?suchen?und?sich?auf?nur?einen?idg.?Laryngal,?der?nichts?
mit?Vokalfärbung?zu?tun?hat,?beschränken?und?diesen?einen?Laryngal?eben?nur?da?ansetzen,?wo?er?im?
Hetitischen? als? ?? belegt? ist;? dies? zumindest? für? diejenige? Phase? des? Indogermanischen,? die? der?
Ausgliederung?des?Anatolischen?unmittelbar?vorangeht.”?
202? For? the? single? laryngeal? PIE? *?? ?? ?i.? ?,? see? Szemerényi? (1967:90? and? 1985:59,? fn3),?Vaillant?
(1936:111f-?and?1950:241-246),?Gusmani? (1979:63-71),?Kammenhuber? (1985:459)?and?Laroche?1986,?
Jonsson? (1978:48ff.),?Szemerényi?19904:147),?Tischler? (1980:498),?Szemerényi? (1967:90),?and?Beekes?
(1969:5).?
203?Apparently?only?Burrow’s?(1973:85-86)?version?of?monolaryngealism?recognizes?that?“another?effect?
of? h,? observable? in? languages? other? than? Sanskrit,? is? the? coloration? of? a? succeeding? vowel? by? h,?
producing?notably?a?change?from?e?to?a”.?
204? LT?†h4,? an? a-colouring? laryngeal? allegedly? ‘lost’? in?Old?Anatolian,? was? suggested? by?Kury?owicz?
(1935:75f.,?254f.?and?1956:166-71)? in?his?construction?of? †?4?(?? †A2?of?Puhvel?1960:35,?1965:92).?See?
also? Hendriksen? (1941:42),? Schmitt-Brandt? (1967:5),? Schmitt-Brandt? (1967:108-9),? Szemerényi?






? ?i.?apa?? ? (prep.adv.)?‘danach,?zurück’?(HEG?1:41)?
? LinB.?opi? ? (prepD.)?‘around,?upon,?after’?(DMycGr.?402,?o-pi)?
? Gr.????????? ? (adv.)?‘nach?hinten,?hernach’?(GEW?2:404,???????)?
? ?i.?apizia-?? ? (adv.)?‘hinterer,?letzter,?geringer’?(HEG?1:46)?
? Gr.???-?? ? (pref.)?(GEW?1:535,?in?Gr.???·???,???·???)??
? OInd.?pi·? ? (pref.)?(in?OInd.?pi-d?bh-,?pi-nah-,?pi-dh?na-)?
? Gr.?????? ? (prep.adv.)?‘dazu,?dabei,?auf,?an,?bei’?(GEW?1:535)??
? RV.?ápi?? ? (adv.)?‘auch,?dazu’?(WbRV.?75-6)?





? Go.?wan-? ? (n.)?‘Mangel’?(GoEtD.?394,?wan?[sgN])?
(c)??i.?maglant-? ‘mager’? :?Gr.???????? ‘lang’?(Tischler?1980:504).?Since?not?all? ‘thin’?









(e)??i.? taia-? ‘stehlen’? :?OCS.? taji-? ‘verbergen’?were?already?compared?by?Kury?owicz?

















? OInd.?ta-? ? (m.)?‘thief’?(MonWil.?431,?Lex.?ta??[sgN])?
? Li.?tè-? ? ? (vb.)?‘nehmen’?(LiEtWb.?1071,?Li.?tè?[ipv2sg])?
? ? ?te?-?
? Gr.???·??-? ? (f.)?Hes.?=?‘??????,???????,?????????’?(GEW?2:895)?
? ? ?te?i-?
? Do.??????-? ? (vb?.)?‘entbehren,?darben,?beraubt?sein’?(GEW2:895)?
? ORus.?taj?? ? (a.)?‘heimlich’?(sb.)?‘Geheimnis’?(REW?3:69)?
? ? ?tei-??toi-?
? ?i.?tai-?? ? (vb1.)?‘stehlen,?bestehlen’?(HEG?3:24-,?ta-a-iz-zi)?
? ?i.?taia-? ? (vb1.)?‘(be)stehlen’?(HEG?3:24f.,?da-a-i-ia-zi?[3sg])?
? gAv.?taya-?? ? (m.)?‘Dieb(stahl)’?(AIWb.?638)?
? gAv.?taya-? ? (a.)?‘verstohlen,?heimlich’?(AIWb.?638)?
? OInd.?ma?·táya-? (cs.)?‘sich?wie?ein?Vermittler?benehmen’?(KEWA?2:557)?
? Gr.????-? ? (vb.)?‘take’?(GEW?2:890,?in????[2sg],??????[2pl])?
? LAv.?aiwi·ti-? ? (a.)?‘sich?befassend?mit?[G]’?(AIWb.?91,?aiwi?y??[plN])?
? ? ?toti-??teti-?
? HLu.?ARHA?tàti-? (vb.)?‘take?away’?(CHLu.?2.9.27,?ARHA?tà-ti-i?[3sg])?
? Li.?tèti-? ? (vb.)?‘nehmen’?(LiEtWb.?1071,?tèti-te?[ipv2pl])?
Diagnostically?speaking,?a?monoliteral?root??t-? is?accompanied?with? laryngeal??te?-?
and?palatal??tei-?extensions;?accordingly,?Neogr.?*??is?not?confirmed?for?Hittite.?




2.1.7  PIE ?*?? in ?syllabic ?position ?and ?Neogr. ?*??





non-sonorous?environment;? the?author? thus?ended?up?explaining? the?ablaut?with?LT?
*se?g-?(Att.???,?Do.???-)?and?LT?*s?g?(Lat.?sag-).?
§2.?In?Eichner’s?laryngeal?theory?(1988:125ff.),?the?idea?is?adapted?into?an?assumption?







that? “[...]? it? is? difficult? to? see? how? an? essentially? consonantal? element? can? be?
vocalized”.? Indeed,? the? laryngeal? is? non-sonorous? and? has? no? syllabic? properties.?
Furthermore,? for? phonetic? reasons? the? idea? of? its? vocalization? does? not? satisfy? the?
requirements?of?scientific?realism..210?
§4.?The?dead?end?of?the?vocalic?allophone?of?the?laryngeal?has?led?scholars?to?seek?an?
explanation? for? the? syllabic? reflexes? from? the? domain? of? vowels.? It?was?Karl?O?tir?
(1913:167)?–?followed?by?Kury?owicz?(1935:29?&?fn2,?55f.)?and?Sturtevant?(1941:184)?
–?who?suggested?that?*H?was?accompanied?by?schwa?secundum?*??in?diphonemic?*?H?
and? *H?.?A? similar? suggestion?but?based?on? an? anaptyctic? vowel?has?been? recently?
discussed?by?Tischler?(1981:322).211?
§5.?Although?the?idea?of?explaining?the?vocalization?associated?with?the?laryngeal?by?
means? of? vowels? is? definitely? superior? to? the? impossible? syllabicization? of? PIE? *H,?
problems?remain.?Of?greater?importance?than?Zgusta’s?apophony-related?objection212?
is?Lindeman’s?(1987:84,?98ff.)?remark?concerning?the?dubious?character?of?the?schwa?
secundum?(and?anaptyxis).?This? is? indeed?a?concern,?because?according? to?scientific?





2.1.8  ? i . ??? in ?environment ?Neogr. ?*e ?*??
§0.?Despite?the?existing?statistics,?the?connection?between?PIE?*??and?Neogr.?*??a???is?
not? self-evident,?because? the? comparative?method? confirms? clusters??i.?e?,? ?e?with?
etymological? PIE? *?.? In? such? examples,? the? lack? of? a-colouring? challenges? a? key?
assumption?of?the?laryngeal?theory?and?the?hypothesis?of?a?single?laryngeal?PIE?*??(on?













213? Burrow? (1973:88)? suggests:? “For? all? practical? purposes? it? is? possible? to? operate? with? a? single,?
undifferentiated?H.”?
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§1.? In?order? to? solve? this?problem,?Pedersen? (1938:179-181)214? suggested? that? there?
are? two?different? laryngeals,?both?preserved?as?Hittite??215:?a?non-colouring?*H?(e.g.?
?i.?ue-e?-zi? ‘sich?wenden’? [3sg])?and?an?a-colouring?*Ha?(e.g.??i.??anti? ‘frons’? :?Lat.?
ante).216?In?addition,?Pedersen’s?system?only? includes? the?cardinal?vowels?*e?and?*o?
(and? the? rule?of?compensatory? lengthening),?with? the? result? that? it? is?economic?and?
capable?of?explaining?the?ablaut?Neogr.?*??:?*??based?on?*Hae?:?*Hao?:?*eHa?:?*oHa?(a?
property?that?is?missing?from?the?multilaryngeal?theories?with?only?*e).?








Lat.? ag?? etc.),? Pedersen’s? reconstruction? is? disproved:? adding? laryngeals? does? not?
solve?the?problems?at?hand.?
§3.?More?recently,?a?new?proposal?concerning?the?ablaut?Neogr.?*??:???was?put?forth?




condition,? in? this? case? the? Old? Anatolian? quantity,? a? feature? not? expressed? in?
cuneiform?writing.?
(b)?The?Indo-European?forms?related?to?the?parade?example?of?Lex?Eichner?(i.e.??i.?
me?ur/n-? (n.)? ‘time,?noon’? (HEG?2:171-4,??i.?me-e-?ur?[sgN],?me-e-?u-na-a?? [sgG]?




215? Pedersen? (1938:180)? proposes:? “Da? es? aber? zwei? verschiedene? Färbungen? der?Grundstufe? gibt,?
müssen?wir?zwei?verschiedene?Laryngale?annehmen,?die?man?H1?und?H2?schreiben?kann;???ist?aus?eH1,?
?? aus? eH2? entstanden;? der?Unterschied? der? beiden? Laryngale? besteht? also? darin,? dass?H1? auf? die?
Färbung?des?vorgehenden?e?keinen?Einfluss?ausübt,?während?H2?das?e? in?a?verwandelt.? [...]?H2,?das?
einem?vorhergehenden?e?die?a-Färbung?gegeben?hat,?auch?ein?folgendes?e?in?a?verwandelt?hat.”?
216? Since? Pedersen? does? not? postulate? unattested? ‘laryngeals’,? the? (Semitic)?monovocalism? or? root?
axiom? are? not? upheld.? Therefore,? his? theory? is? not? a? proper? laryngeal? theory,? but? a? version? of?
monolaryngealism.?
217?Eichner?(1973:72)?writes:?“Trotz?der?–?wie?nicht?anders?zu?erwarten?–?geringen?Zahl?von?sicheren?








? ?i.?me?n-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171,?me-e?-ni?[sgL])?
? Lat.?m?n?? ? (adv.)?‘am?Morgen’?(WH?2:25,?m?n??[adv.])?
? Lat.?m?nic?-? ? (pr1.)?‘früh?aufstehen’?(WH?2:25,?m?nic?re?[inf.])?
where? the? difference? of? colourings? ?i.? ?me?n-? :?Lat.? ?m?n-? allegedly? reflects? the?
original?difference?of?quantity:?EICH.?*m?h2n-?:?*meh2n-.?That?the?quantity?does?not?
explain? the? absence? of? ‘a-colouring’?is? evident? on? the? basis? of? the? short? PIE? *e? in?
Gothic:?
? Go.?aldo·min-?? (m./n.)?‘??????:?old?age’?(GoEtD.?25)?
? ?i.?me?n-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171,?me-e?-ni?[sgL])?
The? alternative? extensions? of? the? root? PIE? *me?-? ‘Zeit,?usw.’? imply? that? the? actual?
ablaut?alternation? is? far?more?complicated.?Thus? the?extension?PIE?*m??·l-?appears?
with?Neogr.?*e?and?*??but?without?‘a-colouring’?in:?
? Li.?tuo·m?l-? ? (adv.)?‘in?einem?fort’?(LiEtWb.?430,?tuom?l?[sgNA])?
? Go.?m?l-? ? (n.)?‘Stunde,?Zeit’?(GoEtD.?250,?mel?[sgNA])?
? OIcl.?m?l-? ? (n.)?‘Zeit,?Termin,?Mahlzeit’?(ANEtWb.?376,?m?l?[NA])?
In? this? manner,? Lex? Eichner? succeeds? no? better? than? Pedersen’s? *H? :? *Ha.? Since?
Zgusta’s? idea? that? a? connection? between? the? ‘a-vocalism’?and? PIE? *?? is? missing?
altogether? is? not? tempting? either,? Neogr.? *?? in? environment? ?i.? ?? remains?
unexplained,? and? the? true? solution? needs? to? be? inferred? based? on? the? comparative?
method.?
?
2.1.9  Diphonemic ?PIE ?*?a ?and ?PIE ?*a??
§0.?All? attempts? to? solve? the? problem? of? the? syllabic? reflects? of? the? laryngeal,? the?
relation?between? i.???and?Neogr.?*??a???and?the?appearance?of? i.???in?environment?




? Li.?káu-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?hauen,?vernichten’?(LiEtWb.?232)?
? Latv.?kaû-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?hauen,?stechen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?232)?
? TochA.?k?w-? ? (vb.)?‘occidere,?necare’?(Poucha?85,?k?we(ñc)?[3pl])?
? Li.?kovà-? ? (f.)?‘Kampf,?Schlacht’?(LiEtWb.?232,?kovà?[sgN])?
? ? ?k?u·ii-?
? Li.?k?ja-? ? (f.)?‘Stelze?:?pale,?stake’?(LiEtWb.?232)?
? Li.?k?ji-? ? (.)?‘schwerer?Schmiedehammer’?(LiEtWb.?232)?
? RusCS.?kyj?? ? (.)?‘Hammer,?Knüttel’?(LiEtWb.?232)?
? ? ?k?u·d-?:??k?u·d-?
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? Lat.?c?d-? ? (pf.)?‘schlagen,?klopfen,?stampfen,?prägen’?(WH?1:300)?
? Lat.?caud·ec-? ? (m.)?‘Baumstamm,?gespaltenes?Holz’?(WH?1:136)?
? Latv.?pa·kûdî-?? (vb.)?‘antreiben’?(Sadnik??434)?
? ? ?khu·d-?
? RV.?khudá-? ? (vb.)?‘hineinstossen?:?thrust?into’?(WbRV.?374)?
? ? ?kheu·d-? ? ? ? ? ? (P.?955)?
? RV.?coda-? ? (pr.)?‘in?Bewegung?setzen,?antreiben’?(WbRV.?456)?
? RV.?códa-? ? (m.)?‘Werkzeug?zum?Antreiben,?Peitsche’?(WbRV.?458)?













possible? to? reconstruct? the? root? variants? with? laryngeal?(RV.? ?khud-),? because? it?
makes?no?sense?that?a?vowel?*??would?be?a?consonant?PIE?*?.?
2.? If?one?opts? for? laryngeal? reconstruction?with?PIE?*?? (in?LT?*khu·?-),? it? is?no?
longer?possible?to?reconstruct?the?vocalic?variants?(Li.??k?-),?as?it?makes?no?sense?to?
reconstruct?a?syllabic?obstruent?†?.?




(a)? Tikkanen? initially? suggested? a? parallel? in? Hebrew? with? the? so-called? ‘pata??
furtivum’,?a? short? sub-phonemic? [a]?which?appears?anaptyctically?before?a? laryngeal?
/h/,? /?/,? or? /‘/? (e.g.?Hebr.? r?a?? ‘wind,? spirit’).? This? suggestion? raised,? however,? the?
weaknesses?of?schwa?secundum?and/or?anaptyxis? in?a? form?of? the?sub-phonemic? [a].?
Consequently,?the?idea?had?to?be?abandoned?in?favour?of?a?diphonemic?combination?





Tikkanen? suggested? a? phoneme? surrounded? by? vowels? *???? (q.d.? Hebr.? †a?a).? I?
? 94?
abandoned? this? as? too? strong,? as? the? resulting? unrestricted? colouring? would? be?
identical?to?that?of?LT?h2,?which?no?longer?allows?the?quality?*??attested?in?RV.??cod-?
??PIE?*k?heud-.?In?order?to?include?PIE?*?,?*???also?has?to?be?posited;?this? leads?to?
diphonemic? *??? and? *??,? for? which? Tikkanen? in? this? connection? had? already?
suggested?the?value?Neogr.?*?? ?PIE?*a.219?
§2.?For?the?solution?of?the?laryngeal?problem,?it?is?necessary?and?sufficient?to?combine?







(b)? The? problem? of? the? scientifically? unsatisfactory? character? of? schwa? secundum?
and/or? an? anaptyctic/epenthetic? vowel? is? answered? by? the? fact? that? the? vowel?
accompanying? PIE? *?? is? the? well-defined? schwa? indogermanicum? (Neogr.? *?),? for?
which? the?phonetic?value?PIE?*a?can?be?demonstrated.?Since?Neogr.?*??was?already?
comparatively? proven? by? the? Neogrammarians,? it? has? to? be? included? in? the?
reconstruction?anyway.?




requiring?a? four-syllabic?scansion.?The?explanation? for? the? loss?and? the?preservation?
of?a?vowel?PIE?*a?can?only?be?sought?from?an?original?difference?between?an?accented?
PIE?*á?and?an?unaccented?PIE?*a.?An?unaccented?PIE?*a?was?lost?(e.g.?PIE?*u??a-? ?











219?Confirmation?of? the? idea,?necessitating? a? solution? for? the?problem?of? the? vowel?Neogr.? *a,? took?
place?some?years?later.?
220? Tischler? (1980:514)? writes:? “Von?Kury?owiczs?Nachfolgern? wird? der?Unterschied? zwischen? dem?














(h)? The? difference? between? PIE? *?a? :? *a?? is? distinctive? (i.e.? PIE? *?a? ?? *a?? in? all?





on? the?measurable? features?of? the?data.?Thus,? for?example,?PIE?*me?a-? ‘time,?noon’?
has?PIE?*?a?(based?on?the?lack?of?colouring?in? i.?me?·ur-),?whereas?PIE?*pa?ter-?has?
PIE?*a??(based?on?Gr.??????-?‘father’)?without?tenues?aspirata?and?so?forth.224?
§3.?The? rules?of? the? laryngeal? theory? that?allow?PIE?*?? (h2)? to?be? inferred? from? ‘a-
colouring’?and?‘a-colouring’?from?the?Old?Anatolian?laryngeal?are?acceptable,?because?
PIE? *?? and? PIE? *a? form? an? equivalence? pair,? PIE? *?a? a?.? The? following? rules? of?
inference?apply?for?these:?
? Neogr.?*??a???(Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?etc.)?? ??PIE?*??(?i.??,?Pal.??,?etc.)? ? (1)?
? PIE?*??(?i.??,?Pal.??,?CLu.??,?HLu.??)? ?Neogr.?*??a???(Gr.??,?etc.)? ? (2)?
As?for?these?rules,?note?in?particular?that:?
(a)? The? first? rule,? which? has? been? widely? used? ever? since? the? appearance? of? the?
laryngeal?theory?(‘the?colouring?rule?of?h2’),?allows?us?to?reconstruct?PIE?*??based?on?








223? Note,? however,? that? roots? can? naturally? be? affixed? both? with??·a?? or??·?a,? thus? resulting? in?
alternation? formally? resembling? schwebeablaut.?Thus,? for? example,? in?Li.? pagynà-? (f.)? ‘Beendigung,?
Ende’?(LiEtWb.? 152)? a? suffix? ·?a?? appears? and? in?Li.? pa·gyn?-? (vb.)? ‘ein?wenig? treiben,? beendigen,?
vollenden? (LiEtWb.?152)?a? suffix? ·??a?appears.?Here?and? in? similar?examples,? there?are? two?distinct?
suffixes?instead?of?schwebeablauting?vowel?PIE?*a?changing?its?position?with?respect?to?PIE?*?.?




absence? of? a? connection? between? PIE? *?? and? Neogr.? *?? a? ?? based? on? the? single?
laryngeal?PIE?*?,?a?feature?henceforth?added?to?System?PIE.?
§4.?It? is?possible?to?seek?the?establishment?of?a?diphonemic?connection?between?PIE?






§5.? Finally,? it? should? be? noted? that? since? both?Neogr.? *?? (PIE? *a)? and? PIE? *?? (=?
OAnat.? ?)? are? based? on?well-defined? correspondence? sets,? the? proto-language?was?








velar? fricative? /x/? (see,? for? example,? Mayrhofer? 2004:25fn102).226? Regarding? this?
interpretation,?one?should?observe?the?following:?
(a)?The?assumed?velar?fricative?articulation?of?PIE?*??is?based?on?the?transcription?of?




(b)? In? connection? with? the? assumed? voiceless? character? of? ?i.? ??and? its? PIE?
counterpart,?it?should?be?noted?that?the?cuneiform?script?made?no?distinction?between?




for? the?cover? symbol?PIE?*?.?Although?no? further?conclusions?can?be?drawn?on? the?
basis?of?the?one-dimensional?surface? level?of??i.??,? it?can?be?readily?mentioned?that?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
225?Note,?however,? that? this?argument?–?being?essentially? structural?–? lacks? rigour,?unless? the?general?
impossibility?of?the?shape?CCC?is?demonstrated?for?Proto-Indo-European.?
226? The? various? attempts? of? the? laryngeal? theory? to? explain? the? colouring? in? terms? of? different?
articulatory?properties?of? the?different? ‘laryngeals? (e.g.? ?,? x,? xw)? fail?due? to? the?non-existence?of? the?
items?h1?and?h3.?
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§3.?The?compatibility?of? the?diphonemic? interpretation?of?PIE?*?a,?a??with? the?Old?
Anatolian? laryngeal? (?i.? ?)?and?Brugmann’s?vowel? system?will?be?demonstrated? for?
the? ‘a-vocalism’?in?Section?2.2,?for? ‘o-vocalism’?in?Section?2.3,?and?for? ‘e-vocalism’?in?
Section? 2.4.? Taken? together,? these? constitute? a? general? solution? for? the? ablaut?
problem?and? i.??.?
?
2.2  Vowels ?Neogr. ?*??*a ?*??and ?? i . ???













meist? als? i,? ?? (vor? und? hinter?Labialen? auch? als? u,? ?),? im?Zend? als? ?,? i,? im?Griechischen?
vorwiegend?als??,?im?Deutschen?als?o?(got.?u).”?
§2.? The? Neogrammarians? accepted? Fick’s? schwa? (written? Neogr.? *?),? but? with? a?
restriction?stated?by?Brugmann?(Grundr.2?1:170);?according?to?this,?Av.???and?Go.?u?







229?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:177):?“Dass?uridg.? ?? im?Germanischen? lautgesetzlich?auch?als?u?erscheine,?
nach?Streitberg?(IF.?Anz.?2,?47f.,?Urgerm.?Gr.?S.?47)?in?nichthaupttoniger?Silbe,?ist?mir?unerwiesen.?Vgl.?
Noreen?Abriss? 10? f.? (?? in? zweiter? Silbe? darf? nicht? in? ahd.? anado? ‘Kränkung’?und? nhd.? dial.? sam(p)t?
‘sand’?=?ahd.?*samat?gesucht?werden.).”?
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? Neogr.?*?? ?? OInd.?i,?Av.?i?:?Gr.?a,?Lat.?a,?OIr.?a,?Arm.?a,?etc.230?
For? schwa,? Brugmann? (Grundr.2? 1:170-178,? KVG? 80-82)? provided,? inter? alia,? the?
following?examples:?
? OInd.?pitár-? :? Arm.?hair,?Gr.??????,?Lat.?pater,?OIr.?athir,?Go.?fadar?
? OInd.?sthitá-? :? Gr.???????,?Lat.?status,?Go.?sta?s,?Li.?stata?,?etc.?
? OInd.?·dita-? :? Lat.?datus,?Arm.?ta-mk‘?[1pl.],?Alb.?da?e?[1sg]?
§3.?Brugmann?(Grundr.2?1:51)?characterized?schwa?phonetically,??
“Eine?Mittelstellung? zwischen?Vollstimme? und?Flüsterstimme? nimmt? die?Murmelstimme?









§4.? Brugmann231? and? the? Neogrammarians? set? the? schwa? (Neogr.? *?)? in? ablaut?
alternation?with?the?long?vowels?Neogr.?*?????.?The?resulting?system?





ablaut? behaviour?of? *A,? lacking? zero? grade,? suggests? that? it? belongs? to? the? class?of?









232?According? to?Wyatt? (1970:10-11),?Saussure?understood?*A? as? a? vowel,?not? a? consonant,?but? it? is?
generally?agreed?that?for?him?*A?was?a?resonant-like?‘coefficient’.?
233?Møller?(1906:xiv-xv)?generalized?E,?A,?Ô?accordingly:?“Die?langen?indogermanischen?Wurzelvokale?
?,? ?,? ?? sind? aus? dem? kurzen?Wurzelvokal? und? einem? ursprünglich? folgenden?Kehllaut,? semitischen?
Kehllaut?entsprechend,?entstanden.”?
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§6.? Møller? (1880:492,? fn2? &? 1906:vi)234? took? this? a? step? further? by? suggesting? a?
phonetic?interpretation?of?the?‘coefficient?*A’,?which?according?to?him?was?a?guttural?
of?the?Semitic?type?(i.e.?a?consonant?for?which?he?later?coined?the?term?‘laryngeal’).235?
§7.? In? his? interpretation? of? Hittite,236? Kury?owicz? (1927a:95-104,237? 1935:28-30)?
identified?*A,?now?interpreted?as?a?laryngeal,?directly?with? i.??,?as;?see,?for?example,??
? *?2ent-?? ? ?i.??antei?‘frons’?(HEG?1:149)?:?Lat.?ante?(WH?1:53).?





2.2.3  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*??
§0.?Despite? the? early? acceptance? of? schwa,? the? correspondence? set?Neogr.? *?? has?
caused?constant?difficulties?ever?since?its?postulation.?
§1.?Tischler?(1980:514)?suggests?rejecting?Neogr.?*?,?which?according?to?him?is?not?an?
autonomous? phoneme,? but? a? mere? cover? symbol? for? some? unconnected?
comparisons.238? This? is? certainly? true? for? the?majority? of? the? alleged? examples? of?
Neogr.?*?? ?OInd.?i?(Av.?i),?which?actually?contain?Neogr.?*i.?Among?these,?one?can?
mention?the?classical?example?of?schwa?*??in:?
? RV.?sthitá-? :? Gr.???????,?Lat.?status,?Go.?sta?s,?Li.?stata?,?etc.?
In?order? to? reconstruct? the? root?P.? 1004-1010,? it? is? important? to? correctly?note? the?
following:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
234?Møller? (1906:vi)?explains:? “Als?Ferdinand?de?Saussure? seine?glänzende?Entdeckung?der? von? ihm?
sogenannten?‘phonèmes?A?und?Ô?machte?[...],?sprach?ich?alsbald?(1879)?die?Vermütung?aus,?dass?diese?
wurzelhaften? Elemente,? denen? ich? ein? drittes? hinzufügte,? konsonantische? und? zwar? Kehlkopflaute?





art? der? semitischen,? A? =? ?lef,? der? tonlose? gutturale? verschlusslaut,? und? E? wahrscheinlich? der?
entsprechende?tönende?verschlusslaut.”?
236? Kury?owicz? 1927,? Cuny? 1927? and? Sturtevant? 1928? recognized? the? Hittite? ?? independently;? see?
Szemerényi?(19904:130,?1996:124).?
237?Kury?owicz?1927?[non?vidi]?for?the?“??indo-europeen?et???hittite”?and?articles?by?Kury?owicz?from?the?
1920s? (Polomé? 1965:61-62? and?Szemerényi? 1973:15)? are? included? in?Kury?owicz? (1935:27-76).?For? a?
modern?evaluation?of?Kury?owicz’s?interpretation,?see?Szemerényi?(1973:15-19).?
238? See? Tischler? (1980:514):? “Es? wird? dabei? überstehen,? daß? dieses? Schwa? als? eigenständiger? Laut?
überhaupt? nie? existiert? hat,? sondern? nur? als? Decksymbol? für? die? beiden? phonetisch? sonst? nicht?
vereinbaren?Vertretungen? i?und?a?gedacht?war.”?He? further?adds?(1980:516):?“Es? ist?daher?nochmals?
festzuhalten,? das? ?? nur? eine?Cover-Symbol? für? arisch? i? und?westidg.? a? darstellt;? es? hat? keine? reale?
historische? oder? vorhistorische? phonetische? Realität? und? kann? keinen? Hinweis? auf? die? Art? der?
Entstehung?von?arisch?i?geben.”?
? 100?
1.?The?dentals?of?RV.? sthi-? :?Gr.? ???-?do?not?match? (RV.? th???Gr.? ?),?with? the?
result?that?their?vocalisms?also?do?not?necessarily?match.?
2.?The?primary?starting?point?of?Sanskrit?is?the?unaspirated?root?surviving?in?AV.?
nari·???-?(f.)? ‘Scherz,?Geplauder’?(EWA?2:22),?which? is? identical?with?Do.????-???Li.?
stó-???Lat.?st?-???PIE?*st?a?-.?
3.? The? root? RV.? ?sth-,? the? zero? grade? of? PIE? *st?a?-? (AV.? st?-? ?? Li.? stó-),?
surviving?in?the?reduplication?







? Li.?stója-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?stellen,?treten’?(LiEtWb.?914,?stóju?[1sg])?
? OPers.?ava·st?ya-? (pr.)?‘set?down,?place’?(OldP.?210,?av?st?yam?[1sg])?
? LAv.??·st?ya-? ? (pr.)?‘einsetzen’?(AIWb.?1602,??st?ya?[1sg])?
? OCS.?staja-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?hinstellen/hintreten’?(Sadnik??875,?stajati)?
(b)?PIE?*stea?i-?(*e-grade)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘stehen’?(GEW?1:739,?LSJ.?1633,????????[opt.3pl])?
? LAv.?staya-? ? (pr.)?‘aufhalten?in’?(AIWb.?1601,?staya??[3sg])?
? OCS.?stoja-? ? (vb.)?‘stehen,?aushalten’?(Sadnik??875,?stojati?[inf.])?
(c)?PIE?*sta?i-?(Ø-grade)?
? RV.?sthi-? ? (?pf.&ao.)?‘stare’?(WbRV.?1601,?ásthita)?
? RV.?tasthi-? ? (pf.)?‘statum?esse’?(WbRV.?1600,?tasthim??[1pl])?
? RV.?sthirá-? ? (a.)?‘fest,?haltbar,?stark’?(WbRV.?1604)?




are? certain? examples? of? ‘non-palatalizing’?OInd.? i2? ??Av.? i???Neogr.? *?.? This? is?
confirmed? by? the? neutrality? of? the? vowel?OInd.? i2? in? the? second? palatalization? in?
examples?such?as:?
(a)?PIE?*ka?ln-?(Neogr.?*k?ln-)?‘Schwiele,?harte?Haut’?(P.?523-4)?
? OInd.?ki?a-? ? (m.)?‘Schwiele’?(KEWA?1:208,?EWA?3:90,?ki?a?)?
? Lat.?callo-? ? (n.)?‘Schwiele,?dicke?Haut’?(WH?1:139,?callum?[sgNA])?
? Lat.?calle?? ? (vb.)?‘eine?dicke?Haut?haben’?(WH?1:139,?calle??[1sg])?
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(b)?PIE?*ga?l-?(Neogr.?*g?l-)?‘Maus,?Wiesel’,?(P.?367)239?
? Lat.?mi·gal?? ? (f.)?‘Spitzmaus’?(ACSS.?2:86)?
? OInd.?giri-? ? (f.)?‘Maus’?(KEWA?1:336,?EWA?1:488,?giri??[sgN])?
? Lat.?m?·gal?no-? (a.)?‘rostbraun’?(WH?2:86)?
? Gr.??????? ? (f.)?‘Wiesel,?Marder’?(GEW?1:284-5,?Gr.???????[sgN])?
? Lat.?gale?-? ? (f.)?‘Helm?aus?Leder’?(WH?1:579,?galea?[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Haifisch’?(GEW?1:285,????????[sgN])?
? OInd.?girik?-? ? (f.)?‘Maus’?(KEWA?1:336,?EWA?1:488,?girik??[sgN])?
§3.?The? examples? of? the? non-palatalizing?OInd.? i2? ??Gr.? ?240? stand? in? contrast? to?
OInd.? i1? ?? Gr.? ?,? and? they? are? numerous? enough? to? establish? the? ‘schwa?
indogermanicum’.? Hence? the? monolaryngeal? systems? with? Neogr.? *?? (e.g.?
Szemerényi)?are?complete?and?therefore?valid.?
§4.?Tischler? (1980:513-514)241? criticizes?Kury?owicz? for? changing? the? original? vowel?
Neogr.?*??into?a?consonant?LT?*h2.?This?is?in?order,?because?Kury?owicz?made?none?of?
the?necessary?corrections?to?the?Neogrammarian?system?when?reinterpreting?*??(PIE?




2.2.4  Neogr. ?*????PIE ?*a ?
§0.?The?phonetic?interpretation?of?Neogr.?*?? ?PIE?*a? ?IPA?/a/?can?be?proven?for?the?
schwa?indogermanicum?on?the?basis?of?the?following?arguments:?
§1.? Burrow? (1949:28-29)? considered? the? Neogrammarians’? double? treatment? of?
Neogr.?*?? ?Gr.???vs.?OInd.?i?problematic?due?to?the?phonetic?distance?of?the?terms?
/?/?:?/a/?:?/i/.?This?is?accurate?in?the?sense?that?the?development?of?a?featureless?middle?
vowel? /?/? into? two? separate? cardinal? vowels? /a/? and? /i/? is? next? to? impossible,?
phonetically?speaking,?and?unacceptable?from?the?point?of?view?of?scientific?realism.?
§2.?Burrow’s?problem?can?only?be?solved?by?changing?the?phonetic? interpretation?of?
the?cover?symbol?schwa.?In?practice? this?can?be?done?by?replacing? the? item?with? the?
proper? phoneme.? The? obvious? candidate? for? a? non-frontal? (??Gr.? ?)? and? a? non-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
239?For?Lat.?gl?s-?‘dormouse’,?see?Lat.?gl?sc??(vb.)?‘entglimmen,?entbrannt?sein?von?etwas’?(WH?1:607).?
240? For? the? non-palatalizing? OInd.? i? ?? y,? see? Wackernagel? (AIGr.? 1:141-3? =? §123)? and? Güntert?
(1916:97).?
241? Tischler? (1980:514)? writes:? “Zu? diesem? weit? verbreiteten? Irritum? kam? noch? ein? zweiter,? als?
Kury?owicz? im?hethitischen? ??den?Vertreter?der? idg.?Laryngale? erkannte?bzw.? erkennen?wollte,?und?
dieses???genau?an?den?Stellen?auftrat,?an?denen?sonst?ein???angesetzt?wurde.?Kury?owicz?selbst?sah?zwar?
sogleich,? daß? der? Laryngal?H? bzw.? ?,? der? ja? ein? Konsonant? ist,? nicht?mit? dem? vokalischen? Schwa?
identisch?sein?kann?[...].”?
242?Burrow? (1973:106)?notes:? “[...]? the?whole?presentation?of?LT?has? continued? to?be? vitiated?by? the?
original? error? of? the? invention? of? ‘schwa’? [...]? H? could? not? function? as? vowel? and? is? certainly? not?
represented?in?Sanskrit?by?Skt.?i.”?
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palatalizing?(??OInd.? i2)?proto-vowel?underlying?Neogr.?*?? is?PIE?*a?(i.e.? the?vowel?
/a/).?The?phonetic?plausibility?of?the?interpretation?can?be?shown?by?the?following:?
(a)?Trivially,?one?obtains?the?European?/a/?from?an?original?PIE?*a?(with?accent):?
? PIE?*a?? ? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OIr.?a,?Go.?a,?Arm.?a,?etc.?
Burrow’s?problem?has?been?resolved,?as?no?sound?change?is?required?at?all.?
(b)?The? sound? change?PIE?*a???OInd.? i2? (with?accented?PIE?*a)? results? in?a?vowel?
neutral?in?the?second?palatalization,?therefore?suggesting?an?intermediate?phase:?
? PIE?*a??? PIIr.?*?? ?? OInd.?i,?Av.?i,?etc.243?
§3.?In?other?words,?the?sound?law?for?schwa?can?be?preserved?in?its?early?form,?except?
for?PIE?*a?which?now?stands?for?Neogr.?*?:?




(a)? The? originally? accented? vowel? PIE? *á? equals? the? classical? concept? of? ‘schwa?
indogermanicum’,?as?defined?above.?








? ?i.??a?tert-? ? (c.)?‘star’?(HEG?1:204-,??a-a?-te-er-za?[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘star’?(GEW?1:170-1,??????,?????????[sgG])?
? LAv.?star-? ? (m.)?‘Stern’?(AIWb.?1598,?staras?a)?
? gAv.?str-? ? (m?.)?‘Stern’?(AIWb.?1598,?str?m???[plG])?
? RV.?st?-? ? (f?.)?‘Stern’?(EWA?2:755-,?st?bhí??[plI])?
? Lat.?st?ll?-?? ? (f.)?‘Stern’?(WH?2:587-8,?st?lla?[sgN])?
(b)???aue/ont-?‘Wind’?(P.?81-4)?
? ?i.??uant-? ? (pt.)?‘Wind’?(HEG?1:328f,??u-u-?a-an-te-e??[plN])? ?
? Gr.??(?)???-? ? (sb.)?‘Wind’?(GEW?1:26,????????[plN])?
? Lat.?uento-? ? (m.)?‘Wind’?(WH?2:751-2,?Lat.?uentus?[sgN])?







? Arm.?arev? ? (sb.)?‘Sonne’?(ArmGr?1:424,?arev?[N],?arevu?[G])?
? OInd.?ravi-? ? (m.)?‘sun(-god)’?(EWA?2:440,?ravi??[sgN])?
? OInd.?aru-? ? (m.)?‘Sonne’?(EWA?3:13,?aru??[sgN])?
? RV.?aru?á-? ? (a.)?‘rötlich,?goldgelb’?(EWA?2:113,?WbRV.?107)?
? ?i.??arunai-? ? (vb1.)?‘(sich)?aufhellen’?(HEG?1:190,??a-ru-na-iz-[zi])?
? RV.?aru??-? ? (f.)?‘Kuh’?(f.)?‘Morgenröte’?(WbRV.?107)?
§6.? The? preservation? of? the? initial? PIE? *a? in? the? prothetic? languages? remains?
ambiguous,?however:?
(a)?Owing? to? the?productivity?of? the?ablaut? in?PIE,? it? is?possible? that? the?prothetic?
vowel?of?Gr.???????:?Arm.?ast??‘Stern’?(ArmGr.?1:421)?etc.?represents?an?original?*e-
grade?PIE?*?aester-?instead?of?zero?PIE?*?aster-.?In?other?words,?it?is?equally?possible?
that? the? loss?of? the?unaccented? PIE? *a?holds? true? for? all? languages? in? all?positions,?
since?we?may?always?account?for?the?the?‘prothetic?a-’?with?PIE?*e.?
(b)?The?existence?of?prothetic?forms? in? ‘non-prothetic’? languages?confirms? that?such?
*e-grade?roots?are?necessary.?This?is?shown?by?comparisons?like?





and?*?ae? ?Gr.?a,?Arm.?a,? the?root-initial? is?ambiguous:? the?derivation?of?prothetic?
vowels?in?Gr.??????,?Gr.??(?)???-,?Arm.?arev?etc.?is?possible?based?on?PIE?*e?and?the?
zero?grade.246?
§7.?Following? the?Sanskrit?grammarians,? the? roots?ending?with?Neogr.?*·?-? (i.e.?PIE?
*·?a-?and?*·a?-)?are?occasionally?called?‘se?’?in?order?to?indicate?a?root-final?OInd.?·i-
.247?The? terminology? is? only? acceptable? as? a? convention,? and? it? is? vital? to? note? the?
following? restriction:? the? term? se?,? traced? back? to? internal? considerations? of? the?
Sanskrit? grammarians,? does? not? account? for? the? external? distinction? between? two?
different?phonemes?in?Indo-Iranian,?OInd.?i1?=?Gr.???(=?PIE?*i)?and?OInd.?i2?=?Gr.???




245? Pokorny’s? etymology? (Neogr.? *el-,? *ol-,?OHG.? elo? ‘braun,? gelb’,?Lat.? alnus? ‘Erle,?Eller’,? etc.)? is?
inferior?to?that?of?Hübschmann?(ArmGr.?1:424)?and?Eichner?(1978:144-162)?with?PIE?*r.?
246? Since? the? reconstruction? of? the? root? radicals? is? not? problematic,? however,? this? is? only? a?minor?
problem?for?the?reconstruction.?
247? Szemerényi? (1996:90)? writes:? “[...]? the?Old? Indic? grammarians,? often? followed? by? their? western?
successors,?speak?of?roots?without?i?(an-i?)?and?with?i?(sa-i??>?s??).”?
248?For?some?examples?of?a?genuine?suffix?PIE?*·i-,?see?Burrow?(1949:48):?“It?is?generally?admitted?that?
the? participle? of? the? verbal? stems? in? -aya-? (causatives,? etc.)? was? in? the? Indo-European? -ito.? This?
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several?theoreticians?have?taken?liberties?in?choosing?the?ambiguous?OInd.?i? ?*???as?








§1.?Historically,?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:158)? postulated? a? cover? symbol? *a3? for? the?
short?vowel?/a/,?as?defined?by?the?correspondence?set:?
? Neogr.?*a? ?? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OIr.?a,?Arm.?a,?OInd.?a,?Av.?a,?...?
Brugmann’s? (KVG? 77-78,? Grundr2? 1:158-163)? examples? of? the? vowel? Neogr.? *a3?
include?the?items:?
? OInd.?áj?mi? :? Arm.?acem,?Lat.?ago,?OIr.?agat?[3pl],?OIcl.?aka?
? OInd.?tatá-? :? Gr.?????,?Alb.?tate,?Lat.?tata,?Corn.?tat251?
? LAv.?masyå? :? Gr.???????,????????
The?Neogrammarians? interpreted? the?cover? symbol?*a3?phonetically?as? the?cardinal?
vowel? /a/,? the?counterpart?of? the?vowels?Neogr.?*e,?*o? in? terms?of?quantity.?Despite?
the?clear-cut?definition?of? the?proto-phoneme,?both? the?correspondence?sets?and? its?
phonetic?interpretation?lacked?a?satisfactory?ablaut?pattern?from?the?very?beginning:?
patterns? for?Neogr.?*e? :?Ø? :?o?and?Neogr.?*?? :? ?,?*?? :? ?,?*?? :? ??exist? in?Brugmann’s?
system,?but?these?leave?Neogr.?*a?isolated.252?
§2.? Saussure’s?Mémoire? notoriously? has? no? reconstruction? of?Neogr.? *a,? and? it? is?
absent? from?his? system?as?a?whole.?The?defect? is?a?direct? result?of?Saussure’s? (Rec.?






OInd.? i? cannot? represent? IE? i,? since? if? it?had?done? so? it? could?not?have?been? lost.? It?must? therefore?











? DS.?*stA-? ?? Gr.????????:?Lat.?st?tum?:?OInd.?sthitá?? (Rec.?141)?
? DS.?*steA-? ?? Gr.????????:?Lat.?st?men?:?OInd.?sth?man-? (Rec.?129)?
This? kind? of? system? has? *A? ?? *?? and? *eA? ?? *?,? but? –?as? pointed? out? already? by?






? *Ae?-? ? Lat.?agmen-? ? (n.)?‘Treiben,?Zug,?Marsch’?(WH?1:22)?
? *A?-? ? RV.?jmán-? ? (m?.)?‘Bahn’?(WbRV.?502,?jmán?[sgL])?
§4.?Møller’s?reconstruction?gained?general?acceptance?by?proponents?of?the?laryngeal?
theory? (cf.? LT? *h2e?-? *h2?-,? etc.),? in? spite? of? its? incompleteness? in? cases?where? an?
initial?laryngeal?cannot?be?postulated.?
?
2.2.6  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*a ?
§0.?The?monolaryngeal?systems?are?capable?of?reconstructing?Neogr.?*a?by?taking?it?at?
face?value,?but?with?the?high?cost?of?losing?all?ablaut?patterns.?On?the?other?hand,?the?
incomplete? treatment?of? the? vowel?Neogr.?*a?marked? an? impasse? for? the? laryngeal?
theory.255?With?both?main?theories?facing?difficulties,?the?problem?of?the?cover?symbol?
Neogr.?*a?requires?a?comparative?solution.?
§1.?In?monolaryngealism,?which? lacks? the?counterparts?of? the?colouring?rules?of? the?
laryngeal? theory,? the?vowel?Neogr.?*a? is? taken?at? face?value?as?simply? the?vowel? /a/.?
Though?this?allows?the?reconstruction?of?the?vowel? in?all?positions?(SZ?*a),?owing?to?
the?unanswered?question?concerning? the?PIE?ablaut?patterns? in?general,? it?does?not?
constitute?a?rigorous?solution?and?the?theory?needs?to?be?seriously?improved.?
§2.? The? laryngeal? theory,? direcly?mirroring? Saussure’s? and?Møller’s? early? ideas,? is?
incapable? of? reconstructing?Neogr.? *a,? and? no? satisfactory? starting? point? can? exist?
until? the?remaining?difficulties?have?been?solved.?The?problem?rests?with?roots?with?
Neogr.? *a? (shape? C1aC2),? which? are? divided? into? three? subclasses? based? on? the?
properties?of?C1.?In?this?regard,?there?are?three?relevant?possibilities:?




255? For? the? root? CaC,? see? Kury?owicz? (1956:187ff.),? Wyatt? (1970:29ff.),? Mayrhofer? (1986b:170),?
Lubotsky?(1989:53),?Kury?owicz?(1956:174),?Saussure?(1879?=?Mém.?55f.),?Wyatt?(1970:60ff.),?Jonsson?
(1978:110-111),? Meillet? (19347:99,? 166ff.),? Schmitt-Brandt? (1967:96-7),? Beekes? (1969:128),? and?
Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:120-121).?
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? OInd.?kalyá-? ? (a.)?‘gesund,?gerüstet,?geschickt’?(KEWA?1:184)?
? RV.?kaly??a-? ? (a.)?‘schön,?lieblich’?(WbRV.?318,?kaly??a-)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (n.)?‘Schönheit’?(GEW?1:766,?Grundr2?1:308)?
? Boiot.??????-? ? (a.)?‘schön,?edel,?gut’?(GEW?1:766-7,????????[sgN])?
(b)?Neogr.?*kan-?‘jung,?neu’?(P.?563-4)?
? RV.?kan?-? ? (f.)?‘Jungfrau,?Mädchen’?(WbRV.?312)?
? LAv.?kain?-? ? (f.)?‘(unverheirates)?Mädchen’?(AIWb.?439)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (a.)?‘neu(erfunden)’?(GEW?1:754)? ? ?
? RV.?kaní?-? ? (f.)?‘Mädchen,?die?Jungfrau’?(WbRV.?313)? ?
In? this? category? of? corrrespondences? Møller’s? treatment? Neogr.? *a? ?? *Ae? is? not?
available:? †Ch2eC? is? impossible? owing? to? the? distinction? between? unaspirated? and?
aspirated? stops? C? ?? Ch? in? Indo-Iranian? and? Greek.? Since? the? sole? remaining?




























? PED?*á??(=?Neogr.?*a3)? ??? OInd.?a,?Av.?a,?Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OIr.?a,?etc.?
? PED?*a??(=?Neogr.?*?)?? ??? OInd.?i,?Av.?i,?Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OIr.?a,?etc.?
Brugmann’s? skepticism? concerning? the? accentuation261? is? well? founded,? since? all?
Pedersen’s?attempts?(1905:398-402,?VGK?1:30,?1926:27)?to?define?the?criterion?for?the?
accent?difference? PED? *á? vs.? PED? *a?have? been? in? vain.262?As?Wyatt’s? (1970:8,15f.)?
defense?of?Pedersen?does?little?to?change?the?fact?that?actually?PIE?*á?[=?*?]? ?OInd.?
i? :?Gr.? ??and?PIE?*a? ?OInd.?Ø? :?Gr.?Ø,? the?difference?between? the?cover? symbols?
Neogr.?*??and?Neogr.?*a3?cannot?be?solved?through?accent?alternation.?
?
2.2.7  Neogr. ?*a ???PIE ?*?ae ?or ?PIE ?*ea??
§0.?Despite? its? problematic? formulation,? Pedersen’s? idea? of? a? connection? between?




§1.?Møller’s? analysis? of?Neogr.? *a?=? *A+e? indicates? that? the? assimilation? of? the?
vowels?






has? been? correctly?pointed? out? by?Schmitt-Brandt? that?Saussure’s? analysis? is? by?no?















§3.? The? proof? for? PIE? *ea?V? ?? Neogr.? *?V? (OInd.? a,? etc.),? the? absence? of?
compensatory? lengthening? before? vowel? (V),? is? exemplified? here? by? the? root? PIE?
?pa?-?(Neogr.?*p?-)?‘protect’?(P.?839)?with?the?following?reconstructive?properties:?
(a)? The? laryngeal? PIE? *a?? is? confirmed? by? the? *s-enlargement? in? which? both? the?
laryngeal?(?i.??)?and?‘a-vocalism’?(Lat.??)?are?simultaneously?present:?
PIE? pa?s-?‘schützen’?(P.?839)?
? ?i.?pa??-?? ? (vb.)?‘to?protect’?(CHD?P:2f.,?pa-a?-?i?[2sg])?
? ?i.?pa?a?-?? ? (vb.)?‘to?protect’?(CHD?P:2f.,?pa-a?-?a-a?-?i?[2sg])?
? TochA.?p?s-? ? (vbM.)?‘custodire,?tueri’?(Poucha?168,?p?santrä?[3pl])?
? RV.?pári?(...)?p?s-? (s.ao.)?‘rings?schützen’?(WbRV.?800,?pári?p?sati?[conj.])?
? Lat.?p?st?r-? ? (m.)?‘Hirt’?(WH?2:260,?p?stor?[N],?p?st?ris?[G])?
The?unextended?root?appears?in?verbal?and?nominal?stems,?such?as?
PIE? pa?-?‘schützen’:?
? RV.?p?-? ? (vb.)?‘schützen,?behüten’?(WbRV.?798,?p?ti?[3sg])?
? RV.?tan?·p?-? ? (a.)?‘protecting·self/body’?(WbRV.?520).? ?




? RV.?pa’-? ? (vb.)?‘schützen,?behüten’?(WbRV.?798,?paánti?[3pl])??






? RV.?yá’-? ? (vb.)?‘gehen,?wandern’?(WbRV.?1103,?yáanti?[3pl])?
? RV.?vá’ar-?? ? (n.)?‘Wasser’?(WbRV.?1260,?vá’ar?[sgNA])?
? RV.?vá’ar-? ? (m.)?‘Beschützer’?(WbRV.?1260,?váar?[sgN])?
? RV.?ná’u-?? ? (f.)?‘Schiff’?(WbRV.?756,?ná’u??[sgN]266)?
? RV.?da’i??há-?? ? (sup.a.)?‘aufs?beste?gebend’?(WbRV.?638)?
? RV.?va’ata-? ? (m.)?‘Wind’?(WbRV.?1257,?váatas?[sgN])?






Furthermore,? the? phenomenon? is? not? restricted? to? Sanskrit:? PIE? *?? is? lost? before?
vowels? without? compensatory? lengthening? in? all? cognates,? as? confirmed? by?
correspondences?like:?
1.?PIE?*dea?i?er-?‘brother-in-law’?(P.?179):?
? RV.?devár-? ? (m.)?‘Bruder?des?Gatten’?(WbRV.?638,?deváram?[sgA])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Bruder?des?Gatten,?Schwager’?(GEW?1:338-9)?
? Li.?dieverì-? ? (m.)?‘Schwager’?(LiEtWb.?94,?dieverìs?[sgN])?
2.?PIE?*kea?ik-?‘blind,?squinting,?one-eyed’?(P.?519-20):?
? Lat.?caeco-? ? (a.)?‘blind,?unsichtbar,?dunkel’?(WH?1:129,?caecus)?
? OInd.?kekara-? ? (a.)?‘schielend’?(KEWA?1:264,?EWA?3:120)?
? Go.?haih-? ? (a.)?‘one-eyed’?(GoEtD.?169,?haihamma?[sgD])?
In? general,? the?measurable? short? quantity? before? the? laryngeal? proves? beyond? any?
doubt? that? the? rule? of? compensatory? lengthening? did? not? apply? in? the? antevocalic?
position?PIE?*ea?V.?
§4.?The?proof? for? the? short?outcome?of? PIE? *??in? the? anteconsonantal?position? PIE?
*ea?C?is?even?simpler.?The?root?Neogr.?CaC?with?Neogr.?*a,?when?not?traced?back?to?
PIE?*?ae,?should?be?reconstructed?with?PIE?*Cea?C,?which?also?confirms?the? lack?of?
compensatory? lengthening?before?a? consonant.?Thus,? the? root?of?RV.?pa’-? (vb.)? ‘to?
protect’?(proven?above?to?contain?a?laryngeal)?appears?before?a?consonant?in??
PIE?*pea??-?‘beschützen’:?
? OPers.?paya-? ? (prM.)?‘to?protect’?(OldP.?194,?apayaiy?[1sg])?
? LAv.?ni·paya-? ? (pr.)?‘beschützen’?(AIWb.?886,?nipayeimi?[1sg])?





? Lat.?can?? ? (pr3.)?‘singen,?ertönen,?spielen’?(WH?1:154,?can??[1sg])?
? Gr.????·???-? ? (f.)?‘Geräusch,?Schall’??(GEW?1:776,???????)?
? Go.?hana(n)-? ? (m.)?‘Hahn?:?cock,?rooster’?(GoEtD.?176)?
(b)?PIE?*?ea?d-?‘to?excel’?(P.?516-517)?
? RV.????ad-? ? (pf.)?‘sich?auszeichnen,?hervorragen’?(WbRV.?1377)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘sich?auszeichnen’?(GEW?1:811,???????????)?
(c)?PIE?*pea??-?‘fest,?festmachen’?(P.?787-8)?
? RV.?pajrá-? ? (a.)?‘gedrungen,?feist,?derb,?kräftig’?(WbRV.?759)? ?
? Gr.??????-? ? (vb.)?‘befestigen,?feststecken’?(GEW?2:525,????????)?
(d)?PIE?*pea?st-?‘fest’?(P.?789)?
? RV.?pastía-? ? (n.)?‘Behausung’?(WbRV.?797,?KEWA?2:242)?
? 110?
? OIcl.?fast-? ? (a.)?‘fest,?hart,?stark’?(ANEtWb.?113,?fastr?[sgN])?
? Arm.?hast? ? (a.)?‘fest’?(ArmGr.?1:464,?hast?[sgN])?
The?high?number?of?examples?belonging?to?the?correspondence?set?Neogr.?*aC?=?PIE?
*ea?C? is? well? known:?OInd.? kark·a?a-? (m.)? ‘crab’? (KEWA? 1:169)? :?Gr.? ????·?????
‘Krabstier,?Krabbe’?(GEW?1:789),?OInd.?kark·ara-?(a.)? ‘hard,?firm’?(KEWA?1:179)? :?
Hes.? ????????? ?? ???????? (GEW? 1:789,? 796),? RV.? kakúbh-? (f.)? ‘Gipfel,? Höcker’?






for? PIE? *e+a?,? which? replaces? Saussure’s? compensatory? lengthening,? can? be?
formulated?for?System?PIE?in?the?following?form:?
? PIE?*ea?(C/V)??? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OIr.?a,?Arm.?a,?OInd.?a,?Av.?a,?etc.?
§6.? Since? at? the? same? time? Møller’s? colouring? rule? *Ae? ?? Neogr.? *a? (properly?
speaking,?an?assimilation)?is?comparatively?acceptable,?the?following?definition?holds?
for?the?traditional?cover?symbol?
? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OInd.?a,...? ??PIE?*?ae???*ea?? (??Neogr.?*a).268?
As?readily?seen,?the?cover?symbol?Neogr.?*a?is?expressed?by?means?of?the?well-defined?
terms?PIE?*e?*a?and?*?,?with? the? result? that?no? independent?phoneme?Neogr.?*a? is?
postulated?in?System?PIE.269?
§7.? In? terms? of? research? history,? Saussure’s? ‘deconstruction’? went? wrong? when? he?
posited? DS? *eA? ?? Neogr.? *?? and? assumed? a? compensatory? lengthening? a? priori.?
Consequently,? the? correct? definition?DS? *eA? ??Neogr.? *a?was? no? longer? possible,?




? PIE?*?a?a?? ?? Neogr.?*?? DS?*A? ? LT?*h2? ?













2.2.8  Reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*????Do. ??? : ?OInd. ?? ? ?
§0.?In?addition? to? the?Neogr.?*??and?*a,?yet?a? third?cover?symbol? for? the? long?grade?
vowel?Neogr.?*??was? inferred? from? the?correspondences?actually?already?posited?by?
the?Paleogrammarians.?
§1.? Brugmann? (Grundr.2? 1:163-170,? KVG? 78-79)? defined? a? cover? symbol? with? an?
identical?outcome?in?Indo-Iranian?and?the?European?languages,?as?follows:?
? Neogr.?*?? ?? Do.??,?Lat.??,?OLi.???(=?Li.?o),...? :?OInd.??,?Av.??.?
The?correspondence?set?is?illustrated?here?by?Brugmann’s?own?examples,?including:?
? OInd.?m?tár-? :? Do.??????,?Lat.?m?ter,?OIr.?m?thir,?OHG.?muoter?
? OInd.?sth?na-? :? Av.?st?n?m,?Li.?stónas,?OCS.?stan?,?etc.?
? OInd.?k?la-? :? Att.??????,?OCS.?kal?,?etc.?
§2.?Saussure’s?miscalculation? in?his?compensatory? lengthening? rule?ultimately? lay? in?
his?mechanical?(structural)?replacement?of?the?Neogrammarian?ablaut?pattern?Neogr.?
*?? :?*??with?*A? :?eA.?Since?DS?*eA?(=?LT?*eh2)? is?de? facto? identical?with?Neogr.?*?,?




to? the? connection? between? the? ‘a-colouring’?and? the? laryngeal? PIE? *?,? in? terms? of?
which?the?theory?also?requires?calibration.?
?
2.2.9  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*??
§0.? As? for? the? ‘a-vocalism’,? the? key? difficulty? of? the? Neogrammarian? (and? the?






the? terms? to? the? third? ‘a-quality’?vowel?of? the? system,?Neogr.?*a.?This?defect? in? the?
ablaut?patterns?of?the?Neogrammarians?(including?those?advanced?by?Saussure)?was?
actually?contradicted?by?the?facts?from?the?very?beginning,?since?such?a?pattern?is?not?
uncommon? in? the? material.? The? ablaut? Neogr.? *a? :? *?? was? correctly? noted,? for?











phonetic? factor? (*A)? for?both? sides?of? the?equation.? In? so?doing,?however,?Saussure?
lacked?the?means?to?properly?accomplish?the?segmental?analysis.?The?basic?error? lay?
in?Saussure’s? immature?view? that? the?Proto-Indo-European?ablaut?consisted?of?only?
two? terms? *i? :? ei,? *A? :? aA,? etc.? Against? this? simplification,? the? true? Proto-Indo-




? *lik?-? ? Gr.?????-?(ao.)?‘(ver)lassen’?(GEW?2:99-100,????????[1sg])?
? *leik?-? ? Gr.??????-?(pr.)?‘laisser’?(DELG.?628-9,???????[1sg])?
? *l?ik?-? ? RV.?raik?-?(s.ao.)?‘überlassen’?(WbRV.?1165,??raik?[3sg])?
§3.?Had?Saussure?or?Møller?been?capable?of?understanding?the?correct?ablaut?pattern?
PIE? *Ø? :? e? :? ?,? they? would? also? have? obtained? the? proper? pattern? for? the?
coefficient/laryngeal?*A,?viz.?
? *A?:?eA?:??A?(Saussure?II)? ? *A?:?Ae?:?A??(Møller?II).?
The?correct?analysis?would?have?created?a?unified? interpretation?for?the? ‘a-vocalism’?
by?providing?a?single?ablaut?pattern? for?Neogr.?*?? :?a? :??,? thus?hugely? improving? the?
transparency?of?the?reconstruction.?
?
2.2.10  Neogr. ?*????PIE ?*?a??or ?PIE ?*?a??
§0.?With?the?values?of?the?cover?symbols?Neogr.?*?? ?PIE?*a?(zero?grade)?and?Neogr.?
*a3? ?? PIE? *?ae??? *ea?? (*e-grade)? solved? above,?Neogr.? *?? can?only? represent? the?
respective?long?vowel?PIE?*??with?PIE?*?a,?*a?,?as?formulated?in?the?definitions:?
? PIE?*?a?? ?? Lat.??,?Do.??,?OLi.??,?OIr.??,?OInd.??,?etc.?












? *p?a?-?? RV.?p?ti?[3sg]?(LAv.?p?iti),?tan?·p?-,? i.?pa??-?










? Arm.?am-? ? (sb.)?‘Jahr’?(ArmGr.?1:416,?am?[sgN])?
? ?i.??ami??a-? ? (c.)?‘Frühling’?(HEG?1:143-4,??a-me-e?-?a-an?[A])?
? Arm.?amis-? ? (sb.)?‘Monat’?(ArmGr1.?417,?amis?[N],?amsoy?[G])?
? Hom.?????-? ? (n.)?‘Tag’?(GEW?1:635-6,?????,?Arc.??????[sgNA])?
? Do.??????? ? (f.)?‘Tag’?(GEW?1:635,?Do.???????[sgN])?
(b)?PIE???ap-?‘Wasser’?(P.?51-2)?
? ?i.??ap-? ? (f.)?‘Fluß’?(HEG?1:159-60,? i.??a-pa-a,??a-ap-pa)?
? RV.?ap-? ? (f.)?‘Wasser’?(WbRV.?70-1,?apás?[plA])?
? gAv.?ap-? ? (f.)?‘Wasser’?(AIWb.?325-9,?apas???[plA])?
? TochB.?ap-? ? (f.)?‘water,?river’?(DTochB.?44,?a[pä?]?[plObl/A])?
? RV.??p-? ? (f.)?‘Wasser’?(WbRV.?70-1,??pas?[plN])?
? TochB.??p-? ? (f.)?‘water,?river’?(DTochB.?44,??p?[sgN])?
? Umbr.??pa-? ? (f.)?‘Wasser(leitung)’?(WbOU.?42-43,?aapam?[sgA])?
? Do.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Peloponnesos’?(P.?51)?(Do.??-?=?Umbr.?aa-)?
(c)?PIE???ap-?‘treiben,?stoßen,?schlagen,?verletzen’?(P.?801-2)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
271?Naturally,?contractions? following? the? loss?of?PIE?*??can?also?account? for? some? long?quantities:? in?
theory,?not?only?PIE?*?a??and?PIE?*?a??but?any?outcomes?of?PIE?*?a???and?PIE?*??a??result?in?Neogr.?
*??(e.g.?Lat.?m?n·?? ?PIE?*m??a?n-,?etc.).?
272?Hübschmann’s? (ArmGr.? 1:416)? etymology?Arm.? am? ‘Jahr’?:?OInd.? sám?? ‘Sommer’,? repeated? by?
Pokorny? (P.?35),? is?dubious?due? to? the?absence?of? the?expected? initial?h-? in?Armenian? (Arm.?am?vs.?
†ham).?The?PIE?*?am-?required?by?Armenian?(according? to? the?sound? laws)?coincides?with??i.??am-?
and?Do.???-,?so?that? it? is?possible?to?add?the? items?to?the?root?P.?35??am-? in?order?to?treat?the?forms?
regularly.?
? 114?
? Li.?opà?? ? (f.)?‘eiternde?Wunde,?Geschwur’?(LiEtWb.?517)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (n.)?‘Wunde’?(GEW?1:120,????????[sgNA])?
? ?i.??apala?ai-? ? (vb1.)?‘verletzten’?(HEG?1:160,?EHS?480,?555)?
? Lat.?pell?? ? (pr3.)?‘drive,?shoot,?move,?exile,?strike’?(WH?2:276-7)?
(d)?PIE???ad-?‘Haut,?usq.?;?schliessen’?(P.?322)?
? Li.?óda?? ? (f.)?‘Haut,?Leder’?(LiEtWb.?515-6)?
? Latv.?âda? ? (f.)?‘Haut,?Balg’?(LiEtWb.?515-6,?Latv.?âda)?
? ?i.??adk-? ? (vb2.)?‘(Tür)?schliessen’?(HEG?2:225-6)?
? LAv.?a?.ka-? ? (m.)?‘Oberkleid,?Mantel’?(AIWb?61,?a?.k?s?a,?a?k?m)?
? RV.?átka-? ? (m.)?‘Gewand,?Hülle,?Schleier’?(WbRV.?30)?
§3.? The? traditional? vocalism? Neogr.? *?? :? *a? :? ?? can? thus? be? expressed? by? three?
variables:?the?ablaut?PIE?Ø?:?*e?:?*?,?the?diphonemic?PIE?*?a?:?*a?,?and?the?accent?PIE?
*á?:?*a.?In?sum,?these?result?in?four?distinct?correspondence?sets:?
? ????PIE?:??? ??? ??INDO-EUROPEAN?:? ? ? ????? ??Neogr.?
1.? *?a,?*a?? ?? OInd.?Ø,?Gr.?Ø,?Arm?Ø,?etc.? ? ?? ?Ø?
2.? *?á,?*á?? ?? OInd.?i,?Gr.??,?Arm.?a,?etc.? ? ?? *??
3.? *?ae,?*ea?? ?? OInd.?a,?Gr.??,?Arm.?a,?etc.? ? ?? *a?
4.? *?a?,?*?a?? ?? OInd.??,?Do.??,?Arm.?a,?etc.? ? ?? *??
The?column?PIE?consists?only?of? the? terms?PIE?*?,?PIE?*a/á?and?PIE?*e?*?,?with? the?
result? that?Neogr.? *a? and?Neogr.? *?? are? analytical? sequences? of? well-defined? PIE?
phonemes.?
?
2.3  Vowels ?Neogr. ?*o ?*å ?*??and ?? i . ???
2.3.1  Introduction ?
§1.?Three?cover?symbols?indicating?‘o-vocalism’?–?Neogr.?*o?*å?*??–?were?included?in?
the? Brugmannian? eight-vowel? system.?With? these? three? cover? symbols,? the? system?




2.3.2  The ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*o ???Gr. ??? : ?OInd. ?? ?and ?
Brugmann’s ?Law ?
§0.?Brugmann?(1876b:363ff.)?posited?the?cover?symbol?Neogr.?*o?(=?*a2)?as?the?basic?











? *o?(*a2)? ?? Gr.?????????[1sg]?‘voir’?(DELG?264-5)?
? *e?(*a1)? ?? Gr.??????????[1sg]?‘ansehen,?blicken’?(GEW?1:368)?
? ?Ø?(zero)? ?? RV.?d???á-?[pt.]?‘gesehen’?(WbRV.?628)?
§2.? The? characterization? of?Neogr.? *o? as? half-long? was?motivated? by? Brugmann’s?
Law,274?according? to?which?Neogr.?*a2? (=?*o)? yields?a? long?OInd.? ??=?Av.? ?? in?an?
Indo-Iranian? open? syllable,? when? the? European?languages? point? to? a? short? vowel?
instead:?
? Neogr.?*a2CV? ? OInd.??,?Av.???:?Gr.??,?Lat.?o,?Arm.?o,?OIr.?o,?etc.275?
For?this?development,?Brugmann?(Grundr.2?1:138-146,?168)?provided,?among?others,?
the?following?examples?(chosen?from?the?Rig-Veda):??
? Go.?satja-? :?? RV.?s?dáya-?(WbRV.?1458)?(LAv.?ni·???aya-)?
? Gr.?????? :?? RV.?p?dam?(WbRV.?770)?(LAv.?p???m)? ?
? Gr.?????? :?? RV.?d?ru?(WbRV.?595-6)?(Av.?d?uru)?
? Gr.?????? :?? RV.?j?nu?(WbRV.?483)?
? Gr.???????? :?? RV.?jaj?na?[3sg]?(WbRV.?467)? ?
? Gr.????????? :?? RV.?d?váne?[inf.]?(WbRV.?586)? ?
? Gr.???????? :?? RV.?d?t?ram?[sgA]?(WbRV.?593)?
§3.? In? addition,? according? to?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:138-146),? the? development? of?
Neogr.?*o?(=?a2)?in?closed?syllables?results?in?short?quantity?in?Indo-Iranian?as?well:??
? Neogr.?*oC(C)? ? OInd.?a,?Av.?a?:?Gr.??,?Lat.?o,?Arm.?o,?OIr.?o,?etc.?
Brugmann? supports? his? hypothesis? with? correspondences? where? the? Indo-Iranian?
short?quantity?coincides?with?the?European?one:?
? Gr.????????? :?? RV.?dadár?a?[3sg]?? ? (WbRV.?626)?
? Go.?band? :?? AV.?babándha?[3sg]?? ? (EWA?2:208)?
? Li.?vart?ti? :?? RV.?vartáya-?(cs.)?? ? (WbRV.?1332)?
? Lat.?torre?? :?? OInd.?ví·tar?aya-?(cs.)?? (EWA?1:635)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
274?For?an?early?canonization?of?‘Brugmann’s?Law’,?see?Osthoff?(1878:207ff.).?A?detailed?account?of?the?








? Gr.???????? :?? RV.?jámbha??[sgN]?? ? (WbRV.?478)?
? Go.?gadars? :?? RV.?dadhar?a?[3sg]?? ? (WbRV.?694)?
Consequently,?Brugmann’s?Law?for?Neogr.?*o?is?of?the?form:?
? Neogr.?*oCV? ?Gr.???:?IIr.??? ? Neogr.?*oCC? ?Gr.???:?IIr.??.?
?
2.3.3  Problems ?of ?Neogr. ?*o ?and ?Brugmann’s ?Law ?
§0.?Brugmann’s?Law?has?been?controversial?ever?since? its?publication?on?account?of?
acute?problems,?which?are?summarized?here.276?
§1.?Some?of?Brugmann’s?comparisons?are?disputed?on? the?basis?of? the?ablaut?of? the?
proto-language,? which? makes? several? examples? of? assumedly? lengthened? RV.? ??
ambiguous.? In? theory,?almost?all?examples?could? reflect?an?original?v?ddhi?PIE?*????
instead?of?Neogr.?*o.?This?applies,?for?example,?to?the?following?comparisons:?



















for? Indo-Iranian?and?PIE?*o? for? the?European? languages.?Ultimately,?however,? this?
does? not? solve? the? problem,? since?Neogr.? *e? is? impossible? before? an? Indo-Iranian?
velar?in:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
276? For? early? criticism? of? Brugmann’s? Law,? see? Collitz? (1878:291ff.,? 1886a:2ff.,? 1886b:215),? Fick?
(1880:423-433),?Bechtel?(1892:46ff.),?and?Delbrück?(1894:132).?
277?Hirt? (1913)?presented?no? less? than?67? counter-examples?against?Brugmann’s?Law;?while? some?of?
these?were?unacceptable,?several?still?stand.?
? 117?
? Gr.???????-? ? (a.)?‘wer,?welcher?von?beiden’?(GEW?2:586)?
? LAv.?katara-? ? (a.)?‘wer,?welcher?von?beiden’?(AIWb.?433)?







2.3.4  Reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*å ???Gr. ??? : ?OInd. ?a ?
§0.?Acknowledging?the?counterarguments,?Brugmann?presented?a?solution?consisting?
of? the? postulation? of? another? *o-quality? vowel,? Neogr.? *å.? This? was? intended? for?
Schmidt’s? counter-examples? with? short? Proto-Indo-Iranian? *a? (RV.? a,? gAv.? a),?
corresponding?to?‘European?o’,?thus?presenting?the?eightth?and?final?correspondence?
set?of?the?Neogrammarian?vowel?system.?
§1.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:153-158)278? responded? to? Schmidt’s? criticism? by?
distinguishing?between? two?correspondence? sets,?Neogr.?*o? (see?above)?and?Neogr.?
*å,?with? the? latter? standing? for? a? short? /o/? in? open? syllables? of? Indo-Iranian.279? In?
addition,?the?correspondence?set?Neogr.?*å?was?characterized?by?an?abnormal?ablaut?
Arm.?a?:?Gr.??,?according?to?Brugmann:?
? Arm.?a?? ? :? Gr.??,?Lat.?o,?OInd.?a,?Av.?a280?
For?this,?Brugmann?provided?the?following?examples:?
? Arm.?akn?‘Auge’? :? Gr.???????,?Lat.?oculus?(WH?2:200-2)?
? Arm.?ateam?‘hasse’? :? Lat.?odium?‘Hass,?Widerstreben’?(WH?2:202-3)?






278?For? the?non-ablauting?*o,? see?Bartholomae? (1891:91-103),?Pedersen? (1900:86-103),?Polomé?1965,?
Schmitt-Brandt?(1967:7,?114-130),?Beekes?(1969:139-141),?and?Lindeman?(1997:23ff.).?












283? This? made? Saussure’s?system? inconsistent? from? the? beginning,? because? he?
defined?*Ô?in?two?mutually?contradicting?correspondence?sets,?viz.284?
? *Ô? ?? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OInd.?i?? :? (Gr.?????-,?Lat.?datum,?OInd.?·dita-)?
? *Ô? ? Gr.??,?Lat.?o,?OInd.?a??:? (Gr.????-,?Lat.?ovi-,?OInd.?ávi-)?
§3.?Møller’s? (1880:492-4n2,?1906:vi)? interpretation?of?*Ô?as?a? laryngeal?enabled? the?
elimination? of? Saussure’s? inconsistency? in? the? initial? position? by? introducing? a?
laryngeal?for?the?roots?oC?=?ÔeC.?This?is?found,?for?instance,?in:?




§4.?After? the?discovery?of?Hittite,?Kury?owicz? (1927,? 1935)? identified?DS? *Ô?with? a?
laryngeal?(*h3).?According?to?Benveniste?(1935),?this?phoneme?was?preserved?as? i.???
(=?CLu.??,?Pal.??)?in?the?correspondence?type?
? LT?*h3est-?‘Knochen’? ?? ?i.??a?tai-,?Gr.????????‘id’.?
§5.?Brugmann’s? correspondence? set? characterized?by?Arm.?a? :?Gr.? ??has?essentially?
remained? as? the? basis? for? the? reconstruction? of? h3,? here? quoted? in? Mayrhofer’s?
formulation?(1986:142):?
“Eine?weitere?Quelle?für?*/h3/?ist?die?Position?vor?[–?syll],?wo?im?Griechischen?ein?dem? ‘o-
färbenden’? /H/? entsprechender? prothetischen? Vokal? /o-/? entsteht,? im? Armenischen?
hingegen?die?dort?übliche?Fortsetzung?jedes?‘*?’?nämlich?/a-/?(s.?5.2.1.2.2. ?mit?Anm.?115).?




zu?????????? ‘nutzlos’);?*? /h3k?ih1/? ‘die?beiden?Augen’? in?gr.? ????,?armen.?a?‘k‘,?worüber?
weiteres?o.?S.?127?Anm.?118.”?
?
2.3.5  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*å ?
§0.?The?problems?of?Neogr.?*å?(and?LT?h3)?can?be?summarized?as?follows:?











§2.? In? contrast? with? Brugmann’s? definition,?Neogr.? *å? actually? ablauts? with? *e? in?
examples?like:?
(a)?Neogr.?*påt-?‘Herr,?Gatte’?(P.?842,?WP.?2:77f.):?
? RV.?páti-? ? (m.)?‘Schützer,?Herr,?Gebieter,?Gemahl’?(WbRV.?764)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Ehemann,?Gatte,?Gemahl’?(GEW?2:584,??????)?
? OLi.?patì-? ? (m.)?‘Ehemann,?Gatte,?Gemahl’?(LiEtWb.?551,?patìs)?
? Li.?pàt-? ? (adv.)?‘selbst,?sogar,?eben,?just’?(LiEtWb.?551,?pàt)?
? ?i.?pat?? ? (ptcl.)?‘eben/gerade?der,?ebenfalls’?(HHand.?127,?BAD)?
? Lat.?com·pot-? ? (a.)?‘teilhaftig’?(WH?2:350-1,?compos?[sgN])?
? Pael.?hos·put-? ? (m.)?‘Gastherr’?(WH?1:660-1,?hospus?[sgN])?
The?respective?*e-grade?is?preserved?in:?
? Lat.?hos·pet-? ? (c.)?‘Gastfreund’?(WH?1:660-1,?hospes,?hospitis?[G]).?
(b)?Neogr.?*påt-? ‘fly’? (P.?825-6).?The? causative?without? lengthening? in? Indo-Iranian?
open?syllables?(i.e.?Brugmann’s?Neogr.?*å)?appears?in:?
? RV.?patáya-? ? (cs.)?‘fliegen’?(WbRV.?762,?patáyanti?[3pl])??
? Gr.??????-? ? (cs.)?‘flattern’?(GEW?2:?2:522,?Gr.??????????[1sg])?
The?formation?ablauts?with?Neogr.?*e?in:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (prM.)?‘fliegen’?(GEW?2:522,?????????[1sg])?
? ?i.?p?ta-?? ? (vb1.)?‘fliegen’?(HHand.?133,?píd-da-an-zi?[3pl])?




Arm.?a? :?Gr.? ?? is?misstated.? It? is?comparatively?provable? that? the? ‘a-vocalism’?is?not?
restricted? to? Armenian,? but? rather? that? it? is? a? feature? shared? by? all? languages?




? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?Hes.?????????????????????(LSJ.?299).?
(b)?The?ablaut?Neogr.?*å?:?a?reappears?in?connection?with?Old?Anatolian???in?the?data?
P.?*oui-?‘sheep’?(P.?784,?WP?1:167).?Neogr.?*å?is?confirmed?by?Italo-Greek:?
? CLu.??aui-?? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(DLL?45,?HEG?1:230,??a-a-ú-i-i??[sgN])?
? HLu.??aui-? ? (c.)?‘lamb’?(CHLu.?1.1.48,?(OVIS.ANIMAL)há-wá/í-i-sá)?
? Gr.????-?? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(GEW?2:367,?Argiv.???????[plA])?
? Lat.?oui-?? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(WH?2:229,?ouis?[sgN])?
? 120?
? RV.?ávi-?? ? (m.)?‘Schaf’?(EWA?1:135,?KEWA?1:59,?ávi?)?









2.3.6  Neogr. ?*å ???PIE ?*o ?
§0.? Facing? growing? criticism? and? accumulating? problems,? Brugmann? (1904:74-5)?
withdrew?his?reconstruction?of? the? two?vowels?Neogr.?*o???*å287?and?renounced?his?





symbols?Neogr.? *a3? (=? *a)? and?Neorg.? *a2? (=? *o)? to? represent? the? basic? vowels?
instead?of?the?simpler?items?(Neogr.?*??and?*å)?at?hand.?By?changing?this?for?Neogr.?
*å? in? the?manner?already?presented? in? connection?with?Neogr.?*a,? the? comparative?
solution?results.?






? RV.?páti-? ? (m.)?‘Schützer,?Herr,?Gebieter,?Gemahl’?(WbRV.?764)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Ehemann,?Gatte,?Gemahl’?(GEW?2:584,??????)?
? OLi.?patì-? ? (m.)?‘Ehemann,?Gatte,?Gemahl’?(LiEtWb.?551,?patìs)?
? Li.?pàt-? ? (adv.)?‘selbst,?sogar,?eben,?just’?(LiEtWb.?551,?pàt)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
286? Pokorny? (P.? 9)? accepts? the? traditional? reconstruction? uridg.? *a?in?-? ?? Umbr.? habina? ‘agnas’,?
comparing?the?form?with?Lat.?auillus?(as?if?*a?inlo-)?but?this?would?leave?Umbr.?h-?irregular.?One?does?
better?by?noting? the? semantic?parallel?Lat.?pecus? ‘sheep’? (Umbr.?habina? ‘id’)? :?Lat.?pec?nia? ‘money,?
property’? (Go.? gabei? ‘Reichtum’),?which? connects? the?Umbrian? form? to? the? root? P.? 407-9? *ghabh-?
‘fassen,?nehmen’?and?Lat.?auillus?to?Lat.?oui-.?




? ?i.?pat?? ? (ptcl.)?‘eben/gerade?der,?ebenfalls’?(HHand.?127,?BAD)?
? Lat.?com·pot-? ? (a.)?‘teilhaftig’?(WH?2:350-1,?compos?[sgN])?
? Pael.?hos·put-? ? (m.)?‘Gastherr’?(WH?1:660-1,?hospus?[sgN])?
This?problem?can?be?avoided?by?replacing?Brugmann’s?basic?vowel?for?/o/,?according?
to?the?definition:?
? PIE?*o?(??Neogr.?å)? ??? Gr.??,?Lat.?o,?Arm?o,? i.?a,?OInd.?a,?etc.??
The?key?properties?of?the?vowel?PIE?*o?(??Neogr.?*å)?will?be?discussed?next.?
§3.?As?noted? by?Schmidt,? PIE? *o?does?not? cause? lengthening? in? Indo-Iranian?open?
syllable.?This?is?confirmed?by?the?class?of?counter-examples?to?Brugmann’s?Law?with?
PIE?*o?systematically?resulting?in?a?short?vowel:?
? PIE?*?aok?-? :? Gr.???-,?Lat.?oculus,?OCS.?oko,?etc.?
? PIE?*?ao?i-? :? CLu.??aui-,?Gr.????-,?Lat.?oui-,?RV.?ávi-,?etc.?
? PIE?*k?otero-? :? Gr.???????-,?RV.?katará-,?LAv.?katara-?
? PIE?*polu-? :? Gr.?????-,?OPers.?paru,?LAv.?pouru-??
? PIE?*pote?e/o-? :? RV.?patáya-,?Gr.??????-?
? PIE?*poti-? :? RV.?páti-,?Gr.?????-,?OLi.?patì-,?etc.?








???-? (Lat.? oui-),? but? PIE? *?ae?i-? has? PIE? *e? reflected? in? Lat.? auillus? [sgN]? ‘agnus?
recentis?partus’?(WH?1:84),?and?so?forth.?






2.3.7  Neogr. ?*o ???PIE ?*oa? , ?*o?a ?(Brugmann’s ?Law ?II) ?
§0.?With?PIE?*o?being?set?as?the?basic?‘o-vocalism’,?Brugmann’s?interpretation?of?the?
cover?symbol?*a2?as?Neogr.?*o?(=?PIE?*o)?cannot?be?upheld?due?to?the?principle?of?the?




? Cypr.?????????[inf.]?‘to?give’?? ? ??? RV.?d?váne?[inf.]?‘to?give’,??
confirm? that?Brugmann’s? Law? (Neogr.? *a2CV??? IIr.? ?CV)? has? been? operational,?
making?the?correspondence?set?distinct?from?the?regular?short?quantity?of?
? PIE?*o??? ?? RV.?a,?gAv.?a,?Gr.??,?Lat.?o? ? (Neogr.?å).?




? PIE?*o?aCV,?*oa?CV? ? Gr.??,?Lat.?o,?RV.??,?Av.??? (BRUG.?II).?
Hence,?the?real?value?of?Brugmann’s?cover?symbol?Neogr.?*a2?can?be?expressed?as?











(c)? Gr.? ?????·?,? RV.? jaj?n·a? ?? PIE? *?ego?an·e? [3sg].? The? respective? ‘a-
vocalism’?appears,? for? instance,? in? Gr.? ????·???-? (m.pl.)? ‘??? ???????,? ?????????’?





? ?i.??uara-? ? (vb1.)?‘schmücken’?(HEG?1:332,??uaranzi?[3pl])?
? LAv.?gao??vara-? (m.)?‘Ohrschmück,?Ohrgehänge’?(AIWb.?486)288?
? ?i.??ura-? ? (vb1.)?‘schmücken’?(HEG?1:229f.,??urair?[3pl])?
? ?i.?i?tama·?ura-? (c.)?‘Ohrring,?Schmuckring?(?)’?(HEG?1:423)?
(b)?PIE?*se?au-?*so?au-?*s?au-?‘brennen,?glänzen;?Sonne,?Lampe’?(P.?881-2,?1045)?
? LAv.?hu-? ? (vb.)?‘schmoren,?rösten’?(AIWb.?1782-3,?huy?r??)?
? LAv.?h?-? ? (n.)?‘Sonne,?Sonnenball,?Sonnenlicht’?(AIWb.?1847)?





? Go.?sauil-? ? (n.)?‘sun’?(GoEtD.?297,?sauil?[sgN])?
? CLu.??e?ual-?? ? (n.)?‘Lampe?(?)’?(HEG?2:1090-1,??e-?u-?a-a-a[l])289?
§5.?Owing?to?Brugmann’s?interpretation?of?Neogr.?*a2?as?the?basic?‘o-quality’?vowel?of?
his?system,?the?item?was?reconstructed?(passim)?instead?of?the?actually?attested?Neogr.?









*a?or?PIE?*?.? In? such? settings,? it? remains?possible? that? the? Indo-Iranian?quantity? is?
identical?with?PIE?*?,??291?in?the?following:?
? Gr.????·??? ? (n.)?‘Totenschlaf’?(GEW?2:300,??????)?
? OIr.?n?s? ? (m.)?‘Tod’?(LEIA?N-3,?n?s?.i.?b?s;?PCelt.?*n?ks-)?
? LAv.?n??-? ? (s.ao.)?‘verschwinden’?(AIWb.?1055,?n??aite?[3sg])?
Unless?the?Old?Anatolian?stem?excluding?PIE?*??
? ?i.?nakiu-?? ? (c.)?‘Art?Unterweltsgottheit’?(HEG?2:261-2)?
belongs?here,?a?laryngeal?remains?possible,?but?it?is?not?proven.292?
§6.? In? addition? to?Brugmann’s? Law? II,? its? converse? also? applies? in? reconstruction.?
Owing? to? the? preservation? of? PIE? *?? in? Old? Anatolian,? the? alleged? examples? of?
Brugmann’s? Law? lacking? ?i.? ?? are? bound? to? contain? original? PIE? *?,? ?? instead? of?
Neogr.?*o?(=?PIE?*o?a,?oa?).?Thus?RV.?p?dam?(LAv.?p???m)?contains?an?original?PIE?
*??(Do.????-)?or?PIE?*??(Lat.?p?d-),?because?the?Old?Anatolian?has?no?laryngeal?in:?
? ?i.?pada-? ? (c.)?‘foot,?leg’?(Sum.?GÌR,?HHand.?127,?CHD?P:231f.)?
? CLu.?pada-? ? (c.)?‘foot’?(DLL.?81,?pa-ta-a-a?)?
? HLu.?pada-? ? (sb.)?‘foot’?(CHLu.?1.1.22,?(“PES”)pa-tà-za)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
289?Note,?however,?that?Starke’s?(KLuN.?342f.)?translation?‘Lampe’?is?possibly?wrong,?as?the?competing?
suggestion? ‘Dolch’? seems? more? acceptable? based? on? context.? Regardless? of? Luwian,? however,? the?
reconstruction?(and?the?argument)?remains?the?same.?
290? The? perfect? RV.? nan??a? [3sg]? ‘verschwinden,? sich? davon? machen’? (WbRV.? 717-8)? and? gAv.?




292? ?i.? nakiu-? (c.)? ‘Art?Unterweltsgottheit’? closely? resembles? the? (thematic)? stems?Lat.? noc?uo-? (a.)?
‘schädlich’?(WH?2:153,?noc?uus?[sgN])?and?the?*e-grade?in?Lat.?inter·nec?uo-?(a.)?‘mörderisch,?tödlich’?
(WH?2:153),?both?of?which?have?meanings? that? fit?an?underworld?god.? If? this?etymology? is?accepted,?
then?the?root?had?no?laryngeal?and?the?Indo-Iranian?quantity?reflects?the?original?state?of?affairs.?
? 124?








? PIE?*e?CV? ??IIr.?aCV? ? PIE?*o?CV?? ??IIr.??CV? ? ?
provides? an? independent? confirmation? of? the? existence? of? two? originally? different?
vowels?PIE?*o???PIE?*e?implied?by?the?second?palatalization.293?This?proves?false?the?
assumption?of?a?PIE?monovocalism?(i.e.?the?doctrine?of?‘Proto-Indo-Semitic?*a’),?also?




? OInd.?cakára?? ? ?? *kwekwór·h2e? ? [1sg]??
? OInd.?cak?ra?? ? ?? *kwekwór·e? ? [3sg]?
As?explained?by?Lindeman?(1997:67),?Kury?owicz?assumed?that?
“the? *-o-?of? the? 3? sg.?had?become?Skt.? -a-? in? an?open? syllable? (according? to?Brugmann’s?
Law),?the?radical?short?-a-?of?the?1?sg.?was?supposed?to?be?the?regular?outcome?of?an?IE?*-o-?
in?an?originally?closed?syllable.?The?same?phonetic?development?was?assumed?for?causative?
formations? like? janáyati? (:? jan-? ‘generate’)? <? *g’onH-éye/o-? […? ]? Kury?owicz? later? (in?
Apophonie,?330?and?336f.)?withdrew?this?explanation?[…]”?
In? this? connection? it? is?worth?mentioning? that?Kury?owicz’s?withdrawal?might? also?
have? been? premature.? In?Kury?owicz’s? (1935:28)? example?RV.? ?jan-? ‘gebären’,? the?
root? has? a? laryngeal? (PIE? *?e?an-;? see? above),? meaning? that? it? is? possible? to?
reconstruct?exactly?like?Kury?owicz?except?writing?PIE?*o??for?*o:?
? Gr.????????=?RV.?jajána?[1sg]? ??? PIE?*?e?o?an·?ae?? (o?aCC)?




295? See? Møller? (1911:XIV):? “Es? gibt? im? Indogermanischen? nur? a-Wurzeln? (oder,? wenn? man? fürs?






(a)?The? alternation? of? quantity? of? the? root? vowel?RV.? a? [1sg]? :?RV.? ?? [3sg]? is? not?
restricted? to? roots? containing? a? laryngeal.?Thus,? the? root? ?han-? ‘schlagen’,?which? is?
certainly?without?a? laryngeal?(cf.?*?hen-? ‘schlagen,?töten,?usw.’?P.?491-3),?reveals?an?
identical?ablaut:?
? RV.?jaghán-? ? (pf.)?‘erschlagen,?usw.’?(WbRV.?1644,?jaghántha?[2sg])?
? RV.?jagh?n-? ? (pf.)?‘erschlagen,?usw.’?(WbRV.?1644,?jagh?na?[3sg])?




? RV.?jaghán-?=?*?he?hon-?? ? RV.?jagh?n-?=?*?he?h?n-.297?
Because? the? vocalizations? reflecting? PIE? *o?CV? :? *o?CC? (Brugmann’s? Law? II)?
coincide?with? suppletive?paradigms?with?PIE?*?CV? :?*oCC? (suppletion/ablaut),? it? is?




grasp? this? phenomenon? without? PIE? *?? at? his? disposal? a? remarkable? sign? of? his?
comparative? mastery.? Even? today? Brugmann’s? efforts? have? not? been? wasted,? as?
detailed? study? of? Brugmann’s? Law? II? and? its? converse? are? able? to? restore? lost?
laryngeals? and? eliminate? false? positives? to? the? extent? that? clarification? of? these?
problems?may?be?resolved?in?the?near?future.?
?
2.3.8  Reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*????Gr. ??? : ?OInd. ?? ?
§0.?As?the?lengthening?of?PIE?*o?took?place?only?in?the?environment?PIE?*o?CV? ?IIr.?
?CV? (Brugmann’s? Law? II),? the? laryngealist? compensatory? lengthening? does? not?
explain?the?long?vowel?Neogr.?*?,?which?must?be?accounted?for?in?a?different?manner.?
These?and?other?key?issues?are?discussed?below.?
§1.? For? the? long? ‘o-quality’? vowel,? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:147)? defined? the? cover?
symbol?
? Neogr.?*?? ?df? Gr.? ,?Lat.??,?Go.??,?Li.?uo,?Arm.?u,?OIr.??,?Av.??,?etc.?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
296? Similarly,? the? short? vowel? of? the? causative? RV.? janáya-? (cs.)? ‘erzeugen,? gebären,? schaffen? zu’?





Brugmann? (Grundr.2? 1:147-153,? KVG? 76-77)? provided,? among? other? things,? the?
following?examples?for?this?correspondence?set:?
? OInd.?dád?ti? :? Gr.???????,?Arm.?tur,?Lat.?d?num,?OCS.?dati?
? OInd.?dv?? :? Gr.????,?Lat.?duo,?OCS.?d?va?
? OInd.?pr?tár? :? Gr.?????,?Osc.?pruterpan,?OHG.?fruo?
§2.? In?Brugmann’s? system,?an?ablaut? relation?Neogr.?*?? :?*?? (KVG:141),? similar? to?
that?of?Neogr.?*??:??,?was?assumed.?Some?examples?of?the?alternation?are:?
? Gr.???????? :?? Ion.????????? (Neogr.?*gl??h?a)?
? Lat.?d?num? :?? Lat.?datum?? (Neogr.?*d?to-)?
? Gr.?????????? :?? Gr.?????????? (Neogr.?*str?to-)?
§3.?Saussure?(Rec.?127)?abandoned?the?traditional?analysis?of?Neogr.?*??(defined?by?
him? as? “grec? et? latin? ?”)? and? assumed? an? ‘o-colouring’? coefficient? DS? *Ô? with?
compensatory?lengthening?and?ablaut?pattern?*Ô?:?eÔ?in?
? DS?*dÔ-? ?? Gr.??????,?Lat.?d?tum,?OInd.?·dita-? ? (Ø-grade)?
? DS?*deÔ-? ?? Gr.???????,?Lat.?d?num,?OInd.?d?nam,?etc.? (*e-grade)?
§4.? Following? Møller’s? interpretation? of? DS? *Ô? as? a? laryngeal,? Kury?owicz? (1935)?
identified?*?3?with? i.??,?thus?laying?the?basis?for?LT?*h3.298?
?
2.3.9  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*??
§0.?The?Neogrammarian?postulation?of? the? vowel?Neogr.?*?? is?problematic?only? in?




§1.? The? colouring? effect? attributed? to? the? laryngeal? h3? ?? DS? Ô? results? in? an?
impossibility,?as?pointed?out?by?Pedersen?(1938:180-1):?
“Vielfach?nimmt?man?drei?Formen?der?Grundstufe? (?,? ?,? ?)?und?damit?drei?verschiedene?
Laryngale?an;?es?lässt?sich?aber?wenigstens?nicht?streng?Beweisen,?dass???je?Grundstufe?ist;?
??????? lässt? sich? für?diese?Ansicht? (KURY?OWICZ?Ét.?301)?nur?dann? verwerten,?wenn?
man?lat.?d?s?und?lit.?dovanà?hinwegerklärt.”?
In?general,?if?LT?h3?has?been?postulated?for?a?root,?its?dominant?‘o-colouring’?excludes?









§2.? According? to? Wyatt? (1964:146),? Saussure’s? equation? Gr.? ?????? =? Lat? datum?
violates? the?principle?of? the? regularity?of? sound? change.? Indeed,? it? is?not?proper? to?
compare? the? colourings? ?? ?? ?? in? languages? preserving? such? oppositions.?The? root?
vocalism?of?Lat.?d?tum? is? identical?with? that?of?Gr.? ?????,?and? the?vocalism?of?Gr.?




with? the? result? that? the? postulate? is? automatically? eliminated? through? the? attested?
Indo-European?vocalisms.?It?needs?not?concern?us?further?here.?
?









is? confirmed?by? the? correspondence? type?Do.? ???-? :?Go.? fotu-?with?Old?Anatolian?
parallels? (cf.? ?i.? pada-? (c.)? ‘foot’),? excluding? the? laryngeal.? The? ablaut? pattern?
appears,?for?instance,?in:?
(a)?Neogr.?*l?gh-?‘liegen’?(P.?658-9)?
? ?i.?laga-? ? (vb2M.)?‘liegen’?(HEG?2:16,? i.?la-ga-a-ri?[3sg])?
? Go.?lagja-? ? (vb.)?‘????????:?legen’?(GoEtD.?233)?
? Gr.????·?????? (pr.)?‘to?lie?in?harbour?or?creek’?(LSJ.?1162)?
? OIcl.?l?g-? ? (n.)?‘Lagerbestand?für?einen?Tag’?(ANEtWb.?364)?




? OIcl.?l??-? ? (f.n.)?‘Ertrag,?Frucht’?(ANEtWb.?362,?OIcl.?l???[sgN])?
? Lyc.?lada-? ? (c.)?‘Frau’?(Pedersen?1945:15-6,?lada?[sgN])?
? Rus.?láda? ? (c.)?‘Gemahl(in)’?(REW?2:5,?láda?[sgN])?
? Rus.?ládi-? ? (vb.)?‘passen,?stimmen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?328,?ladit’?[inf.])?
(c)??pt-?‘fly,?fall’?(P.?825-6,? i.?peta-?(vb1.)?‘fliegen’,?in? i.?píd-da-an-zi?[3pl])?
? PIE?*p?t-? Gr.??????????‘flattern’? :?RV.?p?táya-?(WbRV.?762)?
? PIE?*pot-? Gr.??????????‘flattern’? :?RV.?patáya-?(WbRV.?762)?
? 128?
? PIE?*pt-? Gr.????????‘flug’? ? :?LAv.?pta??(AIWb.?819-21)?
§2.?The? existence? of? this? ablaut? type? implies? that? both? the?Neogrammarian? ablaut?
schemata? (Neogr.? *?? :? ?)? and? its? laryngeal? counterpart? (LT? *eh3? :? h3)? were? not?
adequate:?PIE?*??also?appears?independently?of?PIE?*?a,?a?,?and?PIE?*??alone?does?not?
justify?the?postulation?of?schwa?(and/or?its?laryngeal?counterpart).?
§3.? PIE? *o?? resulted? in? a? short? vowel,? except? in? Indo-Iranian? open? syllables? (see?
Brugmann’s?Law?II).?Consequently,?compensatory? lengthening?does?not?explain? the?
common?Indo-European?quantity?in?PIE?*da?-?‘geben’?(P.?223-6):?
? Neogr.?*d?-? :? Lat.?d?num,?RV.?d?ná-,?OCS.?dan?,?OIr.?d?n,?etc.?






? HLu.??ali-? ? (sb.)?‘day’?(CHLu.?10.11.17,?ha-li-i?[plA])?
? CLu.??ali-? ? (sb.)?‘Tag’?(DLL.?38,??al-li-ia?[sgD])?
? OInd.?par·?ri? ? (adv.)?‘in?the?year?before?last’?(MonWil.?589)?





2.4  Vowels ?Neogr. ?*e ?and ?*??and ?? i . ???
2.4.1  Introduction ?and ?definitions ?
§1.?The?Neogrammarians?postulated?two?cover?symbols?for?the?front?vowels?Neogr.?*e?
(=?*a1)?and?Neogr.?*?,?referred?to?by?means?of?the?term?‘e-vocalism’.?In?this?section,?
the? comparative? interpretation? of? the? phonemes? –? both? independently? and? in?
environment?PIE?*??–?will?be?inferred.?





? Neogr.?**a1? ?? Gr.??,?Lat.?e,?OIr.?e,?Arm.?e,?Li.?e,?OInd.?a,?Av.?a,?etc.?
? 129?
§2.? According? to? Brugmann’s? (Grundr2? 1:114-131,? KVG:71-72)? phonetic?
interpretation,? the? cover? symbol? *a1? stands? for? a? short? front? vowel? Neogr.? *e?
preserved,?for?example,?in:?
? Neogr.?*bher??:? OInd.?bhár?mi,?Arm.?berem,?Gr.?????,?Lat.?fero?
? Neogr.?*ne? :? OInd.?ná,?Lat.?ne·scio,?Go.?ni,?Li.?nè,?OCS.?ne?




? *e? *bher-? :?? Lat.?fert,?Hom.??????,?RV.?bhárti,?gAv.?bar?t???
? ?Ø? *bh?-? :? LAv.?b?r?t-,?OPers.?hu·barta-,?RV.?bh?tí-?





? OInd.?c,?Av.??,?OCS.??,?etc.?? ? OInd.?k,?Av.?k,?OCS.?k,?etc.?
Owing? to? this? complementary? distribution,? the? Sanskrito-centric? reconstruction? of?
palatal?stops?(e.g.?OInd.?c,?j,?jh)?practiced?by?some?Paleogrammarian?was?abandoned.?
As? a? consequence? of? this? development,? it? is? necessary? to? reconstruct? at? least? two?
different? full-grade?vowels,?a?palatalizing?vowel?PIE?*e?and?a?non-palatalizing?vowel?
PIE?*o?in?opposition?(PIE?*e? ?PIE?*o).?
§5.? In? the? Elis? dialect? of? Greek,? the? pan-Hellenic? Gr.? ?? has? turned? into? ?? (see?
Brugmann?Grundr.2?1:117-118)?in?a?similar?fashion?as?Indo-Iranian.?This?accounts?for?
Locr.???in?examples?like?the?following:?
? Gr.???????‘Jahr’? ? :?Locr.????·(?)????? ? (GEW?1:583)?
? Do.???????‘Tag’? ? :?Locr.??????? ? ? (GEW?1:634)?
? Gr.????????-?‘abendlich’? :?Locr.??????????? ? (GEW?1:575)?
? Gr.??????‘tragen’? ? :?Locr.?????? ? ? (GEW?2:1003f.)?
? Gr.????????‘rudern’? ? :?Locr.?????????(a?month)? (GEW?1:129,553)?
The?Old?Anatolian?parallels? lacking?a? laryngeal? (cf.??i.? ??t-? ‘Jahr’? :?Gr.??????? ‘id.’)?







2.4.3  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*e ? ?
§0.?The?problems? related? to? the? laryngeal? PIE? *?? and? its? connection? to?PIE? ablaut?
patterning?have?resulted?in?a?situation?in?which?the?cover?symbol?Neogr.?*e?requires?
additional?clarifications?for?a?successful?reconstruction?of?the?data.?
§1.? The? fundamental? (and? single? most? difficult)? problem? of? the? (Proto)-Indo-
European? ablaut? is? the? commonplace? alternation? Neogr.? *e? :? *?? a? ?301? in?
correspondences.? Up? to? this? point,? the? problem? has? remained? unsolved? by? all?
theories,?despite?the?availability?of?Old?Anatolian?parallels.??
§2.?The? traditional?(Neogrammarian)? theory? lacks?both? functioning?patterns? for? the?
description?of?the?ablaut?Neogr.?*e?:?*??a??,?as?well?as?the?reconstruction?phoneme?PIE?










? ?i.?ue?-? ? (vb1A.)?‘sich?wenden,?usw.?(HHand.?200,?ú-e-e?-zi)?
? Umbr.?ue-? ? (vb.)? ?‘wenden’?(WbOU.?835-6,?uetu?[3sg])?
In?the?six-laryngealism?of?Puhvel?(1960,?1965),?this?problem?is?obviated?by?adding?the?
number? of? laryngeals? (in? this? case,? through? the? postulation? of? an? ‘e-colouring’?
laryngeal? allegedly? preserved? in? Old? Anatolian).? However,? this? modulation? of?
Pedersen’s?two-laryngealism?does?not?suffice?to?solve?the?problem,?because?Neogr.?*??
a???implying?PIE?*??(??h2)?recurs?in?related?forms,?such?as:?
? Gr.????-? ? (vb.)?‘winnow’?(Hes.???????????????????)?




the? data? (e.g.? Kury?owicz? (1956:174-187)).? However,? owing? to? the? considerable?
number?of?examples,?which?sufficiently?establish? the?phenomenon,302?such? tacks?are?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????















? Neogr.?*e?? ??? PIE?*e?? ???PIE?*e?a???PIE?*a?e.?
The?correctness?of?the?solution?will?be?demonstrated?for?each?term?of?the?disjunction.?
§1.?The?subset?Neogr.?*e???PIE?*e?represents?the?correspondence?type?characterized?




? ?i.?g?en-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?erschlagen,?töten’?(HHand.?81)?
? RV.?hán-? ? (pr.)?‘(er)schlagen,?kämpfen’?(WbRV.?1642)??







2.? In? the? rest? of? the? group,? both? PIE? *a? and? PIE? *?? have? been? lost? without?






? ?i.?ue?-? ? (vb1A.)?‘sich?wenden,?usw.’?(HHand.?200,?ú-e-e?-zi)?
? Umbr.?ue-? ? (vb.)? ?‘wenden’?(OUD.?835-6,?uetu?[3sg])?
As?can?be?readily?seen,?the?Old?Anatolian?laryngeal?has?been?preserved,?but?there?is?
no? colouring?effect? (?i.?e?=?Umbr.?e)?or? compensatory? lengthening? (Umbr.?e).? In?
addition,?the?extensions?*·n-?and?*·t-?confirm?PIE?*a?in?the?assimilated?Gr.???(Lat.?a):?
? ?i.?ue?an-? ? (n.)?‘Wenden,?Wendung’?(HHand.?191,?ue?ana??[sgG])?
? Gr.????-? ? (vb.)?‘winnow’?(Hes.???????????????????)?
? 132?
? Gr.??????? ? (vb.)?‘winnow’?(GEW?1:42,?GrGr.?1:694,?LSJ.?40)?
? Lat.?uanno-? ? (m.)?‘Futterschwinge’?(WH?2:731,?uannus?[sgN])?
In?this?way,?the?following?stems?can?be?reconstructed:?




? ?i.?me?n-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Zeit’?(HEG?2:171,?me-e?-ni?[sgL])?
? Go.?aldo·min-?? (m./n.)?‘??????:?old?age’?(GoEtD.?25)?
? Lat.?m?n-? ? (adv.)?‘am?Morgen’?(WH?2:25,?m?n??[adv.])?
As?in?the?previous?example,?the?following?stems?can?be?reconstructed:?
? PIE?*me?a·n? ? ??? ?i.?me?n-?(Go.?aldo·min-)?
? PIE?*me?a·?n-?? ?? Lat.?m?n-?(Lat.?m?n?)?
§3.?The?subset?Neogr.?*e???PIE?*a?e?represents?PIE?*e?(as?defined?above),?following?
PIE?*a?.?The?following?features?characterize?the?subset:?
1.? In? Old? Anatolian? the? vowel? PIE? *a? has? been? lost? without? assimilation? (or?
‘colouring?effect’)?of?the?neighbouring?PIE?*e,?and?the?laryngeal??i.???is?preserved?as?
such.?
2.? In? the? rest? of? the? group,? both? PIE? *a? and? PIE? *?? have? been? lost? without?






? ?i.??egur/n-? ? (NA4n.)?‘peak,?stronghold’?(HEG?1:235,??é-gur)?
? RV.?ágra-?? ? (n.)?‘Spitze,?äußerstes?ende,?Gipfel’?(EWA?1:45f.)?
? RV.?agrimá-? ? (a.)?‘an?der?Spitze?stehend,?erster’?(KEWA?1:18)?
In? addition,? Lat.? agrippa? (WP? 1:38ff.)? is? based? on? the? zero? grade? of? the? root? PIE?
?a??-?with?prothetic?*e?PIE?*ea??-,?implying?PIE?*a?through?assimilation.?
§4.?In?connection?with?the?definition??
? Neogr.?*e?? ??? PIE?*e??*e?a???*a?e? ? (System?PIE),?
the?following?general?remarks?should?be?noted:?
(a)?The? lack?of?assimilation? in?examples?of?OAnat.?e?? ?e?with?etymological?PIE?*e?
(versus? PIE? *i)? and? other? Indo-European? data? provides? the? criterion? for? deciding?
whether?PIE?*?a?or?PIE?*a?? should?be? reconstructed? for?a? root:??i.?ue?-? (vb.)? ‘sich?











practically?without? trace? in? the? later? Indo-European? languages,?as? illustrated?by? the?
examples:?
? ???I?:?PIE? ? ???II?:?OAnat.? ? ?? ?III?:?Later?IE??
? PIE?*ue?a-? ? ?i.?ue?-?‘sich?wenden’? Umbr.?ue-?‘wenden’?
? PIE?*me?an-? ? ?i.?me?n-?‘time,?noon’? Go.?·min-?‘Zeit’?
In? practice,? this?means? that? the? laryngeal? PIE? *?? can? be? found? in? practically? any?
position? where? Neogr.? *e? is? traditionally? reconstructed.? A? systematic? and?
comprehensive?re-evaluation?of?all?the?material,?based?on?the?measurable?criteria?for?
PIE? *?? and? PIE? *a? in? the? cognates,? is? urgently? required.? In? order? to? illustrate? the?




? RV.?só-? ? (ao.)?‘Soma?pressen,?keltern’?(WbRV.?1523,?sót??[2pl])?
? ?i.??e?u·r/n-? ? (n.)?‘Urin,?Schmutz’?(HEG?2:973-7,??e-e-?ur?[sgNA])?
? ?i.??e?u·kaniauant-? (pt.)?‘mit?Urin?(?e?u-)?befleckt’?(HEG?2:972)?




? Illyr.?sauo-? ? (m.)?‘Flußname’?(P.?912-3,?Illyr.?sauus?[sgN])?
? OGaul.?sau?-? ? (f.)?‘Flußname’?(P.?912-3,?OGaul.?saua?[sgN]),?
thus?implying?PIE?*?a?for?the?root.?
3.? In? PIE? *o-grade? (for? a? perfect? verb? and? a? noun),? the? lengthening? of?
Brugmann’s?Law?II?can?be?claimed?for?Indo-Iranian?in?
PIE?*so?a?-?‘Soma?pressen’:?
? RV.?sus?v-? ? (pf.)?‘Soma?pressen’?(WbRV.?1523,?su??va?[3sg])?
? RV.?s?vá-? ? (m.)?‘Somapreßung,?Somaspende’?(WbRV.?1513)?
4.?PIE?*??and?PIE?*a?are?simultaneously?confirmed?by?the?form?RV.?sómam?[sgA],?
requiring?a?scansion?CV’V:CV?in?RV.?4.26.7:?
? RV.?s?’?·ma-? ? (m.)?‘Soma’?(WbRV.?1579,?sómam?[three-syllabic])?
? 134?
? ?i.??e?u·r/n-? ? (n.)?‘Urin,?Schmutz’?(HEG?2:973-7,??e-e-?ur?[sgNA])?
Here? the?quantity?RV.? ??points? to? an? assimilation?of? the? accented? PIE? *á? into? the?
following?PIE?*u:?PIE?*se?áumo-? ?PIIr.?*sa??ma-.?
5.?The?quantity?RV.??? is?confirmed?by?other?branches? in?PIE?*s?áu·?-? ‘regnen,?
schütten’:?
? ?i.????una-? ? (vb.)?‘schütten,?werfen’?(HEG?1:391,?i?-?u-na-u-ua-ar)?
? TochA.?s?m?n-? (pt.M.)?‘regnend’?(Poucha?375,?s?m???[sgN])?
? Latv.?s?lâ-? ? (vb)?‘siepen’?(P.?913,?s?lât?[inf.])?
The?common?Indo-European?/?/? ?úu? ?PIE?*?áu?reflects?PIE?*á,?in?contrast?with?the?
loss?of?unaccented?PIE?*a?in?PIE?*s?au?(cf.?RV.?susumá?[1pl],?WbRV.?1523).?
§5.? In? practice,? PIE? *?a? and? PIE? *a?? are? often? implied? by? several? witnesses,? all?
mutually? supporting?each?other:?PIE?*?? is? implied?by? the?Hittite? laryngeal? (??e?u-)?
and? confirmed? by? Rig-Vedic? hiatus? (RV.? ?s?’?-),? while? PIE? *a? is? implied? by? ‘a-
colouring’?(OGaul.??sau-)?and?confirmed?by?the?long?diphthong?(TochA.??s?-?:?RV.?








? Neogr.?*?? ? Gr.??,?Lat.??,?Go.?e,?Li.??,?OCS.??? :?OInd.??,?Av.??.?
Brugmann?provided?the?following?(Grundr.2?1:131-137;?KVG?72-74)?examples?for?the?
correspondence:?
? OInd.?ádh?m? :? Arm.?e·di,?Go.?ga·d??s,?Lat.?f?c?,?OCS.?d?ti,?...?
? OInd.?pr?tá-? :? Gr.??????,?Lat.?pl?nus,?Alb.?pl’ot,?Arm.?li,?...?
? OInd.?sy?s? :? Gr.?????,?OLat.?si?s?[opt2sg],?...?
§2.? In? the?Neogrammarian? system,?Neogr.? *?? stood? in? ablaut?with?Neogr.? *?? in? an?
identical? manner? as? the? two? other? quantities? Neogr.? *?? and? *?.? According? to?






§3.? In? addition,? according? to?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:174-175),? the? vocalism? of?Gr.?
??????is?Neogr.?*e,?thus?standing?in?ablaut?with?Neogr.?*??(Gr.???????)?as?Neogr.?*o?:?
*??in?Gr.???????:???????.304?
§4.?With? the? two? coefficients?A,?Ô? and? compensatory? lengthening,? Saussure? (1878,?

















2.4.6  Problems ?of ?the ?reconstruction ?of ?Neogr. ?*??
§0.?The?problems?of?the?reconstruction?theories?in?the?treatment?of?the?cover?symbol?
Neogr.?*??closely?resemble?those?of?its?short?counterpart,?Neogr.?*e.?
§1.?Though?correctly?postulated,? the? traditional? (Neogrammarian)? interpretation?of?
the? cover? symbol?Neogr.? *?? is? outdated? owing? to? the? emergence? of? the?Anatolian?
laryngeal?(=?PIE?*?a?*a?)?and?the?defect?ablaut?patterns?attached?to?the?item.?
(a)?In?particular,?the?Neogrammarian?ablaut?pattern?Neogr.?*?? :??? lacks? justification?
for?the?same?reasons?as?Neogr.?*??:??.?Nothing?in?Neogr.?*??itself?requires?Neogr.?*??
(=?PIE?*?a,?a?),?because?the?ablaut?pattern?PIE?*??:?e?:?Ø?did?appear?without?PIE?*??
(i.e.? the?pattern?Neogr.?*?? :? ??overgenerates? schwa).? In?order? to? illustrate? this,? the?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
304? Rather? than? admitting? this,? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:174-175)? sought? to? explain? the? Greek? ‘e-
vocalism’? by? means? of? analogy:? “In? den? Formen? [...]? liegt? Umfärbung? des? ?? im? Anschluss? an? die?
Formen?mit???(??????)?und???(??????).”?
305?Møller? (1879:151n1)?writes:?“Saussure? stellt?ausser?dem?A?noch?ein? zweites?wurzelhates?element?
derselben?art?auf?für?wurzeln?wie?stufe?1?und?2???-,?stufe?o??-,?und?er?hätte?für?wurzeln?wie?stufe?1???-?
germ.?d?-,?2?germ.?d?-,?o???-?skr.?hi-?lat.?a?in?ratus,?satus?(s.?140ff.)?nach?meiner?ansicht?noch?ein?drittes?




ablaut? *?? :? e? :?Ø?without? schwa/laryngeal? is? attested? in?prefixed? (V)C,? interdigited?
C(V)C?and?suffixed?C(V)?positions?as?follows:?
1.?(V)C-?*rea?n-?‘Freude’?(with?Neogr.?*ran-,?*e·ran-,?*?·ran-):?
? RV.?rá?a-?? ? (m.)?‘Ergötzen,?Lust,?Freude’?(WbRV.?1135-6)?




? Gr.?????-? ? (vb1.)?‘bringen’?(GEW?1:604,?Pamph.????????[3sg])?
? Lat.?u?x-? ? (pf.)?‘fahren,?führen,?tragen,?bringen’?(WH?2:742,?u?x?)?
3.?C(V)-?*dh?-?‘set’?(Neogr.?*dh-,?*dhe-,?*dh?-):?
? RV.?dadh-? ? (pf.)?‘einsitzen,?aufrichten’?(WbRV.?670,?dadhús?[3pl])?
? Gr.?????-?? ? (pt.a.)?‘adoptiert’?(GEW?2:897,???????[sgN])308?





of?OInd.? i? (=?Neogr.? *i? or? *?).? In?practice,?however,? all? instances?must? be? settled?
through?comparison.?Thus,?for?instance,?




? ?i.?dei-? ? (pf.)?‘setzen,?legen’?(HEG?3:19-23,?de-i?-?i?[1sg])?
? ?i.?dai-? ? (pf.)?‘setzen’?(HEG?3:19,?ta-it-ti?[2sg])?
? RV.?i?u·dhay-? ? (m.obl.)?‘Köcher-’?(WbRV.?277,?i?udhés?[sgG])?
? LAv.?ni·?aya-? ? (pr.)?‘niedersetzen’?(AIWb.?721,?ni?ayeinte?[3pl])?
? RV.?i?u·dhí-?? ? (m.)?‘Köcher’?(WbRV.?277,?i?udhís?[N],?i?udh?n?[plA])?
? RV.?dadhi-? ? (red.pf.)?‘setzen’?(WbRV.?670,?dadhimá?[1pl])?




308?The?Greek?normal?grade? is?confirmed? in?RV.?dhána-? (n.)? ‘Kampfpreis,?Beute,?Schatz,?Reichtum,?
Gut’?(WbRV.?654)?with?Neogr.?*dhéno-?or?*dhóno-.?
309?Bammesberger?(1984:30)?clarifies:?“Für?die?Umbildung?der?Paradigmata?müssen?in?erster?Linie?die?










§3.? Møller’s? analysis? of? Neogr.? *?? ?? **eE? (à? la? Saussure’s? eA? and? eÔ)? and? the?
generalization?of?the?Neogrammarian?ablaut?schemata?have?created?an?inconsistency?
in?the?laryngeal?theory:?Compensatory?lengthening?did?not?take?place?in?PIE?*e??(see?
above)? and? there? is? no? reason? to? expect? a? lengthening? in? Møller’s? *eE? either,?
especially?as?it?contains?the?erroneously?postulated?*E?(=?LT?†h1).?
?
2.4.7  Neogr. ?*????PIE ?*??? ?*??a ?? ?*a????
§0.?The? comparative? interpretation?of? the? cover? symbol?Neogr.? *??matches? that?of?
Neogr.? *e,? except? for? the? long?quantity.?Accordingly,? for? the? traditional? long? front?
vowel?the?following?definition?holds:?
? Neogr.?*??? ??? PIE?*????PIE?*??a???PIE?*a??? ? (System?PIE).?





other? criteria? implying?PIE? *?a???PIE? *a?? in? the? rest?of? the? group.?The? situation? is?
preserved,?for?instance,?in?
? RV.?v?k?-? ? (s.ao.)?‘zuführen’?(WbRV.?1243,?áv???[2sg])?
? Lat.?u?x-? ? (pf.)?‘fahren,?führen,?tragen,?bringen’?(WH?2:742,?u?x?)?







PIE? *?? have? been? lost?without? assimilation? (or? ‘colouring? effect’).? In? addition,? the?
languages? that? reflect?Neogr.?*??a? ??often? indicate? this?vocalism?and/or? some?other?
criteria?for?the? laryngeal.?An?example?of?the?situation?is?preserved?in?PIE?*s??amen-?
‘Same,?Saat’?(P.?889f.):?
? Li.?s?men-? ? (m.)?‘Leinsamen,?-saat’?(LiEtWb.?774,?s?mens)?
? Lat.?s?men-? ? (n.)?‘Same,?Geschlecht,?Nachkomme’?(WH?2:512)?
? 138?
? Umbr.?semenia-?? (f.)?‘Same,?Saat’?(WbOU.?662-3,?seme.nies?[plDAbl])310?
The? Lithuanian? acute? implies? the? laryngeal,311? which? is? confirmed? by? the? ‘a-
vocalism’?in?PIE?*s?aeto-:?
? Lat.?sato-? ? (n.pl.)?‘cultivated?plants,?offspring’?(OxLatD.?1692)?







? RV.?di’?u-?? ? (m.)?‘Himmel’?(WbRV.?604,?RV.?di?u??[N])?
? Gr.????-? ? (dm.)?‘sky-god,?Zeus’?(GEW?1:610-1,??????[sgN])?
Here? the?Rig-Vedic?hiatus,? implying?PIE?*?,? is? supported?by? the?Dorian? ?? in? forms?
without?the?extension?*·u-:?
? Do.???-? ? (m.)?‘Zeus’?(Schwyzer?GrGr.?1:576f.,?????[N],?????[A])?
? RV.?dy?-?? ? (m.)?‘Himmel’?(WbRV.?604,?dy?m?[sgA])?
§4.?The? long?vowels?PIE?*??*??are?confirmed? for? Indo-European? languages?beyond?
any? shadow? of? a? doubt.? Attempts? to? eliminate? these? by? means? of? compensatory?
lengthening,312? accent313? or? other? processes? have? met? with? failure.314? Thus,? the?
postulation? of? laryngeals? based? on? quantity? (and? the? root? axiom? C1eC2·C3-)? is?
unacceptable?in?the?following?correspondence?types:?
? ?i.??a?a-? ? (c.)?‘Feuerstelle’?(HEG?1:196,??a-a?-?a-a??[sgN])?
? OLat.??s?-? ? (f.)?‘Aufbau?zum?Opfern,?Altar’?(WH?1:61,??sa)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????









313?Streitberg? (1900:305-415)?postulated? a? compensatory? lengthening?of? a? stressed? vowel? in? an?open?





??usw.? gebildet?werden,? kann?nicht? als?Beweis? gelten,?daß? sämtliche? i,?u,?o,? ??usw.? sekundären?und?
relativ?späten?Ursprungs?sind.”?
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Since? compensatory? lengthening?did?not? take?place,?a? laryngeal?h1? in?LT? †h2eh1s-? is?
unmotivated? and? PIE? *?a?s-? (?i.? ?a?-?=?OLat.? ?s-)?with? PIE? *?? (Lat.?p?d-,? etc.)? is?
postulated.?
?
2.5  PIE ?Ablaut ?and ?PIE ?*?? in ?System ?PIE ?
2.5.1  PIE ?*?a, ?*a??and ?the ?Proto-Indo-European ?ablaut ?
§0.?The?appearance?of?Neogr.?*??(=?PIE?*a)?and??i.???(=?PIE?*?)?in?diphonemic?PIE?
*?a?and?PIE?*a?? leads?to?a?breakthrough? in?the? laryngeal?problem.?In?the?context?of?
research? history,? the? diphonemic? PIE? *?a? *a?? represents? a? synthesis? in? which? the?
vocalic? aspect? of? the? traditional? reconstruction? Neogr.? *p(?)ter-? ‘father’? and? the?
consonantal?aspect?of? the? laryngealist? reconstruction?LT?*p(?)ter-? ‘idem’?have?been?
interpolated? in? a?prototype? comprised?of?both? components? in? PIE? *pa?ter-.?As? the?




? Neogr.?*?? *a? *?? *å? *å? *o? *?? *e? *??
and?the?single?laryngeal?reconstructed?on?the?basis?of?Old?Anatolian??





forms? of? PIE? ??a?-? ‘treiben’? (P.? 4ff.)? have? been? identified,? the? diphonemic? *?a? is?
confirmed?by?the?form?
? RV.?pári·jman-? (m.)?‘Umwandler,?Herumwandler’?(WbRV.?785).?
The? stem? requires? a? four-syllabic? scansion? in? RV.? 1.122.3,? and? as? Grassmann’s?
scansion? PIIr.? †parijam?? is? impossible? (PIIr.? *a? cannot? be? lost),? PIE? *peri?a?men-?
(PIIr.?*pari???man-)?remains?the?sole?possible?prototype.?Since?PIE?*?? is?required?by?
hiatus?and?PIE?*a?by?the?fourth?syllable,?only?PIE?*?a?can?be?reconstructed.?
(a)? Since? PIE? *?? (=? ?i? ?)? and? PIE? *a? (=?Lat.? a? :?OInd.? i)? are?well-defined,? their?
appearance?in?diphonemic?PIE?*?+a?and?PIE?*a+??does?not?violate?the?comparative?




? *?a??-? ? Lat.?amb·?g?s?‘Umgang’,?Do.??????·?????‘Heerführer’,?etc.?
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? *?ae?-? ? Lat.?ag??‘(be)treiben’?Gr.????,?RV.?ájati,?Av.?azaiti,?etc.?
? *?a?-? ?? RV.?jmán-?‘Bahn’,?RV.?párijman-?‘Umwandler’?(four-syllabic)?
? *?ao?-? ? Gr.?????-?‘Schwad,?Reihe’,?RV.?ájma-?‘die?Bahn,?der?Zug’?
? *?a??-? ? Gr.???·?????‘Führer’,?OIcl.??k?‘drove’?(or?PIE?*?a??-??)?
In?addition,?the?perfect?in?*??without?‘colouring?effect’?is?accounted?for?by?




§2.? Brugmann’s? eight? cover? symbols? Neogr.? *?? a? ?? å? o? ?? e? ?? have? the? following?
upgraded?values?in?System?PIE:?
? Neogr.:?? ?Indo-European:? ? ??System?PIE:?
? ?–? ? ? –? ? ? ? –?
? ?Ø?[=??]? Gr.?Ø?:?OInd.?Ø? ? PIE?*a?(in?*?a???a?)?
? *??[=??]? Gr.???:?OInd.?i?? ? PIE?*á?(in?*?á???á?)?
? *a? ? Gr.???:?OInd.?a? ? PIE?*?ae???ea??
? *?? ? Do.???:?OInd.??? ? PIE?*?a?????a??
? *o?? ? Gr.???:?OInd.??CV? ? PIE?*o?a???oa?? ?
? *å?? ? Gr.???:?OInd.?a?? ? PIE?*o????ao???a?o?
? *??? ? Gr.? ?:?OInd.??? ? PIE?*?????a??????a?????a???a???
? *e? ? Gr.???:?OInd.?a?? ? PIE?*e???e?a???a?e?
? *?? ? Do.???=?OInd.??? ? PIE?*??????a???a???
By?means? of? these? reconstructions,? the? traditional? eight? correspondence? sets? have?
been? interpreted? in? terms?of? the? simple?phonemes?PIE?*??*a?*??*?.?Since?all? cover?
symbols? can? be? presented? in? terms? of? System? PIE,? diphonemic? PIE? *?a? a?? is? the?
sufficient?condition?for?the?solution?of?the?laryngeal?problem.315?This?being?the?case,?I?
congratulate? Zgusta,? Szemerényi,? Laroche,? Burrow,? Tischler? and? others? for? their?
correct?postulation?of?the?single?laryngeal?PIE?*??(?? i.??),?and?for?the?breakthrough?
that?this?allowed?in?the?reconstruction?of?Proto-Indo-European.316??
§3.? Since? Streitberg? (1900:307),? ‘schwa’? and? the? ‘zero? grade’? have? been? taken? to?
indicate? v?ddhi? (or? ‘Dehnstufe’;? see? Streitberg? (1900:305-415))? with? two? different?
origins.317?In?System?PIE,?only?one?ablaut?occurs,?the?pattern?











? PIE?? *?:?? *o:?? Ø? *e:?? *?:?? ? ??ABLAUT?
? ? —? —? —? —? —?
? PIE?? *?a??? *?ao? *?a? *?ae? *?a??? ? ???a?+?ABLAUT?
? PIE?? *a???? *a?o? *a?? *a?e? *a???? ? ??a??+?ABLAUT?
? PIE?? *??a?? *o?a? *?a?? *e?a? *??a?? ? ??ABLAUT?+??a?
? PIE?? *?a??? *oa?? *a??? *ea?? *?a??? ? ??ABLAUT?+?a??
All? Indo-European?ablaut?patterns? (e.g.?Neogr.?*e? :?Ø? :?*o,?Neogr.?*?,?*?,?*?? :?*?,?
Neogr.?*a? :?o?and?Neogr.?*?? :?e?Grundr2?1:170-178)?are? subsets?of? the? table? (i.e.? in?
terms?of?patterning,?the?problem?of?Indo-European?ablaut?vocalism?has?been?solved).??
§5.?Puhvel?(1960:35)?writes:?




linguists?will?be?willing? to?reduce? the?number?of? laryngeals319?by?removing? the? items?
†h1,?†h3,?...?(which?contradict?the?existing?Indo-European?ablaut?variation)320?from?the?
phoneme?inventory.321??




have? collided? with? PIE? *?+e,? e+?.?Despite?my? best? attempts,? I? have? so? far? been?
unable?to?verify?or?falsify?PIE?*??;?accordingly,?only?PIE?*a?is?reconstructed?in?System?
PIE.?
(b)? Quantity? is? sometimes? understood? as? a? suprasegmental,? but? the? definition?
depends? on? notation.? In? the? presentation? of? Indo-European? languages,? various?
conventions?have?been?used,?the?most?important?of?which?are:??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????















2.? The? segmental? convention,? representing? quantity? with? two? successive? short?
vowels?(e.g.?Osc.?aa?=?/a:/?and?Gr.???standing?for?two?successive?omikrons).322?As?for?
correct? notation,? the? matter? has? at? least? been? pondered.? As? Koerner? (1985:335)?








2.5.2  Ablaut ?PIE ?*?? : ?*o ? : ?Ø ? : ?*e ? : ?*??
§0.?The?ablaut?alternation?PIE?*??:?*o?:?Ø?:?*e?:?*??is?well-attested?in?Indo-European?
data?and? thus? secured?beyond?doubt.323?The?alternation?discussed? in? this?paragraph?
can?be?exemplified?with? the? root?*legh-? ‘(sich)? legen’? (P.?658-9),?preserving?all? five?
ablaut?grades?in:?
(a)?PIE?*l?gh-?(*?-grade)?
? OIcl.?l?g-? ? (n.)?‘Lagerbestand?für?einen?Tag’?(ANEtWb.?364)?
? OHG.?luog-? ? (n.)?‘Höhle,?Lager’?(WH?1:768,?OHG.?luog)?
? OCS.?v?·laga-?? (iter.)?‘hinelegen’?(Sadnik?444,?v?lagati?[inf.])?
(b)?PIE?*logh-?(*o-grade)?
? ?i.?laga-? ? (vb2M.)?‘liegen’?(HEG?2:16,?la-ga-a-ri?[3sg],?–?or?*???)?
? Go.?lagja-? ? (vb.)?‘legen’?(=?????????‘lay’,?GoEtD.?233)?
? Gr.????·?????? (pr.)?‘to?lie?in?harbour?or?creek’?(LSJ.?1162)?
(c)?PIE?*lgh-?(zero?grade)?
? TochA.?lalku? ? (pt.)?‘iactus’?(Poucha?267,?lalku?[sgN])?
(d)?PIE?*legh-?(*e-grade)?
? Gr.????-? ? (aoM.)?‘lay?down’?(GEW?2:110-2,?Gr.???????[3sg])?
? OCS.?leg-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?legen’?(LiEtWb.?350,?le?ti?[inf.])?
(e)?PIE?*l?gh-?(*?-grade)?
? Li.?l?g-?? ? (vb.)?‘niederlegen’?(LiEtWb.?350,?Li.?l?gti?[inf.])?
? OIcl.?l?g-? ? (a.)?‘niedrig,?gering,?unbedeutend’?(ANEtWb.?344,?l?gr)?








? *p?d-? :? Do.?????[sgN],?Go.?fotus?[sgN]?(=?RV.?p?dú-)?
? *pod-? :? Gr.??????[sgA],?Li.?pãdas?[sgN],? i.?pada??[sgN]?
? *pd-? :? Gr.?????????[plN],?LAv.?fra·bda-,?LAv.?a·bda-?(AIWb.?96)?
? *ped-? :? Gr.??????[prep.],?Arm.?het?[sgN],?Lat.?pedis?[sgG]?
? *p?d-? :? Lat.?p?s?[sgN],?Li.?p?dà?[sgN],?Gr.???????[1sg]?
(b)??bher-?‘bringen,?tragen,?usw.’?(P.?128-32)?
? *bh?r-? :? Gr.?????‘Tief’,?RV.?bh?rá-?(m.)?‘Bürde,?Last’?(WbRV.?933)?
? *bhor-? :? Gr.??????,?Go.?bar,?OCS.?s?·bor?,?Lat.?fors?
? *bhr-? :? Gr.???·????,?LAv.?b?r?t-,?OPers.?hu·barta-,?RV.?bh?tí-?
? *bher-? :? Hom.???????[2pl],?Lat.?fert,?RV.?bhárti,?gAv.?bar?t??




? *u?h-? :? RV.?ní?(..)?uh-?(WbRV.?1243,?ní?(...)?uh?ta?[opt3sg])?
? *ue?h-?:? Lat.?ueh?,?Pamph.???????,?Li.?ve?ù,?LAv.?vaza-?
? *u??h-?:? Go.?weg-,?Lat.?u?x?,?RV.?áv??,?OCS.?v?s??
There? is? no? laryngeal? in? Old? Anatolian? (see? ?i.? lag-,? ?i.? pada-,? HLu.? uaza-?




the? attested? data.? Thus,? for? instance,? the? root? P.? *sek?-? ‘sehen’? (897-8)? has? the?
vocalizations?PIE?*??(Go.?se?u?),?PIE?*e?(Go.?sai?an?‘sehen’),?PIE?Ø?(OIr.?ro·sc?(m.)?
‘Auge,? Blick’)? and? PIE? *o? (Go.? sa?).? The? existence? of? PIE? *?? remains? unproven,?
because?the?root?vowel?of? i.??akua-?[plNA]?(n.)?‘Augen’?is?ambiguous?(either?PIE?*o?




derive? the? ablaut? vowels? from? each? other.325?As? pointed? out? already? by?Courtenay?
(1894:53f.),? the? accent? must? be? excluded? as? the? cause? of? PIE? *o-grade? (see? also?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????













§4.?As? is? obvious? from? Szemerényi’s? (1996:92n1)? recent? comment? concerning? the?
absence? of? any? purely? descriptive? account? of? the?Proto-Indo-European? ablaut,? the?
current?state?of?research?remains?far?from?its?goals?in?this?particular?regard.327?As?the?





? *pa?·t?r-? *pa?·ter-? *pa?·tr-? *pa?·tor-? *pa?·t?r-?











? Li.?a?và-? ? (f.)?‘Stute’?(LiEtWb.?20,?a?và?[sgN])?
? HLu.?a?ua-? ? (c.)?‘Pferde’?(CHLu.?10.42.4,?(EQUUS)á-sù-wa/i-za)?
? Thrac.????·?????-? (PNm.)?‘-(?)-’?(P.?301,????·???????[sgN])?





be?explained?within?the?histories?of?the? individual? languages,?they?must?necessarily?be? inherited?from?
Indo-European.”?
327?For?basic?problems?of?the?ablaut?in?the?literature,?see?Szemerényi?(1996:83n1).?





? RV.???ú-? ? (m.)?‘Roß’?(WbRV.?187-8,???ú??[N],???um?[A])?
? HLu.?asu-? ? (sb.)?‘horse’?(CHLu.?1.1.8,?EQUUS.ANIMAL-sù)?
? ?i.?a?u·?ani-? ? (LÚc.)?‘Pferdetrainer?(of?Kikkuli-)’?(HHand.?28)??







§5.? Laroche? (DLL? 134? [§16.])? mentions? the? alternation? ?i.? e? :? CLu.? a? in? Old?
Anatolian:?“Le?louvite?a?le?vocalisme?a,?en?face?du?hittite?e/i?dans?les?mots:?a?-?‘être’?:?











? ?i.?e?a-?? ? (vb.)?‘sich?setzen’?(HEG?1:77,?e-?a)?
? ?i.?l??a-? ? (vb.)?‘(auf)lesen,?sammeln,?aufräumen’?(HEG?2:64)?
In? such?circumstances,?Lu.?a?=??i.?a?and?Lu.?e?=??i.?e;?no? sound? law?PIE?*e,? ?? ?
CLu.?a,?HLu.?a?can?be?postulated.?Luwian?had?a?tendency?to?preserve?roots?with?PIE?




? OLat.?nouos?‘new’?? :?? Gr.???(?)???‘new’?? (P.?769).??
Despite? the?undeniable?Lat.?o? :?Gr.? ?,? it? is?noteworthy? that?Lat.?o? is?paralleled? by?
multiple?languages?that?also?imply?PIE?*o,?namely:?
? OCS.?nov?? ? (a.)?‘neu’?(Sadnik??583,?nov??[m],?novo?[n.],?nova?[f.])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





? Li.?na?ja-? ? (a.)?‘neu’?(LiEtWb.?487,?na?jas?[sgN])?
Since?PIE?*e? is?excluded,? it? is? simpler? (viz.?Occam’s? razor)? to?understand?Lat.?o?as?
original? and? explain? the? alternation? PIE? *ne?o-? :? *no?o-? with? an? ablaut.? Such? an?









? OCS.?te?enije? ? (n.)?‘das?Fliessen,?Fluss,?Lauf,?Gehen’?(Sadnik??953)?
? OCS.?to?enije? ? (n.)?‘das?Fliessen,?Fluss’?(Sadnik??953)?
The?provability?of? two?distinct? vowel?qualities?PIE?*e???PIE?*o? in?all? languages? (in?













term? ‘prothetic? vowel’? only? to? the? roots? (a)? and? by? using? the? descriptive? term?
‘laryngeal?root’?for?the?items?belonging?to?(b).?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
331? Møller? (1906:xiv)? writes:? “Es? gibt? im? Indogermanischen? nur? a-Wurzeln? (oder,? wenn? man? fürs?
Indogermanische? lieber? will,? e-Würzeln,? was? für? die? Sache? dasselbe),? den? semitischen? a-Wurzeln?
entsprechend.”?
332?For? the?prothetic?vowels,? see?Szemerényi? (1996:129-30),?Schwyzer? (GrGr.?1.411-413)?and?Anttila?
(1969:89).?
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restricting? the? prothetic? vowels? (symbol? ?·)? to? the? pure? vocalic? prefixes?without? a?
laryngeal,?as?expressed?by?the?definition?
? ?·? ?? PIE?*e·???*?·???*o·???*?·? ? (‘??is?a?prothetic?vowel’).??
As?for?key?features?of?the?prothetic?vowels,?note?the?following:?
(a)? In?Greek? (the? language?with? the?most? documentation? of? prothetic? vowels),? an?
internal?alternation?between?prothetic?vowels?and?zero?(?? :?Ø)? is?commonplace:?Gr.?
?????=? ?·????;?Gr.??????? :??·?????? :?Gr.?????? :? ?·????,?Gr.? ?·??????? :????????(see?
Schwyzer?(GrGr.?413)?for?these?and?additional?examples).?This?is?to?say,?the?prothesis?
represents?the?prefix?by?definition.?




? Gr.???-? ? (vb.)?‘walk,?step,?etc.’?(LSJ.?302,???????[3du])?
? Li.?gó-? ? ? (vb.)?‘gehen’?(LiEtWb.?161,?góti?[inf.])?
? Arm.?ek-? ? (sb.)?‘Ankunft’?(ArmGr.?1:441,?*i-stem)?





? ?i.?la?a-? ? (c.)?‘Feldzug,?Reise’?(HEG?2:8,?la-a-a?-?a?[Dir.])?
? TochB.?la-? ? (vb.)?‘exit?house’?(Krause?1952:192,?lat?[2sg])?
? TochB.?la-? ? (vb.)?‘emerge,?come?out’?(DTochB.?552,?la??[3sg])? ?
? Arm.?l-?? ? (ao.)?‘hinausgehen,?hervorgehen’?(ArmGr.?441,?el?[3sg])?
? ? ?ela?-?
? Arm.?el-? ? (sb.)?‘Ausgang,?Aufgang’?(ArmGr.?441)?








form? LT? EeC-,? AeC-,? and? ÔeC-.333? According? to? this? interpretation,? the? prothetic?
vowels?provide?direct?evidence?of?the?“laryngeals”?h1?h2?h3.?Though?true?of?the?roots?






(b)?The? replacement?of?prothetic?vowels?with? †h1eC?and? †h3eC? is?a?violation?of? the?
rule?of?ambiguity:?as?PIE?*eC,?*oC?(without? laryngeal)? is?possible,?no?reconstructive?
postulates?like?†h1?and?†h3?are?allowed?(because?this?would?lead?to?inconsistency).?
(c)?The?postulation?of? the? laryngeals? †h1?and? †h3?based?on? the?prothetic?vowels? is?a?
violation?of?ex?nihilo?nihil,?because?in?the?midmost?term?(zero?grade)?of?the?prothetic?
pattern?PIE?*?C,?C,??C?there?is?no?trace?of?a?laryngeal?or?vowel?in?prothetic?languages?
including?Old?Anatolian;? the?“laryngeals”? †h1?and? †h3?are? falsified?by? the?data.?The?
root?PIE??s-?‘be’?(P.?340-2),?which?appears?with?the?prothetic?stem?PIE?*es-,?is?written?




? *senti? ?? Do.?(h)????,?Umbr.?sent?:?Go.?sind?:?RV.?sánti?(WH?2:628-9).?
2.? In? Old? Anatolian,? a? prothetic? vowel? is? likewise? absent? in? Hieroglyphic?
Luwian:335?
? HLu.?sa-?? (vb.)?‘to?be’?(CHLu.?2.34.1,?sa-tú?[3sg],?10.17.6,?sa-ta?[3pl],?etc.).?
In? these?contexts,? the? laryngealist?rule? is?of? the?unacceptable? form?Ø??? †h1.?And? in?
this?connection? it?should?be?noted?that?following?the?discovery?of?the?Old?Anatolian?
languages,?it?was?immediately?obvious?that?Møller’s?*E?(=?*h1)?had?no?counterpart?in?
Anatolian.? Since? Kury?owicz? (1927),? the? laryngeal? theory? has? interpreted336? the?
scenario?as?a?‘loss’?of?the?laryngeal??







335?Note? that? in?most?of? the? examples?belonging?here,? there? is?no? ‘initial-a-final’? ,?but? the?prothetic?
vowel?is?entirely?absent.?See?Hawkins?(2003:159-161).?
336?Eichner? (1973:53)?writes:? “Uridg.?H1?wird? in?den?anatolischen?Sprachen? in?allen?überzeugenden?
Etymologien?lediglich?durch?Null.”?For?examples,?see?Eichner?(1973:54-55).?
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but? in? the? face?of? the? reverse? IE?Ø??? †h1? it?must?be?noted? that? †h1?was? incorrectly?
postulated.337??
(d)? The? laryngealist? postulation? of? †h1? and? †h3? is? based? on? a?misinterpretation? of?
incomplete? data? through? a? direct? comparison? of? unequal? ‘prothetic’?and? ‘non-




? Gr.?????-?(LinB.?e(h)ont-)?=?RV.?sánt-?(gAv.?hant-)? ? ??LT?*h1sónt-.?




(e)?From? the? comparative?point?of? view,? the? laryngeal? theory?overgenerates?quasi-
roots?with? obsolete? root? radicals,? thus? systematically?misleading? the? etymology.? In?
order?to?illustrate?this,?I?offer?some?three-laryngealist?constructions?obtained?though?
the?Semitic?root?axiom:?
? ?i.?amiant-?? (pt.a.)?‘small’? ? :?CeC·?-? ?? LT?†h3em·i-?
? HLu.?a?uli-?? (c.)?‘hammer’? ? :?CeC·?-? ?? LT?†h1/3eh2·u-?
? ?i.?ade?-?? (n.)?‘axe’? ? :?CeC·?-? ?? LT?†h3dh·es-?
? CLu.?el?a-?? (vb.)?‘wash’?? ? :?CeC·?-? ?? LT?†h1el·h2-?
? ?i.?aladari-? (.)?‘Obstküchen?’? :?CeC·?-? ?? LT?†h3eT·oTori-?
The? generation? of? the? quasi-roots? LT? ?h3em-? ?h1/3eh2-? ?h3edh-? ?h1el-? ?h3eT-? is?
completely?misleading,? because? such? items? suggest? that? problems? are? being? solved?
while? in? reality? the? real? (comparative)? etymologies? are? left? unstudied.? The? latter,?
however,?can?be?achieved?by?segmenting?the?prothetic?prefixes:?
1.??mi-?‘klein,?schwach’?(P.?711)338?
? LAv.?maya-? ? (pr.)?‘zu?Grunde?richten’?(AIWb.?1141,?maya??[3sg])?
? ?i.?a·meiant-? ? (pt.a.)?‘klein,?schwach’?(HEG?1:22,?a-mi-ia-an-za?[sgN])?
? Osc.?min-? ? (a.)?‘klein’?(WH?2:92,?min?[sgN])?
? Gr.?????·???-? ? (a.)?‘kurze?Zeit?lebend’?(GEW?2:242,?????????)?
? Gr.???????? ? (vb.tr.)?‘verkleinern,?vermindern’?(GEW?2:242)?
2.???aul-?‘schlagen,?kämpfen;?Hämmer,?Hammer’??
? ?i.??ula-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?bekämpfen’?(HEG?1:275,??u-ul-la-i)?
? HLu.?a·?uli-? ? (c.)?‘hammer’?(CHLu.?12.1.4,?(“MALLEUS”)á-hu-li-na)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





? OPr.??lin-? ? (cs.)?‘kämpfen’?(APrS.?453,??lint?[inf.],?HEG?1:275)?
3.??dhes-?(sb.)?‘Axt,?Beil’?(a.)?‘scharf,?spitz’?(P.?272)?
? ?i.?a·de?-? ? ((URUDU)n.)?‘Axt,?Beil’?(HEG?1:94,?HHand.?29)?
? OEng.?a·desa? ? (m.)?‘addice,?adze,?ascia’?(ASaxD.?7)?
? Gr.???(h)?-? ? (a.)?‘scharf,?spitz’?(GEW?1:678,??????[sgN])?
? OInd.?dh?sa-? ? (m.)?‘Berg’?(EWA?3:278?dh?sas?[sgN])?
? Gr.?????(h)?-? ? (pf.)?‘zuspitzen’?(GEW?1:678,????????????[pt.])?
4.??lodh-?‘Frau,?geburt,?Frucht,?Erfolg,?usw.’?
? ?i.?a·ladari-?? ? (NINDAc.)?‘Obstküchen?’?(HEG.?1:15)?
? ?i.?ladari-?? ? (NINDAc.)?‘Obstküchen’?(HEG.?1:15)?
? HLu.?AR?A?lada-? (vb.)?‘prosper,?be?good?to’?(CorpHLu.?10.16.1,?la-tà-ta)?
? OIcl.?l??-? ? (f.n.)?‘Ertrag,?Frucht’?(ANEtWb.?362,?l???[sgN])?
? Lyc.?lada-? ? (c.)?‘Frau’?(Pedersen?1945:15-6,?lada?[sgN])?
? Rus.?láda? ? (c.)?‘Gemahl(in)’?(REW?2:5,?láda?[sgN])?
5.??la?-?‘waschen,?gießen,?schütten’?(HEG?2:3-8)?
? CLu.?e·l?a-? ? (vb.)?‘(rein)waschen’?(DLL?36,?e-el-?a-a-du?[3sg])??
? ?i.?la?-? ? (vb.)?‘gießen,?schütten’?(CHD?L:4,?la-a-a??[2sg])?
? ?i.?la?u-? ? (vb.)?‘gießen,?schütten’?(HEG?2:15,?la-?u-u?-?i)?
? Lat.?l?u-? ? (pf.)?‘waschen,?reinigen’?(WH?1:773ff.,?l?u??[1sg])?











§4.? Some? additional? examples? of? the? prefixes? PIE? *?? :? *e? :?Ø? :? *o? :? *?? (without? a?
laryngeal)?are:?
(a)??su-?‘gut’?(ablaut?*su-,?*?su,?*?su,?P.?342?&?1037-8)?
? ?i.?a?u-?? ? (a.)?‘gut’?(n.)?‘Hab?und?Gut’?(HEG?1:87,?a-a?-?u)?
? Gr.??(h)?-?? ? (a.)?‘gut,?wacker,?tüchtig’?(GEW?1:594-5,?????[sgN])?
? Gr.???·h????-? ? (a.)?‘gut?gesponnen’?(Gr.??????????[sgN])?
? Gr.???-?? ? (a.)?‘gut,?wacker,?tüchtig’?(DELG?338-9,????[sgNA])?
? ?i.??u·?mili-?? ? (a.)?‘wohlgeordnet’?(HEG?2:1135,??u-u?-mi-li-i??[sgN])?
? RV.?sú-? ? (pref.)?‘gut,?wohl,?recht,?schön’?(EWA?3:478-80)?
? 151?
(b)??r-?‘erheben’?(ablaut?*r-,?*or-,?*er-,?P.?326-32)?
? Gr.????/?-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?erheben’?(GEW?2:422,???????[3sg])?
? ?i.?ara-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?erheben’?(HEG?1:52,?a-ra-a-i?[3sg])?
? Gr.?????-?? ? (pf.)?‘sich?erheben’?(GEW?2:422,???????[1sg])?
? RV.???vá-? ? (a.)?‘erhaben,?hoch,?emporragend’?(WbRV.?294)?
(c)??s-?‘sitzen’?(ablaut?*?s-?*?s-?and?*(?/?)s?s-?*(?/?)s?s-,?P.?342-3)?
? ?i.?e?-? ? ? (vb.)?‘sitzen,?sich?setzen’?(HEG?1:110-1,?e-?a?[3sg])?
? Gr.????·?h-? ? (vb.)?‘sitzen’?(GEW?1:633-4,????·??????[3pl])?
? HLu.?as-? ? (vb.)?‘to?sit’?(CHLu.?2.11.10,?(SOLIUM)á-sa-tá?[3pl])?
? RV.??s-? ? (pr.)?‘sitzen’?(EWA1:181,?WbRV.?188-9,??sate?[3pl])?
? LAv.?a?ha-? ? (m.)?‘Lager,?Lagerstätte’?(AIWb.?106,?a?ha??[sgAbl])?
? Gr.???-?? ? (vb.)?‘sitzen’?(GEW?1:633-4,???????[3sg]? ?PIE?*s?s-)?
? ?i.?a?a?-? ? (vb.)?‘setzen?lassen’?(HHand.?26,?a-?a-a?-?i?[1sg]?
? ?i.?a?e?-? ? (vb.)?‘setzen?lassen’?(HHand.?26,?a-?e-?a-an-zi?[3pl])?
? ?i.?e?e?-? ? (vb.)?‘setzen?lassen’?(HEG?1:110f.,?e-?e-?er?[3pl]?
? HLu.??satar-? ? (sb.)?‘throne’?(CHLu.?1.1.16,?(“THRONUS”)i-sà-tara/i-ti)?
? ?i.?a?atar-? ? (N.act.)?‘das?Sitzen,?Sitz’?(HHand.?26,?a-?a-tar?[sgNA])?
(d)??r?h-?‘Hode’?(ablaut?*or?h-,?*er?h-,?*r?h-,?P.?782,?WP.?1:83)?
? ?i.?argi-?? ? (c.)?‘Hode’?(HEG?1:60,?ar-ki-i-e?-kán)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Hode’?(GEW?2:433-4,???????[sgN])?
? Arm.?orji-? ? (a.)?‘nicht?kastriert’?(pl.)?‘Hoden’?(ArmGr1:483,?orji-k‘)?
? Li.?a??ila-? ? (m.)?‘Hengst’?(LiEtWb.?123-4,?a??ilas?[sgN])?
? Li.?e??ila-? ? (m.)?‘Hengst’?(LiEtWb.?123-4,?e??ilas?[sgN])?
? LAv.??r?zi-? ? (m.)?‘Hodensack’?(du.)?‘Hoden’?(AIWb.?352)?
(e)??rk?-?‘singen,?beten,?bitten’?(ablaut?*ork?-,?*erk?-,?*rk?-?P.?340)?
? ?i.?arkuai-? ? (vb1.)?‘beten,?bitten’?(HEG?1:60-1,?ar-ku-ua-it?[3sg])?
? ?i.?arkuar-? ? (n.)?‘Gebet’?(HEG?1:60-1,?ar-ku-ua-ar?[sgNA])?
? RV.?árca-? ? (pr1.)?‘(lob)singen,?usw.’?(WbRV.?110,?árcati?[3sg])?
? RV.??k-? ? (f.)?‘Lied’?(KEWA1:50,?118,?WbRV.?278,??cam?[A])?
? RV.??kva-? ? (a.)?‘singend’?(WbRV.?277)?
(f)??pi-?nähe,?hinter,?hinten’?(ablaut?*pi-?*opi,?*epi-,?P.?323-5,?HEG?1:41-43)339?
? LinB.?opi? ? (prepD.)?‘around,?upon,?after’?(DMycGr.?402,?o-pi)?
? Gr.????????? ? (adv.)?‘nach?hinten,?hernach’?(GEW?2:404,???????)?
? ?i.?apizia-?? ? (adv.)?‘hinterer,?letzter,?geringer’?(HEG?1:46-7)?
? Gr.???-?? ? (pref.)?(GEW?1:535,?in?Gr.???·???,???·???)??
? OInd.?pi-? ? (pref.)?‘api’?(MonWil.?44,?in?pi-d?bh-,?pi-nah-,?pi-dh?-)?
? Gr.?????? ? (prep.adv.)?‘dazu,?dabei,?auf,?an,?bei’?(GEW?1:535)??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
339?The?unextended? root?PIE? ?p-? (*ep-,? *op-,? *?p-,? *?p-)? appears?with? *o-grade? in? ?i.? apa? ‘hinter,?
zurück’?(Li.?ap-)?and?Osc.?op?(prepAbl.)?‘bei’?(WbOU.?799-800).?
? 152?
? RV.?ápi?? ? (adv.)?‘auch,?dazu’?(WbRV.?75-6)?
(g)??r-?‘gelangen,?ankommen,?kommen?zu’?(ablaut?*er-,?*or-,?*r-,?P.?326-329)?
? ?i.?er-? ? ? (1.)?‘gelangen?nach,?kommen?zu’?(HHand.?20,?e-ru-e-ni)?
? ?i.?ar-? ? ? (vb2.)?‘gelangen,?ankommen’?(HEG?1:48-9,?a-ar-?i)?
? RV.?úd?(...)?ar-? (aoM.)?‘sich?bewegen’?(WbRV.?98-101,?úd?(...)??rta)?
? RV.?ra-? ? (vbM.)?‘sich?bewegen’?(WbRV.?98-101,?ranta?[3pl])?
(h)??er?h-,?or?h-?‘bewegen’?(P.?328?&?339)?
? ?i.?arga-? ? (vb2M.)?bespringen’?(HEG1:59,?ar-ga-ru?[3sg])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pr.)?‘tanzen’?(GEW?2:433,??????????[1sg])?
? OIr.?erg-? ? (vb)?‘gehen’?(DIL?268?&?584f.,?eirg?[ipv2sg])?
? Alb.?erdha? ? (pret.)?‘Ich?kam’?(Meyer?1896:96,?erdha?[1sg])?
? Gr.????????? ? (pr.)?‘kommen,?gehen,?wandern’?(GEW?1:572)?
(i)??r·(s)-?‘Hinterer,?After,?Gesäß’?(ablaut?*ers-,?*ors-,?*ros-,?P.?340)?
? ?i.?ara-? ? (UZUc.)?‘After,?Gesäß’?(HEG?1:51-2,?ar-ra-an?[sgA])?
? ?i.?ar?a? ? (adv.)?‘nach?hinten’?(HHand.?25)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Hinterer,?After’?(GEW?2:427,?Ion.?????-?[cpd.])?
? OIcl.?ars? ? (m.)?‘Arsch,?After’?(ANEtWb.?14,?ars?[sgN])??
? Arm.?o?? ? (sb.)?‘Arsch’?(ArmGr.?1:482,?o?,?o?-k?[pl.])?
? OIr.?err? ? (f.)?‘Schwanz,?Ende’?(VGK?2:101,?PCelt.?*ers?-)?
? OIcl.?ras-? ? (m.)?‘Arsch,?After’?(ANEtWb.?14,?rass?[sgN]? ?*roso-)?
?
2.5.4  Ablaut ?PIE ?*?? : ?*o ? : ?Ø ? : ?*e ? : ?*??with ?PIE ?*?a, ?*a??
§0.?The?ablaut?Neogr.?*??:?*?340?is?a?subset?of?the?ablaut?PIE?*??:?Ø?:?*??in?environment?





? Hom.??????‘Traum’?? ? :?Cypr.?????????‘Traum’,?Arm.?anur??‘Traum’.?
This? neglects? to? take? into? consideration,? however,? that? Greek? regularly? never?
assimilates? the?vowels???and???(cf.?Schwyzer,?GrGr?2:254-6).?In?addition,? the?ablaut?
Neogr.?*?? :??? is?definitively?attested?with? the?phenomenon?being?a?regular?(and?not?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
340? For? the? ablaut? ‘a? :? o’,? see? Peters? (1980:1ff.),? Hirt? (1921:§§190-1),? Kury?owicz? (1935:111-112;?
1956:167-),? Pedersen? (1938:179-82),? Lindeman? (1997:45-48),? Beekes? 1972? and? 1976,? Cowgill?
(1965:145f.),? Lindeman? (1982:22f.),? Saussure? (Mém.? 135),?Martinet? 1953? and? (1955:212-234),?Hirt?




absence? of? an? ablaut? pattern? governing? the? alternations? of? ‘a-? and? o-
vocalisms’?(except?for?Neogr.?*??:???and?*??:??).?
§2.? In? his? early? article? of? 1877,? Saussure? had? hinted? at? a? connection? between? the?
ablaut?Gr.?????:???????and?the?coefficient?*A?(see?Rec.?384).?In?his?Mémoire?(1878),?
however,? he? discarded? this? correct? supposition? and? ended? up? with? the? two?
‘coefficients’? *A,? Ô? and? the? fundamental? vowel? *e.? This? would? have? far-reaching?
consequences?for?the?study?as?a?whole.?Whether?caused?or?not?by?the?unavailability?of?
the? colouring? rules? (subsequently? presented? by? Møller),? the? fact? remains? that?




is? included? in? Benveniste’s? (1935:149)? postulation? of? the? traditional? root? *ost-?
‘Bein’?(P.?783)?with?LT?‘?3est-’?in:?
? ?i.??a?tai-?? ? (n.)?’Knochen,?usw.’?(HEG?1:237-,??a-a?-ta-a-i?[sgNA])?




a? laryngeal,? can? be? shown? to? ablaut? according? to? the? pattern?Neogr.? *?? :? *?.?This?
distribution?implies?that?the?laryngeal?LT?†h3?does?not?exist,?with?the?consequence?that?
the?o-vocalism?of? the? Indo-European? languages?always? reflects?PIE?*o,? ?.?This? rule?











by? the? identical?outcome?of?DS.? *eO?=? *oA.?This?was? explained? correctly?by?Møller? (1880:493n2):?
“Saussures?element?Ô?hat? in?den?meisten?der?wörter,?denen?er?das?Ô?beilegt,?sicher?nicht?bestanded,?
und?vielleicht?hat?das?element?Ô?und?also?eine?ablautreihe??? :??? :?o?überhaupt?nicht?existiert.?In?den?





ø.? Das? in? einigen? Gleichungen? erscheinende? o-? der? außer-anatolischen? Sprachen? läßt? sich? am?
einfachsten?auf?eine?Abtönungsstufe?o?zurückführen.”?
? 154?
The? remnants? of? the? original? pattern? are? still? visible? in? cognates? that? preserve? the?
distinctions?Neogr.?*??:?*?,?as?shown?in?the?table?below:?
? ?*a? ?? ?*o? ? ?*?? ? ?*??
? ?—? ? ?—? ? ?—? ? ?—?
? ?i.??a,?a?? ?i.??a,?a?? ?i.??a,?a?? ?i.??a,?a??
? Gr.??? ? Gr.??? ? Do.???Ion.???? Gr.? ?
? Ital.?a? ? Ital.?o? ? Ital.??? ? Ital.???
? Arm.?a?? Arm.?o?? Arm.?a?? Arm.?u?
? Celt.?a? ? Celt.?o? ? Celt.??? ? Celt.???
? Li.?a? ? Li.?a? ? Li.?o? ? Li.?uo?





2.5.5  PIE ?*a?? in ?ablaut ?PIE ?*?a??*oa??*a??*ea??*?a??
§0.?The?root?PIE?Ca?-? in?ablaut?PIE?*?? :?o? :?Ø? :?e? :? ?? is?exemplified?by? the?root?PIE?
?da?-? ‘geben,? schenken’? (P.? 223-6).? The? five? ablaut? bases? preserved? by? the? Indo-
European?languages?reflect?PIE?*da?-?*dea?-?*doa?-?*d?a?-?*d?a?-?directly.?
§1.?PIE?*dea?·(?)-?‘geben’?(ablaut:?PIE?*e)?
? Lat.?d?-? ? (vb.)?‘geben,?gewähren’?(WH?1:360-3,?dare?[inf.])?
? gAv.?da-?? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(AIWb.?678,?daidy?i?[inf.])?
? Arm.?ta-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(ArmGr?1:496,?ta-mk‘?[1pl])?
? RV.?dá’a-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(WbRV.?590,?daam,?dáas,?daat?[1-3sg])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Gabe,?Darlehen’?(GEW?1:347,???????[sgNA])?
? OInd.?d?dapa-? ? (ao.)?‘geben’?(MonWil.?474,?ad?dapat?[3sg])?
? Lat.?d?to-? ? (pf.pt.)?‘gegeben’?(WH?1:360-3,?datum?=?Fal.?datu?‘id.’)?









? LAv.?d?iti-?? ? (f.)?‘Geben,?Schenken,?Gewährung’?(AIWb.?727)?




? RV.?d?váne? ? (n.)?‘zu?geben’??(WbRV.?596,?d?váne?[inf.])?
The?base?PIE?*doa?-? (Neogr.?*do-)? results? in?a? short?vowel,?except? in? Indo-Iranian?
open?syllables?(BRUGMANN’S?LAW?II).344?
§3.?PIE?*d?a?·(?)-?‘geben’?(ablaut:?PIE?*?)?
? Lat.?d?-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(WH?1:360,?d??[ipv2sg],?d?s?[pr2sg])?
? Arm.?ta-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(ArmGr?1:496,?tam?[1sg])?
? Latv.?dãva-? ? (vb.)?‘anbieten,?schenken’?(LiEtWb.?112,?dãvat?[inf.])?
? Li.?dovanà-? ? (f.)?‘Gabe’?(LiEtWb.?112,?dovanà?[sgN])?
§4.?PIE?*d?a?·(?)-?‘geben’?(ablaut:?PIE?*?)?
? OLi.?dúo-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(LiEtWb.?111-2,?dúomi?[1sg])?
? Arm.?tu-? ? (ao.)?‘geben’?(ArmGr?1:496,?etu,?Godel?1975:72)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(GEW?2:388-9,????????[1sg])?
? Lat.?d?no-? ? (n.)?‘Gabe,?Opfer’?(WH?1:360,?d?num?[sgNA])?
? RV.?d?na-? ? (n.)?‘Gabe,?Geschenk’?(WbRV.?593,?d?nam?[sgN])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘Gabe,?Geschenk’?(GEW?1:430,???????[sgN])?





However,? these? forms? remain? ambiguous? as? they? could? reflect? the? “European”?
participles?Gr.?????-?(*doa?to-),?Lat.?man·d?to-?(*d?a?to-),?or?Li.?duotá-?(*d?a?to-).?
§5.?PIE?*da?·(?)-?(Ablaut:?PIE?Ø)?
? RV.?dh·i?-? ? (f.)?‘Opfer·lust,?Lust?zu?geben’?(WbRV.?683,?dhi???[I])?
The? stem?RV.? dh·i?-? is? a? compound? of? the? roots? PIE? *da?-?‘geben’? and?RV.? ?is-?
‘suchen,? begehren’? (WbRV.? 223f.).345? In? zero? grade,? the? unaccented? PIE? *a? of? PIE?
*da?-?was?lost,?resulting?in?RV.?d?-?(media?aspirata).?Thus,?the?laryngeal?in?the?hiatus?
RV.?dá’-?(vb.)?‘geben’?and?PIE?*a?(Lat.?da-,?d?-)?and?the?lengthening?of?the?glide?in?
? RV.?d?-?? (f.?)?‘Gabe’?(WbRV.?623,?dúvas?[plN]? ?PIE?*dá?u·es)?









preservation?of? the? laryngeal?adjacent? to?OAnat.?a,?accompanied?by?ablaut? ?? :? ?? in?
Indo-European?parallels:?
(a)??m?a?l-,??m?a?l-?(P.?–)?‘Wein’??
? ?i.?ma?la-? ? (GI?c.)?‘Weinrebe’?(HEG?2:89-90,?ma-a-a?-la-a?)?
? TochB.?m?la? ? (sb.)?‘a?kind?of?intoxicating?drink’?(DTochB.?449)?
? Lyd.??????-? ? (c.)?‘Wein’?(HEG?2:89,????????????????????????)?
? Maced.?????????-? (f.pl.)?‘?????????’?(LSJ.?1135,????????????[plN])? ?
? TochB.?m?latsai? (a.)?‘drunken’?(DTochB.?449)?
(b)??p?a?-,??p?a?-?‘schützen’?(P.?787+839)?
? RV.?pa’-? ? (vb.)?‘schützen,?behüten’?(WbRV.?798,?paánti?[3pl])?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Hirt,?Lenker,?Gebieter’?(GEW?2:573)?
? Gr.????-? ? (m.)?‘Schafherde’?(GEW?2:573)?
? RV.?p?yú-? ? (m.)?‘Hüter,?Beschützer’?(WbRV.?804)?
? ?i.?pa??-? ? (vbM.)?‘seek?protection’?(CHD?P:2f.,?pa-a?-?a?[3sg])?




2.5.6  Prothetic ?ablaut ?Neogr. ?*a ? : ?*o ?and ?? i . ???
§0.?The?ablaut?Neogr.?*?C-?:??C-?is?the?prothetic?counterpart?of?the?roots?Ce?a-?(PIE?





? Lat.?a?(Lat.?auillus,?au-bubulcus),?etc.? ? (Neogr.?*?).?
After?the?assimilation,?PIE?*a?is?lost?and?the?quantity?of?the?vowel?PIE?*??prevails.?
(b)?PIE?*??is?not?assimilated?into?PIE?*a:?




? OInd.??ra-? ? (m.)?‘Höhlung’?(EWA?3:23,?KEWA?1:77)?
? Li.?olà-?? ? (f.)?‘Höhle,?Grube’?(LiEtWb.?516,?olà?[sgN])346?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
346?Thus,? the?alleged? loan? from?MidLG.?hol? ‘Höhle,?Grube’? is?not?necessary.?See?Fraenkel?(LiEtWb.?
516).?
? 157?
? Gr.????-? ? (c.)?‘shallow?vessel,?saucer’?(LSJ.?66,??????[sgN])?
? Gr.????·????-? ? (a.)?‘high,?steep,?deep,?abysmal’?(LSJ.?768,?????????)?
? ?i.??alu-? ? (a.)?‘tief’?(sb.)?‘Höhlung’?(HEG?1:135-6)?
? Lat.?aluo-? ? (f.)?‘Höhlung,?Wölbung’?(WH?1:35,?aluus?[sgN])?
(b)???an-?‘evil,?bad’?(P.?779),?in???ana?-,???ani-?and???anid-?(P.?760)?
? MidIr.?on? ? (n.)?‘blot,?stain,?disgrace,?etc.’?(DIL?490,?on?[pl])?
? Gr.????-? ? (pr.)?‘schelten,?tadeln’?(GEW?2:397,???????)?
? MidIr.?ana-? ? (vb.)?‘blemish’?(DIL?41,?anaid?[3sg])?




? CLu.??ania-? ? (a.)?‘malum’?(?)?(HHand.?38,??aniati?[sgI?])?
? CLu.??an?ania-? (vb.)?‘tadeln?(?)’?(DLL.?39,??a-an-?a-ni-ia-i?[3sg])?
? HLu.?haniada-?? (a.)?‘evil,?bad’?(CHLu.?1.1.12,?(“MALUS2”)ha-ní-ia-ta)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (n.)?‘Vorwurf,?Schmähung,?Schmach’?(GEW?2:394)?
? Arm.?anicane-?? (vb.)?‘fluchen’?(P.?760,?anicanem?[1sg])?
? RV.?níd-? ? (f.)?‘Spott,?Schmähung,?Verachtung’?(WbRV.?730)?
? Go.?ga·naitja-? ? (vb.)?‘treat?shamefully’?(GoEtWb.?146)?
(c)???ap-?‘Reichtum’?(P.?780)347?
? ?i.??ap-? ? (vb1.)?‘reichlich?vorhanden?sein’?(HEG?1:157f.,??apzi)?
? Lat.?op-? ? (f.)?‘Reichtum’?(WH?2:215,?Lat.?ops?[sgN])?
? RV.?ápnas-? ? (n.)?‘Besitz,?Habe,?Reichtum’?(WbRV.?78)?
? OIr.?an-? ? (m.)?‘richness,?property’?(DIL?40,?anai?[plN])? ?
? OIr.?anae? ? (m.)?‘Reichtum’?(LEIA?A-72?[OIr.??-])?
? Cymr.?anaw? ? (sb.)?[Mg.]?‘Reichtum’?(VGK?2:585)?
? OIr.?ane·denmid? (.)?‘gl.?‘opifice’?(LEIA?A-72-73)?
(d)????r?-,????r?-?‘gerade?richten,?usw.’?(P.?854f.,?HEG?1:176)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘schnell?beweglich’?(GEW?1:132,??????)?
? ?i.??arganau-? ? (n.)?‘Sohle,?Ferse?’?(HHand.?42,??ar-ga-na-ú?[sgN])?
? RV.??jiant-? ? (pt.)?‘vorwärtsschießend’?(WbRV.?280)? ?
? LAv.??r?zu-? ? (m.)?‘Finger’?(AIWb.?353,??r?zu??[sgN])?
? RV.??jú-? ? (a.)?‘gerade,?recht,?richting,?gerecht’?(WbRV.?279)?
? RV.??ju·hásta-?? (a.)?‘die?Hand?ausstreckend’?(WbRV.?280)?




348?The? etymology?of?Pokorny? (P.? 1003)? and?Godel? (1975:71)?on?RV.? srótas? ‘Strom’?was? already? in?
doubt?by?Hübschmann?(ArmGr.?1:420-1).?According?to?the?confirmed?rule?PIE?*sr?>?Arm.?r?(e.g.?Arm.?
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? Arm.?a?u? ? (sb.)?‘Canal,?Bach,?Strom’?(ArmGr.?1:420-1)?
? Arm.?a?oge-? ? (pr.)?‘benetzen’?(Arm.?arogel?[inf.],?Beekes?1969:21)?
? Arm.?o?oge-? ? (pr.)?‘irrigate’?(Godel?1975:71,?o?ogel?[inf.])??
? ?i.??ar?umna-?? (n.)?‘Quellgebiet’?(HEG?1:187-8,??ar?umna?[plNA])?
(f)????s-,????s-?‘birth,?origin’?(HED?3:217ff.)?
? ?i.??a?-? ? (vb.)?‘zeugen,?gebären’?(HEG?1:191f.,??a-a?-ta?[3sg])?
? ?i.??a?a-? ? (c.)?‘Enkel’?(HHand.?45,??a-a?-?a-a??[sgN])?
? HLu.??a?a-? ? (vb.)?‘to?beget’?(HED?3:217,?CHLu.?1.1.56,?ha-sá-tu)?
? OEng.??r-? ? (n.)?‘spring,?origin,?beginning’?(ASaxD.?763,??r?[sgN])?
? LAv.?å?hair?-? ? (f.)?‘Gebärerin’?(AIWb.?358,?å?hairy??[plN])?
? ?i.??a?atar-? ? (n.)?‘Zeugung,?Familie’?(HHand.?45,??a-a?-?a-tar)?
? Gr.????·??????? (m.pl.)?‘Seitenverwandte’?(GEW?2:1096)?
? HLu.??a?u-? ? (n.?)?‘birth,?family’?(CHLu.?1.1.15,?ha-su-‘?[sgD])?
(g)???ast?-?‘Knochen,?Bein’?(P.?783)?
? TochB.??st-? ? (n.)?‘bone’?(DTochB.?45,??sta?[plNA])?
? Gr.????·????-? ? (f.)?‘Beinhaus?(?)’?(GEW?3:84)?
? ?i.??a?tai? ? (n.)?‘Knochen’?(HEG?1:202-3,??a-a?-ta-i?[sgNA])?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (n.)?‘Knochen’?(GEW?2:436-7,????????[sgNA])?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Meerkrebs’?(GEW?1:169,?????????[sgN])?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Meerkrebs’?(GEW?1:169,?????????[sgN])?
? RV.?an·asthá-?? (a.)?‘knochenlos’?(WbRV.?54,?anasthás?[sgN])?
? AV.?asthn-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Knochen’?(WbRV.?158,?asthnás?[sgG])?
? OIr.?asn-? ? (pl.)?‘côte’?:?‘rib’?(LEIA?A:94-5,?asnai?[plN],?asna?[G])?
(h)???a?d-,???a?d-?‘Krieg,?Kampf,?Haß,?Widerstreben’?(P.?773)?
? Lat.??d-? ? (pf.)?‘Widerwillen?haben,?hassen’?(WH?2:202,??d?)?
? OIcl.?at? ? (n.)?‘Kampf’?(ANEtWb.?17,?at?[sgNA])?
? Lat.?ad·?ria-? ? (f.)?‘Kriegsruhm’?(WH1:14?&?WH?1:655-6)?
? Lat.?odio-? ? (n.)?‘Widerstreben,?Haß,?Ekel’?(WH?2:202)?
? Arm.?atea-? ? (vb.)?‘hassen’?(ArmGr.?1:422,?ateam?[pr1sg])?
? OIcl.?etja? ? (f.)?[Mg.]?‘Kampf’?(ANEtWb.?106,?etja?[sgN])?
? ?i.??ad·ei?tant-? (pr.)?‘verzaubert,?verflucht’?(?i.??a-te-i?-da-a-an-te-e?)?
? ?i.??ad·ei?tanteia-? (pr.)?‘fluchen’?(HEG?1:222,??a-te-i?-ta-an-ti-?a-a?)?
? Arm.?ateli? ? (a.)?‘verhasst,?feindlich’?(ArmGr.?1:422)?
? Lat.??so-? ? (pf.pt.)?‘hated’?(WH?2:202-3,??sus?sum)?
? Aiol.????-? ? (f.)?‘surfeit,?loathing,?nausea’?(LSJ?255,????)?




ariun? ‘Blut’? :?OInd.?asra-? (n.)? ‘Blut’),?Arm.? ??<?PIE?*rs.?As? the?ablaut?Arm.?a? :?o? suggests?an? initial?
laryngeal,?the?required?root?PIE?*?ars-?provides?an?exact?match?with? i.??ar?·umna-?‘Quell·gebiet’.?
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? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Schicksal’?(GEW?2:370,?Gr.???????[sgN])?
? LAv.?aeta-? ? (m.)?‘Strafe’?(du.)?‘Schuld?und?Strafe’?(AIWb.?11-12)?
? Osc.?aeti-? ? (f?.)?‘pars’?(WbOU.?55-6,?aeteis?[sgG])?
? Gr.??????? ? (f.)?‘Anteil,?Schicksal’?(GEW?1:44,??????[sgN])?
? Lesb.?????-? ? (s.aoM.)?‘cast?lots’?(GEW1:738,??????????[inf.])?
(b)????g-,????g-?‘wachsen’?(P.?773)?
? Li.?ág-? ? ? (vb.)?‘wachsen’?(Grundr2?1:211,?águ?[1sg])?
? Arm.?a?e-? ? (vb.)?‘wachsen’?(EtDiArm.?43,?a?em?[1sg])?
? Li.?úoga-? ? (f.)?‘Beere,?Kirsche’?(LiEtWb.?1165,?úoga?[sgN])?
? Latv.?uôga? ? (f.)?‘Beere,?Blatter,?Pocke’?(LiEtWb.?1165)?
? OIr.??si-? ? (vb.)?‘wachsen’?(P.?787?[diff.],?ásid,?if?PCelt.?*?gse/o-)?
? OCS.?agoda? ? (f.)?‘???????:?Frucht,?Beere’?(Sadnik??4A)?
(c)?????,?????-?‘scharf,?spitz’?(P.?18-22)?
? Lat.??cer-? ? (a.)?‘scharf’?(WH?1:7,??cer,??cris)?
? OLat.?ocri-? ? (m.)?‘steiniger?Berg’?(WH?2:199,?ocris,?ocris)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Spitze,?Ecke’?(GEW?2:374,??????)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Berggipfel’?(GEW?1:59,??????,???????)?
? RV.?cátur·a?ri-? (a.)?‘vier?Kanten?habend’?(WbRV.?433)?
(d)?????,?????-?‘schnell’?(P.?775)?
? Lat.??cior-? ? (comp.)?‘schneller’?(WH?2:198,?Lat.??cior,??cius)?
? Lat.?acu·pedio-? (a.)?‘schnellfüssig’?(WH?1:11,?acupedius?[sgN])?
? RV.???i??ha-? ? (sup.)?‘schnellste,?rascheste’?(WbRV.?187)? ?
? Gr.????·????-?? (a.)?‘schnellfüssig’?(GEW?2:1146)?
? Gr.????-? ? (a.)?‘schnell,?geschwind’?(GEW?2:1145-6,?????)?
? RV.???ú-? ? (a.)?‘rasch,?schnell’?(WbRV.?187-8)?
? OCymr.?di·auc? (a.)?‘träge’?(i.e.?“un-schnell”;?see?P.?775)?
(e)?????,?????-?‘sprechen,?sagen’?(P.?290-1)?
? Gr.???·??-? ? (pf.pr.)?‘befehlen’?(GEW?1:115,???????[1sg])?
? Arm.?a?·ac? ? (vn.)?‘adagium,?proverbium’?(P.?290,?a?ac?[sgNA])?
? Gr.???·???-? ? (f.)?‘Befehl’?(GEW?1:115,???????[sgN])? ?
? Lat.?ad·agio-? ? (n.)?‘Sprichwort’?(WH?1:12,?ad·agium?[sgNA])?
? Lat.?ad·agi?n-?? (f.)?‘Sprichwort’?(WH?1:25,?adagi?,?adagi?nis?[G])?
(f)????k?-,????k?-?‘Auge(n)’?(P.?775-7)?
? Gr.???-? ? (f.)?‘eye,?face’?(GEW?2:407,?LSJ?1282,?????[sgA])?
? Arm.?a?’-? ? (sb.)?‘Auge’?(ArmGr.?1:413,?a?‘-k‘?[plN])?
? Gr.?????·???-?? (n.)?‘Gesicht,?Antlitz?=??????’?(GEW?2:602)?
? Gr.????-? ? (f.)?‘appearance‘?(LSJ?1282-3,?????)?
? Gr.?????·???-?? (f.)?‘Blitz’?(GEW?1:173,?Suid.?????????)? ?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘Hes.????????????????????’?(LSJ?299)??
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? RV.?án?ka-? ? (n.)?‘Angesicht,?Glanzerscheinung’?(WbRV.?57)?
? LAv.?aiwi·?x?aya-? (iter.)?‘wachen?über’?(AIWb.?310,?aiwy?x?ayeinti?[3pl])?
? Li.?úoksau-? ? (vb.)?‘ansehen,?ausspionieren’?(LiEtWb.?1166,?úoksauti)?
(g)????l-,????l-?‘flammen,?brennen,?glänzen’?(P.?28)?
? OSwed.?ala-? ? (vb.)?‘lodern,?flammen’?(P.?28,?ala?[inf.])?
? OInd.?al?ta-? ? (n.)?‘Feuerbrand,?Kohle’?(EWA?3:15,?al?tam?[sgN])?
? OGaul.?alato-? ? (PNm.)?‘Bunt,?Scheckig’?(LEIA?A:59),?alatos?[sgN])?
? MidIr.?alad?? ? (a.)?‘bunt,?scheckig,?gestreift’?(LEIA?A:59,?alad?[sgN])?
? ModIr.?aladh? ? (m.)?‘Forelle’?(P.?28,?aladh?[sgN])?
? Lat.?ad·ole?? ? (cs.)?‘verbrennen?(bes.?Opfer)’?(WH1:13,?adole??[1sg])?
? Gr.???????-? ? (a.)?‘polishing,?plastering’?(LSJ.?72,????????)?
(h)????l-,????l-?‘ernähren,?wachsen’?(P.?26-7)?
? OEng.??l-? ? (pret.)?‘nourish,?grow,?produce’?(ASaxD.?33,??l?[3sg])?
? Lat.?al?? ? (pr3.)?‘(er)nähren,aufziehen,?pflegen’?(WH?1:31,?al?)?
? OIr.?ali-? ? (pr.)?‘nähren’?(LEIA?A:57,?GOI?577,?alim?[1sg])?
? Lat.?in·ol?-? ? (f.)?‘natürliche?Anlage’?(WH?2:702,?inol?s?inolis)?
? Lat.?sub·ol?-? ? (f.)?‘Nachwuchs,?-kommenschaft,?Sproß’?(WH?2:14)?
? Gr.???(?)·????-? (a.)?‘frisch,?kräftig,?ausgeruht’?(GEW?2:295,???????)?
(i)????m-,????m-?‘Rot,?Rost’?(P.?777-8)?
? OEng.??m? ? (m/n.?)?‘rubigo’?=?‘rust’?(ASaxD.?744,??m?[sgN])?
? ModHG.?ohm?? (sb.)?‘Kornbrand,?Rotlauf’?(P.?778,?ohm?[dial.])?
? OEng.??mig-? ? (a.)?‘rusty,?rust-coloured,?inflammatory’?(ASaxD.?744)?
? OIr.?umae? ? (n.)?‘Kupfer’?(DIL.?628,?Cymr.?efydd)?
? Lat.?am?-? ? (f.)?‘Feuereimer’?(WH?1:35,?ama?[sgN])?
(j)????m-,????m-?‘roh,?ungekocht’?(P.?777-8,?WP.?1:179)?
? Gr.????-? ? (a.)?‘roh,?ungekocht’?(GEW?2:1149,?Gr.?????)?
? RV.??má-? ? (a.)?‘roh,?ungekocht’?(WbRV.?181,??más?[sgN])?
? OIr.?om-? ? (a.)?‘roh’?(VGK?1:32,?om?[sgN]?=?Cymr.?of)?
? Gr.????·????-? (a.)?‘blutgierig,?unmenschlich’?(GEW?2:1149)?
? RV.??m?-? ? (a.f.)?‘die?Kuh?als?die?rohe’?(WbRV.?181,?gáus??m?)?
? Lat.?am?ro-? ? (a.)?‘roh’?(WH?1:35,?Lat.?am?rus?[sgN])?
(k)????ms-,????ms-?‘Schulter’?(P.?778)?
? Umbr.?onso? ? (m.)?‘umerus’?(Meiser?1986:63,?onse?[L])?
? Gr.????-? ? (m.)?‘Schulter’?(GEW?2:1148,??????[sgN])?
? Go.?ams-? ? (m.)?‘shoulder’?(GoEtD?30,?amsans?[plA])?
? RV.?á?sa-? ? (m.)?‘Schulter’?(WbRV.?2,?EWA1:37,?WH?2:815)?
? Lat.?umero-? ? (m.)?‘Schulter’?(WH?2:815,?umerus?[sgN])?
? Gr.??????? ? (du.)?‘Schulterblatt’?(Hes.??????????????????)?
(l)????nk-,????nk-?‘biegen’?(P.?45-48)?
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? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Wiederhaken’?(GEW?2:347,???????[sgN])?
? Lat.?unco-? ? (m.)?‘Haken’?(a.)?‘gekrümmt’?(WH?2:816,?uncus?[sgN])?
? RV.?a?ká-? ? (m.)?‘Haken’?(WbRV.?13,?EWA?1:47)?
? Lat.?anco-? ? (a.)?‘with?crooked?arms’?(WH?1:46,?ancus?[N])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Ellenbogen’?(GEW?1:11,??????)?
? RV.?á?kas-? ? (n.)?‘Biegung,?Krümmung?(des?Pfades)’?(EWA?1:47)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Bergschlucht,?Felsental’?(GEW?1:11)?
(m)????bhel-,????bhel-?‘fegen,?kehren’?(P.?772)?
? Arm.?avelu-? ? (pr.)?‘fegen’?(P.?772,?avelum?[1sg])?
? Gr.???????? ? (pr.)?‘fegen,?kehren’?(GEW?2:452,???????)?
? Gr.???????? ? (n.)?‘Besen’?(GEW?2:452)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (n.)?‘Besen’?(WP.?1:178,??????????????????????)?
(n)????bhr-,????bhr-?‘Braue’?(P.?172)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Braue’?(GEW?2:454,??????,???????)?
? MidIr.?abrait-? ? (plN.)?‘Augenlider,?Brauen’?(P.?172,?Bret.?abrant)?
? OMaced.???????-? (c.)?(????????????????,?Beekes?1969:21)?
? RV.?bhr?? ? (f.)?‘Braue’?(WbRV.?967,?bhruvós?[du])?
? OIr.?for·br?-? ? (.)?‘supercilia’? (P.?172,?forbru?[plA],?forbr??[plG])?




? Phryg.?????-? ? (f.)?‘prayer’?(Phryg.128,????????[sgA])?
? Gr.???(?)?-? ? (f.)?‘prayer’?(Hom.????,?Att.????)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (prM.)?‘beten,?verwünschen’?(GEW?1:127,????????)?
? Gr.?????? ? (vb.)?‘sprechen,?rüfen’?(LSJ.?251,?GEW?1:158)?
? Gr.????(?)??-? ? (f.)?‘Vervünschung,?Drohung’?(GEW1:135)?
? Gr.????(?)???? (vb.)?‘drohen’?(GEW?1:135)?
(p)????s-,????s-‘Mund,?Mündung,?Rand’?(P.?784-5)?
? Lat.??s-? ? (n.)?‘Mund,?Anlitz,?Rand,?Saum’?(WH?2:224-5)??
? RV.??s-? ? (n.)?‘Mund’?(WbRV.?190,??sás?[sgAb])?
? gAv.??h-? ? (n.)?‘Mund,?Öffnung’?(AIWb.?345,?å?h??[sgG])?
? Lat.??ra-? ? (f.)?‘Saum,?Rand’?(WH?2:218??ra?[sgN]? ?*?s?-)?
? OEng.??ra? ? (m.)?‘border,?edge,?margin,?bank’?(ASaxD.?763,??ra)?
? Lat.??rae? ? (f.pl.)?‘Strandbänke,?Klippen’?(WH?1:61?[diff.])?
? RV.??sía-? ? (n.)?‘Mund,?Rachen’?(WbRV.?191)?
? Gr.? ?-? ? (f.)?‘Saum’?(GEW1:1143,? ?,? ?,???)?
? Gr.?????·??-? ? (f.)?‘Gaumen’?(GEW?2:969,?LSJ?1871,?DELG?1158-9)?
? Do.??h???-? ? (f.)?‘Strand,?Ufer’?(Do.?*????,?Hom.?????,???????)?
? Lat.??sculo-? ? (n.)?‘Kuß’?(WH?2:227,??sculum?[sgN])?
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? Gr.???·?????-? ? (f.)?‘Rand?eines?Gewebes,?Franse’?(GEW?528)?





2.5.7  Schwebeablaut ?and ?PIE ?*??
§0.?The? schwebeablaut,349? representing? the?alternation?of? the?position?of? the?ablaut?
vowels?PIE?*?? :?e? :?Ø? :?o? :???within? the?root,?was?already?recognized?by? the?Sanskrit?
grammarians? (P??ini).350? The? major? Indo-European? theories? explaining? this?
alternation? were? developed? by? the? Paleo-? and? the? Neogrammarians? in? the? 19th?
century.?With? the?emergence?of? the?Old?Anatolian? laryngeal,?both? theories?became?
outdated,? because? the? lost?PIE? laryngeal? implies? different? etymological? origins? for?
numerous?examples?of?the?alleged?schwebeablaut.?This?factor,?caused?by?the?fact?that?




“In?1888?K.F.?Johansson?(...)?proposed? the?current?name?for? this?alternation?between? two?
full? grades:? gleichgewichts-? oder? schwebeablaut.?He? called? it? balance? ablaut? because? the?
different?forms?tended?to?have?a?balance?in?sharing?two?moras:?g?n?-?gene?-?gn??(BB?13.116,?
15.308-309).”?
In? more? modern? discussions,? the? focus? of? schwebeablaut? has? shifted? from? mora?
length351? to? the? alternation? of? the? position? of? the? root? vowel.?This? is? described? by?
Anttila?(1969:1):?
“There?are?a?number?of?roots,?however,?which?show?(or?appear?to?show)?an?alternation?in?






in? regard? to? the? background? information? presented? here)? and? Szemerényi? (1996:133,? ‘Secondary?
ablaut’).?
350? See? Allen? (1953:13):? “sa?pras?ra?a? (lit.? ‘extension’),? whereby? a? sequence? of? type? va,? i.e.?










the? bases? are? considered? original? rather? than? reducable? to? each? other? through? an?
underlying?form?(or?mechanism).?




(a)? As? explained? by? Anttila? (1969:3),? the? Paleogrammarians? in? general? favoured?
metathesis?as?the?mechanism?of?derivation?for?connecting?the?root?variants:?
“Metathesis? is? the? standard? explanation? for? schwebeablaut? from? the? 1840’s? onwards,?
supported? by? the? biggest? names? of? the? day,? Benfey,? Bopp,? Pott,? Schleicher,? etc.? (for?
references?see?Curtius,?Grundzüge5?179?and?747).”??
(b)?Anttila?(1969:10)?further?describes?the?pioneers?of?the?laryngeal?theory:?
“Saussure? (...)?was? (...)? left?with? two? full? grades:? Skt.? ámbhas? ‘rain?water,’? nábhas? ‘mist,?






to?Saussure’s? two? (1880:1511),? suggesting? further? that? such? shapes? should?best?be?written?
according?to?the?Semitic?fashion:?*diu?instead?of?*dajava,?etc.”?(Anttila?1969:17)?
(c)?A?more? cautious? version?of? the? theory?held?a? connection?between? the?different?
vocalizations?of? the? root,?but?postulated?no?underlying? form? (i.e.?only? surface-level?
alternation?exists).?According?to?(Anttila?1969:21):?
“Notably?only?Benveniste?(following?Meillet)?does?not?establish?or?suggest?a?deeper?level?of?
invariance,?which? is?a?basic?principle?of? linguistic?analysis,?and?which?was? reached? in? this?
case?already?by?Saussure:?e.g.,?*dor-éu-?>?dór-u,?dr-éu?(Mém?222).”??
§3.?Though?perhaps?not? generally?understood,? the?problems?of? the?uniform? school?
became?aggravated?after?the?emergence?of?the?PIE?laryngeal:?






at? all).352? In? order? to? illustrate? the? situation,? I? quote? Benveniste’s? (1935:156)?
laryngealist? reconstruction? of? the? traditional? root? Neogr.? *ubh-? :? *?ebh-?‘weben,?
flechten’?(P.?1114):?




? ?i.??upar-? ? (GADAc.)?‘ein?Gewebe/Kleidungsstück’?(HHand.?55)?
? Gr.???????? ? (pr.)?‘weben,?usw.’?(GEW?2:976f.)?
? LAv.?ubdaena-? (a.)?‘aus?Webstoff,?aus?Zeug?gemacht’?(AIWb.?401)?
PIE?*?ebh-?‘weben’?
? ?i.?ueb-? ? (vb.)?‘weben’?(HHand.?201,?uepta?[3sg])?
? ?i.?ueba-? ? (c.)?‘Webstück,?Gewebe’?(HHand.?201,?uepu??[plA])?
? RV.??ur?a·v?bhá-? (a.)?‘von?der?Spinne?stammend’?(WbRV.?307)?
In? terms? of? roots? with? and? without? the? laryngeal? ?i.? ?? :? ?i.? Ø,? the? traditional?











? Arm.?amb-? ? (sb.)?‘Wolke’?(ArmGr.?1:417,?o-stem)?
? RV.?ámbhas-? ? (n.)?‘Regenwasser,?Wasser’?(WbRV.?96)?
? Osc.?anafri-? ? (.)?‘Regengottheiten’?(Meiser?1986:70)?
? RV.?ambh??á-?? (a.)?‘nebelhaft,?feucht’?(WbRV.?96)?
(c)?A?hitherto?unidentified? laryngeal? is?occasionally? found? in?roots?considered? to?be?
examples?of? the? schwebeablaut.?This? is? the? case?of? the?aforementioned? ‘Pre-Proto-











? Do.???-? ? (m.)?‘Zeus’?(GEW?1:610;? ?PIE?*di?a?-)?
? RV.?dy?-? ? (m.)?‘Himmel’?(WbRV.?601-4,?dy?m?[sgA])?
? ? PIE?*dia??-?
? Lat.?di?-? ? (f.)?‘Tageslicht,?Tag’?(WH?1:349,?di?s?[N],?diem)?









§4.? The? segmental? school? prefers? a? straightforward? reconstruction? of? attested?
vocalizations? (as? implied?by? the?data),?and?no?underlying? roots?are?postulated.?The?
most?important?scholars?and?ideas?related?to?this?view?can?be?summarized?as?follows:?






during? reconstruction,? and? for? this? reason? it? is? the? preferred? choice? of? the?
comparative? method.? Noting? the? criteria? for? the? presence? (or? absence)? of? the?
laryngeal? in? a? finite? procedure,? which? then? can? be? used? to? decide? whether? a?
schwebeablaut? is? apparent? or? not,? can? be? developed? based? on? the? segmental?
interpretation.?
(b)? Instead? of? approaching? morphemes? as? non-analyzable? entities,? the? segmental?









(c)?As?Anttila?writes? (1969:11),? the?ultimate? conclusions?based?on? the? regularity?of?
sound?change?were?drawn?by:?
“Persson?in?his?book?on?root?extensions?(1891)?[,…who]?contests?the?prevalent?doctrine?of?
metathesis,? anaptyxis,? and? prothesis? in? Greek? (WW? 99f.,? 217-8,? 224,? 245,? etc.)? [...;]?
metathesis? is? impossible? [...]?and? thus?all? such? full?grades?would?best?be? taken?as?equally?
original?(100).”??
With? the? reservation? that? the?Neogrammarian? cover? symbols? can? also? conceal? lost?
laryngeals?(Neogr.?*e? ?PIE?*eha???*e???*ahe,?etc.),?it?has?been?obvious?ever?since?the?
Brugmannian?sound?law?system?that?no?metathesis?(or?its?alternative,?à?la?Benveniste)?
can? be? consistently? presented.? This? is? another? way? of? stating? Persson’s? general?
conclusion,?namely?that?the?schwebeablaut?as?an?actual?mechanism?deriving?the?root?
forms? from?each?other?never?existed.?Rather,? the? interdigitations?of? the?vowels?and?
their? alternations? were? caused? by? the? rules? of? the? proto-language,? and? the? sole?
possible?way?to?decipher?these?is?to?describe?the?attested?vocalizations,?restore?the?lost?




(a)? The? works? of? the? leading? theoreticians? are? based? on? the? Neogrammarian?







to?be?developed?by?making? the?entire?surface? level?of? the?Indo-European? languages?
transparent?in?terms?of?the?presence?or?absence?of?PIE?*?.?In?the?next?phase,?a?digital?
function? capable?of? calculating? all? the? attestations?of? the? ablaut? vowels?of? the?PIE?
root(s)?C1…Cn??
? (?)·C1?…Cn·(?)?? ??? (*??Ø??)·C1?(*??Ø??)?Cn?·(*??Ø??)?
needs?to?be?presented?in?order?to?fully?predict?the?alternations.?
(c)? Finally,? there? is? the? problem? of? the? absence? of? a? comparative? etymological?
dictionary? in?which? the? entire? Indo-European?data? can?be? stored? and?which?would?
allow? the? extraction? of? a? set? of? rules? governing? the? schwebeablaut? (and? ablaut? in?
general).?The?PIE?Lexicon?Project?aims?to?solve?this?problem.?
?




sound? laws? ever? postulated? for? the? Indo-European? languages.? Accordingly,? only?





? PIE?*V:RC?? ??? VRC?? ? ? ? (Osthoff’s?Law).354?
Thus,? for? instance,? the? short? Gr.? ?? owes? its? short? quantity? to? Osthoff’s? Law,355?
standing?in?contrast?to?the?Indo-Iranian?/?/?in?the?following:?
? Gr.????·???-? ? (m.)?‘Schwiegersohn,?Eidam,?usw.’?(GEW?1:287)?
? LAv.?z?ma·oya-? (m.)?‘Bruder?des?Schwiegersohns’?(AIWb.?1689)?
? RV.?j?m?tar-? ? (m.)?‘Eidam’?(WbRV.?484)?
? LAv.?z?m?tar-?? (m.)?‘Eidam,?Schwiegersohn’?(AIWb.?1689)?
§2.?The?most?significant?new?development?related?to?Osthoff’s?Law?is?the?existence?of?
sequences?V:RC? in? both? Tocharian?A? and? B.? Based? on? abundant? examples,? it? is?
virtually? certain? that? Tocharian?did? not? go? through? the? shortening,? and? hence? its?
dialects?should?be?grouped?with?Indo-Iranian.?
(a)?The?absence?of?Osthoff’s?Law? can?be?proven? for? the?nasals?PIE?*m?*n?and? the?
liquids? PIE? *l? *r? in? a? straightforward?manner? due? to? the? ample? stock? of? attested?
clusters?TochAB.??mC,??nC,??lC?and??rC?attested?as?such.?Some?examples?include:?
1.?TochAB.??mC?
? TochA.??mpi? ? (num.du.m.)?‘ambo’?(Poucha?22)?






? TochA.?w?nt-? ? (pt.)?‘vehens’?(Poucha?14,?w?nt,?w?nta?)?
? TochA.?l??ts-?? (f.)?‘regina’?(Poucha?265,?TochA.?l??ts)?
? TochB.?l?ntso? ? (f.)?‘Queen’?(DTochB.?548)?
? TochB.?k?nta? ? (vb.)?±?‘rub,?polish’?(DTochB.?151,?k?ntatsi?[inf.])?
? TochB.?k?ntsa-? (vb.)?±?‘sharpen,?file’?(DTochB.?151,?k?ntsatsi?[inf.])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
353? For? literature? on? Osthoff’s? Law,? see? Collinge? (1985:127-131),? Schwyzer? (GrGr? 1:279)? and?
Szemerényi?(1996:93).?
354? Osthoff? (1884:84-5)? writes:? “jeder? lange? vokal? ist? in? der? stellung? vor? sonorlaut? [...]? und? einem?
weiteren?consonant?innerhalb?desselben?wortes?urgriechisch?verkürzt?worden.”?
355?Collinge? (1985:127)? describes? how? the? theory? of? a? loss? of? quantity?was? initially? not? ascribed? to?




? TochB.?l?lyi? ? (f.)?‘zeal’?(DTochB.?546)?
? TochB.?l?ñe? ? (f.)?‘flood’?(DTochB.?547)?
? TochA.?k?lta?k-? (sb.)?‘n.?cuiusdam?instrumenti?musici’?(Poucha?61)? ?
? TochB.?ts?lta-? ? (vb.)?‘chew’?(DTochB.?732)?
? TochB.?s?lka-? ? (vb.)?‘pull?out,?produce’?(DTochB.?689,?s?lka?)?
? TochB.??p?lmen-? (sup.)?‘excellent,?superior’?(DTochB.?643,??p?lme?)?
? TochB.?s?lla-? ? (vb.)?‘throw?down’?(DTochB.?686,?s?lla)?
4.?TochAB.??rC:?
? TochA.?my?rsa-? (vb.)?‘ver·gessen’?(Poucha?226,?my?rsatai)?
? TochB.??rte? ? (m.sg.)?‘(raised)?aqueduct,?feeder?canal’?(DTochB.?51)?
? TochA.??r?al?? ? (MU?EN.)?‘vermis?venenosus’?(Poucha?25-6,??r?al)?
? TochB.??rcan-?? (vb.)?‘be?obliged?to’?(DTochB.?50,??rcca?tär?[3sg])?
? TochB.??r-? ? (vb.tr.)?‘leave?(behind),?forsake’?(DTochB.?47,??rtsi)?
? TochB.??rse-? ? (vb.)?‘cease’?(DTochB.?47,??rsen-ne)?
? TochA.??rwar? ? (adv.)?‘paratus?:?ready,?readily’?(Poucha?25,??rwar)?






? TochA.??rt-?? ? (m.)?‘procus,?sponsus’?(Poucha?24,??rt?[sgN])?
? TochA.?k?rna-?? (prA.)?‘descendere’?(Poucha?60,?k?rnatsi?[inf.])?
? TochA.?k?rp? ? (vb.)?‘descendere’?(Poucha?60,?k?rp)?
? TochB.?k?rpa-?? (vb.)?‘descend,?step?down’?(DTochB.?154,k?rpatsi)?
? TochA.?s?ry?-? ? (vbM.)?‘serere,?seminare’?(Poucha?365,?s?ry?t?[3sg])?
? TochA.?s?rm-? ? (sb.)?‘semen’?(:?‘seed’)?(Poucha?364,?s?rmntu?[oblplN])?
? TochB.???rka-? ? (vb.)?‘surpass,?go?beyond’?(DTochB.?655,???rkatai)?
? TochA.?k?ryap-? (sb.)?‘incommodum,?detrimentum’?(Poucha?60-1)?
When?available,?external?etymologies? indicate? that? the?Tocharian?quantity?matches?









The?Tocharian? and? Indo-Iranian? long? vowels? are? identical.?Their? original? quantity?
being?the?simplest?hypothesis?(Occam’s?razor),?it?replaces?the?earlier?explanations?of?
Tocharian? quantity,? especially? accent? (Krause-Thomas? 1960:42ff.)? and/or? schwa?






(b)? The? archaism? of? the? Tocharian? group? is,? however,? broken? down? in? the? long?
diphthongs? PToch? *?iC? and? *?uC.? As? a? rule,? the? long? diphthongs? have? been?
preserved?in?dialect?B,?while?in?dialect?A?only?short?ones?appear:?
TochB.??iC?? :??TochA.?eC?? ? ? TochB.??uC? :??TochA.?oC.357?
The?reason?for?the?lack?of?a?sound?law?accounting?for?this?development?seems?to?be?
the? tendency? in? the? laryngeal? theory? to? avoid? discussion? of? v?ddhi? (except? for?
Saussure’s? compensatory? lengthening).? However,? it? is? possible? to? advance? an?
interpretation?of? the? situation? that?does?not?present?any?difficulties.? Instead?of? two?
quantitative?grades?(cf.?Saussure?*e/o?:?Ø),?the?parent?language?had?three?oppositions?





? OHG.?eihha-? ? (vb.)?‘zuerkennen’?(WP.?1:11,?GoEtD.?2,?eihhan?[inf.])?
? TochB.?eka-? ? (vb.)?‘know’?(DTochB.?101,?ekasta?[2sg])?
? TochB.?aike-? ? (pr.)?‘know,?recognize’?(DTochB.?101,?aikemar?[1sg])?
? TochA.?e?e? ? (adv.)?‘aspectabiliter,?manifeste’?(Poucha?41)?
? TochB.?ai?ai?y?m-? (vb.)?‘take?care,?handle,?treat’?(DTochB.?106)? ?






356?Osthoff’s?Law? is?somewhat?ambiguous,?owing? to? the?possibility?of?an?original?ablaut?of? the?proto-
language,?which? could? potentially? account? for? some? differences? of? quantity.?Thus,? for? example,? the?
alternation?TochA.??mpi?:?Gr.??????could?reflect?quantitative?ablaut?(PIE?*?a?mbhi-?:??aembhi-,?etc.)?
rather?than?Osthoff’s?shortening.?
357? For? such? alternations,? cf.? TochB.? ai-? (vb.)? ‘give’? (DTochB.? 100-1,? aitsi? [inf.])? :? TochA.? el-? (sb.)?






? TochB.?rotkä-? ? (vb.)?‘move?(away)’?(DTochB.?538,?rotkär)?
? TochB.?rutk?-? ? (vb.)?‘take?off’?(garment)?(DTochB.?538,?rutk?te)?
The?three?simultaneously?preserved?ablaut?grades?prove?that?no?shortening?has?taken?
place? in?Tocharian?B,? thus? signalling?agreement?with? the?conservative? Indo-Iranian?
group.?
3.? Practically? speaking,? the? differences? between? Tocharian? A? and? B? have?
significance? for? internal? and? external? comparisons,? since? the? recognition? of? three?
starting?points? for?Tocharian?B?provides?a? regular?explanation? for?alternations? that?
are?currently?felt?to?be?difficult,358?seen?in?such?examples?as:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Rede,?Lobrede’?(GEW?2:40,???????[sgN])?
? TochA.?enäs-? ? (prM.)?‘iubere,?punire’?(Poucha?38,?enäsm???[pt.])?
? TochB.?enäs-? ? (cs.prM.)?‘instruct’?(DTochB.?81,?enästär?[3sg])?
(c)? For? the? aforementioned? reasons,? the? restriction? of? Osthoff’s? Law’s? should? be?
expanded?into?Tocharian,359?except?for?the?long?diphthongs?shortened?in?dialect?A.?
§3.?Owing?to?the?unmarked?quantity?in?cuneiform?script,?Osthoff’s?Law?is?not?strictly?
verifiable? in? Old? Anatolian.? Scattered? hints? of? a? possible? lack? of? shortening? are,?
however,?possibly?present?in?the?use?of?the?Greek?alphabet?by?Later?Anatolian.?Thus,?
the?clusters??RC?and??RC?are?preserved?at?least?in?some?Carian?names?collected?by?
Sundwall? (e.g.? Car.? A???????? (1913:76),? Car.? ??????????? (1913:81),? Car.?
???????????(1913:97)?and?Car.???????????(1913:98)).?Based?on?ex?nihilo?nihil,?the?
forms? can? hardly? represent? anything? but? an? original? long? grade.?Accordingly,? it? is?
relatively?safe?to?assume?that?Old?Anatolian?had?long?diphthongs,?too.?An?instance?of?
an?original?PIE?*??can?be?postulated?de? facto? for?Old?Anatolian?on? the?basis?of? the?
isogloss?
? HLu.?rua-? ? (Ic.)?‘Rua’?(NOMS.?1069,?CHLu.?10.9.1,?ru-wa/i-sá)?












*oi,? etc.),?TochB.? e? also? corresponds?with?TochA.? a? (e.g.?TochA.? pats? (m.)? ‘maritus’,?Poucha? 163? :?
TochB.?petso?(sb.)?‘husband’?(DTochB.?401)).?
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absence?of?quantity? in?Old?Anatolian?means? that? the?problem?may? forever? remain?
ambiguous.?
§4.?Some?counterexamples?of?Osthoff’s?Law?have?been? identified? in?Greek?(e.g.?Gr.?
??????).? Tested? against? the? data,? these? exceptions? reveal? that? the? environment? of?
Osthoff’s? Law? (V:RC)? was? not? present,? because? Proto-Indo-European? had? a?
laryngeal?in?the?middle?of?the?diphthong?of?the?traditional?reconstruction?(shape?PIE?
*V:?RC).?The?presence?of? this? laryngeal? can?be?demonstrated? in? terms?of? the? key?
exceptions?as?follows:?
(a)?PIE?*?augh-?‘verkünden,?usw.’?(P.?348,?cf.?????-)?
? ?i.??ug-? ? (vb1.)?‘beschwören’?(HEG?1:255-7,??u-uk-zi)?
? Gr.????-? ? (prM.)?‘verkünden’?(GEW?1:595-6,???????[3sg])?
? gAv.?aog-? ? (pr.)?‘verkünden,?sprechen’?(AIWb.?37-8,?aog?d??[3sg])?
? Gr.????-? ? (pf.)?‘to?have?prayed’?(LSJ.?739,???????,????????[inf.])?
? Gr.???????? ? (pr.)?‘sich?rühmen,?prahlen’?(GEW?1:192)?
Both??i.? ?-?and?ablaut?Gr.? ?? :? ?? :? ??are?clearly?present,?and? the?bases?allow?only?a?
single? reconstruction:? PIE? *?a?ug-? ?? Gr.? ????-,? PIE? *?aug-? ?? ?i.? ??ug-,? PIE?
*e?augh-???Gr.?????-?and?PIE?*??augh-???Gr.?????-.? In?particular,?????-?had?no?
original?diphthong? (PIE?*??augh-);? for? this? reason,?Osthoff’s?Law?does?not?apply? to?
the?form.?
(b)?The?‘a-quality’?in?Gr.??????[sgN]?and?hiatus?in?RV.?ná’us?[sgN]?imply?PIE?*nea?u-?
for?both? (for? the? root?of?Lat.?n?uis? [sgN],? see?P.?755-6).?The?ostensible?violation?of?
Osthoff’s?Law?by? the? long?diphthong?of?Hom.??????can? therefore?be?explained?by? it?
being?based?on? the? laryngeal? (PIE?*n?a?ú-).?Thus,?by?arranging? the?material?under?
two?comparatively?confirmed?ablaut?bases,?regularity?is?restored:?
? PIE?*nea?u-? ??? Gr.?????,?RV.?ná’us,?etc.?
? PIE?*n?a?ú-? ??? Hom.?????,?Lat.?n?uis,?etc.? ?
(c)?Neogr.?*m?n-? ‘moon,?month’?(P.?731)?The? ‘a-vocalism’?pointing?to?PIE?*??within?
the?root?is?reflected?in?
? Arm.?mahik?? ? (sb.)?‘?????????:?Mondsichel’?(ArmGr.?1:191).360??
PIE?*m??an-?(vs.?†m?a?n-)?is?confirmed?by?the?Lithuanian?e-vocalism?and?acute?in?
? Li.?m?na-? ? (m.)?‘Monat,?Mond’?(LiEtWb.?435,?m?nas?[sgN])?
? Li.?m?nuo? ? (m.)?‘Mond,?Monat’?(LiEtWb.?438,?m?nuo?[sgN])?
We?may?thus?reconstruct?PIE?*m??ans-?for?





(Pahl.? †m?hik)? is?hypothetical?and?Armenian?has?a?derivate? (Arm.?mahik·e??iur? ‘Mond-horn’),? these?
factors?support?the?genuineness?of?Arm.?mahik.?
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Indo-Iranian? innovation,?but?an?original?Proto-Indo-European? feature? that?was? lost?






2.5.9  Evaluation ?of ?historical ?theories ?and ?System ?PIE ?
§0.?Having?thus?dealt?with?the?problem?of?Indo-European?vocalism,?its?relation?to?the?
Old?Anatolian? laryngeal?and? their? reconstruction,? I? finally?present?a?brief? survey?of?
how?the?respective?theories?perform.?
§1.?Brugmann’s?eight-vowel? system? is?a?masterpiece?of? comparative? reconstruction.?





pivotal?and?continues? to?be?of?value,?due? to? the?common?denominator?*A?of? the? ‘a-













364?Broadly? speaking,? there? appears? to? have? been? a? large-scale? distribution,? according? to?which? the?
‘Aryan? languages’? (including? Tocharian)?lost? the? oppositions? of? quality? and? the? ‘non-Aryan’?(or?
‘European’)?languages?lost?the?oppositions?of?quantity?(Osthoff’s?Law).?
365? See? Saussure? (1879? [=? Mém.]:119f.? Anm2)? and? Tischler’s? comment? (1990:91? &? fn117)? on?







? PIE?*?ae?? ??? ?i.??a,?Lat.?a,?Gr.?a,?OInd.?a,?etc.?
(c)? The? laryngeal? theory? as? a? whole? can? be? credited? for? the? establishment? of? the?
connection? between? OAnat.? ?? and? Neogr.? *?? a? ?? (? ‘a-vocalism’)? through? LT? *h2,?






the? idea? that? a? laryngeal? phoneme,? the? reconstructive? counterpart? of? ?i.? ?,? once?
belonged?to?the?PIE?phoneme?inventory.368?
§3.?As? a? whole,? however,? the? laryngeal? theory? did? not? fare? as? well? as? the? theory?
advanced?by?the?comparativists.?Its?disappointing?performance?can?be?traced?back?to?
a? chain? of? errors?made? during? the? critical? phase? of? theory? formation.?By? order? of?
appearance,?the?errors?can?be?catalogued?as?follows:?
(a)?Saussure’s?failure?in?the?analysis?of?the?Indo-European?ablaut?left?him?with?a?two-
phased?ablaut?pattern?DS?*Ø? :?*e/o? instead?of? the?correct?ablaut?PIE?Ø? :?*e/o? :?*?/??





Rec.? 141)? went? astray? because? of? his? previous? errors.370? After? his? assumption? of?






367? Seebold? (1988:519)? writes:? “Die? Ansätze? der? Laryngalhypothese? haben? sich? bei? der? Annahme?
bestätigt,?daß?grundsprachliches?h-?eine?Umfärbung?zu?ha-?bewirkt?hat.”?
368?See?Nyman’s?evaluation?(1982:39):?“Saussure’s?abstract?representations?were?later?in?part?confirmed?
by? the?Hittite? findings.? Strictly? speaking,? however,? this? ‘confirmation’?consisted? in? the? fact? that? the?
Hittite?data?rendered?some?reconstructions?less?abstract.”?
369?These? errors?were? inherited? by?Møller? (1879:150):? “Dasselbe? lange? ?? enthält? ????,? zu?dem? sich?
alsdann????????verhält?genau?so?wie?zu?????????????,?zu?????????????.”?
370? See?Mayrhofer? (1986:101),? Schmitt-Brandt? (1967:117),? Bammesberger? (1984:112),? Frisk? (GEW?
1:347),?Chantraine?(DELG?1:251),?Beekes?(1969:182-5),?Rix?(1976:71-2)?and?Lindeman?(1970:90-91).?
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aprioristic? construction? is? correct:371? Though? Saussure’s? *A? fares? better? than?
Brugmann’s?*??in?terms?of?segmental?analysis,?Saussure’s?system?contained?a?“radical?
error”?(Osthoff)?because?of? the?second?coefficient? †Ô.372?The? inadequacy?of? †Ô?was?
well?known?to?such?contemporaries?as?Møller?(1880:494n2):?





tritt? für? ?? :? a? ein? indem? das? griech.? die? stufe? d?? aufgiebt? und? d?? nach? ???????
verallgemeinert.?Sonst?hat?die?wurzel?Saussures?Ô?[...].?Das?a?aber?zeigt?gr.??????.”?
(c)? At? this? critical? juncture,? in? spite? of? knowing? that? Saussure’s? †Ô? (=? †h3)? was?







required? the? addition? of? laryngeals? (here? †Ô)? for? Indo-European.? Møller’s?
questionable?actions?resulted?in?the?use?of?a?non-existent?†h3?in?the?reconstruction?of?
Proto-Indo-European.?At? the? same? time,? the? postulate? †h3? was? redundant,? as? the?
alleged?examples?of?†h3?belonged?to?one?or?the?other?of?the?categories:?








aprioristic? scheme? (rein? aprioristische?Construction),?which? did? not? hold?water? […]”,? as?well? as? his?
accompanying?discussion.?
372?See?Koerner?(1985:324):?“Hermann?Osthoff?[…]?expressed?himself?in?a?much?more?hostile?manner?
to? Saussure’s? theories? in? several? articles? published? in? volumes? 2? and? 4? of? Morphologische?
Untersuchungen?in?1879?and?1881,?qualifying?them?as?a?‘total?failure’,?‘radical?error’,?and?the?like?(cf.?
Redard? 1978:35? for? details).”? For? Osthoff’s? critique? (1879b:125f.,? 1881a:215f.,? Anm.? 1,? 279,? 331?
(“radicaler? irritum”),?346ff.),?see?also?Mayrhofer?(1983:141).?In?order? to?better?understand?Osthoff’s?













? ?i.?ar-? ? ? (vbM.)?‘(da)?stehen,?sich?stellen’?(HEG?1:49-,?ar-ta)?
? RV.?sam?(…)??ra-? (aoM.)?‘zu?Stande?kommen’?(WbRV.?98-101)?









? LT?*h2? ? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?OInd.?i,?…?? :? ?i.??,?CLu.??,?…375?
The? confusion? of? vowels? and? consonants? in? the? laryngeal? theory? can? be? corrected?
through?a?postulation?of?separate?sound?laws?for?the?vowel?and?the?laryngeal:?
? PIE?*á? ?? Gr.??,?Lat.?a,?RV.?i,?…?? :? ?i.?a,?CLu.?a,?…? ?
? PIE?*?? ?? Gr.?Ø,?Lat.?Ø,?RV.?’/Ø,?…? :? ?i.??,?CLu.??,?…?
(e)?In?yet?another?mistake,?Møller’s?structural?postulation?of?†E?(1880:492n2.)?repeats?
Saussure’s?errors?with?*A?and?†Ô?(i.e.?the?vowels?Neogr.?*e?:?*??(in?Gr.???-?:???-)?are?
replaced?with?consonants? in?†E? :?†eE).?This? is?particularly?disappointing?since?Møller?
(1880:523)?knew?that?†E?would?not?solve?the?problematic?ablaut?Neogr.???:??:?
“[...]?griech.???????[...].?Das?A?dieses?wortes,?das?mit?vorhergehendem?e?langes???giebt,?muss?





laryngeal,??.?It? is?precisely? in?this?point?that?the? laryngeal?theory?connects?with?the?earlier?prevailing?





As? mentioned? by? Zgusta? (1951:438),? the? laryngeal? theory? favoured? the? simple?
solution?E? :?eE,?A? :?eA,?Ô? :?eÔ?at? the?cost?of? reconstructio?difficilior? (i.e.? the?ablaut?
Neogr.?*??:?*??:?*?).?It?is?possible?that?Møller?was?not?aiming?to?solve?the?problems?of?






1.?Bases?with? ‘e-vocalism’?without?PIE?*?a,?a??point? to?ablaut?*?? :?o? :?Ø? :?e? :??.?
Here? †h1? is?eliminated?by? the?data? in? the?absence?of?any?reflect?of?a? ‘laryngeal’?(i.e.?
vowel)? in? zero?grade.?Thus,?Benveniste’s? (1935:149)?“*?1es-???e?-(zi)? ‘il?est’?:?*?1s-
(onti)? ?a?-anzi?‘ils?sont’?[...]”?does?not?signal?the?absence?of?any?reflect?of?a?laryngeal?
in?









(f)?Møller’s? (1879:492)?other?mistake? lies? in?his?generalization?of? the?Proto-Semitic?
root?structure?CC·(C)?for?Proto-Indo-European:377?









377?According? to?Møller? (1911:v-vi,? x),?many? Semitic? ‘triliteral’? root? shapes?were? originally? biliteral,?
implying?CC·C?for?‘Proto-Indo-Semitic’.?
378?Schmitt-Brandt? (1967:9)?writes:? “Bei? einer?durch?Rekonstruktion? gewonnenen?Sprache? läßt? sich?
meist? nicht? mit? Sicherheit? feststellen,? welche? Ableitungen? einer? und? derselben? Epoche? der?





since? there?are?certainly? longer?roots?such?as?*leikw-? ‘to? leave’?(‘quadlitère’)?and?*sneigwh-? ‘to?snow’?
(‘quinquilitère’),?and?also?shorter,?e.g.?*es-?‘to?be’?(‘bilitère’).”?
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radical?consonants? ranging? from?C1? to?C1C2…Cn.380?Being?non-genetic,? the?Semitic?
typology? is?not?binding?(Szemerényi?1967:92-93),?and?as? it?conflicts?with? the?data,? it?
should? be? abandoned? rather? than? normatively? applied? to? the?material? (as? is? done?
within? the? framework? of? multilaryngealism).381? The? Proto-Indo-Semitic? root?
hypothesis?CaC·(C)382?has?led?to?a?situation?where?the?non-existent?laryngeals?†h1?and?
†h3?are?added? to? the? roots?with?a? single?consonant? (e.g.?PIE??i-? ‘gehen’?and?PIE??s-?
‘sein’),?as? if? they?contained? two?such? items?(LT? †h1ey-383?and? †h1es-).?In? this?process,?
the? comparison? of? Indo-European? data? (and? only? that)? has? been? replaced? with?
comparison?of?data?and?the?Proto-Semitic?root?axiom?
? PISem.?C1eC2-?:? i.?e?-? ?? PISem.?†h1es-?
despite? the?warnings? of?Bammesberger384? and? others.?Ultimately? such? tautologies,?
containing? Proto-Indo-Semitic? on? both? sides? of? the? equation,? are? not? products? of?
sound?scholarship,385?as?was?already?pointed?out?by?Møller’s?contemporaries.386?With?
this?move,?Møller? abandoned? the? agenda? set? forth? by? Sir?William? Jones? (i.e.? the?
genetic? relationship? between? the? Indo-European? languages)? and? failed? as? a?
responsible?actor?in?the?reconstruction?of?Proto-Indo-European.?
(g)? For? the? third? mistake? of? Møller,? I? would? like? to? quote? his? monovocalism?
hypothesis? (1906:XIV),?which? also? hearkens? back? to? an? alleged? genetic? relationship?
with?the?Semitic?languages:?
“Es? gibt? im? Indogermanischen? nur? a-Wurzeln? (oder,? wenn? man? fürs? Indogermanische?


















384? Bammesberger? (1984:36-40)? further? explains:? “In? den? Paradigmata? von? *es-? und? *ed-? kommen?
Formen?vor,?die?mit?der?Annahme?eines?anlautendes?Laryngals??1?nicht?vereinbar?sind.”?
385? Boretzky’s? (1975:49)? criticism? of? the? idea? that? “Vielfach? wird? behauptet,? daß? die? LT? mit? den?
Methoden?der? IR?arbeite”? is? justified:? the? laryngalist? reconstruction? is?not? internal,?but?uses?Semitic?
typology?embedded?as?axioms?in?the?laryngeal?theory.?
386? See? Koerner? (1985:336):? “[Möller’s]? 94-page? monograph? on? the? laryngeal? consonants? of? Indo-
European?and?Semitic?was?not?regarded?as?sound?in?scholarship.”?
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(Rec.?159)? accepts?Brugmann’s?Law,?presupposing? that? vowel.?By? abandoning? this,?
Møller? fell? back? to? the? Paleogrammarian?monovocalism? hypothesis,? replacing? the?
Sanskrito-centric?typology?(Paleogr.*?)?with?a?Semitic?one?(LT?*e).?Consequently,?the?
Neogrammarian?effort?to?renovate?the?PIE?vowel?system,?culminating?in?Brugmann’s?
system?of?eight?vowels,?was? forgotten,? though?not? lost.?This?was?unfortunate,?seeing?
that? the? resulting? costly?detour? could?have?been? avoided;?Møller?was? aware?of? the?
existence? of? at? least? two? different? proto-vowels? *e? ?? *o,? as? implied? by? his? early?
statements? like? “*eA? wird? aA,? woraus? ?,? *oA? wird? ?”? (1880:493n2).? That?Møller?
(1906:v-vi)? later?on?came? to? favour? the?*o-elimination?(a.k.a.?monovocalism),?which?
was? called? a? ‘well-known? phonological? fallacy’? by?Kury?owicz? (1964:28),? is? obvious?
from?his?statement:?
“Der? Satz? ‘Es? gab? und? gibt? im? Indogermanischen? nur? a-Wurzeln’,? an? dem? ich? [...]? ohne?







reconstruction? of? the? Proto-Indo-European,? because? Indo-Iranian? necessitates? two?
more? correspondence? sets? (viz.?Neogr.? *?? and?Neogr.? *å).?Without? these,?Møller’s?




been? criticized? for? its? aprioristic? approach? at? the? cost? of? empiricism? from? the?
beginning.388?The?results?are?particularly?poor,?as?Møller?knowingly?chose?Saussure’s?
inconsistent? theory?as? the?basis?of?his?deductions.389?The? situation?did?not? improve?
when?Kury?owicz?and?Benveniste?uncritically?continued?Møller’s?deductive?approach?







389?Krahe? (1958:97)?writes:? “‘Die? ‘Laryngaltheorie’?kann? aber?weder? in? ihrer?Substanz?noch? in? ihrer?
Methodik?als?gesichert?gelten.”??
390?See?Tischler?(1980:?498):?“Im?übrigen?liegt?ja?die?Annahme?nahe,?daß?Kury?owicz?selbst?gar?nie?auf?
die? Idee? gekommen? wäre,? das? hethitische? ?? auf?mehr? als? einen? idg.? Laut? zurückzuführen,? well? er?
induktiv? vom? sprachlichen?Material? ausgegangen?wäre.?Kury?owicz? ging? dagegen? deduktiv? von? den?
Theorien? de? Saussures? und? Cunys? aus? und? wollte? im? Hethitischen? nur? die? Bestätigung? für? diese?
Theorie?finden.”?
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comprehensive? material,391? the? authors? presented? Møller’s? theory? without? its?
programmatically? Semitic? typology? by? replacing? ‘Proto-Indo-Semitic? *a’?with?
‘fundamental?vocal?*e’,?laryngeals?E?:?A?:?Ô?with?schwas?*?1??2??3?and?the?Proto-Indo-
Semitic? root?CäCä·Cä?with? schemata?C1eC2·?-? (thème? I)? :?C1C2·e?-? (thème? II).392?
Unfortunately,?no?amount?of?analysis?will?reach?the?right?conclusion?if?the?paradigm?is?
wrong.?
§4.?As?an?empirical?science,393?Indo-European? linguistics? is? fundamentally?based?on?
empiric?data,?genetic? relationships?and? family?consistency.394? It? is? these? factors? that?

















deux? thèmes? alternants:? I? racine? pleine? et? tonique?+? suffixe? zéro;? II? racine? zéro?+? suffixe? plein? et?
tonique.”?For?Benveniste’s? ‘thème?I’?and? ‘thème?II’,?see?Möller?(1880:506):?“Ursprünglich?dreisilbige?
wurzeln?(wie?dajava?s.?492,?woraus?daiv?und?djau?[...].”?
393? See? Boretzky? (1975:61):? “Die? historische? Sprachwissenschaft? ist? jedoch? eine? empirische?
Wissenschaft,?die?nicht?allein?mit?logischen?Grundsätzen?auskommen?kann?[...].”?
394?For?‘family?consistency’,?see?Trask?(DHCL?120).?Note?also?that?Trask’s?restriction?to?the?application?
















Vergleichsformen?wie? skr.?n?,?n?to?oder? sln.?nù,?nùj?zumindenst?bereits?urslav.?Alters? (vgl.?REW?
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3  PIE ?*??and ?resonants ?PIE ?*i ?u ? l ?r ?m ?n ?
3.1  On ?theories ?and ?problems ?of ?the ?resonant ?system ?
3.1.1  Introductory ?remarks ?on ?resonants ?
§0.?The?main?features?of?the?PIE?resonants?(or?sonorants)?–?the?semi-vowels?PIE?*??*??
(=?U),? liquids?PIE?*l?*r? (=?L)?and?nasals?PIE?*m?*n? (=?N)?–?will?be? studied? in? this?
chapter? both? independently? and? in? environments? PIE? *?a? *a?,? based? on? the?
comparative?method?of?reconstruction.396?
§1.?The?Proto-Indo-European?resonants?had?a?consonantal?and?a?syllabic?variant:?
? PIE? *??? ?? m? n? l? r? (‘non-syllabic?R’)?
? PIE? *i?? u? ?? ??? ??? ??? (‘syllabic??’)?
The? alternation? R? :? ?? is? conditioned? by? the? environment? (i.e.? the? surrounding?
phonemes)?as?expressed?in?the?following?formula:?
? VRV? CRV? V?C? C?C? ? ? ? (‘alternation?R?:??’).?
Fundamentally,?the?alternation?depends?only?on?the?phoneme?following?the?resonant,?
with? the? result? that? the? antevocalic? resonants? were? non-syllabic? (RV)? and?
anteconsonantal?syllabic?(?C),?regardless?of?the?preceding?phoneme?(C?or?V).397?
§2.? As? for? the? resonants? (R)? and? their? subclasses? (U,? L,? N),? note? the? following?
preliminary?observations:?
(a)?The?main?problems?of?the?theory?of?semi-vowels?U?(PIE?*i,?u)?have?been?solved?in?
the? traditional? reconstruction? with? the? rules? for? *?+U? and? *? U+?? (except? for?
Sturtevant’s? interpretation? of? Sievers’s? Law),? allowing? for? the? replacement? of? the?
former?prosodic?condition?with?a?phonetic?one.?
(b)?A?more? complex?problem? is? found? in? the?Neogrammarian? ‘Sonantentheorie’?of?
the? co-called? syllabic? sonants,398? or? the? syllabic? liquids?Neogr.? *?? ?? and? the? syllabic?
nasals*???,?postulated?by?Osthoff?and?Brugmann.?This?theory?dominates?the?field?of?











3.1.2  ?On ?the ?theories ?of ?PIE ?syllabic ?resonants ?
§0.? In? the?domain?of?problems?best?highlighted? through?Osthoff’s?and?Brugmann’s?
syllabic? sonants,? three? primary? theoretical? approaches? have? emerged? in? the?
explanation?of?data,?described?here?in?terms?of?their?general?features.?
§1.?The? theory?of? syllabic? sonants? (die?Sonantentheorie)?was?presented?by?Osthoff?
and? Brugmann.? The? idea? of? the? theory? is? that? the? syllabic? sonants? developed? an?
epenthetic? (svarabhakti)? vowel? in? ‘non-Aryan’?languages? (except? for? the? syllabic?
nasal),? resulting? in?a? vowel? in? Indo-Iranian?and?Greek.399?Thus,? the? following?well-
known?equations?were?set?forth?for?Neogr.?*??and?*?:?
? Neogr.?*?? ??OInd.??,?Av.??r? :?Gr.???,?Li.?ir,?Go.?ur,?Lat.?or,?etc.?




Bechtel? (1892:127-43?&?151-3),?Güntert? (1916),?and?Schmitt-Brand? (1967).?Though?
less? appreciated,? this? theory? was? highly? influential? in? the? 20th? century? as?Walde’s?
etymological? dictionary? formed? the? core? of? Pokorny’s? Indogermanisches?
etymologisches?Wörterbuch,?a?hybrid?of? the?Sonantentheorie?and? schwa? secundum.?
Characteristically,? the? schwa? secundum? school?accepts? the?correspondences?defined?
by?Brugmann? and?Osthoff,? but? explains? the? svarabhakti?vowels? by?means? of? schwa?
secundum?*?,?as?indicated?in:?
? SSec.?*?r? ??OInd.??,?Av.??r? :?Gr.???,?Li.?ir,?Go.?ur,?Lat.?or,?etc.?
? SSec.?*?n? ??OInd.?a,?Gr.??? :?Li.?in,?Go.?ur,?Lat.?en,?etc.?
§3.?Finally?the?comparative?theory?may?be?mentioned,?as? it? is?occasionally?employed?




§4.?These? three? theories?will?be?analyzed,?evaluated?and? tested?against? the?material?
now?at?our?disposal.?
?
3.1.3  The ?theory ?of ?syllabic ?sonants ?(Sonantentheorie) ?
§0.?The?Neogrammarian?theory?of?syllabic?sonants?has?a?twofold?origin:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





(a)?The? two?ablaut? schemata?of? the?Neogrammarian? system? (Neogr.?*e? :?Ø? :?o?and?
Neogr.? *?? :? ?? ?? ?)? did? not? suffice? for? a? regular? explanation? of? the? attested? Indo-
European? vocalisms.? Consequently,? needing? additional? means? of? derivation,?
Brugmann?and?Osthoff?chose?syllabic?sonants?for?this?purpose.?
(b)? In?his?phonology,?Sievers? (1876:24-5)?had?demonstrated? that? liquids?and?nasals?
can? function? as? consonants? and? as? vowels,? thus?providing? the?phonetic,? typological?
and?theoretical?framework?for?the?theory?of?syllabic?sonants.?
Against? this? background,? Osthoff? and? Brugmann? set? themselves? the? goal? of?
accounting? for? the? irregular? vocalisms? by? explaining? them? as? svarabhakti? vowels?
resulting?from?syllabic?sonants.400?
§1.?During? the?revision?of? the?Paleogrammarian?vowel?system,?Osthoff?(1876:52-53)?




“Die? gemeinsam? indogermanische? grundsprache?besass? aller?wahrscheinlichkeit?nach? ein?
vocalisches?r?und?l?und?eben?so?vocalische?nasale?[…].”?
As? for? the? svarabhakti? vowels? (i.e.? the? alleged? outcomes? of? the? syllabic? sonants),?
Pedersen?(1983:68)?illustrates?the?plan?with?the?following?(slightly?modified)?table:402?
? ? ? 1? ? 2? ? 3? ? 4?
? ? ? –? ? –? ? –? ? –?
Sanskrit? ? a? ? a? ? a? ? i?u?
Greek? ? ?? ? ?? ? ?? ? ??(??)?
Latin? ? e,?i? ? o,?(u)? ? a? ? e?o?
Celtic? ? e? ? o? ? a? ? i?(a)?
Gothic? ? i? ? a? ? a? ? u?
ONorse? ? e,?i? ? a? ? a? ? u/o?
Lithuanian? e? ? a? ? a? ? i?
Slavic? ? e? ? o? ? o? ? ??
? ? ? –? ? –? ? –? ? –?
Paleogr.? ? *a? ? *a? ? *a? ? a,?[e,?o],?i,?u?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




sonans? in? der? indogermanischen?Grundsprache? in?which? he?maintained? that? there?must? have? been?
syllables?without?vowels?in?the?parent?language?of?our?language?family,?syllables?in?which?an?n?or?an?m?
made?up?the?syllable;?similarly,?he?assumed?syllables?with???(?)?as?syllabic?nucleus.”?Note?that?Pedersen?
credits?Brugmann? for? the? syllabic? liquids;? this? is? inaccurate,? strictly? speaking,? as? the? syllabic? liquids?
were?originally?suggested?by?Osthoff.?
402?Columns?1,?2?and?3?indicate?the?vowels?Neogr.?*a,?e,?o,?etc.?(see?Chapter?2)?and?column?4?indicates?
the? svarabhakti? vowels? explained? by? the? leading? Neogrammarians? by? means? of? ‘syllabic? sonants’?
(Neogr.?*???????,?etc.).?
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Neogr.? ? *e? ? *o? ? *a? ? *????????
§2.?The?key?features?of?the?theory?are:?
(a)? In? the? formation? of? their? theory,?Brugmann? (and?Osthoff)? borrowed? from? the?
conceptual?framework?of?the?Sanskrit?grammarians?in?several?respects:?
1.?The? svarabhakti? (a.k.a.? epenthetic)? vowel? of? the? Sanskrit? grammarians?was?








Iranian?zero?grade?as? such? (except? for? the?nasal),?but?displaying? svarabhakti?vowels?
derived?by?excrescence?in?the?rest?of?the?subgroups:?
? ? ? ? ????Neogr.?*??
? ???? ? ???? ? ??? ? ??? ? ???
? IIr.? ? ? Gr.??R?? Li.?iR? ? Go.?uR? Lat.?or?? etc.?
In?modern?terms,?Brugmann?and?Osthoff?implied?a?distribution?according?to?which?‘a-
vocalism’?was? typical? for? Greek,? ‘i-vocalism’? for? Balto-Slavonic,? ‘u-vocalism’? for?
Germanic? and? so? forth.404?The?Sanskrito-centric?basic? idea?of? the? reconstruction? is?
reflected? in?Brugmann’s? and?Osthoff’s? conclusion?of? Indo-Iranian? representing? the?
original?state?of?affairs,?whereas?the?rest?of?the?group?is?considered?to?have?innovated?
the?svarabhakti?vowels.?




the? proto-language? (Neogr.? *??to-),? just? as? there? is? a? single? word? in? German?
(ModHG.?hundert).?





403?For? the? ‘svarabhakti’? in? action,? see?Brugmann? (1876a:305):? “Für? die? europäische?Grundsprache?







Brugmans?noch?nicht? verzeichneten?beispiele? für?die?nasalis? sonans:?griech.? ????-? in?den?





the? ‘prevocalic? syllabic? nasals? and? liquids’? as? parallel? to? the? glides:? “Hinter?
Consonanten?entspricht?der?Wechsel??n?:?n?dem?von?i??:??,?u??:??,??r?:?r,??l?:?l,?s.?§282?S.?
264.”?The? irregularity?of? the?explanation?was,?however,? immediately?recognized?and?
criticized?for?that.?For?example,?Møller?(1893:370)?writes:?
“Indem? Bechtel? (wie? Joh.? Schmidt)? reducierten? vokal? +? m,? n,? r,? l? vor? vokal? für? die?
grundsprache? annimmt,? stelt? er? sich? in? einen? gegensatz? gegen? ‘die? anhänger? der?
sonantentheorie’?(s.?131),?die?den?wurzelvokal?beseitig?sein?lassen?und?der?grundsprache?die?









only? between? the? consonants.? [...]? Since? the? denotation? ?m? is? misleading? –?giving? the?
impression? of? a? syllabic? followed? by? a? consonantal? m? –?we? shall? use? ?,? ?,? etc.? for? the?
prevocalic?position?also.”?
While?Szemerényi? is?correct? in? in?rejecting?the?notation?Neogr.?*?m??n,?etc.,?writing?
*?V,?*?V,?etc.?instead?does?not?resolve?the?contradiction:?“these?sounds?can?become?
syllabic?only?between?the?consonants.”?
(c)? Saussure? attempted? to? solve? the? problem? with? segmental? analysis? by? defining?
Neogr.?*?R???DS?*?A.?This? idea? (written?C?HV)? is?accepted?by? the?mainstream?
laryngeal?theory?with?the?following?rules:?





were?postulated?by?Brugmann? (Grundr.2?1:?417-423).406?From? the?outset,? this? series?
was? considered? as? shorthand? for? the? earlier?diphonemic? clusters??+?? (=?Saussure?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
406?For? the? long? syllabic? sonants,? see?Mayrhofer? (1987:103),? Schwyzer? (GrGr1:? 259-63),?Kury?owicz?
(1956:166-208),?Schmitt-Brand?(1967:32),?Hirt?(1900:32ff.)?and?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:490ff.).?
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?+A407)? in?environment?C??C?(??LT?C?HC).408?The? idea?of?the?reconstruction? is?
neatly?explained?by?Burrow?(1949:35):?
“It? is? supposed,? in? the? case? of? this? root? [=? ?tr-],? that? the?weakened? ??which? forms? the?
second?element?becomes???>?Skt.?i?in?forms?like?taritum,?but?that?where?there?is?complete?
reduction,? the? two? elements? combined? to? form? in? Indo-European? a? long? vocalic? ??which?
develops?in?Sanskrit?to??r,??r,?and?variously?in?other?languages.?The?same?relation?is?held?to?
exist?between?pár?man-? ‘abundance’,?pr?tá-,?and?p?r?á-? ‘full’? (IE? ?),?bhávitum?and?bh?tá-?
(IE? ew?? :? ?);? likewise? IE? ?? in? n?tá-? ‘lead’,? ?? in? s?tá-? ‘obtained’?(:? sanitum),? ?? in? d?ntá-?
‘tamed’? (:? damit?-).? The? laryngeal? theory? substitutes? the? usual? duality? of? vocalic? and?
consonantal?:?*tér-?-tum?:?t?Hnó-.”?
Brugmann’s?interpretation?was?soon?attacked?by?Johannes?Schmidt?(1895),?according?
to? whom? Neogr.? *?? is? a? vowel? and? therefore? could? not? possibly? syllabicize? (and?
lengthen)?the?preceding?sonant.?In?Saussure’s?system,?however,?the?coefficient?*A?(=?
Neogr.?*?)?was?understood?as?a?sonant;?Saussure’s?C?AC409?could,?at?least?in?theory,?
overcome? the? difficulty,? especially? after? *A? was? interpreted? as? a? (laryngeal)?
obstruent.410?
?
3.1.4  The ?problems ?of ?Sonantentheorie ?
§0.?The?problems?of? the? sonant? theory?culminated? in? its?complexity:? instead?of? two?
resonants?in?simple?alternation?R?:? ,?four?series?were?ultimately?postulated:?
? Neogr.?R?:? ?:? R?:? ??? ?? LT?RV?:? C?:? HV?:? HC.?
Owing?to?the?absence?of?the?Old?Anatolian? laryngeal?at?the?time?of?the?postulation,?
the?alleged?analytical? shapes?were?never?more? than? structural?guesses,?which?would?
become?outdated?with? the?emergence?of? the?new?material.?The?presence?of?PIE?*??









rule,? see?Lindeman? (1982:13,? 1997:94ff.),?Mayrhofer? (1986:144-145),? Schmitt-Brand? (1967:3ff.)? and?
Szemerényi?(1996:49-50).?For?Schmidt’s?‘Kritik?der?Sonantenteorie’?(1895:167ff.)?and?other?criticisms,?
see?Anttila?(1969:68).?
409? See,? for? instance,?Anttila’s? (1969:67)? perspective:? “This?was? Saussure’s? view? of? the? long? syllabic?
resonants:? A,? E,? O?(Mém?271).”?











o?u?and?so? forth,?with? the?result? that? the? theory? is?ambiguous?and,?strictly?speaking,?
does?not?support?the?rules?of?theory?creation?advanced?by?Osthoff?and?Brugmann.411?





Indeed,? the? svarabhakti? vowels?appear? independently?of? the? environment,? as? is? the?
case?in:?
? Lat.?tepe??? ? (pr2.)?‘warm,?mild?sein’?(WH?2:667-8,?tepe?)?
? Umbr.?tap·isten?-?? (f.)?‘caldariola??’?(WH?2:668)?
Thus? the?phenomenon?exists,?but? it? is?more?general? than?Brugmann’s?and?Osthoff’s?
original?vision,?which?was?restricted?to?the?syllabic?sonants.413?
(c)?Methodically? the? assumption? of? svarabhakti? vowels? violates? the? ex? nihilo? nihil?
principle.?By?simplification?of? /R?on?both?sides,?the?derivation?
? Neogr.?*?? ?? Gr.??R?? Li.?iR? ? Go.?uR? etc.? ?
is? equal? to? PIE?Ø??? IE? a? e? i?o?u.? In?other?words,? the? theory? assumes? that? all? five?
cardinal? vowels? were? uniformly? derived? from? nothing? (instead? of? the? primary?
(attested)?Indo-European?vowels?available?for?explanation).?
(d)?The?Neogrammarian? sound? laws?are?dependent?on? the?assumption? that? syllabic?
sonants?produce?vowels?in?Indo-European?languages.?This?assumption?has?also?been?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
411?Since?Neogr.?*a?e? i?o?u?were?already?present? in? the?proto-phoneme? inventory,? they?were?primary?
compared? to? the? svarabhaktis? emerging? from? the?Neogrammarian? ‘syllabic? resonants’,?making? the?
assumption? of? epenthetic? vowels? and? syllabic? sonants? superfluous? (‘entia? non? sunt? multiplicanda?
praeter?necessitatem’).?
412?See?also?Güntert?(1916:68):?“[...]?im?Italischen?und?Keltischen?nicht?nur?die?Vertretung?des???durch?
a? in? diesen? Sprachen? ergeben,? sondern? uns? auch? gezeigt,? daß? ?? bei? Nasal? und? Liquida? geradeso?
vertreten? ist,?wie?bei?reinkonsonantischer?Umgebung.”?See?also?Güntert?(1916:68):?“Die?Hauptsache?
bleibt?aber?dabei,?daß?dieser?Vokal? ??um?den?genannten?Verbindungen?auch? sonst? in? jeder?anderer?
Stellung? begegnet? und? keineswegs? nur? an? die? unmittelbare? Nachbarschaft? von? Nasal? und? Liquida?
gefesselt?ist.”?
413?As?Güntert?points?out,?the?irregular?vowels?appear?to?be?connected?to?the?ablaut?rather?than?to?the?





“Die? anlautende? Liquida? oder? Nasalis? muß? deshalb? vor? Ausfall? des? *H? nicht? silbisch?
gewesen?sein,?vgl.?tschech.?mhla?‘Nebel’?und?mzda?‘Lohn’,?poln.?rt?c?‘Quecksilber’?etc.”?
A? similar? situation?exists? in?Greek,?where? the? secondary? ‘syllabic? liquidas’? (Gr.? ??=?
/rh/,?Gr.? ?h?=? /lh/)? are? attested,? not? unlike? in?Tocharian? and? Later?Anatolian,? as?
discussed?below.414??




erwähnt’,? arm.?mna-m? ‘ich?bleibe,? erwarte’,?Gr.? ??????? ‘erinnern’.? –?Ai?br?-hi? av.?mr?i?i?
‘sprich’;?got.?br??-s? ‘Braut’?aus?*mr?ti-? ‘Versprechung’??–?Gr.??????? ‘ich?brause,?dröhne’,?
Lat.?frem?,?ahd.?brima?‘ich?brümme,?brülle’,?zu?ai.?marmara-s?‘rauschend’.?–?Ai.?ml?ya-ti?‘er?
erschlafft,?wird?weich,?schwach’,?gr.???????-??‘schwach’.”?
Leaving? aside? impossible? etymologies? (got.? br??-s? ‘Braut’,? etc.),? a? nasal? before?
consonant? (shape?NC)? appears? in? the? proto-language.?By? definition? the? nasal?was?
syllabic??C,?not?consonantal?†NC?(i.e.?the?forms?contain?PIE?*?r-,?PIE?*?l-,?and?PIE?
?n-,? which? resulted? in? mr-,? ml-,? mn-? in? the? Indo-European? languages).? In? other?
words,?the?outcome?of?syllabic?nasals?were?consonantal?without?yielding?svarabhakti?
vowels,?which? together?with? the? opposite? assumption? constitutes? a? violation? of? the?
principle?of?the?regularity?of?sound?change.415??
(f)? As? the? traditional? reconstruction? only? had? a? handful? of? counterexamples,? the?
matter?was?of? little?relevance?before? the?emergence?of? the?Old?Anatolian? laryngeal.?
Following? the?discovery?of? the? laryngeal,?however,? the? reconstruction?of?PIE?*??has?
resulted? in?hundreds?of?examples?of?PIE?*??C?and?PIE?*C???(of? the?general?shape?
C?C)?in?which?the?outcome?of?syllabic?sonants?was?consonantal?without?svarabhakti?
vowels.? Since? the? principle? of? regularity? of? sound? change? does? not? permit? two?
different? outcomes? for? a? prototype? in? an? identical? environment,? the? historical?
explanation? needs? to? be? revised? in? relation? to? post-Anatolian? Indo-European?
theory.416?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
414? Also? in? Prakrits,? the? sequences? /mh/? and? /nh/? emerge? without? syllabification? (a? situation?
typologically?paralleled?by?Thai?and?Maradhi,?for?example).?
415?For? the? identical?outcome?of?PIE? *nC,? see?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:344):? “Die?Gruppe?nr-? (in? ai.?




alle? in? uridg.?Zeit? nicht? im? absoluten?Anlaut? ins? Leben? getreten,? sondern? im? bedingten? und? zwar?
postsonantisch? (vgl.?§282,3?S.?265?über?ai.?mriyá-t?).?Sie?kamen?dann? secundär? in?der?Satzanfang?zu?
stehen.”?This?is?not?acceptable,?because?the?examples?like?PIE?*mri-?are?also?comparatively?confirmed.?
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§2.?As?regards? the?series??R???*?m??n? ?l? ?r?(C?HV),?without?repeating? the?general?
problems?(ambiguity,?etc.)?mentioned?above,?the?following?obstacles?should?be?noted:??
(a)? It? has? been? obvious? from? the? very? beginning? that? the? C?HV? rule? does? not?




and? comprehensive? proof? was? never? provided.? Simultaneously,? the? attempts? to?
explain? the? considerable?discrepancy?between? the?data?and? the? theory?by?means?of?
analogy?have?not?been? successful.?What? is? actually?needed? is? an?observation-based?
theory?inductively?inferred?from?the?data.?418?
(c)?The?very?definition?of?the?series? R? ?C?HV?involves?a?contradiction:?Since?H? ?
C,?the?formula?is?actually?of?the?shape?C?C(V),?and?it?thus?identical?with?C?C.?As?it?
is?not?allowed? for?an? identical?environment? to?yield? two?different?outcomes?(due? to?
the? principle? of? regularity? of? sound? change),? the? outcomes?must? be? identical?with?
those?of?C?C.?





Paleogr.?*CRV:C?(*tl?to-)? ? ??? IE?CRV:C?(Do.??????-).?
In?this?context,?Brugmann’s?and/or?Saussure’s?rule?
? Neogr.?*CR?C-?(??LT?C?HC)?? ??? IE?CRV:C?
is?redundant:?one?finds?an?artificial?ambiguity?that?should?have?never?been?created?(or?
accepted).? A? genuine? quantity? has? always? been? the? choice? of? specialists? of? the?
European?languages,?as?seen?in?the?example?of?the?classical?philologists?favoring?the?
original? vocalism? (Gr.? ??,? ??,? etc.)? in? a? manner? made? evident? by? Szemerényi?
(1996:50):?
“Beekes,?Laryngeals?186f.,?and?others?hold?that?Greek?never?had?long?syllabic?sonants.?This?
view?was?held? long?before?by?F.?Bechtel,?who,? in?his? important?study?Die?Hauptprobleme?














grade? (Abl? 66)? [...]? Chantraine? (Morphologie? historique)? does? not? even? mention? the?
possibility?of?a?zero?grade.?Schwyzer,?who?does?point?to?the?two?possible?origins?of?Greek?
R?/?/?,?is?not?really?interested?in?distinguishing?the?original?zero?and?full?grades.?However,?
he?at? least? reminds?us?of? the? facts?by? labeling? the?Greek? result?with? ‘III’? (I.360;?Adrados?
121-122,?with?a? tendency? to? interpretate? it?as? full?grade? [128],?as? is?done?by?Burrow?TPS?
1949:38).”?
Scientifically? speaking,? the?original? long-grade?Neogr.?*?? ???? is?correct,?because?no?





(Neogr.)? nor? *H? (LT)? can? be? reconstructed? (see?Nyman? 1985:55-61? for?Gr.? ????? :?
??????:?????????etc.).422?It?is?not?difficult?to?provide?examples?for?such?a?vocalism:?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pr.)?‘füllen’?(GEW?1:537-8,???????????[1pl])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘sterben’?(GEW?1:653,??????????[1pl])?




? Gr.????·???-? ? (pr.)?‘füllen’?(GEW?1:537-8,??????????)?












it? should?be?noted? that? the?phenomenon? is?not? restricted,?but?occurs?everywhere? (Gr.?h?????,?Aigin.?







Abl?186,?Maurer?Lg?23.9,?Adrados?134).?The?CRV? forms?occur? in? the?active?plural?perfect,?middle?
perfect,?and?active?plural?present?(also?middle?present:??????????).”?
? 191?
(a)? The? theory? was? initially? rejected? by? Paul? (1880:110),? who? pointed? out? that?
Brugmann’s? table? of? reflexes? (Grundr1? 1:453)? did? not? account? for? all? the? evidence?
(incompleteness)?and?left?several?irregularities?(unsoundness).424?Today?the?new?data?
has? made? this? situation? only? worse,? given? the? inconsistency? resulting? from? the?
reconstruction? of? the? laryngeal? and? Tocharian? vocalism,? which? does? not? fit? the?
patterns?of?the?Neogrammarian?theory.?
(b)? In?order? to? explain? the?numerous? exceptions,? the?Neogrammarians? resorted? to?
analogy?in?their?theory?formation.?As?an?example,?Brugmann’s?(1879b:276)?discussion?
concerning?the?bases?of?the?root?OInd.??j?-?‘gebären’?may?be?quoted?here:?
“Aind.? j?ti-? ‘geburt,? stand’? und? das? davon? abgeleitete? j?tya? ‘edel,? echt’? können? nicht?
getrennt?werden?von?lat.?n?tio?d.?i.?*?n?ti-o,?got.?knodi-?und?dem?genau?dasselbe?wie?j?tya-?
bedeutenden? ???????? […]?Vielleicht? ist? jñ?tí-?m.? ‘blutsverwandter’?noch? jenes? *jñ?titi-?=?
j?ti-?(vgl.?B.-R.).”425?
Here?Brugmann?reconstructed?†?n?titi-?(an?impossibility)?in?order?to?account?for?RV.?
jñ?tí-,?despite? the? fact? that? the? latter?obviously?belongs? to?PIE?*?n?a?ti-? :?*?na??ti-?
(schwebeablaut):426?
? RV.?jñ?tí-? ? (m.)?‘(naher?Bluts)verwandter’?(WbRV.?502)?
? Lat.?prae·gn?ti-? (a.)?‘schwanger,?trächtig,?voll,?strotzend’?(WH?2:354)?
? Lat.?(g)n?ti?(n)-? (f.)?‘Geburt,?Erzeugung,?Schlag,?Rasse’?(WH?1:598)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (a.)?‘echtbürtig,?vollbürtig’?(GEW?1:307)?
By?reconstructing?an?underlying?syllabic?nasal?for?OInd.?j?ti-?(allegedly?Neogr.?*??ti-?
??**gn?ti-),?Brugmann?had?to?separate?RV.?jñ?tí-?from?its?direct?parallels?and?explain?
it? through? analogy.? Had? Brugmann? followed? the? proper? procedure? of? external?
comparison,? he?might? have? noticed? that? the? absence? of? the? nasal? is? not? purely? an?
Aryan?feature,?but?also?extends?to?the?European?languages:?
? Lat.?indi·get-? ? (a.)?‘eingeboren,?einheimisch’?(WH?1:693)?
? Gr.?????·????-?? (a.)?‘spät-geboren’?(GEW?2:893)?
? RV.?j?tá-? ? (m.)?‘Sohn,?lebendes?Wesen’?(WbRV.?482)?
? LAv.?z?ta-? ? (a.)?‘geboren’;?‘jetzt?vorhanden,?jetzig’?(AIWb.?1689)?
For? these? reasons,? I?agree?with?Burrow’s? (1949:38)?analysis?of? the?Neogrammarian?
theory:?
“This? is? the? theory? that? seeks? to? explain? out? of? [P]IE? *?,? ?,? ?,? ?,? such? forms? as? Lat.?
gn?tus?‘born’,? str?tus,? gr?num,? l?na,? and?Greek? ???????,? ??????,? ??????,? ?????????,? etc.?
These?combinations?consist?obviously?of?liquid?or?nasal?followed?by?long??,?or?occasionally?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
424?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:397n1)?writes:?“Wenn?Hirt?S.?160? sagt,?es? sei?unbedingt?nötig,?dass?an?die?
Stelle?der?reinen?Induktion?die?Deduktion? trete,?so?möchte? ich?es? für?unbedingt?nötig?erklären,?dass?







some?other? vowel,?and? there? is?no? reason? to?believe? that? they?ever? consisted?of?anything?
else.?The?reason?that?they?were?made?out?to?represent?original?long?sonant?nasals?or?liquids?
was? partly? a? desire? to? find? forms? corresponding? to? Sanskrit? ?r,? ?r,? etc.,? at? all? costs.?The?
argument?would?apply?only?if?such?‘roots’?were?really?indissoluble,?but?since?it?is?certain?that?
we?are?dealing?with?suffixes,?the?suffixes?may?be?allowed?to?vary.”??
(c)? As? mentioned? by? Koerner? (1985:334),? Saussure’s? reconstruction? (and,?
consequently,?Brugmann’s?equivalent)?was?to?a?large?extent?internal:?
“No? doubt,? Saussure? operates? with? what? we? nowadays? refer? to? as? ‘underlying? forms’,?
deriving? the? actual? attested? forms? through? specific? rules.?By? the? same?method,? Saussure?





The? most? troubling? feature? of? Koerner’s? (1985:334)? summary? (“In? effect? […]?
Saussure? was? operating? with? hypothetical? constructs? and? indirect? (distributional)?
evidence.”)427? is?not?only? the? semi-internal? character?of? the? reconstruction,?but? the?
fact? that? no? comparative? reconstruction,? the? main? objective? of? Indo-European?
linguistics,?has?been?presented?to?this?day.?
?
3.1.5  The ?schwa ?secundum ?school ?
§0.?The?main?critics?of?the?Neogrammarians?proved?not?to?be?the?Paleogrammarians?
with?their? limited?contribution? in?the? ‘war?of?monographs’,?but?the?schwa?secundum?
school.?In?this?theory,?the?svarabhakti?vowels?are?recognized?as?the?problem,?but?they?
are?derived? from?an?original? vowel? called? schwa? secundum? (or? several? such? items).?
Despite? some? improvements? (compared? to? the? Neogrammarians),? there? are? also?
insurmountable?problems?for?this?view.?
§1.? The? most? noteworthy? contemporary? challenger? of? the? Sonantentheorie? was?
Johannes? Schmidt? (1877,? 1889? and? 1895).? According? to? this? scholar,? the? syllabic?
sonants?never?existed,?but?were?accompanied?by?original? reduced?vowels?*e?and?*o,?
later?referred?to?as?schwa?secundum?by?Güntert?(1916).428?From?a?theoretical?point?of?
view,?Schmidt? (1895:50)?understood? the? schwa? secundum(s)?as? ‘reductions’429?of?*e-?



















schwa? secundum? in? the? explanation? of? svarabhakti? vowels? can? be? summarized? as?
follows:?
(a)? The? chief? contribution? of? the? schwa? secundum? school435? to? Indo-European?





is? reasonable? in? yet?another? sense.? In? this? reconstruction? the?actual?position?of? the?
reconstructed?vowel(s)? is? identical?with? that?attested? in? the?data.?This? increased? the?
descriptive?accuracy?of? the? theory?and?avoided? the?ambiguity?problem?plaguing? the?
Neogrammarian? system,? in?which? syllabic? resonants?have?unpredictable? (and?hence?
unacceptable)?double?outcomes:?
? Neogr.?*??? ??? Gr.??R???R?,?Go.?uR???Ru,?etc.?(Grundr2?1:463).437?
In? so?doing,? the? schwa? secundum? school? abandoned? the? straightforward?Sanskrito-
centrism?of? the?Neogrammarians? in? favor?of? lectio?difficilior?with?a?healthy?dose?of?
realism?(in?comparison?with?the?practices?of?Brugmann?and?Osthoff).438?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
431?Bertil?Tikkanen?pointed?out? to?me? that?Schmitt’s? idea? appears? to?have?been?borrowed? from? the?
Semitic?languages:?in?Hebrew?the?vowels?e?a?o?have?a?reduced?‘schwa-grade’?/?/?caused?by?accent?shift.?
432?See?Hirt? (1900:5-6):?“[...]?es? ist? [...]? selbstverständliche?Voraussetzung,?dass? jedem?Langvokal?ein?













437? Brugmann? (1879b:258fn2)? already? wrote:? “Im? griechischen? erscheint? die? ursprachliche? liquida?
sonans?(?1?und??2),?vgl.?zeitschr.?XXIV?17)?bald?als????und???,?bald?als????und???.”?For?Lat.?r??and?Gr.?
??? ?? Neogr.? *?,? see? also? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:? 274-)? and,? in? general,? Schmitt-Brand’s? views?
(1967:38).?Due? to? the?principle?of? the? regularity?of? sound?change,? such? rules?are?not?allowed?by? the?
comparative?method.?
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(c)? As? their? third? improvement,? the? schwa? secundum?school? provided? a? wider?
perspective?of?the?overall?problem?by?also?handling?the?svarabhakti?vowels?appearing?
in?consonantal?(non-sonorant)?environments.?This?made?the?theory?more?general?and?
explanatory? than? its? Neogrammarian? competitor,? which? was? artificially? limited? to?
vowels?surrounding?the?sonants?(and?thus?did?not?address?the?deep-level?problem?at?
all).?
§3.?Despite? its?undeniable?advantages,? the? schwa? secundum?contains?problems? that?
are? as? equally? serious? as? those? of? the?Neogrammarians.439? The? key? among? these,?
notwithstanding? overlapping? with? the? problems? of? the? Neogrammarians,? can? be?
summarized?as?follows:?
(a)? The? key? reconstructive? postulate? of? the? theory,? the? schwa? secundum? *?,? is? ill-
defined.?Güntert’s? definition? (1916:viii?&? 19-20)440? of? the? schwa? secundum? in? the?








(b)?Petersen? (1938:39-59)? rejected?Hirt’s? reduced? vowels?between?normal?and? zero?
grade,? because? reflexes? of? the? alleged? ‘Mittelstufe’? vowels? vary? considerably,? both?
between?and?within?the?languages.?Admittedly,?there?is?no?regularity?in?how?the?vowel?


















<? *pek?tó-).”? Based? on? Occam’s? razor,? entities? are? not? to? be? multiplied? in? situations? where? the?
standard?values?(Neogr.?*a,?e,?i,?o,?u)?are?sufficient.?




/o/,? /u/,? the? schwa? secundum? results? in? five? lost? distinctions;? in? essence,? it? thus?
resembles?the?Neogrammarian?theory.443?This?is?explained?by?the?fact?that?the?schwa?
secundum?school?did?not?question?the?basis?of?Brugmann’s?and?Osthoff’s?attempt?to?
reduce? the? attested? Indo-European? vowel? variation,? but? rather? was? satisfied? with?
rewriting?the?Neogrammarian?analysis?in?the?following?form:?
? Neogr.?Ø? ? IE?a?e?i?o?u? :? SchwaSec.?*?? ?IE?a?e?i?o?u.?
(d)? In? the? period? before? the? Old? Anatolian? data? was? available,? both? the?
Neogrammarians? and? the? schwa? secundum? school? relied? on? an? assumption? of? an?
unproblematic?zero?grade?of?vowels,?characterized?by?Güntert?(1916:72)444as?follows:?





be?postulated? for? every?Neogr.? *a,? as? exemplified?with? the? following? equations? for?
Greek?
? Gr.??R? ?PIE?*?aeR???*ea?R? Gr.?R?? ?PIE?*Rea????*R?ae.?
That?PIE?*?? is?actually?present? in?Güntert’s?example?can?be?proven?by?Fortunatov’s?
Law,?requiring?an?additional?condition?according?to?which?PIE?*??must?also?be?present?
for? the? sound? law? to? take? effect? in? Indo-Iranian.?Thus,? examples? like?Gr.? ?????? :?





dictionary,? the?ultimate?proof?of?success.?Only?after?Walde?based? the? theory?on? the?
syllabic? sonants? but? added? the? schwa? secundum? (when?Osthoff’s? and? Brugmann’s?









445?Similarly,?Brugmann? and?Osthoff?derived? the? twofold? attestations? (type? ?????? :? ??????)? from? a?
single?prototype?according?to?the?formula??R? ?Neogr.?*?? ?R?.?
446?Assuming?a? laryngeal?metathesis? (see?Anttila?1969:99)? for?alternations?of? this? type? (Lat.?armus? :?
r?mus,?Lat.?tarmes?:?tr?mes,?etc.)?is?pointless?due?to?the?existence?of?different?roots?(passim).?
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3.1.6  The ?comparative ?theory ?of ?syllabic ?resonants ?
§0.?The? third? reconstructive?approach?of? the? svarabhakti?vowels,? though?existing? in?
the? pre-Neogrammarian? period? and? occasionally? practiced? by? scholars? like?
Grassmann,?Verner,?Meyer447?and?Whitney,?has?never?been?formulated?as?a?full-scale?
theory.? Despite? this,? the? common? denominator? of? the? reconstruction? is?
straightforward:?instead?of?deriving?the?svarabhakti?vowels?from?syllabic?resonants?or?
a?schwa?secundum,?the?reconstruction?is?based?on?an?external?comparison?of?attested?
vowels,? which? have? been? proven? to? exist? by? the? comparative? method? through? a?
confirmation?by?two?branches?(Fick’s?Rule).?
§1.? Historically? the? comparative? solution? was? preferred? by? some? Paleo-? and?




? ?PIE?*pulno-?? ?? RV.?p?r?á-,?Go.?full-,?ORus.?p?ln?,?etc.?
is?an?example?of?a?clear-cut?comparative?reconstruction.?The?reconstruction?is?based?
on?the?common?Indo-European?vocalism?here?shared?by?several?branches,?while?the?
output?of? the? comparative?method,? PIE? *u,? is?postulated? for? the?proto-language? as?
such.?In?the?face?of?a?direct?match,?the?secondary?(internal)?postulates?(here?Neogr.?†??
??Schwa? sec.?*?l)?and? the? supporting? sound? laws?are?unnecessary? (due? to?Occam’s?
razor).?
(b)? From? the? point? of? view? of? root? theory,? pure? comparative? reconstruction? has?
characteristically?been?practiced?by? some?Sanskrit?philologists? (like?Grassmann?and?
Whitney? (Roots?64-5)),?who? typically? favoured?attested? root?variants? (e.g.? ?tar? ?tir?
?tur,?etc.)?instead?of?hypothetical?deep-level?roots?(?t?,?etc.).?





? Neogr.?*??to-? ? RV.??atá-?(Gr.??·????-),?Li.??i?ta-,?Go.?hunda,?etc.?
In? general,? the? Neogrammarians? assumed? a? single? starting? point? for? Proto-Indo-
European?based?on?the?(absolute)?uniform?hypothesis,?then?explained?the?variation?of?
the? attested? root? vowels? (RV.? a? :?Gr.? ?? :?Lat.? e? :?Li.? i? :?Go.? u,? etc.)? based? on? the?
svarabhakti?vowels?emerging?from?syllabic?sonants.?In?the?complete?data?now?at?our?
disposal,? no? distribution? organized? according? to? the? subgroups? exists,? because? all?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
447?For?Meyer,?see?Brugmann?(1879b:257):?“Gustav?Meyer?a.?a.?o.?s.?7.?zerlegt?tanu-?in?ta-nu-,?in?dem?
glauben,? das? particip? ta-tá-? sowie? die? griechischen? formen? ??-??-??,? ??-??-???,? ?-??-???,? ??-??-??
erwiesen?aufs?deutlichste?die?existenz?einer?vokalischen?wurzel?ta.”?
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vocalisms? are? externally? paralleled,? thus? confirming? their? Proto-Indo-European?
status.?Thus,?for?the?quoted?data?there?are?several?externally?confirmed?isoglosses:?
1.?The?Neogr.?*a?in?RV.??atá-?(Gr.??·????-)?is?now?paralleled?by?Tocharian?with?
? TochA.?kät-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7,?kät?[316?b?7]).?
Since? a?nasal? cannot?be? lost? in?Tocharian,? the? suggested? traditional? reconstruction?






? OCS.?de·s?t?? ? (num.)?‘zehn,?Dekade’?(Sadnik??139)?
? TochA.?tary?·kiñci-? (num.ord.)?‘tricesimus’?(Poucha?116)?
3.? The? ‘u-vocalism’?of?Go.? hunda? [n.pl.]? is? also? confirmed? as? genuine? by? two?
witnesses:?
? Go.?tai·hun-? ? (num.card.)?‘?????:?zehn’?(GoEtD.?339)?
? Arm.?ere·sun-?? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(ArmGr.?1:491)?
? Go.?hunda-? ? (n.pl.)?‘hundert’?(GoEtD.?194-5)?







with? isoglosses? of? the? svarabhakti? vowels?Gr.? ?,?OCS.? ?,?Go.? u? and? so? forth,? all? of?
confirmed?PIE?origin.449?The?criteria?for?establishing?a?genuine?PIE?item?instead?of?a?
















? ?PIE? ? Indo-European:? ? ? Neogr.?
? *?a?? ? RV.?g-? ? ? ? ? [incomplete]?
? *?ea?-? RV.?ga’-?(hiatus),?Gr.???-? ? *??-?
? *??a?-? RV.?g?-,?Do.???-,?Li.?gó-? ? *??-?
2.? if? the? velar? preceding?RV.? ?? (=? gAv.? ?,? etc.)? has? gone? through? the? second?
palatalization,?then?PIE?*??is?to?be?postulated?instead?of?a?syllabic?sonant.?
3.? If? the?vowel?participates? in? Indo-European?ablaut? ?? :? ?? :? ?,? then? it?does?not?
reflect?a?syllabic?sonant.?Thus,?for?instance,?the?qualitative?ablaut?Gr.???:???reveals?an?
original? PIE? *?a? or? *a?,? which? cannot? be? traced? back? to? a? syllabic? resonant.450?
Exemplii? gratia,? instead?of?Neogr.? *??rú-s? ‘schwer’?(=?Schmidt? *?erú-s)?we? are? to?
reconstruct?ablaut?*e?:?Ø?:?o?for?the?items?
PIE?*?a?ru-?‘schwer,?groß,?machtvoll’?(P.?476-7):?
Ø?:? Go.?kauru-? ?? PIE?*?a?ru-? ? (cf.?Gr.????-)?
*e?:? Gr.?????? ?? PIE?*?ea?ru-? ? (cf.?Gr.?????-)?
*o?:? Gr.?????-? ?? PIE?*?oa?ru-? ? (cf.?Gr.?????-)?
4.?If?a?criterion?for?PIE?*??and/or?PIE?*a?is?secured?by?the?cognates,?then?Neogr.?
*a?(=?PIE?*?ae?or?*ea?)?is?confirmed?instead?of?a?syllabic?sonant.?This?enables?us?to?
eliminate? well-known? ambiguity? problems? of? the? Neogrammarian? theory,? like? the?




??,???? ?Neogr.?*?,? ??was?assumed.?However,?the?distribution?Aiol.??? :?Gr.???does?not?exist,?because?
this?Gr.???is?not?restricted?to?Aiolian?(and?Doric),?but?represents?a?common?Greek?feature?(as?in?Aiol.?
??????? ‘20’?=?Att.? ??????? (GEW? 1:453)).?Therefore,? the? alternation? *e/o?with?PIE? *?a? *a?? replaces?
Brugmann’s? (1879a:66)? outdated? suggestion? of? a? double? treatment? of? syllabic? sonants:? “Zunächst?
macht?der?spurlose?wegfall?des?nasals?schwierigkeiten.?Man?denkt?freilicht?vielleicht,?es? läge?derselbe?




aller?warscheinlichkeit?nach?erst?durch?die?analogie?der?übrigen?kasus?erzeugt?worden? […].”? In? this?
regard,? compare? also?Osthoff’s? views? (1879a:424):? “Noch? bleibt? us? eine? frage? aufzuwerfen? und? zu?
beantworten? übrig.?Wir? haben? gesegen,? dass? ?? nicht? der? griechische? vertreter? der? nasalis? sonans? in?
tieftoniger? silbe? sein?kann.?Könnte?nicht?vielleicht?griech.? ??auf?diesen? rang?neben?dem? ?? für?einige?
fälle? anspruch?machen??Man?würde? sich,?um?dies? zu?behaupten,? auf? solche? fälle?wie? att.? ??????????
neben?dor.??????????,?att.????????neben?boeot.?dor.???????,????????,?lakon.????????,?wie?arkad.????????,?
???????????neben?att.? ???????? ?????????berufen?dürfen.?Das?griech.? ??an? stelle?der?nasalis? sonans?
würde? an? sich? dann? gar? nichts? auffälliges? haben,? wenn? es? in? einem? oder? in? einigen? griechischen?
dialekten? so?aufträte?und?zwar?als?alleiniger?acteur? in?dieser? rolle.?Das? ist?aber,?wie?die?angeführten?
beispielen?zeigen,?nicht?der?fall.”?
451? See?Güntert? (1916:64):? “Es? ist? bekannt,? daß?man? idg.? ?? ?? im?Keltischen? zweierlei?Vertretungen?
zuschreibt,?s.?Thurneysen?Handb.?128,?§?214,?Pedersen?Vgl.?Gr.?I,?42ff.?Einmal?sollen??,???zu?urkelt?ri,?li?
geworden? sein,? aber? in? anderen? Fällen? erscheint? ar,? al.”? and? (1916:63):? “Viele? dieser? Fälle? bringt?
Pedersen?Vgl.?Gr.?I,?44?zum?Beweise?für?die?Gleichung?kelt.?ar,?al,?an?usw.?=?idg.??,??,???:?aber?nicht?mit?
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5.? If?Gr.? ?? (=?OInd.? a)? appears? both? before? consonant? and? vowel? (i.e.? in? all?
environments),? then?Gr.? ??=? PIE? *?ae? or? *ea?.?Thus,? for? instance,? the? ostensibly?
ambiguous?Gr.???in?
? Gr.???-? ? (vb.)?‘walk,?step,?etc.’?(LSJ.?302,???????[3du])?
? gAv.?ga-? ? (vb.)?‘kommen’?(AIWb.?494,?gaid??[2sg])?
? RV.?ga-? ? (vb.)?‘kommen’?(WbRV.?380,?gadhi?[ipv.2sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (pf.)?‘walk,?step,?etc.’?(LSJ.?302,?????????[inf.])?
is?confirmed?to?reflect?PIE?*ea??(versus?Neogr.?*?/?)?by?the?vocalic?extension?*·us-?
? Gr.????????-? ? (pf.pt.f.)?‘walk,?step,?etc.’?(LSJ.?302).452?
(b)? ‘Svarabhakti? e’? (typically?Lat.? e)? does? not? reflect? a? syllabic? resonant? (or? schwa?
secundum)?if?it?is?paralleled?(Fick’s?Rule)?and/or?alternates?with?Indo-European?/a/?or?
/o/.?
(c)? ‘Svarabhakti? i’? (typically?BSl.?*i,?PIIr.?*i?or?PCelt.?*i)?does?not? reflect?a? syllabic?
resonant?(or? schwa? secundum)? if? it? is?externally?paralleled?and/or?appears? in?ablaut?
alternation?PIE?*?i?:??i?:?i?:?i??:?i?.?
(d)? ‘Svarabhakti?o’?(typically?Latin?*o?(in?PItal.?*ol,?*or))?does?not?reflect?a?syllabic?
resonant? (or? schwa? secundum)? if? it? is?paralleled?by?another? subgroup?or?appears? in?
ablaut?alternation?with?Indo-European? /e/?or? /a/.?Thus,?for? instance,?Lat.?o?does?not?
justify?a?syllabic?liquid?for?the?Italic?subgroup?in?
? Lat.?fort-?? ? (f.)?‘blinder?Zufall,?Ungefähr’?(WH?1:534,?fors?[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Last,?Ladung’?(GEW?2:1004,????????[sgN])?






in? Grundriss? in? order? to? demonstrate? that? svarabhakti? vowels? are? implied? by? the?
comparative?method?by?at?least?by?two?witnesses,?and?are?therefore?genuine.?Similar?








453?As? the?Neogrammarians’? assumption?was? restricted? to?Sanskrit,? the? Iranian? ir? and?ur? forms? (for?
some?examples?of?these,?see?Güntert?1916:94-5)?are?acceptable?as?parallels.?
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3.2  Semivowels ?PIE ?*??and ?* ? ?and ?vowels ?PIE ?*u ?and ?*i ?
§0.?The?vowels?PIE?*i?and?PIE?*u?–?and?their?consonantal?counterparts,?the?semivowels?
PIE?*??and?*??(a.k.a.?palatal?and?velar?glides)454?–?were?already?included?in?Schleicher’s?





“[…]? i? und? ?,? u? und? ?? standen? seit? uridg.?Zeit? oft? in? etymologisch? identischen?Gebilden?




“The? existence? of? [the? phonemes? *i? and? *u]? is? not? in? dispute,? but? they? are? treated? as?
allophones?of?the?consonants?y,?w.?This?position?is?phonetically?untenable?as?i?u?and?y?w?are?
fundamentally?different?sounds,?vowels?and?spirants?respectively.”?
The? laryngeal? theory,? rejected? by? Szemerényi? in? his? comment,? started? from? the?
primary? items? PIE? *?? ?? instead? of? the? proper? PIE? *i? *u,? being? motivated? by? the?




and? *??were?postulated? in? the?Neogrammarian? system.?They? are? treated? separately?
below.?
?
3.2.1  Neogr. ?*??= ?PIE ?*??
§0.? Under? the? influence? of? the? Sanskrito-centric? ideas? of? the? time,457?Schleicher?
(Compendium? 1861-2)? reconstructed? a? fricative? Paleogr.? *v? (=? OInd.? v)? for? the?
proto-language.? Schleicher’s? initial? mistake? was? soon? corrected,? and? ever? since?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
454? Trask? (DPhPh.? 320)? defines? SEMIVOWEL? as? “a? non-syllabic? segment? which? has? the? phonetic?
characteristics?of?a?vowel?but?the?phonological?behaviour?of?a?consonant.”?
455?In?so?doing,?Brugmann?not?only?established?the?allophones?PIE?*i?:???and?PIE?*u?:?*?,?but?removed?




may? be? interpreted? as? another? example? of? his? belief? that? Indic,?with? its? v,? accurately? reflected? the?
protolanguage.? (However,? cf.? the? sandhi? change?of? ?u? alternating?with? ?v? –?tau?ubhau?>? t?v?ubhau?
‘these?two’?–?which?clearly?points?to?the?earlier?bilabial?resonant?nature?of?Skt.?v.).”?
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? ?i.?neua-?? ? (a.)?‘frisch,?neu’?(HEG?2:320,?ne-e-ua-an)?
? TochA.?ñu-?? ? (a.)?‘novus’?(Poucha?111)?
? TochB.?naw?ke?? (m.sg.)?‘novice’?(DTochB.?331)?
? Poln.?nowak?? ? (m.)?‘Neuling’?(LiEtWb.?488)?
(c)? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:295)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *d??u? *du?? ‘zwei’,? *d?i-?
‘zwei’?for?“ai?dv?ú?dv?,?dvi-pád-? ‘bipes’,?gr.? ??-????? ‘zwölf’? ??-????,? lat.?bi-p?s,?air.?
d?u,? dau,? d?? ‘zwei’,? got.? twai? ‘zwei’,? ags.? twi-f?te? ‘bipes’,? lit.? dvì?F.? ‘zwei’? aksl.? dva?
‘zwei’”.459??
§2.? In? Old? Mycenaean? Greek? the? counterpart? of? digamma? Gr.? ?460? is? preserved?
throughout?as?LinB.?w.?This?has?provided?several?confirmations?for?PIE?*??(e.g.?LinB.?
wa-na-ka-te? [sgD]? ‘to? the?king’?=?Phryg.? ????????? (DMycGr.?411)?and?LinB.?we-to?





? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Wolf’?(GEW?2:143-4?=?LinB.?ru-ko)?








459?A?sound?change?PIE?*d+?? ?Toch.?w?(in?TochA.?we? ‘duae’,?Poucha?304?and?TochB.?wi,?w?? ‘two’,?
DTochB.? 598)? has? been? suggested? (see? already? van?Windekens? 1976:566).? The? rule? is? redundant,?




? Pal.?luki-? ? (vb.)?‘teilen’?(HEG?2:66,?DPal.?62,?lu-ki-i-it?[3sg])?





? RV.?v?ka-? ? (m.)?‘Wolf’?(WbRV.?1325)?
? LAv.?v?hrka-? ? (m.)?‘Wolf’?(AIWb.?1418)?
? OPers.?varka·zana-? (a.)?‘eight?month? ?werewolf’?(OldP.?207)?
§3.?In?Tocharian?a?secondary?loss?of?PIE?*??has?resulted?from?palatalization?before?a?
front? vowel.? Thus,? for? instance,? an? *e-grade? with? a? short? quantity? confirmed? by?
Osthoff’s?Law?II?
? Lat.?uento-? ? (m.)?‘Wind’?(WH?2:751-2,?uentus?[sgN])?
? TochB.?yente? ? (sb.)?‘wind’?(DTochB.?505,?yente?[sgN])?
has?lost?the?initial?labial?through?PToch.?*wyanta-.?The?contrast?with?PIE?*o,?leaving?
the?preceding?PIE?*??unaffected,?is?clear?in:?
? ?i.??uant-? ? (pt.c.)?‘Wind’?(HEG?1:328,??uante??[plN])?





? Lat.?lau??? ? (pr.)?‘baden,?waschen,?spülen’?(WH?1:773-)?
is?usually?compared?with?
? Arm.?logana-?? ? (pr.)?‘sich?baden’?(ArmGr.?1:453,?loganam?[1sg]).?
Yet?the?root?Arm.??log-?can?be?directly?compared?with?the?Germanic?formation?
? ModNorw.?laga-? (vb.)?‘mit?Wasser?übergießen’?(ANEtWb.?344)?
? OIcl.?lagask-? ? (vb.)?‘rinnen,?strömen’?(ANEtWb.?344)?
? OEng.?lagu? ? (m.)?‘sea,?water’?(ASaxD.?615)?




? Go.?bi·gat-? ? (pret.)?‘find’?(GoEtD.?69,?bigat)?
? Go.?bi·gita-? ? (st.vb.)?‘erlangen,?finden’?(GoEtD?69,?bigitan?[inf.])?
? Li.?gãdy-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?ereignen,?treffen’?(P.?423-4)?
? OIcl.?geta? ? (vb.)?‘schaffen,?erreichen,?erzeugen’?(ANEtWb.?165)?
? OSax.?bi·geta-?? (vb.)?‘ergreifen’?(ANEtWb.?165)??
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In? order? to? confirm?whether? the? rule? PIE? *????Arm.? g? remains? valid,? a? complete?
reevaluation?of?examples?is?required.461?
?
3.2.2  Neogr. ?*u ?= ?PIE ?*u ?
§0.?The?vowel?PIE?*u?(Neogr.?*u)?was?correctly?reconstructed?already?by?Schleicher,?
and?little?new?concerning?the?postulate?has?emerged.?
§1.?Brugmann’s? (Grundr2? 1:103-111)? examples? of?Neogr.? *u,?when? compared?with?
Old?Anatolian?and?Tocharian,?confirm?the?general?preservation?of?PIE?*u?in?the?latter?
groups:?
(a)?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:103)? reconstructed? “W.? sup-,? Schwundstf.? der?W.? s?ep-?
‘schlafen’? :?ai.?suptá-s? ‘eingeschlafen,?schlafend’,? [...]?gr.?????-?? [...]?air.?suan?(565,2)?
aksl.?s?n??‘Schlaf’.”?In?Old?Anatolian?the?root?appears?in??





? HLu.??uani-?? ? (c.)?‘dog’?(CHLu.?2.28.10,?sù-wa/i-ni-i-sá)?
? TochA.?ku-?? ? (sb.)?‘canis’?(Poucha?76)??
This?confirms?the?preservation?of?PIE?*u?for?both.?
(c)?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:103)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*nu?‘nun’?for?“ai.?nú,?gr.??????-?,?
lat.? nu-di?s,? air.? nu? no,? ahd.? nu? no,? lit.? nù? nù-gi? aksl.? n?.”? In?Old?Anatolian? the?
conjunction?appears?in?an?identical?form:??
? ?i.?nu??? ? (conj.)?‘nun,?und’?(HEG?2:345).?
§2.?In?Tocharian?a?loss?of?unaccented?PIE?*u?has?taken?place?in?examples?like?TochB.?
tk?cer?(f.)? ‘daughter,?girl’?(DTochB.?312),?which?can?be?compared? to?gAv.?dug?dar-?
‘id’.462?This? rule? should? not,? however,? be? applied? automatically?when? the? vocalism?
TochAB.?a?(and/or?AB.?ä)?is?attested?in?the?position?where?PIE?*u?was?assumedly?lost.?
Thus,?for?example,?the?words?
? TochB.?mäsce? ? (f.)?‘fist’?(DTochB.?443)?
? TochB.?ma?c?tsi? (sb.)?‘mouse,?rat’?(DTochB.?443)?
do?not?necessarily?correspond?with?RV.?mu??í-?(m.f.)? ‘die?geschlossene?Hand,?Faust’?







? ?i.?ma?tiga-? ? (fc.)?‘auteur?de?rituels’?(NOMS.?782,?ma-a?-ti-ig-ga)463?
? ?i.?ma?·?uilua-? (mc.)?‘PÍ?.TUR-wa?=?kleine?Maus’?(HEG?2:157-8)??




? RV.?dy?u-?? ? (m.)?‘Himmel’?(WbRV.?603,?dy?us?[sgN])?
? RV.?g?u-? ? (m.)?‘Rind,?Stier,?Kuh’?(WbRV.?407,?g?u??[sgN])?
(cf.?Gr.??????and?Gr.?????).?These?stems?are?supplemented?with?themes?without?final?
*u?in?examples?such?as:?
? RV.?g?-? ? (m.)?‘Rind,?Stier,?Kuh’?(WbRV.?407,?g?m?[sgA])?
? RV.?dy?-?? ? (m.)?‘Himmel’?(WbRV.?604,?dy?m?[sgA])?
Already? Brugmann? sought? to? provide? an? explanation? on? the? basis? of? phonology?
(Grundr2?1:259):?
“In?233?S.?203? ff.?haben?wir?gesehen?dass? [...]? ?? in?den?Langdiphthongen?unter?gewissen?
Bedingungen?schon?in?uridg.?Zeit?geschwunden?sind,?z.B.?[...]?*?åm?‘bovem’?aus?*?åu-m.”?
Similarly,?Szemerényi?(1996:181)?explained:?
“The?original? forms?must?rather?have?been?*dyeus?dyeum;? the?acc.? then?became?dy?m?by?
absorption?of?u?and? compensatory? lengthening,?and? the? long? vowel?was? in?Aryan? carried?
over?into?the?nom.?also.”?
Several?arguments?can?be?presented?against?the?phonological?explanation:?
(a)? No? sound? law? stating? the? loss? of? *u? can? be? postulated? without? causing?
inconsistency,? because? the?well-known? sound? laws? demand? the? preservation? of? the?
vowel?*u?in?the?languages?in?question.?
(b)?The?existence?of?the?*u-less?form?is?externally?confirmed?by?parallels:?




? Do.???-? ? (m.)?‘Zeus’?(Schwyzer?GrGr.?1:576f.,?????[sgN])?
? Gr.????-? ? (dm.)?‘sky-god,?Zeus’?(GEW?1:610-1,??????[sgN])?











3.2.3  Neogr. ?*????PIE ?*?áu, ?*á?u, ?*u?á, ?*uá? , ?*uu ?
§0.? The? long? vowel? Neogr.? *?,? unaccounted? for? by? Schleicher,? was? added? to? the?
reconstruction?by?Curtius?(for?example,?see?Benware?1974:78-9)?and,?following?him,?
the? Neogrammarians.465? Though? the? postulation? is? correct? in? the? sense? that?
correspondences? confirm?a? common? Indo-European? vowel? /?/,? the?material?now?at?
our? disposal? implies? a? segmental? origin? for?Neogr.? *?.?Three?main? subsets? can? be?
distinguished?in?Proto-Indo-European.?
§1.?SUBSET ? I.?Neogr.?*?? ?PIE?*?áu-?or?PIE?*á?u.?The?phased?sound?change?consists?
of? the? assimilation? of? PIE? *á,? the? loss? of? PIE? *?? and? contraction? expressed? in? the?
formula:?
? PIE?*?áu-?*á?u?? ???úu,?ú?u?? ? ??úu?? ? ??RV.??,?etc.?
In?other?words,? PIE? *á+u?was? first? assimilated? (??ú+u),? then? contracted? into? the?
respective? long?vowel?(RV.??,?etc.)?with?the? loss?of?the? laryngeal?during?the?process.?
An?example?of?the?sound?change?is?contained?in?the?data??
?pa?u(r)-?‘Feuer’?(P.?828,?CHD?P:12)?
? CLu.?pa?ur-?? ? (n.)?‘Feuer’?(DLL.?77,?pa-a-?u-u-ur?[sgNA])?
? ?i.?pa?ur-? ? (n.)?‘Feuer’?(HHand.?115,?pa-a?-?u-ur?[sgNA])?
? TochA.?por-? ? (n.)?‘ignis’?(Poucha?189-90,?por?[sgN])?
This?*e/o-grade?root?has?a?respective?zero?grade?in?
PIE?*pá?u-?‘Feuer’?
? Gr.?????? ? (n.)?‘Feuer’?(GEW?2:627-9,?????[sgNA])?
? TochB.?puwar? ? (n.)?‘=?Skt.?agnim’?(DTochB.?393)?














teils? anteconson.? [...]? ?,? anteson.? [...]?u?.? [...]?Gr.? ????? ‘ich?brenne’? aus? *?????? (?u)? :? ai.?
d?ná-s?[...].”?
The? partial? inconsistency? of? the? Neogrammarian? reconstruction? is? caused? by? the?
defective? ablaut?pattern?Neogr.? *?? ?? ?? :? *?,?which?did?not? allow? the?normal? grade?
Neogr.?*a?(=?PIE?*?ae,?ea?)?between?schwa?and?the?long?grade.?The?problem?can?be?
resolved?by?distinguishing?all?of?the?attested?treatments:?
? Neogr.?*?u?? ??PIE?*?áu???PIE?*á?u? (Gr.????-,?TochB.?puwar-)?
? Neogr.?*au? ??PIE?*?aeu???PIE?*ea?u? (?i.?pa?ur-,?TochA.?por-)?
In?this?way,?the?artificial?ambiguity?of?the?Neogrammarian?system?is?replaced?with?the?
systematic? and? complete? alternative? of? Wackernagel’s? ablaut? Neogr.? *?? :? a? :? ?,?
consisting?of?three?actual?distinctions?(see?Chapter?2).?
(b)? Following? the? erroneous? identification? of? Schwa? *?? with? ?i.? ?,? Kury?owicz?
(1935:41,71)?attempted?to?explain?Neogr.?*??by?assuming?a?reduced?vowel?(or?schwa?





fn? 324),? a? laryngeal?metathesis? (LT? **Hu? ?? *uH)? and? subsequent? compensatory?
lengthening?(LT?*uH? ?Neogr.?*?)?are?often?assumed?in?order?to?produce?Neogr.?*?.?
While? avoiding? the? schwa? secundum,?the? metathesis? theory? only? allows? long?
quantities,?which?in?turn?contradicts?the?established?alternations?Neogr.?*u?:???in?the?




“Wie? sich? dazu? die? Fälle?wie? gr.? ???? ai.?m??? Pl.?m?s-as? :?mu?-ká-s,? ai.? g?ha-ti? :? guhád-
avadya,? st?pa-? :? stupá-,? gr.? ?????? :? ????????? verhalten,? ist? unklar;? nur? so? viel? ist?
einigermassen?deutlich,?dass?hier?der?Wortaccent? ein? ?? bewahrte,?das? in? schwachtoniger?
Silbe?zu?u?geworden?ist?(vgl.?§?547,,?9).”?
Brugmann’s? ‘word?accent’?is?not?sufficient,?because?a?short?vowel?with?root?accent?is?
attested? in? examples? like? RV.? gúh?? ‘im? Verborgenen,? geheim’? (WbRV.? 404).?
Accordingly,?a?distinction?between?accented?and?unaccented?PIE?*á? ?*a?is?necessary?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
467? In? this?connection,?Hendriksen? (1941:91)?names?Møller? (Sem.?u.? Idg.?264)?as? the? inventor?of? the?
schwa?secundum.?







? PIE?*má?us-?(??mú?us-)? ?? RV.?m?s-?(m.)?‘Maus’?(WbRV.?1054)?









Numerous? examples? of? the? alternation? exist,? and? some? have? been? chosen? here? to?
illustrate?the?general?behaviour?of?the?ablaut?type:?
(a)???au-?‘Schaf’?(P.?784)?
? CLu.??aui-? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(DLL.?44,??a-a-ú-i-i??[sgN])?
? Gr.????-? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(GEW?2:367,?Arg.???????[plA])?
? Li.?avì-?? ? (4.)?‘Schaf’?(LiEtWb.?28,?avìs?[sgN])?
? Lat.?auillo-? ? (m.)?‘agnus?recentis?partus’?(WH?1:84)?
? OIr.?u·gaire? ? (m.)?‘shepherd’?(DIL?485,?sub?‘oegaire’)?
? Lat.??·pili?(n)-? (m.)?‘Schafhirt’?(WH?2:211)?
(b)???aug-,???aueg-?‘wachsen’?(P.?84-5)?
? Li.?pasi·?gé-? ? (vb.refl.)?‘groß?werden’?(LiEtWb.?24,?pasi?gétis)?
? Li.?áug-?? ? (vb.)?‘wachsen,?größer?werden’?(LiEtWb.?24,?áugti)?
? Lat.?augeo-? ? (pr2.)?‘vermehren’?(WH?1:85f.,?auge??[1sg])?
? gAv.?ugra-? ? (a.)?‘stark,?kräftig’?(AIWb.?380)?
? Gr.?????? ? (pr.)?‘mehren,?fördern;?wachsen’?(GEW?1:187)?
? Hom.??(?)???? (prA.)?‘mehren,?fördern;?wachsen’?(GEW?1:187)?
? ?i.??u?gatar-? ? (n.)?‘Haufen,?Getreidesilo??’?(HEG?1:264)?
(c)???auk-?‘rufen,?sprechen,?lärmen’?(P.?1103)?
? LAv.?ao?aya-? ? (cs.)?‘sprechen?zu-,?anreden’?(AIWb.?36-7)? ?
? Go.?auhj?-? ? (vb.)?‘lärmen’? (GoEtD.?48,?auhj?n?[inf.])?
? Li.??kau-? ? (vb.)?‘zurufen,?schreien,?lärmen’?(LiEtWb.?1160)?
? Li.?áukter-? ? (vb.)?‘aufschreien’?(LiEtWb.?25,?áukterti?[inf.])?
(d)???aukh-?‘Kochtopf,?Pfanne,?usw.’?(P.?88)?
? RV.?ukha·chid-? (a.)?‘den?Topf?zerbrechend’?(WbRV.?245)?
? RV.?ukh?-? ? (f.)?‘Kochtopf,?der?Pfanne’?(WbRV.?246)? ? ?
? Go.?auhn-? ? (m.?)?‘?????????=?oven’?(GoEtD.?49)?
? 208?
? Lat.?aull?-? ? (f.)?‘Topf,?Hafen’?(WH?1:84)?
? Lat.?auxill?-? ? (dim.f.)?‘olla?parvula’?(WH?1:84)?
(e)???aul-?‘kämpfen,?schlagen,?brechen’?(P.?1144)?
? ?i.??ula-? ?? (vb.)?‘(nieder)schlagen’?(HEG?1:273-6,??u-ul-la-a-i)?
? OPr.??lin-? ? (cs.)?‘kämpfen’?(APrS.?453,??lint?[inf.])?
? Gr.????·??-? ? (.)?‘Furche’?(GEW?1:77,?Hes.??????,????????)?
(f)???aur-?‘Wasser,?Regen,?Fluss’?(P.?80-1)?
? OIcl.??r-? ? (n.)?‘Feuchtigkeit,?feiner?Regen’?(ANEtWb.?635)?
? Gr.???·????-?? ? (a.)?‘Gießbach,?Strom’?(GEW?1:103,????????)? ??
? Thrac.?????-? ? (m.)?(a?river)?(Lindeman?1997:60,???????[sgN])?
? Pal.??uarnina-? ? (vb.)?‘besprengen’?(?)?(HHand.?58,?DPal.?56)?
(g)???aus-?‘brennen’?(P.?86-7)?
? RV.?viús-? ? (f.)?‘das?Aufleuchten,?Hellwerden’?(WbRV.?1360)?
? Gr.???h?? ? (vb.)?‘Feuer?holen’?(GEW?1:193,?Gr.????)?
? RV.?úsri-? ? (a.)?‘morgendlich’?(WbRV.?270)?
? Gr.???????? ? (adv.)?‘morgen’?(GEW1:189,?PIE?*?aeusrio-)?
? LAv.?viusa-? ? (pr.)?‘aufleuchten,?aufflammen’?(AIWb.?1394,?viusaiti)?
? AV.???man-? ? (m.)?‘Hitze,?Dampf’?(WbRV.?276)?
(h)???aud-?‘vox’?(P.?76-77)?
? Gr.???·????-? ? (a.)?‘speaking’?(LSJ.?557,????????)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘(menschliche)?Stimme,?Laut,?Rede’?(GEW?1:184)?
? Gr.????? ? (pr.)?‘besingen,?verherrlichen’?(GEW?2:956)?
? Li.??dy-? ? (vb.)?‘keifen,?schelten,?murren,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1157)?
? RV.?uditá-? ? (pt.)?‘gesprochen,?gesagt’?(WbRV.?1201,?uditám)?
(i)???aud-?‘Wasser,?Quelle,?usw.’?(P.?78-80)?
? Hom.?????-? ? (n.obl.)?‘Wasser’?(GEW?2:957,?Il.?21.300)?
? RV.?an·?daka-? (n.)?‘want?of?water,?aridity’?(MonWil.?41)?
? Hom.??????? ? (n.)?‘Wasser’?(GEW?2:597,?????,?Il.?15.37)?
? Li.??dra? ? (f.)?‘Fischotter’?(LiEtWb.?1157-8)?
? Rus.?v?dra? ? (f.)?‘Fischotter’?(GEW?2:957)?
? LAv.?ao?a-?? ? (m.)?‘Quelle’?(AIWb.?42,?ao?a??u?[plL])?
In?this?manner,?the?cover?symbol?Neogr.?*??provides?an?outer-Anatolian?criteria?for?
the?restoration?of?PIE?*??through?PIE?*á,?which?is?reflected?in?the?Indo-European?long?
quantity? ?? =? PIE? *?áu? or? *á?u.? Consequently,? Brugmann’s? (Grundr2? 1:483)470?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
470? See? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:483):? “Nur? diejenigen? erst? im? einzelsprachlichen? Leben? neu?
aufgekommenen? Verschiedenheiten? des? sonantischen? Elementes? sind? mit? heranzuziehen,? welche?




analogical?explanation?of?ablaut?Neogr.?*?? :? ??can?be? replaced?with?a?phonological?
condition,?the?alternation?of?accent?in?PIE?*?áu? ??au?and?PIE?*á?u? ?a?u.?
§3.? SUBSET ? II.?Neogr.?*?,?u????PIE?*uá?,?u?á?with?accent?on?PIE?*á.?As?with? the?
subset?*?+u,?an?assimilation?of?PIE?*a,?the?loss?of?PIE?*??and?a?contraction?took?place?
in?the?subset?as?indicated?in:?
PIE?*uá??*u?á?? ? ??uú??*u?ú?? ? ??uú?? ? ??RV.??.?
The?research?history?shows?that?the?subclass?has?been?reconstructed?almost?correctly?
by?all?theories?that?accept?either?Neogr.?*??or?PIE?*?.?Already?the?Neogrammarians?
accepted? a? contraction?of?*u+????RV.? ?,?Lat.? ?,? etc.,? as? implied?by? the? following?
quote?from?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:495):?
“[…]? ?,? ??dürften?öfters?durch?Contraction? von? ??mit? i,?u?entstanden? sein.?Z.B.?*tr?? ‘tria’?
(ved.? tr?? lat.? tr?-gint??air.? tr?? lit.? tr?-lika?aksl.? tri)?aus?*tri-?,?vgl.?ai.?bhárant-i?gr.???????-?;?
*p?l??‘multa’?(ved.)?aus?*p?lu-?.”?
Similarly,?Saussure?(1879:239?=?Rec.?231-2)?suggested?an?analysis?Neogr.?*????*uA?
for? the? se?-roots? of? the? type? OInd.? pavitár? :? p?tá-.? This? view,? reinterpreted? as?
compensatory? lengthening? caused? by? a? lost? laryngeal? (**uH???Neogr.? *?),? is? now?












? RV.?púr-? ? (f.)?‘Burg,?Fester?Platz’?(WbRV?823-4,?púras?[sgG])?
? ?i.?pu?la-? ? (c.)?‘Stadttor’?(CHD?P:370,?HHand.?134)?
? Gr.?????·????-? (a.)?‘siebentorig’?(GEW?1:624)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Tür-,?Torflügel’?(pl.)?‘Tor,?Pforte’?(GEW?2:623-4)?
? ? PIE?*pu?ál-?
? RV.?pu’ur-? ? (f.)?(ein?Gott)?(WbRV.?823,?p?r?[zweisilbig])?
? RV.?p?r-? ? (f.)?‘Burg,?Fester?Platz’?(WbRV?823-4,?p?r?[sgN])?
§4.? The? accent? alternation? PIE? *?a? :? ?á? with? ablaut? PIE? *?? :? e? :? Ø? results? in? a?






? RV.?su’áda-?? ? (pr.)?‘mit?Lust?geniessen,?gut?schmeken’?(WbRV.?1622)?
? RV.?sv?da-?? ? (prM.)?‘sich?freuen’?(WbRV.?1636,?sv?date?[3sg])?
The?explicit?reconstruction?is?of?the?form:?
? PIE?*sú?ad-?(RV.?súd-)? PIE?*su?ád-?(RV.?s?d-)?? (zero?grade)?
? PIE?*su?aed-?(RV.?su’ád-)? PIE?*su?a?d-?(RV.?sv?d-)?? (*e/??grade)?
Thus,? the?diphonemic?PIE?*?a,?a?? is? required? in?order? to?account? for? simultaneous?
traditionally?irregular?features,?such?as?the?‘a-colouring’,?the?hiatus?in?RV.?su’ád-?and?
the?alternation?of?quantity?Neogr.?*u?:??.?
§5.?Occasionally? in?Greek,?but?also? in? Italic?and? in?Celtic,?an?unassimilated?Gr.? ??,?
appears? (cf.? Gr.? ?????-? ‘Blaustein’,? GEW? 2:37,? etc.).472? The? difference? between?
Neogr.?*u??and?Neogr.?*?? caused?a?dispute?between?Brugmann?and?Schmidt,?as? is?
apparent?in?Brugmann’s?(Grundr2?1:495)?comment:?
“Formen? wie? gr.? ????,? ?????? aus? *?????? waren? einzelsprachliche? Neubildungen.? Die?




*?)? can? be? singled?out? as? the? explanation,?when? the?proper? three? ablaut? grades?of?
Wackernagel’s?ablaut?(PIE?*u?a??*uea??*ua?)?are?taken?into?account.??
§6.? SUBSET ? III.? In? addition? to? the? clusters? PIE? *?+u? (SUBSET ? I)? and? PIE? *u+??
(SUBSET ? II),? there? are? other?minor? reconstructive? starting? points? for?Neogr.? *?,?









caused? by? a? difference? between? the? unextended? (PIE? *bheu-)? and? extended? (PIE?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
471?PIE?*??is?confirmed?by?hiatus?in?RV.?su’áda-?(pr.)?‘angenehm,?genussreich?machen’?(WbRV.?1622,?
su’ádanti?[3pl])?and?PIE?*a?by?colouring?of?Boiot.?????-? (prM.)? ‘sich? freuen’? (Boiot.????????=?Att.?







*?? could? be?mechanically? decided.?Therefore,? the? choice? of? the? proper? alternative?
from?the?list?of?alternatives?
Neogr.?*??? ?? PIE?*?áu,?á?u,?uá?,?u?á,?uu,?ua?u,?u?au,?etc.?



















without?PIE?*i? :?*?.?The?glideless? forms?are?often?written?with? the? (overlong)?plene?
script? (OAnat? [C]a-a-a[C]),? which? does? not? refer? to? quantity? but? to? the? loss? of?
intervocalic?PIE?*i/??in?Old?Anatolian:473?
? PAnat?*a?a? ?? i.?a-a-a,?CLu.?a-a-a,?Pal.?a-a-a,?etc.?(Starke?KLuN:101).?
This? sound? law?was? identified? already?by?Sturtevant? (1951:18? and? fn?23),474? and? its?





473?The?overlong?plene? script? is?often? transcribed?with? /?/,?but? it? is? likely? that? the?middlemost?plene?
vowel?-a-?should?be?read?as?spiritus,?a?secondary?‘laryngeal’?(OAnat.?’)?from?PIE?*?.?Both?here?and?in?
the?PIE?Lexicon,?a?neutral?‘subscript’?notation?(OAnat.?aia)?will?be?adopted.?
474?A? similar? value? for? ‘plene?writing’?is? attested? in?Akkadian.? See? also?Kronasser? (VFLH? 50)? and?
Tischler?(HEG?1:3-4).?
? 212?
? ?i.?aa-?? ? (vb2.)?‘warm,?heiß?sein’?(HEG?1:3-4,?a-a-ri,?a-a-an-ta)475?
? ?i.?aant-? ? (pt.)?‘heiß,?warm’?(HEG?1:3-4,?a-a-an-za,?a-a-an-te-it)?
? ?i.?inu-? ? (cs.)?‘heiß?machen;?kochen’?(HEG?1:363,?i-nu-zi?[3sg])?
(b)??i-?‘machen’?
? CLu.?aia-? ? (vb.)?‘machen’?(CLu.?a-a-?a-?i?[2sg],?KLuN.?101,?fn256)?
? CLu.?aa-? ? (vb.)?‘machen’?(CLu.?a-a-ta?[3sg])?
(c)??tali-?‘ein?Gefäß’?
? ?i.?dalai-? ? (DUGn.)?‘Gefäß?(für?Feinöl)’?(HEG?3:56,?tal-la-i?[sgN])?
? CLu.?talaa-? ? (GI?c.)?‘ein?Gefäß’?(DLL?89,?ta-la-a-an-za?[plA])?
? CLu.?dalai·mi-? (DUGc.)?‘ein?Gefäß’?(DLL?89,?da-la-i-mi-i??[sgN])?
(d)??tarpei-?‘(zer)treten’?(HEG?2:203f.)?
? CLu.?tarpaa-? ? (vb.)?‘(zer)treten’?(HHand.?169,?tar-pa-a-tar?[3sg])?
? CLu.?tarpei-? ? (vb.)?‘(zer)treten’?(DLL?93,?tar-pí-?a)?
? HLu.?tarpaa-? ? (vb.)?‘treten’?(CHLu.?5.1.22,?tara/i-pa-a-ti)?
(e)??uli-?‘Wiese?:?grünen’?
? Pal.?ulaana-? ? (sb.)?‘Wiese,?Dicklicht?’?(DPal.?76,?ú-la-a-an-na?[sgL])?
? ?i.?ulilia-? ? (vb.dn.)?‘grünen,?sprosssen?’? (HHand.?185)?
? Pal.?uliliantik-? ? (dc.)?‘a?class?of?gods’?(DPal.?76?ú-li-li-an-ti-ga-a??[plD])?
(f)??si-?‘Lieb,?Wohlwollen,?Gunst’.?
? ?i.?a?eia-? ? (vb1M.)?‘lieb,?beliebt?sein’?(HEG?1:81-83)?
? Lyd.?a?aa-? ? (c.)?‘Gunst,?Wohlwollen’?(?)?(LydWb.?66,?a?aa?)?
(g)??mliu-?‘Teil,?Urteil(er),?usw.’?
? OInd.?mleva-? ? (vb.)?‘to?serve,?worship’?(MonWil.?838,?mlevate)?
? Lyd.?qa?·m?u-?? (c.)?‘König’?(LydWb.?179,?qa?m?u??[sgD],?Lyd.??? ?*l?)?
? Lyd.?m?ola-?? ? (c.)?‘Teil’?(LydWb.?166,?m?ola?[sgN])?
? Lyd.?m?v?nda-? (sb.)?‘cf.?above?(?)’?(LydWb.?166-7,?m?v?ndãñ?[pl?D])?
? Lyd.?m?v?si-?? ? (c.)?‘Schicksal?(?)’?(LydWb.?167,?m?v?sis?[sgN])?
? Lyc.?mlejeusi-? ? (Ic.)?‘-(?)-’?(VLFH?93,?mlejeusi?[sgN])?













(see?DMycGr.? 78-9).477? This? has? provided? a? degree? of? confirmation? for? PIE? *?? in?
Greek?(for?some?early?examples?of?LinB.?j,?see?DMycGr.?394-5?and?passim),?which?is?
problematic? owing? to? the? simultaneous? loss? of? iota,? sigma? and? digamma? in? the?
classical?language.?




TochAB.?y,?ya?? ? ?? PToch.?*je,?je? ? ??? PIE?*e,??.?
This?development?is?suggested?by?the?root?PIE??s?ar-?‘Blut,?Saft’?(P.?343),?where?the?
equations?TochB.?ya? ?Gr.???and?TochAB.?y? ?Gr.???hold?true,?as?indicated?in:?
? CLu.?a??ar-? ? (n.)?‘Blut’?(HHand.?26,?a-a?-?ar-?a?[sgNA])?
? ?i.?e??ar-? ? (n.)?‘Blut’?(HHand.?33,?HEG?1:112-15,?e-e?-?a-ar)?
? Hes.????-?? ? (n.)?‘Blut,?Saft’?(GEW?1:432,?????[sgNA])?
? TochB.?yasar-? ? (n.)?‘blood’?(DTochB.?487,?yasar?[sgNA])?
? Gr.????-? ? (n.)?‘Blut,?Saft’?(GEW?1:432,?????[sgNA])?
? TochA.?ys?r-? ? (m.)?‘cruor,?sanguis’?(Poucha?253)?
? TochB.?ys?ra-? ? (n.)?‘blood’?(DTochB.?487)?
Consequently,?the?ambiguity?of?TochAB.?y?(from?PIE?*??or?PIE?*e,??)?must?be?taken?
into? account? in? etymological? considerations.? The? reconstructive? situation? thus?
resembles?Old?Anatolian?with?vacillation?between?PIE?*e?and?PIE?*i.?
§5.? In?order? to? explain? the?initial?Gr.? ?-? through? comparison? to? an? Indo-European?
glide? (RV.? y-,?Lat.? i-,?etc.),?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:793-5)?postulated?a? second?glide?










Tocharian,? but? developed? into? *?? ?h? ?? ??? in? the? Satem? group.? In? this?manner,? the?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????






















There? is?no?need? for?major?changes? in? the?general?picture?already?presented?by? the?
Neogrammarians,? which? are? well-established? by? now.?However,? the? following? new?
items?can?be?mentioned?in?this?connection:?




In? the? earliest? texts? scribes? clearly? sought? to? maintain? a? distinction.? What? consistency?
underlies? later? usage? and? whether? the? post-OH? spelling? conventions? also? reflect? a?
continuing?distinction?between?e?and?i?are?matters?of?controversy.”?














proto-languages.?Furthermore,? since? the?Vedic? variation? is? externally? paralleled,481?
arguments?similar?to?those?in?connection?with?*u-stems?apply.?
?
3.2.6  Neogr. ?* ? ???PIE ?*?ái, ?*á? i , ?*i?á, ?*iá? , ?*ii ?
§0.?The?long?vowel?Neogr.?*?,?absent?from?Schleicher’s?system,?was?first?reconstructed?
by? Curtius? (Benware? 1974:78-9).? The?Neogrammarians? followed? Curtius,? but? also?
suggested?a?segmental?analysis?of?Neogr.?*??similar?to?Neogr.?*?.?In?its?full?form,?the?




? PIE?*?ái,?á?i? ???íi,?í?i?(assimilation)? ?íi?(*?-loss)? ?RV.??,?etc.?
The?key?developments?in?the?research?history?of?the?subset?are:?
(a)?On?*?i?as?a?possible?starting?point?of?*?,?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:498)?wrote:?
“Folgten? ?? [...]?auf???etc.,? so?erscheint? in?der?Schwundstufe?vor?dem?Hauptton? teils? ??? [...]?
teils?anteconson.???[...]?anteson.?i??[...].?*dh??-?‘säugen’?ai.?dhaya-ti?dhenú-??(§?193)?S.?171?f.):?
dh?-? ai.? dh?tá-s? :? dh??-? ai.? dh?yú-?? [...].?Ai.? pr?tá-? ‘erfreut,? geliebt’? priyá-s? got.? frij?n? :? gr.?
??????aus?*?????-??av.?fr?y??[...].”??
As?with?Neogr.?*?,?Brugmann?(KVG:80)?contradicts?himself?by?writing:?
“Uridg.? ?? [...]? ist? von? uridg.? a? nur? im?Ar.? geschieden? geblieben,? doch? sind? auch? hier? die?
diphthongischen? a?? [...]? und? ??? [...]? in? a?? [...]? zusammengefallen? (§? 134? ff.)? und? die?
heterosyllabischen?a??und????in?ai.”?
(b)?Brugmann’s? latter? suggestion?was? contested?by?Hirt? (1900:33ff.),?who?preferred?
the? first-mentioned? treatment? *?+i? ?? Neogr.? *?.482? Hirt’s? reconstruction? was?













diese?Angabe? dahin? erweitert,? daß? idg.? ?i? und? ?u? als? ?? und? ?? erscheinen? hatten,?wenn? sie? im? Idg.?
sekundär?den?Ton?erhalten?hatten.”?
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dieser? Stellung? gewiß? nicht? silbisch? (*pri-,? nicht? *p??-),? nur? ein? reiner?Vokal? könnte?mit?
folgendem?*i,?*u?zu?einem?Diftong?verschmelzen?und?an?Vokalen?gibt?es?nach?Benveniste?
im?Indogermanischen?nur?einen,?nämlich?*e.”?
In? addition,? an? extra?difficulty?mentioned?by?Burrow? (1949:42)?must?be? taken? into?
account:?
“[...]?Benveniste?[...]?retains?the?theory?that???can?develop?out?of?-?i-,?or? i?[...].?This?creates?
extraordinary? difficulties.?Even? if? it?were? admitted? that?H? could? function? as? a? sonant? it?
ought?not?to?do?so?before?a?vowel.”?
These?problems,?as?well?as? those?caused?by? the? schwa? secundum? (Møller?1906:264)?
and?Kury?owicz?(1935:41),?can?be?avoided?by?reconstructing?diphonemic?PIE?*?a?and?
*a?.? Thus,? for? Gr.? ??-? (ao.)? ‘trinken’? (Gr.? ????? [2sg]? =? OCS.? pi-)?? PIE? *pá?i-? is?
postulated?exactly?as?for?PIE?*?áu?and?PIE?*á?u.?
(c)? The? laryngeal? metathesis? **Hi??? *iH??? Neogr.? ?? has? been? offered? as? an?
explanation? of? quantity? in? the? laryngeal? theory? (Mayrhofer? 1986:174-5).? Strictly?
speaking,?this?is?not?consistent,?because?compensatory?lengthening?would?exclude?the?
attested?alternation?of?quantity?Neogr.?*i?:?*??(Brugmann,?Grundr2?1:487)?and?lead?to?
the? incompleteness?(and? invalidity)?of? the?reconstruction.?The?examples?of? the? type?
“[Neogr.]?*s?d? ‘sitzen’? ai.? s?da-ti? russ.? sid?t’? av.? hi?aiti? gr.? ?????? [...]”? (Brugmann?
Grundr2? 1:504)483? can? only? be? accounted? for? by? reconstructing? a? difference? in? the?
accentuation,?with? PIE? *á? leading? to? long? glides? and? PIE? *a? (unaccented)? to? short?
ones,?as?indicated?in?





? gAv.??? ? ? (ptcl.)?‘Part.?der?Hervorhebung’?(AIWb.?363)?
? OIcl.???dag? ? (adv.)?‘heute’?(ANEtWb.?282,???dag)?
? RV.??·d??-? ? (dem.pron.)?‘ein?solcher’?(WbRV.?231,??d??e?[sgD])?




? Gr.????-? ? (c.)?‘Meereswogen’?(GEW?1:31,??????????????????)?
? RV.?éja-?? ? (prA)?‘sich?bewegen,?sich?regen’?(WbRV.?297,?éjati)?
? Gr.???·???-? ? (a.)?‘springing?(?),?bounding’?(LSJ.?831)?
(c)???ai?-?‘Ziege’?(P.?13)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
483?The?commonplace?reconstruction? †sisd-? ?Lat.?s?d-? is?erroneous,?because? the?corresponding?RV.?
s?da-?(pr.)?does?not?have?a?retroflex?and?there?is?no?trace?of?a?voiced?sibilant?in?Av.?hi?a-?either.?
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? Gr.????-? ? (c.)?‘Ziege(nbock)’?(GEW?1:41-2,????,??????)?
? Arm.?aic? ? (sb.)?‘Ziege’?(ArmGr.?1:417)?
? LAv.??za?na-? ? (a.)?‘aus?Leder,?ledern’?(AIWb.?373,??zaena-)?
? LAv.?iza?na-? ? (a.)?‘aus?Leder,?ledern’?(AIWb.?373,?iza?na-)?
? Gr.???????? ? (f.)?‘Ziegenfell’?(GEW?1:728)?
(d)???aim-?‘Bild(ung),?Nachbildung,?Gestalt,?usw.’?(P.?10ff.)?
? ?i.??ima-? ? (c.)?‘Nachbildung,?Substitut’?(HEG?1:245,??i-im-ma-a?)?
? TochB.??me-? ? (m.)?‘consciousness,?awareness,?thought’?(DToch.?66)?
? Arm.?imana-? ? (pr.)?‘vormuten’?(WH?1:17,?imanam?[1sg])?
? Lat.?im?g?n-? ? (f.)?‘Bild,?Abbild,?Schein,?Gestalt’?(WH?1:680)?
? OLi.?aimù-? ? (a.)?‘von?schönen?Gestalt’?(LiEtWb.?2)?
? Lat.?aemulo-? ? (a.)?‘nacheifernd,?wetteifernd’?(WH?1:17,?aemulus)?
(e)???air-?‘brennen’?(P.?12)?
? Go.?air?? ? (adv.)?‘frühe’?(GoEtD.?18)? ?
? gAv.?ayar-? ? (n.)?‘Tag’?(AIWb.?157,?ayar??[sgNA])?
? LAv.?uz·ayara-? (n.)?‘Nachmittagzeit’?(AIWb.?409)?
? LAv.?uz·?rah-?? ? (n.)?‘Nachmittag’?(AIWb.?410)?
? ?i.??irina-? ? (UDUNm.)?‘Schmeltzofen’?(?EG2:237,??i-ri-na-a?)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (sb.)?‘Frühstück’?(Hom.??????????[in?V?124])?
(f)???air-?‘schneiden,?enzwei?gehen,?trennen’?(P.?333)?
? Li.?ìr-? ? ? (vb.)?‘sich?auflösen,?enzwei?gehen’?(LiEtWb.?15)?
? Li.?yra-?? ? (vb.)?‘sich?auflösen,?trennen’?(LiEtWb.?187.?yrù)?
? Li.?pa·?ra-? ? (a.)?‘locker’?(P.?333,?pa?ras?[sgN])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Axt,?Beil’?(GEW1:43,?Hes.?????????????)?
? OInd.?il?-? ? (f.)?‘eine?Art?Schwert’?(EWA?3:28)? ?
? OInd.??l?-? ? (f.)?‘eine?Art?Schwert’?(EWA?3:28)?
? OEng.?iring-? ? (a.)?‘sectum’?(ASaxD.?599,?iringes?weg)?
(g)???air-?‘SPRECHEN’?(P.?–)?
? CLu.??iru-? ? (n.)?‘oath’?(HEG?1:252,?DLL?45,??irun?[NA])?
? Go.?airu-? ? (m.)?‘Bote’?(GoEtD.?19,?airus?[sgN])?
? OIcl.??ra·st-? ? (pr.)?‘gesagt,?-flüstert,?erzählt?werden’?(ANEtWb.?287)?
(h)???ais-?‘binden;?Deichsel’?(P.?298)?
? ?i.??i?a-? ? (GI?.)?‘Deichsel’?(?EG?2:252f,?HED.?3:318,??i-e?-?i)?
? RV.????-? ? (f.)?‘Deichsel’?(WbRV.?238,????)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Griff?des?Steuerruders,?Steuerruder’?(GEW1:356)?
? CLu.??i??ia-? ? (vb1.)?‘lier,?ceindre’?(DLL.?46,??i-i?-?i-ia-an-ti?[3pl])?







? PIE?*iá?,?i?á?? ??ií?,?i?í?(assimilation)?? ??ií?(?-loss)?? ??RV.???etc.?
This?subset?has?been?reconstructed?more?or? less?correctly?by?all?theories?that?accept?
Neogr.?*??or?PIE?*?,?as?shown?by?the?research?history:?






phenomenon.?This? cannot? be? correct,?however,? because? the? sole? resulting?quantity?
Neogr.? *?? implied? by? the? compensatory? would? contradict? the? existing? forms? with?
Neogr.?*?,?leaving?the?accent?as?the?single?reconstructive?option.?
(c)? A? disagreement? between? Brugmann? (19003:102,? 1890:58f.)? and? Schmidt?
(1885:291,?309,?1889:59f.)?arose?concerning?the?treatment?of?the?sequence?Neogr.?*i?,?
due?to?observable?differences?between?Sanskrit?and?Greek?in?correspondences?like:?
? RV.?tr??‘drei’? ? :? Gr.??????‘id’?
? RV.?patn??‘Herrin’? :? Gr.????????‘id.’?
? RV.?kr?ta-?‘gekauft’? :? Gr.????????[3sg]?‘bought’?
As? can? be? readily? seen? here,? Greek? has? not? assimilated? ?+?,? leading? Brugmann?
(Grundr2?1:495)?to?explain?the?forms?as?innovations:?
“Formen? wie? gr.? ????,? ?????? aus.? *?????? waren? einzelsprachliche? Neubildungen.? Die?




etc.),? the? problem? remains? ambiguous.? In? any? case,? the? issue? is? generally? of? lesser?
importance,?since?PIE?*??and?*a?can?be?reconstructed?on?the?basis?of?the?data?anyway.?
(d)?A?distinction?between?an?accented?PIE?*á,?assimilating?and?contracting?with?PIE?*i,?
and?an?unaccented?PIE?*a?disappearing?without?any? trace? is?required? to?explain? the?
Indo-European?ablaut???:??.?The?alternation?is?regulated?by?the?formula?
? PIE?*iá?,?*i?á? ?RV.??,?etc.? (and)? ? PIE?*ia?,?i?a? ?RV.??,?etc.?
§4.?SUBSET ? III.?In?addition?to?the?sequences?*?+i?(SUBSET?I)?and?*i+??(SUBSET?II),?
there?are?other?reconstructive?starting?points?for?Neogr.?*?,?including?items?such?as?
? Neogr.?*?? ?? PIE?*ii,?*ia?i,?*i?ai,?etc.?
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A?segmental?Neogr.?*????PIE?*i+i?appears,?for?example,? in?the?reduplicated?perfect?
stem?RV.? ??-? (pf.)? ‘erlaben,? fördern,? erquicken’? (WbRV.? 222,? ??us? [3pl]),? which? is?
related? to? the?root?noun?RV.? í?-?(f.)? ‘Saft,?Trank,?Labetrunk,?Labung,?etc.’?(WbRV.?
224-5)?with?short?quantity.?
§5.?Mechanical? rules? that? would? allow? correct? segmental? reconstruction? from? the?
alternatives?
? Neogr.?*?? ??? PIE?*?ái,?á?i,?iá?,?i?á,?ii,?ia?i,?i?ai,?etc.?
do? not? exist.? Here? the? segmental? analysis? must? be? done? individually? for? every?
correspondence? on? the? basis? of? the?measurable? features? of? the?material.? In?most?
cases,? the? presence? and? position? of? a? laryngeal? can? be? identified.? Accordingly,?
Curtius’s? long?vowel?*?,? just? like?Neogr.?*?,?provides?an?additional?criterion? for? the?
reconstruction?of?PIE?*?a,?a?.?Owing? to? the?analytic?character?of?Neogr.?*?? in?most?
examples,? it? is? likely? that? PIE? did? not? possess? an? original? long? vowel? /?/? as? a?
quantitative?counterpart?of?PIE?*i.?
?
3.2.7  On ?Sievers’s ?Law ?and ?Sturtevant’s ?analysis484?
§0.?In?the?phonological?Indo-European?sound?laws?is?included?an?essentially?prosodic?
law,? formulated? by? Sievers,? according? to? which? PIE? *i/u? followed? by? a? vowel? V?
becomes?a?consonant?after?a?short?syllable?(CiV? ?CyV,?CuV? ?CvV)?and?a?vowel?
after?a?long?syllable?(CCyV? ?CCiV,?CC?V? ?CCuV).?Following?the?emergence?of?
Old? Anatolian,? Sturtevant? proposed? a? change? of? the? interpretation? of? the? law?
according?to?which?the?alternations,?not?duly?accounted?for?by?Sievers’s?condition,?are?
actually? caused? by? the? presence? of? the? laryngeal? and/or? an? accompanying? schwa?
secundum.? Sturtevant’s? interpretation? is? shown? below? to? be? correct? when? the?
idiosyncrasies?of?his?presentation?are?replaced?with?the?PIE?phonemes?proper.?
§1.? In? 1878,? Sievers? formulated? a? sound? law? which? has? become? known? under? his?
name.?According?to?Sievers?(1878:129),?in?the?Rig-Vedic?language?“unbetontes?(nicht?
svaritiertes)? i?oder?u? vor?einem? vokal? ist? consonant?nach?kurzer,? vocal?nach? langer?
silbe?ohne?rücksicht?auf?die?sonstige?accentlage?des?wortes”.485?The?rule? is?supposed?
to?hold?after?a?consonant,?whereas?intervocalic?i,?u?are?to?appear?always?as?RV.?y,?v.486?








sense?of?guru-?and? laghu-?as?used?by? the?Hindu?metricians:?viz.,?a? ‘heavy’?syllable? is?one?containing?a?





This? has? resulted? in? ambiguities,? especially? with? regard? to? Germanic.? Thus,? for?
instance,?the?stem?Go.?lagja-?(GoEtD.?233)?does?not?necessarily?contain?the?suffix?†?o-
,? because? PIE? *·e?o-? (the? standard? causative?morpheme)? remains? equally? possible.?
This?is?indeed?confirmed?by?Gr.????·??????‘to?lie?in?harbour?or?creek’?(LSJ.?1162).487?








More? seriously,? there? are? comparatively? paralleled? Rig-Vedic? examples? that?
contradict?the?law,?raising?questions?about?its?validity?overall.488?
(c)? In? his? criticism,? Sturtevant? (1942:32n2)? points? out? that?Edgerton? “preferred? to?
write? iy?and?uw? for? the?vocalic?member?of? these?pairs”.489? It? is?understandable? that?
Edgerton? wanted? to? explain? the? alternation? on? a? phonological? basis,490? but? this?
practice?has?undesirable?side?effects:?RV.?iy?(in?RV.?mriyase?[2sg],?WbRV.?1054,?etc.)?
and?RV.? uv? (in?RV.? suvita-,?WbRV.? 1551,? etc.)491? are? actually?written? in? the?Rig-





of?Germanic? conditions.?The?Germanic? -ja-? ([P]IE? -yo-)? stem?nouns?point? to? [P]IE? -y-? after? a? light?
syllable?but?-iy-?after?a?heavy;?Gothic?harjis,?but?haírdeis.?So?also?verbs?containing?the?same?suffix?(-y-?
also?after?a?vowel):?Gothic?satji?,?hafji?,?stoji?,?but?tandei?,?sokei?.”?
488?Edgerton? (1934:?262-3)?provides? some?examples:?“[...]? the? forms?and?derivates?of? [...]? sv?d-?occur?
almost?always? initially?or?after?a?heavy? syllable,?and? seem?never? to?be?pronounced? suv-.?So? the? stem?
dv?r-? ‘door’?frequently?occurs?after?a?heavy?syllable?and? initially,?and? is?rarely?read?duv-?[...].?Another?
word?which?ignores?the?law?is?the?sacrificial?exclamation?sv?h?.”?





phoneme,? varying? automatically? under? fixed? phonetic? conditions? (essentially,? y? and? w? after? a? light?
syllable,?iy?and?uw?after?a?heavy).”?
491?Comparare?Edgerton’s? (1934:249)? comment:? “Even? the? traditional?writing? shows? always? suv-itá-?
(§12),?and?so?the?word?is?always?pronounced.”?
492? For? this? reason,? I? agree? with?Edgerton? (1934:? 241)? when? he? says:? “[...]?H.?Güntert? (Indogerm.?
Ablautproblems?97?[1916])?shows?a?complete? lack?of?comprehension?of? it?when?he?argues?that?tuvám?
must?have? been?different? from? the? ‘ordinary?u’? because? it? is?not?written? as?u? in?Vedic?orthography?




according? to?whom? the? following?conclusions?can?be?drawn?after? the?appearance?of?
the?Old?Anatolian?laryngeal:?
(a)? “[S]ince? IH? ?? [=? Schwa? secundum]?must? be? reconstructed? in? any? case,? it? is?
convenient? to?assume? it? in?reconstructing? the?dissyllabic? forms?required?by?Sievers’s?
Law”?(1942:§25d).?
(b)? “In?other? cases? an? IH? laryngeal?has? to? be? assumed?within? the? group? that? later?
yielded?the?conditions?requisite?for?Sievers’s?Law”?(1942:32fn2).??
Sturtevant?squarely?shifts?from?Sievers’s?prosodic?explanation?to?a?phonetic?one?
by? accounting? for? the? hiatus? with? ‘Indo-Hittite’?*?? and? *H.? To? this,? Edgerton?
presented?the?following?objections:?
1.? Edgerton’s? arguments? (1943:120)? against? Sturtevant’s? “Indo-Hittite”? (a?
dubious?entity?indeed)?and???(schwa?secundum)?are?correct.?However,?both?of?these?
problems? can? be? avoided? by? reconstructing? Proto-Indo-European? instead? of? Indo-
Hittite?and?PIE?*a?(in?diphonemic?PIE?*?a?a?)?instead?of?schwa?secundum.?
2.?Against?Sturtevant’s?laryngeals,?Edgerton?(1943:120)?argued:?
“I? am?not? aware? that?Sturtevant?or? anyone? else?has?proved? anything? about? the?phonetic?
values? of? the? ‘laryngeals’,? or? their? place? in? the? phonemic? pattern,? which? would? justify?
relating?them?to?the?principles?here?set?forth?about?the?IE?semivowels.”?
However,? these? doubts? can? be? dealt?with,? because? only? one? laryngeal? PIE? *??with?
glottalic? fricative? value? and? voiceless? and? voiced? variants? (PIE? *h/?)? can? be?
reconstructed? for? the? proto-language.? Furthermore,? this? PIE? *h/?? appears? in?
diphonemic? PIE? *?a,? a?,? explaining? its? semivowel-like? behaviour? already? noted? by?
Saussure? with? his? term? ‘coefficient? sonantique’.?Moreover,? Sturtevant’s? two? rules,?




which?PIE?*?a,?a?? coincides?with? the?Vedic?hiatus? in?all? instances?of?Sievers’s?Law.?
However,?as?I?do?not?favour?“assuming”? laryngeals?à? la?Sturtevant,?the?presence?(or?
absence)?of?PIE?*?a,?a?? is?a? lexical?problem? that?must?be?confirmed? individually? for?
every?correspondence.?
§4.?The?shift?in?explanation?may?be?readily?defended?by?noting?that?PIE?*?a,?a??can?be?
comparatively? proven? through? their? prensence? in? the? instances? of? Sievers’s?Law.494?
Therefore,?Sturtevant’s?basic?assertion?concerning?Sievers’s?Law?–?replacing?Sievers’s?
uw,?iw?with?schwa?secundum?or?H?–?needs?only?a?slight?adjustment,?with?the?laryngeals?







*u+?? PIE? *?+i? and? PIE? *?+u.?When? PIE? *a? is? added,? one? obtains? the? following?
starting?points?for?the?hiatus?of?Sievers’s?Law:?
? PIE?*ia??i?a?? PIE?*a?i??ai? PIE?*ua??u?a? PIE?*a?u??au.?
Some?provable?examples?of?PIE?*?a,?*a??corresponding?to?the?Rig-Vedic?hiatus?can?
be?extracted?from?the?material?to?illustrate?the?situation:?
(a)? The? Old? Anatolian? laryngeal? (?i.? ?)? has? been? directly? preserved? in? place?
corresponding?to?the?Rig-Vedic?hiatus,?as?in:?
PIE?*sa?ie/o-?‘binden,?fesseln’?
? ?i.????ia-? ? (vb1.)?‘binden,?fesseln’?(HEG?1:385,?i?-?i-ia-zi?[2sg])?
? RV.?ví?(...)?sia-?? (pM.)?‘frei?machen’?(WbRV.?1514,?ví?(...)?siasva?[2sg])?
Thus? PIE? *a?+i? results? in? Rig-Vedic? dissyllabic? scansion? à? la? Sievers’s? Law,?
phonetically?reflecting?two?original?syllables?of?the?proto-language.?
(b)??dia?-?‘glänzen;?Himmel’?(P.?183-7)?confirms?PIE?*a:?
? PIE?*dia?-? ?? RV.?did?-?(pr.)?‘herbeistrahlen’?(WbRV.?609,?did?hí)?
? PIE?*di?a?-? ?? Do.???-?(m.)?‘Zeus’?(GEW?1:610,?????[N],?????[A])?
? PIE?*deiea?-? ?? Hom.????-?(vb.)?‘scheinen’?(GEW?1:354,???????[3sg])?
In?addition,?the?Rig-Vedic?hiatus?(reflecting?PIE?*?)?is?confirmed?in:?
? ?PIE?*dia??u-? ?? RV.?di?us?(WbRV.?604)? ?Gr.??????(GEW?1:610-1).?
§5.?The?dissyllabic?scansion?can?result?both?from?PIE?*?+i?and?PIE?*i+?,?as?well?as?PIE?
*?+u? and? PIE? *u+?,? regardless? of? whether? *??=? PIE? *?a? or? PIE? *a?.? From? the?
reconstructive?point?of?view,?there?are?no?a?priori?rules?which?would?settle?the?mutual?
order?of?PIE?*??and?PIE?*a.?Hence,?they?must?be?decided?comparatively?for?each?root.?
Either?way,? the?Rig-Vedic?examples?of?Sievers’?Law? like?“*di?u-? [...]?neben?*d??u-”?
(Grundr2? 1:265)? indicate? a? lost? PIE? *?a? or? *a?,? where? PIE? *a? and? PIE? *?? are? the?
immediate? cause? of? the? disyllabic? scansion? (i.e.? hiatus).? In? such? circumstances,?
Edgerton’s?warning495?against?regarding?the?laryngeal?as?the?explanation?is?outdated,?
and? the? priority? of? our? study? is? to? allow? the? restoration? of? PIE? *?? on? the? basis? of?
measurable? criteria? outside? of? Old? Anatolian.? Taken? that? a? proof? in? extenso? is?
successful? and? it? is? fully? demonstrated? that? the? hiatus? indeed? always? reflects? the?
laryngeal,496? this? naturally? does? not? lessen? Sievers’s? achievement? as? the? original?
discoverer?of?the?phenomenon.?
§6.? In? support? of? Sturtevant’s? idea? that? the?Vedic? dissyllabic? scansion? appears? in?
conjunction?with? *?/H? (or? rather? PIE? *?a,? *a?),? it? should? be? finally?noted? that? the?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
495?Edgerton? (1943:108)?writes:?“[...]? I?would,?however,?caution?against?operating,?even? speculatively,?
with? IE? or? IH? ??and? laryngeal? ‘consonants’? in? terms? of? my? results? for? the? six? proved? semivowel?
phonemes.”?






Thus,? for? instance,? the? root?PIE?*sup-? suep-? suop-? ‘sleep’? (P.?1048-9,?HEG?2:1175)?
never?had?a?laryngeal,?as?proven?by?its?absence?in?Old?Anatolian:?
? ?i.??up-? ? (vb1M.)?‘schlafen’?(HHand.?155,??uptari?[3sg]).?
Consequently,?the?Rig-Vedic?bases?of?the?root?including?items?such?as?
? RV.?si?vap-? ? (cs.ao.)?‘in?Todesschlaf?versenken’?(WbRV.?1626)?
? RV.?svapa-? ? (ao.)?‘entschlafen,?sterben’?(WbRV.?1626)?
? RV.?ni?(...)?sv?paya-? (cs.pr.)?‘in?Todesschlaf?versenken’?(WbRV.?1626)?
never?display?Sievers’s? scansion,?whether? appearing? in? a? long?or? short? syllable? (i.e.?
RV.?†suv?p-?does?not?exist).?This?and?similar?exceptions?of?Sievers’s?Law?are?readily?
solvable? when? the? condition? of? the? law? is? changed? to? reflect? the? presence? of? the?
laryngeal,?as?suggested?by?Sturtevant.?
?
3.2.8  Summary ?of ?PIE ?*i, ?*u ?and ?PIE ?*?a, ?*a??
§0.?It? is?necessary?and?sufficient?to?reconstruct?two?short?vowels?PIE?*i,?*u?and?their?
consonantal? allophones,? PIE? *?,? *?? for? the? proto-language.? The? other? traditional?
items,?especially?Neogr.?*??and?Neogr.?*?,?have?a?segmental?origin.?
§1.?With?the?addition?of?PIE?*i?and?*u?to?the?vowels?PIE?*e?*o?*a?(see?Chapter?2),?the?





















3.3  Liquids ?PIE ?*l ?*r ?
3.3.1  General ?remarks ?on ?PIE ? l iquids ?









3.3.2  Fortunatov’s ?Law ?and ?PIE ?*?a ?*a??
§0.? The? most? serious? problem? concerning? the? liquids? PIE? *l? r? is? the? unexplained?
retroflex? (a.k.a.? cerebral? or? lingual)? in? Sanskrit? (OInd.? ?? ?h? ?? ??? ?? ?)? and? its?
counterpart?in?Iranian?(Av.??).498?Fortunatov’s?attempt?to?solve?the?problem?with?the?


















498?The? term? ‘unexplained? retroflex’? refers?here? to? the? items?not? conditioned? by? the?RUKI-rule? (in?
Indo-Iranian)?and?the?internal?assimilation?of?the?retroflex?in?Sanskrit.?
499?Fortunatov? (1881:215)?writes:?“In?der?gruppe? ‘l+dental’? im?Altindischen? schwindet?das? l?und?der?
dental?geht?in?Lingual?über.”?
500?Compare?Burrow’s? evaluation? (1972:531):? “Fortunatov’s? theory? provided? an? explanation? for? the?
remarkable?fact?that?whereas?in?all?Indo-European?languages?outside?the?Aryan?group?combinations?of?






? ?i.??ulana-? ? (ÍD.)?‘SÍG?:?Wolle’?(HEG?1:278f.,?OGH.?529-30)?
? RV.??r??-?? ? (f.)?‘Wolle’?(WbRV.?274)?




§3.? Despite? these? problems,? Fortunatov? gained? support? from? Bechtel.? He? had? a?
different?agenda,?however.?Bechtel?hoped?to?prove?the?early?existence?of?Neogr.?*l?in?




“The? other? objection? to? Fortunatov’s? theory,? developed? at? length? by? Bartholomae,? was?
based? on? a? list? of? words? in? which? the? same? change? is? said? to? have? taken? place? in?
combinations? of? r? followed? by? dental,? e.g.? ka?u-? ‘bitter’? (Lith.? karstùs),? ka?a-? ‘mat’? (Gr.?
?????????‘basket’,?etc.),?ka?-?‘to?scratch’?(Li.?ka??ti).”?
Though?some?Bartholomae’s?comparisons?are?dispensable,?both?his?argument?and?the?
main?bulk?of?examples? remain? solid.?Consequently? the?early? comparativists? faced?a?
situation?where?Fortunatov’s?Law?had?to?be?abandoned?or?reformulated.?
§4.?At?this?juncture,?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:427)?chose?to?reject?Fortunatov’s?Law:?
“Die? schon? in?der?ersten?Auflage? von?mir?bestrittene?Fortunatov’sche?Regel,?dass? in?der?
uridg.?Gruppe?l+Dentalis?im?Ai.?l?geschwunden?und?die?Dentalis?in?Cerebralis?übergangen?
sei,?während?sich?uridg.?r+Dentalis?erhalten?habe?(BB.?6,?215ff.),?darf?heute?als?abgethan?
gelten,? s.?Bartholomae? IF.?3,?157ff.,? J.?Schmidt?Kritik?S.?1? f.,?Wackernagel?Ai.?Gr.? I?171.?
194.”?
§5.?At?the?same?time,?however,?Brugmann?understood?that?the?phenomenon?referred?






durch? den? lingual? vertreten?wird? (a?i-? ‘achsennagel’?aus? alni-,? ahd.? lun;? pa?ala-? ‘dach,? hülle,? decke,?
schleier’?aus?pelt-,?gr.??????,?altn.?feldr?‘decke’;?pu?a-?‘falte’?aus?p?to-?oder?Bechtels?p?lto-),?während?r?
+?dental? im? skr.?unverändert? bleibt.?Ausnahmen? von?der? regel? sucht?Bechtel? auf?den? lezten? seiten?
385ff.? zu?erklären,?entweder?durch?geschehene?dialektmischung? innerhalb?des? indischen?oder?durch?
systemzwang? (wie? wenn? das? part.? p?r?á-? ‘voll’?das? r? seines? wurzelwebs,? präs.? píparmi?
‘fülle’?festgehalten?hat.”?
? 226?
? PIIr.?*?t,??n,????? ??? OInd.?a?,?a?,?a??(Av.?a?)502?
Thus,?despite?his?ostensible?denial?of?Fortunatov’s?Law,?Brugmann?actually?presented?
a? scenario? in? which? not? only? PIE? *l? (Fortunatov)? but? PIE? *r? (Bartholomae)? were?
involved?in?the?sound?change.?
§6.?Brugmann’s?maneuver?maintained? that? is? was? possible? to? explain? the? Sanskrit?





? RV.??tá-? ? (a.)?‘passend,?gehörig,?recht’?(WbRV.?282-3)?
? OPers.?arta-? ? (m.)?‘Law,?Justice’?(OldP.?170)?
? LAv.?an·ar?ta-?? (a.)?‘gesetzlos,?dem?heiligen?Recht?feind’?(AIWb.?120)?
? Pahl.?art?y-? ? (a.)?‘righteous,?good’?(MPahl.?2:30)?
(b)?PIIr.?*?s-?‘stossen,?stechen’?(P.?335)?
? AV.???a-? ? (pr.)?‘stossen,?stechen’?(WbRV.?292,???ati?[3sg])?
? gAv.??r??i-? ? (f.)?‘Neid’?(AIWb.?356)?
? OIcl.?err-? ? (n.)?‘Narbe’?<?PGerm.?*arsi-?>?(P.?338)?
? OInd.?ar?a??-? ? (f.)?‘stechender?Schmerz’?(KEWA?1:53)?
(c)?PIIr.?*?n-?‘Schuld,?Sünde’?(P.?–,?EWA?1:254)?
? RV.???á-? ? (n.)?‘Schuld,?Verschüldigung,?Sünde’?(WbRV.?281)?
? Sogd.?’rn? ? (sb.)?‘Schuld’?(KEWA?1:121)?
? LAv.?ar?nat.?a??a-? (a.)?‘avenging?debts’?(?)?(EFL?154-5,?AIWb.?195)?
? Khot.??rra-? ? (sb.)?‘Schuld’?(KEWA?1:121)?
In? the? face?of? these? counterexamples,?Brugmann’s? suggestion?does?not? explain? the?
Indo-Iranian?phenomena? any?better? than?Fortunatov’s?original? law,? as?both? violate?
the?principle?of?regularity?of?sound?change.503?
(d)?To?my?knowledge,?no?progress?has?been?made?on?Fortunatov’s?Law?beyond?this?
point.504? This? is? disturbing? because? Brugmann’s? expanded? version? of? Fortunatov’s?




503?Note? also? that? cerebralization? is? not? conditioned? by? the? presence? of? a? syllabic? resonant? (as?was?
suggested?by?Brugmann),?because? the? irrelevance?of?quantity? is? shown?by? the? counterexamples?with?
PIIr.?Ø? :?*a? :?*?,? in?RV.? ???í-?(f.)? ‘Speer,?Spiess,?Dolch’?(WbRV.?293),?LAv.?ar?ti-?(f.)? ‘Speer,?Lanze’?
(AIWb.?295)?and?OPers.??r?ti·ka-?(m.)?‘spearman’?(OldP.?172).?Here?and?in?other?similar?items?PIIr.?*r?
is?preserved?throughout?and?the?phenomenon?is?therefore?not?caused?by?syllabic?sonants.?
504? Brugmann’s? leaning? towards? a? methodic? solution? is? understandable,? since? the? other? option?
(presented? later? in? Burrow? 1971? as? ‘spontaneous? retroflexion’? in? Sanskrit)? is? not? scientifically?
acceptable?(ex?nihilo?nihil).?
? 227?







? PIE?*l+T,?*r+T?? ??? RV.?rT,?Av.?rT.?














to? the? ‘non-cerebralizing’? liquids? PIE? *l? and? PIE? *r.? The? real? values? of? the? cover?
symbols? ??and? ?? can? be? determined? through? the? general? solution? of? the? laryngeal?
problem?presented? in?Chapter?2.?Based?on?phonological?shape,? the? ‘irregular’?Indo-
Iranian?cerebrals?are?divided?into?three?subsets:??
















(e)?SUBSET ? II ?(Lat.?gelum,?etc.)?has?a?retroflex?that?is?identical?to?SUBSET?I,?but? ‘a-
colouring’? is? absent? and? ‘e/o-vocalism’? is? attested? instead.?This? implies?diphonemic?
PIE?*?a;?this?is?to?say,?the?second?set?of?real?values?for?the?cover?symbols???and???is:?
? ?? ?PIE?*?al? ? ??? ?PIE?*?ar? ? ? (SUBSET?II).?
(f)? SUBSET ? III ? (OInd.? la?ati,? etc.).? External? comparisons? confirm? that? not? only?
?+L+T? (=? SUBSET? I+II),? but? also?L+?+T? resulted? in? retroflex? in?Sanskrit.?The?
third?set?of?real?values?for?cover?symbols???and???are?thus:?
? ?? ?PIE?*la?,?l?a? ?? ?PIE?*ra?,?r?a? ? (SUBSET?III)?
These? three?assignments?of? the? real? values? to? ??and? ??allow? the? substitution?of? the?
cover?symbols?with?well-defined?Proto-Indo-European?phonemes?as?follows:?





with? the? upgrade? of? the? law:? the? original? proto-sequences? V+H+L+T? and?
V+L+H+T?explain?regularly?the?Indo-Iranian?cerebrals,?but?allow?for?the?sequences?
V+L+T?to?be?preserved?as?such.??
(h)?The?solution? is?seen? to?hold? true? in? light?of? the?data,?which?provides?criteria? for?
diphonemic?PIE?*?a,?a??appearing?in?connection?with?each?subset,?as?indicated?below.?
§8.?PIE?*a?LT? (SUBSET? I)? is? characterized?by? ‘a-quality’? (Neogr.?*??*a?*?)?and? the?
absence?of? an? initial?Ch? (tenues? aspiratae)? confirming? a?diphonemic?*a?? (vs.?*?a).?
Some?examples?of?this?subset?are:?

















? Lat.?callo-? ? (n.)?‘Schwiele,?dicke?Haut’?(WH?1:139,?callum?[sgNA])?
? Lat.?calle?? ? (vb.)?‘eine?dicke?Haut?haben’?(WH?1:139,?calle??[1sg])?
(c)??ka?r-?‘drehen,?flechten,?binden’?(P.?257).?The?ablauting?root?forms?PIE?*ka?r-?(in?
OInd.?kil·iñja-?‘mat’,?with?OInd.?i2? ?PIE?*a)?and?PIE?*kea?r?(OInd.?kal·iñja-?‘mat’)509?
are? accompanied? with? Gr.? ?? in? the? dental? extension? with? an? attested? cerebral? in?
Sanskrit:?
PIE??ka?rt-?‘binden,?usw.’?
? OInd.?ká?a-? ? (m.)?‘Geflecht,?Matte’?(KEWA?1:141)?
? OPr.?korto-? ? (f.)?‘der?gehegte?Wald’?(APrS.?361,?korto)?




? Li.?ka??-? ? (vb.)?‘(Wolle)?kämmen,?hecheln,?riffeln’?(LiEtWb.?224)?
? OInd.?ká?a-? ? (vb.)?‘reiben,?kratzen’?(KEWA?1:190,?ka?ati,?ka?ate)?
? Lat.?carr?? ? (pr3.)?‘(Wolle)?krämpeln’?(WH?1:173ff.)?
? OInd.?ka?a?a-? ? (n.)?‘das?Reiben’?(KEWA?1:190)?
? OCS.?krasta? ? (f.)?‘Kruste,?Schorf,?Räude’?(Sadnik??388)?
(e)? ?ka?rt-? ‘bitter,? scharf,? beissend’? (P.? 941-2).?Neogr.? *r? (vs.? *l)? is? confirmed? by?
Baltic,?which?corresponds?with?the?cerebral?in?Sanskrit:?
? OPr.?k?rta-? ? (a.)?‘bitter’?(APrS.?353,?k?rtai?[plN])?
? Li.?kartù-? ? (a.)?‘bitter’?(LiEtWb.?225,?kartùs?[sgN])?
? OInd.?ka?u-? ? (a.)?‘pungent,?acid,?sharp,?fierce’?(MonWil.?244)? ?
? RV.?ká?uka-? ? (a.)?‘scharf,?beissend’?(WbRV.?310,?EWA?1:143)?
(f)??kea?rt-?‘Stein;?hard’?(P.?531).?The?root?has?a?laryngeal?implied?by?the?‘a-vocalism’?
in?Greek?(in?Gr.??? ?PIE?*ea?):?
? Gr.??????? ? (adv.)?‘stark,?sehr’?(GEW?1:793)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (a.)?‘stark,?mächtig,?gewaltsam’?(GEW?2:9)?
? Go.?hardu-? ? (a.)?‘hart,?streng’?(GoEtD.?177,?hardus?[sgN])?
As? anticipated,? the? root? with? extension? PIE? *ka?rt·h-? appears? with? a? cerebral? in?
Sanskrit:?










? Dh?tup.??ala-? ? (vb.)?‘to?cover’?(KEWA?3:311,??alate?[3sg])?
? AV.???l?-? ? (f.)?‘Hütte,?Haus,?Gemach,?Gebäude’?(KEWA?3:328-9)?
? AV.??·??ra-? ? (m.)?‘Oberdach,?Schutz’?(MonWil.?157)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (f.)?‘Hütte,?Scheune,?Nest’?(GEW?1:764)?
? Gr.?????????? ? (pr.)?‘umhüllen,?verbergen’?(GEW?1:768-9)?
The? liquid? has? disappeared? and? turned? the? dental? into? a? cerebral? in? the? extension?
??a?lt-,?which?is?preserved?in:?
? OInd.????a-? ? (m.)?‘kind?of?skirt/petticoat’?(MonWil.?1063).?
(h)??nea?r-?‘Rohr,?Narde’?(P.?–).?The?unextended?root?has?been?preserved?in:?
? OInd.?nalá-?? ? (m.)?‘Rohr,?Rohrschilf’?(EWA?2:7)?
? OInd.?nala-?? ? (m.)?‘Name?eines?Königs?der?Ni?adhas’?(KEWA?2:141)?
The?dental?extension?PIE?*nea?rd-?with?Gr.???=?Lat.?a?has?a?cerebral?in?Sanskrit:?
? RV.?na?á-? ? (m.)?‘Schilfrohr,?Rohr’?(EWA?2:7,?WbRV.?705)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘indische?Narde’?(GEW?2:289,????????[sgN])?
? Lat.?nardo-? ? (m.)?‘Nardostachys?Jatamansi’?(WH?2:143,?nardus)?
(i)??pa?l-?‘Hand’?(P.?806).?PIE?*ea??is?confirmed?by?Gr.???=?Lat.?a?in:?
? Gr.???????-? ? (f.)?‘flache?Hand,?Handhabe,?Mittel’?(GEW?2:466)?
? Lat.?palmo-? ? (m.)?‘Hand?(Längenmass),?Spanne’?(WH?2:240)?
? Lat.?palm?-? ? (f.)?‘flache?Hand,?Gänsefuß’?(WH?2:240,?palma?[sgN])?
The?dental?extension?PIE?*pea?lni-?has?the?expected?retroflex?in?Sanskrit:?
? RV.?pá?i-? ? (m.)?‘der?Geizige’?(WbRV.?760)?
? RV.?p??i-? ? (m.)?‘die?Hand,?das?Huf?(des?Rosses)’?(WbRV.?805)?
? OInd.?p??ini-? ? (ENm.)?‘P??ini’?(MonWil.?615)? ? ?
(j)??pa?l-?‘stone’?(P.?807).?Corresponding?to?PIE?*pea?l·es-?with?PCelt.?*a?
? OGaul.?alesia-?? (ON.f.)?‘La?Roche’,?LEIA?A-30)?
? OHG.?felis-?? ? (m.)?‘Felsen,?Teil?eines?Berges,?Felsabhang’?(P.?807)?
the?zero?grade?suffix?PIE?*pea?l·s-?has?a?cerebral?in?Sanskrit:?
? MidIr.?all-? ? (n.)?‘Stein,?Klippe’?(LEIA?A-61)?
? OInd.?p????a-?? (m.)?‘a?stone’?(MonWil.?624,?Burrow?1972:97)?




? OCS.?plat?? ? (m.)?‘??????:?Fetzen’?(P.?986)?
? 231?
? OInd.?pa?a-? ? (vb.)?‘to?split’?(KEWA?2:189,?pa?ati?[3sg])?
? OInd.?p??aka-? ? (m.)?‘a?splitter,?divider’?(MonWil.?614)?
? Ir.?altan-? ? (f.)?‘rasoir?:?Schermesser’?(LEIA?A-34)?
? OInd.?p??ana-? ? (n.)?‘splitting,?dividing,?tearing?up’?(MonWil.?615)?
? OInd.?p??avá-? ? (m.)?‘des?Pa?u-’?(KEWA?2:191)?
(l)??ua?l-?‘Baum,?Stab,?Pfeil’?(WH.?2:730).?The?unextended?root?
? OInd.?vala-?? ? (m.)?‘Balken,?Stange’?(KEWA?3:162)?
is?best?known?for?the?extension?PIE?*uea?l·u-?with?Gr.??? ?PIE?*ea?:?
? Go.?walu-? ? (m.)?‘???????=?Stab’?(GoEtD.?393,?walus?[sgN])?
? OIcl.?v?l-? ? (m.)?‘runder?Stab’?(ANEtWb.?673,?v?lr?[sgN])?
? El.??????-? ? (m.)?‘elische?Polizeibehörde’?(GEW?1:80,???????)?
As?expected,?the?dental?extension?PIE?*u?a?l·n-?is?attested?with?a?cerebral?in?Sanskrit:?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘nail’?(LSJ.?337,?in?Hes.???????????????[Aiol.])?
? Lat.?uallo-? ? (m.n.)?‘Pfahl(werk)’?(WH?2:730,?uallus,?uallum)?
? RV.?v??á-? ? (m.)?‘Pfeil’?(WbRV.?1256)?
? RV.?v???-? ? (f.)?‘Rohr,?Rohrstab’?(WbRV.?1256)?
The?extension?PIE?*u?a?lt-?(P.?1139-40)?has?also?left?a?cerebral?in?Sanskrit:?
? OInd.?v??a-? ? (a.)?‘made?of?Indian?fig-tree’?(MonWil.?939)?
? OInd.?v??a-? ? (m.)?‘fence,?enclosure,?wall,?garden’?(MonWil.?939)?
? OHG.?wald? ? (m.)?‘Wald’?(Kluge?1975:774,?wald?[sgN])?
? OEng.?weald? ? (m.)?‘wood,?forest’?(ASaxD.?1171)?
(m)?PIE?*?h?ahl·t-,?an?alternative?extension?of? the? root?Neogr.?*?h·en-? ‘schlagen’?
(P.? 491-3),? is? now? paralleled? by? Tocharian,? revealing? PIE? *l? as? the? liquid? lost? in?
Sanskrit:?
? AV.??·gh??á-? ? (m.)?‘Zimbel’?(EWA?1:159)?
? OInd.?d?rv·?·gh??á-? (m.)?‘Baumhacker,?Specht’?(EWA?1:160)?
? TochA.?k?lta?k-? (sb.)?‘instrumentum?musici’?(Poucha?61)?
? RV.??gh??í-? ? (c.)?‘Cymbeln’?oder?‘Klappern’?(WbRV.?172)?
(n)???a?l-?‘Rahm,?Milch’?(P.?–).?The?root?with?ablaut?*e/o?is?based?on?the?forms:?
? OInd.??ara-? ? (m.)?‘saurer?Rahm’?(KEWA?3:305,??ara?)?
? OInd.??áras-? ? (n.)?‘Rahm,?Haut?auf?gekochter?Milch’?(KEWA?3:305)?
? Lat.?colostra-? ? (f.)?‘Biestmilch’?(WH?1:247f.)?
The?dental?extension?PIE?*?ea?lto-?has?resulted?in?retroflex?in?Sanskrit:?
? OInd.??a?a-? ? (a.)?‘sauer’?(KEWA?3:291).?
Thus?the?root?contains?PIE?*?,?revealed?by?Fortunatov’s?Law?II.?




Lithuanian,? implying?PIE?*?.?Thus,? for? instance,? the?Lithuanian?acute? (and?Latvian?
broken?tone)?is?present?in:?
??e?al-?‘bind’?
? OEng.?cel-? ? (sb.)?‘a?basket’?(ASaxD.?150,?cel,?celas?[pl])?
? AV.?j?la-? ? (n.)?‘Netz,?Kampfnetz,?Fanggarn’?(EWA?1:588)?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (n.pl.)?Hes.?‘????????:?bridle,?bit’?(LSJ.?469)?
? Li.???l?-? ? (f.)?‘Siele,?Pferdegeschirr’?(LiEtWb.?1296)?
? Latv.?zêle-? ? (f.)?‘Siele,?Pferdegeschirr’?(LiEtWb.?1296)?
In? the? dental? extension? PIE? *?e?alt-,? the? liquid? has? been? lost? in? Sanskrit?with? the?
anticipated?OInd.???in:?
? OInd.?já??-? ? (f.)?‘Flechte,?verflochtenes?Haar’?(KEWA?1:413)? ?
? OInd.?ja??lá-? ? (a.)?‘Flechten?tragend’?(KEWA?1:413)?
? OInd.?ja?i-? ? (f.)?‘Haarflechte’?(KEWA?1:413)? ?




? OstLi.??e?ta-? ? (a.)?‘golden,?goldgelb,?blond’?(LiEtWb.?1296-7,??e?tas)?
? Thrac.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Gold’?(?)?(P.?429,???????[sgN])?
The?respective?*o-grade?is?secured?by?Slavonic:?
PIE?*?h??alt-?‘Gold’?
? Rus.?zóloto? ? (n.)?‘Gold’?(REW?1:460)?
? OCS.?zlato? ? (n.)?‘Gold’?(REW?1:460,?zlato?[sgNA])?
Whether?reflecting?PIE?*??or?PIE?*?,?Sanskrit?has?a?cerebral?pointing?to?PIE?*?a?in?
? OInd.?h??aka-? ? (n.)?‘Gold’?(EWA?3:535,?h??akam?[sgNA]).?
Some?additional?examples?of?SUBSET?II?with?an?etymology?are:?
(a)??ge?al-,??go?al-?‘kalt,?Kälte,?Frost’.?The?unextended?root?is?attested?in?
? Lat.?gelo-? ? (n.)?‘Eiskälte,?Frost,?Eis’?(WH?1:585-6,?gelum?[sgNA])?
? OEng.?cala-? ? (pret.)?‘to?be(come)?cold,?cool’?(ASaxD.?143,?calan)?
? Osc.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Steph.?Byz.???????????????’?(WH?1:586)?
The?dental?extension?PIE?*ge?ald(h)-?is?accompanied?by?a?retroflex?in?Sanskrit:?
? OInd.?ja?a-? ? (a.)?‘cold,?stiff,?dull’?(KEWA?1:414,?EWA?1:565)?
? OCS.??l?dica? ? (f.)?‘gefrorener?Regen’?(WH?2:586)?
? RV.?já?hav-? ? (a.)?‘stumpfsinnig’?(WbRV.?465,?já?havas)?
? 233?
(b)? ??e?alth-? ‘puer,? infans’? (P.? 473).510?Germanic? cognates? confirm? PIE? *l? for? the?
liquid?lost?in?Sanskrit:?
? OEng.?cild-? ? (n.)?‘puer,?infans?:?child,?infant’?(ASaxD.?154)? ?
? Go.?in·kil?o-? ? (a.)?=????????‘pregnant’?(GoEtD.?218)?
? Go.?kil?ei(n)-? ? (f.)?=????????‘womb’?(GoEtD.?218)?
? RV.?ja?hára-? ? (n.)?‘der?Mutterleib,?Bauch,?Magen’?(WbRV.?464-5)?
? RV.?já?hara-? ? (m/n.)?‘Leibesgrösse’?(WbRV.?465,?EWA?1:565)? ?
? OEng.?cildru-? ? (st.n.pl.)?‘children’?(ASaxD.?154)?
(c)? ?ke?al-,? ?ko?al-? ‘einäugig’? (P.? 545,? 2.? kel-).? The? root,? postulated? by? Pokorny?
without?a?laryngeal,?has?a?retroflex?in?Sanskrit?implying?PIE?*?a?in:?
? AV.?k??á-? ? (a.)?‘durchstochen,?-löchert,?einäugig’?(WbRV.?322)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?Hes.??????????????????????(GEW?1:817)?
? OIr.?coll-? ? (a.)?‘luscum’?:?‘einäugig’?(LEIA?C-159)?
? RV.?k???-? ? (a.)?‘ausgestochen,?duchtbohrt,?einäugig’?(WbRV.?322)?
(d)??ke?ar-?‘neck,?etc.’?(P.?576).?The?*?-grade?is?attested?in?Italo-Greek:?
? Lat.?ceru?c-? ? (f.)?‘Nacken’?(WH?1:207.?ceru?x,?ceru?cis?[sgG])?






? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?Hes.????????????????????(LSJ.?1098)?
? TochB.?malyakke-? (a.m.)?‘youthful,?puerile’?(DTochB.?442)?
The?dental?extension?PIE?*me?aln-? is? confirmed?by?Greek?and?Sanskrit,?where? the?
cerebral?of?the?latter?implies?PIE?*?a:?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘junger?Knabe’?(GEW?2:202,?LSJ.?1098)?
? OInd.?m??ava-? (m.)?‘a?youth,?lad,?youngster’?(MonWil.?806)?
(f)? ?pe?al-? ‘Menge,?Masse;?Decke,?Schild’? (P.?803).?The? root,?appearing? in?various?
extensions,?reflects?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?when?augmented?with?a?dental:?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘kleiner?Schild?aus?Flechtwerk’?(GEW?2:501)?
? OInd.?pa?a-? ? (m.)?‘woven?cloth,?blanket,?garment’?(MonWil.?579)?






(g)? ?pe?ar-,? ?po?ar-? ‘einhandeln,? kaufen’? (P.? 817).?The? root? is? attested? in? several?
extensions,?including?the?dental?one,?in:?
PIE?*pe?arn-?‘einhandeln,?kaufen?:?Dirne,?Hure’?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Buhlknabe,?Buhler?:?paramour’?(GEW?2:581)?
? OInd.?pá?a-? ? (vbM.)?‘einhandeln,?kaufen’?(KEWA?2:194)?
? OInd.?pa?a·str?-? (f.)?‘meretr?x,??????’?(EWA?2:69)?








? ?i.?la?a-? ? (c.)?‘Feldzug,?Reise’?(HEG?2:8-11,?la-a-a?-?i)?
? Gr.??·??-? ? (vb.)?‘treiben’?(GEW?1:482-3,?Cos.???????[ipv3sg])?
The?root?with?a?dental?extension?(PIE?*e·la?t-)?is?confirmed?by?the?equation:?
? OInd.?á?a-? ? (pr.)?‘herumschweifen’?(EWA?1:56,?á?ati)512?
? OInd.???a-? ? (a.)?‘going?(after)’?(MonWil.?133)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Treiber,?Wagenlenker’?(GEW?2:482)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (f.)?‘Ritt,?Marsch’?(GEW?2:481)??
(b)?PIE??la?s-?‘verlangen,?begehren’?(P.?654,?*las-).?The?*e-grade?root?PIE?*lea?s-?has?
a?certain?Neogr.?*a?(??PIE?*?)?implied?by?the?European?languages:?
? OInd.?l?lasa-?? ? (a.int.)?‘heftig?verlangend?nach’?(KEWA?2:99-100)?
? Gr.?????(h)??-?? (prM.)?‘heftig?begehren,?verlangen’?(GEW?2:123)?
? Lat.?lasc?uo-? ? (a.)?‘geil,?usw.’?(WH?1:766,?lasc?uus?[sgN])?
? OIr.?lainn-? ? (a.)?‘gierig’?(WH?2:766,?lainn?[sgN]? ?PCelt.?*lasni-)?
In?the?reduplication?PIE?*lela?so-,?PIE?*a?was?lost?and?the?cluster?*l?s?replaced?with?a?
retroflex?in?Sanskrit:?
? OInd.?la?a-? ? (pr.)?‘begehren,?Verlangen?haben?nach’?(KEWA?3:95)?
? OInd.?abhi·la?ita-? (a.)?‘begehrt,?gewünscht’?(KEWA?3:95)?
(c)?The? loss?of? liquid?and? the?cerebral? in?Sanskrit?are?now?also?documented? for? the?
reduplication?PIE?*lola?tuo-?(from?PIE?*la?-?‘gehen,?treiben’),?which?appears?in:?







? OInd.?la?va-? ? ?(m.)?‘dancing?boy’?(KEWA?3:95,?Lex.?la?va??[sgN])?






(a)?PIE?*?aldh-? ‘wachsen,?gedeihen’? (P.?27).?The? laryngeal? is?based?on?Gr.?????????
and?the?retroflex?in?Sanskrit:?
? RV.??dh-? ? (ao.)?‘gedeihen’?(WbRV.?289,??dhat?[conj3sg])?
? gAv.?ar?d-? ? (ao.)?‘gedeihen?lassen,?fördern’?(AIWb.?193,?ar?da?)?
? Go.?ald-? ? (f.)?‘generation,?age?:?????,??????,?????’?(GoEtD.?26)?
? OInd.???hyá-? ? (a.)?‘rich,?wealthy’?(KEWA?1:71-72,?*?+??dhyá-)?
In? the? zero-grade?RV.? ?dh-,?however,? the? liquid?has?been?preserved.?This?variation?
can?be?reconstructed?regularly?by?the?following?prototypes:?
? ? I? ? ??????zero?grade? ? ? II?
???h-? ?*e/o?aldh-? ??dh-? ?*?aldh-? ??ardh-? ?*?ae/oldh-?
(b)?PIE?*na?Rt-?‘tanzen,?drehen’?(P.?975f.)?appears?in:?
? OInd.?ná?a-? ? (vb.)?‘tanzen’?(KEWA?2:127,?na?ati?[3sg])?
? OInd.?ná?a-? ? (m.)?‘Schausspieler’?(KEWA?2:127)?
? RV.???(...)?n?t-?? (ao.)?‘tanzend?herbeispringen?zu?[A]’?(WbRV.?751)?
? AV.?n?t-? ? (f.)?‘Tanz’?(EWA?2:21,?n?t-)?
? RV.?nartáya-? ? (cs.)?‘tanzen?lassen,?drehen’?(WbRV.?751,?nartáyan)?
? RV.?narti?-? ? (is.ao.)?‘tanzen’?(WbRV.?751,?ánarti?us?[3pl])?
In?an?identical?fashion,?the?alternation?can?be?reconstructed?regularly?by?positing:?
? ? I-A? ? ??????zero?grade? ? ? ???I-B?
?na?-? ?PIE?*ne/oa?Rt-? ?n?t-? ?PIE?*na?Rt-? ??nart-? ?PIE?*na?e/oRt-?
Evidently?there?is?no?cerebralization?in?zero-grade??n?t-,?which?proves?the?restriction.?




? OInd.?gála-? ? (vb1.)?‘drip,?drop,?ooze’?(MonWil.?350,?galati?[3sg])?
? OInd.?gagala-? ? (n.)?‘venom?(of?serpents)’?(MonWil.?341)?




(b)?The? root?with? a? dental? extension? PIE? *?ea?ld-? has? resulted? in? the? retroflex? in?
Sanskrit?(Fortunatov’s?Law?II):?
? Dhatup.?ga?a-?? (pr1.)?‘distil,?drop’?(MonWil.?342,?ga?ati?[3sg])?
? OInd.?ga?a-? ? (m.)?‘a?kind?of?gold-fish’?(MonWil.?342)?
? OInd.?ga?ayitnu-? (m.)?‘a?cloud’?(MonWil.?342)?
? OInd.?ga?era-? ? (m.)?‘cloud,?torrent’?(MonWil.?342,?KEWA?1:328)?
? OInd.?ga?ayantá-? (m.)?‘Wolke’?(KEWA?1:328)?
(c)? On? the? other? hand,? the? schwebeablaut? base? PIE? *?a?old-? did? not? satisfy? the?
condition?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?and?no?cerebralization?took?place?in?examples?like:?
? RV.?gáld?-?? ? (f.)?‘das?Abseihen?(des?Soma)’?(WbRV.?388)?
? OInd.?gardayitnu-? (m.)?‘Wolke?:?cloud’?(KEWA?1:328)?
Thus,?the?apparently?chaotic?alternation?of?the?retroflex?is?regular.?
§13.? Avestan? has? preserved? some? twenty? examples? of? Av.? ?,? the? outcome? of?
Fortunatov’s?Law? in? the? language,?carefully?catalogued?and?discussed?by?Hoffmann?
(1986).514? To? show? its? compatibility? with? Fortunatov’s? Law? II,? ? a? short? but?
comprehensive?review?of?the?Avestan?material?will?follow.?
(a)?Generally? the?development?of?Avestan? is? identical?with? that?Sanskrit,?except? for?




? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘mahlen’?(GEW?1:70).??
In?the?respective?dental?extension?PIE?*?alt-,?Av.???corresponds?to?Indo-Aryan???in??
??alt-?‘mehl,?gemahlen’?(P.?28-9):?
? LAv.?a?a-? ? (pt.)?‘gemahlen?(vom?getreide)’?(AIWb.?230)?
? OInd.?a??a-? ? (n.)?‘boiled?rice,?food’?(MonWil.?11)?
? Hind.????-? ? (f.)?‘Mehl’?(EWA?1:55,?????[sgN]? ?*????-)?
(b)?Owing? to? the?existence?of?a? segmental?explanation? (PIE?*?)? for?Av.? ?,? the?early?
suprasegmental?theory?(see?Hoffmann?1986)?should?be?reconsidered.?The?assumption?













However,?we? cannot? conclude? that? an? accent?would? account? for?Av.? ??=?OInd.? ?,?
because??
RV.?kartá-?? ? (m.)?‘Grube,?Loch’?(WbRV.?316)?







? LAv.? ara-? ? (pr.)?‘geniessen’?(AIWb.?1865,? araiti?[3sg])?
? OIcl.?soll-?? ? (m.)?‘Spültrank?für?Schweine’?(ANEtWb.?529)?
In?the?dental?extension?PIE?*suea?lto-,?the?liquid?was?lost?in?Iranian?with?Av.??:??
? LAv.? ??a-? ? (n.)?‘Essen’?(AIWb.?1879)?
? LAv.? ???r-? ? (m.)?‘Trinker’? (AIWb.?1879,? ???r?m?[sgA])?
On? the? other? hand,? the? schwebeablaut? variant? PIE? *sua?olto-? did? not? satisfy? the?
condition?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II,?and?therefore?the?law?did?not?take?place?in:?
? LAv.? ar?ta-? ? (vb.)?‘geniessen,?trinken’?(AIWb.?1868,? ar?t?e?[inf.]).?
Similarly,?a?schwebeablaut?is?required?to?explain?the?alternation?Av.???:?Av.?Vr?t?in?
PIE???alt-?‘Lohn’:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Lohn’?(LSJ.?73,?Hes.???????????????)?
? gAv.?a?i-? ? (f.)?‘Anteil,?Lohn,?Verdienst,?Belohnung’?(AIWb.?241)?
? LAv.??r?iti-? ? (f.)?‘Anteil,?Lohn,?Verdienst,?Belohnung’?(AIWb.?192)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Lohn,?usw.’?(LSJ.?73,?Hes.????????????????)?
(d)? In? addition? to?morphology,? the?Proto-Indo-European? derivation? accounted? for?
some? doublets? with? dental? and? retroflex/sibilant? in? Indo-Iranian.? The? data? are?
characterized?by?the?appearance?of?both?the?plain?root? ?and?the?laryngeal?extension?
?·?.?With?a? further?dental? suffix? ·T-,?extensions??·T?and???·T?appear.?While? the?
former? gives? no? indication? of? Fortunatov’s? Law? II,? the? latter? does.? An? example?
supported?by?Old?Anatolian?is?now?available?in:?
1.?*pr-?‘gehen;?Fuß’?(?? ).?The?unextended?root?is?well-documented?in?Luwian:?
? CLu.?para-? ? (vb.)?‘chase,?hunt’?(DLL?77,?pa-ra-ad-du?[3sg])?
? HLu.?ARHA?para-? (vb.)?‘hunt’?(CHLu.?7.2.1.fr6?ARHA?(PES2)*501+RA/I-ha)?
? HLu.?para-? ? (sb.)?‘foot’?(CHLu.?10.14.9,?(“PES”)pa+ra/i-za)?
? RV.?purv?·pará-? (a.)?‘nachfolgend’?(WbRV.?846-7)?
? 238?
2.? PIE? *prtu-? ‘Durchgang’? (?? ?·T-).? Directly? built? on? the? unextended? root?
without?a?laryngeal,?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?took?place?in:?
? gAv.?p?r?tu-? ? (m.f.)?‘Durchgang,?Pforte,?Furt,?Brücke’?(AIWb.?892).?
3.?PIE?*pra?-?*pora?-?*pera?-?‘treiben,?jagen’?(?? ·a?).?The?laryngeal?extension?
is?attested?in?Old?Anatolian?(CHD?P:143f.):?
? ?i.?par?a-? ? (vb2.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(HHand.?121,?pár-?a-i?[3sg])?
? CLu.?par?a-? ? (vb.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(DLL.?78,?pár-?a-ad-du?[3sg])?
4.? PIE? *pra?tu-? ‘Durchgang,? Furt’?(???·a?·T-).? Following? the? loss? of? PIE? *a,?
Fortunatov’s?Law?II?took?place?and?Av.???appears?in:?




? LAv.?p?r?t-? ? (f.)?‘Kampf,?Streit’?(AIWb.?891,?p?r?tas?a)?
? RV.?p?t-?? ? (f.)?‘Kampf,?Streit’?(WbRV.?854,?p?tsú?[plL])?
Simultaneously,?however,?the?extension?*pra?·th-????·?·T?(with?Gr.???implying?the?
laryngeal)?has?resulted?in?Av.???in:?
? LAv.?p??ana-? ? (n.)?‘Kampf,?Schlacht’?(AIWb.?896-7)?
? LAv.?p??an?-?? ? (f.)?‘Kampf,?Schlacht’?(AIWb.?896-7)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (ao.)?‘zerstören,?verwüsten’?(GEW?2:512)515?
(f)? PIE? ?pel-,? ?pol-? ‘law;? judge’?(P.? –).? The? unextended? root? is? now? attested? in?
Tocharian:?
? TochA.?pal-? ? (sb.)?‘lex?(religiosa)’?(Poucha?163)? ?
? TochB.?pele? ? (m.sg.)?‘law?;?prison’?(DTochB.?398)?
Directly?from?this?root?are?formed?the?dental?extensions?PIE?*plno-?and?*plto-:?
? LAv.?p?r?nav-?? (vb.)?‘verurteilen?:?judge’?(AIWb.?850)?
? gAv.?p?r??a-? ? (n.)?‘Ausgleichung,?Sühne,?Strafe’?(AIWb.?892)?
? LAv.??p?r?·ti-?? (f.)?‘Ausgleich,?Sühne’?(AIWb.?329)?










? ?i.?pal?i-? ? (a.)?‘breit,?weit’?(HHand.?117,?pal-?i?[NA])?
The?root?augmented?with?a?dental?reveals?the?simultaneous?presence?of??i.??,?Gr.???
and?Av.???in:?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘weit,?breit,?flach,?eben’?(GEW?2:553,???????)?





laryngeal?(as? in?the?above?examples).?Another?example? is?found? in?the?matrix?of?the?
root?
?m-?‘(make)?disappear,?die,?destroy,?kill’:?
? ?i.?ma-? ? (vb1.)?‘disappear’?(CHL?L/N?99,?ma-du?[3sg]).?
The? best-known? extension? of? the? root,? PIE? *mr-? (cf.? ?i.? mer-,? mar-? (vb1&2.)?
‘verschwinden,?verlorengehen,?absterben’,?HEG?2:199,?mar-ta?[3sg]),?preserves?*r+t?
as?such?in?Indo-Iranian:?
? Lat.?mort-? ? (f.)?‘Tod,?Erlöschen’?(WH?2:112,?mors?[N],?mortis?[G])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘man,?mortal’?(LSJ.?1147?=?????????,???????)?
? RV.?márta-? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(WbRV.?1008-9)?
? gAv.?mar?ta-? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(AIWb.?1148)?
On? the?other?hand,?a? feminine?PIE?*m?a?-? (ablaut?*mea?-?*ma?-)?was?built?on? the?
monoliteral?root??m-?in:?
? OInd.?m?-?? ? (f.)?‘death’?(MonWil.?771).?
Furthermore,? this?base? formed?an?*r-extension?with?a?dental?extension,? resulting? in?
Fortunatov’s?Law?II:?
PIE?*mea?rt-?‘sterben’?
? OIr.?mart-? ? (m.)?‘tuerie,?massacre,?victime’?(LEIA?M-21)??
? gAv.?ma?a-?? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(AIWb.?1164)?




? Li.?var?-? ? (pr.)?‘treiben,?führen,?leiten,?bewegen’?(LiEtWb.?1200)?
? Arm.?vari-? ? (pr.)?‘be?led,?behave’?(MPahl.?2:203,?varil?[inf.])?
? Pahl.?vari?n-? ? (sb.)?‘conduct,?way?of?living’?(MPahl.?2:203)?





? LAv.?v??a-?? ? (m.)?‘Wagen’?(AIWb.?1418)?




? ?i.?ara-? ? (a.)?‘according?to?law,?appropriate’?(IE&IE?710)?
? OPers.?arta-? ? (m.)?‘Law,?Justice’?(OldP.?170)? ?
? RV.??tá-? ? (a.)?‘passend,?gehörig,?recht’?(WbRV.?282-3)?
? LAv.?an·ar?ta-?? (a.)?‘gesetzlos,?dem?heiligen?Recht?feind’?(AIWb.?120)?
? gAv.?d????.ar?ta-?? (PN.)?‘das?Gesetz,?Recht?mindernd’?(AIWb.?609)?
? Pahl.?art?y-? ? (a.)?‘righteous,?good’?(MPahl.?2:30)?
There?is?no?laryngeal?in?Old?Anatolian?(?i.?ar-).?Consequently,?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?
has?not? taken?place.?On? the?other?hand,? there? is? the? root? PIE? ??ar-?with? a? similar?
meaning?in:?
? gAv.?a?a-?? ? (n.)?‘Wahrheit,?usw.’?(AIWb.?229-238)?
? LAv.????.a?a-?? ? (PN.)?‘das?Gesetz,?Recht?mindernd’?(AIWb.?609)?
? Hes.??????-? ? (a.)?‘fitting,?meet,?right’?(LSJ.?248,????????:????????)?
? Gr.???·?????-? ? (a.)?‘inimical?:?feindlich’?(IE&IE?710)?
This?root?has?both?Gr.???(??PIE?*?)?and?Av.? ??(??PIE?*?),?and? it? is? therefore? to?be?
differentiated?from?the?previous?root?PIE?*r-?without?a?laryngeal.516?



























This? principle? provides? a? criterion? for? determining? when? a? root? did? not? have? a?
laryngeal? in? the?positions? initiating?Fortunatov’s?Law? II.?This? capability? is?of? some?
relevance,?because?the?Neogrammarians?and?Saussure?overgenerated?schwa?through?
the?structural?definitions?
? Neogr.??L? ?DS??AV? ?LT?LHV?? Neogr.??? ?DS??AC? ?LT?LHC.?
Some?examples?of?the?mispostulated?laryngeals?518?appear,?for?instance,?in:?








the? root?RV.??t?-? (PIE?*t?-)?based?on? internal? reconstruction? (??Neogr.?*tr?C-,?LT?
*t?HC-).?External?comparison? implies?that?the?root?had?an?original?PIE?*l? instead?of?
PIE?†r?in?PIE?*til-,?however:?
? Thrac.?????/?-? ? (ao.)?‘auf-,?wegheben,?entfernen’?(WH?2:688,?????)?
? RV.?úd?(...)?tira-? (pr6A.)?‘erhöhen,?steigern’?(WbRV.?525,?úd?tir?masi)?
? OInd.?tela-? ? (pr1A.)?‘to?go’??(MonWil.?448,?Dh?tup.?telati?[3sg])?
Simultaneously,?the?absence?of?a?root-final?laryngeal?is?proven?by?the?lack?of?an?Indo-
Iranian?cerebral?(the?converse?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II)?in?PIE?*táhil-:?
? Li.?tìlta-? ? (4m.)?‘Brücke’?(LiEtWb.?1094,?tìltas?[sgN])?
? RV.?t?rthá-? ? (n.)?‘Weg?zur?Tränke,?Furt?des?Flusses’?(WbRV.?537)?
? Thrac.???????? ? (f.)?‘Weg’?(LiEtWb.?1094,????????[sgN])?
§16.?Regarding? the? laryngeal? theory,? it? should? be?mentioned? that? the? converse? of?
Fortunatov’s?Law?II?can?be?understood?as?proving?numerous?candidates?of?†h1?and?†h3?
postulated? on? the? basis? of? the? root? axiom? to? be? false.? The? simultaneous?














? ?i.?arnu-? ? (cs.)?‘in?Bewegung?setzen’?(HEG?1:64)?
? RV.???ó-? ? (pr.)?‘in?Bewegung?setzen?[A]’?(WbRV.?98-101)?
?(b)??rn-?‘culpa’?(P.?501)?
? RV.???á-? ? (a.)?‘schuldig,?sündig’?(WbRV.?281)?
? Sogd.?’rn? ? (sb.)?‘Schuld’?(KEWA?1:121)?
? Khot.??rra-? ? (sb.)?‘Schuld’?(KEWA?1:121)?
? LAv.?ar?nat.?a??a-? (a.)?if?‘avenging?debts’?(?)?(EFL?154-5,?AIWb.?195)?
? ?i.?arnu-?? ? (vb.)?‘büßen,?ersetzen’?(Tischler?1972:278)?
(c)??rs-?‘fließen’?(P.?336)?
? ?i.?ar?-? ? (vb.)?‘fließen’?(DLL?32,?HEG1:66-7,?ar-a?-zi)?
? RV.?ár?a-? ? (pr.)?‘fließen,?herbeiströmen’?(WbRV.?119-120,?ár?ati)?
? Go.?airzei-? ? (a.)?‘led?astray,?deceived,?in?error’?(GoEtD.?19-20)?
(d)??rs-?‘Neid’?(P.?335)?
? LAv.?ar??yant-? (a.)?‘neidisch,?misgünstig’?(AIWb.?206)?
? ?i.?ar?ani-? ? (vb.)?‘be?envious,?angry’?(HEG?1:67-8?ar-?a-ne-e-?i)?
(e)??rdh-?‘sägen,?spalten,?auftrennen’?(P.?333)?
? ?i.?ardu-?? ? (vb.)?‘sägen’?(HEG?1:69,?ar-du-me-ni?[1pl])?
? RV.??dhak? ? (adv.)?‘(ab)gesondert,?versteckt,?abseits’?(WbRV.?290)?
? Li.?ard?-? ? (cs.)?‘auftrennen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?15,?ard?ti?[inf.])?
Diagnostically,? the? roots? with? alleged? †h1? and? †h3? do? not? display? variants? with?
cerebral/sibilant?in?Indo-Iranian?(i.e.?Fortunatov’s?Law?does?not?apply).?This?reflects?




Brugmann? are? professional? in? terms? of? the? identification? of? the? class? of? irregular?
cerebrals?and? ?ibilants? in? Indo-Iranian.?Since? the?ultimate?conditio? sine?qua?non?of?
Fortunatov’s? Law? (i.e.? PIE? *?)? was? absent? from? the? Neogrammarian? phoneme?
inventory,?it?was?more?of?a?case?of?the?scholars?lacking?the?means?by?which?to?describe?




(b)? The? phonetic? development? required? by? Fortunatov’s? Law? II? is? natural:? the?
sequences?PIE?*?LT,?L?T?raise?the?tongue,?which?is?further?turned?backwards?by?PIE?
*l,?*r? (palatalization).?After? the? loss?of? the? liquid,? the?clusters? resulted? in?a? sibilant?
(Av.??)?and?a?retroflex?in?Sanskrit.?
?
3.3.3  Liquids ?*r ?and ?*l ? in ?the ?Neogrammarian ?system ? ?
§0.?Faithful?to?Sanskrit?as?the?paradigm?of?the?proto-language,?Schleicher?(1861-62)?
reconstructed?only?one?liquid,?Paleogr.?*r?(=?PIE?*r).?
§1.? Schleicher’s? initial? mistake? was? soon? corrected? by? the? Neogrammarians,? who?
reconstructed? two? liquids,? PIE? *r? and? PIE? *l,?with? a? sound? law? implying? a? general?
collision?of?the?items?in?Indo-Iranian:?
“Im? Arischen? dagegen? scheinen? die? beiden? Laute? in? der? Zeit? der? indisch-iranischen?
















(b)? The? syllabic? script? of? Linear? B? distinguishes? only? one? liquid? (DMycGr.? 44)?
transliterated? /r/,?though? /l/?could?be?used?as?well.?For?the?reasons?stated?by?Ventris?




520?There?are?examples? in?which?both?RV.?r?and?RV.? l?are?attested? for?one?and? the?same?word:?RV.?










? RV.?p?thú-? ? (a.)?‘breit,?weit,?sich?austreckend’?(WbRV.?857)?
? gAv.?p?r??u-? ? (a.)?‘weit,?breit’?(AIWb.?892-3)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (n.)?‘Längen-?und?Flächenmaß’?(GEW?2:55)?
? Gr.?????????? ? (pr.)?‘sich?über?etw.?verbreiten’?(GEW?2:555)?
? LAv.?fra?ah-? ? (n.)?‘Breite’?(AIWb.?983)?
2.?PIE?*p?t(h)-?‘Kampf?:?kampfen’?(with?PIE?*?)?
? RV.?p?t-? ? (f.)?‘Kampf,?Streit’?(WbRV.?854,?p?tsú?[plL])?
? LAv.?p?r?t-? ? (f.)?‘Kampf,?Streit’?(AIWb.?891,?p?r?tas?a)?





the? Indo-Iranian? liquid? (RV.? ?,?Av.? ?r)? had? to? be? syllabic? already? in? Proto-Indo-
European,?and?it?was?thus?an?original?feature?of?the?proto-language.?
(b)? The? Neogrammarian? attempt? to? generalize? the? syllabic? liquids? beyond? Indo-
Iranian?has? caused? insurmountable?difficulties.?Osthoff’s?and?Brugmann’s? idea? that?
PIE?*??and?*??developed?characteristic?svarabhakti?vowels? in?non-Aryan? languages? is?
fraught?with?ambiguity,523?for? it? is?always?possible?that?the?svarabhakti?vowels?reflect?
original?PIE?vowels,?as?indicated?in:524?
? Lat.?or? ?PIE?*ol? Go.?ul? ?PIE?*ul? Gr.???? ?PIE?*?ael???*ea?l?? etc.?
? Lat.?or? ?PIE?*or? Go.?ur? ?PIE?*ur525? Gr.???? ?PIE?*?aer???*ea?r?? etc.?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





524?As? for?Latin,? the?ambiguity?was? recognized?by?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:466):?“Da? im?Lat.?uridg.?or?
und???in?or?und?uridg.?ol,?el,???in?ol?zusammengefallen?sind?(§?121,?2?S.?121),?so?ist?die?Zurückführung?
auf??,???zuweilen?unsicher.”?Naturally?the?same?applies?to?all?svarabhakti?vowels?in?general.?
525?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:453)?was? aware? of? the?more?widespread? distribution? of?PIE? *u? than? just?
Proto-Germanic:? “Im? Arm.,? Griech.,? Ital.,? Kelt.? und? Balt.-Slav.? ist? der? aus? uridg.? ?,? ?? entwickelte?
Vollvokal? zuweilen? u,? und? es? scheint,? dass? der? specielle? Anlass? zu? dieser? unregelmässigen?
Vocalentfaltung? in? der? Natur? der? benachbarten? Laute? zu? suchen? ist,? durch? die? der? schwache?
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(c)?The? reconstruction?of?PIE?*?,?an?obstruent?C,?has? resulted? in? the?emergence?of?




? PIE?*u?a??t-? ?? OHG.?wald,?OInd.?v??a-,?etc.?
? PIE?*kea??s-? ??? Li.?ka??-,?OInd.?ká?a-,?Lat.?carro-,?etc.?
The? prototypes? predicted? by? the?Neogrammarian? theory? (PGerm.? †w?(?)ul?-,? PLi.?




? PIE?*?? ?? RV.?l/?,?Li.?l?(??*?),?Lat.?l?(??*?),?Go.?l?(?*?),?etc.?(in???C)?
? PIE?*?? ?? RV.?r/?,?Li.?r?(??*?),?Lat.?r?(??*?),?Go.?r?(?*?),?etc.?(in???C)?
§5.?Neogr.?*?l?and?*?r,?the?syllabic?liquids?in?antevocalic?position?C?LV,?represent?PIE?
C??V.?As?regards?this,?it?is?important?to?note?the?following?central?issues:?
(a)? The? series? ?L? was? initially? proposed? by? Osthoff? after? it? turned? out? that? the?
svarabhakti?vowels?appeared? in?antevocalic?position?as?well.?Brugmann?and?Osthoff?
handled?the?situation?of?the?context-free?syllabic?liquids?by?postulating?Neogr.?*?l?and?
*?r?before?a?vowel?with? the? indexed?geminates?*l? r?added? to?restore? the?consonantal?
environment.?For?Sanskrit?the?assumed?svarabhakti?vowel?was?OInd.?u?(=?Av.?a):?




identically?with?Neogr.?*??and?*?? in?non-Aryan?languages?(i.e.? they?yielded? the?usual?
svarabhakti?vowels?Gr.??,?Go?u,?etc.):?
“Die?Vocalentfaltung? fand? in?allen?diesen?Sprachen? regelmässig?vor? ?,? ?? statt,?wenn?diese?
antesonantisch?standen,?wie?gr.?????-??got.?kauru-s?(ai.?gurú-?)?aus?uridg.?*??rú-s.”?




? *??h2V? ?Gr.????-?(LT?*C?HxV)? *??h2u? ?Gr.?????-?(??LT?*C?HV).?
While? on? paper? the? explanation?may? escape? the?Neogrammarian? contradiction? of?
syllabic?liquids?in?a?non-syllabic?position,?and?thus?it?can?at?least?in?theory?be?used?in?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
unsilbische?Stimmgleitlaut?grossenteils?wohl? schon? in?uridg.?Zeit?die?u-Färbung?erhielt? (§?430?Anm.?
3).”?For?further?examples,?see?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:453-5).?
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Law? for? the? liquids?Neogr.? *?l? and? *?r.?Comparing? Sievers’s? scansions? iy? and? uw? to?





and? †rud(a)rá-,?because? the?bracketed?PIIr.?*a?(or?any?other?vowel? in? that?position)?
could?not?have?disappeared?in?Indo-Iranian.?Therefore,?it?is?the?liquid?that?has?to?be?
syllabic,?which?in?turn?is?possible?only?if?it?was?originally?followed?by?PIE?*?.?Thus,?in?
order? to? explain? the? three-syllabic? scansion? of? the?Rig-Vedic?meter,? the? following?
Proto-Indo-Iranian?prototypes?have?to?be?reconstructed:?
RV.?índ?’a-? ?PIIr.?*índ??a-? ? RV.?rud?’á-? ?PIIr.?*rud??á-.?
These? formulas? contain? the? true? (regular)? development? of? liquid? C?+?? before? a?
vowel,?namely:?
PIE?*CLa?V?*C??aV? ? ?PIIr.?*C??V? ?RVM.?C?’V? ? ?RV.?CrV.?





is? not? well-defined? and? the? development? noted? by? Edgerton? should? replace? it? in?
reconstruction.?
§6.?As?for?the?long?syllabic?liquids???(in?environment?C?C),?one?should?observe?that:?
(a)? The?Neogrammarians? assumed? the? phoneme?Neogr.? *?? from? the? hypothetical?
Sanskrit-roots?(cf.?OInd.??p?-? ‘fill’,??t?-? ‘cross’,?etc.)?and?generalized?the?concept?for?
Neogr.?*?.528?In?addition?to?their?internal?reconstruction,?the?long?syllabic?liquids?were?















(b)? In? the? laryngeal? theory,? the? long? syllabic? liquids? are? represented? by? the? rules?










In? other?words,? the? outcome? of? *CL?C? is? zero,? not? a? (compensatory? lengthened)?






(d)?According? to? the? converse? of?Fortunatov’s?Law? II,? the? preserved? Indo-Iranian?
sequences?*LT?had?no?laryngeal.?This?is?in?contradiction?with?the?early?rule?
? Neogr.?CL?C?(LT?C?HxC)? ??? OInd.?Ci/uLC?vs.?Gr.?CLV:C,?etc.??
because? the? liquid? has? not? been? lost? in?RV.? p?r?á-,? t?r?á-,? etc.? Therefore,? as? the?
svarabhakti? vowels? are? not? explained? by? the? laryngeal? or? schwa,? they? have? to? be?
accounted?for?differently.?With?the?extended?data?at?hand,?this?does?not?constitute?a?
reconstructive? problem,? because? the? svarabhakti? vowels? are? paralleled? and? hence?
reflect?the?respective?original?vowels:?
? PIE?*tahiltho-? ?? RV.?t?rthá-?=?Li.?tìlta-?=?Thrac.?????·??-?
? PIE?*pulno-? ?? RV.?p?r?á-?=?ORus.?p?ln?-?=?Go.?full-?




529?On?Møller’s?adoption?of?Saussure’s? structural?analysis?of? long? syllabic? liquids,? see?already?Møller?
(1880:502):?“[...]?p?An[o]-?in?germ.?fulla-,?lit.?pìlna-?etc.?=?sankr.?p?r?á-.”?
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(a)? The? absence? of?Hittite? words? beginning? with? r-? was? noted? already? by?Hrozn??
(1917:1886):? “In? den? mir? zugänglichen? Texten? findet? sich? kein? wort,? das? mit? r-
anlauten?würde.”530?
(b)? In? the? laryngeal? theory,? this? phenomenon? –? shared? to? a? degree? by?Greek? and?
Armenian? –? has? been? generalized? into? a? conjecture? according? to?which? the? (pre)-
proto-language? did? not? have? roots? beginning? with? PIE? *r531? because? the? prothetic?
vowels?reflect?original?laryngeals,?as?indicated?in:?
? Neogr.?*er-? ?LT?**H1er-? ? Neogr.?*or-? ?LT?**H3er-.?
This?view?of?prothetic?vowels?cannot?be?correct,?however,?for?the?following?reasons:?
1.? As? mentioned? by? Tischler? (1972:269),? roots? *r-? without? laryngeal? and/or?
prothetic?vowel?exist?de?facto:?
“Ein? Blick? in? ein? Wörterbuch? der? verschiedenen? indogermanischen? Einzelsprachen?





? Gr.?????? ? (pr.)?‘dye’?(Schwyzer?GrGr.?1:310)?
? Gr.??????·?????-? (a.)?‘=??????·?????’?(GEW?2:647-8)??
? AV.?rájya-? ? (pr.)?‘sich?färben,?sich?röten,?rot?sein’??(KEWA?3:35-6)?




back? to?Lehmann? (1951:13-17),? but? one?may? point? already? to?Petersen’s? ideas? dating? back? to? 1937?
(apud?Tischler?1972:267).?





? HLu.?rua-? ? (Ic.)?‘Rua-’?(CHLu.?10.9.1,?NOMS.?1069,?ru-wa/i-sá)?
? ?i.?na?i·rua-? ? (mc.)?‘PN’?(NOMS.?843,?na-?i-ru-ua-a?(-?a)?[sgN])?
? Kil.???·???????-? (c.)?‘PN’?(Sundwall?1913:97,????????????[sgN])?
? HLu.?ruan? ? (adv.)?‘former·ly’?(CHLu.?1.1.33,?rú-wa/i-na?[adv.])?
? Kil.????·???????-?? (c.)?‘PN’?(Sundwall?1913:97,????·?????????[sgN])?






This?rule? is?based?on?the? internal?comparison?of?the?pairs?HLu.?t? :?HLu.?r?(cf.?HLu.?
lada-? ‘prosper’? :?HLu.? lara-? ‘id.’? etc.),? as?well? as?on? some? external?data? that? shows?
HLu.?r?allegedly?matching?a?dental?in?the?rest?of?the?group.?The?establishment?of?such?
a? sound? law? would? be? premature,? however,? as? the? complete? external? evidence?






? OIcl.?l??-? ? (f.n.)?‘Ertrag,?Frucht’?(ANEtWb.?362,?l???[sgN])?
? Lyc.?lada-? ? (c.)?‘Frau’?(Pedersen?1945:15-6,?lada?[sgN])?
? Rus.?láda? ? (c.)?‘Gemahl(in)’?(REW?2:5,?láda?[sgN])?
? Rus.?ládi-? ? (vb.)?‘passen,?stimmen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?328,?ladit’?[inf])?
The? alternative? extension? with? a? trill,? PIE? ?l?r-,? ?l?r-? ‘fruit,? prosperity’? (P.? –),? is?
confirmed?by?two?witnesses?in:?
? HLu.?ARHA’?lara-? (vb.)?‘flourish’?(CHLu.?10.14.6,?ARHA-’?la+ra/i-ta)?
? TochB.?l?re-? ? (a.)?‘beloved,?dear’?(DTochB.?548)?
? TochB.?lare-? ? (a.)?‘beloved,?dear,?friendly’?(DTochB.?548)?
? TochB.?larauñe? (m.sg.)?‘love,?affliction’?(DTochB.?545)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
533? A? rule? for? ‘a-prothesis’?(a? counterpart? of? the? Greek-Armenian? ‘e-prothesis’)? was? outlined? for?
Anatolian?by?Tischler?(1972:271):?“Das?bedeutet?doch?wohl,?daß?der?Vokal?a?überdurchschnittlich?oft?








? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Honig’?(GEW?2:200,??????[N],?????????[G])??
? ?i.?m?lit-? ? (n.)?‘Honig’?(HEG?2:207,?mi-li-it?[sgN])?
? CLu.?malita-? ? (n.)?‘Honig’?(DLL?66,?ma-al-li-(i)-ta-a-ti?[sgI])?
The?parallel?extension?with?a?trill?has?been?preserved?in:?
PIE?*melir-?*molir-?‘Honig’?




? HLu.?pada-? ? (c.)?‘foot’?(CHLu.?1.1.22,?(“PES”)pa-tà-za?[plD])?
? CLu.?pada-? ? (c.)?‘Fuß’?(DLL?81,?pa-a-ta-an-za?[plD])?
? ?i.?pada-? ? (c.)?‘foot’?(CHD?P:231f.,?pa-ta-a-an?[plG])?
An?original?PIE?*r?is?externally?paralleled?for?HLu.?para-?‘foot’?in?
PIE?*per-?*por-?‘Fuß,?Feder?:?treiben,?jagen,?folgen;?eilig’:?
? HLu.?para-? ? (sb.)?‘foot’?(CHLu.?10.14.9,?(“PES”)pa+ra/i-za)?
? CLu.?para-? ? (vb.)?‘treiben,?jagen’?(DLL.?77,?pa-ra-ad-du?[3sg])?
? RV.?purv?·pará-? (a.)?‘nachfolgend’?(WbRV.?846-7)?
? Lat.?pro·pero-?? (a.)?‘eilig’?(WH?2:372-3,?properus?[sgN])?
? OCS.?pero? ? (n.)?‘Feder,?Schwinge’?(Sadnik??639)?
(d)?The?root?meaning?‘essen,?fressen’?is?widely?attested?in?Anatolian:?
? ?i.?ed-?? ? (vb.)?‘essen’?(HEG?1:117-119,?e-te-ir?[3pl])?
? ?i.?ad-?? ? (vb.)?‘essen,?fressen’?(HEG?1:91,?a-da-an-zi?[3pl])?
? Pal.?ad-? ? (vb.)?‘essen’?(DPal.?52,?a-ta-a-an-ti?[3pl])?
? HLu.?ARHA?ada-? (vb.)?‘eat?up’?(CHLu.?10.14.33?ARHA?á-tà-tu-u)?
In?addition,?a?stem?with?alleged?rhotacism?appears?in?
? HLu.?aru-? ? (vb.)?‘to?eat’?(10.11.16,?(‘EDERE’)á-ru-na).?
However,?in?terms?of?the?latter,?one?must?observe?the?isogloss:?
PIE?*su·er-?*su·or-?*su·?r-?‘sweet’?
? TochA.?sw?r? ? (a.)?‘dulcis’?(Poucha?389,?sw?r?[m.sgN])?
? TochB.?sw?re? ? (a.)?‘sweet’?(DTochB.?725-6,?sw?re)?
? TochB.?sware-?? (a.)?‘sweet’?(DTochB.?726,?sware?)?




This? root? can? be? analyzed? as? *su·or-? (see? the? parallel? PIE? *su·?ad-?‘sweet? =?
*well+eat’,?P.? 1039-40,? *s??d-)? and? directly? compared? to?HLu.? aru-? (cf.? especially?
TochB.?sw·arau·ññe),?originally?with?PIE?*r.?
(e)?In?general,?an?original?PIE?*r?is?a?more?economical?solution?in?terms?of?postulated?
sound? laws.? It? implies? twice? the? number? of? correspondences? (i.e.? both? those? with?
dental?and? trill)?and? it?does?not? violate? the?principle?of? regularity?of? sound? change?
with? double? outcomes? (HLu.? lada-? :?HLu.? lara-).? Simultaneously,? parallels? can? be?
provided?for?the?alleged?examples?of?rhotacism? in?Hieroglyphic?Luwian.535?All?these?




Though? the? sound? change? PIE? *rs? ?? Arm.? ?? is? certain,? there? are? clear?
counterexamples?of? the?alleged?development?*sr-? ?Arm.? ??(Hübschmann,?ArmGr.?
409),?including:?
PIE?*hasr-?‘Blut,?Saft’?(P.?343)?
? OLat.?aser? ? (n.)?‘Blut’?(WH?1:72)? ?
? Arm.?arean-? ? (sb.obl.)?‘Blut’?(ArmGr.?1:424)?
? Arm.?ariun? ? (sb.)?‘Blut’?(ArmGr.?1:424)?
? Latv.?asin-? ? (.)?‘Blut’?(WH?1:72,?Latv.?asins?[sgN],?asinis?[plN])?




3.3.5  Neogr. ?*??(anteconsonantal ?syllabic ?tri l l) ?
§0.?PIE?*?,?the?vocalic?allophone?of?PIE?*r?in?anteconsonantal?position,?was?postulated?




one? time? as? a? consonant,? at? another? (between? consonants)? as? a? vowel;? further,? that? this?
syllabic? or? sonant? ?? was? retained? only? in? Aryan? and? that? there? was? an? obvious?
correspondence?between?it?and?the?sequence????in?Gr.????????.”536?
§1.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:452)? developed? Osthoff’s? initiative? into? a? full? theory?
summarizing?the?“Regelmässige?Vertretung?des?uridg.??”?as?follows:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





Uridg.?Ai.? Av.? Arm.? Gr.? Alb.? Ital.? Kelt.? Germ.?Balt.? Abulg.?
?+C? ?? ?r? ar?ra? ?????? ri? or? ri? ur?ru? i?? r?,?r??
§2.?As?the?general?problems?of?the?Neogrammarian?reconstruction?have?already?been?
discussed,?a?survey?of?the?most?critical?points?will?suffice?here:?
(a)? Fortunatov’s? Law? II? and? Sievers-Edgerton’s? Law? for? liquids? contain? provable?









m?ti-?? ‘Tod’,?Arm.?mard? ‘Mensch’,? lat.?mortuo-s?mors,?ahd.?mord? ‘Mord’,? lit.?mirti-s?
aksl.?s?-mr?t??‘Tod’?lit.?mi?ti?‘sterben’;?av.?miryeite?‘er?stirbt’?für?m?iryeite,?lat.?morior?




? RV.?m?tá-?? ? (pt.)?‘der?Todte’?(WbRV.?1054)?
? LAv.?m?r?ta-? ? (pt.)?‘gestorben’?(AIWb.?1142,?m?r?t??[sgN])?
? gAv.?a·m?r?ta·t?t-? (f.)?‘Unsterblichkeit,?Ewigkeit’?(AIWb.?143)?
(b)?Arm.?mard-? (sb.)? ‘Mensch’? (EDArm.?452-3).?Here? the?PCelt.?*a?=?Arm.?a?and?
Indo-Iranian??/??confirm?PIE?*mea?rto-?(Fortunatov’s?Law?II):?
? OIr.?mart-? ? (m.)?‘tuerie,?massacre,?victime’?(LEIA?M-21)?
? gAv.?ma?a-? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(AIWb.?1164)?




? Lat.?mort-?? ? (f.)?‘Tod,?Erlöschen’?(WH?2:112).?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘????????,???????,?Hes.’?(LSJ.?1147)?
? RV.?márta-? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(WbRV.?1008-9)?
? gAv.?mar?ta-? ? (m.)?‘Sterblicher,?Mensch’?(AIWb.?1148)?
? Lat.?mort?li-? ? (a.)?‘sterblich’?(c.)?‘Sterblicher’?(WH?2:112)?





? OEng.?mor?-?? ? (m.)?‘death,?destruction,?murder’?(ASaxD.?698)?
? OIcl.?mor?-?? ? (n.)?‘Tot,?Mord’?(ANEtWb.?392)?
? Pahl.?murtak-??? (a.)?‘dead’?(sb.pl.)?‘the?dead’?(MPahl.?2:134)?
PIE?*mur-?‘sterben’,?the?unextended?root,?is?preserved?in?Indo-Iranian:?
? RV.?mur-? ? (ao.)?‘sterben’? (WbRV.?1054,?mur?ya?[opt1sg])?
? RV.?múr-? ? (m.)?‘Verderber,?Feind’?(WbRV.?1051,?múras)?
? Pahl.?mur-? ? (vb.)?‘to?die’?(MPahl.?2:134,?murtan?[inf.])?
(e)? Li.? mirtì-s? (OCS.? s?mr?t?? ‘Tod’).? Within? this? group,? two? root? variants? can? be?
reconstructed,?both?of?which?are?paralleled?by?Iranian.537?First,?the?root?PIE?*mir-?with?
a?short?vowel?is?confirmed?by?two?branches?in:?
? Li.?mi?-? ? (vb.)?‘sterben’?(LiEtWb.?457-9,?mi?ti?[inf.])?
? OCS.?m?ro-? ? (pr.)?‘sterben,?erschöpft?sein’?(Sadnik??500,?m?r??[1sg])?
? LAv.?ava.mirya-? (pr.)?‘sterben,?umkommen’?(AIWb.?1142,?avamiryete)?
? LAv.?fra·mirya-? (pr.)?‘sterben,?umkommen’?(AIWB.?1142)538?
? Latv.?mirinâ-? ? (vb.)?‘sterben?lassen’?(LiEtWb.?458,?mirinât)?
In?addition,?the?root?PIE?*má?ir-?(with?PIIr.?*?,?PBSl.?*??=?PIE?*á?i)?is?confirmed?by?
two?branches?in:?
? ModPers.?m?ra-? (vb.)?‘sterben’? (Güntert?1916:95,?m?rad?[3sg])?
? OCS.?u·mira-? ? (vb.)?‘sterben,?im?Sterben?liegen’?(Sadnik??500,?umirati)?




? ?i.?mari-? ? (vb1.)?‘zerstückeln,?-kleinern’?(HEG?2:129,?mar-ri-it-ta)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (a.)?‘of?burial’?(LSJ.?1146)?
? OCS.?iz·mor?-? ? (vb.)?‘töten’?(Sadnik??500,?izmor?ti?[inf.])?
? Pal.?mari?-? ? (vb2.)?‘zerstückeln’?(?)?(Carrub.?64,?ma-ri-i?-?i?[3sg])?
§4.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:455)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*bh?ti-?for?“ai.?bh?tí-?? ‘Tragen,?
Pflege,? Unterhalt’,? lat.? fors,? forte,? air.? brith? ‘Tragen’,? got.? ga-baur?s? ahd.? gi-burt?
‘Geburt’.”?Here?the?following?correspondences?are?secured?by?comparison:?
(a)?Neogr.?*bh?ti-,?the?zero-grade?root,?is?only?preserved?in?Indo-Iranian:?












? Lat.?fort-?? ? (f.)?‘blinder?Zufall,?Ungefähr’?(WH?1:534,?fors?feret)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (m.)?‘Last,?Ladung’?(GEW?2:1004,????????[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (f.)?‘Lastschiff’?(GEW?2:1004,????????[sgN])?





? RV.?babhrí-?? ? (a.)?‘tragend’?(WbRV.?899)?
? RV.?ní?(...)?bhri·ya-?? (pr.P.)?‘herabkommen?von?[Abl.]’?(WbRV.?960)?
? OIr.?brith-? ? (vn.f.)?‘fait?de?porter’?(LEIA?B-86-87,?brith)?




? Pahl.?bur-?? ? (vb.)?‘carry,?bring,?bear,?procure,?remove’?(MPahl.?2:50)?
? Lat.?f?r-?? ? (m.)?‘Dieb’?(WH?1:569)?
? Go.?ga·baur?-?? (f.)?‘birth,?descent,?race’?(GoEtD.?134)?




ai.? ?k?a-s,? gr.? ?????-?.”? This? example? is? of? particular? interest? because? the? Old?
Anatolian? laryngeal? has? resulted? in? an? upgrade? of? the? reconstruction? traditionally?
based?on?syllabic?sonants:?
??art·?-?‘Bär;?‘verletzend’?(HEG?1:188-9)?
? ?i.??artaga-? ? (c.)?‘ein?Raubtier’?(HHand.?44,??ar-tág-ga-a??[sgN])??
? RV.??k?a-? ? (m.)?‘der?Bär’?(a.)?‘verletzend’?(WbRV.?277)?
? LAv.?ar?a-?? ? (m.)?‘Bär’?(AIWb.?203,?ar???[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Bär’?(f.)?‘Bärin’?(GEW?1:141-2,????????[sgN])?
For?this?correspondence?set,?*h2?(=?PIE?*?ae)? is?now?reconstructed? in?the? laryngeal?
theory? instead?of? the? elimination?of? Indo-European? /a/?by? a? secondary? svarabhakti?







? gAv.?a?a-?? ? (n.)?‘Wahrheit’?(AIWb.?229-238)??
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘angemessen,?richtig,?bereit’?(GEW?2:155)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘just,?fair’?(IE&IE?710,? es.????????:????????)?




? ?i.??ara-? ? (c.)?‘Adler’?(HEG?1:170f.,??a-a-ra-a??[sgN])?
? Pal.??ara-? ? (c.)?‘Adler’?(?)?(DPal.?54,??a-ra-a-a??[sgN])?
The?nasal?extension?has?been?built?on?this,?as?indicated?in:?
PIE?*?aron,?*?arn-?‘Adler,?Aar,?Vogel’?
? ?i.??aran-? ? (c.obl.)?‘Adler’?(HEG?1:170f.,??a-a-ra-na-an?[sgA])?
? Go.?aran-? ? (m.)?‘Aar,?Adler’?(GoEtD.?40,?arans?[plN])?
? CLu.??arani-? ? (c.)?a?bird’?(HEG?1:170f.,??ar-ra-ni-en-za)?
? ?i.??arani-? ? (c.)?‘ein?Orakelvogel’?(EHS?222,??ar-ra-ni-i??[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Vogel’?(GEW?2:421-2,???????)?
PIE?*?ar?i-?‘Adler’?(P.?854-5),?an?alternative?extension,?appears?in:?
? Maced.??????·????-? (m.)?=?‘Gr.??????’?(LSJ?235,???????????[sgN])?
? OInd.??ji·pya-? ? (a.)?‘BW?von??yená-?Adler,?Falke.’?(Beitr.?2:827)?
? LAv.??r?zi·fya-? (m.)?‘Adler’?(AIWb.?354)?
? Arm.?arciv-? ? (sb.)?‘Adler?:?eagle’?(EtDiArm.?139)?
? Arm.?arcui-? ? (sb.)?‘Adler?:?eagle’?(EtDiArm.?139)?
Maced.? ?? =? Arm.? a? reflects? PIE? *a? attached? to? PIE? *?,? not? a? svarabhakti? vowel?
emerging?from?Neogr.?*?.?




? OInd.?krími-?? ? (m.)?‘Wurm,?Made’?(EWA1:394)?
? ModCymr.?pryf-?? (.)?‘ver?:?Wurm’?(LEIA?C-252,?OIr.?cruim)?





? Li.?kirmì-? ? (m.f.)?‘Wurm,?Schlange’?(LiEtWb.?257,?kirmìs?[sgN])?
? Latv.?cirmi-? ? (m.)?‘Wurm,?Schlange’?(LiEtWb.?257,?cirmis?[sgN])?
? ORus.???rv?-?? ? (m.)?‘Wurm’?(REW?2:318)? ?
? Rus.??erv’-? ? (m.)?‘Wurm’?(REW?3:318)?
? OCS.??r?v?-?? ? (m.)?‘Wurm’?(Sadnik??128)?





? RV.?túr-? ? (a.)?‘(durch)?vordringend’?(WbRV.?541,?túram?[sgA])?
? OIcl.??ura-? ? (f.)?‘Pfeil’?(Beitr.?2:479,956)?
? RV.?turaya-? ? (cs.)?‘kräftig?vordringen’?(WbRV.?541,?turayante?[3pl])?
? Go.??aurnu-?? ? (m.)?‘thorn?(plant)’?(GoEtD.?357)?
(b)?OCS.?tr?n?-?(m.)?‘Dorn’?(Sadnik??998)?is?derived?from?an?unextended?root?
PIE??tir-?‘reiben,?usw.’,?which?is?also?supported?by?two?witnesses:?
? OCS.?t?ro-? ? (vb.)?‘reiben’?(Sadnik??992,?t?r??[1sg])?
? AV.?tilá-? ? (m.)?‘Sesamum?indicum’?(KEWA?1:504,?tilá??[sgN])?
? OCS.?pr?·tira-?? (vb.)?‘(zer)sägen’?(Sadnik??992,?pr?tirati?[inf.])?
? AV.?tiryà-? ? (a.)?‘aus?Sesamkörner?bereitet’?(KEWA?1:504)?
? AV.?tailá-? ? (n.)?‘Sesamöl,?Öl’?(KEWA?1:526,?tailám?[sgNA])?




? RV.?t??a-? ? (n.)?‘grass’?(MonWil.?453)?
? Khot.?tarra-? ? (sb.)?‘Gras’?(KEWA?1:522)?
? OInd.?t?r?a? ? (a.)?‘made?of?grass’?(MonWil.?444)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (c.)?‘???????????????????????????’?(GEW?2:881)?
§10.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:470)? posited? Neogr.? *??n-? for? “Got.? haurn? ahd.? horn?
‘Horn’? :? ai.? ???ga-m? ‘Horn’? [...]? gr.? ?????-?? ‘Hornvieh’.”? Instead? of? a? uniform?root?
with?Neogr.?*?,?two?independent?roots?are?confirmed:?
(a)?OHG.?horn? ?PIE?*u?(not?from?Neogr.?*?)? is?proven?by?a?root?with?derivates? in?
four?branches:?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘stoßen,?erreichen,?treffen,?eintreffen’?(GEW?2:56)?
? Lat.?curi-?? ? (f.)?‘Lanze’?(WH?1:315)?
? Gr.????????? ? (pr.)?‘mit?den?Hörner?stoßen’?(GEW?2:54)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.pl.)?‘cornus?mas’?(Hes.???????????????,?LSJ.?1014)?
? Go.?haurn-?? ? (n.)?‘??????=?Horn’?(GoEtD.?180)?
? HLu.?surni-?? ? (n.)?‘horn’?(CHLu.?11.1.f36,?(“CORNU”)sù+ra/i-ni)?
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(b)?Brugmann’s?comparison?of?the?items?(cf.?P.?574-7)?
? RV.????ga-?? ? (n.)?‘Horn’?(WbRV.?1412)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (m.)?‘???????,?????????’?(GEW?1:790)?
remains? possible? since? it? is? possible? to? reconstruct?RV.? ??=?Neogr.? ?h?n-? ?? PIE?
*?a?rn-?where?PIE?*a??is?confirmed?by?a?common?Indo-European?/a/?in?PIE?*?ea?r-:?
? Hom.????-?? ? (n.)?‘Kopf’?(LSJ.?877,?GEW?1:784,??????????)?
? LAv.?urv?·sara-? (a.)?‘mit?spitz?zulaudendem?Kopf’?(AIWb.?1546)?
No?example?of?Neogr.?*?? ?Gr.????is?available,?however.?




? Gr.????·????-?? ? (m.)?‘Obmann,?Prytan’?(GEW?2:606)?
? OEng.?frum-? ? (a.)?‘original,?first,?primitive’?(ASaxD.?341)?
? Go.?fruma-?? ? (sup.a.)?‘der?Erste’?(GoEtD.?129)?




? Hom.??????-?? ? (m.)?‘Vorkämpfer’?(GEW?2:600)?
? Umbr.?promo-?? (adv.)?‘primum’?(GEW?1:588)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Vorkämpfer,?Führer’?(GEW?1:588)?
? OEng.?fram-?? ? (a.)?‘valiant,?stout?:?strenuus’?(ASaxD.?330)?









? RV.?upa·d??-? ? (f.)?‘Anblick,?Aussehen’?(WbRV.?255)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (ao.)?‘ansehen,?blicken’?(GEW?1:368,????????)?
? MidIr.?air·drach? (sb.)?‘spirit,?phantom’?(DIL.?24)?









? AV.?pr?du-? ? (adv.)?‘in?sight,?forth’?(KEWA?2:377,?pr?du??[adv.])?
? ? ??adur-?
? RV.??duri-? ? (a.)?‘achtsam’?(WbRV.?177,??dure?[sgV])?
? OEng.?torht-? ? (a.)?‘bright,?splendid,?bright,?glorious’?(ASaxD.?1003)?
? OSax.?torht?? ? (a.)?‘hell,?klar’?(ASaxD.?1003)?





? Umbr.?adro-? ? (a.)?‘schwarz,?dunkel,?finster,?unheilvoll’?(WH?1:75)?
? Maced.???????-? (f.)?‘??????,?Hes.’?(LSJ.?24)540?
? Alb.?dritë?? ? (f.)?‘light,?luster,?pupil?(of?an?eye)’?(AlbEtD.?75)?
§13.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:455)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*??for?the?items?“Ai.?p?cchá-ti?
av.? p?r?saiti? ‘er? fragt’? apers.?Conj.? p(a)rs?tiy? ‘er? soll? fragen’? :? arm.? har?anem? ‘ich?
frage’,? lat.? posc?? aus? por[c]sc?,? ahd.? forsca? ‘Forschung,? Frage’,? lit.? pi??ti? ‘für? Jem.?
freien’,?von?W.?pre?-.”?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:461)?also?adds?“npers.?pursad?‘er?fragt’?
[...]”.?As?for?the?formation,?note?that:?











540?For?Gr.? ??????,?of?unknown?meaning,? compare?Gr.? ?????????????? ‘first?expose? to? the?air’?(LSJ.?
1473).?
541?Wood?(1912)?writes:?“42.?Posco,?prex,?precor,?procus,?etc.?are?referred?to?a?root?*pere?-?‘ask,?beg’,?





? RV.??-? ? ? (ao.)?‘gern,?mit?liebe?betreiben’?(WbRV.?1227,??masi)543?
? Lat.?pre·c-? ? (f.)?‘Gebet,?Bitte’?(WH?2:346,?Beitr.?560,?prex?[sgN])?
? Lat.?pro·c-? ? (f.)?‘bona?vox’?(WH?2:346)?
? Go.?fra·h-? ? (pret.)?‘question’?(GoEtD.?122,?frah?[3sg])?
? TochB.?pre·k-?? (prA.)?‘ask,?question’?(DTochB.?372,?preku?[1sg])?
Identical?prefixless?and?prefixed?formations?reappear?in?extension?PIE?*·s-:?
? TochA.?käs-? ? (vb.)?‘interrogare’?(Poucha?172,?käsm?rä?[1sg])?
? TochA.?pra·käs-? (prM.)?‘interrogare’?(Poucha?172,?prakäsm?r?[1sg])?
? gAv.?f?ra·s?h-?? (f.)?‘Bitte,?Wunsch,?Hoffnung’?(AIWb.?1002)?





? Li.?per·?a-? ? (pr.)?‘jmd.?ein?Mädchen?zufreien’?(LiEtWb.?598,?per?ù)?
(a2)?PIE?*pe/ors·?-?(for?the?prefix,?cf.?Arm.?he?i-?(a.)?‘entfernt,?fern’,?ArmGr.?1:466)?
? RV.?p?ch-? ? (inf.bs.)?‘fragen’?(WbRV.?853,?p?ché?[inf.])?
? Umbr.?pers·clu-? (sb.)?‘supplic?tione’?(WH?2:346)?
(b1)?PIE?*pre/o·??(for?the?prefix,?cf.?Gr.????·,?Lat.?pre·)?
? Lat.?pre·c-? ? (f.)?‘Gebet,?Bitte’?(WH?2:346,?Beitr.?560,?prex?[sgN])?
? Lat.?pro·c-? ? (f.)?‘bona?vox’?(WH?2:346,?prox?[N],?procis,?[G])?
? Go.?fra·h-? ? (pret.)?‘question’?(GoEtD.?122,?frah?[3sg])?
(b2)?PIE?*pre/os·??(for?the?prefix,?cf.?Gr.?????·,?????·)?
? YV.?paprách-? ? (pf.)?‘fragen,?begehren,?bitten’?(EWA?2:183,?papracha)?
(c1)?PIE?*pea?r·?-?(for?the?prefix,?cf.?Gr.????·)?
? OIr.?imm·chom·arc-? (vb.)?‘fragen’?(LEIA?A-86,?immchomairc?[3sg])?
? Cymr.?archa-? ? (pr.)?‘bitten’?(VGK?1:44,?archam?[1sg])?
? Arm.?harsn-? ? (sb.obl.)?‘Braut’?(ArmGr.?464,?harsn?[sgN])?
? Arm.?harsin-? ? (sb.obl.)?‘Braut’?(ArmGr.?464,?harsin?[sgG])?
? Osc.?com·parakini-? (sb.)?‘consili?’?(WH?2:347,?comparakineís?[plN])?
(c2)?PIE?*pea?rs·?-?(for?the?prefix,?cf.?Gr.??????)?
? Arm.?har?-? ? (ao.)?‘fragen’?(ArmGr.?464,?ehar??[3sg])?






? Li.?pi??-? ? (pr.)?‘jmd.?ein?Mädchen?zufreien’?(LiEtWb.?598,?pi??ti)?
? Li.?pir?l?-? ? (f.)?‘Heiratsvermittler,?Freiwerber’?(LiEtWb.?599)?
? Latv.?pirsli-? ? (f.)?‘Freiwerber’?(LiEtWb.?599,?pirslis?[sgN])?
(e1)?PIE?*pur·?-?(for?the?prefix,?cf.?Go.?faur,?RV.?pur?,?etc.)?
? Umbr.?pepur·kus-? (fut.)?‘poposcerint’?(WbOU.?530,?pepurkurent?[3pl])?





(a)?The?syllabic? trill?PIE?*?? is?directly?continued?only? in?Indo-Iranian,?confirming? its?
original?character?through?the?impossibility?of?any?other?vocalic?element?in?examples?
like? RV.? bh?tí-? :? LAv.? a?.b?r?ti-? or? RV.? m?tá-? :? LAv.? m?r?ta-? (the? converse? of?
Fortunatov’s?Law? II).?Owing? to? this,? it? is?allowed? to?postulate?PIE?*?? for? the?proto-
language?based?on?the?principle?of?family?consistency?(see?Trask,?DHCL?120).?
(b)? The? availability? of? PIE? *?? for? reconstruction? reveals? that? the? outcome? of? the?
syllabic?trill?was?identical?in?all?dialects:?







3.3.6  Neogr. ?*? r?(antevocalic ?syllabic ?tri l l) ?
§0.? Following? the? introduction? of? Neogr.? *?? in? anteconsonatal? position,? Osthoff?
(1879a:421,? 1879b:14-16)? had? to? admit? that? the? syllabic? resonants? occurred? in?
antevocalic?position?as?well.?For?these,?Saussure?(1879:257-9)?introduced?the?notation?




Uridg.?Ai.? Av.? Arm.? Gr.? Alb.? Ital.? Kelt.? Germ.?Balt.? Abulg.?
?r+V? ir,?ur? ar? ar?ra? ?????? ir? ar? ar? ur? ir?? ?r?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
544?As?Brugmann’s? theory? became?more? abstract,? his? and?Osthoff’s? paths? separated,?with? the? latter?
turning?back? to?genuine?vowels.?As?an? indication?of? this,?Güntert? (1916:vii)? refers? to?Osthoff?as? the?
father?of?the?theory?of?‘nebentonigen?Tiefstufe’?in?Lat.?magnus?(MU?VI:209ff.).?For?further?details,?see?
Güntert? (1916:20):?“Schon?Osthoff?MU.?VI,?212? ff.?behauptete,?nach?Liquiden?und?Nasalen? sei?der?
reduzierte?Vokal?vielmehr???gewesen?[...].”?See?also?Sturtevant?(1943:293)?and?Güntert?(1916:19?[wL]).?
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Historically? speaking,? Neogr.? *?r? was? never? a? phoneme? proper,? since? already?




Structurally? speaking,? Neogr.? *?r(V)? stood? for? the? pre-proto-form? Neogr.? **??V,?















‘jagen’).? Instead?of? the?ghost? form?Neogr.? †k???ipuras? [sgG],? the?attested?genitive? is?
RV.? k???ipr·ás? without? the? svarabhakti? vowel? /u/? (i.e.? the? sequence? C??V? (=? PIE?
*Cra?V,?*C??aV)?does?not?develop?svarabhakti?vowels).?
(b)?The?svarabhakti?vowels?assumed?to?be?characteristic?of?the?non-Aryan?group?are?
also? externally? paralleled? and? therefore? genuine? (Fick’s?Rule),?with? the? result? that?
Neogr.?*?r?did?not?produce?epenthetic?vowels?in?any?group.?Comparatively,?this?does?




the?case,?however?(see?Anttila?1969:5).?Consequently,? theories? that? include? the?rule?






? PIE?*?a?r-? ?:? OInd.?gru·mu??í-,?Lat.?graui-s,?Go.?kauru-s545?
? PIE?*?á?r-? ?:? RV.?gurú-?(a.)?‘schwer’,?AVP.?gurv?-?(a.f.)?‘id.’?
? PIE?*?ea?r-? ?:? Gr.?????-,?LAv.?gouru-?‘schwer’?(Grundr2?1:460)?






? CLu.?pua·til-? ? (n.)?‘(le)?passé?:?ver-gangen,?früher’?(DLL.?83)?
? Thrac.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘aufheben,?wegheben,?entfernen’?(WH?2:688,?????)?
? RV.?úd?(...)?tira-? (pr6A.)?‘erhöhen,?steigern’?(WbRV.?525,?úd?tir?masi)?
? RV.?tirás?? ? (prep.)?‘durch,?darüber,?hinweg,?über’?(WbRV.?536)?
(b)?PIE?*ter?*tor?*tr-?(ablaut?*e?:?o?:?Ø)?in:?
? OPers.?vi·taraya-? (cs.)?‘put?across’?(OldP.?186,?viyatarayam?[1sg])?
? Go.??airh?? ? (prep.)?‘through’?(GoEtD.?354)?
? OEng.??erh? ? (prep.)?‘through,?during,?by?means?of’?(GoEtD.?354)?
? OHG.?derh-?? ? (a.)?‘pertusus?:?durchgebohrt’?(GoEtWb.?354)?
(c)?PIE?*teahr-? ‘cross,?above’?with? the? voiceless? laryngeal?PIE?*h? (see?Chapter?4)? is?
attested?in:?
? OIr.?tar?? ? (prepA.)?‘über?–?hinaus?:?over’?(LEIA?T:25-6,?GOI:531)?
? LAv.?tar?? ? (prepA.)?‘durch–hin,?über–hin,?hinaus’?(AIWb.?641)?
? OPers.?tarah?? ? (prepA.)?‘through’?(OldP.?186,?tara)?
(d)?PIE?*dea?r-? ‘beyond,? fern,? fremd,?ausser’? is? the?voiced?variant?of? the?above?root?
with?the?voiced?laryngeal?PIE?*??(see?Chapter?4)?in:?
? OIr.?dar? ? (prep.)?‘beyond’?(GOI?531)?
? Arm.?tar-?? ? (sb.)?‘fremdes?Land’?(ArmGr.?496)?
? Arm.?tara·ka?-? (a.)?‘von?fern’?(ArmGr.?496)?
? Arm.?tara·?am-? (adv.)?‘ausser?der?Zeit’?(ArmGr.?496)?






? Hom.????-?? ? (n.)?‘Kopf’?(LSJ.?877,?GEW?1:784,??????????)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
545?Go.?kauru-?without?an?initial?labiovelar?proves?that?the?initial?syllable?was?accented?as?/kúru-/,?due?to?
which? the? following?unaccented?PIE?*a?was? lost.?See?Peeters? (1974:32):?“[P]IE.?*gw?-? is?expected? to?
yield?*qaur-,?i.e.?*qaurus?in?Gothic?and?not?*kaurus.”?
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? Arm.?sar-? ? (sb.)?‘Höhe,?Gipfel,?Abhang’?(EtDiArm.?570)?
? LAv.?urv?·sara-? (a.)?‘mit?spitz?zulaufendem?Kopf’?(AIWb.?1546)?
? LAv.?sarah-? ? (n.)?‘Kopf’?(AIWb.?1565)?
? Gr.?????h-? ? (n.)?‘Kopf’?(GEW?1:784,?in?Att.??????=?Ion.?????)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (n.)?‘Haupt’?(Grundr2?1:462,?????????[sgNA])?
(b)?PIE?*?ir-?(or?PIE?*?a?ir-??)?‘Höhe,?Gipfel,?Kopf,?usw.’,?a?root?with?an?original?PIE?
*i,?is?implied?by:?
? RV.??íras-? ? (n.)?‘Haupt,?Kopf’?(WbRV.?1395)?
? TochB.??i?ri-? ? (sb.)?‘acumen,?cuspis’?(DTochB.?324,??i?ri?[sgN])?
? Lyd.?sirma-? ? (c.)?‘Tempel’?(LydWb.?196,?syrma??[sgN],?sirma??[DL])?
? RV.???r?á-? ? (n.)?‘Haupt,?Kopf’?(WbRV.?1398,???r?é?[du])?
? Latv.?sirsi-? ? (m.)?‘grosse?Wespe’?(LiEtWb.?988,?sirsis?[sgN])?
? RV.???r?án-? ? (n.)?‘Haupt,?Kopf’?(WbRV.?1398)?
? Li.??ir?eñ-? ? (.)?‘Wespenart,?Hornisse,?vespa’?(LiEtWb.?988)?
? RV.???r?án·??r?an? (adv.)?‘jedes?Haupt,?jedes?Wesen’?(WbRV.?1398)?
The?vowel?RV.?i? ?Li.?i? ?Lyd.?i?(??PIE?*i)?recurs?in?Tocharian?(with?palatalization),?






(a)? PIE? *kr-? *ker-? *kor-? (Gr.? ?????)? is?widely? attested? in? Indo-European,? forming?
various?alternative?extensions.?Of?particular?interest?is?the?dental?one?in:?
? ? PIE?*kort-?*krt-?*kert-?
? ?i.?karta-?? ? (vb1.)?‘abschneiden,?beseitigen’?(HEG?1:523)?
? RV.?isu·k?t-? ? (a.)?‘wie?ein?Pfeil?verwundent’?(WbRV.?227)?
? RV.?ví?(...)?cakárt-? (pf.)?‘zerspalten,?-schneiden’?(WbRV.?346,?cakart?)?




to? contain? a? palatal? (Neogr.? *?)? by? the? dental? extension? with? palatovelar? and? a?
laryngeal?by?means?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?in:?
? ? PIE?*?ea?r-?*??a?r?
? Hes.????-? ? (f.)?‘Tod’?(GEW?–,?Hes.??????????????,?Alkm.?????)?






? Lat.?car?(n)-? ? (f.)?‘Fleisch’?(WH?1:170)?
? Umbr.?kar?n-? ? (f.)?‘Teil?eines?Opfertieres’?(WbOU.?372-373,?caru)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (m.)?‘=??????’?(GEW?1:790)?
? ? PIE?*?ea?rnd-?
? OInd.??a??a-? ? (prM.)?‘to?hurt’?(MonWil.?1048,??a??ate?[3sg])?






? Langob.?fara-? ? (sb.)?‘Geschlecht’?(WP?2:7)?





? Li.?p?ra-? ? (m.)?‘Fruchtkeim,?Keim’?(pl.)?‘Brut’?(LiEtWb.?573)?
? Li.?peria-? ? (vb.)?‘brüten,?auf?den?Eiern?sitzen’?(LiEtWb.?573)?
? RV.?pra·pharv?-? (f.)?‘wollüstiges?Mädchen’?(WbRV.?876)?
§8.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:465)? compared? “Alb.? bir? ‘Sohn’?:? Got.? baur? aisl.? bur-r?
‘Sohn’?got?bauran-s?‘geboren’?[…]”?and?(Grundr2?1:471)?“Got.?bauran-s?ahd.?gi-boran?
aisl.? borenn? Part.? zu? got.? bairan? ‘tragen’? […]”.? Several? externally? paralleled? root?
variants?can?be?confirmed?for?Proto-Indo-European?(Fick’s?rule):?
(a)?PIE?*bhir-?‘nehmen,?tragen,?bringen’?(P.?128)?is?confirmed?by?two?branches:?
? Alb.?bir-?? ? (m.)?‘Sohn’?(AlbEtD.?26,?WH?2:504)??




? Pahl.?bur-?? ? (vb.)?‘carry,?bring,?bear,?procure,?remove’?(MPahl.?2:50)?
? Lat.?f?r-?? ? (m.)?‘Dieb’?(WH?1:569)?
? OIcl.?bur-? ? (m.)?‘Sohn’?(ANEtWb.?65,?burr?[sgN])?
? Go.?un·bauran-? (pt.)?‘not?bearing’?(GoEtDi.?57)?
? Lat.?f?rti-?? ? (adv.)?‘diebischerweise,?heimlich’?(WH?1:569,?f?rtim)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




? Gr.?????? ? (pr.)?‘(er-,?weg)tragen,?usw.’?(GEW?2:1003)?
? Go.?baira-? ? (vb.)?‘carry,?endure,?give?birth’?(GoEtD.?57)?
? Arm.?bere-? ? (pr.)?‘bären,?tragen’?(ArmGr.?429,?berem?[1sg])?
? gAv.?bara-? ? (pr.)?‘(in?sich)?tragen,?besitzen,?enthalten’?(AIWb.?933)?




? Go.?faur? ? (adv.prep.)?‘??????????????:?vor,?für’?(GoEtD.?110)?
? RV.?pur??? ? (adv.)?‘früher,?von?Alters?her,?von?je?her’?(WbRV.?826)?
? RV.?purás?? ? (adv.)?‘vor,?vorne,?an?der?vorderen?Seite’?(WbRV.?825)?




? Gr.???????? ? (adv.)?‘vorher,?früher,?vorn?(prepG)?‘vor’?(GEW?2:476)?
? LAv.?par??? ? (adv.)?‘ante,?vorn,?hervor,?vor,?von?Seiten’?(AIWb.?857)?
? gAv.?par?? ? (prep.)?‘ausser,?abgesehen?von?[A]’?(AIWb.?857)?
? OGaul.?are·morica-? (GN.)?‘in-front-of-sea-nymphs’?(GoEtD.?111)?





? RV.?ti??ir-?? ? (pf.)?‘hinstreuen,?ausbreiten’?(WbRV.?1588,?ti??iré)?
? OCS.?pro·st?ro-? (vb.)?‘ausstrecken,?-breiten,?-dehnen’?(Sadnik??889)?
? RV.?st?r?á-?? ? (pret.pt.)?‘gebreitet’?(WbRV.?1589)?
Since?the?participle?has?no?cerebral?(the?converse?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II),?an?original?
PIE?*i?without? laryngeal?remains? the?sole?reconstructive?possibility.?In? this?regard,? it?
should?also?be?noted?that?PIE?*i?recurs?in?an?alternative?extension:?
(b)?PIE?*stil-?‘ausbreiten,?usw.’548?












(C)rV? in? the? Indo-European? languages.?No? svarabhakti?vowels?developed? from? the?
syllabic? sonants.?Accordingly,? the?early? rule?Neogr.?*(C)?r?=?LT? (C)?HV? should?be?
replaced?with?the?comparative?one.?
(b)? The? resulting? lacuna? in? the? explanation? of? the? svarabhakti? vowels? can? be?
compensated? for?by?means?of? the?comparative?method,?which? finds?parallels?of? the?
vowels?in?question?and?implies?the?respective?PIE?prototypes.?
?
3.3.7  Neogr. ?*??(anteconsonantal ? long ?syllabic ?tri l l) ?
§0.?Neogr.? *?,? assumedly? a? long? syllabic? trill,?was? generalized? into? proto-language?
based?on?OInd.???in?order?to?explain?the?svarabhakti?vowels?detailed?below.?
§1.?According? to?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:473ff.),? the?developments?of? the?Neogr.?*??
stand?as?follows:?
Uridg.?Ai.? Av.? Arm.? Gr.? Alb.? Ital.? Kelt.? Germ.?Balt.? Abulg.?






? ? ? *e/o-grade:? ? ? Ø-grade:?
? Neogr.?*ster?(OInd.?stártave)?? Neogr.?*st?-?(OInd.?st?tá-)?
? Neogr.?*ster+??(OInd.?staritav?i)? Neogr.?*str+??(OInd.?st?r?á-)550?




the?Neogr.?*??did?not?emerge.?This?can?be?seen,? for? instance,? from? the?examples?of?
SUBSET? III? *Cra?T-? and? *Cr?aT-? of?Fortunatov’s?Law? II.?Following? the? loss? of? *??
















§3.?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:474-475)? reconstructed?Neogr.? *?mo-? for? “ai.? ?rmá-s? av.?
ar?m?? ‘Arm’,?arm.?armukn? ‘Ellenbogen,?Bug’,? lat.?armu-s,?got.?arm-s? ‘Arm’,?preuss.?




? RV.??r-?? ? (prM.)?‘in?Bewegung?setzen’?(WbRV.?234,??rate?[3pl])?
?? gAv.??ra-? ? (pr.)?‘hingelangen?lassen,?bringen?über’?(AIWb.?183)?
? gAv.??ra-? ? (n.)?‘Anlauf,?Angriff,?Energie,?Tatkraft’?(AIWb.?372)?
? RV.??rm??? ? (adv.)?‘bereit,?zur?Hand’?(WbRV.?235)?




? Lat.?armo-? ? (m.)?‘Schulterblatt,?Vorderbug’?(WH?1:69,?armus)?
? ?em.?arma?? ? (m.pl.)?‘Vorderarm?am?Wagen’?(LiEtWb.?16,?arma?)?
? LAv.?a?v?.arma-? (a.)?‘einarmig’?(AIWb.?24)?
? OCS.?ramo-? ? (n.)?‘Schulter’?(Sadnik??737)?
? Arm.?arm·ukn-? (sb.)?‘Ellenbogen?:?elbow’?(EtDiArm.?141)?
§4.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:474)? reconstructed? Neogr.? st?·n/t-? for? “Ai.? st?r?á-s?
‘hingestreut’?av.?star?ta-?‘belegt,?bedeckt’,?gr.???????-??‘stratus’??????????‘sterno’,?lat.?




? RV.?ti??ir-? ? (pf.)?‘hinstreuen,?ausbreiten’?(WbRV.?1588,?ti??iré)?
? RV.?sa?·stír-? ? (a.)?‘zusammenstrebend’?(WbRV.?1439)?
? RV.?st?r?á-? ? (pp.)?‘gebreitet’?(WbRV.?1589)?
(b)?PIE?*stea?r-?is?proven?by?the?common?European?/a/? ?PIE?*ea??in:?
? Cret.???????-?? ? (m.)?‘eine?Unterabteilung?der?Phyle’?(GEW?2:806)?




? OCS.?strana?? ? (f.)?‘Seite,?Land,?fremde?Gegend’?(Sadnik??889)?
? Rus.?storoná?? ? (f.)?‘Seite,?Land,?fremde?Gegend’?(REW?3:20)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pr.)?‘sternere’?(GEW?2:802,??????????[1sg])??
? LAv.?ni?tar?t?.spaya-? (a.)?‘mit?hingebreiteten?Kissen’?(AIWb.?1087)?
Being? unaffected? by? Fortunatov’s?Law? II,?Avestan? does? not? include? the? otherwise?
possible?PIE?*stoa?r-,?thus?confirming?PIE?*o?without?a?laryngeal.?
(d)?PIE??stra?-,?the?zero?grade?root?PIE?*str-?with?a?laryngeal?extension,?survives?in:?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (pt.)?‘ausgebreitet’?(GEW?2:802)? ?PIE?*str?a?to-?
? Lat.?str?to-?? ? (n.)?‘Decke’?(WH?2:590)? ?PIE?*str?a?to-?
§5.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:474)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*p?C?for?the?items:?“Ai.?p?rva-s?
av.?paurv?? ‘der?vordere,?frühere’,?ai.?p?rviyá-s? ‘primus’?gthav.?paourv?m?‘primum’,?gr.?
?????-??dor? ?????-?? ‘primus’?aus?*????-???-?,?dor.? ????? ‘vordem’?aus?*?????-?,?




? RV.?p?rva-?? ? (a.)?‘früher,?östlig,?vorzüglich,?alt’?(WbRV.?845)?
? gAv.?paourv?m?? (adv.)?‘zuerst,?zu?Anfang,?bei?Beginn’?(AIWb.?873-4)??
belong?to?the?root?PIE?*pur-?‘vor’,?which?is?proven?to?be?original?by:?
? Go.?faur? ? (adv.prep.)???????????????‘vor,?für’?(GoEtD.?110)?
? RV.?pur??? ? (adv.)?‘früher,?von?Alters?her,?von?je?her’?(WbRV.?826)?




? Hom.??????-? ? (a.)?‘der?vorderste,?der?erste’?(GEW?2:609)?
? Boiot.??????-? ? (a.)?‘der?vorderste,?der?erste’?(GEW?2:609)?
(c)?PIE?*pea?r-?(cf.?Gr.????·,???????above)?is?the?starting?point?of?the?extension?PIE?
*pea?r·uo-?‘erst(er)’,?which?is?widely?attested?in?Indo-European?languages:?
? LAv.?pouru-? ? (adv.bs.)?‘erst’?(AIWb.?870-2,?pourum?[sgA?=?adv.])?
? Alb.?parë? ? (a.)?‘erster’?(AlbEtDi.?311,?parë?[sgN])?
? LAv.?paurva-? ? (a.)?‘der?vordere,?der?erstere,?südlich’?(AIWb.?870)?
? TochB.?parwe-? (a.)?‘(the)?first?(year)’?(MA?399,?DTochB.?360)?
? OPers.?parva-? ? (adv.)?‘being?before’?(OldP.?196,?paruvam?[sgNA])?
(d)??pir-?‘vor(der),?erst(er),?u.s.w.’?and?the?respective?*e/o-grade?(cf.?PIE?*poir-?*peir-?
in?Latvian)?appears?with?alternative?extensions?in:?
? Latv.?pìere? ? (f.)?‘Vorderseite,?Stirn’?(LiEtWb.?573,?pìere?[sgN])?
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? Li.?pìrma-?? ? (a.)?‘erster’?(LiEtWb.?597-8,?pìrmas?[sgN])?
? OPr.?pirma-?? ? (a.)?‘erster’?(APrS.?399)?
? ORus.?p?rv?? ? (a.)?‘erster’?(REV?2:336-7)?
? OCS.?pr?v?? ? (a.)?‘erster’?(REV?2:336-7)?
? Rus.?pérvyj? ? (a.)?‘erster’?(REV?2:336-7)?
The? vocalisms? of? PBalt.? *pir·ma-? and? PSlav.? *pir·ua-? are? uncontested? due? to? the?
corresponding?diphthong?in?Latv.?pìere.551?
§6.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:474)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *k?d? for? “Ai.? k?rda-ti? ‘er?
springt,? hüpft’,? gr.? ??????? ein? Tanz,? vgl.? ??????? ‘ich? schwinge,? schwenke’? [...]”.?
When? tested? against? the? extended? data,? three? different? roots? are? implied? by? the?
comparative?method:?
(a)?Neogr.?*k?rd-?‘quadrus’?with?PIE?*u?(not?traced?back?to?Neogr.?*?),?appearing?in:?
? OInd.?k?rda-?? ? (vb.)?‘hüpfen,?springen’?(KEWA?1:254-5)?
? TochA.?kurtsru?? (plObl.)?‘mille?passus’?(Poucha?79,?kurtsru?=?yojana)?
(b)?Neogr.?*Kerd-?*Kard-?*Kord-?‘werfen,?tanzen’?(P.?934)?in:?
? OIr.?fo·cerd-?? ? (vb.)?‘werfen,?usw.’?(LEIA?C-72-3,?focheird)?
? OIr.?fo·card-? ? (pret.)?‘werfen’?(LEIA?C-72-3,?fochaird)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (m.)?‘N.?eines?Tanzes’?(GEW?1:917-8)?? ?
(c)?Neogr.?*Krad-?(P.?934),?which?is?attested?in?Greek?and?in?Germanic:?
?? OIcl.?hrata-?? ? (vb.)?‘schwanken,?eilen,?fallen,?stürzen’?(ANEtWb.?252)?





? RV.?turá-?? ? (a.)?‘rasch’?(EWA1:656,?WbRV.?541)??
? RV.?tur?ya-? ? (ord.)?‘der?vierte’?(KEWA?1:515,?WbRV.?542)?
? OIcl.??yrja-? ? (vb.)?‘schnell?fahren,?laufen’?(ANEtWb.?630)?
? LAv.?t?irya-? ? (ord.)?‘der?vierte’?(AIWb.?656)?
? OInd.?t?rtá-?? ? (a.)?‘eilig’?(EWA?1:629f.,?Grundr2?1:475)?
? RV.?a·t?rta-? ? (n.)?‘der?unüberschrittene?Raum’?(WbRV.?29)?
? Gr.????????-?? ? (Im.)?‘Vierter?(?)’?(GEW?2:918)?
In? the?absence?of?a?retroflex?before? the?dental?extension,? this?root?had?no? laryngeal?
(the?converse?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II).?The?widely?attested?numeral?Neogr.?*k?etur-?








? RV.?ca·túr-?? ? (a.)?‘vier’?(WbRV.?433,?catúra??[plA])?
? LAv.??a·tur-? ? (num.)?‘vier’?(AIWb.?577,??atur??[plA],??atura?[plNA])?
? Li.?ke·turì-? ? (num.coll.)?‘vier’?(LiEtWb.?247f.)?
(b)? PIE? *tua?r-? ‘eilen’? (P.? 1100).? The? Sanskrit? verbal? and? nominal? forms? are? well?
known:?
? Br.?tvára-? ? (vb.)?‘eilen’?(KEWA?1:539,?tvárate?[3sg])?
? AV.?tvar?-? ? (f.)?‘Eile’?(EWA?1:684-5)?
? AV.?tvaráya-? ? (cs.)?‘beleben,?eilen?lassen’?(EWA?1:684-5?tvaráyati)?
For?this?root?PIE?*??is?implied?by?Av.???in:?
? LAv.??w??a-? ? (a.)?‘eilig,?rasch’?(AIWb.?787)?
? LAv.??w??a.g?man-? (a.)?‘eilig?schreitend,?raschen?Schritts’?(AIWb.?788)?








§8.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:475)? reconstructed? “Ai.? t?r?á-s? ‘überschritten,?
durchgemacht’,?t?rthá-m? ‘Furt,?Tränke’,?apers.?fra-tarta-h? ‘vorwärts?gegangen’,?zu?ai.?
tára-ti? tirá-ti,?W.? ter-”,?assumedly? from?Neogr.?*t?C.?As?already?pointed?out?above,?
there?are?two?externally?confirmed?roots:?
(a)?PIE?*ter-,?tor-,?tr-?‘über,?durch’?(P.?1074-5)?
? RV.?tára-? ? (m.)?‘das?Übersetzen,?Überfahrt’?(WbRV.?529)?
? HLu.?tari-? ? (vb.)?‘rise’?(CHLu.?10.12.8,?tax-ri+i-tax)?
? LAv.?tit?raya-? ? (cs.)?‘überwinden,?bewältigen’?(AIWb.?639)?
? OPers.?vi·taraya-? (cs.)?‘put?across’?(OldP.?186,?viyatarayam?[1sg])?
? Go.??airh? ? (prep.)?‘through,?etc.’? (GoEtD.?354)?
(b)?PIE?*til-?‘erheben’?(P.?1074-5)?






? Br.??r?á-?? ? (pt.)?‘in?Bewegung?gesetzt,?erhoben’?(EWA?1:106)?
? Hes.???·???????-? (a.)?‘??????????????????????????’?(GEW?2:423)?
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? Gr.???-? ? (ao.)?‘sich?regen/erheben,?eilen’?(GEW?2:426-,?????)?
? Gr.????-? ? (ao.)?‘sich?regen/erregen’?(GEW?2:422,???????????????)?
? ?i.?ara-? ? (vb2.)?‘to?(a)rise,?lift,?raise’?(HEG?1:52,?a-ra-i?[3sg])?












? ?i.??argi-? ? (a.)?‘weiß,?hell’?(HEG?1:177,??ar-ki-i??[sgN])?
? Gr.?????·???????-? (a.)?‘mit?glänzendem?Donnerkeil’?(GEW?1:134)?
? LAv.??r?zata-?? ? (n.)?‘Silber’?(AIWb.?352,??r?zat?m?[sgNA])?
§11.?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:479)? reconstructed?“Lat.?arduo-s? :?air.?ard? ‘hoch,?gross’,?
gall.?arduenna,?aisl.??r?ug-r?‘steil’?urgerm.?ar??a-,?Gf.?*?dh?o-??d?o-,?vgl.?av.??r?dwa?
‘aufrecht,? erhaben’.”?Here,? as? in? the? previous? example,? all? theories? containing? the?
laryngeal?now?reconstruct?the?laryngeal:?
??ardu-?‘hoch,?steil,?gross,?usw.’?
? Lat.?arduo-? ? (a.)?‘hoch,?steil,?schwierig’?(WH1:64-5)?
? OIr.?ard? ? (a.)?‘haut,?grand?:?hoch,?gross’?(LEIA?A-87)?
? OGaul.?ardu·enna-? (ONf.)?‘Ardennes’?(LEIA?A-87)?
? LAv.??r?dva-? ? (a.)?‘auf,?nach?oben,?in?die?Höhe?gerichtet’?(AIWb.?350)?
§12.?The?key?issues?concerning?Neogr.?*?? ?(C)?HC?can?be?summarized?as?follows:?
(a)?The?actual?outcome?of?the?sequence?PIE?*(C)??C?in?Aryan?languages?after?the?loss?
of?the? laryngeal? is?(C)?C?(RV.?d??-,?etc.).?This? is?to?say,?svarabhakti?vowels?have?not?
developed?from?syllabic?sonants.?





3.3.8  Neogr. ?*l ?(consonantal ? lateral) ?





(a)?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:424)? reconstructed??leik?-? ‘lassen’? for?“arm.? lk‘ane-m?gr.?
?????? lat.? linqu?? ‘ich? lasse’,? got.? lei?a? ‘ich? leihe’?Lit.? liekù? ‘ich? lasse’?aksl.?ot?-l?k??
‘Überbleibsel’,?ai.?ri?ák-ti?‘er?lässt,?lässt?los,?räumt?ein’.”?
(b)? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:424)? reconstructed? ?mel-? for? “Gr.? ?????? (F.? ???????)?
‘schwarz’,?nbret.?melen?‘croccus’,?lett.?meln-s?‘schwarz’?lit.?m?lyna-s?‘blau’,?ai.?maliná-s?
‘schmutzig,?dunkelfarbig,?schwarz’.”?













? OInd.?lasa-? ? (a.)?‘shining’?(MonWil.?899,?lasas?[sgN])?
? ?i.?le?ala-? ? (MULc.)?‘Komet’?(HEG?2:54,?le-e?-?al-la-a??[sgN])?
Similarly,?the?other?alternative?readings?for?“la/i/u”?lack?comparative?content.?For?this?
reason,?I? feel? that?Hawkins’s?suggestion?may?be?an?unnecessary?complication?of? the?
notation.?
(b)? In? Lydian? there? are? two? laterals,? Lyd.? l? and? Lyd.? ?.? It? has? been? suggested?
(Gusmani,?LydWb.?33)? that?Lyd.? ?? represents? a?palatal?due? to? the?presence?of? the?
glide? in? the? comparative?evidence? (see,? for? instance,?Lyd.?a?a-?=?Lat.?alio-? ‘alius’).?
Additional? examples? of? PIE? *l?,? li???Lyd.? ?? can? now? be? identified? in? the? data,? for?
instance,?in:??
? CLu.?lali-? ? (c.)?‘Wort,?Rede’?(HEG?2:20,?DLL.?62,?la-li-i?)?





established? for?both?dialects?A?and?B,?except? that? the?Tocharian?also? includes?non-
organic?examples?of?ly?having?gained?the?palatal?from?the?following?PIE?*??(cf.?TochB.?
klyomo? (a.)? ‘noble’?DTochB.? 231? :?Go.? hliuma? (m.)? ‘Gehör’? (pl.)? ‘Ohren’?GoEtD.?
188).?
?







Uridg.?Ai.? Av.? Arm.? Gr.? Alb.? Ital.? Kelt.? Germ.?Balt.? Abulg.?
?+C? ?? ?r? al,?la? ?????? li? ol? li? ul,?lu? il? l?,?l???
§2.? The? problems? of?Neogr.? *?? are? identical?with? those? of?Neogr.? *?.?Brugmann’s?
alleged? examples? can? be? proven? to? contain? vowels? proper? instead? of? svarabhaktis?
emerging?from?syllabic?*?,?as?detailed?below.?
§3.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:456)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *p?-? for? “Ai.? pip?-más? gr.?
??????-???? ‘wir? füllen’? (II? S.? 935)”.?The?material? contains,? however,? two? separate?
stems:?
(a)? PIE? *pel-? *pol-,? the? unextended? root,? is? confirmed? by? the? absence? of?
cerebralization?(the?converse?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II)?in?Sanskrit:?
PIE?*pel-?‘füllen,?usw.’?
? TochB.?päl-? ? (vb.)?‘drip’?(DTochB.?379,?pältsi?[inf.])?
? RV.?pípar-?? ? (pr.)?‘füllen,?anfüllen’?(WbRV.?775,?píparti?[3sg])?
(b)?PIE?*plea?-,?the?laryngeal?extension?of?the?root,?is?confirmed?by?Rig-Vedic?hiatus?
and?Greek???coinciding?in:?
? RV.?prá’-? ? (ao.)?‘füllen,?anfüllen’?(WbRV.?886,?práas?[2sgConj])?
? RV.?kak?ia·prá’-? (a.)?‘den?Leibgurt?füllend’?(WbRV.?309,?·práam?[A])?




ai.? p?thiv?? ‘Erde’? :? Arm.? lain? ‘breit’,? air.? lethan? ‘breit’? […]”? and? (Grundr2? 1:468)?





? ?i.?pal?i-? ? (a.)?‘breit,?weit’?(HHand.?117,?pal-?i?[NA])?
? Arm.?lain-? ? (a.)?‘breit’?(Grundr2?1:457,?PIE?*plea?ino-)?
? OGaul.?litano·briga-? (ON.)?‘Breitburg’?(ACSS.?2:243,?PIE?*pla?ito-)?
? OCymr.?litan-? ? (a.)?‘breit’?(ACSS.?2:242,?Grundr2?1:468)?
(b)?PIE?*p?·thu-,?a?root?without?a?laryngeal?suffix,?is?secured?by?the?absence?of?gAv.???
(the?converse?of?Fortunatov’s?Law?II)?in:?
? gAv.?p?r??u-?? ? (a.)?‘weit,?breit’?(AIWb.?892-3)?
? RV.?p?thú-?? ? (a.)?‘breit,?weit?sich?austreckend’?(WbRV.?857)552?





? ?i.??algue?ar-? ? (n.)?‘Ernte,?Erstlingsgabe’?(HHand.?36,??al-ku-e?-?ar)?
? RV.?sahasra·’arghá-? (a.)?‘tausendfachen?Wert?habend’?(WbRV.?1504)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Erwerb’?(GEW?1:81,??????[sgN])?
? Li.?algà?-? ? (f.)?‘Lohn,?Sold’?(LiEtWb.?7)?
? OPr.??lga-? ? (f.)?‘Lohn’?(APrS.?298,??lgas?[sgG])?
The? root? with? a? common? Indo-European? /a/? is? confirmed? by? the? Old? Anatolian?
laryngeal,? Rig-Vedic? hiatus? and? Greek? ?-.? Owing? to? the? presence? of? ?i.? ?,?
vocalizations?such?as?Gr.????-?should?no?longer?be?explained?with?Neogr.?*??but?with?
the?vowel?PIE?*a?(formerly?*h2)?accompanying?PIE?*?.?
(b)?Neogr?*? h?(=?PIE?*?al?h-),? the?zero-grade?root,?appears?only? in?Indo-Iranian?
and?is?of?secondary?origin.?Neogr.?*??took?syllabicity?after?the?loss?of?PIE?*a?in:?
? OInd.??n·?h-?? ? (pf.)?‘wert?sein’?(Whitney?19558:282,??n?hús).?
(c)?PIE?*e?al?h-,?the?zero-grade?root?with?a?prothetic?vowel,?appears?in?Baltic:?
? Li.?e?g-?? ? (vb.)?‘sich?benehmen,?sich?betragen’?(LiEtWb.?7)?
? Latv.?elg-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?aufdrängen,?aushalten,?usw.?(LiEtWb.?7)?
§6.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:468)? reconstructs? Neogr.? *m?to-? for? “Mir.? blith? Inf.? zu?
[air.]?melim? ‘molo’.”?The? comparative?method? implies,? however,? two? derivationally?
distinct?roots:?
(a)?PIE?*mel-?*mol-?(root?PIE??ml-)?are?attested?in:?
? ?i.?mala-? ? (vb.)?‘mahlen,?zerkleinern’?(CHD?LN:125-6,?ma-al-la-i)?
? OIr.?meli-? ? (vb.)?‘.i.?mol??moudre,?écraser’?(LEIA?M-32,?melim)?




ti-it-ta-a?).?As? we? are? dealing? with? a? personal? name? and? the?meaning? of? ·patita-? is? unknown,? the?
comparison?remains?uncertain.?
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? OIr.?mlith-? ? (vn.f.)?‘moudre,?écraser,?ruiner,?frotter’?(LEIA?M-32)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Melde?:?despatch’?(GEW?1:245)?











? Go.?lus·tu-?? ? (.)?‘Lust’?(GoEtD.?238)?
(b)?PIE?*lea?s-?‘begehren,?verlangen’?(with?Neogr.?*a)?is?evident?in:?
? OInd.?l?lasa-? ? (a.int.)?‘heftig?verlangend?nach’?(KEWA?2:99-100)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (prM.)?‘heftig?begehren,?verlangen’?(GEW?2:123)?
To?the?latter?belongs?the?cerebralized?stem?(originally?a?reduplication)?PIE?*lela?so-?
? OInd.?lá?a-? ? (pr.)?‘begehren,?Verlangen?haben?nach’?(KEWA?3:95),?
where?the?laryngeal?implied?by?Gr???is?confirmed?by?Fortunatov’s?Law?II.?
§8.?As?for?the?PIE?*??in?System?PIE,?note?the?following?general?remarks:?
(a)? The? syllabic? lateral? PIE? *?? is? directly? continued? only? in? Indo-Iranian? (possibly?
having? turned? into? ?).? Its? Proto-Indo-European? origin? is? confirmed? by? the?
impossibility?of?the?loss?of?any?vocalic?element?in?examples?like?gAv.?p?r??u-?=?RV.?
p?thú-,?which?are?not?affected?by?Fortunatov’s?Law?II.?Owing?to?this,?it?is?possible?to?
postulate? PIE? *?? based? on? the? principle? of? family? consistency? (Trask?DHCL? 120).?
Accordingly,? the? core? of? the? Neogrammarian? theory? is? sound? in? terms? of? its? key?
assertion,?the?existence?of?syllabic?PIE?*??in?the?proto-language.?
(b)?Through? the? availability? of? PIE? *?? in? reconstruction,? it? can? be? shown? that? the?
outcome?of?the?syllabic?lateral?was?a?simple?lateral?in?all?dialects.?This?is?because?*??(in?
PIE?*???and?*??)?did?not?produce? svarabhakti? vowels,?but? turned? into? simple?PIE?*l?
following?the?loss?of?PIE?*?:?






3.3.10  Neogr. ?* ? l?(antevocalic ?syllabic ? lateral) ?
§0.? As? the? Neogrammarians? noticed? that? the? svarabhakti? vowels? associated? with?
syllabic?sonants?appeared?in?antevocalic?position?as?well,?Neogr.?*?l?was?introduced?as?
the?counterpart?of?Neogr.?*?r?to?account?for?the?situation.?
§1.?According? to?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:452),?Neogr.? *?l? resulted? in? in? svarabhakti?
vowels?identical?to?those?associated?with?Neogr.?*?r:?
Uridg.?Ai.? Av.? Arm.? Gr.? Alb.? Ital.? Kelt.? Germ.?Balt.? Abulg.?





‘Gewicht,? Wage’,? gr.? ?????? ‘duldend’,? lat.? 2.? Sg.? at-tul?s,? got.? ?ulai?? ‘er? duldet’.”?
Neogr.?*?l?lacks?support,?owing?to?several?externally?confirmed?correspondences:?
(a)? PIE? *tul-? ‘tragen’? is? attested? in? three? subgroups,? including? Indo-Iranian,? and?
therefore?carries?an?original?PIE?*u?in:?
? Lat.?tul-? ? (pf.)?‘tragen,?bringen’? (WH?2:68,?tulit?[3sg])?
? OLat.?tul?? ? (pr3.)?‘tragen,?bringen’?(WH?2:688)?
? OIcl.??ola-? ? (vb.)?‘ertragen,?dulden’?(ANEtWb.?615)?
? Go.??ula-? ? (vb.)?‘endure,?be?patient?with’?(GoEtD.?367,??ulan)?
? OInd.?tul?-? ? (f.)?‘Waage,?Waagebalken’?(EWA?1:658)?
PIE?*u?is?internally?confirmed?for?Indo-Iranian?through?the?variants?PIE?*teul-?*toul-:?
? OInd.?tolaya-? ? (vb10.)?‘aufheben,?aufhalten,?wägen’?(EWA?1:658)?
? OInd.?tolana-? ? (n.)?‘das?Aufheben’?(EWA?1:658)?
(b)? PIE? ?ta?l-? ‘tragen’.?Greek? and? Tocharian? (lacking? palatalization)? preserve? the?
root?forms?PIE?*tea?l-?and?PIE?*t?a?l-?in:?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pfM.)?‘ausproßen?lassen,?hervorbringen’?(GEW?2:870)?
? TochB.?täle-? ? (sb.)?‘load,?burden’?(DTochB.?296)?
? Gr.?????(?)?-? ? (a.)?‘ausdauernd,?ertragend,?unglücklich’?(GEW?2:848)?




Winkel’,?mir.? cuile? ‘Keller,?Magazin’?wegen?u? zu?§?499?”?and? (Grundr2?1:456,?465)?
“Go.? hulja? ahd.? hull(i)u? ‘ich? hülle’,? ahd.? hull(i)a? ‘Hülle’,? zu? ahd.? helan? ‘hehlen’.”?
Several?roots?are,?however,?implied?by?the?comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*?a?l-? ‘cover,?deck,?etc.’.?An?Indo-European? /a/? ?PIE?*ea?? is?confirmed?by?
Italo-Greek?and? the? laryngeal?by?cerebralization? in?Sanskrit? in? the?dental?extension?
PIE?*??a?l·to-:?
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? Gr.??????-?? ? (f.)?‘Hütte,?Nest’?(GEW?1:764)?
? Lat.?calim? ? (adv.)?‘antiqui?dicebant?pro?clam’?(WH?1:138)?
? Lat.?calautica-?? (f.)?‘Kopfbedeckung?vornehmer?Frauen’?(WH?1:136)?
? OInd.????a-? ? (m.)?‘a?strip?of?cloth,?a?kind?of?skirt’?(MonWil.?1063)?
(b)?In?zero?grade,?the?base?PIE?*?a?l-?with?unaccented?PIE?*a?has?resulted?in?Gr.???(=?
Neogr.?*?h)?following?the?loss?of?PIE?*a,?as?proven?by:??
? Lat.?clam? ? (adv.)?‘heimlich,?verhohlen,?insgeheim’?(WH?1:226-7)?
? Aiol.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Oberkleid,?Mantel’?(GEW?2:1102,????????[sgA])?
(c)?The?presence?of?the?*?-grade?is?explained?by?schwebeablaut?in?PIE?*?a?el-?*?a??l-?
‘verbergen’?(=?Neogr.?*?hel-?*?h?l-):?
? OIr.?celi-? ? (pr.)?‘verbergen’?(LEIA?C-53-4,?ceilid)?
? Lat.?c?l?-? ? (pr1.)?‘verhehlen,?verbergen’?(WH?1:196)?
(d)?PIE??Kul-?‘hohl’;?‘Keller’?(with?ambiguous?K)?is?required?by?Centum?forms?like:?
? OIcl.?hol-?? ? (a.)?‘hohl’?(ANEtWb.?248,?holr?sgN)?
? Gr.?????? ? (n.)?‘Höhlungen?unter?den?Augen’?(GEW?2:46)??
? ?i.?kuli-? ? (sb.)?‘Loch,?Hohlweg’?(?)?(HHand.?83,?HEG?1:–)?
? OEng.?a·holia-? (vb.)?‘to?dig’?(ASaxD.?31,?aholian?[inf.])?
? MidIr.?cuile? ? (m.)?‘Keller,?Magazin’?(LEIA?C-269,?Grundr2?1:456)?




Yet? the?material? confirms? several?PIE? bases? implied? by? isoglosses?with? a? common?
Indo-European?vocalism:?
(a)?PIE??pul-?‘viel’,?the?zero-grade?root,?appears?with?unified?PIE?*u?in:?
? RV.?pur-? ? (ao.)?‘anfüllen,?reichlich?zufüllen’?(WbRV.?776,?p?rdhí)?
? RV.?p?ryá-? ? (prP.)?‘anfüllen’?(WbRV.?776,?p?ryám??am?‘angefüllt’)?
? OIr.?huile-? ? (a.)?‘tout,?entire,?chacun’?(LEIA?U:17-18)?
? Go.?full-? ? (a.)?‘???????=?voll’?(GoEtD.?131,?fulls?[sgN])?
? OCS.?pl?n?-? ? (a.)?‘voll’?(Sadnik??672)?
Additionally,?the?ablaut?bases?PIE?*pe/oul-?*p?/?ul-?have?been?preserved?in:?
? RV.?paurá-? ? (m.)?‘Füller,?Zufüller,?Spender,?Mehrer’?(WbRV.?863)?




? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘viel,?zahlreich,?häufig’?(GEW?1:577,???????[sgN])?
? gAv.?pouru-? ? (a.)?‘viel,?zahlreich,?reichlich’?(AIWb.?855-6,?pour??)?
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? OPers.?paru-? ? (a.)?‘much,?many’?(OldP.?196,?paruv?[sgNA])?
? Arm.?y·olov-? ? (a.)?‘viel’?(Grundr2?1:510)?
(c)?PIE?*pil·(a?)-?‘voll,?füllen’?with?PIE?*i?is?confirmed?by?multiple?witnesses?in:?
? Li.?pìl-? ? ? (vb.)?‘gießen,?ausschütten,?-füllen’?(LiEtWb.?592,?pìlti)?
? Li.?añt·pila-? ? (m.)?‘Auffüllmaterial,?Schotter’?(LiEtWb.?592,?añtpilas)?
? RV.?r?s·pirá-? ? (a.)?‘geräuschvoll’?(WbRV.?1163)?
? OIr.?il-?? ? (a.)?‘many,?numerous’?(DIL.?380,?il?[sgNA])?
? Go.?filu-? ? (a.)?‘??????:?much,??????:?very’?(GoEtD.?116)?
§6.?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:462,?467)?compared?“Arm.?malem? ‘ich?zerstosse’? :?umbr.?




? Arm.?male-?? ? (vb.)?‘zerstossen’?(EtDiArm.?443,?malem?[1sg])?
? Gr.????????-? ? (n.)?‘Mehl’?(PNm.)?‘Müller’?(GEW?2:166)?
? OIr.?malart? ? (f.)?‘destruction’?(LEIA?M:14)?






§7.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:462)? compared? “Arm.? ka?in,?Gen.? ka?noy,? ‘Eichel’? :? gr.?




? Arm.?ka?in-? ? (sb.)?‘Eichel’?(EtDiArm.?348,?ka?in,?ka?noy?[G])?
? gr.???????-?? ? (f.)?‘Eichel’?(GEW?1:213)?
The?corresponding?zero?grade?(PIE?*?a?l-)?is?preserved?in?
? OInd.?gula-? ? (m.)?‘the?glans?penis,?clitoris’?(MonWil.?360).?
(b)?PIE?*?a?·il-? ‘Eichel’?(P.?472)?an?alternative?extension?of? the? root?PIE?*?a?-,? is?
proven?by?the?alternation?of?quantity?in?Baltic,?requiring?*?á?il-?and?*?a?íl-:553?
? Li.?gìl??? ? (f.)?‘Eichel?:?acorn’?(LiEtWb.?151)?
? OPr.?gile?? ? (f.)?‘echele?:?Eichel’?(APrS.?338)?




? Latv.? ?la? ? (f.)?‘Eichel’?(LiEtWb.?151)?
§8.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:473)? posits? Neogr.? *t?lV-? for? “Lett.? tilát? tilinát? ‘flach?
ausbreiten’,?aksl.? t?lo? ‘Boden’? :?nbret? tal? ‘Stirn’?gall.?cassi-talos,?zu? lit.? tìl?s?etc.,? s.?§?




? ?i.?teiala-? ? (a.)?‘(qualifiziert?Leinen)’?(HHand.?176,?HEG?3:364)?
? Latv.?tilâ-? ? (vb.)?‘ausgebreitet?liegen’?(LiEtWb.?1093,?tilât?[inf.])?
? ?i.?teialai-? ? (vb.)?‘bedecken,?überziehen’?(HHand.?176,?HEG?3:364)?
? Li.?tìl?-? ? (f.)?‘Bodenbretter,?Bodenbelag’?(LiEtWb.?1093)?
? OCS.?t?lo? ? (n.)?‘Boden?:?ground’?(Sadnik??970)?
(b)?PIE??ta?l-?‘Fläche,?Ebene,?Gegend’?is?attested?in?*e-grade?PIE?*tea?l-:?
? OInd.?tala-? ? (n.)?‘Fläche,?Ebene,?Handfläche’?(KEWA?1:487)?
? Arm.?t‘a?? ? (sb.)?‘Gegend,?Distrikt’?(P.?1061)?





? MidIr.?tel? ? (n.)?‘Stirn’?(LEIA?T-180f.,?telaib?[plD])?
? YV.?t?lu-? ? (n.)?‘Gaumen?:?palatum’?(EWA?1:644)?
? AVP.?t?lavya-? ? (a.)?‘zu?Gaumen?gehörig’?(EWA?1:644)?
? ? ?thael-,??thaol-?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Kuppel,?rundes?Gebäude’?(GEW?1:677)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘innerer?Raum?des?Hauses’?(GEW?1:648)?
? MidIr.?taul-? ? (n.)?‘Stirn?:?forehead’?(LEIA?T–180f.)?
? ModBret.?tal?? ? (.)?‘Stirn’?(P.?1061)?
? OGaul.?cassi·talo-? (PN.m)?‘Au?front?élégant’?(ACSS.?1:828)?
§9.?The?main?issues?concerning?Neogr.?*?l?=?(C)?HV?can?be?summarized?as?follows:?
(a)?The? actual? outcome? of? the? sequence? PIE? *(C)?hV? after? the? loss? of? laryngeal? is?
(C)lV.?That? is? to? say,? svarabhakti? vowels?did?not?develop? from? syllabic? sonants,? as?
suggested?by?the?Neogrammarians.?





3.3.11  Neogr. ?* ? ?(anteconsonantal ? long ?syllabic ? lateral) ?
§0.?Neogr.? *?,? the? lateral? counterpart? of?Neogr.? *?,?was? generalized? for? the? proto-
language? by?Brugmann? and?Osthoff,?with? the? intent? of? explaining? the? svarabhakti?
vowels?discussed?below.?
§1.? According? to? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:473ff.),? the? development? of? Neogr.? *??
(identical?to?Neogr.?*?)?can?be?summarized?as?follows:?
Uridg.?Ai.? Av.? Arm.? Gr.? Alb.? Ital.? Kelt.? Germ.?Balt.? Abulg.?
?+C? ur? ir? al?la? ?????? al? al? al? ul? il,?ul? l??
Neogr.?*??was?structurally?defined?as?**?+??(in?C??C).?This?view?has?been?inherited?by?
the? laryngeal? theory? as? such? (LT? *C?HC),? and? therefore? it? requires? no? separate?
discussion.?
§2.? The? problems? of? Neogr.? *?? are? identical? with? those? of? Neogr.? *?.? Instead? of?
repeating? these,? it? is?possible? to?proceed?directly? to?an?examination?of?Brugmann’s?
examples.?
§3.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:475)?compared? the? items?“Ai.?m?rdhán-? ‘Höhe,?höchster?
Teil,?Kopf’,?gr.? ??????-?? ‘hochgewachsen’,?vgl.?gr.? ????????? ‘in?die?Höhe?kommen,?
hervorspriessen,? keimen’,? ags.? molda? ‘Kopf’.”? Despite? this,? the? data? requires? a?
twofold?organization:?
(a)?PIE??mul-?(or??ma?ul-)?‘top,?head,?usw.’?and?the?extension?*mul·dhon-?appear?in:?






? Gr.???????-? ? (a.)?‘hochgewachsen’?(GEW?1:246,????????)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pt.m.)?‘Keim,?Spross,?Stengel’?(GEW?1:241)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (ao.)?‘keimen,?sprossen’?(GEW?1:241,?????????)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (f.)?‘Ursprung,?Geburt’?(GEW?1:241)?












? RV.?pur-? ? (ao.)?‘füllen,?reichlich?zufüllen,?schenken’?(WbRV.?776)?
? ? PIE?*pulno-?
? RV.?p?r?á-? ? (pt.)?‘voll,?gefüllt’?(WbRV.?777,?844)?
? OCS.?pl?n?-?? ? (a.)?‘voll’?(Grundr2?1:475)?
? Rus.?polnotá-? ? (f.)?‘Fülle,?Vollständigkeit’?(REW?2:394)?
? ? PIE?*poulu-?
? Hom.??????-? ? (a.)?‘voll’?(LSJ.?1456,???????)?
? LAv.?paouru-? ? (adv.)?‘reichlich,?in?reichem?Mass’?(AIWb.?855)?
(b)? PIE? ?pil-? ‘voll’,? already? proven? to? contain? *i? under? the? respective? antevocalic?
variant,?is?widely?attested:?
? ? PIE?*pil·(a?)-?
? Li.?pìl-? ? ? (vb.)?‘gießen,?ausschütten,?-füllen’?(LiEtWb.?592,?pìlti)?
? Li.?añt·pila-? ? (m.)?‘Auffüllmaterial,?Schotter’?(LiEtWb.?592,?añtpilas)?
? RV.?r?s·pirá-? ? (a.)?‘geräuschvoll’?(WbRV.?1163)?
? OIr.?il-?? ? (a.)?‘many,?numerous’?(DIL.?380,?il?[sgNA])?
? ? PIE?*pila?no-?
? Li.?pìlna-? ? (a.)?‘voll’?(LiEtWb.?591-2,?pìlnas?[sgN])?
? OPr.?pilna-? ? (a.)?‘ganz’?(APrS.?398)?
? ? PIE?*pilu-?
? Go.?filu-? ? (a.)?‘??????=?much’,??????=?very’?(GoEtD.?116)?
(c)?The?prototype?PIE?*polno-?is?shown?by?two?witnesses:?




? Gr.????·???-? ? (pr.)?‘füllen,?vollmachen’?(GEW?1:537,?????????)?
? Lat.?pl?no-? ? (a.)?‘voll(ständig),?schwanger,?stark,?satt’?(WH?1:322)?
? Umbr.?pl?no-? ? (a.)?‘voll’?(WH?1:322,?plener?[plDAbl])?
(e)?Neogr.?*pl?no-?(or?PIE?*pl?ahno-???*pl?ahno-)?has?been?preserved?in?the?Celtic?
? OIr.?l?n-?? ? (a.)?‘full?(of),?filled?(with)’?(DIL.?421).555?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????










? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Wolle’?(GEW?2:118?&?3:146,???????[sgN])556?
2.?PIE?*?aulio-?(with?*·io-suffix)?is?attested?in:?




? ?i.??ulana-? ? (c.)?‘Wolle’?(HEG?2:278f.,??u-u-la-[n(i)])?
? RV.??r?a·mradas-? (a.)?‘Wollen-weich’?(WbRV.?274)?
? OCS.?vl?na? ? (f.)?‘Wolle’?(ANEtWb.?633)?
4.? As? for? the? general? context? (to? my? knowledge? unrecognized),? it? is? worth?
mentioning?that?the?root???aul-?‘wool’?is?a?*·l-derivate?of?the?root?
??au-?‘sheep’?
? HLu.?haua-? ? (c.)?‘sheep’?(CHLu.?1.1.48,?OVIS(ANIMAL)há-ua/i-sá)?
? Li.?áva-? ? (m.)?‘Widder’?(APrS.?309,?ávas?[Ju?k.?I,179])?
? Lat.?au·bubulco-? (m.)?‘pastor?ovium’?(WH?1:79)?
? OIr.?u·gaire? ? (m.)?‘shepherd’?(DIL?485?[sub?oegaire],?ugaire)?
? Lat.??·pili?(n)-? (m.)?‘Schafhirt’?(WH?2:211)?
(b)?PIE?*?auilah·no-?‘Wolle,?usw.’,?a?root?with?PIE?*i?is?attested?in:?
? Li.?vìlna-?? ? (f.)?‘Wolle’?(LiEtWb.?1253)?
? Lat.?uillo-? ? (m.)?‘das?zottige,?wollige?Haar?der?Tiere’?(WH?2:791)?
? OPr.?wilna-? ? (f.)?‘Rock’?(LiEtWb.?1253)?
Baltic? i,? confirmed? by? Latin,? here? reflects? an? original? PIE? *i,? not? Neogr.? *?.? The?
segmentation?of?the?extension?PIE?*·l-?attachs?the?items?to?the?main?root?
PIE???aui-?‘sheep’:?
? CLu.??aui-? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(KLuN?70,?DLL?45)?
? Gr.????-? ? (c.)?‘Schaf’?(GEW?2:367,?Arg.???????[plA])?







? Li.?avì-?? ? (4)?‘Schaf’?(LiEtWb.?28,?avis?[sgN])?
(c)?PIE?*ula?n-?‘Wolle’?(P.?1139)?is?implied?by?the?Greek?lacking?‘prothetic??-’?in:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Wolle,?Wollfaser,?-flocke’?(GEW?2:117-8)?
? MidIr.?olann? ? (f.)?‘Wolle’?(DIL.?489,?olann,?oland)?
? MidCymr.?gwlan? (f.)?‘wool’?(Schrijver?1995:177)?
? Lat.?l?n?-? ? (f.)?‘Wolle’?(WH?1:756-7,?l?na?[sgN])?
The?absence?of?the?initial?laryngeal?is?confirmed?by?Old?Anatolian,?where?the?root?PIE?
?ul-?appears?with?an?alternative?extension:?
? ?i.?uli?i-? ? ((SÍG)c.)?‘e.?Kultgegenstand?aus?Wolle’?(HHand.?185).?




? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Handmühle’?(GEW?2:268-70)?
? RV.?pari·m?r?á-? (pret.pt.)?‘verwelkt,?alt?geworden’?(WbRV.?389)?
? Gr.??????? ? (vb.)?‘mahlen,?zerreiben,?zermalmen’?(GEW?2:269)?




? Gr.????????-? ? (n.)?‘Mehl’?(PNm.)?‘Müller’?(GEW?2:166)?
? OIr.?malart? ? (f.)?‘destruction’?(LEIA?M:14)?
? Li.?mol?? ? (f.)?‘Mahlen,?Mahlgut’?(LiEtWb.?463)?
? AV.?ma?ma??karo-? (pr.)?‘zu?Staub?zermalmen’?(KEWA?2:604)?
? OLat.?malto-?? ? (pt.)?‘malt?s?:?molles’?(Grundr2?1:475)?
(c)?PIE?*ma?il-?(or?*mila?-?)?is?attested?in?Italic?and?Baltic:?
? Lat.?milio-? ? (n.)?‘Hirse,?Rispenhirse’?(WH?2:87,?milium?[sgNA])?
? Li.?milin?-? ? (f.)?‘Handgriff?and?der?Handmühle’?(LiEtWb.?453)?
? Li.?mìlta-? ? (1m.pl.)?‘Mehl’?(LiEtWb.?453,?mìltai?[plN])?
? Latv.?miltî-? ? (vb.)?‘zermahlen,?prügeln’?(LiEtWb.?403,?miltît?[inf.])?
§7.?The?key?issues?concerning?Neogr.?*?? ?(C)?HC?are:?
(a)?After?the?loss?of?the?laryngeal,?the?actual?outcome?of?the?sequence?PIE?*(C)??C?in?
Aryan? languages? is? (C)?/?C,? rebutting? the? idea? that? svarabhakti? vowels? developed?
from?syllabic?sonants.?
(b)? In? both? Aryan? and? non-Aryan? languages,? the? svarabhakti? vowels? traditionally?




3.3.12  Liquids ?PIE ?*l/ ? ?and ?PIE ?*r/?? in ?System ?PIE ?
§0.?Only?two?liquids?with?consonantal?PIE?*l?*r?and?vocalic?PIE?*??*??allophones?are?to?











Since? the? Lycian? corpus? –? and,? consequently,? our? knowledge? of? the? language? –? is?
relatively? restricted,?we? cannot? reconstruct? PIE? *p?nouo-?with? certainty.? In? theory,?





few?(but?clearly?attested)? instances.?Thus,? for? instance,?a?surface? level? /?/?appears? in?
Tocharian?B?(written?ClC),?corresponding?to?OInd.???in:?
? RV.?c?k?p-? ? (pfM.)?‘sich?wonach?richten’?(WbRV.?318,?c?k?pré)?
? TochB.?klpor-? ? (sb.abstr.)?‘obtaining’?(DTochB.?171,?klporsa)557?




the? svarabhakti? vowels? traditionally? attached? to? syllabic? sonants? are? externally?
paralleled?and?thus?proven?to?be?genuine?by?the?comparative?method.?
?
3.4  Nasals ?Neogr. ?*n ?*m ?








series?–?Neogr.?*n????n???and?Neogr.?*m? ? m? ?–?that?closely?resemble?liquids.?The?
segmental?analysis?of?the?items?was?assumed?to?be?identical?with?that?of?liquids:??
? Neogr.?*?n? ?**??V;?*?? ?**??C;?*?m? ?**??V;?*?? ?**??C.?
§2.?According? to?Brugmann,? the?nasals?of? the?proto-language? (written?here? for? the?
dental?nasal?*n?only)?were?reflected?in?Indo-European?as?follows:?
Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?
*n? ? n? n? ?? n? n? n? n? n? n?
*?+C? ? a? an? ?? e?(i)? en? in? un? in? ??
*?n+V?? an? an? ??? ?? en? an? un? in? ?n?
*?+C? ? ?? an? ??? ?? en? an? un? in? ?n?
The?alleged?outcomes?of?Neogr.?*?n?*??*?m?*??are?identical?with?liquids,?except?for?






and? PIE? *m? has? not? substantially? changed,? and? the? most? relevant? subsequent?
development?concerns?Brugmann’s?(Grundr2?1:342)?distinction?between? four?places?
of?articulation?for?environments:?
“Die? idg.?Grundsprache?hatte? vier?der?Articulationsstelle?nach? verschiedene?Nasale,?den?
labialen,?m,?den?dentalen,?n,?den?palatalen?ñ,?und?den?velaren,??.?Die?zwei? letzten?kamen?
nur?vor?palatalen?und?vor?velaren?Consonanten?vor?[...].”?





Indo-European? languages? can? also? be? allophones? in? environments?NK? (velar),?NP?
(labial)?and?NT?(dental),?where?an?original?PIE?*n?or?PIE?*m?cannot?be?verified?owing?
to?the?assimilations:?
? PIE?*n/mK? ?*nK? PIE?*n/mP? ?mP?? PIE?*n/mT? ?nT.559?





559?PIE? *mT?was?only?preserved? in?Lithuanian? (Li.? ?i?tas,? etc.),?with? the? result? that? in?practice? the?
entire?case?*nT?is?ambiguous.?
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etc.?can?also?be?correct? from?a?comparative?point?of?view.?Though? this?possibility? is?
usually?not?mentioned?in?etymological?contexts,?actually?a?cover?symbol?*N?should?be?
used?throughout?until?and?unless?PIE?*m?or?PIE*n?has?been?proven.560?
§4.? In? the? year?marking? the? appearance? of?Osthoff’s? syllabic? liquids?Neogr.? *?? *?,?
Brugmann? (1876a:285-338?&? 1876b:363-406)? assumed? the? existence? of? the? syllabic?
nasals?Neogr.?*??*??for?the?proto-language?(Szemerényi?1996:46-48).?These?items?are?
now? referred? to? as? the? short? syllabic? nasals? in? anteconsonantal? position? (i.e.? in?
environments?Neogr.?*?C?and?*?C).561?According? to?Brugmann,? the? syllabic?nasals?
were? not? preserved? in? any? Indo-European? language? as? such,? and? this? statement? is?
generally? true? in? the? sense? that? no? language? possessed? /?/? or? /?/? in? its? phoneme?





“Die? änderung? bestand? gewöhnlich? darin,? dass? eine? Verspätung? des? Eintritts? der?
spezifischen? Mundstellung? des? Nasals? deutlicheres? Hervortreten? des? schwachen?
unsilbischen? Stimmgleitlautes? bewirkte,? der? zu? dieser? Stellung? führte.?Der?Gleitlaut? zog?
dann?die?Funktion?des?Sonanten?an?sich?und?entwickelte?sich?zu?einem?Stellungslaut.?Z.?B.?
got.?munda-?aus?uridg.?m?tó-.”?(Brugmann,?Grundr2?1:393)?
For? the? Indo-European? languages,? the? assumed? svarabhakti? vowels? were? mostly?
identical?with?those?of?the?respective?liquids.?
(b)? On? the? other? hand,? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:393)? suggested? that? the?




Historically? speaking,? the? starting?point?of?Brugmann’s? reconstruction?was?P??ini’s?
internal? reconstruction? of? the? verbal? paradigms? of? Sanskrit,? displaying?well-known?
alternations?of?bases?with?and?without?a?nasal?(like?RV.??ga-?:??gam-?‘gehen’?and?RV.?
?ha-? :? ?han-? ‘schlagen’).?With? the?newly?postulated?proto-language? and? the? sound?
laws? at? his? disposal,?Brugmann? (1876a:294)? correctly? asserted? that? (P??ini’s)? early?
rule?of?nasal?loss?was?impossible:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
560? In? practice,? the? reconstruction? of? the? ambiguous? nasal? in? ?C0-nNK-,? ?C0-nNP-? and? ?C0-nNT-?









?“Est? ist? durchstehende?Regel,? dass? nach? thematischem? a? vor? folgenden?Consonant? ein?
Nasal? niemals? spurlos? wegfällt,? dass? dagegen? ein? Nasal? nach? bindevokalischem? a? dann?
schlechtweg?verschwindet,?wenn?seine?Silbe?tieftonig?ist.”?
In?effect,?Brugmann’s?key?idea?was?that?the?nasal?was?not?lost,?but?had?turned?into?a?
vowel,?as? indicated?by?the? internal?reconstruction?*C?-? :?*Cam-?and?*C?-? :?Can-?of?
the?syllabic?nasals?for?the?paradigms?in?question.?
(c)?Brugmann’s?nasals?(Neogr.?*??*?)?have?been?criticized?by?Burrow?(1949:22)?for?
being? “[...]? reconstructed? purely? on? the? basis? of? theoretical? reconsiderations”.?This?
criticism? is? accurate,? because? having? taken? Panini’s? internal? reconstruction? as? his?
starting? point,? Brugmann? implicitly? assumed? that? the? Sanskrit? paradigms? directly?
continued? those? of? the? proto-language.? Consequently,? the? syllabic? nasals? were?
postulated? based?on? structural? and?distributive? evidence,?which?did?not?necessarily?
preserve?the?truth.?
(d)?Most?importantly,?the?successful?reconstruction?of?the?laryngeal?PIE?*??(??h2)?is?a?
catalytic?event? that?will? revolutionize? the? reconstruction?of? the? syllabic?nasals?in? the?
future.?The? laryngeal,?by?definition,? is?an?obstruent?(C).?Consequently,?hundreds?of?
examples? of? *??C? and? *C???of? shape? C?C? exist? in? reconstruction.? This? allows?
definition?of? the? real?outcomes?of? the? syllabic?nasals? ??based?on? their?measurable?
reflexes? in? the? cognates.?Though? the? situation? is? not? yet? generally? understood,? the?
phenomenon? has? already? been? recognized? for? word-initial? position? by? Beekes?
(1988:22),?who?in?his?article?PIE.?RHC?in?Greek?and?other?languages?suggests:?
?“[…]?a?change?in?detail?of?one?of?the?well?established?laws.?It?concerns?the?development?of?
the? ‘long? resonants’,? i.e.? the? sequences? of? vocalic? resonant? plus? laryngeals? when? before?
consonant?(RHC).?On?its?development?there?is?a?general?agreement.?When?not?preceded?by?
a?vowel? the?resonant? in? this?sequence? is?now?automatically? indicated?as?syllabic?(C?HC).?
Within? the? framework?of? the? laryngeal? theory? it?has?not?been?observed,?as? far?as?I?known?
[sic]? that? this? sequence? gives? a?different?development? in?word? initial?position,? at? least? in?
some? languages.? It? seems? that? here? the? laryngeal? [R?C]?was? vocalized? rather? than? the?
resonant.”??






Sturtevant? (1941:184)?–?which? functionally? corresponds? to?PIE?*a? (??Neogr.?*?)? in?
System?PIE.564?
2.?Beekes’s?key?observation,?that?the?data?proves?that?the?‘sequence?[RHC]?gives?







resonants),? is? correct? in? the? sense? that? the? syllabic? resonants? indeed? result? in?
consonants?without?svarabhakti?vowels.?However,?the?development?is?not?restricted?to?
word-initial? position,? but? applies? to? the? sequence? C?HC? as? well.? This? is? hardly?
surprising,? since? the?Neogrammarian? theory?was? formulated?without? the? laryngeal?
and?therefore?no?measurable?sequences?C?C?(??C?H,?H?C)?were?available.?
3.?In?order?to?demonstrate?that?Beekes?is?correct?in?his?positing?of?the?existence?





? RV.?n?v-? ? (f.)?‘Schiff,?Boot’?(WbRV.?756,?n?vam?[sgA])?
? Hom.????-? ? (.)?‘Schiff’?(GEW?2:292-3,?Hom.?????,?Do.?????)?
? Lat.?n?ui-? ? (f.)?‘Schiff’?(WH?2:148f.)?
? ? PIE?*nea?u-?
? RV.?ná’u-? ? (f.)?‘Schiff,?Boot’?(KEWA?2:181,?náüs?[sgN])565?
? Gr.????-? ? (.)?‘Schiff’?(Gr.??????[sgN])?
? LAv.?nav·?za-? ? (m.)?‘Schiffer’? (AIWb.?1047)?
? ? PIE?*na?u-?
? OInd.?nu-? ? (n.)?‘a?ship’?(MonWil.?567)566?
The?striking?feature?is?the?zero-grade?PIE?*na?u-,?which?first?lost?the?unaccented?PIE?
*a,? resulting? in?a? syllabic?nasal,?but? then?developed? into?a? consonant? (OInd.? ?nu-)?
rather?than?a?vowel:?
? PIE?*na?u-?? ?? *??u-? ? ?? OInd.?nu-.?
In?other?words,?the?outcome?of?the?syllabic?nasal?was?*??? ?OInd.?n(?),?not?OInd.?†??
(as? assumed? by? Brugmann).? This? outcome,?as? pointed? out? already? by? Beekes?
(1988:33),?is?general.567?This?is?to?say,?it?holds?true?for?all?resonants?(PIE?*???????)?in?all?
languages.?For?nasal?PIE?*??we?have?a?simple?development:?
? PIE?*???? ??? OInd.?n,?Av.?n,?Gr.??,?Lat.?n,?etc.?
A?similar?situation?appears?with?the?labial?nasal?PIE?*?,?for?instance,?in:?
? PIE?*má?us-?(??mú?us-)? ?? RV.?m?s-?(m.)?‘Maus’?(WbRV.?1054)?




567? See?Beekes? (1988:33):? “I? came? upon? the?matter? on? the? basis? of?Greek,? but? it? seems? that? other?
languages?have?the?same?difference.”?
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4.? Beekes’s? strategy? of? explaining? the? difference? between? the? real? and?
conventional? outcomes? of? long? syllabic? resonants? with? RHe? and? ReH? falls? apart,?
because? it? can? be? demonstrated? that? the? outcomes? of? both? are? consonantal,? not?




? OEng.?m?n-? ? (.)?‘moon’?(ASaxD.?696)?
? Li.?m?na-? ? (m.)?‘Monat,?Mond’?(LiEtWb.?435,?m?nas?[sgN])?
? Go.?mena(n)-? ? (m.)?‘???????:?moon’?(GoEtD.?251)?
? ? PIE?*me?as-?
? RV.?m?s-? ? (m.)?‘Mond,?Monat’?(WbRV.?1036)?
? LAv.?bi·m?hya-? (a.)?‘zwei?Monate?dauernd’?(AIWb.?965)?
? Arm.?mahik? ? (sb.)?‘Mondsichel’?(ArmGr.?1:191)?
? ? PIE?*me?au-?
? El.????-? ? (.)?‘Mond’?(LSJ.?1093-94)?
? OIcl.?m?lin-? ? (m.)?‘Mond’?(ANEtWb.?395)?
? OIcl.?m?lin-? ? (m.)?‘Name?des?Mondes’?(ANEtWb.?397)?
? OIcl.?mundil·fari-? (PNm.)?‘N.?für?den?Vater?des?Mondes’?(ANEtWb.?395)?
OIcl.?m?lin?=?PIE?*??ául-?contains?an?example?of?PIE?*?C?(in?*??-),?yielding?OIcl.?
m? (not? †um,? the?assumed?Neogrammarian?outcome).?Thus,? the?distinction?between?
Rhe? and? ReH? made? by? Beekes? is? not? sufficient:? OInd.? ?mu?-? ‘rauben’? lacks? a?
svarabhakti?vowel?like?OIcl.?m?lin-?and?all?examples?belonging?to?this?type.?




? RV.??n·á??-? ? (pf.)?‘in?Besitz?bekommen’?(WbRV.?135,??ná??a?[3sg])?
? gAv.?fr?s-? ? (ao.)?‘zu?teil?werden’?(AIWb.?360,?fr??t??[3sg])?
? OIr.?ro·?n·acc-? (pf.)?‘erreichen’?(P.?317,?ro?naic?[3sg])?
? RV.?á??a-? ? (m.)?‘Anteil,?Erbteil,?Partei’?(WbRV.?1)?
The?respective?zero?grade?contains?the?consonantal?outcome?of?a?syllabic?nasal?in?PIE?
*?an?ó-?‘Teil’:?
? RV.?pari·??á-? ? (m.)?‘Anteil,?Zugeteiltes’?(WbRV.?78).?
The?full?derivation?of?the?form?is:?




? PIE?*C1?C2? ?? IE?C1NC2? (with?C1?or?C2?=?PIE?*?).?
Due?to?the?regularity?of?sound?change,?two?outcomes?are?not?allowed?for?an?identical?
prototype.?Using?the?upgraded?rule?restores?the?consistency?in?reconstruction,?and?it?
is? therefore? opted? for? in? System? PIE? and? the? PIE? Lexicon.? This? results? in? a?
considerable? simplification? of? the? reconstruction,? because? the? svarabhakti? vowels?
OInd.? a? ?? Gr.? ?? etc.? represent? original? vowels? Neogr.? *a? ?? PIE? *ea?/?ae,? thus?
removing?any?ambiguity.?
§5.?Soon?after?the?postulation?of?Neogr.?*(C)?C?and?*(C)?C,? it?turned?out?that?the?
svarabhakti? vowels? also? appear? in? antevocalic? position.? Brugmann? and? Osthoff?
postulated?Neogr.?*?n?and?*?m?(now?LT?*(C)?HV?and?*(C)?HV),?but?not?without?
some?hesitation:?






coefficient? *A,? subsequently? interpreted? as? a? laryngeal? *H,? such? that? a? syllabic?
environment?(CRHV)?was?restored?(at?least?on?paper).?
(b)? Despite? the? improvement? in? the? theoretical? outlook? of? the? problem,? the?
consonantal? outcomes? of? RH(V)-? are? not? restricted? in? word-initial? position? (see?
Beekes?1988:22)?but?generally?hold?true?for?CRH(V)-.?Following?the?reconstruction?
of? the? laryngeal,? the? sequence?CNHV? is?now?present,? for? instance,? in? examples?of?
Sievers-Edgerton’s? Law? for? nasals?where? the? actual? developments? of? the? cognates?





The? stem?with? confirmed?Neogr.? *a? appears? in? the? extension? PIE? *?nea?·dh-?with?
Celtic?‘a-vocalism’?in:?
? OIr.?in·gnad-? ? (a.)?‘strange,?wonderful,?unusual,?etc.’?(DIL.?406)?
? TochA.??·knats-? (a.)?‘unwissend’?(Poucha?16)?
PIE?*?n?a?-,?the?root?with?Neogr.?*??(Li.?o?=?Lat.??),?is?preserved?in:??
? Li.?ne·?nó-? ? (vb.)?‘nicht?wissen’?(LiEtWb.?1310,?ne?nóti?[inf.])?
? Lat.?gn?ro-?? ? (a.)?‘having?knowledge;?known’?(OxLatD.?768)?
? TochB.?a·kn?tsaññe-? (sb.)?‘ignorance’?(DTochB.?3)?
? 291?




? PIE?*?na?V-? ?? PIIr.?*???V? ?? RV.?jñV,?etc.?
? PIE?*CNa?V-? ?? PIIr.?*C??V? ?? IE.?CNV,?etc.?
The?syllabic?nasal???was?desyllabicized,?yielding?a?consonantal?N?without?svarabhakti?
vowel,?exactly?as?with? the?corresponding? liquids.569?As? it?has?been?understood? from?




(a)? In? the? laryngeal? theory,? the? long? syllabic? nasals?were? analyzed? as? standing? for?
Neogr.? *???df? ????df? ?A? ?df? LT? ?H? (see? Saussure,?Mém.? 269-75),? but? due? to? the?
abstract? nature? of? the? theory? the? evidence? has? always? been? in? doubt.?A? proof? for?
Neogr.?*?? df????in?the?correspondences?in?question?was?never?presented.?
(b)?As?for?the?real?development?of?C??C,?the?expected?outcome?is?identical?with?that?
of?C??V? for?natural? reasons:?both?C??C?and?C??V?are?of? simpler? shape?C?????
C1?C2?independently?of?the?phoneme?following?C2;?accordingly,?an?identical?outcome?
is? expected.? Since? no? sequences? C1?C2? were? preserved? in? the? early?material,? the?





? Li.?ne·?nó-? ? (vb.)?‘nicht?wissen’?(LiEtWb.?1310,?ne?nóti)?
? Lat.?gn?ro-? ? (a.)?‘having?knowledge;?known’?(OxLatD.?786)?
? TochB.?akn?tsaññe-? (sb.)?‘ignorance’?(DTochB.?3)?
? ? PIE?*?nea?-?




569? As? with? the? liquids,? the? outcomes? of? syllabic? nasal? C?NV? were? erroneously? postulated? by? the?
Neogrammarians?and?the?laryngealists?(LT?C?HV)?following?them.?
570? See? already? Saussure? (Mém.? 217?=?Rec.? 253),?who? pointed? out? that? prototypes? such? as? *??AV?
should? produce? Gr.? †????-,? etc.? Instead? of? metathesis? or? syncope? (see? Anttila? 1972:5-6),? the?
explanation?of?vocalism?should?be?sought?from?their?PIE?origin.?
571?In?Brugmann’s?words?(Grundr2?1:417):?“Dass?die?idg.?Ursprache?anteconsonantisch?und?im?Auslaut?




? RV.?jajñ-? ? (pf.)?‘erkennen,?wahrnehmen’?(WbRV.?501,?jajñús)?
? TochA.??·kn·ts·une? (sb.)?ignorantia,?inscientia’?(DTochB.?16)?
In?zero?grade,?one?can?readily?verify?that?following?the?loss?of?unaccented?PIE?*a?the?
prototype? PIE? *?na?-? resulted? in? a? nasal,? both? before? a? vowel?V? (RV.? jajñús)? and?
before? an? obstruent? C? (TochA.? ?·kn·tsune).? Thus? the? development? of? the?
reconstruction?can?only?be:?
? PIE?*Cna?,?*Cn?a? ??*C??? ? ??TochA.?Cn,?RV.?Cn.?




vowels,? the? latter? can? no? longer? be? explained? by? traditional?means.?This? does? not,?
however,?constitute?a?major? reconstructive?problem,? since? the?vowels?are?externally?
confirmed?at?least?two?witnesses,?and?therefore?represent?original?PIE?items.?
?








(c)?Neogr.? *snei?h-? ‘schneien’?(Grundr2? 1:345):? “av.? sna???-?? ‘es? soll? schneien’,? gr.?




? Gr.???(?)?-? ? (a.)?‘neu,?jung,?usw.’?(GEW?2:306,?LinB.?ne-wo)?
? TochA.?ñu? ? (a.)?‘novus’?(Poucha?111,?ñu?[sgN])?
? TochB.?naw?ke? (m.sg.)?‘novice’?(DTochB.?331,?naw?ke?)?
? Poln.?nowak-? ? ?(m.)?‘Neuling’?(LiEtWb.?488)?
No?nasal? loss?has? taken?place? in?Tocharian.?Conversely,?when? there? is?no?nasal? in?
dialects?A?and?B,?the?nasal?was?absent?already?in?the?proto-language.?
§3.?PIE?*n?was?also?preserved?in?Old?Anatolian,?as?revealed?by:?
? ?i.?neua-? ? (a.)?‘frisch,?neu’?(HEG?2:320,?ne-e-ua-an).?
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On? the? contrary,?when?Old?Anatolian? has? no? nasal,? it? is? also? absent? in? the? proto-




? ?i.?ning-? ? (vb1A.)?‘sich?satt?trinken,?sich?betrinken’?(HEG?2:331f.)?
is?written??i.?ni-in-kán-zi?[3pl]?with?nasal?visible?after?a?vowel,?but?its?singular??i.?ni-
ik-zi? [3sg]?lacks? the? nasal? after? a? consonant.? In? such? cases,? the? nasal? was? not?
historically? lost? (or? assimilated),? but? left? unmarked? due? to? the? restrictions? of? the?
cuneiform?orthography.572? In? such? instances,? the? internal? reconstruction?of? *n/m? is?
allowed,?until/unless?proven?otherwise?by?comparison.?
(b)? In?Hieroglyphic?Luwian? script,? the? inherited?nasals?were?omitted? (or,? less? likely?
the?case,?lost)?before?consonants,?as?in?Old?Persian?(Kent?1953:17-18).?Consequently,?
the? reconstruction? of? the? now? absent? nasals? in? Hieroglyphic? Luwian? depends? on?
comparison.?
§4.?A? ‘nasal? infix’?PIE?*n573?has?been? identified? in?multiple?roots.?To?quote? just?one?
example,?the?infixless?root?form?PIE?*lik?-?‘lassen,?usw.’?(RV.?ric-)?is?accompanied?by?
an? infixed?one? in? athematic? PIE? *linek?-? (RV.? ri?ak-)? and? in? thematic? PIE? *link?o-?
(Lat.?linquo-)?variants.?Etymologically?the?nasal?infix?morpheme?is?connected?with?the?
conjunction?PIE?*nu-?‘now’?(RV.?nú,?etc.),?which?is?preserved?in?the?sentence?particle?





(b)? According? to? Persson,? the? scholar? who? has? gone? into? Indo-European? root?
formation? in? the?most?depth,? the?nasal? infix? forms? consist?of? sequences?of? suffixed?
morphemes.575?Thus,?Persson’s?segmentation?results?in?multiple?morphemes?like?*li·?
k?-?*li·ne·k?-?and?*li·n·k?-,?where? the? root? ?li-? is?optionally?attached?with?a? ?nasal?
suffix?followed?by?the?determinative?·k?-.?Already?Persson?was?able?to?prove?several?
segmentations?by?demonstrating?the?alternation?of?determinatives?of?the?roots,576?and?







inflectional? process? in? any? of? the? languages? examined,? while? it? was? mentioned? occasionally? as? a?
derivational?process.”?









? ?i.?lai-?? ? (vb1.)?‘lösen,?freimachen’?(HHand.?89,?la-a-iz-zi?[3sg])?
Comparatively?speaking,?Persson’s?segmentation? is?methodically?superior?because? it?
predicts? the? segmentation,? hence? the? shortest? forms? of? historical? roots,? and? thus?
reveals? the?maximal?portion?of? the?PIE?root?structure,? implying? that?historically? the?
‘nasal?infix’?formations?are?not?roots?proper,?but?compounds.577?
?
3.4.3  Neogr. ?*??(anteconsonantal ?syllabic ?dental) ?
§0.?Neogr.?*?,?originally?postulated?by?Brugmann?in?1876,?is?the?syllabic?counterpart?
of?Neogr.?*n? in? the?consonantal?environment?*(C)?C.?Though? syllabic?nasal?PIE?*??
doubtlessly? existed? in? the?proto-language,? the? traditional? view?of? its? reflexes? in? the?
cognates?is?no?longer?supported?by?the?comparative?method.?
§1.?According? to?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:395),? the?developments?of?Neogr.?*?? in? the?
daughter?languages?were?as?follows:?
Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?







(b)? While? PIE? *?? fails? to? produce? the? svarabhakti? vowels,? the? latter? can? be?






? Gr.???(h)?-? ? (pr.)?‘glücklich?gelangen,?zurückkehren’?(GEW?2:304-6)?
? Go.?ga·nasja-? ? (vb.)?‘heal,?save’?(GoEtD.?263,?ganasjan?[inf.])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Rück-,?Heimkehr,?Fahrt,?Ertrag’?(GEW?2:305)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (Im.)?‘der?(glücklich?wohin)?gelangt’?(GEW?2:305)?? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
577? Naturally,? the? number? of? the?roots? allowing? Persson’s? segmentation? is? well? documented? in? the?
traditional?material?(cf.?OInd.??yu,??yuj,??yuñj,??yunaj,?etc.).?
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(b)? The? structurally? assumed? zero-grade?Neogr.? *?sto-? in?RV.? ásta-? (n.)? ‘Heimat,?









? RV.?·nas?? ? (plNAD.)?‘uns,?wir’?(WbRV.?165)?
? Lat.?n?s?? ? (plNA.)?‘wir?;?uns’?(WH?2:175-6)?
? ?i.?·na??? ? (encl.pron.1pl.)?‘(to)?us,?our’?(CHD?LN:396f,?·na-a?)?
The?plurals?are?related?to?the?respective?duals?(Gr.???,?RV.?n?u)?and?singulars?in:?
? TochB.?ñi?? ? (pron.1sg.sgG.)?‘my’?(DTochB.?265)?
? TochA.?nä??? ? (pron.1sg.m.)?‘ego’?(Poucha?148-9)578?
(b)?The?root?PIE?*u-?‘1st?person’?formed?singulars?such?as?CLu.?·ui?[1sg.]?and?TochB.?
·u? [1sg]?with?a? corresponding?dual? in?TochB.?wene? ‘we?both’? (DTochB.?265).?A? ‘s-
plural’?is?attested? in?TochA.?was? ‘n?s’?(Poucha?289-90)?and?a? ‘n-plural’? in??i.? ·ueni?
[1pl],??i.? ·uani? [1pl]? and?CLu.? ·uni? [1pl].?The?pronouns?Go.?uns? (1pl.pr.pronAD.)?
‘uns,?unser’?(GoEtD.?378),?OIcl.?oss?‘id’,?etc.?with?PIE?*uns-?belong?to?this?formation.?





W.? men-? ‘denken,? sinnen’? :? ai.? matá-s? matí-?,? gr.? ?????????? ‘freiwillig’?
(‘selbsgedacht’),? lat.? com-mentu-s?m?ns?menti?,?air.?der-met?N.? ‘das?Vergessen’?er-
mitiu?‘honor’,?got.?munda-?ga-mundi-,?lit.?miñta-s?at-mintì-s?aksl.?pa-m?t?.”.?To?these?
Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:398)?added?“*m??é-tai?3.?Sg.?Med.?von?W.?men-?:?gr.??????????












? CLu.?mima-? ? (vb.)?‘beachten?(?)’?(HHand.?106)?
? ?i.?tar?u+mima-? (mc.)?(grand?écuyer)?(NOMS.?1260,?tar-?u-mi-ma)?
? ?i.?mima·mi-? ? (a.)?‘held?in?regard’?(HED?M-160,?HEG?2:212)?
(b)?PIE??ma?-? ‘id’,? the? laryngeal?extension?of?PIE??m-,?appears? in? the? feminine?PIE?
*m?a?-?and?derivates?in?PIE?*mea?·(?)-:?
? ? PIE?*m?a?-?
? OInd.?m?-? ? (f.)?‘knowledge’?(MonWil.?771,?Lex.?m??[sgN])?
? LAv.?v?·m?-? ? (a.)?‘besorgend’?(AIWb.?1450)?
? ? PIE?*mea?-?
? RV.?ma-? ? (?ao.)?‘gedenken’?(WbRV.?992,?ámata?[3sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (pf.)?‘im?Sinne?haben,?gedenken’?(GEW?2:206)? ?
? ? PIE?*mea?n-?
? RV.?man?-? ? (f.)?‘Eifersucht,?Zorn’?(WbRV.?996)?




? ?i.?men-? ? (c.)?‘Gesicht,?Wange’?(HEG?2:196,?me-nu-u?-?a?[plA])?
? Go.?man-? ? (pf.pr.)?‘meinen,?glauben’?(GoEtD.?260,?man?[1sg])?
? Li.?m?na-? ? (m.)?‘Gedächtnis,?Verständnis’?(LiEtWb.?435)?
? CLu.?manaa-? ? (vb.)?‘schauen’?(?)?(DLL.?67-8,?ma-na-a-ti?[3sg])?
? gAv.?mainya-? ? (prM.)?‘wissen?wollen,?bedenken’?(AIWb.?1122)?
(d)? PIE? *min-? ‘denken,? usw.’?(P.? 714,? *mein-? *moin-)? is? confirmed? by? several?
branches,?including:?
? AVP.?men-? ? (pf.)?‘denken’?(EWA?2:305,?mené)?
? Li.?miñ-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?erinnern,?gedenken,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?455)?
? OIr.?m?an? ? (n.)?‘désir,?objet?de?désir’?(LEIA?M-47)?
? OCS.?m?ni-? ? (vb.)?‘meinen,?glauben,?gedenken’?(Sadnik??506?m?niti)?
? OSax.?m?nia-? ? (vb.)?‘meinen,?denken,?sagen,?erklären’?(ASaxD.?659)?
? Li.?mintì-? ? (4.)?‘Gedanke,?Einfall,?Idee’?(LiEtWb.?455)?
(e)? PIE? *mun-? ‘denken,? usw.’? is? implied? by? the? comparative?method? and? based? on?
several?witnesses:?
? OEng.?muna-? ? (vb.)?‘remember,?be?mindful?of,?think’?(ASaxD.?700)?
? OIcl.?muna-? ? (vb.)?‘gedenken,?sich?erinnern’?(ANEtWb.?395)?
? RV.?múni-? ? (m.)?‘ein?Begeisterter,?Verzückter’?(WbRV.?1050)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
579? Based? on? the? correct? meaning? of? Gr.? ????·????-? (a.)? ‘aus? eigenem? Antrieb,? aus? sich? selbst?
handelnd’?(GEW?1:191),?the?item?does?not?belong?to?the?root.?
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(f)?PIE?*met-?*mot-,? the?dental?extension?of? the? stem?PIE?*me/o-,? is? implied?by? the?
identities:?
? ? PIE?*mete/o-?? (pt.)?‘gedacht,?usw.’?
? Li.?mete·linga-? (f.)?‘Kenn-,?Erkundungszeichen’?(LiEtWb.?446)580?
? LAv.?mata-? ? (pt.)?‘gedacht’?(AIWb.?1122)?
? RV.?matá·v?nt-? (a.)?‘das?Gedachte?verfolgend,?achtsam’?(WbRV.?974)?
? ? PIE?*moti-?? (f.)?‘Andacht,?usw.’?
? RV.?matí-? ? (f.)?Andacht,?Absicht,?Sinn,?Geist’?(WbRV.?974)?
? gAv.?tar?·maiti-? (f.)?‘widerstrebendes?Denken,?Trotz’?(AIWb.?641)?
? Alb.?mësoj-? ? (pr.)?‘to?teach,?to?train’?(AlbEtD.?262,?PAlb.?*matj?ja-)?
? ? PIE?*metu-?? (f.)?‘Gedank,?usw.’?
? Lat.?met?-? ? (f.)?‘Besorgnis,?Furcht’?(WH?2:83)?
? OGaul.?moni·metu-? (n.)?‘monument’?(ACSS.?2:624,?monimetu?[sgNA])?
? RV.?matú·tha-? (m.)?‘der?Weise?(der?Priester)’?(WbRV.?975)?
The? three? formations? PIE? *meto-? *moti-? *metu-? are? externally? confirmed? not? to?
contain?a?syllabic?nasal.?
§6.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:398)?reconstructed?Neogr.?“*?-pod-?‘fusslos’?:?ai.?á-pad-?a-
pád-? gr.? ?-????”? for? the? attested? vowel?RV.? a?=?Gr.? ??Neogr.? *a.? The? extended?




? RV.?á·deva-? ? (a.)?‘nicht?göttlich,?gottlos’?(WbRV.?37-8)?
? TochB.?a·t?katte-? (a.)?‘unfounded,?untrue’?(DTochB.?9)?
? TochA.?a·sinät? (adv.)?‘insatiabiliter’?(Poucha?13,?asinät)?
? RV.?a·sinvá-? ? (a.)?‘unersättlich’?(WbRV.?154,?asinvám?vavrám)?
(b)? The? negative? prefix? RV.? a·? ‘nicht,? ohne,? -los’?(cf.? RV.? á·deva-)? stands? in?
quantitative? ablaut? with? RV.? ?·? ‘nicht,? ohne,? -los’? (RV.? ?·deva-).? It? appears,? for?
instance,?in:?
? RV.??·deva-? ? (a.)?‘gottlos’?(WbRV.?177)?
? RV.??·sat-? ? (a.)?‘nicht?seined,?unwahr,?unheilsam’?(WbRV.?153)581?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
580?For? the? segment?Li.? ·linga-? ‘·Zeichen’,? see? the?hitherto?problematic?OInd.? li?ga-? (n.)? ‘Merkmal,?









? Lat.?o·pico-? ? (a.)?‘un-gebildet’?(cf.?Lat.?pic·tur?,?WH?2:211)? ?




§7.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:398,? 401)? reconstructed:? “*?h?-?é-ti? 3.? Sg.?Act? von?W.?
*?hen-?:?ai.?hanyá-t??‘er?wird?geschlagen’,?aksl.???nj??‘ich?schneide?ab,?ernte’?(a.?O.).”?
[…]? “Av.? ?anyånte? ‘sie? sollen? getroffen?werden’? […]”,? (Grundr2? 1:498):? “*?h?tó-s?
‘geschlagen’?(ai.?hatá-s)?zu?hán-ti.”,?(Grundr2?1:405):?“Gr.?????-??‘getötet’?:?ai.?hatá-s,?
W.? ?hen-? ‘schlagen’.”? and? (Grundr2? 1:416):? “Lit.? giñti? ‘(Vieh)? treiben’? ap-ginti-s?
‘Vertheidigung’?giñ?à?giñ?a-s? ‘Streit’?giñkla-s? ‘Waffe’,?aksl.? ??ti? ‘hauen,?mähen’? :?ai.?
hati-?? ‘Schlag’? haty?? ‘Tötung’,? gr.? ????-?? ‘getötet’,? as.? g??ea? ‘Kampf’? (urgerm.?





? ?i.?gue-? ? (vb.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(HEG?1:604-5,?ku-e-mi/-?i)?
? RV.?ha-? ? (pr.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(WbRV.?1642,?hathás,?hatás)?
? gAv.??a-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?töten’?(AIWb.?603,??aidy?i?[inf.])?
? OPers.?ja-? ? (pr.)?‘strike,?smite,?defeat’?(OldP.?185,?jadiy?[2sg])?
The?Hittite? e?=? PIE? *e? is? confirmed? by? the? second? palatalization? in? Indo-Iranian,?
proving?the?absence?of?the?nasal.?
(b)?Neogr.?*?ho-?‘schlagen’?with?PIE?*o?is?attested?in:?
? HLu.?gua-? ? (vb.)?‘??schlagen’?(CHLu.?6.5.3,?CORNU(-)ku-wa/i-ha)?






581? The? alternation? is? independent? of? ‘laryngeals’? and? unconditioned? (cf.? RV.? á·deva-? (a.)? ‘nicht?




? OInd.?gh?-? ? (f.)?‘a?stroke’?(MonWil.?375)?
? Gr.????·??-? ? (ao.M.)?‘die’?(GEW?1:657,?Hes.???????????????????)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (pf.P.)?‘die’?(GEW?1:657,?????????[3sg])?
? ? PIE?*?h?a?lt-?
? AV.??·gh??á-? ? (m.)?‘Zimbel’?(EWA?1:159,?FORTUNATOV?II)?
? TochA.?k?lta·?k-? (sb.)?‘n.?cuiusdam?instrumenti?musici’?(Poucha?61)?
? RV.??·gh??í-? ? (c.)?‘Cymbeln’?oder?‘Klappern’?(WbRV.?172)?
? ? PIE?*?h?a?t-?(=?PGr.?*???-?:????)?
? Gr.?????·????-? (pt.)?‘im?Kampf?getötet’?(GEW?1:657,??????????)?
? OInd.?j?ghata-? ? (cs.ao.)?‘cause?to?be?slain,?put?to?death’?(MonWil.?1287)?
? OInd.?gh?ta-? ? (a.)?‘tötend’?(m.)?‘Schlag,?Vernichtung’?(MonWil.?377)?
? YV.?go·gh?tá-?? (m.)?‘Kuh-töter’?(EWA?2:800)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pf.fut.)?‘töten’?(GEW?1:657,??????????)582?
(d)? PIE? *?hin-? ‘schlagen’?with? common? Indo-European? *i? is? confirmed? by? several?
witnesses?in:?
? OCS.???n-? ? (vb.)?‘schneiden,?ernten’?(Sadnik?214,???ti?[inf.])?
? Br.?hina-? ? (prA.)?‘verletzen,?schädigen’?(KEWA?3:595,?ahinat)?
? Li.?gina-? ? (pr.)?‘wehren,?verteidigen’?(LiEtWb.?152,?ginù?[1sg])?
? Arm.??ne-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen’?(GEW?1:657,?PArm.?*?ine/o-)?
? Li.?giñkla-?? ? (m.)?‘Waffe’?(LiEtWb.?152,?giñklas?[sgN])?




? ?i.?guen-? ? (vb.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(HHand.?81,?ku-en-zi?[3sg])?
? RV.?hán-? ? (pr.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(WbRV.?1642,?hantan??[2pl])?
? ? PIE?*?heni-?
? ?i.?gueni-? ? (vb.)?‘erschlagen’?(HEG?1:604f.,?ku-e-ni?[ipv2sg])?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘(tot)schlagen’?(GEW?1:657,??????)?
? RV.?hanyá-? ? (prP.)?‘erschlagen’?(WbRV.?1645,?hanyáte?[3sg])?
? ? PIE?*?hn-?
? ?i.?gun-? ? (vb.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(HEG?1:604-5,?ku-na-an-zi)?






? OEng.?g??? ? (f.)?‘bellum’?(ASaxD.?493,?g???[sgN])?
(f)?Neogr.?*?h(e)t-,?the?dental?extension,?is?attested?in?zero-?and?*e-grades:?
? ? PIE?*?ht(o)-?
? OIcl.?gu?-? ? (f.)?‘Kampf’?(ANEtWb.?195)?
? OIcl.?h?gu?-? ? (m.)?‘Schwert’?(ANEtWb.?280)?
? ? PIE?*?het(o)-?
? RV.?sa?·hát-? ? (f.)?‘die?Schicht’?(WbRV.?1440)?
? RV.?hatá-? ? (pf.)?‘geschlagen,?getötet,?erschlagen’?(WbRV.?1646)?




????-?? ‘gestreckt’,? gr.? ????-?? ‘Spannung’,?W.? ten-.”?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:411)? also?
adds:? “OIr.? t?t? ‘Saite‘? :? nkymr.? tant? gGf.? *t?tu-,? vgl.? ai.? tatá-? ‘gestreckt’,?W.? ten-.?
(Grundr2? 1:? 416)? OCS.? t?n?k?? ‘dünn’?[...]? OCS.? t?n?k?? ‘dünn’?(russ.? tónkij)”? and?
(Grundr2? 1:416):? “Lit.? t?sti? ‘sich? recken’?Li.? t?si-s? ‘Fischzug’? :? ai.? vi-tasti-?? ‘Spanne’,?
ahd.?gi-dunsan?‘gedunsen’,?zu?W.?ten-,?s.?II?S.?1020.”?Contrary?to?Brugmann’s?uniform?
root?with?deep-level?nasal,?a?monoliteral?root?with?multiple?extensions?is?attested:?
(a)? PIE? ?t-? ‘strecken,? usw.’,? the?monoliteral? root,? is? preserved? in? reduplication? PIE?
*tet-?‘dehnen,?hinstrecken’?




? RV.??·t?-? ? (f.)?‘die?Um·fassung,?die?Rahmen’?(WbRV.?175)?
? LAv.?hu·pairi·t?-? (a.f.)?‘(sich)?wohl?herumdehnend’?(AIWb.?1826)?
? Lat.?an·t?-? ? (f.pl.)?‘viereckiger?Wandpfeiler,?Pilaster’?(WH?1:52)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (pfM.)?‘sich?dehnen,?sich?erstrecken’?(GEW?2:864)?
? Br.?ta-? ? ? (ao.)?‘spannen,?dehnen,?sich?ausdehnen’?(EWA?1:618)?
? ? PIE?*tea?n-?
? ModCymr.?tant? (f.)?‘Saite’?(Grundr2?1:411,?VGK?1:138)?
? OIr.?t?t-?? ? (f.)?‘câble,?corde’?(LEIA?T:55)?
? OGaul.?tantou-? (pl.)?‘fides’?(LEIA?T-55)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (prM.)?‘spannen,?strecken,?ausdehnen’?(GEW?2:853)?
? RV.?tanú-? ? (a.)?‘lang,?ausgedehnt’?(WbRV.?519)?
? ? PIE?*tea?s-?
? Czech.?tasi-? ? (vb.)?‘ziehen’?(REW?3:81,?tasiti?[inf.])?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (a.)?Hes.?‘??????????’?(LSJ.?267)?
? 301?
? Rus.?táska? ? (f.)?‘das?Ziehen’?(REW?3:81)?
? LAv.?vi·tasti-? ? (f.)?‘Spanne?(als?Längenmass)’?(AIWb.?1440)?
? ? PIE?*tea?t-?
? RV.?tatá-? ? (pf.pt.)?‘aufgespannt,?aufgezogen’?(WbRV.?517)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (vb.a.)?‘dehnbar’?(GEW?2:864)?
? OInd.?tati-? ? (f.)?‘Opferhandlung,?Zeremonie’?(EWA?1:618)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Spannung,?Dehnung,?usw.’?(GEW?2:864)?
(c)?PIE?*tin-?‘zart,?fein’?is?confirmed?by?Balto-Slavonic?and?Celtic?in:?
? Ir.?tin-? ? ? (a.)?‘zart?:?doux’?(LEIA?T-67,?tin?[sgN])?
? Latv.?tina-? ? (f.)?‘ein?Setznetz’?(WP?724,?Latv.?tina)?
? OCS.?tin?-? ? (f.)?‘Seil,?Strick’?(Sadnik?966,?OCS.?tin?)?
? Li.?tiñkla-? ? (m.)?‘Netz,?Falle,?Schlinge’?(LiEtWb.?1098)?
? OCS.?t?n?k?? ? (a.)?‘fein,?zart’?(Sadnik?972,?t?n?k?)?
? OGaul.?tinnetio(n)-? (ON.)?‘Tinzen’?(ACSS.?2:1854,?tinnetione)?
? OBret.?tinsi-? ? (vb.)?‘sparsit’?(VGK?2:374,?tinsit?[3sg],?Loth:?tinsot!)?
(d)?PIE?*ten-,?ten(a?)-,?the?nasal?extension?of?the?root,?has?been?preserved?in:?
? Lat.?ten?-? ? (pf.)?‘gespannt/besetzt/zurück/an-halten’?(WH?2:664-5)?
? Li.?t?va-? ? (a.)?‘schlank,?dünn,?fein,?zart,?hoch’(LiEtWb.?1086)?
? Lat.?tenui-? ? (a.)?‘dünn,?fein,?zart,?eng,?schmal’?(WH?2:666)?
? OIcl.??inul-? ? (m.)?‘Tau?das?das?Netz?einfasst’?(ANEtWb.?611)?
(e)?PIE??tun-?(OHG.?gi-dunsan,?etc.)?is?proven?to?be?original?through?four?subgroups:?
? ? PIE?*tunu-?
? Li.?tunu-? ? (a.)?‘dünn’?(LiEtWb.?1140)?
? OIcl.??unn-? ? (a.)?‘dünn,?schwach,?klar’?(ANEtWb.?627)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘klein,?gering’?(PGEW?2:945,?Gr.?*?????-)?
? OHG.?dunni? ? (a.)?‘dünn’?(ANEtWb.?627)?
? ORus.?t?n?k??? (a.)?‘dünn,?hager,?fein,?scharf’?(REW?3:119)?
? Rus.?tónkij? ? (a.)?‘dünn,?fein,?schlank’?(REW?3:119)??
§9.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:399)?reconstructed?Neogr.?“*d??ó-?Präsensstamm?von?W.?






? Gr.????????? ? (pr.)?=?‘?????’?(LSJ.?364,????????)?
? OHG.?zangar? ? (a.)?‘beissend,?scharf’?(GEW?1:344)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (n.)?=?‘????????’?(LSJ.?364,?????????)?





? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘beißen,?stechen,?verletzen’?(GEW?1:343,???????)?
? RV.?dá?a-? ? (pr1A.)?‘beißen’?(WbRV.?569,?dá?a?[2sg])?
? TochB.?ts?ka-? ? (vb.)?‘bite’?(DTochB.?731,?ts?ka??[3sg])583?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘beißen,?stechen,?verletzen’?(GEW?1:343,???????)?






aisl.? bundom? ‘wir? banden’,? zu? got.? bindan? ‘binden’? (II? S.? 1258)”.?Yet? all? attested?
vocalisms?are?paralleled?by?the?comparative?method.?
(a)? PIE? *bhend(h)-? *bhond(h)-? ‘binden’,? the? nasal? root? (P.? 127),?has? never? been?
contested:?
? Go.?and·band-? (pret.)?‘unbind,?loose’?(GoEtD.?71,?andband?[3sg])?
? LAv.?band-? ? (vb.)?‘binden,?fesseln’?(AIWb.?926,?bandy?t?[opt])?
? RV.?bandhá-? ? (m.)?‘Band,?Fessel’?(WbRV.?898)?
? Go.?and·binda-? (vb.)?‘unbind,?loose’?(GoEtD.?71,?andbindan?[inf.])?
? Lat.?of·fend?c-?? (f.)?‘das?Kinnband?an?der?Priestermütze’?(WH?2:204)?
(b)? PIE? *bhodh-? ‘binden’.? Brugmann’s? structural? derivation? RV.? badh-??? Neogr.?
*bh?dh-?is?proven?to?be?erroneous?by?Old?Anatolian,?which?also?lacks?the?nasal?in:?
? ?i.?badan-? ? (GI?n.)?‘Tablett?aus?Rohr,?Korb,?Sieb’?(HHand.?127)?
? AV.?badhn?-? ? (pr.)?‘binden?an/mit?[L]’?(WbRV.?897,?badhn?mi)?
? ?i.?badar-? ? (GI?n.)?‘Tablett?aus?Rohr,?Korb,?Sieb’?(CHD?P:241f.)?
(c)?PIE?*bhund(h)-?‘binden’?is?confirmed?by?the?following?examples:?
? Lat.?fund?-? ? (f.)?‘Schleuder,?Wurfnetz,?Leibbinde’?(WH?1:562)?
? Lat.?fundit?r-? ? (m.)?‘Schleuderer’?(WH?1:562)?
? Lat.?fundulo-? ? (m.)?‘Blinddarm’?(WH?1:562,?fundulus?[sgN])?
? Go.?bundan-? ? (pt.)?‘bound’?(GoEtD.?71,?bundans?[plN])?
§11.?Brugmann? (Grundr2?1:401)? reconstructed:? “Ai.? ?asyá-t?? ‘er?wird?gelobt’?apers.?
?ahy?mahy? ‘wir?werden?genannt’,?Part.?ai.??asti-?? ‘Lob’?av.?sasti-?? ‘Lob,?Gebot’?:?osk.?








? TochA.?k?s-? ? (sb.)?‘reprimand,?chastise’?(DTochB.?149,?Poucha?62)?
? Go.?hazja-? ? (wk.vb1.)?‘???????:?praise’?(GoEtDi.?181,?hazjan)?
? RV.??asyá-? ? (prP.)?‘loben,?preisen,?geloben’?(WbRV.?1366)? ?
? TochA.?ka??nta??e-? (a.)?‘prtng?to?reprimand’?(?)?(DTochB.?148)?
? RV.??astí-? ? (f.)?‘Lob,?Loblied’?(WbRV.?1389)?
The?absence?of?a?syllabic?nasal?in?these?forms?is?a?common?Indo-European?feature.?
(b)???ens-?‘sprechen’?(P.?566)?
? RV.??á?s-? ? (aoM.)?‘feierlich?aussprechen,?aussagen’?(WbRV.?1366)?
? Lat.?c?nse?? ? (pr.)?‘begutachten,?schätzen,?meinen’?(WH?1:198-99)?
? Osc.?an·censto-?? (a.)?‘incensa,?nicht?geschätzt’?(WbOU.?102)?





*sont-? *s?t-? there? are? several? extensions? with? and? without? a? nasal? implied? by? the?
comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*sont-?‘seiend’?is?attested?in:?
? RV.?sánt-? ? (pt.m.)?‘(wahr)?seiend,?usw.’?(WbRV.?151)?
? Gr.?(h)???-? ? (pt.m.)?‘seiend’?(GEW?1:463,???????[plN])?
(b)?PIE?*set(o)-?‘seiend’?appears?in:584?
? RV.?sát-? ? (pt.n.)?‘wahr,?seiend,?wirklich,?usw.’?(WbRV.?151)?
? gAv.?hat-? ? (pt.)?‘seiend,?usw.’?(AIWb.?266f.,?ha??[sgNA])?
? Gr.?(h)???-?? ? (n.pl.)?‘wahr’?(GEW?1:435,?????[plNA])?
(c)?PIE?*sotio-?‘wahr,?usw.’?is?documented?in:585??
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘gerecht,?gottgefällig’?(GEW?2:435,??????)?
? RV.?satyá-? ? (a.)?‘wahr,?wirklich’?(KEWA?3:422)?
? gAv.?hai?ya-? ? (a.)?‘wahr,?echt’?(AIWb.?1760)?
(d)? PIE? *sea?-,? *s?a?-? ‘sein’,? the? laryngeal? extension? with? an? optional? ‘prothetic?
vowel’?*e-,?is?attested?in:?
? Lat.?er?-? ? (pret.)?‘sein,?war’?(WH?2:628,?er?s?[2sg])?
? gAv.?h?t-? ? (pt.)?‘seiend’?(AIWb.?267,?h?t?m?[plG])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
584?This?was?already?correctly?reconstructed?by?Frisk:?‘*s-e-to?in????’?(GEW?2:435).?
585? See? already? Frisk? (GEW? 2:435):? “[…]? gewöhnlich? als? ??-Ableitung? eines? Ptzs.? *s-o-to-? (von? es-?
‘sein’)?erklärt”.?Note?that?*soto-?exists?in?OIcl.?sa?-?(a.)?‘wahr,?schuldig’?(ANEtWb.?462,?sa?r?[sgN]).?
? 304?
? gAv.?h?it?-? ? (pt.f)?‘seiend’?(Grundr2?1:797,?h?it?m)586?
? Do.???????? ? (pt.f.)?‘seiend’?(LSJ.?466)?
? OIr.?saithech? ? (.)?‘rights,?a?law,?legal?measure’?(DIL.?519)?
(e)?PIE??su-?‘good’?(P.?342)?appears?with?and?without?a?prothetic?vowel?in:? ?
? ? PIE?*osu-?
? Hi.?a?u-? ? (a.)?‘SIG5?=?gut,?nützlich,?angenehm,?gütig’?(HEG?1:87)?
? Northumbr.?aro-? (pret.)?‘sein’?(P.?340,?aron?[3pl],?PGerm.?*azu-)?
? ? PIE?*esu-?
? Gr.???-?? ? (a.)?‘gut’?(adv.)?‘wohl’?(GEW?1:594,????,???)?
? Gr.???-?? ? (a.)?‘gut’?(adv.)?‘wohl’?(GEW?1:594,????,???)?
? ? PIE?*su-?
? RV.?sú?? ? (a.)?‘schön,?wohl,?gut,?recht,?usw.’?(WbRV.?1526)?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (a.)?‘gesund,?heilsam’?(GEW?2:954,???????[sgN])587?
? ?i.??u?mili-? ? (a.)?‘well-bound,?fixed’?(Lindeman?1997:106)? ?
? RV.?s?máya-? ? (a.)?‘schön?verfertigt’?(WbRV.?1566)? ?
? Go.?sunja? ? (a.f.)?‘??????,??????????=?truth(ful)’?(GoEtD.?329)?
§13.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:402)?reconstructed?a?root?Neogr.?*??-?*en?-?*on?-?for?“ai.?
a?-nó-ti?av.?a?naoiti?‘er?erreicht’,?vgl.?ai.??n??a,???a-s?‘Anteil’?[…].”?The?postulation?of?




? RV.???-? ? (pf.)?‘erreichen,?gelangen’?(WbRV.?135,???a?[3sg])?
? RV.?a?-? ? (aoA.)?‘erreichen,?gelangen’?(WbRV.?134-5,?a?i?m)?






? RV.??n·á??-? ? (pf.)?‘‘in?Besitz?bekommen’?(WbRV.?135,??ná??a?[3sg])?
? OIr.?ro·?n·acc-? (pf.)?‘erreichen’?(P.?317,?ro?naic?[3sg])?
? Cymr.?di·anc-? ? (vb.)?‘ent·fliehen’?(P.?317)?




dass? ?1-?>? ?-?geführt?habe,?kaum? verständlich.? […]?Es?bleibt? somit?wohl?nur?die?Annahme,?daß?die?




? RV.?á??a-? ? (m.)?‘Anteil,?Erbteil,?Partei’?(WbRV.?1)?





? RV.?baháv-? ? (a.)?‘dicht(gefüllt),?viel,?zahlreich’?(WbRV.?902)?
? ?i.?bagau-? ? (c.)?‘multitude,?the?people’?(CHD?P:88,?pa-ga-ua-a?)?
(b)?PIE?*bhae/on?h-?(CHD?P:88f.)?
? RV.?bá?hi??a-? ? (sup.)?‘der?festeste,?dichteste,?sehr?dicht’?(WbRV.?897)?
? LAv.?b?zah-? ? (n.)?‘Höhe,?Tiefe’?(AIWb.?962-3)?
? ?i.?bangu-? ? (a.)?‘gesamt,?vereint’?(HHand.?118,?pa-an-ku-u?)?




? ?i.??a??a?a-? ? (pr1)?‘abschaben’?(HHand.?46,??a-a?-?a-a?-?a-an?[pt.])?
? LAv.?a?ha-? ? (vb.)?‘werfen?(eine?Waffe)’?(AIWb.?279,?a?ha??[3sg])?
? RV.?así-? ? (m.)?‘das?Schwert’?(WbRV.?154,?EWA?2:145,?asís?[sgN])?
? Pal.??a?ira-? ? (c.)?‘Dolch’?(DPal.?55,??a-?i-i-ra-am(-pi)?[sgA])?
? RV.?ásira-? ? (m.)?‘(Strahlen)Geschoss’?(WbRV.?154,?ásirena?[sgI])?




? ?i.?ana?-? ? (vb.)?‘abwischen’?(HEG?1:33,?a-an-a?-ta-at?[3sg])?
? ?i.?an?a·?iui-? ? (c.)?‘Leichnam’?(HEG?2:33)?
? Lat.??nsi-? ? (m.)?‘Schwert’?(WH?1:406)?
? ?i.?an?ia-? ? (vb.)?‘abwischen’?(EHS?507)?
? Lat.??nsi·culo-?? (m.dim.)?‘Schwertlein’?(WH?2:406,??nsiculus?[sgN])?
? gAv.??sta-?? ? (m.)?‘Hass,?Feindschaft,?Feindseligkeit’?(AIWb.?361)?
The?nasal?is?consistently?preserved?and?no?laryngeal?is?attested.?
§16.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:413)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*?dhero-?for?“Go.?undar?ahd.?
untar? ‘unter’? :? av.? a?airi? ‘unter’?ai.? adhás? ‘unten’? ádhara-s? ‘der? untere’”.? The?
traditional?reconstruction?was?erroneous?from?the?beginning,?because?Lat.?f?(not?Lat.?












? Lat.??n·fimo-? ? (a.)?‘der?unterste’?(WH?1:698,??nfimus?[sgN])?
? TochB.?e·tte??? (adv.)?‘down’?(DTochB.?81?<?*dhomo-)?
? Lat.??n·fim?-? ? (pr.)?‘erniedrigen’?(WH?1:698,??nfim?re?[inf.])?
(c)?PIE?*dher-?*dhor-?‘untere’?
? RV.?á·dhara-? ? (comp.)?‘untere,?niedriger,?tiefer?stehen’?(WbRV.?44)?
? Go.?un·dar? ? (prep.)?‘=?????:?under’?(GoEtD.?376)?
? Lat.??n·fero-? ? (a.)?‘der?untere’?(WH?1:698,??nferus?[sgN])?
? LAv.?a·?airi? ? (prepA.)?‘unter,?unterhalb’?(AIWb.?58)?
? TochB.?an·tariye-? (a.)?‘under/lower?(of?garments)’?(DTochB.?15)?
(d)?PIE?*dhes-?*dhos-?‘unten’?
? RV.?a·dhás?? ? (adv.)?‘unten,?nach?unten,?unter?mit?[A,G]’?(WbRV.?44)?
? LAv.?a·d?? ? (adv.)?‘unten’?(AIWb.?60)?
? TochB.?e·tte? ? (adv.)?‘down’?(DTochB.?81,?MA?611)?








Two? different? roots,? a? palatal? one? and? a? labiovelar? one,? are? implied? by? the?
comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*?e?an-?‘gignere’?(P.?373-5?[?en-])?
? Gr.????-? ? (?aoM.)?‘(geboren)?werden,?entstehen’?(GEW?1:306-8)?
? RV.?ján-? ? (?aoMP.)?‘erzeugen,?gebären’?(WbRV.?469,?jáni?[3sg])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘geboren?werden’?(GEW?1:306-8,????????[3sg])?
? TochB.?kan-? ? (vb.)?‘come?to?pass,?be?realized’?(DTochB.?160,?kantär)?
? Gr.?????·???-? ? (m.pl.)?‘??????????,??????????’?(GEW?2:498)?
? RV.?jaj?n-? ? (pf.)?‘gebären,?erzeugen’?(WbRV.?467-8,?jaj?na?[3sg])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
590? For? the? respective? prefixless? forms,? cf.?RV.? bá?hi??a-? (sup.)? ‘der? festeste,? dichteste,? sehr? dicht’?
(WbRV.?897)?and?LAv.????.a?a-?(PN.)?‘das?Gesetz,?Recht?mindernd’?(AIWb.?609).?
? 307?
? Pahl.?zan-? ? (f.)?‘woman,?wife’?(MPalh.?2:228,?zan)?
(b)?PIE?*?e?an-?‘gignere’?(P.?473)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Weib,?Frau’?(GEW?1:333-4,?????)?
? OIcl.?kuna-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(ANEtWb.?334)?
? OIcl.?kyn-? ? (n.)?‘Geschlecht,?Familie’?(ANEtWb.?340)?
? Go.?kuni-? ? (n.)?‘Geschlecht’?(GoEtWb.?222)?
? Go.?qina·kund-? (a.)?‘??????:?female’?(GoEtD.?277)?





3.4.4  Neogr. ?*?n?(antevocalic ?syllabic ?dental) ?
§0.? Following? Osthoff’s? realization? that? the? svarabhakti? vowels? also? appear? in?




Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?
*?n+V?? an? an? ??? ??? en? an? un? in? ?n?
*?+?,??? an? an? ??? ??? en? an? un? in? ?n?
§2.?The?key?problems?of?Neogr.?*(C)?nV?can?be?summarized?as?follows:?











? OIcl.?kuna-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(ANEtWb.?334)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Frau,?Weib’?(GEW?2:333-4,?????)?




? Boiot.?????-?? ? (f.)?‘Frau,?Weib’?(GEW?2:333)?
? OIr.?ban-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GOI?§291,?ban?[plG])?




? RV.?gn?-? ? (f.)?‘Götterweib,?Göttin’?(WbRV.?415,?onesyllabic)?
? Arm.?kna-? ? (sb.obl.)?‘Ehefrau,?Weib,?Frau’?(ArmGr.?1:460,?knav?[I])?
? OIr.?mn?-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GOI?§291,?mn??[G],?mna??[D],?mn?ib?[plD])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (vbM.)?‘um?eine?Frau?werben,?freien’?(GEW?2:240)?
The?reconstruction?is?thus?postulated?without?an?antevocalic?syllabic?nasal.?
§4.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:399)?posited?Neogr.?*t?nú-? ‘gestrect,?dünn’?for?“ai.?tanú-??




? RV.?tat-? ? (pfM.)?‘sich?hinstrecken,?dauern’?(WbRV.?516,?tate).?
(b)?PIE?*ta?-,?the?laryngeal?extension?of?PIE??t-,?is?attested?in?the?normal?(PIE?*tea?-)?
and?long?grades?(PIE?*t?a?-):?
? Br.?ta-? ? ? (ao.)?‘spannen,?dehnen’?(AIGr.?1:8,?atata?[3sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (pfM.)?‘sich?dehnen,?sich?erstrecken’?(GEW?2:864)?
? RV.??·t?-? ? (f.)?‘die?Umfassung,?die?Rahmen’?(WbRV.?175)?
? LAv.?hu·pairi·t?-? (a.)?‘(sich)?wohl?herumdehnend’?(AIWb.?1826)? ?
(c)?PIE?*tea?nu-?(*e-grade),?the?*·n-extension?of?the?previous?example,? is?preserved?
in:?
? RV.?tanú-?? ? (a.)?‘lang,?ausgedehnt’?(WbRV.?519)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (prM.)?‘spannen,?strecken,?ausdehnen’?(GEW?2:853)?
? OIr.?tanae?? ? (a.)?‘mince,?fin,?étroit’?(LEIA?T-26)?
(d)?PIE?*toahn-,? the?*o-grade?of? the?previous?example,? is?possible? (see?Brugmann’s?
Law?II)?in:?
? RV.?tat?n-? ? (pfA.)?‘sich?ausbreiten’?(WbRV.?516,?tat?na?[3sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Spannung,?Seil,?Saite,?Sehne’?(GEW?2:863)?
? RV.?ut·t?ná-? ? (pt.)?‘ausgestreckt’?(WbRV.?250)?
? gAv.?us·t?na-? ? (a.)?‘ausgestreckt’?(AIWb.?633)?
(e)?PIE?*ta?enu-?(=?Neogr.?*thenu-),?the?schwebeablaut?variant?of?PIE?*tea?nu-?(Gr.?
????-),?proves?the?laryngeal?of?the?latter?by?the?tenuis?aspirata?in?Iranian:?
? LAv.??anv-? ? (m.)?(N.?einer?Pflanze)?(AIWb.?785,??anvas?a?[plA])?





? Li.?t?va-? ? (a.)?‘schlank,?dünn,?hager,?fein’?(LiEtWb.?1086)??
? Lat.?tenui-? ? (a.)?‘dünn,?fein,?zart,?eng,?schmal’?(WH?2:666)?
? OIcl.??inur-? ? (m.)?‘Tau,?Bogenmitte,?Hartes?Holz’?(ANEtWb.?611)?
§5.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:399)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *m?n?-? “Tempusst.? von? W.?
men-?‘sinnen’?:?3sg.?gr.???????got.?munai??aus?*mun?[?]i?i,?lit.?mìn??aksl.?m?n??neben?
1.?Sg.?m?n?ch??(II?S.?960)”?and?(Grundr2?1:415)?“Go.?munan?ags.?munan?aisl.?muna?
‘gedenken’?zu? Ind.?man?von?W.?men-? :? lett.?u?-minu? ‘ich?errate’;?vgl.?got.?munai??§?
432,?munjau? §? 446”.?Against?Neogr.? *?n,? the? comparative?method? implies? several?
confirmed?root?variants:?
(a)? PIE? ?ma?n-? ‘rasen,? toben,?wüten;?Zorn’? is? attested?with? a? quantitative? ablaut,?
confirming?the?laryngeal?within?the?root:?
? ? PIE?*mea?n-?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ps.ao.)?‘rasen,?toben,?wüten’?(GEW?2:160)?
? RV.?man?-? ? (f.)?‘Eifersucht,?Zorn’??(WbRV.?996)?
? ? ?PIE?*m?ahn-?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘rasen,?toben,?wüten’?(GEW?2:160,???????)?
? Do.?????-? ? (f.)?‘gerechter,?heiliger?Zorn’?(GEW?2:229,??????)?
? Li.?at·mõny-? ? (vb.)?‘rächen,?ahnden’?(LiEtWb.?455,?atmõnyti?[inf.])?
In?order?to?account?for?the?bases,?PIE?*m?a?n-?instead?of?Neogr.?*m?nV-?is?required.??
(b)?PIE?*min-?‘denken,?meinen,?usw.’?(ablaut?PIE?*mein?*moin-,?P.?714)?
? AVP.?men-? ? (pf.)?‘denken’?(EWA?2:305,?mené)?
? Li.?miñ-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?erinnern,?gedenken’?(LiEtWb.?455,?miñti)?
? TochA.?on·min-? (sb.)?‘remorse,?repentance’?(DTochB.?115,?onmi?)?
? TochB.?on·min-? (sb.)?‘remorse,?repentance’?(DTochB.?115,?onmi?)?
? OIr.?m?an-? ? (n.)?‘désir,?objet?de?désir’?(LEIA?M-47)?
? OCS.?m?ni-? ? (vb.)?‘meinen,?glauben,?gedenken’?(Sadnik??506)?
? Li.?mintì-? ? (4.)?‘Gedanke,?Einfall,?Idee’?(LiEtWb.?455)?
(c)? PIE? *mun-? ‘denken,? usw.’,? an? extension? with? PIE? *u,? is? confirmed? by? three?
branches:?
? Go.?muna-? ? (vb.)?‘meinen,?glauben,?wollen’?(GoEtD.?260-1)?








? OstLi.?munu-? ? (a.)?‘verständig,?geschickt,?tauglich’?(LiEtWb.?409)?
§6.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:399)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*?n-? ‘un-’?for?“ai.?an-udrá-s?gr.?
??-????-?? ‘wasserlos’”.?In?addition,?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:415)?compared? the? items?
to? the?well-known?Germanic?negation?prefix?PGerm.?*un-?(before?a?vowel)? in?“Go.?
un-aiwisks? ‘schandlos’?ahd.?un-armaherz? ‘unbarmherzig’? :?ai.?an-?etc.,?s.?§?432”.?The?
comparative?method?implies,?however,?two?identities:?
(a)? PIE? *?aen·? ‘un-,? ohne,? -los’,? an? extension? of? the?well-known? negative? prefix,? is?
confirmed?by?the?common?Indo-European?/a/?in:?
? Gr.???·????-? ? (a.)?‘wasserlos’?(GEW?1:1)?
? OInd.?an·udrá-? (a.)?‘wasserlos’?(GEW?1:1)?
? Arm.?an·kin-? ? (a.)?‘ohne?Weib’?(sb.)?‘Witwer’?(Grundr2?1:403)?
? Osc.?an·takri-? ? (a.)?‘integris’?(WH?1:686,?Osc.?an·takres)?
? OIr.?an·fis-? ? (pref.)?‘ignorance’?(LEIA?A-69)?
The? prefix? PIE? *?aen-? is? an? extension? of? PIE? *?ae·? ‘not’,?which? was? already?
reconstructed?above.?
(b)?PIE?*un-? ‘nicht,?un-,?ohne,? -los’,?best?known?as? the?Germanic?negation?prefix,? is?
now?implied?by?Tocharian?to?contain?a?genuine?PIE?*u:592?












? OIcl.?van·? ? (pref.)?‘voran?etwas?zu?fehlt,?zu?wenig’?(ANEtWb.?643)?




(DTochB.? 113-4),? TochB.? on·waññe? (a.)?‘immortal’? (DTochB.? 114-5)? and? TochB.? on·kip?e-?
(a.)?‘shameless’?(DTochB.?112).?
594?The?compound??i.?uan·umia-? is?connected?to??i.?umiant-?(pt.)?(Attr.?von? ‘Vogel’,?etwas? ‘klein’??;?
see?HHand.? 185),? semantically? paralleled? in?Lat.? pullus? (WH? 2:385-6)? ‘jung;?Tierjunges;?Küchlein;?
junger?Trieb;?Hahn’?and?Lat.?pusillus?(WH?2:386)?‘etwas?klein’.?





of?a? single? root?with? the? syllabic?nasal?Neogr.?*?n,? several? roots?are? implied?by? the?
comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*sea?-,?an?*e-grade?root?without?nasal,? is?verified?by? the?exact?match?of? the?
Old?Anatolian?laryngeal?and?the?Rig-Vedic?hiatus?in:?
? ?i.??a?-? ? (vb1.)?‘erstreben,?verlangen’?(HEG?2:818,??a-a?-?u-un)?
? RV.?k?etra·sá’-? (a.)?‘Land?gewinnend,?Acker?verleihend’?(WbRV.?370)?
? RV.?sasa-? ? (pf.)?‘erlangen,?erbeuten,?gewinnen’?(WbRV.?1467)596?
(b)?PIE?*sa?n-?(ablaut?PIE?*soa?n-?*sea?n-),?the?nasal?extension?of?the?previous?root,?
is?attested?in:?
? RV.?sas?n-? ? (pf.)?‘erlangen’?(WbRV.?1466,?sas?na?[3sg])?
? Att.????-? ? (pr.)?‘zustande?bringen,?vollenden’?(GEW?1:11)?
? RV.?sanó-? ? (vb.)?‘erlangen,?erbeuten,?gewinnen’?(WbRV.?1465)?
Instead?of?Neogr.?*s?n-,?the?root?PIE?*sa?·n-?is?attested.?
?




(Schwundstufe)? zu? einer? Gruppe? kurzer? Vocal? +? conson.? Nasal? +? ?,? z.? B.? *??tó-s?
‘genitus’?=?ai.?j?tá-s?neben?ai.?jani-tar-?[...].”?





(b)? The? zero-grade? Neogr.? *C??? of? the? full-grade? Neogr.? *Cen?-? is? derived? as?
described?by?Burrow?(1949:36):?
“The? long?sonant?nasals?are?replaced?by??H?and??H?[...]?Since???becomes?a? in?Sanskrit,?a?
*s?Htó-?develops? first? into?*saHtá-,?and? then?H?disappears?with? the?usual? lengthening?of?
the?preceding?vowel.”?




von? san-? ‘gewinnen’? […]”,? is? outdated? due? to?Old?Anatolian? and? the?Vedic? hiatus? confirming? PIE?
*sea?-?without?a?nasal.?
? 312?
Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?
*??vor?C? ?? an? ?????? ?? an,?na? an? un? in? ?n?









The? validity? of? these? statements? can? be? shown? by? the? examination? of?Brugmann’s?
examples?of?Neogr.?*?.?






? ?i.??a?-? ? (vb.)?‘verlangen,?etc.’?(HEG?2:820,??a-a?-?u-un?[1sg])?
? RV.?pa?u·?-? ? (a.)?‘Vieh?schenkend’?(WbRV.?796,?pa?u?ás?[sgG])599?
? RV.?k?etra·sá’-? (a.)?‘Land?gewinnend’?(WbRV.?370,?k?etrasáam?[sgA])?
? RV.?go·??-? ? (a.)?‘Rinder?gewinnend/verleihend’?(WbRV.?414)600?
? ? PIE??sa?i-?
? Ved.?sáy-? ? (ao.)?‘erlangen’?(Burrow?1979:24,?set?[3sg])?
? OInd.?s?ya-? ? (prM.)?‘erlangen,?erbeuten’?(Lex.?s?yate?[3sg])?
? RV.??ata·séya-? (n.)?‘das?Erlangen?hundertfachen?Gutes’?(WbRV.?1375)?
? ?i.??a?i?ki-? ? (vb.iter.)?‘suchen,?verlangen’?(HHand.?142)?
? Arm.?hai?e-? ? (vb.)?‘suchen,?verlangen,?bitten’?(ArmGr.?418)601?
? ? PIE??sa?n-?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
597?Note? that? I? have? compiled? this? table? because? Brugmann? was? never? able? to? present? a? coherent?
summary?of?his?views?concerning?the?development(s)?of?Neogr.?*?.?









? RV.?sas?n-? ? (pf.)?‘erlangen’?(WbRV.?1466,?sas?na?[3sg])?
? RV.?sanó-? ? (vb.)?‘erlangen,?erbeuten,?gewinnen’?(WbRV.?1465)?
? Att.????-? ? (pr.)?‘zustande?bringen,?vollenden’?(GEW?1:115)?
? Att.?????? ? (pr.)?‘zustande?bringen,?vollenden’?(GEW?1:115)?
? ? PIE??sa?t-?(if?with?PIE?*sa??t-,?not?PIE?*s?t-)?
? RV.?s?tá-?? ? (pt.)?‘gewonnen’?(KEWA?3:428)?
? RV.?gó·??ti-? ? (f.)?‘Erlangung?von?Rindern’?(WbRV.?414)?
? OCS.?po·s?ti-? ? (vb.)?‘heim-,?besuchen,?sehen?nach’?(Sadnik??800)?
? OCS.?pri·s?ti-? ? (vb.)?‘besuchen’?(Sadnik??800,?pris?titi?[inf.])?
? RV.?s?tu-? ? (m.)?‘der?empfangende?Mutterleib’?(WbRV.?1508)?
? OCS.?po·s?tova-? (vb.)?‘besuchen,?freien’?(Sadnik??800)602?
(b)? PIE? ?sen-? ?son-,? a? nasal? alternative? to? the? laryngeal? extension? PIE? ?sa?-,? is?
confirmed?by?Old?Anatolian,?where?both?unextended?and?extended?forms?appear:?
? ? PIE??sono-?
? HLu.?sana-? ? (vb.)?‘to?seek’?(CHLu.?p.?629,?(“*69”)sa-na-tu)?
? ? PIE??sona?-?
? ?i.??ana?-? ? (pr.)?‘(ver)suchen’?(HEG?2:818f.,??a-an-a?-mi)?
? ? PIE??sona?i-?
? OIr.?con·sn?-?? ? (vb.)?‘streben’?(VGK?2:633ff.)?
? CLu.??an?i?ki-?? (iter.)?‘suchen’?(DLL.?85,??a-an-?e-e?-ki-mi?[1sg])603?
The? new? evidence? implies? a? monoliteral? root? PIE? *s-? ‘suchen,? (ver)langen’? in?
extensions?PIE?*sea?-?and?PIE?*sen-,?not?long?syllabic?nasal.?




? ? PIE?*?e?a-,?*?o?a-?(cf.? i.???a?-?=?RV.?sá’-)?
? LAv.?fra·za-? ? (c.)?‘Nachkommenschaft,?Kinder’?(AIWb.?1004)?
? RV.?p?rva·já-? ? (a.)?‘in?der?Vorzeit?geboren,?uralt’?(WbRV.?846)?
? Hes.???·??-? ? (m.)?‘????????,??????????’?(LSJ.?300,???????[sgN])604?










? LAv.?zaya-?? ? (prM.)?‘geboren?werden’?(AIWb?1658-9)?
? OInd.?jaya-?? ? (pr.)?‘to?be?born’?(MonWil.?410,?jayate?[3sg])?
? RV.?j?y?-?? ? (f.)?‘Eheweib,?Gattin’?(WbRV.?485)605?
? ? PIE?*?e?a?k-?‘gebären’?
? Pind.???·???-?? ? (pf.)?‘geboren?werden’?(LSJ?349,??????????[inf.])606?
? Serb.?dvì·z?k? ? (m.)?‘zweijähriger?Widder’?(P.?230)?
? ? PIE?*?e?an-,?*?o?an-?‘gebären’?(cf.?RV.??san-?:?Gr.????-)?
? Gr.????-? ? (ao.)?‘werden’?(GEW?1:306-8,????????[3sg])?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (pf.)?‘werden’?(GEW?1:306-8,????????[3sg])?
? Gr.?????·???-?? ? (m.)???????????????????????,???????????(GEW?2:498)607?
? ? PIE?*?e?at-,?*?o?at-?(cf.?OCS.??s?t-?RV.??s?t-)?
? Lat.?indi·get-?? ? (a.)?‘einheimisch,?eingeboren’?(WH?1:693,?indiges)?
? Gr.?????·????-?? (a.)?‘spät-geboren’?(GEW?2:893)?
? LAv.?z?ta-?? ? (a.)?‘geboren’?(AIWb.?1689;?PIE?*?/??is?also?possible!)?
(b)? PIE? ??na?-? ‘gebären’? (cf.? ?i.? ?ana?-,? ?an?-)? is? confirmed? by? the? following?
vocalizations:?
? ? PIE?*?na?V-?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pr.)?‘(geboren)?werden,?entstehen’?(GEW?1:306)?
? Gr.???(?)?·???-? (a.)?‘neugeboren’?(GEW?1:307)?
? Lat.?gigno-?? ? (pr3.)?‘erzeugen,?hervorbringen’?(WH?1:597-600)?
? ? PIE?*?na?i-?
? TochB.?kne-? ? (vb.)?‘fullfill?(a?wish)’?(DTochB.?160,?knetär?[3sg])?




? OLat.?gn?to-? ? (pret.pt.a.)?‘geboren,?alt’?(m.)?‘Sohn’?(WH?1:598)?
? OGaul.?gnato-?? (m.)?‘gnatus?filius?lingua?Gallica’?(ACSS.?1:2029)?
? ? PIE?*?na??C-? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
605?Owing?to?the?external?confirmation?of?the?*i-extension,?Brugmann’s?(Grundr2?1:420)?analogy?(“im?
Ind.?wurde?nach? j?tá-?das?Präs.? j?ya-ti? für?*j?nya-te?gebildet,?wohl?auch?p?rva-j?van-? ‘in?der?Vorzeit?
geboren’?statt?*-j?nvan-”)?is?unmotivated.?
606?Brugmann’s? (19003:327-8)?analogy? (“[n]ach? ??????? :? ???????? schuf?man? ????????? (Pind.)?neben?







The? root?Neogr.? *?en-? *?n?-? represents? two? distinct? items? PIE? *?e?a(n)-? and? PIE?
*?na?-?‘gebären’,?structurally?resembling?PIE?*sea?-,?*sena?-?‘suchen’.?
§5.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:405)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *??-m-? (??en-)? for? “Gr.?
??????-? ‘Tochtermann,?Schwestermann,?Bräutigam’? :? vgl.? ai.? j?m?tar-? av.? z?m?tar-?
‘Tochtermann’?[…]”.?Only?one?base?without?Neogr.?*??is?attested,?however:?
PIE?*???a?m-?‘Tochtermann’?(P.?369-370)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (m.)?‘Schwiegersohn,?Eidam,?usw.’?(GEW?1:287)608?
? LAv.?z?ma·oya-? (a.)?‘Bruder?des?Schwiegersohns’?(AIWb.?1689)?
? RV.?j?mí-? ? (c.)?‘Schwester,?Bruder’?(WbRV.?484,?j?mí??[sgN])?
? LAv.?hu·z?mi-?? (m.)?‘gute,?leichte?Geburt’?(AIWb?1839)?
? LAv.?z?m?tar-?? (m.)?‘Eidam,?Schwiegersohn’?(AIWb.?1689)?




‘er?kennt,?weiss’? (av.?z?nata? [2pl]),? lat.?gn?ru-s,? lit.?pa-?ínti? ‘kennen’;?vielleicht?auch?
arm.? caneay? ‘ich?kannte’? an-can? ‘unbekannt’? auf?Grund? von? *??-n-”.?Based?on? the?
extended?material,?the?comparative?method?implies?the?variants:?
(a)?PIE?*?e?aen-?*?e?aon-?‘erkennen,?wahrnehmen,?usw.’?
? RV.?j?n-? ? (aoM.)?‘[A]?erkennnen,?wahrnehmen’?(WbRV.?501)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘verkünden’?(GEW?1:293,????????[1sg])?
? Arm.?can-u?-eal-? (a.)?‘erkannt?habend’?(ArmGr1:455)?
(b)? PIE? *??aen-? *??aon-,? the? schwebeablaut? variant? of? the? above? root?with?media?
aspirata,?is?attested?in:?
? OLat.?hon?s-? ? (m.)?‘Anerkennung,?Auszeichnung’?(WH?1:655-6)?
? ?i.?gane?-? ? (vb1.)?‘anerkennen’?(HEG?1:478-80,?ga-ne-e?-zi?[3sg])?
? Lat.?hones·to-?? (pf.pt.)?‘anerkennenswert’?(Machek?III?(1959):78)?
? Pael.?hanus·to-? (pt.)?‘honesta’? (WH?1:665-6,?hanustu)?
? ?i.?ganu?·ta-? ? (mc.)?‘Honestus?(?)’?(NOMS.?508,?ga-nu-u?-ta?[abs.])?
(c)?PIE?*?e?ai-?*??ain-?‘kennen’?is?attested?in:?
? LAv.?zaya-? ? (vb.)?‘kennen’?(AIWb.?1659,?zay???[sb3sg])?
? Latv.?zin-? ? (vb.)?‘kennen,?wissen’?(LiEtWb.?1310,?zinu?[1sg])?





Rahmen?einer?Thür’,?arm.?dr-and? ‘Thürpfosten,?Thürschwelle’,? lat.?anta? ‘viereckiger?
Thürpfeiler,?Pilaster’”.?As?for?the?reconstruction,?note?the?following:?
(a)?Already?Grassmann?analyzed?RV.??t?-?correctly?as?a?compound:?




? Lat.?am·plo-? ? (a.)?‘umfangreich,?ausgedehnt,?weit’?(WH?1:42)?
? Lat.?an·t?-?? ? (f.)?‘viereckiger?Thürpfeiler,?Pilaster’?(WH?1:52)?
? Gr.???·?????-?? (m.)?‘zweihenkeliger?konischer?Krug’?(GEW?1:99)609?
? Arm.?dr·an·d?? ? (sb.)?‘Thürpfosten,?Thürschwelle’?(ArmGr.?419)?
No?long?syllabic?nasal?is?needed?for?the?alternation?of?prefixes.?
§8.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:419)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *?ti-? for? “ai.? ?tí-?? ‘ein?
Wasservogel’,?gr.???????(urgr.??)?‘Ente’,?vgl.?lat.?anas?Acc.?anitem?und?anatem?(§?244,?
1?S.?221),?ahd.?anut? ‘Ente’?und? lit.?ánti-s?aksl.??ty? ‘Ente’?(§?210?Anm.?S.?178)”.?The?
overall?matching?meaning?does?not?confirm?the?morphological?identity?of?the?forms,?
because? three? roots,? correctly? separated? by? Walde? and? Pokorny,? are? externally?
confirmed:?
(a)?PIE?*?at-?‘liquid,?water,?water-animal’?(P.?70)?is?attested,?for?instance,?in:?
? Lat.?at·tilo-? ? (m.)?‘ein?störähnlicher?großer?Fisch?im?Po’?(WH1:78)?
? Li.?õta-? ? (m.)?‘gemeine?Scholle,?Steinbutte’?(LiEtWb.?518,?õtas)?
? Li.?atì-? ? ? (.)?‘Steinbutte’?(LiEtWb.?21,?atìs?[sgN])?
? Oss.?acc? ? (sb.)?‘Wildante’?(EWA?1:163)?
? RV.??tí-?? ? (f.)?‘ein?Wasservogel’?(WbRV.?175,??táyas?[pl])?
? OIcl.?æ?-? ? (f.)?‘Eidergans’?(ANEtWb.?681,? ?r?[sgN])?
?(b)?PIE??na?-?‘water’?appears?in?various?extensions:??
? ? PIE?*n?a?k?·?eah-?(or?PIE?*nah?·?ea?-??)?
? Boiot.???????? ? (f.)?‘Ente’?(GEW?1:317)?
? Att.???????? ? (f.)?‘Ente’?(GEW?1:317)?
? ? PIE?*ne/oa?t-?‘Wasser;?Nässe,?naß’?
? Gr.?????-?? ? (m.)?‘Südwestwind,?der?Nässe?bringt’?(GEW?2:324)?
? ?Arm.?nay?? ? (a.)?‘naß,?flüssig’?(GEW?2:324,?PArm.?*nati-)?
? ? PIE?*na?u-?‘ship,?boat,?water’?(P.?755-756)?
? OIcl.?n?-?? ? (m.)?‘Schiff’?(ANEtWb.?411)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
609?Gr.???·?????-?cannot?be?a?haplology?due?to?the?simultaneous?preservation?of?Gr.?????·?????-?(m.)?




(c)? PIE? *?an-? ‘wasser,? liquid’.? The? initial? laryngeal? is? attested? in? Old? Anatolian,?
coinciding?with?the?Indo-European?/a/?in:?
? ?i.??an-? ? (vb.)?‘schöpfen’?(HEG?1:144-5,??a-an-tén?[2pl])?
? Lat.?anat-? ? (f.)?‘Ente?:?duck’?(WH?1:44,?anas,?anatis?[G])?
? Gr.???·????-? ? (a.)?‘capable?of?being?wetted’?(LSJ.?405)?
? Li.?ánti-?? ? (.)?‘Ente?:?duck’?(LiEtWb.?11-12,?ántis?[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Schiffsbodenwasser,?Kielwasser’?(GEW?1:114)?
Thus,?Brugmann’s?underlying?Neogr.?*??stands?for?PIE?*?an-,?PIE?*?at-?and?PIE?*na?-.?
§9.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:419)?reconstructed?Neogr.?“*?-? ‘un-’?neben?*?-?(431,?2?S.?
398):?gr.?hom.? ??-?????? ‘Sprachlosigkeit’,?dor.? ??-??????? ‘straflos’?hom.? ??-???????





? RV.?an·iná-? ? (a.)?‘un-kräftig’?(WbRV.?56)?
? gAv.?an·ao?ah-? (a.)?‘unfriendlich’?(AIWb.?114)?
? Gr.???·????-? ? (a.)?‘unersättlich’?(GEW?1:102,????????)?
? TochB.?an·aikätte-? (a.)?‘unknown’??(DTochB.?13)?
(b)?PIE?*n?a?-,?the?laryngeal?extension?of?PIE?*ne-?‘not’,?is?attested?in:?
? OIr.?na? ? (neg.adv.)?‘no,?not’?(DIL.?473)?






3.4.6  PIE ?*m ?(consonantal ?bilabial) ?
§0.? The? consonantal? bilabial? nasal? Neogr.? *m? (=? PIE? *m),? already? included? in?
Schleicher’s?reconstruction,?has?been?preserved?practically?unchanged?throughout.?









§2.? PIE? *m? was? preserved? both? in? Tocharian? and? in? Anatolian,? and? no? special?
comments?are?required.??
§3.?Brugmann? suggested610?an?epenthesis?of?glide?and?a? change? in? the?place?of? the?
articulation?of?the?nasal?*m?for?Greek:?
PIE?*m??? ??? PGr.?*???? ??? Gr.???.??? ?
Externally,? an? original? PIE? *n? now? appears? in?Brugmann’s? key? examples? (like? PIE?
*k?n-?‘gemeinsam,?usw.’):?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘gemeinsam,?usw.’?(GEW?1:892-3)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Gemeinde,?Bund,?usw.’?(GEW?1:892-3)?
? TochB.?an·k?n·mi-? (sb.)?±?‘commonality’?(DTochB.?5-6)?
The?labial?extension?PIE?*k?m-?is?also?confirmed?in:?











Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?
?+C?? ? a? am? ?? e?(i)? em? im? um? im? ??








am-?aus? -?-?entstanden?war? (§431).”?Note? that?also? in? this?example? the?assumed?change?*?-??? ?? is?
redundant,?because? ?????? is?derived? from?????-,?which? is?also?attested? in?Sanskrit?RV.?gán-? (vbA.)?





? Gr.????-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?wundern’?(GEW?1:5,????????[1sg])?
? Gr.????·???(?)??-? (a.)?‘mit?großem?Ruhm’?(GEW?1:5)?
? Gr.????-? ? (f.)?‘Verwunderung’?(GEW?1:5)?
? ? 2.?PIE?*?a?s-? ?
? LAv.?a?.ama-? ? (a.)?‘sehr,?besonders?stark,?kräftig’?(AIWb.?241)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘würdig,?wert’?(GEW?1:116,???????[sgN])?
? Lat.?axiti?so-? ? (a.)?‘kostspielig,?pützsüchtig,?usw.’?(WH?1:90)?
? ? 3.?PIE?*?a?ea?su-?
? TochA.?k?su-? ? (a.)?‘bonus’?(sb.)?‘bonum’?(adv.)?‘bene’?(Poucha?62-3)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘verehrungswert,?edel’?(GEW1:7,???????)?
? TochA.?k?swa·?i-? (a.poss.)?‘bonus’?(Poucha?64)?
? ? 4.?PIE?*?ae?ea?dh-?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘gut,?tüchtig,?trefflich’?(GEW?1:5)?




? Lat.?mage? ? (adv.)?‘mehr,?eher,?vielmehr’?(WH?2:10)?
? Alb.?madi-? ? (a.)?‘groß’?(WH?2:10)?
? RV.?majmán-? ? (m.)?‘Grösse,?Macht,?Herrlichkeit’(WbRV.?973)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘groß’?(GEW?2:189-90)?
? Arm.?mec-? ? (a.)?‘groß’?(GEW?2:190)?





for? “?????? Imper.? ‘geh’? :? ai.? gáccha-ti? ‘er? geht’? […]”? (Grundr2? 1:404)? and?Neogr.?
*??ti-? for?“OInd.?gáti-??Gr.? ????-??Got.?ga-qum?s?Lat.? in-uenti?”? (Grundr2?1:394,?
397-8).? Instead? of? a? single? root? Neogr.? *??-,? several? morphologically? distinct?
extensions?are?implied?by?the?comparative?method:?
(a)? PIE? *?ea?-? is? confirmed? by? the? Rig-Vedic? hiatus? accompanied? by? Greek? ‘a-
vocalism’?in:?
? RV.?ga’a-? ? (pr.)?‘einen?Weg?[A,I]?gehen’?(WbRV.?392,?ga’at?[3sg])?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
611? See? Frisk? (GEW? 1:5):? “Gewöhnlich?wird? ????mit? ????? verbunden;? die? dabei? vorauszusetzende?
Grundform?idg?*??(a)-?ist?venig?erfreulich.”?
? 320?
? Gr.???-? ? (vb.)?‘walk,?step,?etc.’?(LSJ.?302,???????[3du],?Gr.??)?
? gAv.?ga-? ? (vb.)?‘kommen’?(AIWb.?494,?gaid??[2sg])?
? RV.???(...)?ga-? ? (vb.)?‘kommen?zu?[A]’?(WbRV.?380,?gathá)612?
(b)?PIE?*?ea?m-,?the?*·m-extension?of?the?previous?root,?is?attested?in:?
? RV.?gam-? ? (?pr.)?‘kommen,?hingehen’?(WbRV.?380,?gami?s)?
? gAv.?aib?.g?m-?? (pr.)?‘hin/herzukommen’?(AIWb.?496,?aib?.g?man?[3pl])?
? TochB.?kamä-?? (pretA.)?‘to?come’?(DTochB.?161,?kame??[3pl])?





? Go.?ga·qum?-? ? (m.)?‘Zusammenkunft?’?(GoEtD.?147,?gaqum?s)?
(d)? PIE? *?ea?n-,? *?oa?n-,? the? parallel? *n-extension,? is? also? confirmed? by? several?
subgroups:?
? RV.?gán-? ? (vbA.)?‘kommen,?hingehen’?(WbRV.?381,?ganma?[1pl])?
? RV.?gáni·gmat-? (int.pt.)?‘kommend’?(WbRV.?385,?gánigmatam)?




? Lat.?u?n-? ? (pf.)?‘kommen’?(WH?2:747f.,?u?n??[1sg])?
? LAv.?fra·pt?r?·??n-? (a.)?‘im?Flug?sich?bewegend,?Vogel’?(AIWb.?984)?
? Lat.?uen?-? ? (pr4.)?‘kommen’?(WH?2:747f.,?uen?re?[inf.])?
? TochB.??anmä-? (prA.)?‘come’?(DTochB.?161,??anmä??[3sg])?
? Umbr.?benus-? ? (2.fut.)?‘kommen’?(WbOU.?143-4,?benus)?
(f)?PIE?*?ea?ski-? ‘gehen’?without?a?nasal?has?a?common?Indo-European? /a/? in?three?
subgroups:?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘gehen’?(GEW?1:208,???????[1sg])?
? RV.?gácha-? ? (prA.)?‘kommen,?gehen’?(WbRV.?382,?gáchati?[3sg])?
? Alb.?n·gah-? ? (pr.)?‘run’?(AlbEtD.?292)614?
(g)?PIE?*?ea?ti-?‘Gang’,?an?extension?without?a?nasal,?is?confirmed?by?four?witnesses:?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
612?Note? the? zero?grade? in?RV.?g-? (ao.)? ‘gehen,?kommen,?wandern’? (WbRV.?392,?gus? [3pl])?and? the?
lengthened?grade?in?Li.?gó-?(vb.)?‘gehen’?(LiEtWb.?161,?góti?[inf.]).?
613?Now?that?Tocharian?as?well?agrees?with?Vedic?and?Greek,?Brugmann’s?(Grundr2?1:358n1)?view?can?
be? seen? as? outdated:? “Ein? uridg.? ?en-? neben? ?em-? anzusetzen,? sehe? ich? keinen? ausreichenden?
Grund.”?
614?Note? that? the? suggested?developments?have? changed.?According? to?Orel? (2000:42),?PIE?*??????
Alb.?a?instead?of?the?former?Neogr.? ?Alb.?im,?in.?
? 321?
? RV.?gáti-? ? (f.)?‘der?Gang’?(WbRV.?376)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Schritt,?Gang’?(GEW?1:209,??????)?
? Alb.?n·gas-? ? (ao.)?‘urge,?incite,?annoy’?(AlbEtD.?293)?
? Latv.?gate? ? (f.)?‘Weg?zwischen?zwei?Zäunen’?(LiEtWb.?139)615?
§5.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:397,? 400)? reconstructed? a? uniform? prototype? Neogr.?
*??tóm?‘hundert’?for?a?broad?spectrum?of?vowels:?“ai.??atá-m,?gr.??-?????,?lat.?centu-




? Gr.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(GEW?1:359,?????)?
? RV.?dá·?a-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(n.)?‘zehn?Finger’?(WbRV.?581,?dá?a?[NA])?
? ? PIE?*?oa?-?
? Arc.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(Grundr2?1:406)?
? RV.?dá·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(WbRV.?582,?da??n?m,?BRUGMANN?II)?
? ? PIE?*?a?imt-618?
? Li.??i?ta-? ? (m.)?‘centum’?(LiEtWb.?984,??i?tas?[sgN])?
? OCS.?de·s?t?? ? (num.)?‘zehn,?Dekade’?(Sadnik??139)?
? TochA.?tary?·kiñci-? (num.ord.)?‘tricesimus’?(Poucha?116)?
? ? PIE?*?ea?Nt-?
? TochA.?känt-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7)?
? Bret.?kant-? ? (num.)?‘hundert’?(WH?1:201,?kant)?
? Cymr.?cant-? ? (num.)?‘centum’?(WH?1:201,?cant)?
? Gr.??·?????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:591)?
? ? PIE?*?a?eNto-?(=?Neogr.?*?hento-)?




and? the? root? PIE? *?ea?-? (n.pl.)? ‘*hands’? (num.)? ‘ten’? (for? the? prefix,? see? Pyysalo? 2011).? The? root?
without?the?prefix?is?accepted?as?belonging?with?the?numeral?for?‘100’?(RV.??atá),?an?assumption?that?is?
supported? by? the? segmentation,? leaving? a? common? root? for? items? such? as?Gr.? ??·????-? (ord.)? ‘der?
zehnte’?(GrGr.?1:595,?GEW?1:359),?Gr.??·????-?(num.n.)?‘hundert’?(GEW?1:475,???????)?and?so?forth.?




618? The? meaning? ‘hand’?embedded? in? the? numeral? for? ‘10’?is? accompanied? by? the? adjective? Gr.?






? RV.??atá-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(WbRV.?1372,??atá?[NA])?
? TochA.?kät-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7,?kät?[316?b?7])?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(GEW?1:475)?
? Arc.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:592,???????)?
? Aiol.???·????-?? (ord.)?‘der?zehnte’?(GEW?1:359)?
? Att.???·????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(GEW?1:453)?
? Aiol.???·????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(GEW?1:453)?
? RV.???ta·vaneya-? (a.)?‘zum?Geschlecht?des??.?gehörig’?(WbRV.?1391)?
? ? PIE?*?a?un-?(=?Neogr.?*?hun-)?
? Go.?tai·hun-? ? (num.card.)?=??????‘ten’?(GoEtD.?339)?
? Arm.?ere·sun-?? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(ArmGr.?1:491)?
? Arm.?k‘a?a·sun-? (num.)?‘40’?(ArmGr.?1:491)?
? Go.?hunda-?? ? (n.pl.)?‘hundert’?(GoEtD.?194-5)?
§6.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:397,?400)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*?bhró-?for?“OInd.?abhrá-?
‘Gewölk,? trübes?Wetter’,? gr.? ????-?? ‘Schaum’,? lat.? imber? (Gen.? imbris);?Av.? awra-?
npers.? awr? ‘Wolke’”,? also? adding? (Grundr2? 1:429)? OPers.? ?????????? (Herod.).?
Contrary?to?this,?two?roots?are?implied?by?means?of?the?comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*?aebhr-?(Neogr.?*abhr-)?can?be?reconstructed?for:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Schaum,?Geifer’?(GEW1:197,???????[sgN])?
? Gr.?????·?????-? (n.)?‘Mauersalz’?(KVG:242,?????·??????)?
? RV.?abhrá-? ? (m.)?‘Wolke,?Gewitterwolke’?(WbRV.?88)?


















zusammen’? :? ai.? sa-k?t? ‘einmal’,? gr.? ?-?????? ‘einfach’,? lat.? sim-plex,? ai.? sadhriy-áñc-?
‘nach? einem? (demselben)? Punkt? hin? gerichted,? vereint,? einsam’,? gr.? ?-?????? ‘im?




? Li.?sà·??? ? (prep.pref.)?‘zusammen’?(LiEtWb.?753)?
? Latv.?sa·? ? (prep.)?‘zusammen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?753)?
? TochB.?·sa? ? (end.sgPerl.)?‘with,?by,?etc.’?(DTochB.?passim)?
? RV.?sa·rátha-? ? (a.)?‘auf?gleichem?Wagend?fahrend’?(WbRV.?1487)?
? RV.?sá·var?a-? ? (a.)?‘gleiches?Aussehen?habend’?(WbRV.?1492)?




? Li.?súo·kalbi-?? ? (.)?‘agreement’?(LiEtWb.?942)?
? Li.?suo·?in?-?? ? (f.)?‘conscience’?(LiEtWb.?936)?
? Latv.?suô·vardi-? (c.)?‘Namensvetter’?(LiEtWb.?753)?
? RV.?s?·var?i-? ? (m.)?‘EN?eines?Mannes’?(WbRV.?1513)?
? RV.?s?·kám? ? (adv.)?‘auf?einmal’?(EWA?2:721-)?
? RV.?s?·rathi-? ? (m.)?‘Wagengenosse,?Gefährte’?(WbRV.?1513)?
PIE?*s?a?-? is? to?be? reconstructed?with? the?position?of? the? laryngeal? confirmed?by?a?
Baltic? accent.621?The? ablaut? *e? :? ?? is,? therefore,? accountable? for? the? alternation? of?
quantity?RV.?a?:???in?pairs:?
? RV.?sa·rátha-? ? (a.)?‘auf?gleichem?Wagend?fahrend’?(WbRV.?1487)?
? RV.?s?·rathi-? ? (m.)?‘Wagengenosse,?Gefährte’?(WbRV.?1513)?
? RV.?sá·var?a-? ? (a.)?‘gleiches?Aussehen?habend’?(WbRV.?1492)?
? RV.?s?·var?i-? ? (m.)?‘EN?eines?Mannes’?(WbRV.?1513)?
(c)?PIE?*sem-?‘ein,?zugleich’?is?implied?for:?
? LinB.?h??-? ? (pron.m.)?‘one’?(GEW?3:83,?DMycGr.?392,?he-mei?[D])?
? Lat.?semel? ? (adv.)?‘einmal,?das?erstemal’?(WH?2:511)?




tasn,? gr.? ????,? lat.? decem,? air.? deich? n-”,? to?which? he? adds? (Grundr2? 1:413)? “Got.?




preuss.? dess?mts? aksl.? des?t?? ‘zehnter’? :? gr.? ??????-?”.?As? already? discussed? above,?
several?extensions?are?implied?by?the?comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*?ea?-?*?oa?-?‘zehn’?
? Gr.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(GEW?1:359,?????)?
? RV.?dá·?a-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(n.)?‘zehn?Finger’?(WbRV.?581,?dá?a?[NA])?
? Arc.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(Grundr2?1:406)?
? RV.?dá·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(WbRV.?582,?da??n?m?[plG])?
The? absence? of? a? syllabic? nasal? is? proven? by? the? qualitative? alternation?Gr.? ?? :? ?,?
reflected?as?RV.?a?:???in?Indo-Iranian?(with?Brugmann’s?Law?II?in?RV.?da??n?m).?
(b)?PIE?*?ea?n-?‘zehn’?
? Arm.?ta·san-? ? (num.)?‘zehn’?(ArmGr.?496,?tasn?[N],?tasan??[G])?
? OSax.?te·han? ? (num.)?‘zehn’?(GoEtD.?339)?
? TochB.?(w)i·kä?? (num.)?‘zwanzig’?(DTochB.?61,?ikä?)?
? Gr.???·????-? ? (m.)?‘decurio,?Aufseher’?(GEW?1:359)?




? Gr.???·????-? ? (ord.)?‘der?zehnte’?(Schwyzer?GrGr.?1:595,?GEW?1:359)?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(GEW?1:475,???????)?
? RV.??atá-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(WbRV.?1372,??atám,??aténa)?
? RV.??atá’·a?va-? (a.)?‘aus?hundert?Rossen?bestehend’?(WbRV.?1376)?
? ? PIE?*koa?to-?
? TochA.?kät-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7,?kät?[316?b?7])?
? Lesb.???·????-?? (ord.)?‘der?zehnte’?(GEW?1:359,?LSJ.?377)?





? PIE?*?ea?to-? ?? Att.???·????-? ? :? RV.??atá-?
? PIE?*?oa?to-?? ?? Arc.???·????-? ? :? RV.???ta-623? ?
(d)?PIE?*?a?imt-?‘zehn,?hundert’?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
622? See?Brugmann? (Grundr2.? 1:406):? “Nur? scheinbar? treten? im?Griech.? auch? andre?Vocale? als? ?? als?
lautliche?Fortentwicklung? von? sonantischen?Nasal? auf.?Über? att.? äol.? ??????? gegenüber? dor.? ??????,?
arkad.? ????? ???????? gegenüber?Att.? ????? ???????? u.? dgl.? s.? II? S.? 490f.? 494,?Verf.?Gr.Gr.2? s.? 137,?
Kretschmer?KZ.?31,?361ff.”?
623?The?stem? is?based?on?a?possible?PIE?*o-grade?(Brugmann’s?Law?II)? in?RV.???ta·vaneya-?(a.)? ‘zum?
geschlecht?des??atavani?gehörig’?(WbRV.?1391)?and?RV.???ta·pant??[du]?=??atavat-?(?)?(WbRV.?1391).?
? 325?






? Lat.?de·cem? ? (num.)?‘zehn’?(WH?1:327,?decem)?




? Go.?tai·hun-? ? (num.card.)?‘zehn?:?????’?(GoEtD.?339)?
? Arm.?ere·sun-?? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(ArmGr.?1:491)?
? Go.?hunda-? ? (n.pl.)?‘hundert’?(GoEtD.?194-5)?




(II? S.? 1031)”.?Though? the? data? is?mostly? Indo-Iranian,? the? impossibility? of? syllabic?
nasals?can?be?proven?when?the?complete?data?is?accounted?for:?
(a)?PIE?*ia?-?‘halten,?fassen’,?a?base?neglected?by?Brugmann,?is?attested?in?
? gAv.?y?-? ? (f.)?‘Halten,?Fassen’?(AIWb.?1264,?y?m?[sgA]).624?
(b)? PIE? *iea?m-? ‘halten,? paaren,? bezwingen’? (P.? 505),? with? a? possible? laryngeal?
revealed?by?Brugmann’s?Law?II?in?the?strong?perfect,?has?been?preserved?in:?
? RV.?yem-? ? (pfM.)?‘sich?[D]?darbieten/hingeben’?(WbRV.?1093)??
? RV.?úd?(...)?yay?m-? (pf.)?‘erheben,?emporsteigen?lassen’?(WbRV.?1095)625?




? gAv.?yas-? ? (a.)?‘in?den?Besitz?gelangend,?teilhaftig’?(AIWb.?1269)?
? RV.?yácha-? ? (pr.)?‘darreichen,?aus-,?vorstrecken’?(WbRV.?1090)?




625?Note,?however,? that?RV.? yay?m-? could?derive? its? vrddhi? from?an?original?*?.?Accordingly,?a? root?
without?laryngeal?(PIE?*iem-??iom-)?is?also?possible.?








? RV.?yatá-? ? (pf.pt.)?‘gezügelt,?gelenkt’?(WbRV.?1095)?
? LAv.?y?ta-? ? (n.)?‘Anteil,?Besitz’?(AIWb.?1283)?
? LAv.?y?ta-? ? (a.)?‘reich?an?Besitz,?vermögend’?(AIWb.?1283)?
? RV.?y?táya-? ? (csA.)?‘verbinden,?vereinigen’?(WbRV.?1080,?y?tayati)?
§10.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:400)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*?bhri-?for?“ai.?ábhri-??‘Hacke,?
Spaten’?zu?nabh-?‘bersten’”.?The?problems?of?the?reconstruction?are?insurmountable:?





(c)? It? is?possible? to? segment?OInd.? ?·bhri-? instead?of?Neogr.?*?bhRi-,?attaching? the?
forms?to?the?well-known?root?
?bhri-?‘schneiden,?scheren,?zerbröckeln’?(P.?182):?
? OInd.?á·bhri-?? ? (.)?‘Hacke,?Spaten’?(KEWA?1:43)? ?
? Lat.?fri?-? ? (vb.)?‘zerreiben,?zerbröckeln’?(WH?1:549,?fri?re)?
? Pahl.?br?-? ? (vb.)?‘schneiden’?(AIWb.?972,?br?tan?[inf.])?
? RusCS.?bri-? ? (sb.)?‘scheren’?(WH?1:549,?briti?[inf.])?
? OInd.??·bhriká-? (a.)?‘mit?der?Hacke?arbeitend’?(KEWA?1:43)?
? RV.?bhr??á-? ? (vb.)?‘zürnen’?(tr.)?‘strafen’?(WbRV.?967,?bhr?n?ti)?
? LAv.?pairi.br?na-? (vb.)?‘ringsum?schneiden’?(AIWb.?972,?·br?n?nti?[3pl])?
§11.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:404)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *t?p-? for? “?????? ‘Decke,?
Teppich’? :?Li.? ti?pti? ‘sich? recken’?neben? te?pti? Iter.? tamp?ti? ‘spannen’,?W.? temp-”.?
The? complete? material? contains? several? roots? with? confirmed? Indo-European?
vocalisms:?
(a)? PIE? *ta?p-? with? ablaut? PIE? *tea?p-? :? *t?a?p-? is? implied? by? the? following?
comparison:?





? Latv.?tin-? ? (vb.)?‘flechten,?winden,?wickeln’?(Latv.?tinu,?tit)?
? Ir.?tin-? ? ? (a.)?‘zart?:?doux’?(LEIA?T-67)?
? 327?
? OCS.?tin?-? ? (f.)?‘Seil,?Strick’?(Sadnik??966)?
? Li.?tiñkla-? ? (m.)?‘Netz,?Fischernetz,?Falle,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1098)?
? OGaul.?tinnetio(n)-? (ON.)?‘Tinzen’?(ACSS.?2:1854,?tinnetione)?
? Li.?ti?p-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?recken’?(Grundr2?1:404,?ti?pti?[inf.])?
? OBret.?tinsi-? ? (vb.)?‘sparsit’?(VGK?2:374,?tinsit?[3sg])?
? OCS.?t?n?k?? ? (a.)?‘fein,?zart’?(Sadnik??972,?t?n?k??[sgN])?
(c)?Neogr.? *temp-? ‘spannen’.? In? addition? to? the?well-known? Lithuanian? and? Latin?
forms,?a?Lycian?stem?may?also?belong?to?this?root:?
? Li.?te?p-? ? (vb.)?‘spannen,?ausdehnen,?recken’?(LiEtWb.?1079)?
? Li.?tamp?-?? ? (vb.)?‘spannen,?dehnen,?sich?recken’?(LiEtWb.?1054)?
? Li.?i?·tempìma-? (m.)?‘Anspannen’?(LiEtWb.?1079)?
? Lyc.?t?peimeh? (Ic.)?‘-(?)-’?(BLyk.?4:58,?t?peimeh)?
? Lat.?templo-? ? (n.)?‘gespannt?Querholz’?(WH.?2:659,?templa?[plNA])?
? Li.?templ?-? ? (f.)?‘Bogensehne,?Sehne,?Saite’?(LiEtWb.?1079)?
The?formation?*ten·p-?is?an?extension?of?the?root?Neogr.?*ten-?in:?
? RV.?tan-? ? (ao.)?‘weit?hinstrecken’?(WbRV.?514,?átan)?
? Umbr.?an·ten-?? (vb.)?‘intendit?’?(WH?2:662,?antentu?[3sg])?
? Umbr.?en·ten-?? (vb.)?‘intendit?’?(WH?2:662,?ententu?[3sg])?
? Lat.?t?nsa-? ? (f.)?‘Prozessions-,?Götterwagen’?(WH?2:666)?
? OPr.?tensei-? ? (vb.)?‘reizen’?(APrS.?448,?ni?tenseiti?[3sg])?
? OPr.?en·tens?t-? (pf.pt.ps.)?‘gefasst’?(APrS.?448,?entens?ts?[sgN])?
? Lat.?tento-? ? (n.)?‘Spinngewebe’?(a.)?‘gespannt’?(WH?2:662)?
In?this?way,?no?svarabhakti?vowels?resulting?from?Neogr.?*??are?attested.?
?




Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?
?m?vor?a?etc.? am? am? ??? ?? em? am? um? im? ?m?
§2.?The?problems?of?Neogr.?*?m?are?essentially?identical?with?those?of?Neogr.?*??(to?
which? I? refer? in? this? connection).?Brugmann’s? svarabhakti? vowels,? assumedly? from?
Neogr.?*?m,?can?be?proven?to?be?genuine?by?the?comparative?method?(i.e.?implied?by?
at?least?two?witnesses).?
§3.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:399)? reconstructed? Neogr.? “*s?mo-? ‘irgend? einer’?:? ai.?
sama-? gr.? ???-? got.? suma-? (Verf.?Ausdr.? f.? d.?Totalität? S.? 5)”? and? (Grundr2? 1:412)?
“OIr.? samail? ‘Gleichnis,? Bild’? :? nkymr.? hafal? ‘similis,? par’,? lat.? simili-s,? gr.? ????
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? RV.?sám?? ? (prepI.)?‘mit’?(adv.)?‘zugleich’?(WbRV.?1478)?
? Gr.???·??? ? (adv.)?‘zu·sammen,?zu·gleich’?(GEW?1:83)?
? OIr.?samail-? ? (f.)?‘ressemblance’?(LEIA?S-21-2)?
The?formation?is?an?extension?PIE?*sea?·m-?of?the?root?PIE?*sea?-?(see?above).?
(b)?PIE?*sem-?‘one,?oneself’,?an?extension?of?the?root?PIE?*s-,?is?attested?in:?
? OMyc.?h??-? ? (pron.m.)?‘ein’?(DMycGr.?392,?he-mei?[sgD])?
? OLat.?sem·ol?? ? (adv.)?‘zugleich’?(WH?2:538?=?Lat.?simul)??
? Lat.?sem·per? ? (adv.)?‘immer;?jedesmal’?(WH?2:511)?
? Lat.?simili-? ? (a.)?‘ähnlich’?(WH?2:538)?
(c)? PIE? *sum-? ‘some;? together’627? contains? a? genuine? PIE? *u? confirmed? by? three?
branches:?
? Go.?sum-?? ? (indef.prn)?‘anyone,?someone,?some’?(GoEtD.?328)?
? RV.?sum·ád?? ? (adv.)?‘zusammen,?zugleich’?(WbRV.?1545)628?
? Aiol.??????? ? (adv.)?=?‘????’?(LSJ.?1849)?
? Aiol.??????-?? ? (a.)?=?‘??????’?(LSJ.?1849)?
? Go.?suman?? ? (adv.)?‘????’?‘once,?formerly’?(GoEtD.?328)??
§4.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:399)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *??mó-? as? “Präsensst.? von?
*?em-?‘kommen’?:?ai.?gamé-t,?ahd.?coman?aisl.?koma?(II?S.?920)”.?Instead?of?a?single?
prototype,? the?complete?data?now?reveals? two?different?vocalizations? implied?by? the?
comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*?ea?m-?‘kommen’?is?paralleled?by?Indo-Iranian?and?Tocharian?in:?



















? Go.?ga·qum?-? ? (m.)?‘Zusammenkunft?’?(GoEtD.?147,?gaqum?s)?
§5.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:399)? reconstructed? *medh?mo-? ‘mittelster’?for? “av.?











? Go.?miduma-? ? (f.)?‘Mitte?:??????’?(GoEtD.?253)?
? OIcl.?mj?dm-?? ? (f.)?‘Hüfte,?Leibesmitte’?(ANEtWb.?390)?
? OIr.?medón-? ? (m.)?‘milieu,?centre,?partie?centrale’?(LEIA?M-28?)?
? Go.?midjun·gard-? (m.)?‘inhabited?world’?(Gr.?????????,?GoEtWb.?253)?





? Gr.???-? ? (ao.)?‘geboren?werden’?(GEW?1:210,???????[ps.]).?
(b)?PIE?*?ea?i-? ‘id.’? is?documented?with?a? schwebeablaut? in?Avestan,?matching?Li.?
gemù?in?PIE?*e:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Amme’?(GEW?1:208,??????[sgN])?





? Li.?gi?-? ? (vb.)?‘geboren?werden’?(LiEtWb.?151,?gi?ti?[inf.])?
? Alb.?pre·?im-? ? (sb.)?‘Gastmahl?eines?Erstgeborenen’?(LiEtWb.?151)?
? OPr.?p?r·gima-? (m.)?‘Kreature(n)’?(APrS.?395,?p?rgimmans?[plA])?
(d)? PIE? *?a??m-? ‘geboren? werden’? (P.? 465),? the? labial? extension? of? the? root,? is?
attested?in?several?branches:?
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? OPr.?gem-? ? (vb.)?‘gebären’?(APrS.?336-7,?gemton?[inf.])?
? Li.?gema-? ? (pr.)?‘geboren?werden,?entstehen’?(LiEtWb.?151,?gemù)?
? OPr.?gemia-? ? (f.)?‘Hausfrau’?(APrS.?337,?gemia?[sgN])?
? LAv.?ni·??maya-? (cs.)?‘zu?Gebären?bringen’?(AIWb.?1081,?ni??mayeiti)?
? TochB.???m·nya-? (pret.)?‘create’??(DTochB.?621,???mnyare?[3pl])?
§7.? Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:417)? reconstructed? Neogr.? *t?m-? for? “Aksl.? t?ma?
‘Finsternis’,?W.?tem-?‘dunkel?sein’?(lit.?u?-temis?‘Verfinsterung’?ai.?támas?N.?‘Dunkel’),?
vgl.? lit.? tímsra-s? ‘schweissfüchsig’”.? In? the?material,? two? roots?are?now?confirmed?by?
Fick’s?rule:?
(a)?PIE?*tim-?‘dunkel,?finster’?appears?in?Baltic,?Slavonic?and?Indo-Iranian:?
? OCS.?t?ma? ? (f.)?‘Finsternis’?(‘darkness’,?Sadnik?971)?
? OInd.?timirá-? ? (a.)?‘dunkel,?finster’?(KEWA?1:502)?
? ModPers.?timir-? (sb.)?‘Dunkelheit’?(KEWA?1:502)?
? Li.?ti?sra-? ? (a.)?‘bleifarbig,?schweißfüchsig’?(LiEtWb.?1097)?
(b)? PIE? *tema?-? (or? *te?am-? ?)? ‘Dunkel,? Finsterniss’?with? PIE? *?? implied? by? the?
Lithuanian?acute?is?attested?in?four?groups:?
? Li.?tém-? ? (vb.)?‘finster/dunkel/Abend?werden?(LiEtWb.?1080)?
? RV.?támas-? ? (n.)?‘Dunkel,?Finsterniss’?(WbRV.?524)?
? gAv.?t?mah-? ? (n.)?‘Finsternis,?Dunkel’?(AIWb.?648)?
? OHG.?demar? ? (.)?‘Dämmerung’?(LiEtWb.?1081)?
? Lat.?temere? ? (adv.)?‘blindlings,?zufällig,?ohne?Grund’?(WH?2:656)?
?
3.4.9  Neogr. ?*??(long ?syllabic ?bilabial) ?




Uridg.? ? Ar.? Arm.? Gr.?? Alb.? Ital.? Urir.? Germ.?Balt.? Slav.?
*??vor?C? ?? an? ?????? ?? an,?na? an? un? in? ?n?
§2.?The?theoretical?and?reconstructive?problems?of?Neogr.?*??coincide?with?those?of?





(a)?PIE?*da?m-? ‘zähmen’?with?the?ablaut?*e/o? in?PIE?*dea?m-?*doa?m-? is? implied?by?
the?following?forms:?
? Hom.?????·????-? (m.)?‘Rossebändigend’?(GEW?1:346,??????????)?
? OIr.?daimi-? ? (pr.)?‘zähmen’?(DIL?175,?daimid?[3sg])?
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? Lat.?dom?-? ? (pr1.)?‘zähmen,?bändigen’?(WH?1:367,?dom?re?[inf.])?
? RV.?d?m?-? ? (f.)?‘Seil’?(WbRV.?595?+?Brugmann’s?Law?II)?
? Aiol.??????-? ? (vb.)?‘bezähmen,?bändigen,?bewältigen’?(GEW?1:346)?
? OIr.?domna-? ? (vb.)?‘festbinden,?bändigen’?(DIL?180,?domnaid)?
(b)?PIE?*dma?-?‘bändigen,?usw.’?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘bändingen,?bezähmen,?-wältigen’?(GEW?1:346)?
? Hom.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Sklave’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:480,?GEW?1:403)?
? Hom.??·????-? ? (pt.)?‘ungebändigt,?unverheiratet’?(GEW?1:346)?
? Gr.??·?????-? ? (pf.pt.)?‘gebändigt,?unverheiratet’?(GEW?1:346)?
The?formation?has?no?external?parallels?that?I?would?be?aware?of.?Despite?this?a?direct?
derivation?of?(b)? from?(a)? is? impossible,?because? in?zero?grade? the?root?PIE?*da?m-?
resulted?in?media?aspirata:?
(c)?PIE?*da??m-?‘binden,?anheften,?usw.’?(Neogr.?*dh?m-)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (f.)?‘Strick,?Schnur,?Band’?(GEW?1:700)? ?
? ?i.?daming-? ? (vb1A.)?‘anheften,?-kleben?(?)’?(HEG?3:77-8)?
§4.?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:419)?reconstructed?Neogr.?*??-?‘ermüden’?for?“ai.???mya-ti?
‘er?hört?auf,? lässt?nach’,?gr.? ion.? ?????????????-?? (urgr.? ?)?und? ??????-?,?vielleicht?
auch? ?????? aus? ??n?,? vgl.? ai.? Imper.? ?ami-?va”.631? Nevertheless,? two? distinct?
correspondences?are?implied?by?the?comparative?method:?
(a)?PIE?*?a?ma?-?‘mühen;?liegen,?Lager’?(ablaut?PIE?*?ea?m-?*??a?m-,?P.?557)632?
? Lat.?cam?? ? (f.)?‘kurzes,?niedriges?Bett,?Pritsche’?(WH?1:145)?
? RV.??am?yá-? ? (dn.)?‘tätig?sein,?sich?Mühe?geben’?(WbRV.?1380)?
? Gr.??·??????-?? (pt.)?‘unermüdlich,?frisch’?(GEW?1:773)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘tiefe,?ruhiger?Schlaf’?(GEW?2:61)?
(b)?PIE?*?ma?-?‘liegen’?(P.?557,?KEWA?3:381-2)?
? AV.??ma·??na-? (n.)?‘Fried-hof,?Leichen-stätte’?(EWA2:659)?
? Do.???????-? ? (pf.)?‘sich?mühen,?ermatten,?sterben’?(GEW?1:773)? ?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (a.)?‘unermüdlich’?(GEW?1:773,???????[sgN])?
(c)?PIE?*?o-? ‘liegen’?(Ablaut?*?-??o-??e-).?The?base?of?the?above?extensions?and?the?
shortest? form? of? the? root? is? revealed? by? an? attribute? of? the? gods?Rudra? and? ?iva?
(AiGr.?II/2:81):?
? OInd.?giri·?a-? ? (m.)?‘inhabiting?mountains’?(KEWA?3:304).?










3.4.10  Nasals ?PIE ?*m/??and ?*n/?? in ?System ?PIE ?
§0.?The? extended?data?does?not? support? the?postulation?of? syllabic?nasals?with? the?






laryngeal? have? been? preserved? in? the? data,? all? in? languages? not? available? for?
Brugmann?and?his?colleagues.634?However,? in?a? special?case?C1???PIE?*?,?a? syllabic?




the? syllabic? nasal? to? yield? a? consonant? without? a? svarabhakti? vowel.? This? is? now?
implied? by? the? comparative? method? in? examples? like? PIE? ??na?-? ‘wissen’? with? a?
common?Indo-European?development?









3.5  Resonants ? in ?System ?PIE ?
3.5.1  ?The ?resonants ?*i ?u ? l ?r ?m ?n ? in ?System ?PIE ?





634? In?Later?Anatolian?examples? like?Lyc.? sñta-? ‘100?’?or? ‘a?percent?’?and?Lyc.? t?peimeh? (Ic.)? ‘-(?)-’?
(BLyk.?4:58),?the?syllabic?nasal?(PIE?*C?C)?remains?unproven?owing?to?the?possibility?of?syncope.?
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result? that? the? core? of? the? Neogrammarian? theory? is? sound.635? However,? the?
svarabhakti? vowels? allegedly? arising? from? the? syllabic? sonants?Neogr.? *?? ?? ?? ?? are?
comparatively?paralleled,?and?therefore?they?are?established?to?be?genuine.?In?order?
to?avoid?generating?ghost? forms? from?Neogr.?*?? ?????,? the? traditional?rules?must?be?
replaced? with? a? simpler? one? stating? that? the? syllabic? resonants? resulted? in? the?
respective?consonants? after? the? loss? of? surrounding? PIE? *?? (the? principle? of? the?
regularity?of?sound?change).?




(b)? PIE? *á? (Neogr.? *?)? assimilated? with? PIE? *i? *u? regardless? of? whether? PIE? *??
preceded?or?followed?PIE?*á,?according?to?the?following?rules:??
? PIE?*á+i?*i+á?? ??? RV.??,?Li.?y,?Gr.??,?OCS.?i,?etc.???
? PIE?*á+u?*u+á? ??? RV.??,?Li.??,?Gr.??,?OCS.?y,?etc.?
(c)?Sturtevant’s? idea?of?a? laryngeal?and/or?schwa?being? the?cause?of? the? two-syllabic?
scansions?of?Sievers’s?Law?can?be?formulated?with?precision?for?the?environments??
PIE?*?iV?? ? *i?V?? ? *?uV?? ? *u?V.??










in? the?environments? (V)L?T?and? (V)?LT,? the? laryngeal?and? liquid?were? lost?and?a?
palatalization?ensued,?resulting?in?cerebrals?in?Sanskrit?and?Avestan??.?
(c)?Actual? examples? of? the? development? of? (C)L?V? have? been? preserved? (e.g.? in?
Edgerton’s? samples? of? Sievers’s? Law? for? liquids).? RV.? índra-? indicates? that? no?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
635?Conversely,? Schmitt-Brandt’s? (1967:48)? assertion? (“In? der?Tat? besaß? das? Indogermanische? keine?
silbischen?Liquiden?und?Nasale.”)? is? too? strong.?Syllabic? sonants?existed,?but? yielded?only? respective?
consonants.?
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svarabhakti?vowel?emerged,? leaving? the? latter? to?be?explained?by?means?of?external?
comparison.?
(d)? The? neutrality? of? the? long? syllabic? resonants?in? the? environment? (C)L?C? is?
indicated?by?RV.??d??-?(WbRV.?255)?:?Gr.??????-?(GEW?1:368)?:?OIr.??drach-?(DIL.?
24,? LEIA? A-76),? in? which? no? svarabhakti? vowels? emerged.? Taken? together,? the?
traditional? rules? for? the? Indo-European? liquids? (C)LC? (C)L?V? (C)L?V? can? be?
replaced?with?a?single?rule.?




(b)? PIE? *?? and? PIE? *?? turned? into? respective? consonants? without? developing?
svarabhakti?vowels.?The? situation?was?already?understood?by?Brugmann? in? terms?of?
the? initial? sequences? *mn-,? *mr-,? *ml-? (with? PIE? *?),? but? the? true? scope? of? the?









3.5.2  The ?evaluation ?of ?the ?Sonantentheorie ?
§0.?Owing? to? the? existence? of? the? syllabic? resonants? PIE? *?? ?? ?? ?? (conditioned? by?
position)?and?the?goal?of?connecting?the?related?Indo-European?forms,?the?core?of?the?
Neogrammarian? theory? is? sound.?However,? the?decisively? extended? Indo-European?
data? and? the? emergence? of? PIE? *?? has? led? to? a? situation? where? Brugmann? and?
Osthoff’s?reconstructions?no?longer?reflect?the?material?in?a?consistent?manner,?and?a?
transition? from? the? Sanskrito-centric? method? of? reconstruction? of? the?
Neogrammarians? to? a? comparative? (external)?one? is? required.?The? reasons? for? this?
and?related?issues?are?briefly?analyzed?here.?
§1.?Despite?their?anti-Paleogrammarian?tendencies?in?the?treatment?of?the?PIE?vowel?
system? (Neogr.? *?? ?? ?? ?? å? vs.? Paleogr.? *?),? Brugmann? and?Osthoff? fell? back? into?
Sanskrito-centrism? in? their? reconstruction? of? the? syllabic? sonants.?This? is? apparent?
throughout?the?reconstruction:?
(a)?On? the? level?of?phonetics,?Brugmann?adopted? the?concept?of? svarabhakti?vowel?
and? syllabic? liquids? (OInd.? ?? ?)? from? the? Sanskrit? grammarians,? importing? and?
generalizing? these? for? the?proto-language.?These?preferences?can?be?exemplified?by?





Brugmann? operated? not? only? ex? nihilo? nihil,? but? in? violation? of? the? principle? of?
postulation?(Fick’s?Rule).?The?identity?of?the?vocalisms?OIr.??drach-?(DIL.?24,?LEIA?
A-76)? :? Gr.? ?????-? (two? witnesses)? properly? implies? Indo-Iranian? as? having?
developed?a?secondary?syllabic?resonant?RV.??d??-?after?the?loss?of?PIE?*a?(=?Neogr.?
*?).?
(b)? In? terms? of? morphology,? Sanskrito-centrism? manifested? in? a? twofold? manner.?
First,?the?counterparts?of?the?theoretical?Sanskrit-roots??p?-??t?-?were?projected?onto?




postulation?of? the? root?OInd.? ?san-? :? ?s?-? can?be? compared?with?Burrow’s? critique?
(1979)637? and? the? reality? of? the? data.? In? the? traditional? reconstruction,? the?
morphological?variation?was?accounted?for?with?the?following?schema:?
? ? *e-grade:? ? ? zero-grade:? ? ?
? Neogr.?*sen-?(?san-)? ?? *s?C?(?sa·C-)?? ?*snV?(–)?
? Neogr.?*sen?-?(?sani-)? *s??C?(?s?-)? ? ?*sn?V?(–)?
The?critical? feature?of? the? reconstruction? is? the?assumed?presence?of?an?underlying?
nasal?Neogr.?*n/?? in?all? forms?of? the? root.?This?was?never?consistent?with? the? facts,?
because? roots? without? the? nasal? OInd.? ?s-,? ?sa-? existed? de? facto? outside? the?
description? of? the? Sanskrit? grammarians.638? When? Brugmann? excluded? the? forms?
without?a?nasal?(or?explained?these?by?means?of?analogy),?the?theory?was?left?without?





636?See?Brugmann? (1879b:273):? “Delbrück? stellt?diese? ?-formen? vb.? 93?mit? j?tá-? von? jan,?kh?tá-? von?
khan?und?m?tavaí?von?man?zusammen,?recurriert?zur?erklärung?derselben?auf?parallelwurzeln?s?,?v?,?j?,?
kh?,?m??[…].”?





convincing?even? for? these? forms,?preserved? in? the?Veda,?set?(3?sg.?active?aor.? inj.)?and?s?mahi,?which?
according?to?K.?Hoffmann?(MSS?22,?pp.?26?ff.)?is?an?optative?1?pl.?mid.?derived?from?this?root.”?
639?Burrow? (1979:24)?adds:?“It? is?not?possible? to?account? for? the? root? s?-/s-? in? these? forms?as?having?
arisen?analogically?in?the?manner?described?above.?We?are?forced?to?the?conclusion?that?the?root?form?





? ?i.??a?-? ? (vb.)?‘verlangen,?etc.’?(HEG?2:820,??a-a?-?u-un?[1sg])?
? RV.?go·??-? ? (a.)?‘Rinder?gewinnend/verleihend’?(WbRV.?414)640?
? RV.?k?etra·sá’-? (a.)?‘Land?gewinnend’?(WbRV.?370,?k?etrasáam?[sgA])?
? RV.?pa?u·?-? ? (a.)?‘Vieh?schenkend’?(WbRV.?796,?pa?u?ás?[sgG])?
? gAv.?f?u·?-?? ? (a.)?‘der?Vieh?in?seinen?Besitz?bringt’?(AIWb.?1030)?
? ? PIE??sa?i-?
? Ved.?sáy-? ? (ao.)?‘erlangen’?(Burrow?1979:24,?set?[3sg])?
? OInd.?s?ya-? ? (prM.)?‘erlangen,?erbeuten’?(Gramm.?s?yate?[3sg])?
? RV.??ata·séya-? (n.)?‘das?Erlangen?hundertfachen?Gutes’?(WbRV.?1375)?
? ?i.??a?i?ki-? ? (vb.iter.)?‘suchen,?verlangen’?(HHand.?142)?
? Arm.?hai?e-? ? (vb.)?‘suchen,?verlangen,?bitten’?(ArmGr.?418)?
? ? PIE??sa?n-?
? RV.?sas?n-? ? (pf.)?‘erlangen’?(WbRV.?1466,?sas?na?[3sg])?
? RV.?sanó-? ? (vb.)?‘erlangen,?erbeuten,?gewinnen’?(WbRV.?1465)?
? Att.????-? ? (pr.)?‘zustande?bringen,?vollenden’?(GEW?1:115)?
? Att.?????? ? (pr.)?‘zustande?bringen,?vollenden’?(GEW?1:115)?
? ? PIE??sa?t-??
? RV.?s?tá-?? ? (pt.)?‘gewonnen’?(KEWA?3:428)?
? RV.?gó·??ti-? ? (f.)?‘Erlangung?von?Rindern’?(WbRV.?414)?
? OCS.?po·s?ti-? ? (vb.)?‘heim-,?besuchen,?sehen?nach’?(Sadnik??800)?
? OCS.?pri·s?ti-? ? (vb.)?‘besuchen’?(Sadnik??800,?pris?titi?[inf.])641?




paradigms? like?RV.?han·ti? :?RV.?ha·tha?had? to? contain?a? common?deep-level? root.?
Brugmann’s?(1879c:287)?structural?mode?of?reasoning? is? illustrated?by? the? following?
quote:?
“Ich?gehe?von?einem?meines?erachtens?ganz?sicheren?fall?aus.?Dass?das?praesens?badhn?ti?











Despite? this,?owing? to? the?enriched?data,?Brugmann’s? internal? reconstructions?have?
now?been?cast?into?doubt.?As?a?rule,?when?external?parallels?are?available,?the?nasal?is?
also?absent.?Thus,?there?is?no?nasal?in:?
? ?i.?badan-? ? (GI?n.)?‘Tablett?aus?Rohr,?Korb,?Sieb’?(CHD?P:241f.)?
? AV.?badhn?-? ? (pr.)?‘binden?an/mit?[L]’?(WbRV.?897,?badhn?mi?[1sg])?
Identically,?the?short?root?form?RV.??ha-?did?not?contain?the?nasal?that?is?present?in?
RV.??han-?(=? i.?guen-),?because?the?vowel?reflects?PIE?*e:?
? ?i.?gue-? ? (vb.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(HEG?1:604-5,?ku-e-mi/-?i)?
? RV.?ha-? ? (pr.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(WbRV.?1642,?hathás,?hatás)?
? gAv.??a-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?töten’?(AIWb.?603,??aidy?i?[inf.]).??
In? this? regard,? one? should? mention? the? questionable? part? played? by? analogy? in?
Brugmann’s?(1879c:290)?thought:?
“In? wurzeln? wie? bhandh? ‘binden’,? skand? ‘steigen’?u.a.? ist? der? nasal,? nach? allem,? was? wir?
wissen,? ein? ebenso?wesentlicher? bestandtheil?wie? das? r? in?wurzeln?wie? dark? ‘sehen’,? vart?
‘wenden’?u.?s.?w.?Wenn?er?fehlt,?so?ist?er?entweder?auf?lautgesetzlichem?weg?geschwunden,?
wie? in? badhn?ti? und? baddhá-,? oder? es? hat? eine? neubildung? nach? der? analogie? von?
unnasalierten?wurzeln?stattgefunden,?wie?bei?bedhús?nach??ekús?und?ähnl.”?
However,? yet? a? third? explanation? is? possible,?which? is? not? based? on? sound? laws? or?
analogy?(the?two?privileged?agendas?of?the?Neogrammarians).?This?is?the?Proto-Indo-
European?derivation,?now? externally? confirmed? as? the? true? cause?of? the?difference?
RV.?ha-?:?han-?=? i.?gue-?:?guen-?and?other?similar?alternations.?
§2.?As? a? second? factor? contributing? to? the? problems? of? the? Sonantentheorie,? it? is?





left? the? theory? incomplete.? Using? the? concurrent? Sanskrito-centric? (internal)?








Against? this? analysis,? the? roots? in? question? were? actually? attested? already? in? the?
traditional?material,?as?revealed?by?the?following?examples:?




? Gr.???????-? ? (pf.fut.P.)?‘töten’?(GEW?1:657,??????????)?
and?
? OIcl.?gu?-? ? (f.)?‘Kampf’?(ANEtWb.?195)?
? RV.?sam·hát-? ? (f.)?‘die?Schicht’?(WbRV.?1440)?
? RV.?hatá-? ? (pf.)?‘geschlagen,?getötet,?erschlagen’?(WbRV.?1646)?
? LAv.??ata-? ? (pf.pt.)?‘geschlagen,?getötet’?(AIWb.?602)?




2.?Though? it?would? be? inappropriate? to? criticize? the?Neogrammarians? for? not?
using?data?that?was?unavailable?to?them,?it?should?be?noted?that?the?contrast?between?
the?abstractness?of? the?Neogrammarian? reconstruction?and? the? concreteness?of? the?





? Gr.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(GEW?1:359,?????)?
? RV.?dá·?a-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(n.)?‘zehn?Finger’?(WbRV.?581,?dá?a?[NA])?
? TochB.??a·k? ? (num.)?‘ten?:?zehn’?(DTochB.?619,??ak?[N])?
? Arc.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(Grundr2?1:406)?
? RV.?dá·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(WbRV.?582,?da??n?m,?BRUGMANN?II)?
? ? PIE?*?a?imt-?
? Li.??i?ta-? ? (m.)?‘centum’?(LiEtWb.?984,??i?tas?[sgN])?
? OCS.?de·s?t?? ? (num.)?‘zehn,?Dekade’?(Sadnik??139)?
? TochA.?tary?·kiñci-? (num.ord.)?‘tricesimus’?(Poucha?116)?
? ? PIE?*?ea?nt-*?oa?nt-?
? TochB.?kante-?? (num.)?‘centum’?(MA.?405,?DTochB.?139)? ?
? Gr.?????·?????? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(LSJ.?1815,?Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:592)?
? Gr.??·?????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:591,????????)?
? ? PIE?*?ea?to-,?*?oa?to-?
? RV.??atá-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(WbRV.?1372,??atá?[NA])?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(GEW?1:475)?
? Arc.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:592,???????)?
? Aiol.???·????-?? (ord.)?‘der?zehnte’?(GEW?1:359)?
? TochA.?kät-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7,?kät?[316?b?7])?
? 339?




(b)?By? and? large? the? incompleteness?of? the?Neogrammarian? sound? law? system?was?
caused?by?the?absence?of?PIE?*?,?and?there?is?little?point?in?criticizing?the?pioneers?for?
that.? However,? the? Neogrammarians? overproduced? sound? laws? by? setting? forth?
abstract?underlying?forms?for?derivations?in?examples?like?
Neogr.?*p?rV-?(??LT?*p?HV)?? ? ??? OInd.?pur-?‘forth’?
without?first?checking?the?possibility?of?an?external?(comparative)?match?(i.e.?common?




? Go.?faur? ? (adv.prep.)?‘vor,?für’?(GoEtD.?110)?
? Umbr.?pur·doui-? (vb.)?‘porricit?’?(WbOU.?612,?purdouitu?[3sg])?
? ModPers.?pul-?? (sb.)?‘Brücke’?(Güntert?1916:95)?
? RV.?pur?? ? (adv.)?‘früher,?zuvor,?usw.’?(WbRV.?826)?
? LAv.?paoirya? ? (adv.)?‘zu?Anfang?(der?ersten?Welt)’?(AIWb.?874)?
? Go.?faur?is? ? (adv.)?‘??????,??????????before,?earlier’?(GoEtD.?112)?
? TochA.?purcomo-? (a.)?‘primus,?optimus’?(Poucha?201)?
(c)? The? incompleteness? of? the? traditional? phoneme? inventory? was? perhaps? not?
sufficiently?understood?by?Brugmann?and?Osthoff,? the?key? theoreticians.?Saussure’s?
segmental?analysis?Neogr.?*?? ?eA?and?Møller’s?guttural?interpretation?of?*A,?though?
admittedly? not? adequately? formulated,? were? revolutionary? indeed.? Unfortunately,?
Saussure?and?Møller?were?not?rewarded?with?a?proper?response?(i.e.?positive?attempts?
to? develop? the? ablaut? theory? of?Neogr.? *?? a? ?? and? to? check? the? possibility? of? the?
existence?of?a?segmental?laryngeal?Neogr.?*h).?Had?the?Neogrammarians?studied?the?
ideas?more? fully,? they?might? have? been? able? to? eliminate? some? of? Saussure’s? and?
Møller’s? early? mistakes? before? the? appearance? of? the? first? interpretations? of? Old?
Anatolian.?




“Brugmann?did? regard? the?Ursprache?as?having?a? relatively?high?degree?of?uniformity,? if?
one? is?to? judge?by?the?following?(1897:22):? ‘In?der?früheren,?engeren?Urheimat?mögen?die?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????







as? the?model?of? the? reconstruction?of? the?proto-language? is? recognizably?present? in?






? OCS.?s?to-? ? (num.)?‘hundert’?(Sadnik?917,?s?to?[sgNA]).644?















“The? truth? is? that?at?no?period?which? can?be? reached?by? comparison? is? such?a? simplified?
state?of?affairs?to?be?found.?The?evidence?points?rather?to?a?continuum?of?varying?dialects?of?
the? same? language,?manifesting?differences? in? the?matter?of?morphology?which?are?often?
very?considerable.”?
The?more?material?that?emerges,?the?easier?it?is?to?agree?with?Nyman?(1978:39):?
“To?quote?Hall? (1960:203):? ‘Ever? since? the? beginning?of? the? comparative?method,? it?has?









(c)? In? a? further? criticism? of? the? absolute? uniform? hypothesis,? note? the? remarks? of?
Dyen?(1969:506):?
“Not?only?does? the? [absolute]?uniformity?assumption? specify?a?characteristic?not? found? in?
normal?observed?languages,?but?interestingly?enough?it?also?contradicts?the?results?obtained?





über? den? ansatz? von? parallelwurzeln? nicht? hinaus.? Wir? finden? oft? formationen?
nebeneinander,?deren?wurzeltheile?offenkundig?etymologisch?nahe?verwandt?sind?und?doch?
lautlich?nicht?zu?einer?einheitlichen?form?combiniert?werden?können.?Indess?nur?dann?sollte?
man? von? parallel? wurzeln? redden,? wenn? die? verschiedenheit? der? nicht? zu? trennenden?
kernhaften?worttheile?sich?schon?als?eine?urindogermanische?herausstellt.”??
In? other? words,? the? uniform? hypothesis? is? sustainable? in? its? non-absolute? form?




(d)?With? the? enriched?data? at?our?disposal,? Indo-European? linguistics?now?has? the?
opportunity? to? shift? from? absolute? uniformity? to? the? real? parent? language? with?
derivational?diversity.?The?difference?between?the?two?approaches?can?be? illustrated?
with? the?modern? counterpart? of? the?Neogrammarian? reconstruction,? in? which? the?




? Gr.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(GEW?1:359,?????)?
? RV.?dá·?a-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(n.)?‘zehn?Finger’?(WbRV.?581,?dá?a?[NA])?
? Arc.???·??-? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(Grundr2?1:406)?












? Bret.?kant-? ? (num.)?‘hundert’?(WH?1:201,?kant)?
? Cymr.?cant-? ? (num.)?‘centum’?(WH?1:201,?cant)?
? TochA.?känt-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7)?
? Gr.??·?????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:591)?
? Gr.?????·?????? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(LSJ.?1815,?Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:592)?
? ? PIE?*?ea?t-?*?oa?t-?
? RV.??atá-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(WbRV.?1372,??atá?[NA])?
? TochA.?kät-? ? (num.card.)?‘centum’?(Poucha?66-7,?kät?[316?b?7])?
? Gr.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(GEW?1:475)?
? Arc.??·????-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:592,???????)?
? Aiol.???·????-?? (ord.)?‘der?zehnte’?(GEW?1:359)?
? Att.???·????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(GEW?1:453)?
? Aiol.???·????-? ? (num.)?‘20’?(GEW?1:453)?
? RV.???ta·vaneya-? (a.)?‘zum?Geschlecht?des??.?gehörig’?(WbRV.?1391)?
? ? PIE?*?a?un-?
? Go.?tai·hun-? ? (num.card.)?‘=??????:?ten’?(GoEtD.?339)?
? Arm.?ere·sun-?? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(ArmGr.?1:491)?
? Arm.?k‘a?a·sun-? (num.)?‘40’?(ArmGr.?1:491)?
? Go.?hunda? ? (n.pl.)?‘hundert’?(GoEtD.?194-5)?
? Go.?taihunda? ? (num.ord.)?‘tenth’?(GoEtD.?339)?
? ? ?PIE?*?a?ut-?
? OCS.?s?to? ? (num.)?‘hundert’?(Sadnik?917,?s?to?[sgNA])?
? OCS.?s?t?n?? ? (a.num.m.)?‘der?hundertste’?(Sadnik?917)?
? RV.??utu·dr?-? ? (IDf.)?‘Fluss?im?Fünfstromland’?(WbRV.?1403)647?
In?terms?of?the?reconstruction,?it?is?important?to?note?that:?
1.?All? nodes? of? the?matrix? are? supported? by? at? least? by? two?witnesses,? due? to?
which? their? reconstruction? for? the? proto-language? is? legitimate? and? based? on? the?
comparative?method,?also?according?to?Brugmann’s?more?moderate?view.?
2.?The?nodes?of?the?matrix?(or?isoglosses)?do?not?appear?in?the?axis?of?‘regular?vs.?












3.?All?nodes? of? the?matrix? (isoglosses)? are?perfectly? regular? and?uniform.?The?
comparative?method?implies?reconstructions?for?the?root?PIE???a?-?and?its?derivates?
PIE? ??a?·imt-,? ??a?·nt-? ??a?·t-,? ??a?·un-? and? ??a?·ut-.? Consequently,? the?






(a)?Due? to? the?existence?of? the?syllabic?sonants?PIE?*???? ?? ??and? the?overall?goal?of?
explaining? the? links?between? the?etymologically?connected?Indo-European?data,? the?






(b)? The? absolute? uniform? view? of? the? structure? of? the? proto-language? should? be?
replaced?with? a?more? realist? view? that? allows? for? a?derivational? variation?of?Proto-
Indo-European? as? implied? by? the? comparative? method.? The? comparative? method?












4  PIE ?*??and ?the ?PIE ?obstruent ?system ?
4.1  Introduction ?
§0.? The? Proto-Indo-European? obstruent? system? consists? of? plosives? and? fricatives,?
which?are?discussed?and?analyzed?in?this?chapter.?Except?for?the?absence?of?PIE?*??and?
a?generally?exaggerated?fricative?system,?the?Neogrammarian?proto-phoneme?system?
is? correctly? postulated? and? suitable? as? the? starting? point? of? the? comparative?
reconstruction?as?such.?
?
4.1.1  The ?Neogrammarian ?obstruent ? inventory ?
§0.?The?Neogrammarian? obstruent? system? can? be? approached? through? the? natural?
classification?of?the?phonemes?postulated.?
§1.?In?its?full?form,?the?Neogrammarian?plosive?system?consisted?of?twenty?phonemes:?
? ? 1.? ? 2.? ? 3.? ? 4.? ? 5.?
? ? –? ? –? ? –? ? –? ? –?
? I? *p? ? *t? ? *k? ? *k?? ? *??
? II? *ph? ? *th? ? *kh? ? *k?h? ? *?h?
? III? *b? ? *d? ? *g? ? *?? ? *??
? IV? *bh? ? *dh? ? *gh? ? *?h? ? *?h?
The?problems?of?the?plosive?system?are?divided?into?two?subsets:?
(a)? Columns? 1–3? represent? the? so-called? ‘Decem-Taihun? isogloss’,? reflecting? the?
problem?of?the?four?manners?of?articulation?(the?series?T?:?Th?:?D?:?Dh)?in?the?proto-
language.?
(b)?Columns?3–5? represent? the? so-called? ‘Centum-Satem? isogloss’,? representing? the?
problem?of?the?three?velar?places?of?articulation?(the?series?K?:?K??:?K?)?in?the?proto-
language.?




4.1.2  ?Neogr. ?*T ?Th ?D ?Dh ?(Decem-Taihun ? isogloss) ?





*T? :?Th? :?D? :?Dh? (Germanic?and?Armenian),?and? the?Decem?group,?which?did?not?
undergo?that?shift.?
§1.? The? Germanic? sound? shift? (‘Lautverschiebung’,? otherwise? known? as? Grimm’s?
Law)?was?in?essence?grasped?already?by?Rask?(1818),?except?for?PIE?*b?(for?which?he?
lacked? examples)651? and? for? the? series? Th,652? which? would? be? discovered? later? on?
(Szemerényi?1996:55).?In?its?full?form,?the?Germanic?sound?shift?stands?as?follows:?
? ????Labials? ? ? ???Dentals? ? ? ???Velars?
? ? –? ? ? ? –? ? ? ? –?
? *p? ?? f? ? *t? ?? ?? ? *k? ?? h?
? *ph? ?? f? ? *th? ?? ?? ? *kh? ?? h?
? *b? ?? p? ? *d? ?? t? ? *g? ?? k?






a?proper?shift?(unlike,? for? instance,? the?Old?High?German?sound?shift)?(Szemerényi?
1996:55).?
(b)?On?the?other?hand,?the?alternative?term? ‘Grimm’s?Law’?was?already?criticized?by?
Pedersen,? who? considered? it?Rask’s? Law,? a? view? that? has? recently? gained? greater?
traction.653?Thus,? according? to?Fox? (1995:21):? “The? term? [Grimm’s?Law]?itself? is? a?
misnomer,? as? Grimm? was? certainly? not? the? discoverer? of? this? law;? predecessors,?
especially? Rasmus? Rask,? deserve? much? of? the? credit? for? its? discovery.”? Similarly?
Collinge? (1995:28)?writes:? “The?dependence?of?Grimm?on?Rask? in?phonology? (the?
1822? version? of? the? first? volume? of? Grimm’s? grammar? was? revised? by? 596? Rask-
inspired?pages)? led?Pedersen? to?suggest? that? the? law?be?suitably?renamed?(Pedersen?
1916:59).?Support?came?from?Jespersen.”?
§3.?In?Armenian,?a?very?similar?but?more?complete?shift?took?place:?
? ????Labials? ? ? ???Dentals? ? ? ???Velars?
? ? –? ? ? ? –? ? ? ? –?
? *p? ?? Ø/v? ? *t? ?? Ø/t‘? ? *k? ?? k‘?
? *ph? ?? p‘? ? *th? ?? t‘? ? *kh? ?? x?
? *b? ?? p? ? *d? ?? t? ? *g? ?? k?
? *bh? ?? b? ? *dh? ?? d? ? *gh? ?? g?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
651?The?gap? left?by?Rask? regarding?*b?was? immediately? filled?by? Jakob?Bredsdorff? (1821:21-22).?See?
Collinge?(1985:63)?for?details.?
652?The?series?Th?was?proven?by?Grassmann?in?1863.?
653?As? reported?by?Collinge? (1985:64),?“Pedersen? (PedS?261)? saw?no?progress? [in?Grimm?1822]?over?
Rask’s?results,?and?less?insight.”?
? 347?
§4.? Other? cognates,? not? having? gone? through? a? similar? shift,? are? called? Decem?
languages?(except? for?Tocharian?and?Anatolian,?which? in?my?opinion?are?better? left?
outside?the?isogloss).?
§5.?In?Tocharian?the?oppositions?of?voice?and?aspiration,?manifested?in?the?series?T?:?
Th? :?D? :?Dh,?were? lost?altogether.?The?unique?development?of?Tocharian?makes? it?a?














was?a?difference?between?voiceless?and?voiced? stops? in?Old?Anatolian? (i.e.??i.? ????
*t(h)??and? i.?z? ?*d(h)?).656?
?
4.1.3  Neogr. ?*K ? : ?K ?? : ?K??(Centum-Satem ? isogloss) ?
§0.?The?definition?of?the?Centum-Satem?isogloss?is?twofold:?
(a)? The? series? Neogr.? *?? ?? ?h? resulted? in? palatals? in? the? Satem? group? (the? first?
palatalization),?but?collided?with?the?plain?velars?Neogr.?*k?g?gh?in?the?Centum?group.?
(b)?The?series?Neogr.?*k?? ? h?was?continued?in?the?Centum?group?with?well-known?
subsequent? developments,? but? the? labial? component?was? neutralized? in? the? Satem?
group,?resulting?in?a?collision?with?the?series?Neogr.?*k?g?gh?(plain?velars).?
§1.? Though? the? traditional? theory? has? prevailed? for? over? a? century,? there? is? now?























4.2.1  Neogrammarian ?system ?T ?Th ?D ?Dh ?
§0.? The? comparative? work? of? the?Neogrammarian? school? resulted? in? the? classical?
reconstruction?of?the?plosive?system?(Szemerényi?1996:54-56):?
*p?? ? *t? ? *k? ? ? (tenues)?
*ph? ? *th? ? *kh? ? ? (tenues?aspiratae)?
*b?? ? *d? ? *g? ? ? (mediae)?
*bh? ? *dh? ? *gh? ? ? (mediae?aspiratae)?
§1.? The? Neogrammarian? plosive? system? distinguishes? between? three? places? of?
articulation? (labial,?dental?and? velar)?and? four?manners?of?articulation:? tenues? (T),?
tenues?aspiratae?(Th),?mediae?(D)?and?mediae?aspiratae?(Dh).?




4.2.2  Meillet’s ?and ?Magnusson’s ?root ?constraint ?theory ?
§0.?Based?on?observations?of?the?existing?Proto-Indo-European?root?shapes,?Meillet?
(1937:173-4)657?presented?a? theory?of?root?constraints? that?applies? to?roots?with? two?
successive?plosives?T—T.?
§1.? According? to? Meillet,? the? following? root? shapes? were? allowed? in? the? proto-
language:?
? T—T?? ? ? T—D?? ? ? D—T?? ? ?
? Dh—Dh?? ? D—Dh?? ? Dh—D?
§2.?In?contrast,?according?to?Meillet,?the?following?root?shapes?were?non-existent:?
? T—Dh?? ? D—D?? ? ? Dh—T??
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




§3.?Vaan?(1999:1)?writes:?“The? [...]?combination? [T—Dh]?is?admitted? if?preceded?by?
#s-?(s?mobile?included),?for?instance?*steigh-.”658?
§4.?Miller?(1977a:367)?adds:?“[...]?the?constraint?applies?only?to?morphemes?and?not?to?
whole?words? (cf.?*gher+to-? ‘milk?butter’?(Pokorny?446),?*bh?+tí-? ‘(act?of)? carrying?
’(Pokorny?128),?etc.).”659?
§5.? In?his? article?Complementary?Distributions? among? the?Root?Patterns?of?Proto-
Indo-European,? Magnusson? (1967:19)? further? develops? Meillet’s? root? constraints,?
first? excluding? ‘pure? patterns’? (roots?with? two? successive? plosives? belonging? to? the?
same?series):?
? T—T? ? :? (D—D)? :? ? Dh—Dh.?
§6.?After?this,?Magnusson?(1967:?24-5)?states?that?roots?with?D?(=?Neogr.?*b?d?g??? )?
are? in? complementary?distribution,?because? the? two?unattested? root? shapes?T—Dh?
and?Dh—T?can?be?used?to?derive?existing?patterns,?according?to?the?schemata:?
? T—D? ? ?? (T—Dh)? ?? ? D—Dh? ?
D—T? ? ?? (Dh—T)? ?? ? Dh—D? ?
As?pointed?out?by?Magnusson? (1967:19),? in? this? framework?“one?may?explain?all?2-
occludent?patterns?in?terms?of?only?two?original?occludent?series?[i.e.?T?and?Dh]”.660??
§7.?Despite?the?partial?success?of?Meillet?and?Magnusson,?the?theory?is?incomplete?(it?
applies? to? roots? with? two? successive? plosives? only)? and? outdated? in? terms? of? the?
segmental?laryngeal?now?reconstructed?for?Proto-Indo-European.?
?
4.2.3  The ?typology ?T ?D ?Dh ?of ?the ? laryngeal ?theory ?
§0.?Saussure’s?early?segmental?analysis?Neogr.?*th?=?t+A?(1891)?was?generalized?by?
Kury?owicz? (1935:46)? for? the? series? tenues?aspiratae?as?a?whole? (=?T+h2),?a?move?
which? ultimately? led? to? the? elimination? of? the? series? in? the? laryngeal? theory? by?
Lehmann?(1952).?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





summarized? by?Miller? (1976)? as? follows:? “Magnusson? arbitrarily? arranges? IE? stops? in? the? following?
hierarchy?(weakest?to?strongest):?labiovelars?–?dentals?–?palatals?–?labials.”?(1976:55);?“[...]?the?strength?
assignments?are?arbitrary,?and?all?of?these?rules?are?impossible.”?(1976:57);?“Magnusson’s?theory?fails?
to? distinguish? accidental? gaps? from? genuine? constraints,? and? quasi-complementary? distributions? in?
roots? that? appear? for? reasons? that? obviously? have? nothing? to? do? with? ‘hierarchies’.”? (1976:58);? “If?
anything,?[Magnusson]?has?muddled?the?issue?with?a?more?arbitrary?and?typologically?dubious?solution?
[...].”? (1976:60).? See? also?Mayrhofer? (1986:105fn42).? It? is? abundantly? clear? that? there? is? no? need? to?
discuss?Magnusson’s? errors? any? further,? and? I?will? restrict? the? treatment? here? to? his? correct? initial?
observation?and?its?consequences.?
? 350?
§1.? In? the?mainstream? laryngeal? theory,? the?elimination?of? the? tenues?aspiratae?has?
led?to?the?replacement?of?the?four?series?of?the?Neogrammarians?with?three?series,?as?
indicated?in:??
*p?? *t? ? *k? ? ? (tenues)?
*b?? *d? ? *g? ? ? (mediae)?
*bh? *dh? ? *gh? ? ? (mediae?aspiratae)?
§2.? Soon? after? Lehmann’s? proposal,? Jakobson? (1958:23)? declared? the? laryngealist?
remodeling?to?be?typologically?deviant:?
“To?my? knowledge? no? language? adds? to? the? pair? /t/? –? /d/? a? voiced? aspirate? /dh/?without?
having? its? voiceless? counterpart? /th/,? while? /t/,? /d/,? and? /th/? frequently? occur? without? the?
comparatively? rare? /dh/,?and? such? stratification? is?easily?explainable? (cf.? Jakobson-Halle);?
therefore? theories? operating? with? the? three? phonemes? /t/? –? /d/? –? /dh/? in? Proto-IE?must?
reconsider?the?question?of?their?phonemic?essence.”661?
In? connection?with?his?demand? for? typological? realism,? Jakobson? interpreted662? the?
laryngealist?plosive?system?as?questionable.663?
?
4.2.4  The ?glottalic ?theory ?(Gamkrelidze ?and ?Ivanov) ?
§0.?Hopper?(1973)?and?Gamkrelidze?&?Ivanov?(1973)?reacted?to?Jakobson’s?challenge?
with?a?new?typological?proposal,?namely?the?existence?of?ejective?stops?in?(Pre-)Proto-










663?Against? Jakobson’s? typology,? it? should?be?now?noted? that? there?are? some? languages? that?actually?
contain?the?three?series?T?:?D?:?Dh?(see?Mayrhofer?1986:93fn14).?
664?For?a?summary?of?various?ejective?models,?see?Collinge?(1985:260).?
665? For? the? glottalic? theory,? see? Hopper? 1973,? Gamkrelidze? &? Ivanov? 1973? and? 1995,? Szemerényi?
(1996:151-3)?and?Mayrhofer?(1986:92-98).?
666?The?details?of?the?glottalic?theories?vary?somewhat.?Gamkrelidze?&?Ivanov?(1973:152)?posit?Th?:?T’?:?
Dh?and?Hopper?(1973:152)?posits?T? :?T’? :???(where??? is?a? ‘laryngealized’?sound).?Hopper?(1981:133)?
writes? simply?T? :?T’? :?Dh.?A? recent? summary? of? the? varieties? of? the? glottalic? theory? is? provided? by?
Kümmel?(2012:293)?
667?The?glottalist?approach?is?based?on?the?three?series?of?laryngeal?theory.?See?Gamkrelidze?&?Ivanov?










§2.? From? a? phonological? point? of? view,?Gamkrelidze? and? Ivanov’s? glottalic? theory?
(GI)?can?be?understood?as?the?laryngealist?version?of?Meillet?and?Magnusson’s?theory,?
in? the? sense? that? it? attempts? to? explain? the? same? distributions? of? the?PIE? roots? by?
slightly?different?means:?
(a)?GI?explains? the?absence?of? the? traditional? roots?D—D? (rewritten?T’—T’)?by?an?
extension?of?Grassmann’s?Law,?which? allegedly? applies? to? roots? that?originally?had?
two?successive?glottal?stops?(Gamkrelidze?&?Ivanov?1973:152):?






in? aspirated? form? Th—Dh,? Dh—Th? and? then? applying? Grassmann’s? Law.? Thus,?
according?to?Gamkrelidze?and?Ivanov?(1973:153):?
“[…]?das?Nichtvorhandensein?der?Wurzeln?vom?Typus?*ghet-?oder?*tegh-? [...]?wird?durch?





of? the? theory.? In? his? immediate? comment? to? Jacobson’s? typology,? Ivanov? (apud?
Jacobson?1958:26)?made?the?following?remark:?
“In? mathematics? two? systems? are? called? isomorphic? if? we? can? establish? a? one-to-one?
correspondence? between? them?while? preserving? the? relations? between? the? elements.? [...]?
This?concept?can?be?applied?to?two?cognate?languages?as?studied?by?the?method?of?internal?
reconstruction.”?
A? comparison?of? the? laryngeal? theory?and? the?move?of?Gamkrelidze?and? Ivanov? in?









? Neogr.?? T? ? Th? ? ?D? ? Dh?
? MM? ? T? ? (Th)670?? [D]? ? Dh?
? LT? ? T? ? ?–? ? ?D? ? Dh?





have?also?phoneme? /h/”,?and? in?general? the? relationship?between? the?PIE? laryngeal?
and?the?Neogrammarian?plosive?system?requires?systematic?clarification.?
§2.?Despite? its? empirical? content,?Meillet? and?Magnusson’s? root? constraint? theory?
remains?incomplete.?The?root?constraint?against?the?series?D?(voiced?mediae)?applies?
only? to? the?roots?with? two?plosive?stops,?and? the? issue?of?segmental? laryngeal? is? left?
untreated.? In? order? to? win? acceptance,? the? theory? needs? to? be? modernized? and?
generalized.?
§3.?The?mainstream? laryngeal? theory?with? elimination? of? series?Th? is? typologically?
questionable?(Jakobson).?Though?a?few?languages?with?T?D?Dh?do?exist,?linking?them?
with? the? Indo-European? group? is? not? tempting? because? typologically? the? Indo-




ejectives? (/T’/)? and? voiced? aspirated? stops? (/DH/).”? Therefore,? as? concluded? by?
Barrack? (2003:14):?“[...]? the?Glottalic?Theory?compels?us? to? reexamine?not?only? the?
adequacy?of?the?Standard?Model?[=?Mayrhofer?1986:98]?but?to?take?a?closer?look?at?
the? typologically? superior? quadraserial? configuration? that? preceded? it:?
Neogrammarian?*T?–?*D?–?*TH?–?*DH.”?
§5.?None?of?the?existing?theories?are?capable?of?explaining?the?problematic?typology,?










4.3  Tenues ?Neogr. ?*k, ?p, ?t ?






? Gr.???????? ? (n.)?‘Fleisch,?Fleischstück’?(GEW?2:11)?
? Lat.?cruento-? ? (a.)?‘blutig,?blutbespritzt,?grausam’?(WH?1:294)?
? RV.?kravy·?d-?? (a.)?‘Leichname?verzehrend’?(WbRV.?359)?
? gAv.?xr?ra-? ? (a.)?‘blutig,?grausig’?(AIWb.?539)?
(b)?Neogr.?*kark-?(P.?531-532)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pf.)?‘to?cut’?(LSJ.?935,?????????[1sg])?
? OInd.?karka-? ? (m.)?‘Krabbe’?(KEWA?1:171,?Lex.?karkas?[sgN])?




? Li.?kél-?? ? (vb.)?‘aufsteigen,?sich?erheben’?(LiEtWb.?237-8)?
? Gr.?????·???-? (m.)?‘Gipfel,?Spitze,?Höhepunkt’?(GEW?2:904)?
? OCS.??elo? ? (n.)?‘Stirn,?Front’?(Sadnik??102,??elo?[sgNA])?
? Li.?kálna-? ? (m2.)?‘Berg’?(LiEtWb.?209,?kálnas?[sgN])?
? RV.?ca??la-? ? (m.)?‘der?Knauf?der?Opfersäule’?(WbRV.?443)672?
(d)?Neogr.?*k?u-?*k?u-?‘schlagen,?usw.’?(P.?535)?
? Li.?káu-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?hauen,?vernichten’?(LiEtWb.?232)? ?
? TochA.?k?w-? ? (vb.)?‘occidere,?necare’?(Poucha?85,?k?we?[3pl])?
? TochB.?kau-? ? (vb.)?=?Skt.?vadh?ya-?(DTochB.?208,?kautsi-??[inf.])?
? Li.?k?ji-? ? (f.)?‘schwerer?Schmiedehammer’?(LiEtWb.?232,?k?jis)?
(e)?Neogr.?*kes-?*kos-?‘kämmen,?scharren,?graben,?usw.’?(P.?585)?
? Li.?kàs-? ? (vb.)?‘graben,?scharren’?(LiEtWb.?226,?kàsti)?
? ?i.?ke?-? ? (vb.)?‘kämmen’?(HEG?1:587f.,?ki-i?-zi)?
? OCS.??esa-? ? (vb.)?‘kämmen,?abstreifen?(von?Früchten)’?(Sadnik?105)?
? Li.?kasà-? ? (f.)?‘Haarflechte,?Zopf’?(LiEtWb.?226,?kasà?[sgN])?




in?Go.?hals-? (m.)? ‘Hals’? (GoEtWb.?175).?The?Rig-Vedic? retroflex? suggests?a? laryngeal? (Fortunatov’s?
Law?II),?which?is?in?turn?confirmed?by?the?Lithuanian?accent?(Li.?é,?á).?
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? ?i.?ke?ri-? ? (SÍGc.)?‘etwas?aus?Wolle,?Handschuh?’?(HHand.?80)?
§2.?Neogr.?*p.?Some?examples?of?the?labial?plosive?(Grundr2?1:507)?are:?
(a)?Neogr.?*pet-,?*pot-?‘Schutzer,?Herr’?(Grundr2?1:513)?
? RV.?páti-? ? (m.)?‘Schutzer,?Herr,?Gebieter,?Behüter’?(WbRV.?765)?
? Lat.?pot?-? ? (vb.)?‘teilhaftig?machen,?bemächtigen’?(WH?2:350)?
? Lat.?poti-? ? (a.)?‘vermögend,?mächtig’?(WH?2:350)?
? OLi.?patì-? ? (m.)?‘Ehemann,?Gatte,?Gemahl’?(LiEtWb.?551)?
? Go.?hunda·fa?-? (m.)?‘Befehlshaber?über?100?mann’?(GoEtD.?194-5)?
(b)?Neogr.?*spe?-?‘sehen,?spähen’?(P.?984)?
? RV.?spá?-? ? (m.)?‘Späher,?Beschauer’?(WbRV.?1608,?spá??[sgN])?
? LAv.?spas-? ? (m.)?‘Späher,?Wächter’?(AIWb.?1614-5,?spa??[N])?
? Lat.?speci?? ? (pr.)?‘sehen’?(WH?2:570-1)?
? TochA.?spakt?n-? (sb.n.)?‘servitium,?ministerium’?(Poucha?384)?
(c)?Neogr.?*sup-?‘schlafen’?(P.?1048-9,?HEG?2:1175)?
? ?i.??up-? ? (vbM.)?‘schlafen’?(HHand.?155,??uptari?[3sg])?
? RV.?ní?(...)?su?up-? (pf.)?‘entschlafen,?sterben’?(WbRV.?1625)?
? OCS.?s?pa-? ? (vb.)?‘schlafen’?(Sadnik?915,?s?pati?[inf.])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Schlaf’?(GEW?1:970,??????)?
? Gr.????·????-?? (a.)?‘wakeful,?keeping?awake’?(LSJ.?16,?????????)?
? gAv.? afna-? ? (n.)?‘Schlaf,?Schläfrigkeit’?(AIWb.?1863)?
§3.?Neogr.?*t.?Some?examples?of?the?phoneme?(Grundr2?1:521-2)?are:?
(a)?Neogr.?*ten-?‘dehnen’?(P.?1065-6)?
? RV.?tan-? ? (ao.)?‘weit?hinstrecken’?(WbRV.?514)?
? Gr.??????? ? (vb.)?‘spannen,?in?die?Länge?ziehen’?(GEW?2:863f.)?
? Li.?t?va-? ? (a.)?‘schlank,?dünn,?fein,?zart,?hoch’?(LiEtWb.?1086)?
? Lat.?tenui-? ? (a.)?‘dünn,?fein,?zart,?eng,?schmal,?niedrig’?(WH?2:666)?
(b)?Neogr.?*trei-?‘drei’?(P.?1090-2)?
? RV.?trí-? ? (num.)?‘drei’?(WbRV.?555,?tr?n?[plA])?
? TochA.?tri-? ? (f.)?‘tres’?(Poucha?135,?tri)?
? TochB.?trai-? ? (num.m.)?‘three’?(Poucha?319,?trai?[NA])?
? Gr.????(i)-? ? (num.pl.)?‘drei’?(GEW?2:621,?Gortyn.???????[plN])?
(c)?Neogr.?*pet-?‘fliegen’?(P.?825-6)?
? ?i.?pet-? ? (vb1.)?‘laufen,?fliegen’?(CHD?P:352f,?píd-da-an-zi)?
? Lat.?prae·pet-? ? (a.)?‘im?Fluge?vorauseilend,?günstig’?(WH?2:354)?
? AV.?ví?ánu?(...)?pap?t-?(pf.)?‘durchfliegen’?(WbRV.?761,?ví?ánu?pap?ta?[3sg])?
? RV.?páta-? ? (pr1.)?‘fliegen’?(WbRV.?761,?pátasi?[2sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (vb.)?‘fliegen’?(GEW?2:521-2,?????????[1sg])?
?
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4.3.2  Theoretical ?approaches ?to ?series ?T ?(tenues) ?
§0.?Until?recently,?the?series?T?(unaspirated?tenues)?has?not?been?contested.?However,?
the?few?attempts?to?challenge?the?general?consensus?can?briefly?be?discussed?here.?
§1.? In? order? to? explain? Meillet’s? root? constraints? against? T—Dh? and? Dh—T,?
Gamkrelidze?and?Ivanov?(1973)?claimed? that? the?PIE?voiceless?unaspirated?plosives?
were? originally? aspirated? (i.e.?Neogr.?T? ??GI?Th).?This?would?mean? that? the? non-
aspirated? series? did? not? exist? in? Proto-Indo-European,? but? the? series? Th? became?
deaspirated?in?all?dialects?(Gamkrelidze?and?Ivanov?1973:154).?
§2.?In?his?books?Proto-Indo-European?Labiovelars?(1978)?and?Proto-Indo-European?






According? to? Speirs? (1978:47),? the? changes? appear? to? be? identical? with? those? of?
Greek:?
“[...]? it? must? be? concluded? that? at? some? earlier? period,? which? we? call? the? PIE? period,?
labiovelars?underwent?the?same?shifts?as?they?underwent?again?in?Greek.”???
?
4.3.3  Solutions ?to ?the ?series ?T ?(PIE ?*k ?*p ?*t) ?
§0.?Despite?its?simplicity,?the?series?PIE?*k?*p?*t?forms?the?minimal?core?of?the?Proto-
Indo-European? plosive? system,? from?which? all? other? items? can? be? derived.? In? this?
sense? the? series? is? fundamental.? In?particular,? the? following?points? should?be?noted?
regarding?the?series:?
§1.?The?glottalic?replacement?of? the?series?T?with?Th?reveals?an? inconsistency? in? the?
foundations?of?Gamkrelidze?and?Ivanov’s?ejective?model:?If?the?definition?Neogr.?*T?
?? **Th? is? accepted,? then? the? glottalic? equation? Neogr.? *D? =? **T’? is? no? longer?
possible,? because? typologically? **T’? presupposes? *T.?This? contradicts?Gamkrelidze?





673?Another? set?of? solid?counter-arguments?against? the?equation?T?=?Th? in?Gamkrelizde?&? Ivanov’s?
glottalic?theory?is?presented?by?Miller?(1977a:382-4).??
674? See,? for? example,?Mayrhofer? (1986:109):? “Das? […]?Buch? von?A.?G.?E.? Speirs,?The? Proto-Indo-
European? Labiovelars? (Amsterdam? 1978)? kann? auf? den? derzeitigen? Stand? nocht? nicht? beurteilt?
werden.”?
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yielding?velars,? labials?and?dentals?–?would?violate? the?principle?of? the? regularity?of?
sound?change.?On? the?contrary,? it?must?be?concluded? that? the?places?of?articulation?





4.4  Tenues ?aspiratae ?Neogr. ?*kh, ?ph, ?th ?
4.4.1  General ?remarks ?on ?tenues ?aspiratae ?
§0.? After? ? an? initial? postulation? of? the? tenues? aspiratae? in? the? 19th? century,? the?
discussion?of?the?20th?and?21st?centuries?has?been?dominated?by?a?segmental?analysis?
of? the? series.?As? the? laryngealist? elimination? of? the? series?was? not? performed? in? a?
flawless?manner,? ?a?detailed?analysis?and? improvements? to? the? series?will?defend? its?
place.?
§1.?After? the? failures? of? Schleicher? and? others,? finally?Grassmann? (1863:96-98)675?
successfully?postulated?the?series?tenues?aspiratae?Neogr.?*kh?*ph?*th?for?the?proto-




§2.? The? reflects? of? the? series? Th? in? languages? preserving? this? phoneme? can? be?
summarized?as?follows:?
?????Neogr.?? ? OInd.?? ? Av.?? ? Gr.? ? Arm.?
? ?–? ? ? ?–? ? ?–? ? ?–? ? ?–?
? *kh? ? ? ?kh? ? ?x? ? ??? ? ?x?
? *ph? ? ? ?ph? ? ?f? ? ??? ? ?p‘?
? *th? ? ? ?th? ? ??? ? ??? ? ?t‘678?
§3.?In?addition,?a?trace?of?the?tenues?aspiratae?has?been?preserved?in?Slavonic?(Meillet?
&?Vendryes,?19342:22-26),?where?the?aspirated?voiceless?velar?is?continued:?









679?OCS.? ch? has?multiple? origins,? including?PIE? *s??? ch? in? the? ruki-rule.?Therefore,? it? requires? an?
external?confirmation.?
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? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Muschel(schale),?Hohlmaß’?(GEW?1:889-90)?
? AV.??a?khá-?? ? (m.)?‘Muschel,?Schläfe’?(EWA?3:290)?
? Latv.?sence? ? (f.)?‘Muschel’?(P.?614)?
(b)?Neogr.?*khakh-?(P.?634)?
? OInd.?kákha-? ? (vb.)?‘lachen’?(KEWA?1:136,?Lex.?kákhati)?
? Arm.?xaxan-? ? (sb.)?‘lautes?Gelächter’?(ArmGr.?1:455,?xaxank‘?[pl])?
? Gr.????????? ? (vb.)?‘laut?lauchen’?(GEW?1:804)?
? OCS.?chochota-? (vb.)?‘laut?lauchen’?(GEW?1:804,?chochotati?[inf.])?
? Li.?kakno-? ? (vb.)?‘laut?auflauchen’?(LiEtWb.?206)?
(c)?Neogr.?*khor-?‘Esel’?(P.?–)?
? LAv.?xara-? ? (m.)?‘Esel’?(AIWb.?532)?
? OInd.?khára-? ? (m.)?‘Esel?:?donkey’?(KEWA?1:302)?
? LAv.?xar?? ? (f.)?‘Eselstute’?(AIWb.?532)?
? Alb.?kërr? ? (.)?‘donkey,?ass,?foal,?gray’?(CHGAlb.?67)?
(d)?Neogr.?*khaid-?‘schlagen’?(P.?917)?






? LAv.?v?·xa?a-? ? (vb.)?‘auseinander?quetschen’?(AIWb.?531)?
? RV.?khadirá-? ? (m.)?‘Acaxia?catechu’?(WbRV.?372)?
? Arm.?xacane-? ? (pr.)?‘bite,?sting’?(EtDiArm.?323,?xacanem?[1sg])?
(f)?Neogr.?*mahulKh-?‘dumm;?schweigend’?(P.?719)?
? Li.?mùlk-? ? (vb.)?‘dumm?werden’?(LiEtWb.?471,?mùlkti?[inf.])?
? OInd.?m?rkhá-? (a.)?‘blöde,?Tor’?(KEWA?2:664)?
? Li.?mùlki-? ? (m.)?‘Dummkopf,?Tropf,?Tor,?Trottel’?(LiEtWb.?471)?
? ORus.?m?l?a-? ? (vb.)?‘schweigen’?(REW?2:153)?




? RV.???kh?-? ? (f.)?‘Ast,?Zweig’?(WbRV.?1391,?KEWA?3:321)?
? OCS.?po·socha-? (f.)?‘Stock,?Stab’?(Sadnik??857)?




? OHG.?feim-? ? (m.)?‘Feim,?Schaum’?(Grundr2?1:696)?
? OEng.?f?m? ? (m.)?‘Schaum,?Feim’?(GoEtD.?123)?
? RV.?phéna-? ? (m.)?‘Schaum,?Feim’?(WbRV.?897,?phénam?[sgA])?
? OCS.?p?na? ? (f.)?‘Schaum,?Speichel’?(Sadnik??643,?Grundr2?1:716)?
? OCS.?p?ni-? ? (vb.)?‘schäumen,?aufbrausen’?(Sadnik??643,?peniti)?
(b)?Neogr.?*?oph-?‘Huf’?(P.?530)?
? RV.??aphá-? ? (m.)?‘Huf,?Klaue,?Achtel’?(WbRV.?1378)? ?
? LAv.?safa-? ? (m.)?‘Huf,?Hufstück’?(AIWb.?1557-7,?saf?m?[sgA])?
? OHG.?huof-? ? (.)?‘Huf’?(Grundr2?1:696)?
? OEng.?h?f-? ? (.)?‘ungula?:?hoof’?(ASaxD.?548)?
(c)?Neogr.?*phelg-?(P.?–)?
? RV.?phalgúa-? ? (a.)?‘gering,?schwächlich’?(WbRV.?896)?
? Gr.????????? ? (pr.)?‘????????,??????’?(GEW?2:1000)?
? Gr.??·??????????-? (pt.)?Hes.?=?‘???????’?(LSJ.?287)?
(d)?Neogr.?spho-?‘gedeihen’?(P.?983-4)?




? RV.?sphirá-? ? (a.)?‘feist’?(WbRV.?1612)?
(e)?Neogr.?*sphur-?‘Fuß?:?schnellen,?usw.’?(P.?992-3,?Grundr2?1:689)?
? RV.?apa·sphúr-? (a.)?‘wegstoßend,?fortschnellend’?(WbRV.?74)?
? RV.?sphurá-? ? (pr6.)?‘mit?dem?Fuße?wegstoßen’?(WbRV.?1612)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Fußknöchel,?Fußgelenk’?(GEW?2:835,???????)?
? OEng.?spor-? ? (n.)?‘trace,?track,?spoor’?(ASaxD.?903)?
(f)?Neogr.?*?oph-?or?*?oph-?‘cyprinus?:?Karpfenart’?(P.?614)?
? Rus.?sápa? ? (f.)?‘Barbe,?Cyprinus?ballerus’?(REW?2:578)?
? OInd.??aphara-? (m.)?‘Cyprinus?saphore’?(KEWA?3:296)?
? Li.??ãpala-? ? (m.)?‘Leuciscos?dobula,?Döbel’?(LiEtWb.?963)?






? Li.?m?t-? ? (vb.)?‘umrühren?(Mehl)’?(LiEtWb.?442,?m?sti)?
? OCS.?m?t-? ? (vb.)?‘?????????,?turbare’?(REW?2:189,?m?sti)?
? RV.?manthá-? ? (m.)?‘Gebräu,?Rührtrank’?(WbRV.?1000)?
? RV.?nis?(...)?mántha-? (pr1.)?‘zuschütteln’?(WbRV.?976)?
? Li.?mentùr?-? ? (f.)?‘Quirl,?Kelle’?(LiEtWb.?437)?
(b)?PIE?*?ath-?‘wisdom’?(P.?–)?
? ?i.??ata-?? ? (vb.)?‘denken,?überlegen,?klug?sein’?(HEG?1:214,?219)?
? ?i.??ata?-? ? (cs.)?‘verständig,?klug?machen’?(HEG?1:217)?
? Do.??????? ? (f.)?‘Athene’?(GEW?1:28,?Do.??????,?Att.??????)?
? Lyc.?t?ne·guri-? (c.)?‘A?????????’?(LuPG?5)?
(c)?Neogr.?*sk?th,?sk?th?‘schaden’?(Szemerényi?1996:69,?P.?950)?
? LAv.?skat?-? ? (f.)?‘Heuschrecke’?(AIWb.?1586,?skait?m?[sgA])?
? Gr.??·??????-?? (a.)?‘unversehrt,?wohlbehalten’?(GEW?1:164)?
? OIr.?scatha-? ? (pr.)?‘verstümmeln,?lähmen’?(LEIA?S-53,?scathaid?[3sg])?
? Go.?ga·ska?ja-? (vb.)?‘harm,?damage’?(GoEtD.?309,?gaska?jan?[inf.])?
(d)?Neogr.?*roth-?‘Rad,?Kreis,?Wagen’?(P.?866)?
? RV.?rátha-? ? (m.)?‘rasch?fahrende?Streitwagen’?(WbRV.?1137)?
? Lat.?bi·roto-? ? (a.)?‘zweirädig’?(WH?2:444,?bi·rotus?[sgN])?
? OGaul.?roto·magos-? (ON.)?‘Rouen’?(ACSS.?2:1079f.,?rotomagos?[sgN])?
? Li.?rãta-? ? (m1.)?‘Rad,?Kreis(ring)’?(LiEtWb.?705)?
? Lat.?rot?-? ? (f.)?‘Rad,?Rolle,?Wagen,?Kreisel’?(WH.?2:443-4)?
? Lat.?rot?-? ? (vb.)?‘im?Kreis?herumdrehen’?(WH?2:443,?rot?re)?
(e)?Neogr.?*k?enth-?‘Leid?:?leiden’?(P.?641)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (n.)?‘Leid,?Trauer’?(GEW?2:478)?
? Li.?k?nt-? ? (vb.)?‘leiden,?ertragen,?erdulden’?(LiEtWb.?246,?k?sti)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pf.)?‘leiden,?erdulden’?(GEW?2:478,?????????[1sg])?
? Li.?kantrà-? ? (f.)?‘Geduld,?Langmut’?(LiEtWb.?246)?
? OIr.?c?sa-? ? (vb.)?‘souffrir,?endurer’?(LEIA?C-79f.,?c?said?[3sg])?
(f)?Neogr.?*?usth-,??usth-?‘Mund,?Lippe’?(P.?784-5)?
? RV.?ó??ha-? ? (m.)?‘die?Oberlippe,?die?Lippe’?(WbRV.?306)?
? LAv.?ao?ta-? ? (m.)?‘Oberlippe’?(du.)?‘die?beiden?Lippen’?(AIWb.?44)?
? OCS.?usta-? ? (n.pl.)?‘Mund,?Maul,?Rachen’??(Sadnik??1033,?usta)?
? OPr.?austa-? ? (n.pl)?‘Mund’?(APrS.?308,?austa)?
? ?i.??u?tai-? ? (vb1.)?‘(Stimme)?dampfen’?(HEG?1:317)?
? ?i.??u?tei?k-? ? (vb.iter.)?‘(Stimme)?dampfen’?(HHand.?57)?
(g)?Neogr.?*st(h)?-?‘stehen’?(P.?1004ff.)?
? 360?
? LAv.?hi?ta-? ? (pr.)?‘stehen,?dastehen’?(AIWb.?1600,?hi?taiti?[3sg])?
? Lat.?sist?? ? (pr3.)?‘stehen,?usw.’?(WH?2:596f.)?
? RV.?sth?-? ? (a.)?‘stehend’?(WbRV.?1603)?




4.4.3  Theoretical ?approaches ?to ?the ?series ?Th ?
§0.? The? Neogrammarians? accepted? the? series? *Th? without? further? interpretation.?












? RV.?p?thú-? :? Neogr.?*p?thú-? :? DS.?p?t’u-?
? RV.?ti??h?-? :? Neogr.?*ti??he/o-? :? DS.?ti??’e/o-?
§3.?Without?Anatolian?evidence,?Saussure?was?unable?to?defend?his? idea?against?the?
Neogrammarian? critics,684? and? the? issue? was? stalemated? until? Kury?owicz? (1927)?
extended? Saussure’s? analysis? to? voiceless? aspirates? in? general? (see? also?Kury?owicz?
1935:46-54?and?1956:375-82).?
§4.?The?glottalic?theory?is?an?extreme?form?of?the?laryngeal?theory?in?which?segmental?
analysis?of? the? series? *Th? is?understood? to? imply? ?non-existence? (and? elimination).?
Referring? to? Jakobson? (1958),? Gamkrelidze? &? Ivanov? (1995:12)? underlined? the?
contradiction? of? the? absence? of? the? Th? series? in? the? laryngeal? theory,? but? little?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
681?Note,? however,? that?Miller? (1977a:366)? is? correct? in? saying? that? “Hiersche’s? theory? [...]?must? be?
rejected?on?the?grounds?of?phonetic?implausibility”.?
682?See?Saussure? (Mém.? 603):? “M.?de?Saussure? apporte? comme? contribution? à? l’histoire?des? aspires?
sourdes?(kh,??h,??h,?th,?ph)?du?sanscrit?une?série?d’exemples?destinées?à?établir?l’origine?de?certains?th?
dans? les? racines? et? les? suffixes.? Ces? th? proviendraient? de? t? indo-européen? suivi? du? phonème? ??
régulièrement?élidé?devant?voyelle.”?
683?For?other?examples?of?segmental?T+h,?see?Burrow?(1949:58-59,?1979:26-30).?
684? Note,? for? instance,? Brugmann’s? now? outdated? denial? of? Saussure’s? analysis.? See? Brugmann?
(Grundr2?1:632-3).?
? 361?
understood? that? adopting? the? very? same? triserial? system? meant? adopting? the?
contradiction?as?well?(see?below).?
?
4.4.4  Comparative ?solution ?of ?the ?series ?Th ?
§0.? The? segmental? analysis? of? the? series? *T+A? as? put? forth? by? Saussure? (and,?






In? order? to?make? the? laryngealist? ideas? acceptable,? it? is? necessary? to? develop? the?
theory?in?a?manner?that?overcomes?these?difficulties.?
§1.? The? laryngealist? analysis? Neogr.? *Th? ?? *T+h2? continues? to? have? persistent?
problems,?such?as?‘a-colouring’?(or?its?absence),?and?the?simultaneous?alternations?of?
environments? like?ablaut?Neogr.?*i? :? ?,?*u? :???and?*T? :?Th? that?are?unaccounted? for.?
These?problems?can?be?best?illustrated?with?examples:?
(a)?The?lack?of?‘a-colouring’?in?Lat.?sist??(pr3.)?‘stehen,?usw.’,?an?*e/o-stem,?stands?in?
contrast?with? the? ‘a-colouring’? in?Lat.??st?-.?The?problem?can?be? solved?by?positing?
PIE? *a?? instead? of? *A? [=? h2]? in? PIE? *sta?-?‘stehen’?(P.? 1004f.).? Consequently,? the?
alternation?of?‘a-colouring’?can?be?regularly?treated?with?prototypes?such?as:?
? I-A?? *stea?-?? ?? Gr.????????=?Lat.?status?‘id.’?(Neogr.?*sta-/st?-)?
? I-B?? *sta?e/o-? ?? Lat.?siste/o-?=?Av.?hi?ta-?‘id.’?(Neogr.?*sthe/o-)?
In?other?words,?the?overstated?colouring?rule?of?the?laryngeal?theory,?demanding?‘h2’?
to? colour? all? surrounding? vowels,? can? be? fixed?with? the? postulation? of? PIE? *?a? a??
instead.?
(b)?Another? laryngealist?problem? is?manifest? in? the? group?P.? 951-53,? including? the?
items:?
? OIcl.?h?s-? ? (n.)?‘Haus’?(ANEtWb.?268)?
? CrimGo.?h?s-? ? (n.)?‘domus’?(GoEtD.?161,?hus?[sgN])?
? Go.?gud·h?s-? ? (n.)?‘Tempel’?(GoEtD.?161,?gudhusa?[sgD])?
? Pahl.?k??k? ? (sb.)?‘part?of?a?building’?(DTochB.?206,?kw?k)?
? Arm.?xu?? ? (sb.)?‘Stube’?(Persson?1912:420;?Arm.??? ?s·?)?




? I-A?? *ká?us·?-?? ?? *kú?us·?-? ?? OIcl.?h?s,?Pahl.?k??k,?etc.?
? I-B?? *ka?ús·?-?? ?? *k?ús·?-? ?? Arm.?xu??‘Stube’??
? 362?
(c)?Sturtevant685?sought? to?explain?some?examples?of? the?alternation?Neogr.?T? :?Th,?
such?as?LAv.?kan?nti? ‘they?dig’? :?OInd.?khánati? ‘digs’,?as?analogical?generalizations.?
The?difficulties?he?encountered?(Sturtevant?1941:10-11)?are?caused?by?an?overstated?
compensatory? lengthening? rule.? By? simply? abandoning? this? assumption,? the?
alternation?can?be?reconstructed?regularly:?
? I-A? *kea?no-?? ??? LAv.?kana-?‘dig’?(AIWb.?437-8)? ?
? I-B?? *ka?ono-?? ??? RV.?khána-?‘dig’?(WbRV.?372)? ?
(d)??skhal-?(P.?928).?A?schwebeablaut?with?diphonemic?*?a?appears?in??
? I-A? *ske?al-? ?? Gr.????????‘Schenkel,?Bein’?(GEW?2:723)?
? I-B? *sk?ael-? ?? OInd.?skhala-,?Arm.?sxalem?(Grundr2?1:587)?
§2.?The?examination?of? the?data?of? tenues?aspiratae? reveals? that? the? series? is? to?be?
reconstructed?with?a?voiceless?value?of?the?cover?symbol?*?? ?PIE?*h:?
? RV.?kh,?gAv.?x,?Gr.??,?Arm.?x,?etc.? ?? PIE?*kah???*kha?(??Neogr.?*kh)?
? RV.?ph,?gAv.?f,?Gr.??,?Arm.?p‘,?etc.? ?? PIE?*pah???*pha?(??Neogr.?*ph)?
? RV.?th,?gAv.??,?Gr.??,?Arm.?t‘,?etc.? ?? PIE?*tah???*tha?(??Neogr.?*th)?




*?a? *a?? at? our? disposal,? the? examples? can? be? reconstructed? regularly?without? any?
reference?to?sporadic?alternation.?
§4.? According? to? the? current? practice,? roots? are? reconstructed? by? default? with?
unaspirated? tenues?Neogr.?*T?when?aspirated? tenues?Neogr.?*Th?are?also?possible.?
These?not?uncommon?circumstances?appear?when?no?Indo-Iranian,?Greek,?Armenian?
or? Slavonic? parallels? are? available.?Thus,? for? instance,? the?well-known? root?P.? 796,?
*peisk-?*pisk-?(Lat.?piscis?‘fish’,?Go.?fisks,?OEng.?fisk-?‘fish’?(ASaxD.?289,?fisca?[plG]),?
etc.)? is? reconstructed?with? an? unaspirated? labial,? although? both?Neogr.? *pis?-? and?
*phis?-?are?actually?possible.686?
§5.?The?schwebeablaut?often?conceals?voiceless?aspirates?reflected? in?alternation?T? :?





685? See? Sturtevant? (1941:3):? “There? are,? however,? cases? in?which? Sanskrit? has? generalized? the? non-
aspirate?at?the?expense?of?the?aspirate”.?





? ? I-A:?? *pea?r-? ?
? Fal.?pepar-? ? (pf.)?‘hervorbringen,?darbringen’?(WH?2:255)?
? Lat.?pepar-? ? (pf.)?‘hervorbringen,?erzeugen’?(WH?2:255)?
? Langob.?fara? ? (.)?‘Geschlecht’?(WP?2:7)?
? Lat.?parent-? ? (m.)?‘Vater’?(f.)?‘Mutter’?(WH?2:252f.)?
? Gr.????·????-?? (f.)?‘Jungfrau,?Mädchen,?junge?Frau’?(GEW?2:474)?
? ? I-B:?? *pa?er-? ?
? Li.?p?ra-? ? (m.)?‘Fruchtkeim,?Keim’?(pl.)?‘Brut’?(LiEtWb.?573)?




? I-A? *tea?uro-? ?? Lat.?tauro-?‘Stier’?(WH?2:650)?
? I-B? *ta?euro-? ?? OIcl.??jór-?(m.)?‘Stier’?(ANEtWb.?614)?
When? Saussure’s? *A? is? replaced? with? PIE? *?a? or? PIE? *a?,? the? alternation? of? the?
aspirates? and? the? non-aspirates? can? be? reconstructed? exactly? in? the? manner?
mentioned?by?Sturtevant?(1941:7):?
“If?de?Saussure’s? theory? is?correct,?we? should?expect? to? find? independent?evidence?of? the?
presence?of?laryngeals?in?some?at?least?of?the?morphemes?concerned,?and?we?should?be?able?
to? reconstruct? plausible? forms? justifying? the? aspirates? and? also? the? alternating? non-
aspirates.”?
Owing? to? the? simultaneous? alternations? of? aspiration? and? the? ‘a-colouring’,?only?
diphonemic?PIE?*ha?and?*ah?can?account? for? the?attested?variants,? thus?confirming?
the?analysis?Neogr.?*Th? ?PIE?*Tah???*Tha.?
§6.? In? languages? which? went? through? a? second? palatalization,? the? following?
development?of?velars?took?place?before?front?vowels?and?glide:?
? PSatem?*k,?*kh?? ?? RV.?c,?gAv.??,?OCS.??,?Latv.?c,?etc.??
In?such?cases,?the?second?palatalization?masks?a?voiceless?aspirate.?For?instance,?one?
finds:?
? RV.?coda-? ? (pr.)?‘antreiben’?(WbRV.?456,?codata?[2pl])?
? RV.?codáya-? ? (cs.)?‘schärfen,?wetzen’?(WbRV.?457)?
Etymologically?the?form?is?connected?with??
? RV.?khudá-? ? (vb.)?‘hineinstossen’?(WbRV.?374,?khudáta),?







? OInd.?kákha-? ? (vb.)?‘lachen’?(KEWA?1:136,?Gramm.?kákhati)?
? Arm.?xaxan-? ? (sb.)?‘lautes?Gelächter’?(ArmGr.?455,?xaxank‘?[pl])?
? OCS.?chochota-? (vb.)?‘laut?lauchen’?(GEW?1:804,?chochotati?[inf.])?
? Gr.????????? ? (vb.)?‘laut?lauchen’?(GEW?1:804)?
(b)?The?mixed?roots?with?voiceless?(Th)?and?voiced?aspirates?(Dh)?were?affected?by?
Grassmann’s?Law,?as?proven?by?the?correspondence:?
? LAv.?xumba-? ? (f.)?‘Topf,?topfähnliche?Vorrichtung’?(AIWb.?532)?
? RV.?kumbhá-? ? (m.)?‘Topf,?Krug’?(WbRV.?329)?
? LAv.?xumbya-? ? (PNm.)?‘EN.?eines?Gläubigen’?(AIWb.?533)?
? RV.?kumbhín-?? (a.)?‘mit?einem?Kruge?versehen’?(WbRV.?329)?
Since? only?Armenian,? Slavonic? and?Avestan? can? preserve? the? original?Th-series? in?
examples? belonging? to? this? type,? it? is? virtually? certain? that? the? material? contains?
unidentified?specimens?of?tenues?aspiratae.688?
§8.?Bartholomae’s?Law,?usually?associated?to?the?voiced?aspirates,?also?applied?to?the?
voiceless?aspirates.?By?a? stroke?of? luck,?we?can?now?compare? Indo-Iranian?and?Old?
Anatolian?in:?
? LAv.?haxa-? ? (n.)?‘Fussohle’?(AIWb.?1744,?hax?m?[sgA])?
? ?i.??akuta-? ? (n.)?‘Hüften,?Oberschenkel’?(HHand.?139,?HEG?2:743)?
? gAv.?haxti-? ? (n.)?‘der?innere?Teil?des?Oberschenkels’?(AIWb.?1745)?






(b)?Bartholomae’s?Law? consists? of? two? separate? developments:? the? assimilation? of?
voice? (unless?already? identical)?and? the? transfer? (metathesis)?of?aspirate? (except? in?
the? case? of? voiceless? stops? in? Avestan,? where? the? transfer? was? prevented? by?
fricativization).?
§9.?During? the? last? century,? several? authors?have? rejected? the? series? *Th? and,?with?
that,?many?solid?Indo-European?etymologies?(see,? for? instance,?P.?633).?In?addition,?
extreme? versions? of? the? laryngeal? theory? have? preferred? to? eliminate? the? series? or?
explain? it? –?as? done? by? Kury?owicz? –?as? secondary.689? Such? claims? are?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
688?This?was?already?understood?by?Brugmann,?who?correctly? refers? to?a?possible?Neogr.?*?h-? in?Gr.?
?????-?:?AV.??a?khá-.?
689?A? different,? but? equally? immature? view? is? expressed? by?Kury?owicz? (1956:375-82),? according? to?
whom? the? tenues? aspiratae? are? explicable? as? local? innovations? developed? independently? in? Indo-
Iranian? (see? also? already? Kury?owicz? 1935:46-72).? This? makes? no? sense,? because? the? series? Th? is?
? 365?
counterproductive,? because? comparative? reconstruction? actually? requires? voiceless?
aspirates?in?connection?with?several?etymologically?difficult?items?like:?
(a)?PIE?*thae?ah-?‘schnell;?Schnellen,?Füßknöchel,?Würfel’?(P.?250?[diff.])?
? Gr.?????? ? (adv.)?‘schnell,?leicht,?vielleicht’?(GEW?2:861)?
? Gr.???????? ? (comp.adv.)?‘schneller’?(GEW?2:861)?
? Lat.?taxillo-? ? (dim.)?‘kleiner?Würfel/Klotz’?(WH?2:645)? ?
? Lat.?t?lo-? ? (m.)?‘Fußknöchel,?Spielwürfel’?(WH?2:645)?
? Lat.?t?litro-? ? (n.)?‘Schnellen?mit?den?Fingern’?(WH?2:644)?




? OEng.??elma? ? (m.)?‘heat’?(ASaxD.?1046)?
(c)?PIE?*tahi-?(or?*thai-??)?‘Herde’?(P.?–)?
? P??.?aja·thya-? ? (sb.)?‘Herde?von?Ziegen’?(Frisk?1936:3)?
? P??.?avi·thya-? ? (sb.)?‘herd?of?sheep’?(Frisk?1936:3)?
? LAv.?gava·i?ya-? (n.)?‘Rinderherde’?(Frisk?1936:3)?
? Go.?awe·?i-? ? (m.)?‘???????:?herd?of?sheep’?(GoEtD.?52)?
(d)?PIE?*thau-?‘sitzen’?(sub?P.?235-239,?dh?-)?
? OPers.?g?·?u-? ? (m.)?‘Thron’?(OldP.?183,?Frisk?1936:34)?
? Sogd.?g·dwk-? ? (sb.)?‘Thron’?(Frisk?1936:34)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Sitzung,?Sitz,?Stuhl’?(GEW?1:647,?in????????)?
? Gr.?????????? ? (vb.)?‘sitzen’?(GEW?1:647,?in????????)?
? Gr.???(?)???-?? (m.)?‘Sitzung,?Sitz,?Stuhl’?(GEW?1:647,???????)?




?‘stop’?+? /h/?or?another? ‘laryngeal? consonant’?is? very?doubtful? in? the? light?of?phonological?
typology.”?
Under? such? circumstances,? the? assumption? of? a? non-segmental? series? *Th? would?













certainly? true.? If? the? elimination? of? the? series?Th?means? abandoning? the? quest? for?
finding? correspondences? with? tenues? aspiratae,?the? only? consequence? is? a? loss? of?
results.?As?no?outcome?could?be?more?undesirable,?the?Neogrammarian?series?tenues?
aspiratae,?despite?its?analytical?nature,?is?upheld?as?a?practical?approximation.?
(b)? In? addition,? Szemerényi? (1996:144)? asserted? that? “the? existence? of? unvoiced?
aspirates?in?Indo-European?cannot?be?denied”.?This?is?also?true?in?the?sense?that?the?
clusters? PIE? *tha? *kha? *pha? contained? diphonemic? PIE? *th? *kh? *ph? from? the?
beginning?and?PIE?*tah?*kah?*pah?yielded?*th?*kh?*ph?after? the? loss?of?unaccented?




? PIE?*tah,?tha?? ? ?? RV.?th,?gAv.??,?Gr.??,?Arm.?t‘,?Lat.?t,?etc.?
are?rejected?and?the?non-aspirated?series?T?is?claimed?to?be?aspirated,?despite?the?fact?




4.5  Mediae ?Neogr. ?*g ?*b ?*d ?
4.5.1  Material ?of ?Neogr. ?*g, ?b, ?d ?




? Gr.???????-?? ? (n.)?‘Dach,?Haus’?(GEW?2:780)?
? Li.?stóga-?? ? (m.)?‘Dach,?Heim,?Wohnstätte’?(LiEtWb.?911)?
? OInd.?sthága-? ? (prA.)?‘cover,?hide’?(MonWil.?1261,?sthagati?[3sg])?
? OInd.?sthagáya-?? (cs.)?‘verhüllen,?verbergen’?(KEWA?3:523)?






? RV.?án·?ga-? ? (a.)?‘schuldlos,?sündlos’?(WbRV.?54)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘(Blut)schuld,?Fluch,?Sühne’?(GEW?1:14)?
? RV.??gas-? ? (n.)?‘Sünde,?Unrecht’?(WbRV.?172)?
? RV.?án·?gas-? ? (a.)?‘schuldlos,?sündlos’?(WbRV.?54)?
? Gr.???·????-? ? (a.)?‘fluch-,?schuldbeladen’?(GEW?1:14)?
?(c)?Neogr.?*gel-?‘Eis,?Frost,?Kälte’?(P.?365-6)?
? OEng.?c?l-? ? (pret.)?‘be(come)?cold,?cool’?(ASaxD.?143,?c?l)?
? Lat.?gelo-? ? (n.)?‘Eiskälte,?Frost,?Eis’?(WH?1:585-6,?gelum)?
? Li.?gélmeni-? ? (f.)?‘strenge,?prickelnde?Kälte’?(WH?1:586,?gélmenis)?
? Go.?kald-? ? (a.)?‘cold’?(GoEtD.?214,?kalds?[sgN])?
? RV.?já?hav-? ? (a.)?‘stumpfsinnig’?(WbRV.?465,?RV.?já?havas?8.61.11)?
(d)?Neogr.?*aug-?‘wachsen’?(P.?84-5)?
? Li.?áug-? ? (vb.)?‘wachsen,?größer?werden’?(LiEtWb.?24,?áugti)?
? Go.?ana·aiauk-? (pret.)?‘sich?mehren’?(GoEtD.?50,?anaaiauk?[3sg])?
? RV.?ugrá-? ? (a.)?‘kräftig,?mächtig,?gewaltig’?(WbRV.?245-6)?




? RV.?bála-? ? (n.)?‘Kraft,?Leibeskraft,?Stärke’?(WbRV.?901)?
? Lat.?de·bili-? ? (a.)?‘kraftlos,?schwach’?(WH?1:362,?debilis?[sgN])?
? OCS.?bolje? ? (adv.)?‘besser,?grösser’?(Sadnik??58)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (comp.)?‘better’?(GEW?1:232,????????)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (comp.)?‘better’?(GEW?1:232,?????????)?
?(b)?Neogr.?*trab-?‘Baum,?Balken,?Haus’?(P.?1090)?
? Lat.?trab-? ? (f.)?‘Balken,?Schiff,?Baum,?Dach,?Haus’?(WH?2:696)?
? Li.?trobà-? ? (3f.)?‘Haus,?Gebäude’?(LiEtWb.?1127)?
? MidIr.?treb-? ? (f.)?‘habitation,?exploitation?agricole’?(LEIA?T-126f.)?





? Lat.?am·b?l?-? ? (pr1.)?‘(umher)gehen,?reisen,?spazieren’?(WH?1:38)?
? OInd.?bal·bal?-? (prA.)?‘wirbeln’?(KEWA?2:421,?balbal?ti?[3sg])?
? Lat.?ball?-? ? (vb.)?‘tanzen’?(WH?1:95,?ball?re)?





? Arm.?amp-? ? (sb.)?‘Wolke’?(ArmGr.?1:417,?*o-stem)?
? OGaul.?ambe-?? (sb.)?‘rivo’?(LÉIA?A:4-5)?
? RV.?ambar·??a-? (m.)?‘Nachkomme?des?v??agir-’?(WbRV.?96)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Regen?:?thunderstorm’?(GrGr.?1:333,???????)?
? OSpan.?ombri-? (a.)?‘umbrisch’?(WbOU.?796)?
? RV.?kiy?mbu-? ? (n.)?‘Bez.?einer?Wasserpflanze’?(WbRV.?326)?
? gAv.?vy·?mbura-? (a.)?‘dem?Wasser?feindlich’?(AIWb.?1478)?
(e)?Neogr.?*slab-?‘schlafen,?schlaff’?(P.?655)?
? Li.?slõb-? ? (vb.)?‘schwach?werden’?(LiEtWb.?833,?slõbti?[inf.])??
? Go.?saislep-? ? (vb.)?‘schlafen?:?sleep’?(GoEtD.?315,?saislep?[3sg])?
? OIcl.?sl?p-? ? (m.)?‘Faulpelz’?(ANEtWb.?513,?sl?pr?[sgN])?
? OCS.?slab?? ? (a.)?‘schwach,?schlaff’?(Sadnik??832,?slab??[sgN])?
(f)?Neogr.?*bel-?‘höhlen,?graben,?schneiden?:?Kluft’?(P.?96?=?PIE?*be?al-)? ?
? Arm.?pele-? ? (vb.)?‘höhlen,?graben’?(P.?96,?pelem?[1sg])693?
? MidIr.?belach-?? (n.)?‘Kluft,?Pass,?Weg’?(LEIA?B-29)?
? AV.?ba??á-? ? (a.)?‘verstümmelt,?verkrüppelt’?(EWA?2:206)?
§3.?Neogr.?*d?(Grundr2?1:522)?appears,?for?instance,?in:?
(a)?Neogr.?*de??-?‘zehn’?(P.?192,?Grundr2.?1:522?=?PIE?*de?a·?ea?-)?
? Gr.???·??? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(GEW?1:359,?????)?
? RV.?dá·?a? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(n.)?‘zehn?Finger’?(WbRV.?581,?dá?a?[NA])?
? TochA.??ä·k-? ? (num.card.)?‘decem’?(Poucha?320)?
? OSax.?te·han? ? (num.)?‘zehn’?(GoEtD.?339,?tehan)?
? Arm.?ta·san-? ? (num.)?‘zehn’?(ArmGr.?496,?tasn?[N],?tasan??[G])?
(b)?Neogr.?*?eid-?‘wissen’?(P.?1025f.)?
? Li.?v?d-? ? (vb.)?‘erblicken,?wahrnehmen’?(LiEtWb.?1265)?
? gAv.?v?d-? ? (pf.)?‘wissen’?(AIWb.?1316,?v?dy?t?[opt3sg])?
? Gr.?(?)???-? ? (pf.)?‘wissen’?(GEW?1:451,??????[1sg])?
? Go.?wait-? ? (pret.pr.)?‘wissen’?(GoEtD.?406,?wait?[1sg])?
? Li.?véida-? ? (3m.)?‘Anlitz,?Aussehen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1212-3,?véidas)?
? OCS.?vid?-? ? (vb.)?‘sehen,?wahrnehmen’?(Sadnik??1079,?vid?ti?[inf.])?
(c)?Neogr.?*ud-?‘Wasser’?(P.?78f.?=?PIE?*?aud-)?
? RV.?úd-? ? (f.)?‘Woge,?Wasser’?(WbRV.?252,?ud??[sgI])?
? RV.?óda-? ? (pr1.)?‘quellen,?wallen’?(WbRV.?251,?in?ódat??[pt.f.])?
? Hom.?????-? ? (n.)?‘Wasser’?(GEW?2:957,????????with???in?Il.?21.300)?
? Li.??dra-? ? (m.)?‘Fischotter’?(LiEtWb.?1157,??dras?[sgN])?





? Li.?s?d-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?setzen’?(LiEtWb.?777,?s?stis?[inf.])?
? Latv.?sêd-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?setzen’?(LiEtWb.?777,?sêstiês?[inf.])?
? Li.?sodà-? ? (f.)?‘Dorf,?Ansiedlung’?(LiEtWb.?854-5)?
? OIr.?saidi-? ? (pr.)?‘s’asseoir,?être?assis’?(LEIA?S-7f.,?GOI?354,?saidid)?
? OGaul.?sado(n)-? (ON.)?‘Saze,?dép?Gard,?arr.?Uzès’?(ACSS.?2:1283,?sado)?
(e)?Neogr.?*do-?‘geben,?schenken,?gewähren’?(P.?223-226?=?PIE?*da?-,?dea?-)?
? Lat.?da-? ? (?pr.)?‘geben,?gewähren’?(WH?1:360f.,?damus?[1pl])?
? Arm.?ta-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(ArmGr.?496,?tam?[1sg],?tamk’?[1pl])?
? gAv.?da-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(AIWb.?678,?daidy?i?[inf.])?
? Lat.?d?-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(WH?1:360,?d??[2sg],?d?s?[2sg])?
? Gr.???-?? ? (aoM.)?‘geben’?(GEW?1:388-9,????????[1sg])?
? Li.?donì-? ? (f.)?‘Zins,?Steuer,?Tribut’?(LiEtWb.?99)?
? Latv.?dãva-? ? (vb.)?‘anbieten,?schenken’?(LiEtWb.?112,?dãvat?[inf.])?
? Li.?dovanà-? ? (f.)?‘Gabe’?(LiEtWb.?112,?dovanà?[sgN])?
?
4.5.2  Theoretical ?approaches ?to ?the ?series ?mediae ?
§0.?The? central?problem?of? the?Taihun-Decem? isogloss?during? the?20th? century?has?
been? the? voiced? unaspirated? series? D? (mediae),? treated? both? by? Meillet? and?
Magnusson?and?by?the?glottalic?theory.694?
§1.? In? the?Neogrammarian? system,? the?unaspirated?voiced?plosives?*g?b?d? (mediae)?
were?reconstructed?on?comparative?grounds?without?further?analysis.?
§2.? Within? the? laryngeal? theory,? Kury?owicz? (1935:54-55)? reconstructed? for? the?
variants? of? the? traditional? root? P.? p?-? ‘trinken’? (=? LT? *pe?3-)? the? following?
alternation:?
? LT?*pe?3C-? ??? OInd.?p?-?(Gr.???-?‘id.’)?
? LT?*pip?3V-? ??? OInd.?pibati?‘drinks’?(OIr.?ibid?‘id.’)?
According? to?Kury?owicz,? the? ‘o-colouring’? laryngeal??3?was?voiced?and?accounts? for?
the?voice?of?OInd.?b? ?**p?3?(assimilation).695?
§3.? The? glottalicist? idea? of? deriving? the? series? mediae? from? the? earlier? cluster? of?
tenuis+ejective?D? ?T’?can?be?understood?as?a?generalization?of?Kury?owicz’s?analysis?
“p+?3”?with?the?value??3? ?’?attached?for?the?entire?series:?












‘schnüren’)?with? an? apparent? root-final? *·g-? inferred? from?Lat.? strigula?has? a? short?
root?vowel?Lat.??,?this?form?being?the?sole?counterexample?of?this?category.?
(b)?On?the?other?hand,?Lachmann’s?Law?does?not?apply?to?the?*?so-participle?(cf.?Lat.?
?so-,?u?so-,? c?so-,? fisso-,? fosso-,? sesso-,?presso-,? etc.).? In? this? formation,? a? long? root?
vowel? is?followed?by?a?single?sibilant?Lat.?s,?a?short?vowel?by?a?geminate?Lat.?ss?(see?
already?Sommer?1914:122).?
The? renewed? interest? in?Lachmann’s?Law?can?be?credited? to?Gamkrelidze?and?
Ivanov?(1995:61),?according?to?whom?the?lengthening?of?Lachmann’s?Law?was?caused?




Slavic? in? contrast? to? the? short? vowel? in? other? languages? is? conditioned? by? a? following?
unaspirated? voiced? stop:? cf.?Lith.? ?du? ‘I?eat’? s?d?ti? ‘sit’,?b?gti? ‘run’? :?Lat.?ed?,? sede?,?Gr.?
???????.”698?
Winter’s? conjecture,? assumedly? accounting? for? the? long? quantity? of? Li.? p?das?
‘footstep’,?v?daras? ‘belly’,?úosti? ‘to?smell’,?núogas? ‘naked’,?úoga? ‘berry’,?etc.?has?been?
accepted? by? Kortlandt? (1988),? interpreting? the? Balto-Slavonic? long? grade? as? the?
glottalic?counterpart?of?Lachmann’s?Law.?
§6.?Magnusson’s? (1967)?elimination?of? the? series?D?applies?only? to? those? roots?with?
two?plosives,?but?no? satisfactory? treatment?has?been?offered? for? the? roots?with?only?
one? media? D.? In? Miller’s? (1976:57)? words,? “Magnusson’s? analysis? is? thus? highly?
artificial?since?he?would?have?underlying?simple?stops?only? in?roots? like?*ed-? ‘eat’?or?
leid-?‘play’?(Pokorny?666)?with?voiced?aspirates?elsewhere?[...].”?
?




696? Collinge’s? analysis? (1985:265)? of? another? glottalist,? Hopper,? is? revealing:? “Hopper? (1977a:50,?
1978:70,?1982:133)?works?with? the?sequences? /pe?/,? /p?/,?being?happy?with?a?segmental?glottal?stop? in?
PIE;?and?he?sees?/p?/?reanalyzed?as?/p’/?and?then?laryngealized?so?as?to?reflect?as?voiced?/b/.”?
697?Lachmann’s?original?version?is?“ubi?in?praesenti?media?est,?participia?producuntur”.??





(a)?The? theme?Lat.?string?,?str?x?,?strictus?can?be?reconstructed?with?PIE?*gh,? if? it? is?





(c)? In? the? ‘Osthoff-Kent-Kury?owicz-Watkins? formulation’? (so? dubbed? by?Collinge?
1985:110),?no?condition?is?admitted?for?Lachmann’s?Law,?and?the?quantities?of?Latin?
are? understood? as? original.? Despite? the? high? accuracy? of? Lachmann’s? Law,? I? am?
sympathetic? towards? this? view? because? of? its? higher? comparative? content? (‘lectio?
difficilior’)?and?economy.?Furthermore,?in?spite?of?Lachmann’s?Law,?it?makes?sense?to?
accept? the? Latin? quantities? without? any? assumption? of? lengthening,? because? the?
quantities?are?is?usually?paralleled.?Thus,?we?may?posit?a?stem?
? Lat.??g-? ? (pret.)?‘agere’?(in?Lat.??ctus?[pt.sgN])?
because?the?quantity?coincides?with:?
PIE?*?a??-?‘agere’?
? Lat.?amb·?g-? ? (f.)?‘Umgang,?Umlauf,?Winkelzüge’?(WH?1:37)?
? LAv.?nav·?za-? ? (m.)?‘Schiffer’?(AIWb.?1047)?
? RV.??ja·m??ha-? (m.)?‘Abkömmling?des?ajam??ha-’?(WbRV.?173)?









? Li.?ága-? ? (vb.)?‘wachsen’?(Grundr2?1:211,?águ?[1sg])?
? Li.?úoga-? ? (f.)?‘Beere,?Kirsche’?(LiEtWb.?1165)?
? OCS.?agoda-? ? (f.)?‘Frucht,?Beere’?(Sadnik??4A)699?
Had?Winter’s?lengthening?taken?place,?the?short?root?forms?(and?quantitative?ablaut?
in?general)?would?not?exist.?
(c)? Finally,? a? point? understood? by? Winter? (but? missed? by? his? critics)? should? be?
mentioned?here.?Winter?begins?his?article?by?noting:?
“Calvert?Watkins? (1969:31-32)? agrees?with? Jerzy?Kury?owicz? (1956:305-306)? in? assuming?





development? (to?be?kept?apart? from? the?apparent?parallel? in?Lat.? ?st? ‘he? is?eating’:?edere?
‘eat’).”?
Such? an? assumption? runs? counter? to? the? facts,? because? as? a? rule? the? Balto-Slavic?
quantity?matches? the?common?Indo-European?one? in? the? following?examples?of? the?
rule:?
? Neogr.?*?d-? ? Li.??d-,?Lat.??d?,?OIcl.??t-,?Gr.????????(P.?287-8)?
? Neogr.?*s?d-? ? Li.?s?d-,?Lat.?s?d-,?Go.?anda·set-?(P.?884f.)?
? Neogr.?*p?d-? ? Li.?p?d-,?Gr.??????,?Lat.?p?s?(P.?790f.)?





§3.? Magnusson? concludes? his? article? by? admitting? the? problem? of? roots? with? one?
voiced?plosive.?In?his?opinion,? three?possibilities?might?account? for? the?roots?Neogr.?
*D,?but?none?of?these?are?possible?as?such?(see?Magnusson?1967:24-25).?Despite?this,?
I?agree?with?Magnusson’s?(1967:25)?general?conclusion,?according?to?which:?
“It? would? seem? more? in? accordance? with? a? scientific? attitude,? however,? for? one? to? be?
interested? in? an? eventual? endeavour? to? explain? the? origin? of? the? three? orders? in? one-
occludent?patterns.”?
§4.?Magnusson?(1967)?does?not?fully?clarify?the?fact?that?his?and?Meillet’s?observations?
concerning? the? PIE? root? constraints? were? never? unambiguous,? owing? to? the?
incompleteness? of? the? phoneme? inventory? at? their? disposal.700? In? particular,? the?







Proto-Indo-European.? However,? a? phoneme? belonging? to? a? different? category?
(namely? the? laryngeal? fricative? PIE? *?)?was? indeed? lost.? Its?potential? effects?on? the?
plosive?system?have?not?been?studied?so?far.?
§5.?In?terms?of?the?effects?of?the?cover?symbol?PIE?*?,?the?key?conjecture?can?be?stated?












? RV.?bála-? ? (n.)?‘Kraft,?Leibeskraft,?Stärke’?(WbRV.?901)?
? Lat.?de·bili-? ? (a.)?‘kraftlos,?schwach’?(WH?1:362)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (comp.)?‘better’?(GEW?1:232,????????)?
PIE?*??is?proven?for?the?root?by?Fortunatov’s?Law?II,?as?seen?in?the?dental?extension??
? RV.?ba?káya-? ? (a.)?‘ausgewachsen?(vom?Kalb)’?(EWA?2:219).?
(b)?Neogr.?*gel-? ?PIE?*ge?al-?‘Kälte,?Frost,?Eis’?(P.?365-6)?
? OEng.?c?l-? ? (pret.)?‘be(come)?cold,?cool’?(ASaxD.?143,?c?l)?
? Lat.?gelo-? ? (n.)?‘Eiskälte,?Frost,?Eis’?(WH?1:585-6,?gelum)?
PIE?*?a?is?proven?by?the?Lithuanian?acute?and?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?in:?
? Li.?gélmeni-? ? (f.)?‘strenge,?prickelnde?Kälte’?(WH?1:586,?gélmenis)?
? RV.?já?hav-? ? (a.)?‘stumpfsinnig’?(WbRV.?465,?RV.?já?havas?8.61.11)?
(c)?Neogr.?*de??-? ?PIE?*de?a·?eah-?‘ten’?(P.?191-2)?
? Gr.???·??? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(GEW?1:359)?
? RV.?dá·?a? ? (n.)?‘zehn’?(n.)?‘zehn?Finger’?(WbRV.?581,?dá?a?[NA])?
? TochA.??ä·k-? ? (num.card.)?‘decem’?(Poucha?320)?
PIE?*??is?revealed?by?the?‘a-colouring’?of?the?prefix?(PIE?*de?ae·?eahn-)?in?Armenian:?
? Arm.?ta·san-? ? (num.)?‘zehn’?(ArmGr.?496,?tasn?[N],?tasan??[G]).?
(d)?Neogr.?*?eid-? ?PIE?*u?aid-?‘sehen,?wissen’?(P.?1025f.)?
? Gr.?(?)???-? ? (pf.)?‘wissen’?(GEW?1:451,??????[1sg])?
? Go.?wait-? ? (pret.pr.)?‘wissen’?(GoEtD.?406,?wait?[1sg])?
? OIr.?f?ad? ? (prepD.)?‘coram’?(DIL?303,?f?ad)?
PIE?*??is?revealed?by?Lithuanian?acute?and?long?glide?Neogr.?*??in:?
? Li.?véida-? ? (3m.)?‘Anlitz,?Aussehen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1212-3,?véidas)?
? Li.?v?d-? ? (vb.)?‘erblicken,?wahrnehmen’?(LiEtWb.?1265)?
? gAv.?v?d-? ? (pf.)?‘wissen’?(AIWb.?1316,?v?dy?t?[opt3sg])?
(e)?Neogr.?*sed-? ?PIE?*se?ad-?‘sich?setzen’?(P.?884f.)?
? Li.?s?d-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?setzen’?(LiEtWb.?777,?s?stis?[inf.])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
701?By?such?features,?I?mean?properties?indicating?the?presence?of?PIE?*?,?including?the?Old?Anatolian?
laryngeal? (?i.? ?),? ‘a-colouring’,?Lithuanian?acute,? Indo-Iranian? retroflex,? lengthening?of? semivowels,?
Rig-Vedic?hiatus,?and?so?forth?(as?discussed?throughout?this?study).?
? 374?
? Latv.?sêd-? ? (vb.)?‘sich?setzen’?(LiEtWb.?777,?sêstiês?[inf.])?
PIE?*??is?implied?by?accent?Li.???=?Latv.?ê?and?Neogr.?*a/??(schwebeablaut)?in:?
? OIr.?sad-? ? (pr.)?‘to?sit’?(GOI?354,?saidid?[3sg])?
? OGaul.?sado(n)-? (ON.)?‘Saze,?dép?Gard,?arr.?Uzès’?(ACSS.?2:1283,?sado)?
? Li.?sodà-? ? (f.)?‘Dorf,?Ansiedlung’?(LiEtWb.?854-5)?










? Arm.?ait-? ? (sb.)?‘Wange’?(ArmGr.?1:418,?ait)?
? Gr.?????·??-? ? (Im.)?‘Oidipus’?(GEW?2:358,?????????[sgN])?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘schwellen’?(GEW?2:357)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Geschwulst’?(GEW2:357,???????[NA])?
? OIcl.?eitr-? ? (n.)?‘Eiter,?Raserei’?(ANEtWb.?98,?eitr)?
Arm.?a-?confirms?a? laryngeal? in? the?root-initial?position?with?value?PIE?*?,?based?on?
Gr.??.?
(c)???alig-?‘klein,?gering,?armselig,?schlecht’?(P.?667)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘klein,?gering,?wenig’?(GEW?1:376)?
? Arm.?a?k·a?k? ? (a.)?‘gering,?armselig,?dürftig,?schlecht’?(P.?310?[diff.])?
Arm.?a-?implies?PIE?*??(for?voice,?cf.?Gr.???=?Arm.?k).?
(d)???an?-?‘Salbe,?Butter;?salben’?(P.?779)?
? Lat.?ungu?? ? (pr3.)?‘salben’?(WH?2:819,?unguere?[inf.])?
? Gr.????·??????? (.)?‘Salben?des?Feigenbaums’?(Stüber?1997:84)702?
? RV.?áñjas-? ? (n.)?‘Salbe,?Mischung’?(WbRV.?25-6)?
? OPr.?ancta-? ? (n.)?‘Butter’?(APrS.?300,?anctan)?








? ?i.??argi-? ? (a.)?‘weiß,?hell’?(HEG?1:177,??ar-ki-i??[sgN])?
? TochB.?arkwa-? (a.f.)?‘white’?(DTochB.?23,?arkwañña)?
? RV.?árju?a-? ? (a.)?‘weiss,?silberfarben’?(WbRV.?112-3,?EWA?1:116)?
? RV.??j·?ti-? ? (a.)?‘glühend,?strahlend’?(WbRV.?279)?
The?Old?Anatolian?laryngeal?is?accompanied?by?Gr.??,?implying?the?root??—D.?
(f)???ar?-?‘eilen’?(P.?64)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘schnell?beweglich’?(GEW?1:132)?
? RV.??jiant-? ? (pt.)?‘vordringend,?vorwärtsschießend’?(WbRV.?280)?
? Gr.?????·????-? (a.)?‘schnellfüßig’?(Perrson,?Beitr.?828)??
? ?i.??arganau-? ? (c./n.)?‘Sohle?,?Ferse?’?(HHand.?42,?HEG?1:176)?




? OInd.??ji·pyá-? ? (a.)?‘epith.?of?OInd.??yená-?=?Adler’?(Beitr.?827)?
? LAv.??r?zi·fya-? (m.)?‘Adler’?(AIWb.?354)?





? ?i.??ara-? ? (c.)?‘Adler’?(HHand.?41,??a-a-ra-a??[sgN])?
? Pal.??ara-? ? (c.)?‘Adler?’?(DPal.?54,??a-ra-a-a??[sgN])?
Yet?another?extension?PIE?*?ar·(o)n-?is?attested?in:?
? ?i.??aran-? ? (c.obl.)?‘Adler’?(HEG?1:170f.??a-ra-na-a??[G])?
? Go.?aran-? ? (m.)?‘Aar,?Adler’?(GoEtD.?40,?arans?[plN])?
? CLu.??arani-? ? (c.)?‘a?bird’?(HEG?1:170f.,??ar-ra-ni-en-za)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Vogel’?(GEW?2:421-2,???????)?
(h)???ard-?‘Schmutz;?feucht,?naß’?(P.?334)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Schmutz’?(GEW?1:134,??????[sgN])?
? Gr.????????? ? (vb.)?‘beschmutzen’?(GEW?1:134,????????)?
? RV.??rdrá-? ? (a.)?‘feucht,?naß,?wogend’?(EWA?1:117-8)?
? OIcl.?ertla-? ? (f.)?‘Bachstelze,?Motacilla?Fusca’?(ANEtWb.?105)?
Gr.???also?directly?matches?? i.???in?the?unextended?root:?
PIE?*?ar-?‘idem’?
? ?i.??ar-? ? (vb.)?‘verunreinigen’?(HEG.?1:169,?HHand.?41)?
? Gr.????-? ? (m.)?‘??????????’?(LSJ.?245,???????????????????)?
(i)???asd-?‘branch,?twig,?usw.’?(P.?782)?
? 376?
? ?i.??a?duir-? ? ((GI?)n.)?‘Zweige,?Reisig,?Bast,?Häcksel’?(HEG?1:206)?
? Gr.????-? ? (m.)?‘Ast,?Zweig,?Schößling’?(GEW?2:353,?????)?
? OEng.??st-? ? (m?.)?‘knot,?knob’?(ASaxD.?768)?
? Arm.?ost-? ? (sb.)?‘branch,?twig’?(ArmGr1:482)?
Dominating?the?extension,?the?vocalism?Gr.??-???Arm.?o-?reflects?PIE?*?ao-?(not?LT?
†h3e-),?because? i.???matches?with?Lat.?a?in?the?root?without?extension:703?
? ?i.??a?-? ? (n.)?‘Span?o.ä.’?(HEG?1:194-5)?
? Li.?as?-?? ? (f.)?‘Schlachtelhalm’?(LiEtWb.?124,?as?s?[sgN])?
? Gr.??h??-? ? (n.pl.)?‘Spreu,?Getreidehalme’?(GEW?1:625,????,???)?
? Lat.?arist?-? ? (f.)?‘Granne,?Ähre,?Borsten’?(WH?1:67,?arista)?
(j)???ad-?‘essen’?(P.?289)?
? RV.?madhu·’ád-? (a.)?‘Süsses,?süsse?Frucht?essend’?(WbRV.?990)?
? ?i.??adar-? ? (n.)?‘einer?Art?Getreide’?(HEG?1:220,??a-at-tar?[NA])?
? Lat.?ad?r-? ? (n.)?‘einer?Art?Getreide,?Spelt’?(WH?1:14,?ador?[NA])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pr.)?‘??????:???????????????????’?(GEW?2:348)?
? Arm.?atamn-? ? (sb.)?‘Zahn’?(ArmGr.?422,?atamn?[N])?
PIE?*??is?confirmed?by?Rig-Vedic?hiatus,?agreeing?with? i.???and?Lat.?a? ?Arm.?a.?
(k)?PIE?*ie?a?-?‘können,?vermögen’?(P.?503)?
? Latv.?j?g-? ? (vb.)?‘begreifen,?verstehen’?(LiEtWb.?192,?j?gt?[inf.])?
? Li.?pa·j?g-? ? ?(vb.)?‘imstande?sein,?können,?vermögen’?(LiEtWb.?192)?
? Li.?j?gà?-? ? (4f.)?‘Kraft,?Stärke,?Macht’?(LiEtWb.?192,?j?gà)?
? Do.????-? ? (f.)?‘Jugendkraft,?jugendliches?Alter’?(GEW?1:62)?
? Aiol.????-? ? (f.)?‘Jugendkraft,?jugendliches?Alter’?(GEW?1:620)?
PIE?*??is?confirmed?by?Aiol.???and?Li.?g? ?Gr.??.?
(l)??la?b-?‘lip,?lick’?(P.?651)?
? Lat.?labio-? ? (m.)?‘Lippe,?Rand’?(WH?1:738,?labium)?
? OEng.?lapia-? ? (vb.)?‘lap,?lick’?(ASaxD.?621,?lapian?[inf.])?
? OIcl.?lepia-? ? (vb.)?‘schlürfend?lecken’?(ASaxD.?621,?ANEtWb.?–)?
? Lat.?labello-? ? (n.dim.)?‘Lippchen’?(WH?1:738,?labellum?[sgNA])? ?
? Lat.?labro-? ? (n.)?‘Lippe,?Rand’?(WH?1:738,?labrum?[sgNA])?
? OCS.?lob?za-? ? (vb.)?‘küssen’?(Sadnik??471,?lob?zati?[inf.])?
PIE?*??is?implied?by?Lat.?a?with?voice?in?Lat.?b? ?OEng.?p.?
(m)??ma??-?‘drücken,?kneten,?abstreichen,?reinigen,?salben’?(P.?696)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘drücken,?kneten,?abstreichen’?(GEW?2:180)?
? OCS.?maza-? ? (vb.)?‘salben,?schmieren’?(Sadnik??493,?mazati?[inf.])?
? Rus.?máza-? ? (pr.)?‘bestreichen,?beschmieren,?salben’?(REW?2:87)?







? OCS.?m?di-? ? (vb.)?‘zögern,?verharren,?verweilen’?(Sadnik??542A)?
? OInd.?mandirá-? (n.)?‘Wohnsitz,?Haus,?Palast,?Tempel’?(KEWA?2:582)?
? OIr.?mainder-? ? (f.)?‘enclos?(pour?le?bétail),?lieu?fermé’?(LEIA?M-10)?





? gAv.?mada-? ? (m.)?‘Rauschtrank’?(AIWb.?1114,?madahy??[sgG])?
? Lat.?made?? ? (pr.)?‘naß?sein,?triefen,?reif/voll/trunken?sein’?(WH?2:6)?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘von?Nässe?triefen,?zerfließen’?(GEW?2:157)?
Greek?and?Latin?agree?in?/a/,?with?the?voiced?stop?Lat.?d? ?Gr.???implying?PIE?*?.?
(p)??su?ad-?‘sweet’?(P.?1039-40)?
? RV.?su’áda-? ? (pr.)?‘angenehm,?genussreich?machen’?(WbRV.?1622)?
? RV.?havya·s?d-? (a.)?‘die?Opfertränke?süssig?machend’?(WbRV.?1657)?
? OGaul.?su?du·r?g-? (PNm.)?‘Suß·könig’?(ACSS.?2:1644,?suadurix?[sgN])?
? El.?(h)????-? ? (a.)?‘süß’?(GEW?1:623,?El.??????,?Do.?????,?Att.?????)?
PIE?*??is?confirmed?by?hiatus?in?Rig-Veda,?the?long?glide?RV.??? ?*u?á?and?Do.??.?
§7.? Class ? II ? (roots? D—?).? Roots? beginning? with? media? followed? by? the? voiced?
laryngeal?include?the?following?well-known?examples:?
(a)??dea?ns-?‘zeigen,?unterrichten,?usw.’?(P.?201-2)?
? RV.?da?sáya-? ? (cs.)?‘züchtigen’?(WbRV.?569)?
? gAv.?d?hi?ta-? ? (sup.)?‘bestunterrichtete’?(AIWb.?746)?
? RV.?dá?sas-? ? (n.)?‘wunderliche,?herrliche?Tat’?(WbRV.?570)?
? Hes.??·?????-?? (a.)?‘??????????’?(GEW?1:382)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Ratschläge,?Anschläge’?(GEW?1:382,???????[pl])?
Gr.??,???imply?PIE?*?.?
(b)??dea?s-?‘lehren’?(P.?201-2)?
? Gr.???h-? ? (vb.)?‘lehren’?(GEW?1:382,?????[ipv2sg])?
? Hom.?????h-? ? (ao.)?‘lehren’?(GEW?1:384,???????[3sg])?
? gAv.?d?dai?ha-?? (futMP.)?‘unterwiesen?werden’?(AIWb.?746,?d?dai?he)?
? Gr.????????? ? (vb.)?‘unterrichten,?lehren’?(GEW?1:338)?
? RV.?dasrá-? ? (a.)?‘wunderthätig’?(WbRV.?585,?EWA?1:712)?




? Do.???-? ? (m.)?‘Zeus’?(GrGr.?1:576f.,?GEW?1:610,????,????)?
? RV.?di?-? ? (m.)?‘Himmel’?(WbRV.?601-4,?RV.?di?m?=?Lat.?diem)?
PIE?*??with?voice?in?RV.?d?is?confirmed?by?Do.???and?Rig-Vedic?hiatus.?
(d)???ua?s-?‘kosten,?wählen,?erproben,?usw.’?(P.?399,?*?eus-)?
? Gr.????h?-? ? (pr.)?‘kosten’?(GEW?1:302,????????)?
? Go.?kiusa-? ? (vb.)?‘kiesen,?prüfen,?wählen,?erproben’?(GoEtD.?219)?
? RV.?sa·j??-? ? (prepI.)?‘vereint,?zusammen,?zugleich’?(WbRV.?1449)?
? Khot.?ys??-? ? (vb.)?‘schätzen’?(P.?399,?ys??-??)?




? RV.?g-? ? ? (ao.)?‘gehen,?kommen,?wandern’?(WbRV.?392,?gus)?
? gAv.?ga-? ? (vb.)?‘kommen’?(AIWb.?494,?gaid??[2sg])?
? Gr.???-? ? (vb.)?‘walk,?step,?etc.’?(LSJ.?302,???????[3du],?Gr.?/?/)?
? RV.?ga’a-? ? (pr.)?‘einen?Weg?[A,I]?gehen’?(WbRV.?392,?gaat?[3sg])?
? RV.?g?-? ? (pr.)?‘gehen,?kommen,?wandern’?(WbRV.?391,?g?s)?
? Li.?gó-? ? ? (vb.)?‘gehen’?(LiEtWb.?161,?góti?[inf.])?




? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘gnaw,?eat’?(LSJ.?360,?in?Cypr.???????)?
? RV.?jagras-? ? (pf.)?‘fressen,?hinwegnehmen’?(WbRV.?418)?
? RV.?grása-? ? (prM.)?‘fressen,?ohne?Obj.’?(WbRV.?418,?grásete?[3du])?
? Gr.?????? ? (pr.)?‘nagen,?fressen’?(GEW.?1:326)?
? OIcl.?kr?s-? ? (f.)?‘Leckerbissen,?Futter’?(ANEtWb.?329)?
? Lat.?gr?men-? ? (n.)?‘Grass?als?Futterkraut’?(WH?1:616-7)?
PIE?*??with?voice?in?Gr.???is?implied?by?Gr.???and?Lat.???(??PIt.?*as).?
(g)???a?l-?‘triefeln,?gießen’?(P.?471-2,? el-)?
? OInd.?gala-? ? (vb1.)?‘drip,?drop,?etc.’?(MonWil.?350,?galati)?
? OInd.?galana-? ? (a.)?‘träufelnd’?(EWA?1:476)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (m.)?‘Bader’?(GEW?1:212,?????????)?
? Gr.???????(?)??-? (n.)?‘warmes?Bad’?(GEW?1:212,??????????)?
? OInd.?g?lana-? ? (n.)?‘das?Abtropfenlassen,?Seihen’?(GEW?1:476)?
? Gr.???·???????? (adv.)?‘aufsprudelnd,?vom?Wasser’?(LSJ.?79)?




? OInd.?gála-? ? (vb1.)?‘verschwinden’?(MonWil?350,?gálati?[3sg])?
? OIr.?at·ball-? ? (pr.)?‘sterben’?(LEIA?A-98,?at·baill?[3sg])?
OIr.?a?implies?PIE?*?.?
(i)???la?in-?‘shine,?pure,?clean’?(P.?366-7)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.pl.)?‘star-shaped?ornament’?(LSJ.?350)?
? OHG.?kleini-? ? (a.)?‘subtilis’?(ASaxD.?157)?




? Oss.?zar-? ? (sb.)?‘Gesang’?(WP?1:537,?GoEtD.?215)?
? OIr.?fo·gar-? ? (m.)?‘Ton,?Laut?:?sound’?(DIL.?319)?
? Gr.?????????? ? (m.)?‘Hes.?=????????’?(LSJ.?339)?
? OIr.?fo·gor-? ? (m.)?‘Ton,?Laut?:?sound’?(DIL.?319)?
? OHG.?kara-? ? (f.)?‘mourning’?(GoEtD.?215)?
? Go.?kara-? ? (f.)?‘Sorge’?(GoEtD.?215)?
Gr.???=?OIr.?a?implies?PIE?*??(for?voice,?see?Gr.??).?




plosives.?This? is? to?say,? for? the?roots?Neogr.?D?containing?one?plosive?we?obtain? the?
rules?
? ?—T? ?? ?—D?? ? &? ? T—?? ?? D—?.?
§9.?That?voice?was?not?an?original?property?of?the?plosives,?but?a?feature?of?PIE?*??is?
proven?by? roots? containing? a? laryngeal?but? alternating? in? terms?of? the? voice?of? the?
plosives?C1? and?C2.704?An? example? of? the? alternation?C1—? ?—G2? :?G1—? ?—C2? is?
found,?for?instance,?in:?
(a)??pra?ug-?‘Heuschrecke,?Frosch;?laufen’?(P.?845-6)705?
? Rus.?pryg-? ? (m.)?‘Heuschrecke,?locusta’?(REW?2:450,?pryg)?
? Rus.?pr?ga-? ? (f.)?‘Sprungfeder’?(REW?2:450)?
? OIcl.?frauki-? ? (m.)?‘Frosch’?(ANEtWb.?141)?









? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Art?Heuschrecke’?(GEW?2:271;?*brea?uk-)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Art?Heuschrecke’?(GEW?2:271;?*broa?uk-)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Art?Heuschrecke’?(GEW?2:271;?*bra?uk-)?
? Rus.?bryká-? ? (vb.)?‘mit?den?Hinterfüßen?ausschlagen’?(REW?1:127)?
The?feature?voice?was?not?a?necessary?property?of?the?root-final?*pra?ug-?(??T—?—
D)?or? root-initial?*bra?uk-? (??D—?—T)?plosive.?The?ability? for?voice? to?be?absent?
from? both? of? the? plosives? indicates? that? it? had? to? be? a? feature? of? the? remaining?
candidate,?the?laryngeal?PIE?*?.?
§10.? As? a? generalization? of? the? above? lemmas,? we? may? postulate? the? following?
inductive?hypothesis:?From? the? roots?Neogr.?*D? it? is?allowed? to? infer? to?a? root?PIE?
*?—D?or?a?root?PIE?*D—?.?
This? rule? is? of? considerable? comparative? importance? because? thereby? it? becomes?
possible? to? recover? a? significant? number? of? lost? laryngeals? implied? by?mediae.?An?
example?of?the?application?of?the?rule?is?the?traditionally?reconstructed?root?
Neogr.?*?eru-?‘Pfahl,?Stachel’?(P.?479):?
? Go.?qairu-? ? (n.)?‘Pfahl,?Stachel’?(GoEtD.?275)?
? Lat.?uer?-? ? (n.)?‘Spieß’?(WH?2:766,?uer??[sgNA])?
? OIr.?biur-? ? (n.)?‘Speer,?Spieß?:?broche?:?épieu’?(LEIA?B-51-2)?
? Umbr.?berva-? ? (f.)?‘=?Lat.?uerua’?(WbOU.?145)?
The?root?contains?a?voiced?plosive?Neogr.?*?,?with?the?result?that?it?also?contains?PIE?
*?.?The? open? question? concerning? the? position? of? the? laryngeal? –? either? *(?)?er,?
?e(?)r?or? er(?)?–?is?settled?by?the?data?pointing?to?the?laryngeal?within?the?root:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (c.)?‘??????’?(LSJ.?307,?Hes.????????????????)?








? Gr.????-? ? (vb.)?‘hören’?(GEW?1:877,???????[2sg])?
? OIr.?cl?? ? (n.)?‘renommée,?célebrité,?rumeur’?(LEIA?C-125f.,?clú)?
? RV.??r?-? ? (ao.)?‘hören’?(WbRV.?1428,??r?y?s?[prec3sg])?




707? For? the? alternation,? see?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:629-632),? Szemerényi? (1964:106-7fn3)? and? Stang?
1967.?
? 381?




? Arm.?as-? ? (sb.)?‘Wort(e)’?(ArmGr.?421,?as-k‘,?asi??[plG])? ?
? Arm.?asa?-? ? (ao.)?‘sagen’?(ArmGr.?421,?asa?i)?
? ? ??a?-?
? Gr.???·??-? ? (pf.pr.)?‘befehlen’?(GEW?1:115,??????)?
? Lat.?ad·agio-? ? (n.)?‘Sprichwort’?(WH?1:12,?ad·agium)?
? Gr.???·???-? ? (f.)?‘Befehl’?(GEW?1:115)?
(c)?PIE??hak?-?:???a?-?‘Auge’?(P.?775-777,?ok?-)?
? ? ?hak?-?
? Gr.???-? ? (f.)?‘the?eye,?face’?(LSJ?1282,????)?
? Gr.??????? ? (n.)?‘=?????????????:?face’?(LSJ.?299)?
? ? ??a?-?
? AV.?al·ají-? ? (f.)?‘Einzündung?[al-]?des?Auges’?(EWA?1:125)708?
? Arm.?a?‘-? ? (sb.)?‘Auge’?(ArmGr.?413,?a?‘k‘?[plN])?
? OPr.?agin-? ? (m.)?‘Auge’?(APrS.?296,?agins?[sgN])?
? Arm.?akan-? ? (sb.)?‘Auge’?(ArmGr.?413,?akan?[sgG])?
(d)?PIE??sehat-?:??se?ad-?‘sitzen’?(P.?884f.?*sed-)?
? ? ?sehat-?
? OSax.?sethal-? ? (sb.)?‘Sitz,?Wohnsitz’?(Grundr2?1:635)?
? OHG.?sedal-? ? (sb.)?‘Sitz,?Wohnsitz’?(Grundr2?1:635)?
? ? ?s?aed-??
? OIr.?saidi-? ? (pr.)?‘to?sit’?(GOI,?354,?saidid?[3sg])?
? OGaul.?sado-? ? (ON.)?‘j.?Saze,?dép?Gard,?arr.?Uzès’?(ACSS.?2:1283)? ?
? Li.?sodà-? ? (f.)?‘Dorf,?Ansiedlung’?(LiEtWb.?854-5)?
(e)?PIE??lahk-?:??la?g-?‘lecken,?saufen’?(P.?653)?
? ? ?lahk-?
? Li.?làk-?? ? (vb.)?‘auflecken,?leckend?fressen’?(LiEtWb.?337,?làkti)?
? Rus.?laka-? ? (vb.)?‘lecken,?saufen’?(REW?2:55,?lakat’?[inf.])?
? ? ?la?g-??






? Arm.?lakan-? ? (sb.)?‘Schüssel’?(ArmGr.?1:351)?
(f)?PIE??uhaip-?:??u?aib-?‘drehen,?schwingend?bewegen’?(P.?1131-2)?
? ? ?u?aip-?
? RV.?vépa-? ? (prM.)?‘in?zitternder?Bewegung?sein’?(WbRV.?1283)?
? LAv.?par??vaepaya-? (pr.)?‘abwenden’?(AIWb.?1323,?par??a?vaepaya)?
? OIcl.?veifa-? ? (vb.)?‘schwingen,?werfen’?(ANEtWb.?651)?
? ? ?u?aib-?
? Latv.?viêb-? ? (vb.refl.)?‘sich?drehen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1236,?viêbtiês)?
? Li.?v?bur-? ? (vb.)?‘schwingen,?herumdrehen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1236)?
? Lat.?uibr?-? ? (pr1.)?‘sich?zitternd?bewegen,?usw.’?(WH?2:780)?
(g)?PIE??pahit-?:??ba?it-?‘Kleidung,?Gewand,?Rock,?Mantel’?(P.?92-3)?
? ? ?pahit-?
? Alb.?petk-? ? (m.)?‘Kleidung,?Gewand’?(EtDiAlb.?317)?
? ? ?ba?it-?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Zelt?oder?Rock?aus?(Ziegen)Fell’?(GEW?1:210)?
? OEng.?p?d-? ? (f.)?‘coat,?cloak,?outer?garment’?(ASaxD.?771,?p?d)?
? Go.?paida-? ? (f.)?‘Leibrock,?Unterkleid’?(GoEtD.?271,?paida)?
(h)?PIE??speha?-?:??spe?a?-?‘betrachten’?(P.?984?+?981)?
? ? ?speha?-?‘spähen,?usw.’?
? RV.?spá?-? ? (ao.)?‘betrachten,?erwägen,?achten?auf’?(WbRV.?1608)?
? Lat.?haru·spec-? (m.)?‘Wahrsager’?(WH?1:?634-6,?haruspex?[sgN])?
? Arm.?spas-? ? (sb.)?‘Aufwartung,?Dienst’?(ArmGr.?1:492)710?
? RV.?sp??áya-? ? (cs.)?‘erspähen’?(WbRV.?1608,?sp??áyasva?[2sg])?
? ? ?spe?a?-?‘weise,?usw.’?
? OIcl.?spak-? ? (a.)?‘klug,?erfahren’?(ANEtWb.?531,?spakr?[sgN])?
? OIcl.?spekja? ? (vb.)?‘weise?machen,?besänftigen’?(ANEtWb.?533)711?
(i)?PIE??kahl-?:??ga?l-?‘kahl,?bloss,?nackt,?haarlos’?
? ? ?kahl-? ‘kahl’?(P.?554)?
? Lat.?caluo-? ? (a.)?‘kahl(geschoren)’?(WH?1:144)?





711? The? root?Neogr.? *spe?-? had? a? laryngal? based? on? three? properties:? the?Armenian? ‘a-colouring’,?
Brugmann’s?Law?II?and?the?alternation?Neogr.?*??:??.?
? 383?
? OCS.?gol?-?? ? (a.)?‘nackt,?bloss’?(Sadnik??238)?
? OEng.?calu-? ? (a.)?‘callow,?bold,?without?hair’?(ASaxD.?144)?
? OHG.?chalo? ? (a.)?‘kahl’?(ASaxD.?144)?
(j)?PIE??kla?-?:??gla?-?‘schlagen,?brechen’?(P.?545-7,?kl?-)?
? ? ?kla?d-?
? Gr.????????-? ? (a.)?‘gebrechlich’?(GEW?1:864)?
? Lat.?cl?d?i-? ? (f.)?‘Verletzung,?Beschädigung,?Schaden’?(WH1:225)?
? OIr.?claideb-?? ? (m.)?‘machera,?gladius?:?épée’?(LEIA?C-110-1)?
? ? ?gla?d-? ?
? Lat.?gladio-? ? (m.)?‘messerförmiges?Schwert’?(WH?1:603)?
? Lat.?gladi?t?r-?? (m.)?‘gladiator’?(WH?1:603)?
(k)?PIE???lahi-?:???la?i-?‘See,?Meer’??
? ? ??lahi-?? ? (P.?607??lei-)?
? OIcl.?hl?-? ? (m.)?‘Meer’?(ANEtWb.?237,?hl?r?[sgN])?
? Li.??lìk-? ? (vb.)?‘tropfen,?fließen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?1005)?
? ? ??la?i-?? ? (P.?401??lei-)? ?
? RV.?upá?(...)?jraya-? (vb1.)?‘hinzueilen’?(WbRV.?506)? ?
? RV.?p?thu·jráya-? (a.)?‘weit?laufend’?(KEWA?1:449)?
? LAv.?zrayah-? ? (n.)?‘See,?Meer’?(AIWb.?1701)?
(l)?PIE??s?hak-?:??s??ag-?‘still,?leise,?langsam,?usw.’?(P.?896,?Grundr2?1:680)?
? ? ?s?hak-?
? Gr.????(?)? ? (adv.)?‘still,?leise,?langsam,?ein?wenig’?(GEW?1:627)?
? TochA.?s?kät? ? (adv.)?‘tacite,?quiete’?(Poucha?362)? ?
? ? ?s??ag-?
? Lat.?s?gni-? ? (a.)?‘langsam,?schläfrig,?träge’??(WH?2:510)? ?
? Lat.?s?gnios-? ? (a.comp.)?‘oft?in?non/nihilo?segnius’?(WH?2:510)?
(m)?PIE??shaup-?:??s?aub-?‘OBER’?(P.?1107)?
? ? ?shaup-?
? Osc.?supro-? ? (a.)?‘oberer’?(WbOU.?722,?supru)?
? Lat.?supr?? ? (adv.)?‘oben?darauf,?usw.’?(WH?2:613)?
? ? ?s?aub-?
? OGaul.?subro-?? (n.)?‘oberer?(?)’?(ACSS.?2:1652,?subron?[sgA])?




? gAv.??tar-? ? (m.)?‘Feuer’?(AIWb.?312f.)?
? Lat.??ter-? ? (a.)?‘schwarz,?dunkel,?finster,?unheilvoll’?(WH?1:75)??
? OPers.??çina-? ? (Im.)?‘Elamite?rebel’?(OldP.?167)? ? ? ?
? ? ??adr-?
? Umbr.?adro? ? (a.)?‘schwarz,?dunkel,?finster,?unheilvoll’?(WH?1:75)?
? Maced.???????-? (f.)?Hes.????????<?cf.???????????????>?(LSJ.?24)?
? OItal.?adria-? ? (ON.)?‘Adria’?(WH?1:75)?
(o)?PIE??tah-?:??da?-?‘geben,?schenken’?(P.?223-226)?
? ? ?tah-?
? Gr.???-?? ? (pr.)?‘geben’?(Grundr2?1:654,??????‘dato’)?
? Att.?????·??·??-?? (f.)?=?Gr.??????????(KVG:249;?PIE?*táh-i-d?a?-)?
? Phryg.?????-? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(Phryg.?138,???????)?
? ?? ?da?-?
? Gr.???-?? ? (pr.)?‘geben’?(GEW?1:388-9,????????[1sg])?
? Gr.?????·??·??-?? (f.)?‘Aphrodite’?(KVG:249,?PIE?*dáh-i-t?ah-)?
? Cypr.?????-?? ? (vb.)?‘geben’?(GEW?1:389,?????????[inf.])?
(p)?PIE??uhat-?:??u?ad-?(P.?1104-1105,?Grundr2?1:636)?
? ? ?uhat-?
? Lat.?utero-? ? (m.)?‘Unter/Mutterleib,?Bauch’?(WP?1:191)?
? ? ?u?ad-?
? RV.?udára-? ? (n.)?‘Bauch’?(WbRV.?253),?‘Mutterleib’?(EWA?1:216)?
? OInd.?an·?dara-? (a.)?‘bauchlos’?(EWA?1:216)?
? Li.?v?dera-? ? (m.)?‘Eingeweide,?Magen,?Unterleib’?(LiEtWb.?1210)?




? OHG.?fl?h-? ? (m.)?‘a?flea’?(ASaxD.?291)?
? OEng.?fl?a-? ? (m.)?‘a?flea,?pulex’?(ASaxD.?291)?
? Arm.?lu-? ? (sb.)?‘Floh’?(EtDiArm.?315)?
? RV.?plú?i-? ? (f.)?‘ein?schädliches?Insekt’?(WbRV.?895)?
? ? ?bla?u-?
? Li.?blusà-? ? (f.)?‘Floh’?(LiEtWb.?51)?
? OPr.?blus·kaym-? (ON.)?‘Floh-Dorf’?(APrON.?21)?
? ORus.?bl?cha-?? (f.)?‘Floh’?(REW?1:94)?




? Osc.?ac-? ? (vb.)?‘treiben’?(WbOU.?78-9,?acum?[inf.])?
? ? ??a?-?
? Lat.?ago-? ? (prA.)?‘treiben,?führen,?hetzen,?verhandeln’?(WH?1:23)?
? LAv.?aza-? ? (prM.)?‘(weg)treiben,?wegschleppen’?(AIWb.?223)?





? Gr.?????-? ? (pr.)?‘to?be?able/strong’?(LSJ.?452,????????)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Kraft,?Macht’?(GEW?1:423-4)? ?
§12.?As?for?the?alternation?T?:?D,?note?in?particular?that:?
(a)? The? alternation? T? :? D? is? attested? in? all? Indo-European? languages? except?
Tocharian,?where?the?feature?voice?was?lost,?and?in?Old?Anatolian,?where?the?feature?
voice? was? (mostly)? unmarked.? The? alternation? is? abundant,? both? internally? and?
externally,712? and? as? its? dimensions? are? not? fully? understood? there? is? a? largely?
unexplored?domain?of?comparison?that?may?enable?us?to?connect?seemingly? isolated?




? Neogr.??D?? ??? PIE???—D?? ?? ?PIE??D—?,?
we?may?conclude?that?PIE??D—?? is?excluded,?because?the?root?Neogr.?*od-?was?not?
followed? by? the? laryngeal.? Hence? the? root? shape? was? PIE? ??—D,? and? we? may?
postulate:?
PIE???ad-?‘Wind,?Atem,?Geruch’?(P.?773-4,?ablaut?PIE?*?aod,?*?a?d-)?
? Li.?úod-? ? (vb.)?‘riechen,?spüren,?wahrnehmen’?(LiEtWb.?1167-8)?
? Il.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Geruch’?(GEW?2:354)?
? OLat.?od?s-? ? (n.)?‘Geruch’?(WH?2:203f.,?od?s?[NA])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
712?In?addition? to?such?well-known? internal?alternations?as?RV.? ?ákman-?(n.)? ‘Kraft,?Geschick,?Werk,?
Arbeit’? (WbRV.? 1371)? vs.?RV.? ?agmá-? (a.)? ‘vermögend,? stark,? kräftig’? (WbRV.? 1371),? there? is? an?
unknown?number?of?unidentified?alternations.?Exemplii?gratia,? I?quote?Gr.? ?????-? (a.)? ‘zart,?weich’?









? LAv.??t-? ? (vb.)?‘atmen’?(AIWb.?317,?LAv.??t???[inf.])?
? Ir.?athach-? ? (f.)?‘Hauch,?Wind’?(LEIA?A-99-100)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Dampf,?Dunst,?Rauch’?(GEW?1:179???????[sgN])?
? RV.??tmán-? ? (n.)?‘Hauch,?Atem,?Odem,?Lebenshauch’?(WbRV.?175)?
In?this?manner,?Proto-Indo-European?had?a?single?root?PIE??HAT-?with?voiceless?(PIE?
?hat-,?P.?345)?and?voiced?(PIE?*?ad-,?P.?773-4)?variants.?Since?the?voiceless?root?can?
be? understood? as? primary,? in? theory? every? voiced? root? can? have? a? voiceless?
counterpart.?Conversely,?every?voiceless?root?with?laryngeal?can?have?formed?a?voiced?















? T—D? ? ?? T—D??? (and)?? ? D—T? ? ? D?—T.?







716? See,? for? instance,?Brugmann’s? (Grundr2? 1:652)? explanation:? “Zuweilen?Media? für?Tenuis? durch?








T—D? ? ?? ?—T—D? ?? T—?—D? ?? T—D—??
D—T? ? ?? ?—D—T? ?? D—?—T? ?? D—T—??









not? assimilated? to? the? plosive,? the? laryngeal?is? voiceless.? Some? examples? of? the?
voiceless?laryngeal?are:?
(a)?PIE??hap-?‘Hand,?Macht,?(vor)handen?sein’?(P.?780,?HEG?1:157f.)?
? ?i.??ap-? ? (vb1.)?‘reichlich?vorhanden?sein’?(HHand.?40)?
? Lat.?op-? ? (f.)?‘Macht,?Vermögen,?Reichtum’?(WH?2:215,?ops)?




? Lat.?ped·ier?-? ? (pr1.)?‘falsch?schwören’?(WH?2:274,?peier?re)?
(c)?PIE?*pah-?‘schützen’?(P.?839)?
? ?i.?pa??-? ? (vbM.)?‘schützen,?verteidigen,?verwahren’?(CHD?P:2f.)?
? RV.?pári?(...)?p?s-? (s.ao.)?‘rings?schützen’?(WbRV.?800,?pári?p?sati?[conj.])?
? TochA.?p?s-? ? (vbM.)?‘custodire,?tueri’?(Poucha?168,?p?santär?[3pl])?
(d)?PIE?*pahi-?‘schlagen’?(P.?827)?
? ?i.?pa?i-? ? (c.)?‘something?harmful’?(CHD?P:1,?pa-a?-?i-in)?






718?Thus,? for? example,?we? are? to? posit? *?ea?d-? ‘fall’? (P.? 516),? not? †?adh,? according? to?Magnusson’s?
distribution.?This? is? because?Lat.? cad?? (pr3.)? ‘fallen’? (WH? 1:128)? and?OInd.? ?a??d-? (pf.)? ‘ausfallen,?
abfallen’?imply?PIE?*a??within?the?root,?based?on?the?‘a-vocalism’.?
? 388?
no? laryngeal? is? to? be? reconstructed? for? the? proto-language.? ‘Szemerényi’s? Rule’?
(19904:147?=?19701:131),?according?to?which?“Ein?heth?es-?‘sein’?[…]?beweist?also?ein?




? Li.??d-? ? ? (vb.)?‘fressen’?(LiEtWb.?124,??sti)?
? ?i.??adar? ? (n.)?‘einer?Art?Getreide’?(HEG?1:220,??a-at-tar?[NA])?
? Lat.?ad?r-? ? (n.)?‘einer?Art?Getreide,?Spelt’?(WH?1:14,?ador?[NA])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (.)?=???????(=?‘??????????????????’,?GEW?2:348)?
? Arm.?atamn-? ? (sb.)?‘Zahn’?(ArmGr.?422,?atamn?[N])?
? Gr.?????? ? (adv.)?‘mit?den?Zähnen’?(GEW?2:348,?????)?
? Lat.?dent-? ? (m.)?‘Zahn’?(WH?1:340-1)?
(b)?PIE??da?-?‘eat’720,?another?root?without?a?laryngeal,?is?attested?in:?
? ?i.?ed-?? ? (vb.)?‘essen’?(?EG?1:117-9,?e-te-ir?[3pl],?PIE?*eda?)?
? ?i.?ad-?? ? (vb.)?‘essen’?(?EG?1:91f.,?a-da-an-zi,?PIE?*oda?)?
? TochB.?ts?k-? ? (vb.)?‘bite’?(DTochB.?731,?PIE?*da???-,?cf.?P.?201)721?
These? items? are? to? be? separated? from? the? group? (a),? because? no? initial? PIE? *?? is?
attested?in?Old?Anatolian?(i.e.?we?are?dealing?with?two?roots).?
§17.? Among? others,? Gamkrelidze? and? Ivanov? (1973:151)? have? insisted? that? the?
absence? of? *b? (“das? Fehlen? von? b”)? resulted? in? a? gap? (“Lücke”)? in? the? series?
mediae.722? However,? occurrences? of? the? correspondence? set? PIE? *b? are? common?




with? glottal? stops,? concluding? (2002:81)? that? “[...]? the? Gl[ottalic]?Theory? does? not?
provide?a? credible?explanation? [f]or? the? labial?gap”.? It? is?however?possible? that? the?
relative? rarity? of? PIE? *b? could? be? understood? as? a? phonetically?motivated? feature?
caused? by? the? maximal? distance? between? the? lips? and? the? glottis,? the? place? of?









723?The?methods?used?by?Gamkrelizde?and? Ivanov? in? their?quasi-elimination?of?PIE?*b?are?unsound.?







? Li.?vél-?? ? (vb.)?‘wollen,?erlauben’?(LiEtWb.?1220,?vélti)?
? LAv.?fra?va?i-?? ? (f.)?‘Wahlentscheidung’?(AIWb.?992-5)?
Here? the? laryngeal? is? implied?by? the?Lithuanian?acute?and?Av.? ?? (Fortunatov’s?Law?
II).?The?dental?extension?(PIE?*ue?al?d-)?has?a?voiced?determinative?in?




? Gr.?(?)????-? ? (prM.)?‘erwarten,?hoffen’?(GEW?1:502-3)?
? Gr.?(?)???????-? (a.)?‘erwünscht,?reizend’?(GEW?1:78)?
? Gr.???(?)?????-? (a.)?‘erwünscht,?reizend’?(GEW?1:78)?
§19.?Possibly?owing? to? the? long-lasting?uncertainty?concerning?PIE?*b,? the?phoneme?






? RV.?b?saya-? ? (m.)?etwa?‘Zauberer’?(WbRV.?910,?KEWA?2:445)?
? RV.?b?saya-? ? (m.)?‘Bezeichnung?eines?Dämons’?(WbRV.?910)?
(b)?PIE?*bu?as-?‘dicht,?enge’?
? RV.?busá-? ? (n.)?viell.?‘das?Dichte,?das?Dunkel’?(WbRV.?910)?
? Gr.??????? ? (adv.)?‘dicht?gedrängt,?eng?aneinander’?(GEW?1:277)?
? Gr.?????????-? ? (ONn.)?‘?????????,?a?colony?of?Megara’?(GEW?1:277)?
(c)?PIE?*bi?ar-?(or?bia?r??)?‘Höhle,?Loch’?(P.?–)?
? RV.?bíla-? ? (n.)?‘Höhle’?(WbRV.?906,?bílam?[sgNA])?
? Alb.?birë-? ? (.)?‘Loch?:?hole’?(AlbEtD.?26,?birë,?bira?[pl])?
? OInd.?bíla-? ? (n.)?‘Loch,?Öffnung’?(WbRV.?906)?
? Dh?tup.?bila-? ? (pr1A.)?‘split,?cleave,?break’?(MonWil.?732)?
§20.?Gamkrelidze? and? Ivanov? (1973:152)? strongly? suggest? the? non-existence? of? the?












? Lat.?badio-? ? (a.)?‘kastanienbraun’?(WH?1:92)?
? OIr.?buide?? ? (a.)?‘jaune?:?gelb’?(LEIA?B-113)?
? OGaul.?bodio·casses? (VN.)?‘aux?boucles?blondes’?(LEIA?B-113,?bodiocasses)?
(b)??dia??-?‘zeichen,?lehren’?(P.?290,?Grundr2?1:630)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (pf.)?‘zeigen’?(GEW?1:355-6,??????????)?
? Lat.?pr?·digio-? (n.)?‘Wunderzeichen’?(WH?2:368)?
? OEng.?t?ca-? ? (vb.)?‘show,?offer?a?view,?present’?(ASaxD.?967,?t?can)?
? Lat.?digno-? ? (a.)?‘würdig,?wert,?passend,?geziemend’?(WH?1:351)?
? Go.?taikn-? ? (n.)?‘token,?miracle’?(GoEtD.?340)?
(c)??gla??-?‘zwitschern,?usw.’?(P.?350-1?[glag-])?
? OIcl.?klaka-?? ? (vb.)?‘zwitchern,?gackern’?(ANEtWb.?313)?
? Gr.???????? ? (vb.)?‘erklingen?lassen’?(GEW?1:309,??????)?
? Lat.?gl?ci?? ? (pr4.)?‘glucken,?von?der?Henne’?(WH?1:606)?
(d)??ga?r?-?‘Furcht?erregend,?grausig,?wild’?(P.?353)?
? Arm.?karce-? ? (vb.)?‘ich?fürchte,?glaube’?(P.?353,?karcem?[1sg])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘furchtbar,?schrecklich’?(GEW?1:321)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Schreckgespenst,?Gorgo’?(GEW?1:321)?
? OIr.?garg-?? ? (a.)?‘rough,?blunt,?fierce’?(DIL?356)? ?
? Arm.?karcr-? ? (a.)?‘hart’?(ArmGr.?459)?
(e)??ba?lb-?‘stammeln,?lallen’?(P.?90)?
? Lat.?balbo-? ? (a.)?‘stammelnd,?lallend’?(WH?1:94,?balbus)?
? OInd.?balbal?-?? (f.)?‘chatter,?babble’?(KEWA?2:421)?
? OInd.?balbal?·karo-? (pr.)?‘stammeln’?(KEWA?2:421,?balbal?karoti)?
? Lat.?balb?t?-? ? (pr4.)?‘stammeln’?(WH?1:94)?
(f)???a?b-?‘sehen,?usw.’?(P.?349)?
? OIcl.?k?pa-? ? (vb.)?‘angaffen,?starren,?gaffen’?(ANEtWb.?326)? ?
? OEng.?c?pa-? ? (pr.)?‘observe,?keep,?regard,?etc.’?(ASaxD.?152)?
? Rus.?zabóta-? ? (f.)?‘Sorge’?(REW?1:436,?zabóta?=?ORus.?zabota)?
? ORus.?zobota-?? (f.)?‘Sorge’?(REW?1:436)?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
dazwischenstehenden? einfachen? oder? durch? einen? nasal? vermehrten? vokal? giebt”.? Also? note?




? ModIcl.?kaka-? ? (f.)?‘Kuchen’?(ANEtWb.?297)?
? OEng.?cicel-? ? (m.)?‘cake,?morsel,?little?mouthful’?(ASaxD.?153)?
? Li.?gúog?? ? (f.)?‘Kohlkopf,?Kopf,?Dickschädel’?(LiEtWb.?175)?









? Gr.????-? ? (ao.)?‘annehmen’?(GEW?1:373,?????????[1sg])?
? Go.?tai·tok-? ? (pret.)?‘berühren?:?touch’?(GoEtD.?342,?taitok?[3sg])?
? OIcl.?tak-? ? (n.)?‘Nehmen,?Greifen’?(ANEtWb.?580)?
? Go.?teka-? ? (pr.)?‘berühren?:?touch’?(GoEtD.?342,?teki??[3sg])?
? OIcl.?taka-? ? (vb.)?‘nehmen,?wählen,?kosten’?(ANEtWb.?580)?
The? number? of? roots?D—D? is? satisfactory,? due? to?which?Meillet’s? early? constraint?
against? the? root? should? be? reconsidered.? Consequently,? no? application? of?
Grassmann’s?Law?à?la?glottalic?theory?is?required?to?eliminate?the?attested?roots.726?
§21.? Explaining? the? relative? scarcity? of? roots? D—D,? Barrack? (2002:84)? suggests,?
“Under? the? assumption?of? a? constraint? in?PIE.? against? *DVD? roots,? linguists?have?
been? reluctant? to? suggest?any? candidates.”? Indeed,? there?may?be?a? seed?of? truth? in?
this,?because?it?is?not?difficult?to?identify?more?candidates?belonging?to?the?type:?
(a)?PIE?*?a?d-?‘sprechen’?(P.?480-1)?





? RV.?b?bú-? ? (m.)?‘EN?eines?Mannes’?(WbRV.?910)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (m.)?‘Kampfrichter,?Richter,?Anführer’?(GEW?1:261-2)?
? Gr.????????? ? (vb.)?‘richten,?entscheiden’?(GEW?1:261-2)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
726? For? a? more? positive? estimation? of? glottalic? ideas,? see? Miller? (1977a:377):? “The?
Hopper/Gamkrelidze-Ivanov? system? explains? very? neatly? the? constraint? against? *deg? (two? voiced?




? RV.?b?b?ka-? ? (a.)?‘BW?des?Nebels’?(WbRV.?910)?
(c)?PIE?*?a?ld-?‘Kugel,?Ballen,?usw.’?(Persson,?Beitr.?68fn3,?P.?357-8)?
? OInd.?ga?u-? ? (m.)?‘Auswuchs,?Buckel’?(KEWA?1:316)?
? OInd.?gu?á-? ? (m.)?‘Kugel’?(KEWA?1:337)?
? Norw.?kult-? ? (sb.)?‘runde?Figur,?Bergkuppe’?(NDEtWb.?593)?
? Swed.?kult-? ? (sb.)?‘kleiner?Hügel’?(Persson,?Beitr.?68)?
? Swed.?ror·kult-? (sb.)?‘Ruderstock’?(Persson,?Beitr.?68)?
§22.? Finally,? the? glottalic? analysis? Neogr.? D? ?? T’? has? been? criticized? by? Barrack?
(2002:86)?on?the?basis?of?a?critical?phonetic?problem:?
“[...]?putative?*T’?did?not? simply?deglottalize? [...],?but?also? voiced? (*T’???*D).?Many? [...]?
consider?this?to?be?the?main?weakness?of?the?theory.”727??
This? lack? of? realism? can? now? be? supplemented?with? the? following? critical? remark:?






(a)? In?order? to? establish? the? allophones? PIE? *h? :? *?? in? a? strict? sense,? the? complete?
conditions?of?voicing?will?be?required?in?the?future.?Though?they?are?not?yet?available,?
once?the?root?variants?containing?the?alternation?have?been?lexically?reconstructed,?it?
will?be?possible? to? turn? the? focus? to? the? causes?of? the?phenomenon? and? formulate?
conditions,?if?any.?
(b)?The?transfer?of?voice?from?PIE?*??to?PIE?*k?p?t? ?PIE?*b?d?g?means?that?the?series?
mediae?can?be?eliminated?from? the?proto-language.?The?postulation?of?a? simple? set?
(PIE?*k?p?t)?suffices,?since?the?series?D?can?be?derived?from??—T,?T—??,?but?as?the?
explicit? conditions? for? the? voicing? remain? unidentified? both? here? and? in? the? PIE?
Lexicon,?the?attested?voice?(PIE?*g?b?d)?is?given.?
§24.?Despite?the?possibility?of?elimination,?the?series?mediae?remains?an?essential?tool?
for? comparison.?Whereas? it? is? possible? to? reconstruct? PIE? *?at-? and? to? derive? PIE?
*?ad-?by? the? ‘voicing? rule’,? the?actual? rule?extends?well?beyond? simple?assimilation,?
and? its?description? is? likely? to? require? considerable? effort.?Some? indications? of? the?
complexity?of?the?situation?are?contained?in?the?following?examples:?
(a)? In? the? root-initial? position,? an? alternation? between? ?—T—D? and? ?—D—T?
appears?in:?






? ?i.??atugi-? ? (a.)?‘fruchtbar,?schrecklich’?(HEG?1:227-229)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (prM.)?‘erschrecken’?(GEW?1:183,?????????)?
? OInd.?tujya-? ? (vb.)?‘erschreckt?fliehen’?(KEWA?1:509,?tujyáte)?
? ? PIE???adu?-? (P.?773,?shape??—D—T)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pf.)?‘zürnen,?grollen’?(?????????)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (prM.)?‘zürnen,?grollen’?(Gr.??????????)?
? CrimGo.?atochta-? (a.)?‘malum?:?bad’?(GoEtD.?46)?
(b)?Alternation?between?T—h—T,?T—?—D?and?D—?—T?is?attested?in:?
? ? PIE??krah?-? (shape?T—h—T)?
? Lat.?cracent?s? ? (a.)?‘=?gr?cil?s?:?mager,?schlank,?dürr’?(WH?1:284)?
? Li.?krõ?-? ? (vb.)?‘vertrocken’?(LiEtWb.?223-4)?
? Li.?krè?-? ? (vb.)?‘vertrocknen’?(LiEtWb.?223-4)?
? ? PIE??kra??-? (shape?T—?—D)?
? Shetl.?rak-? ? (sb.)?‘mageres,?armes?Tier’?(ANEtWb.?251)?
?? Fär.?rak-? ? (sb.)?‘magerheit’?(ANEtWb.?251)?
? OIcl.?hrak-? ? (n.)?‘wertloses?Ding;?Schimpwort’?(ANEtWb.?251)?
? ModIcl.?hrak-? ? (n.)?‘wertloses?Ding,?Schimpwort’?(ANEtWb.?251)?
? ? PIE??gra??-?? (shape?T—?—D)?
? Lat.?gracili-? ? (a.)?‘mager,?schlank,?dürr’?(WH?1:284)?
(c)?Alternation?between?T—h—T,?T—?—D?and?D—?—D728?is?attested?in:?
? ? PIE??kahpr-? (shape?T—h—T)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Eber?:?wild?boar,?sea-fish’?(LSJ.?876)?
? Lat.?caper-? ? (m.)?‘Ziegenbock,?Bock’?(WH?1:157f.)?
? ? PIE??ka?br-? (shape?T—?—D)?
? Umbr.?kabro-? ? (m.)?‘goat’?(WbOU.?368?kabru?[sgA])?
? Umbr.?cabrino-? (a.)?‘von?der?Ziege,?capr?n?’?(WbOU.?359)?
? ? PIE??ga?br-? (shape?D—?—D)?
? OGaul.?gabro·magos-?(ON.n.)?‘Geißfeld’?(ACSS.?1:1511)?
? Illyr.?????·???-? (f.)?‘Geißwald’?(ACSS.?1:1510,????????????)?
? OIr.?gabor? ? (m.)?‘Bock’?(f.)?‘Ziege’?(DIL?351,?gabor)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
728?The?root?shape?D—?—D?reveals?that?a?single?PIE?*??could?contaminate?two?surrounding?voiceless?
plosives? (note? the? voiceless? starting? point? in?T—h—T).?This? example? (and? similar? one)? prove? that?
Meillet’s?constraint?against?the?root?D—D?is?erroneous.?In?a?wider?context,?the?contamination?of?two?
plosives? is? quite? acceptable? (as? the? phenomenon? also? occurs,? for? example,? in? Bartholomae’s? Law?
(shape?DD?)).?
? 394?
Similar? alternations? with? yet? other? distributions? of? plosives? are? documented,?
suggesting?that?the?discovery?of?the?entire?set?of?rules?might?turn?out?to?be?a?relatively?
complicated?matter.729??
§25.? In? terms? of? the? instances? of? Neogr.? *a?formerly? accounted? for? with? syllabic?
sonants,?note?that?the?simultaneous?presence?of?a?voiced?plosive?confirms?PIE?*?a?a??
instead? of? Neogr.? *?? ?? ?? ?.? Thus,? for? instance,? the? alternation? PIE? *ah? :? *a?? is?
contained?in:??
PIE?*?eaht-,?*?ea?d-?
? Do.?h?????-? ? (.)?‘20’? (Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:591,?Ther.?Thess.?h????)??





limits?of?comparison,? it? is?not? impossible? that? forms?without?etymology?may?contain?
the?desired?confirmation.?As?an?example?of?the?expected?PIE?*?,?I?refer?to?the?usually?
quoted?data? for?a?voiced?root?without?any?criterion? for? the? laryngeal?(in?addition? to?
voice?itself):?
Neogr.?*egr-?‘wake’?(P.?390?ger-,?grei-),??








Unhandled? material? often? allows? similar? suppletion? of? the? laryngeal? through?
some?measurable? feature,?with? the? result? that? the? number? of? examples? of? roots?D?









4.6  Mediae ?Aspiratae ?Neogr. ?*dh ?*bh ?*gh ?
4.6.1  Material ?of ?Neogr. ?*dh, ?bh, ?gh ?
§0.?The? series?mediae?aspiratae?was?already? included? in?Schleicher’s? reconstruction?
and?accepted?by? the?Neogrammarians?postulating?Neogr.?*gh?bh?dh.?Over? the?next?
century,?the?following?developments?in?particular?are?worth?noting:?









? CLu.?ga?-? ? (vn.bs.)?‘besuchen?:?visit’?(?)?(DLL?54,?ka-?i-i?[inf.])?
? CLu.?ga?i-? ? (c.)?‘Verbeugung,?Besuch’?(?)?(HHand.?75,?DLL.?54)?
? OLat.?hosti-? ? (m.)?‘Fremdling,?Feind’?(WH?1:662-3)?
? ORun.?sali·gasti-? (m.)?‘Fremder?in?der?Halle’?(ANEtWb.?461,?saligastiR)?
? Go.?gast-? ? (m.)?‘stranger’?(GoEtD.?149,?gasts?[sgN])?
? OCS.?gost??? ? (m.)?‘Gast,?Genosse,?Freund’?(Sadnik??244)?
(b)?Neogr.?*steigh-?‘steigen’?(P.?1017-8)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Glied(er),?Reihe(n)’?(GEW?2:783,???????,???????)?
? OInd.?ati·??ígh-? (vb.)?‘übersteigen’?(EWA?2:761,?ati??ígham?[inf.])?
? Gr.???????? ? (vb.)?‘marschieren,?steigen,?ziehen’?(GEW?2:783)?
? Go.?steiga-? ? (vb.)?‘climb’?(GoEtD.?324,?steigi??[3sg])?
? Alb.?shteg-? ? (m.)?‘path,?road’?(AlbEtDi.?437,?shteg)?
? Li.?staig?-? ? (pr.int.)?‘eilen’?(LiEtWb.?892,?staig?tis?[inf.])?
(c)?Neogr.?*meigh-?(P.?713)?
? LAv.?mae?a-? ? (n.)?‘Wolke’?(AIWb.?1104-5)?
? RV.?meghá-? ? (m.)?‘Wolke’?(WbRV.?1062)?
? Arm.?m?g-? ? (sb.)?‘Nebel’?(ArmGr.?1:474,?EtDiArm.?466)?
? RV.?ni·mégham?na-? (ptM.)?‘sich?voll?gießend’?(WbRV.?1043)?
? Li.?miglà-? ? (f.)?‘Nebel’?(LiEtWb.?451)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (f.)?‘Nebel’?(GEW?2:387,?GrGr.?411-2,?433)?
§2.?Brugmann’s?examples?of?Neogr.?*bh?(Grundr2?1:507-8)?include:?
(a)?Neogr.?*bher-?‘tragen’?(P.?128f.)?
? Gr.????-? ? (ao.)?‘(er-,?weg)tragen’?(GEW?2:1003)?
? Lat.?fer-? ? (pr5.)?‘tragen,?hervorbringen’?(WH?1:483,?ferre)?
? RV.?bhár-? ? (pr2.)?‘tragen’?(WbRV.?960,?bhárti?[3sg])?
? 396?
? Go.?bar-? ? (pret.)?‘carry,?endure,?give?birth’?(GoEtD.?57)?
? Arm.?bere-? ? (pr.)?‘bring,?bear,?give?fruit’?(EtDiArm.?176)?
(b)?Neogr.?*nebh-?‘Wasser,?Wolke,?Nebel’?(P.?315-6)?
? RV.?n?bh-? ? (f.)?‘Wolke’?(WbRV.?722)?
? RV.?nábhas-? ? (n.)?‘Nass,?Wasser,?Wolke,?Nebel’?(WbRV.?709)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Wolke,?Nebel’?(GEW?2:313,??????)?
? OCS.?nebos-? ? (n.)?‘Himmel’? (Sadnik??570,?nebo?[sgNA])?
? Lat.?nebula-? ? (f.)?‘Dunst,?Nebel,?Dampf,?Wolke’?(WH?2:151)?
(c)?Neogr.?*bhars-?(Grundr2?1:514,?MA.?51,?CHD?P:183)?
? Lat.?farr-? ? (n.)?‘Dinkel,?Spelt,?Schrot,?Mehl’?(WH?1:455-6)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Stück,?Teil’?(GEW?2:994-5,???????)?
? ?i.?bar?a-? ? (c.)?‘Stück,?Brochstück,?Broken’?(HHand.?124)?
? OCS.?bra??no? ? (n.)?‘Speise,?Nahrung’??(Sadnik??64)?
? Rus.?bóro?no? ? (n.)?‘Roggenmehl’?(REW?1:110)?
§3.?Brugmann’s?examples?of?Neogr.?*dh?(Grundr2?1:522-3)?include:?
(a)?Neogr.?*dh?-?‘setzen,?stellen,?legen’?(P.?235f.)?
? OCS.?d?-? ? (vb.)?‘legen,?setzen,?stellen’?(Sadnik??146,?d?ti?[inf.])?




? Gr.?????????? ? (vb.)?‘röten,?rot?färben’?(GEW?1:555)?
? OGaul.?roudio-? (PN.a.)?‘rot’?(ACSS.?2:1235,?roudius?[sgN])?
? RV.?rudhi?kr?-? (m.)?‘Bez.?eines?Dämons’?(WbRV.?1176)?
? AV.?rudhirá-? ? (a.)?‘blutig,?blutrot’?(WbRV.?1176)?
? LAv.?raoi?ita-? ? (pt.a.)?‘rot,?rötlich’?(AIWb.?1495)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (a.)?‘rot’?(GEW?1:567,?????????[sgN])?
? Umbr.?rufro-? ? (a.)?‘rot’?(WbOU.?637)?
(c)?Neogr.?*bhendh-?*bhondh-?‘binden’?(P.?127)?
? Go.?and·band-? (pret.)?‘unbind,?loose’?(GoEtD.?71,?andband?[3sg])?
? RV.?bandhá-? ? (m.)?‘Band,?Fessel’?(WbRV.?898)?
? LAv.?banda-? ? (m.)?‘Bande,?Fessel’?(AIWb.?926,?band?m?[sgA])?
? Gr.????????-? ? (m.)?‘Schwiegervater’? (Grundr2?1:345,?????????)?
? Li.?beñdra-? ? (m.)?‘Teilhaber,?Genosse’?(Grundr2?1:345)?
(d)?Neogr.?*medhu-,?modhu-?(Grundr2?1:523)?[P.?707]?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘Rauschtrank,?Wein’?(LSJ.?1091,?GEW?2:191)?
? OEng.?medu-? ? (m.)?‘mead’?(ASaxD.?676)?
? Li.?medù-? ? (m.)?‘Honig’?(LiEtWb.?425,?medùs?[sgN])?
? CLu.?madu-? ? (n.)?‘Traubenschaft,?Honigwein’?(HEG?2:165)?
? 397?
? RV.?mádhu-? ? (n.)?‘Honig,?Met,?Milch,?Soma’?(WbRV.?984)?
?
4.6.2  Historical ?approaches ?to ?the ?mediae ?aspiratae ?
§0.?Voiced?aspirates?have?been?preserved?as?such?only? in? the?Indo-Aryan?branch.731?
Exceptionally? the? study? of? the? origin? of? the? series? in? the? proto-language?must? be?









den? alten? Indern? ausgesprochen?wurden,? s.?Meringer? und?Hoffory? a.?O.,? Sievers?Phon.4?
157f.,?Wackernagel?Ai.?Gr.?114f.”?
On?the?basis?of?the?traditional?correspondence?sets?and?sound?laws,?the?series?mediae?
aspiratae? Neogr.? *gh? *bh? *dh? were? reconstructed? in? a? comparatively? acceptable?
manner?by? the?Neogrammarians,? though?no? further? analysis?of? the? series?was? ever?
suggested?or?sought.732?
§2.?A?new?phase?in?the?analysis?of?the?mediae?aspiratae?began?with?Cuny?(1912),?who?
suggested? that? at? least? some? voiced? aspirates?might?be?understood? as? consisting?of?
unaspirated? mediae? D? followed? by? the? laryngeal? *A? (=? H2).? Some? alleged?
examples733?of?this?would?be:?
? Gr.????? ??*e?oH2?? :?? RV.?ahám? ??*e?H2-??







731? On? the? allegedly? preserved? voiced? aspirates? in? Old? Armenian,? see? Szemerényi? (1996:142fn1).?
Whether?Old?Anatolian?preserved?voiceless?aspirates?has?not?been?proven,?due?to?the?limitations?of?the?
presentation?of?the?data.?









“Since?according? to?our?conclusions? the? ‘laryngeal’?was?a?glottal? spirant?h,? it? is?also?clear?
that? the?unvoiced? and? voiced? aspirates?originally? represented? the? combinations?unvoiced?
stop+h?and?voiced?stop+h,?which?in?Indo-European?counted?as?monophonematic.”?
Thus,? according? to? Szemerényi,? the? entire? series?Dh?would? be? polyphonematic? (=?
D+h)? in?exactly? the?same?manner?as?Th?(=?T+h).?Szemerényi’s?view? is?delightfully?
economical,?but?problems?remain?in?its?details:?






§4.? In? the? glottalic? theory,? two? different? approaches? towards? the? series? Dh? have?
emerged.? Hopper? (1973)? satisfies? himself? by? claiming? that? “breathy? voice”?would?
account? for? the?mediae? aspiratae.?More? radically,?Gamkrelidze? and? Ivanov? (1973,?





4.6.3  Critical ?corrections ?and ?solutions ? ?
§0.?The?problems?of? the?series?mediae?aspiratae?began? in? the?19th?century?when? the?
voiced?aspirates?of?the?Devan?gar??alphabet?were?transcribed?as?OInd.?h?gh?bh?dh?jh?
?h.? This? notation? not? only? prevailed? in? traditional? presentations? of? Sanskrit,? but?
slipped?into?Proto-Indo-European?reconstruction?through?Neogr.?*bh?dh?gh??h? h.?
§1.? The? traditional? Romanization? of? Sanskrit? is? mistaken? because? the? mediae?










error? originated? in? the? transcription? of? the? voiceless? glottal? /h/? with? OInd.? ??















can?conversely? say? that? they?are?combinations?of?unaspirated?voiced? stops?with? this?
phoneme.”?(Szemerényi?1967:94.)?
§4.?In?short,?the?existence?of?the?segmental?voiced?laryngeal?PIE?*??allows?us?to?deal?
with? the? series? Neogr.? *dh? *gh? *bh? in? an? identical? manner? as? the? series? tenues?
aspiratae,739?as?defined?in:?
? RV.?bh,?Gr.??,?Go.?b,?...? ?? PIE?*b?a???*ba?? (??Neogr.?*bh)?
? RV.?dh,?Gr.??,?Go.?d,?...? ??? PIE?*d?a???*da?? (=?Neogr.?*dh)?
? RV.?gh,?Gr.??,?Go.?g,?...? ??? PIE?*g?a???*ga?? (=?Neogr.?*gh)?
§5.?Concerning?these,?note?the?following?issues:?
(a)? Jakobson’s? challenge? against? the? set? T? D? D?? has? been? answered.? The? series?








737? I? am?pleased? to? see? that? the?notation?D??is? currently? gaining? ground? (for? example,? see?Kümmel?
2012).?
738? Thus,? for? instance,? the? unfounded? notation? /bh/? /dh/? /gh/,? originally? taken? over? from? Sanskrit?
transliteration,?still?appears?in?the?phonetic?alphabet?of?IPA.?




*D?a? has? to? be? decided? individually? for? each? correspondence,? based? on? the?
measurable?properties?of?the?material.?
(c)? The? main? criterion? for? choosing? between? PIE? *Da?? and? PIE? *D?a? is? the? ‘a-
vocalism’?of?the?root?or?its?absence,?in?practice?equaling?‘e-vocalism’.?Other?means?–
?such? as?Balto-Slavonic? accent? –?are? also?occasionally? available? and? if? so,? these? are?
taken?into?account?in?order?to?secure?the?correct?reconstruction.?






? Norw.?gag-? ? (a.)?‘rückwärtsgebogen’?(ANEtWb.?152?gagr?[sgN])?
? Arm.?gog-? ? (sb.)?‘Höhlung,?Schoss,?Bauch’?(ANEtWb.?152)?
? Li.?gõga-? ? (m.)?‘Widerrist?des?Pferdes’?(LiEtWb.?160)?
(b)?PIE?*b?a-?appears,?for?instance,?in:?
PIE?*b?al?-?*b?ael?-?‘strong’?(P.?120)740?
? OIr.?balc? ? (a.)?‘fort,?puissant’?(LEIA?B-12,?Burrow:?103)?
? Cymr.?balch? ? (a.)?‘hardi,?fort’?(LEIA?B-12)?
? OInd.?bh??a-? ? (a.)?‘strong,?vehement,?mighty’?(MonWil.?765-6)?




? Maced.?????-? ? (m.)?‘death’?(GEW?3:103,???????[sgN])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘die’?(GEW?1:653,????????[1sg])?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?‘Tod’?(GEW?1:652-3,?????????[sgN])?
In?PIE?*d?an-,?the?respective?zero?grade,?the?unaccented?root?vowel?PIE?*a?was?lost:?





error,? because? there? are? also? roots? with? laryngeal? extension? PIE? *D?·ea?.?Within?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????











?? T—D??? ?? ? T—D? ? ?? ?D—D??
? D?—T?? ?? ? D—T? ? ?? ?D?—D?
(a)?The?existence?of?the?roots?D—D?leaves?T—D??and?D?—T?as?the?only?two?non-
attested? shapes.?As? already? understood? by?Magnusson,? the? shapes?T—D,?D—D?,?
D—T,?D?—D?can?be?derived?from?these?by?two?simple?rules,?the?loss?of?laryngeal?(??
T—D? and?D—T)? and? the? contamination? of? voice? (??D—D?? and?D?—D),?which?
form?the?root?constraint?proper.?
(b)?Miller? (1977a:367)? is? unhappy? about? the? lack? of? explanation? for? the? PIE? root?
constraint,? which? he? would? like? to? see? as? a? special? case? of? Bartholomae’s? Law.742?








§9.?An?actual?proof? for? the?root?constraints?against?T—D??and?D?—T? is?contained?
following?data:?
(a)??pet-,??pot-?‘posse’?(P.?842+453)?‘Hausherr,?Herr;?Gatte’?
? ?i.?pat?? ? (ptcl.)?‘eben(so),?auch,?vielmehr’?(?udA?77f.)?
? Li.?pàt? ? ? (indecl.ptcl.)?‘selbst,?sogar,?gerade’?(LiEtWb.?551)?
? Latv.?pat? ? (indecl.ptcl.)?‘selbst,?sogar,?gerade’?(LiEtWb.?551)?
? Lat.?hos·pet-? ? (m.)?‘Gastfreund’?(WH?1:660-1)?
? OLi.?patì-? ? (m.)?‘Ehemann,?Gatte,?Mahlin’?(LiEtWb.?551)?
? RV.?páti-? ? (m.)?‘Schutzer,?Herr,?Gebieter,?Behüter’?(WbRV.?765)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
741?Such?an?extension? is?attested? in?PIE?*ba?ea?-? (cf.?RV.?bhá’as-? (n.)? ‘Licht,?Schein’,?WbRV.?934),?
alternating? with? PIE? *ba?el-? (cf.? OCS.? b?l?-? (a.)?‘weiss’,? Sadnik? ?38? and? OIcl.? b?l-? (n.)? ‘Feuer,?
Scheiterhaufen’,?ANEtWb.?23)?without?the?laryngeal?extension.?







? Lat.?hos·pit?-? ? (f.)?‘Gastfreundin,?Fremde,?Wirtin’?(WH?1:660)?
? Gr.????·????-?? (m.)?‘Herr?des?Hauses’?(GEW?1:370)?
The? suffixes? have? the? diagnostic? Indo-European? /?/,? but? the? voice? has? not? been?
contaminated,?implying?a?value?PIE?*h?and?shape?T—T—h.?Following?the?loss?of?PIE?
*a? in?zero-grade?PIE?*petah-?*potah-,?the? laryngeal? is?confirmed?through?a?voiceless?
aspirate?in?Indo-Iranian?(root?root?T—Th):?
? LAv.?pa?i-? ? (pr.)?‘potiri,?in?Besitz?sein’?(AIWb.?844)?
? LAv.?pa?aya-? ? (pr.)?‘potiri,?in?Besitz?sein’?(AIWb.?844)?
On?the?other?hand,?the?root-final?dental?is?voiced?in?the?extension?PIE?*pod·?a?:?
? OCS.?gos·poda? (f.)?‘Herberge’?(Sadnik??243),?




? LAv.?pai?i-? ? (pr.)?‘potiri,?in?Besitz?sein?von’?(AIWb.?844)?
? Gr.????·????? ? (pr.)?‘herrschen’?(GEW?1:371,?????????[1sg])?
? OCS.?gos·po?da? (f.)?‘Herrin’?(Sadnik??243)?




? Fal.?pa-? ? (vb.)?‘bibere’?(WH?1:103,?pafo?[1sg])?
? Fal.?pipa-? ? (vb.)?‘bibere’?(WH?1:103,?pipafo?[fut1sg])?
In? the? corresponding? zero? grade? PIE? *piba?-? appears?with?unaspirated? rather? than?
aspirated?media?as?in?PIE?*poda?-:?
? RV.?píba-? ? (vb.)?‘trinken,?bibere’?(WbRV.?801,?píbati?[3sg])?
? OIr.?ibi-? ? (vb.)?‘trinken’?(DIL?378,?ibid?[3sg])?
? OCymr.?ibe-? ? (vb.)?‘trinken’?(WH?1:103,?iben?[1pl]?:?bibimus)?
When?this?development?is?compared?to?the?alternative?PIE?*biba?-?in?
? Lat.?bib-? ? (pf.)?‘trinken’?(WH?1:103,?bib??[1sg])?






? T—D??? ?? T—D? ? ? ?? D—D?? ?
? PIE?*piba?? ?? IE?pib-?(RV.?píba-)? ?? IE?bib?-?(Lat.?bibo-)?
Though?we?are?not?(yet)?in?possession?of?rules?enabling?us?to?predict?when?T—D?or?








rule?fails,?because?there? is?an?unaccounted? laryngeal? in?the?root?(Gr.???????? ? ?PIE?
*?ea?rd-).?As?PIE?*?,?the?voiceless?laryngeal?implied?by?the?‘a-vocalism’?and?root?final?
media? (Gr.? ?),? is?confirmed?by?PIE?*?a?rd-???RV.?h?d-? (Av.?z?r?d-),? the? laryngeal?
within?the?root?is?proven?instead?of?Magnusson’s?†?erdh.?
2.?†te?h?from?Neogr.?*teg?(Gr.??????,?P.?1013-4).?Leaving?aside?the?labiovelar?–?




position? is? excluded.?Thus,? for? example,?we?may? reconstruct? PIE? *peda?-? *poda?-?





? Lat.?foco-? ? (m.)?‘Feuerstätte,?Herd’?(WH?1:521,?focus?[sgN])?
? Arm.?bosor-? ? (a.)?‘bloodred,?crimson’?(EtDiArm.?187,?bosor?[sgN])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




745? Note? that? this? comparison? (see? Frisk? 1:360)? was? already? presented? by? Blumenthal:? “Nach?
Blumenthal?Hesychst.?25?A.?I?durch?dissimilation?aus?*?????,?zu?lat.?tego,?toga.”?Though?called?“ganz?






Under? no? circumstances? should? such? roots? be? considered? as? ‘non-PIE’? due? to? the?
ostensible?violation?of? the?root?constraint747?nor? interpreted?as? invalidating? the?root?
constraint.?In?such?data?segmentation,? leaving?a?compound?(compare? to?Gr.??????-,?
gAv.?fra·d-)?actually?conveys?valuable?information?about?the?formations?in?question.?
Regardless?of?how?Neogr.?*bho?-? is? to?be? analyzed,? it? is?not? a?primary? root,?but? a?
compound.?
(d)?Kury?owicz’s? postulation? of? a? voiced,? ‘o-colouring’? laryngeal?†?3? (=? †h3)? is?
fallacious.?In?the?sole?example,?the?assumed?o-colouring?is?caused?by?the?vowel?PIE?*o?
in?Gr.? ????-? (m.)? ‘Trinken,?Trank’? (??PIE?*poahto-)?and? the?voiced?media?of?RV.?
píba-?(OIr.?ibi-)?by?the?root?constraint?(??PIE?*piba?),?also?accounting?for?the?loss?of?
aspiration.? In? such? circumstances,? PIE? *b? is?not? to?be? equated?with?LT? **p+?3.?As?
Kury?owicz’s?analysis?is?the?basis?of?the?conjecture?D?=?T’,?the?same?argument?applies?
to?the?glottalic?theory.?
§11.?The? alternation?T? :?D?,? already? identified?by?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:634-5),748?
consists?of?two?main?groups:?
1.?Roots?ending?with?·T-?alternating?with?extended?roots?in?·D?a-?or?·Da?-.??





as? PIE? *de?aGa?-? in? Gr.? ???????? ‘annehmen’.749? Similar? alternations? are?
commonplace?in?Greek?and?need?no?further?comment.?
(b)?PIE?*rut-?‘rot,?rötlich,?usw.’,?the?unextended?root,?is?attested?in:?
? Lat.?rutilo-?? ? (a.)?‘rötlich’?(WH?2:456)?
? Lat.?rut?lio-? ? (m.)?‘N.?einer?Römischen?gens’?(WH?2:456,?rut?lius)?
? Illyr.?rut?lio-? ? (VN.)?‘rötlich’?(WH?2:456,?rut?lius)?
? Illyr.?rutulo-? ? (VN.)?‘rötlich’?(WH?2:456,?rutulus)?
PIE?*ruda?-,?the?*·a?-extension?of?the?previous,?is?far?better?known:?
? Go.?raud-? ? (a.)?‘rot’?(GoEtD.?282,?raudai?[sgD])?
? OCS.?ruda? ? (f.)?‘Erz,?Bergwerk’?(Sadnik??772)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
747?To?mention?further?‘irregularities’,?Miller’s?(incomplete)?list?of?counterexamples?includes?the?roots?












? AV.?rudhirá-?? ? (a.)?‘blutig,?blutrot’?(WbRV.?1176)??
? LAv.?raoi?ita-? ? (pt.a.)?‘rot,?rötlich’?(AIWb.?1495)?
(c)?PIE?*lup-?‘lieben,?begehren,?usw.’,?the?unextended?root,?appears?in:?




? Go.?gudi·lub-? ? (PNm.)?‘god-loved’?or?‘god-loving’?(GoEtD.?162)?
? OInd.?lo·lubha-? (a.)?‘begehrlich,?verlangend’?(KEWA?3:117)?
Similar?alternations?(OIcl.??r?l-?‘Diener’?:?OHG.?drigil-?‘id.’,?etc.;?see?Grundr2?1:690,?
etc.)? are? attested?practically? in? every? language,? and? can?be? regularly? accounted? for?
with?PIE?*?.?





This? type? of? alternation? is? also? well? documented,? and? further? examples? will? be?
provided?below.?





? Arm.?ant‘el-? ? (sb.)?‘hot?coal,?ember’?(EtDiArm.?85)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (m.)?Glutkohle’?(GEW?1:109f.,??????????[plN])?
? Arm.?ant‘roc‘-?? (sb.)?‘hot?coal,?ember’?(EtDiArm.?85)?
? ? PIE?*?anda?-??
? OIr.?and-? ? (vb.)?‘allumer,?enflammer’?(LEIA?A-75,?andud?[inf.])?
? RV.?andhá-? ? (a.)?‘blind,?dunkel’?(EWA?1:78,?WP?2:182)?
? OGaul.?anda·bata-? (m.)?‘Blindkämpfer’?(ACSS?1:148,?WH?1:46)?
? ?i.??and·ai?-? ? (n.)?‘Hitze,?Wärme’?(HEG?1:154,??a-an-da-i??[sgNA])?
? ?i.??anz·ana-? ? (a.)?‘schwarz’?(HEG?1:157,??a-an-za-na-a??[sgG])?
(b)??noPa?-?‘Nabe,?Nabel,?Nachkomme,?usw.’?(P.?314?*enebh-)?
? ? PIE?*nopah-?? ?
? LAv.?n?fa-? ? (m.)?‘Nabel’?(AIWb.?1062)?
? LAv.?n?fa-? ? (m.)?‘Verwandtschaft,?Familie’?(AIWb.?1062)?
? 406?
? OHG.?naba-? ? (.)?‘Radnabe’?(KEWA?2:135)?
? OIcl.?n?f-? ? (f.)?‘Nabe’?(ANEtWb.?414)?
? ? PIE?*noba?-??
? RV.?n?bhi-? ? (f.)?‘Nabe(l),?Ursprung,?Verwandtschaft’?(WbRV.?723)?
? OPr.?nabi-? ? (m.)?‘Nabe,?Nabel’?(KEWA?2:135,?APrS.?381)?
(c)??nahKa?-?‘Nagel,?Kralle,?Klaue,?Fuß’?(P.?780)?
? ? PIE?*na?kah-?
? RV.?nakhá-? ? (m.n.)?‘Nagel,?Kralle’?(WbRV.?705)?
? OInd.?nakhá-? ? (m.n.)?‘Klaue’?(EWA?2:4)?
? Li.?nõk·abi-? ? (m.)?‘Teufel’?(LiEtWb.?480)?
? Arm.?noxaz-? ? (sb.)?‘Ziegenbock’?(???????,???????,?ArmGr.?207)?
? MidPers.?n?xun-? (sb.)?‘Fingernagel’?(EWA?2:4)?
? ? PIE?*na?ga?-?
? Li.?nãga-? ? (m4.)?‘Nagel,?Klaue,?Kralle’?(LiEtWb.?478,?nãgas)?
? AV.?nagha·m?rá-? (a.)?‘Krätze?(?)?vertilgend’?(WbRV.?705)?
? OCS.?noga-? ? (f.)?‘Fuss?:?foot,?leg’?(Sadnik??581)?




? Arm.?p‘lani-? ? (vb.)?‘einfallen’?(WH?1:449,?p‘lanim?[1sg])?
? OHG.?falla-? ? (vb.)?‘fallen’?(WH?1:449)?
? OHG.?falla?? ? (.)?‘Falle,?decipula’?(WH?1:449)750?
? ? PIE?*bhal-?
? Gr.?????-? ? (pr.)?‘betrügerisch,?täuschend’?(WH?1:447,??????)?
? Do.??????? ? (pr.)?‘betrügen’?(WH?1:447)?





? LAv.??anvar-? ? (n.)?‘Bogen’?(pl.)?‘Schießgerät’?(AIWb.?785)?
? ? PIE?*da?onu-?? ? ? ? ? ? (HEG?3:102)?






? RV.?dhánvan-? ? (n.)?‘Bogen?:?bow’?(WbRV.?657,?KEWA?2:90)?
§15.? The? alternation?D?? :?D,? also? identified? by? the?Neogrammarians? (Brugmann,?
Grundr2?1:633-4),? is?similar?to?the?alternation?T? :?D?,?and?accordingly?there?are?two?
types:?
1.? Roots? beginning? with? D-? in? alternation? with? D?-? (schwebeablaut),? thus?
revealing?PIE?*??within?the?root.?




? PIE?*d?a?-? ?? Lat.?d?-,?Li.?dovana,?etc.?
? PIE?*dea?-? ?? Lat.?da-,?gAv.?da-,?Arm.?da-?
? PIE?*doa?-? ?? Gr.????????,?Umbr.?pur·doui-?
? PIE?*d?a?-? ?? Gr.???????,?Li.?dúoti,?etc.?
In?the?zero?grade?(PIE?*da?-),?the?loss?of?PIE?*a?resulted?in?a?voiced?aspirate?attested?
in?forms?such?as:?
? RV.?dádhi-? ? (a.)?‘gebend,?verleihend’?(WbRV.?574)?
? RV.?dhi?-? ? (ds.a.f.)?‘Lust?zu?geben,?usw.’?(WbRV.?683,?dhi???[sgI])?
(b)?PIE?*ba?rda?-?‘beard’.?The?root?with?initial?media,?vocalized?as?
? PIE?*bea?r(z)da?-? ?? Lat.?barba?(f.)?‘Bart,?Kinn’?(WH?1:96),?
stands?in?opposition?to?the?root?with?initial?media?aspirata?(schwebeablaut):752?
? PIE?*ba?orda?-?? ?? OEng.?beard-?(m.)?‘beard’?(ASaxD.?72).?
(c)?PIE?*ga?l-?‘turtle’?(P.?435)?appears?in?two?vocalizations:?
? PIE?*gea?l-? ? ?? Lat.?galapago-?‘Schildkröte’?(WH?1:614)?
? PIE?*ga?el-? ? ?? Gr.?????-?‘Schildkröte’?(GEW?2:1086)?
(d)???a?nu-? ‘Knie,?Ecke,?Winkel’?(P.?380-1).?In?this?root,?PIE?*?? is?suggested?by?the?
voiced?media?(palatovelar)?and?Brugmann’s?Law?II,?implying?PIE?*?oa?nu-?for:?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘knee’?(GEW?1:321,??????[sgNA])?
? RV.?j?nu-? ? (n.)?‘knee’?(WbRV.?483)?
? TochA.?kanu-? ? (m.)?‘Knie’?(Poucha?51,?kanwe??[duN])?









? Gr.????·???-? ? (adv.)?‘knielings,?auf?den?Knien’?(GEW?2:605,???????)?
? ?i.?ganu-? ? (n.)?‘Knie’?(HEG?1:552,?ga-nu-ut?[sgI])?
? ?i.?genu-? ? (n.)?‘Knie’?(HEG?1:552,?gi-e-nu)?




(b)? In? general,? the? alternations? must? not? be? reconstructed? mechanically,? but? the?
comparative?facts?should?always?to?be?taken?into?account.?An?example?of?a?violation?
of?the?data?is?included?in?Cuny’s?(1912:119-120)?early?reconstruction:?
? *me?A-? Gr.?????-? (a.)?‘gross’?(GEW?2:189-90,?????)?




of? the? form??—D?or?D—?,? the? former?being? implied?by? Italo-Celtic? (cf.?Lat.?magis?
WH?2:10,?OGaul.?magio-r?g-?‘groß-König’,?etc.)?with?Neogr.?*a.?
2.?Containing?PIE?*?,?the?root??ma??-?(Gr.?????-? ?*ma?e??and?Lat.??mag? ?
*mea??-)? is?to?be?separated?from?RV.?máh-,?because?the? latter? is?now?paralleled?by?
Old?Anatolian?(where?no?laryngeal?appears):?
?me??-?‘groß,?zahlreich,?viel’?
? O?i.?meg-? ? (a.)?‘viel,?zahlreich’?(HEG?2:181,?me-e-ik?[sgNA])?
? RV.?máh-? ? (inf.bs.)?‘herrlich,?glücklick,?froh?sein’?(WbRV.?1011)?
? gAv.?maz-? ? (a.)?‘gross’?(AIWb.?1156,?maz??[sgG])?
Hittite?also?coincides?with?Indo-Iranian?in?the?paralleled?extensions?*·i-?and?*·n-:?
? ?i.?megi-? ? (a.)?‘groß’?(HEG?2:181f.,?me-ik-ki)?
? RV.?máhi-? ? (a.)?‘gross,?sehr,?hoch,?heftig,?kräftig’?(WbWV.?1019)?
? gAv.?mazi-? ? (adv.)?‘magnopere,?mit?Nachdruck’?(AIWb.?1156)?
? RV.?mahn-? ? (n.)?‘Grösse,?Macht,?Reichlichkeit’?(WbRV.?1017)?
? ?i.?magnu-? ? (vb1.)?‘vermerhren,?anhäufen’?(HEG?2:99)?










? HLu.?ma-? ? (a.)?‘viel’?(HEG?2:181,?ma-pa-wa/i?‘und?viel’)?
? ?i.?ma-? ? (vb2A.)?‘wachsen,?gedeihen,?reifen’?(HEG?2:91,?166)?
In? other? words,? PIE? ?mea??? and? ?me?a?? were? built? on? the? root?matrix? PIE? ?m-?
instead?of?reflecting?a?single?prototype.?
§18.? In? terms? of? the? treatment? of? the? series?Neogr.? *D?? in? the? glottalic? theory? of?
Gamkrelidze?and?Ivanov?(GI),?note?the?following:?
(a)?According? to? the? glottalic? theory,? the? series?D?? has? aspirated? and? unaspirated?
allophones?D? and?Dh? in? free? alternation.?This? basic? idea? of? the? glottalic? theory? is?
falsified? by? alternations? like? Neogr.? *bel-? (P.? 96)? and? Neogr.? *bhal-? (P.? 120),?
connected?by?a?schwebeablaut?as?indicated?in:?
? PIE?*be?al·?-??? Gr.????????-,?RV.?ba?káya-,?RV.?bála-,?etc.?
? PIE?*b?al·?-? ? OInd.?bh??a-,?etc.?
? PIE?*b?ael·?-? ? OIr.?ad·bal-,?OIr.?balc-,?etc.?
Numerous? similar? alternations? imply? that? the? alternation,? conditioned? by? the?
(schwebe)ablaut,?is?not?free.?
(b)?The?glottalic?theory?claims?that?in?the?Italic?group?the?non-aspirated?allophone?D?




2.? Szemerényi? (1996:44)? points? out? that? Lat.?medius? is? trisyllabic,? a? property?
which? can? be? accounted? for? by? positing? PIE? *medá??o-??? PItal.? *medí?o-??? Lat.?




the? traditional? sound? law? requiring?non-initial? *d????Lat.? b? (Umbr.?uerfale? :?Lat.?
uerbale;?see?Brugmann?Grundr2?1:535-7)?needs?not?be?contested.?
?
4.6.4  Grassmann’s ?Law ?and ? its ?exceptions ?
§0.?In?1863,?Grassmann?presented?the?famous?sound?law?now?bearing?his?name.?It?is?
outlined?and?briefly?discussed?below.754?
§1.?Grassmann’s?Law,? the?deaspiration?of?one?of? two?adjacent?aspirates? in?Sanskrit?
and?Greek,?consists?of?implications:?
? ?Th—Th?? ?? OInd.?T—?Th???Th—T?? Gr.?T—Th???Th—T755?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
754?According? to?Collinge? (1985:47),? the? research?history?of?Grassmann’s?Law? starts? from? “Raumer?
(1837:74)? [who]? may? actually? have? been? the? first? to? speculate,? as? least? as? to? Sanskrit”.? See? also?
Mayrhofer?(1986:112fn58).?
? 410?
? ?D?—D??? ?? OInd.?D—?D????D?—D?? Gr.?T—Th???Th—T756?
As? pointed? out,? for? instance,? by?Brugmann,? the? sound? law? applies? not? only? to? the?
mediae?aspiratae,?but?to?the?tenues?aspiratae757?(as?well?as?mixed?roots?with?Th—D??
(OInd.?kumbhás?:?Av.?xumba-)758?and?D?—Th).?
§2.?The? considerable?number?of? instances? in?which?Grassmann’s?Law?has?operated?
perfectly? secures? the? sound? law? beyond? doubt.?On? the? other? hand,? there? exists? a?




§3.? Counterexamples? failing? to? be? of? form? T—Th? or? Th—T? are? particularly?
commonplace? in? Greek.? Since? a? properly? formulated? sound? law? does? not? allow?
exceptions,?the? irregularities?must?be?replaced?with?etymologies?containing?only?one?
aspirate?(shapes?T—Th,?Th—T,?D—D?,?D?—D).?
§4.? The? key? examples? violating?Grassmann’s? Law? and? alternative? etymologies? are?
detailed?below.?
(a)?Gr.? ???????? ‘erfragen,?usw.’?(GEW?2:625)?has?been? compared? to?RV.? ?budh-,?
?bhud-?‘worauf?merken,?achten’?(P.?150f.)?ever?since?Grassmann?(1863:120).?Despite?




? ? PIE? pu-?
? ?i.?ga·pua-? ? (vb.)?‘abzählen,?denken,?usw.’?(HEG?1:493-5)?
? Hi.?ga·puai-? ? (vb.)?‘rechnen,?denken,?usw.’?(HEG?1:493-5)?
? Gr.???·?(?)??-?? (a.)?‘unverständig,?kindisch’?(GrGr.?1:696,???????)?
? ? PIE? pun-?
? Gr.?????????? ? (pr.)?‘erfragen,?erforschen,?vernehmen’?(GEW?2:625)?










759?For?exceptions?of?Grassmann’s?Law? in?Greek,? requiring? thorough? re-examination,? see?Brugmann?
(Grundr2?1:652).?
? 411?
? ? PIE? putah-?
? Lat.?put?-? ? (vb.)?‘berechnen,?vermuten,?denken,?usw.’?(WH?2:393)?
? Gr.????-? ? (vb.)?‘erfragen,?erforschen,?vernehmen’?(GEW?2:625)?
? ? PIE? puti-?
? LinB.???·??????-? (a.)?‘unverständig,?kindisch’?(GEW?3:157,?na-pu-ti-?o)?
? Gr.???·?????-? ? (a.)?‘unverständig,?kindisch’?(GEW?1:2:315,?????????)?
(b)?Gr.????????(n.)?‘Tau,?Seil’?(GEW?2:492)?has?been?compared?to?RV.?bandh?:?OInd.?




? Li.?pánti-? ? (f.)?‘Koppelstrick,?Spannstrick,?Fessel’?(LiEtWb.?537)760?
? OPr.?panto? ? (f.)?‘Fessel’?(APrS.?389)?








? Lat.?p?o-? ? (a.)?‘pflichtgemäß?handelnd,?fromm,?usw.’?(WH?2:311)?




? Sogd.?pyr’k-? ? (a.)?‘believing’??(DTochB.?395)?
? OIr.?hires-? ? (.)?‘Glaube’?(GOI?19,?69)?
? ? PIE??pitah-?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘(ver)trauen,?sich?verlassen?(...)’?(GEW?2:487)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (ao.)?‘(ver)trauen,?sich?verlassen?(...)’?(GEW?2:487)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (pf.)?‘(ver)trauen,?sich?verlassen?(...)’?(GEW?2:487)?




761? Yet? another? extension? of? the? root? (‘perfect? in? ?’)? appears? in? Gr.? ??????-? (pf.tr.)? ‘überreden,?
überzeugen’?(GEW?2:487,?????????[1sg]).?
? 412?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘dick,?feist,?wohlgenährt,?dicht’?(GEW?2:484).?
Since?Grassmann?(1863:121),?the?item?has?been?directly?compared?to?
? RV.?bahú-? ? (a.)?‘dicht(gefüllt),?viel,?zahlreich’?(WbRV.?902).?
Here? Gr.? ?? and? RV.? a? assumedly? reflect? Neogr.? *?,? a? syllabic? nasal? (cf.? P.? 127?
*bhengh-),?structurally?inferred?from?the?root?variant?with?nasal:?
? RV.?bá?hi??a-??? (sup.)?‘der?festeste,?dichteste,?sehr?dicht’?(WbRV.?897)??
? ?i.?bangu-? ? (a.)?‘gesamt,?vereint,?allgemein’?(HHand.?118)?
The?problem?of?the?traditional?reconstruction?is?twofold.?First,?the?items?
? ?i.?bagau-? ? (c.)?‘multitude,?the?people,?assembly,?etc.’?(CHD?P:88f.)?
? RV.?baháv-? ? (a.)?‘viel,?reichlich,?zahlreich’?(WbRV.?902,?baháve?[D])?
imply?PIE?*o?for?the?root?without?nasal.?Secondly,?the?comparative?of?Gr.?????-?
? Gr.???????? ? (comp.a.)?‘dicker’?(GEW?2:484,?????????[sgA])?
lacks?initial?aspiration,?proving?that?Gr.??-?is?not?identical?with?RV.?bh-?(the?converse?
of? Grassmann’s? Law).? This? which? leaves? PIE? *peah?h? as? the? sole? reconstructive?
possibility?for?Greek,?therefore?standing?in?schwebeablaut?relation?to?
? Neogr.?*bho?hou-? ? ? ?i.?bagau-?=?RV.?baháv-.?
§5.?Sanskrit?and?Greek?preserve?a?handful?of?forms?with?two?successive?aspirates,?and?
thus?are?true?exceptions?to?Grassmann’s?Law.762?These?remnants?can?be?understood?
as?a?direct? confirmation?of? the?original?existence?of? two-aspirated? roots,? illustrated?
here?by:?
Neogr.?*steigh-?(P.?1017-1018)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Glied(er),?Reihe(n)’?(GEW?2:783,???????,???????)?
? OInd.?ati·??ígh-? (vb.)?‘überschreiten’?(EWA?2:761,?ati??ígham?[inf.])?
? Gr.???????? ? (vb.)?‘marschieren,?steigen,?ziehen’?(GEW?2:783)?
With?this?data,?Greek?and?Sanskrit?are?the?only? languages?preserving?the?distinction?
between?Neogr.? *t? and? *th? after? *s.?Furthermore,? both? can? be? seen? to? have? been?
affected? by?Grassmann’s?Law? (i.e.? the? traditional? reconstruction? is? ambiguous).? In?










§6.?For? the? incompability?of? the?glottalic?hypothesis?and?Grassmann’s?Law,? see? the?
discussion?and?literature?presented?by?Collinge?(1985:263-4).?
?
4.6.5  Bartholomae’s ?Law ?and ? its ?generalization ?
§0.?The?internal?analysis?of?the?participle?type?OInd.?labdha-?was?understood?already?
by? the? Sanskrit? grammarians,? but? Bartholomae’s? demonstration? of? a? similar?
development?in?G?th?-Avestan?gave?the?sound?change?the?status?of?an?Indo-Iranian?
sound? law.763? Though? the? sound? law? itself? is? flawless,?Miller’s? remarks? claiming? a?
connection?between?Bartholomae’s?Law?and?Meillet’s?root?constraint?deserve?closer?
attention.?With? a? careful? analysis?of? both,? it? is?possible? to? formulate? a? generalized?
version?of?Bartholomae’s?Law?(II)?that?applies?to?all?cognates?simultaneously.?
§1.?According?to?Bartholomae’s?Law?of?aspirates?in?Sanskrit?and?in?G?tha-Avestan,764?
?“[...]?wenn? in?der?wortbildung?oder? –?flexion? ein? tönender? aspirirter?mit? einem? tonlosen?
geräuschlaut? zusammentrifft,? so? wird? letzterer? tönend? und? unternimmt? des? ersten?
aspiration.”?
In?terms?of?attempts?to?generalize?the?development?of?Bartholomae’s?Law?(formally?
D?T? ?D?D? ?DD?)765?for?the?rest?of?the?Indo-European? languages,? it?suffices?to?
quote? Szemerényi? (1996:102),?who? still? correctly?writes,? “There? are? no? convincing?
examples?outside?Aryan.”766?
§2.?The?most?noteworthy?issues?related?to?Bartholomae’s?Law?are?listed?below.767??















766?For?various?attempts? to?generalize?Bartholomae’s?Law? (e.g.?Bennett?1966),? see?Collinge? (1985:7-
11).?






? ThaT? TahT? ? ?? ThT? ?? ThT? ?? TTh?
? D?aT? Da?T? ? ?? D?T? ?? D?D? ?? DD??
§3.?Miller? (1977a)? interprets?Bartholomae’s?Law?as?a? special? case?of?Meillet’s? root?
constraint.? The? correctness? of? this? view? can? be? seen? in? the? context? of? a? general?
formulation? of? Bartholomae’s? Law? for? all? cognates.? Thus,? if? the? starting? point? of?
Bartholomae’s?Law?(D?T)?is?written?in?a?root?constraint?form?(D—?—T),?there?are?
two?outcomes?in?the?Indo-European?languages:?
(a)?D—?—T???D—?—D.?With? the? transfer? of? the? aspirate? (??D—D—?),? this?
reflects? the? classical? formulation? of? Bartholomae’s? Law? for? Sanskrit? and? G?th?-
Avestan?(e.g.?in?OInd.?lubdha-?(pt.)?‘gierig,?habsüchtig’?(KEWA?3:107)).?
(b)?D—?—T???D—Ø—T.?With? the? loss? of? the? voiced? aspirate,? this? reflects? the?





? ? ??PIE?*D?T? ?D—?—T? ? ? (phase?I)?
? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?
D—?—D?? ? ? ???D—Ø—T? ? (phase?II)?
? ?????? ? ? ? ??????????????
?????DD?? ? (Indo-European)??????TT? ? (phase?III)?
(RV.?and?gAv.)? ? ? ??????(Gr.,?Lat.?etc.)?
Bartholomae’s?Law?can?be?understood?as? the?counterpart?of? the?root?constraint? for?
D?—T,?owing?to?the?identity?of?the?patterns?before?the?transfer?of?the?aspiration:?
? PIE?*D?–T? ?? D?–D? ? ?? D–T? (root?constraint)?
? PIE?*D?–T? ?? D?–D?(DD?)? ?? D–T? (Bartholomae’s?Law)?
§4.? In? contrast? to?Miller’s? valuable? ideas,? the? glottalic? theory? is? incompatible?with?
Bartholomae’s?Law? (Collinge?1985:263-264).?The? assumed? free? variation?of?Neogr.?
*Dh? ?? *D(h)? :? D? results? in? reconstructive? chaos? as? the? comparatively? inferred?
aspiration? is? left?without? any? proper? prototype? (see?Gamkrelidze? and? Ivanov? 1995?
passim).?
?
4.7  Summary ?of ?the ?Decem-Taihun ? isogloss ?













? PIE?*kah?*kha? ? PIE?*pah?*pha?? PIE?*tah?*tha.?
Though? the? series? Neogr.? Th? is? segmentally? analyzable,? it? also? has? comparative?
content? since? correspondences?with?Th? are? actually? attested? in? the? Indo-European?
languages.?
§3.? PIE? *?,? the? voiced? allophone? of? the? cover? symbol? PIE? *?,? yielded? the? series?
(unaspirated)?mediae?D???PIE?*g?b?d?from?PIE?*k?p?t?in?the?environments?indicated?
in:?
? PIE?*?—g?*g—?? PIE?*?—b?*b—?? PIE?*?—d?*d—?.?
Though? the? series?D,? appearing? only? in? ?—D? and?D—?,? is? strictly? speaking? also?





? PIE?*ga??*g?a? ? PIE?*ba??*b?a? ? PIE?*da??*d?a.?
§5.? Taken? together,? the? sole? items? required? for? the? reconstruction? of? the?
Neogrammarian?four-term?plosive?system?T?:?Th?:?D?:?D??are?the?unaspirated?series?
PIE? *k?p? t? and?diphonemic? PIE? *?a? a??with? voiceless? (PIE? *h)? and? voiced? (PIE? *?)?
values?of?the?laryngeal,?as?summarized?below:?
? Neogr.?*k?p?t? ? PIE? ????*k? ? ????*p? ????? ???*t?
? Neogr.?*kh?ph?th? PIE?? *kah?*kha? *pah?*pha? *tah?*tha?
? Neogr.?*g?b?d? ? PIE?? *?—k?*k—?? *?—p?*p—?? *?—t?*t—??
? Neogr.?*gh?bh?dh? PIE?? *ka??*k?a? *pa??*p?a? *ta??*t?a?
In?general,?therefore,?the?problem?of?the?four?series?T?:?Th?:?D?:?D??can?be?simplified?
to?the?emergence?of?the?voiced?PIE?*??from?its?voiceless?counterpart?PIE?*h.??
Though? the? conditions? of? the? alternation? PIE? *h? :? ?? remain? unknown,? the?
alternation? is?well?documented.? It? is? reflected? in? full?variation?T? :?Th? :?D? :?D?,? for?
instance,?in:?
(a)?The?root?h—T?(in?PIE?*meahsto-)?




? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Brustwarze’?(GEW?2:183,???????)?
? RV.?médya-? ? (pr4.)?‘fett?werden’?(WbRV.?1042,?médyantu?[3pl])?
(c)?The?root?h—Th?(in?PIE?*meahstah-)?and/or??—D??(in?PIE?*mea?zda?-)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Brustwarze’?(GEW?2:183,???????)769?
Such? variants? are?directly?measurable,? and? it? is?possible? that?we?will?be? capable?of?
identifying?the?conditions?for?voicing?of?the?laryngeal?in?the?future.?
§6.?Finally,?I?would?like?to?note?that?the?segmental?analysis?of?the?four?series?should?
not?be?understood?as? suggesting? that? the?early?concepts? ‘tenues’,? ‘tenues?aspiratae’,?
‘mediae’?and? ‘mediae?aspiratae’?are?erroneous?or?non-existent.?The? Indo-European?




4.7.2  Evaluation ?of ?the ?Decem-Taihun ?theories ?
§0.?Regarding? the? evaluation? of? the? theoretical? approaches? to? the?Decem-Taihun?
isogloss,?I?would?like?to?make?the?following?concluding?remarks.?










§3.?In? terms?of? the?glottalic? theory,? the?problem?does?not? lie? in? the?sound? laws,?but?
Murphy’s?Law,?according?to?which?“Everything?that?can?go?wrong,?will?go?wrong”.?By?
projecting?an? isomorphic?alternative?of?an? inconsistent? theory,?another? inconsistent?
theory?was?produced.?From? a?broader?perspective,? the? critics? such? as?Back? (1979),?
who?pointed?out?the?loss?of?contact?between?the?typological?speculations?and?the?data,?
and?Dunkel? (1981),?who?demanded? that? typology? should? follow? reconstruction,?are?
correct.?In?addition,?the?glottalic?theory?is?disappointing?for?its?lack?of?insight?into?the?
real? phenomena? underlying? Meillet’s? root? constraints,? the? Proto-Indo-European?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
769?Another?example?of?the?alternation,?but?exclusively?with?a?voiced?laryngeal?(PIE?*?)?is?preserved?in?





§4.? In? contrast,? the? root? constraint? theory? of? Meillet? and? Magnusson,? further?
developed?by?Miller,?leads?to?a?complete?solution?of?the?Decem-Taihun?isogloss?when?
strengthened? with? the? segmental? laryngeal? PIE? *h? :? *?.? The? earlier? conjectures?




4.8  Centum-Satem ? isogloss ?or ?the ?three ?velar ?series ?
4.8.1  General ?remarks ?on ?the ?Centum-Satem ? isogloss ?
§0.?Three?places?of?articulation? for?Proto-Indo-European?velars?were?proven?by? the?




§1.?The? reconstruction? of? the? PIE? velars? begins?with? Schleicher,?who? postulated? a?
single?series?(for?example,?see?Mayrhofer?2004:43)?for?all?three?variants.?However,?as?
mentioned? by? Allen? (1978:87),? “Schleicher? (1866:162ff.)? [...]? attempted,? and?
inevitably?failed,?to?formulate?[Satem?vs.?Centum]?‘rules’?[...]”,?and?thus?was?forced?to?
leave?the?development?of?the?reconstruction?to?the?Neogrammarians.?
§2.?There? is? a? general? agreement? that? the? comprehensive? solution? to? the?Centum-
Satem? problem? was? finally? presented? by? Bezzenberger? in? his? article,? Die?
indogermanischen?Gutturalreihen? (1890:234-260).771? Tischler? credits? Bezzenberger?
not? only? for? the? formulation? of? the? theory? but? for? an? adequate? preliminary?
presentation? of? the?material,772? establishing? the? three? series? (the? plain? velars,? the?
labiovelars? and? the? palatovelars)773? and? distinguishing? between? the? Centum? and?
Satem?languages.774?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
770? The? PIE? velars? are? also? referred? to? as? ‘gutturals’,? ‘dorsals’?and? ‘tectals’? (for? terminology,? see?
Szemerényi?1996:58).?Though?I?favor?the?unambiguous?term?‘tectal’,?for?reasons?of?research?history?it?
felt?more?natural?here?to?use?the?conventional?‘labiovelars’?(instead?of?‘labiotectals’?and?so?forth).?
771? See?Allen? (1978:89)? and?Tischler? (1990:65-66),? and? note? the? contemporaneous? contributions? of?
Wharton,?Bugge,?Osthoff?and?von?Bradke.?






Armenischen? und?Albanischen? sind? also? die? k-? und? die? q-reihe,? in? den? übrigen? indogermanischen?
sprachen?die?ç-?und?die?k-reihe?zusammengefallen.”?
? 418?
§3.?Bezzenberger’s? reconstruction?was? accepted? by?Brugmann,?who? postulated? the?
classical?system?of?twelve?velars?in?the?second?edition?of?Grundriss?(1897):?
? ? ? T:? ? TA:? ? M:? ? MA:?
pure?velars? *k? ? *kh? ? *g? ? *?gh?? ?
labiovelars? *k??? ? *k?h? ? *??? ? *? h? ?
palatovelars? *?? ? *?h? ? *?? ? *??h? ?
§4.?The?subsequent?developments?of?the?velars? in?the?Indo-European? languages?are?
well?known,?and?it?suffices?to?exemplify?these?with?the?voiceless?unaspirated?series:?
? CLu.?? OInd.? Av.? Li.? Arm.? ?i.? Gr.? Go.? OIr.? Lat.??
? –? –? –? –? –? –? –? –? –? –?
*k? k? k/c? k/?? k? k‘/?? k? ?? h? c? c?
*k?? ku? k/c? k/?? k? k‘/?? ku? ?/?? hw? c? qu?
*?? z775? ?? s? ?? s? k? ?? h? c? c??
The? entire? body? of? Indo-European? material? results? from? this? array? of? proto-
phonemes?with?two?sets?of?sound?laws?(called?the?first?and?second?palatalization).776?
§5.? The? law? of? palatals? (das? Palatalgesetz)777? or? the? second? palatalization? was?
“floating? in? the?air”,? thanks? to? conditions? created?by? the? reinvigorated? study?of? the?
Proto-Indo-European?vowel?system?initiated?by?the?Neogrammarians.778?According?to?
this?law,?the?plain?velars?and?labiovelars?Neogr.?*k,?*k?,?etc.?became?affricates?(RV.?c,?
gAv.? ?,? etc.)? before? front? vowels? Neogr.? *e,? ?,? etc.? in? languages? belonging? to? its?
domain.? The? discovery? would? constitute? a? key? part? of? the? wider? shift? from? the?
Paleogrammarian? Sanskrito-centric? paradigm? to? the? Neogrammarian? one.?











three? rows? collided? together.? The? sole? outcome,? PToch.? *k,? was? subsequently? preserved? unless?
followed?by?a?palatal.?
777?On?the?law?of?palatals,?see?Szemerényi?(1967:68fn1).?
778? Already? Benfey? (1837:911)? had? preferred? the? Greek? vowel? system? as? more? original.? Certainly,?
Amelung’s?(1871)?claim?that? /e/?and? /a/?had?merged? in?Skt.?a?could?not?have?been?without? impact?for?
the?genesis?of?the?law.?




(a)? Contrary? to? expectations,? PIIr.? *ki,? *gi,? *ghi? have? been? preserved? in? some?
examples.?
1.?Some?apparent?exceptions?can?be?regularly?treated?with?PIE?*á?(=?Neogr.?*?)?





In?both? cases,? the? exceptions? are? regular? and? simultaneously?provide? an? additional?
criterion?for?the?reconstruction?of?PIE?*?a?and?PIE?*a?.?
(b)? An? unexpected? palatalization? (OInd.? c,? etc.)? occasionally? appears? in? a? non-
palatalizing?environment?in?Sanskrit.?Some?examples?of?this?are?OInd.?c?r?á-?‘feiner?
Staub,? Mehl’? and? OInd.? y?cñ?-? (f.)? ‘Bitte’? with? the? apparent? outcome? of? second?
palatalization?before?a?non-front?phoneme.?To?my?knowledge,?no?explanation?exists?
in?the?framework?of?established?sound?laws.?
§7.?The? first? palatalization? of? the? palatovelars?Neogr.? *?? ?h? ?? ?h?was? clarified? by?


























correctness? of? Pisani’s? conjecture? can? be? proven,? because? especially? in? the? series?
mediae?aspiratae?there?is?no?other?choice?but?to?reconstruct?Arm.?g?j??? ?Neogr.?*gh?
?h? h.?





Lycian? and? Hieroglyphic? Luvian? are? Satem? languages.784? These? views,? recently?
rigorously?defended?by?Melchert? (1989)? and?Tischler? (1990),? are?based?on? reliable?
comparative?evidence,?including?several?well-known?Indo-European?roots:?
(a)?HLu.?suani-?‘dog’?(see?Melchert?1989:201-?and?Tischler?1990:83)?is?compared?with?
root?P.? 632-3,? including? an? identical? *i-extension? in?OPr.? suni-? (m.)?‘Hund’? (APrS.?
441).?
(b)?HLu.?surni-? ‘horn’?(see?Melchert?1989:201-2?and?Tischler?1990:83-4)? is? identical?





(d)?CLu.? zarpi-? ‘ein?Übel? das? den?Menschen? befällt’,? i.? karpi-?‘Groll,?Wut,?Zorn’?
(Tischler?1990:88).?Though?no?cognates?outside?Old?Anatolian?have?been?identified,?
Tischler’s?comparison?(HEG?1:515f.)?is?acceptable?both?formally?and?semantically.?
(e)?CLu.?zarza? ‘liver’?or? ‘heart’?(?).?Depending?on? the? translation,?we?may?compare?
either? ?i.? karat-? ‘innards’? (Melchert? 1989:196-7),? HLu.? zarza?‘heart’,? or? both?
(Tischler?HEG? 1:499f.,?HHand.? 73).?Thus,? at? least? the?Hieroglyphic?Luwian? form?
matches?with?Indo-Iranian?*·i-stem?in:?
? RV.?h?rdi-? ? (n.)?‘Herz,?Eingeweide,?Bauch’?(WbRV.?1661,?h?rdi)?
? RV.?h?di·?p??-??? (a.)?‘das?Herz?berührend,?erfreuend’?(WbRV.?1679)?
? HLu.?zarza-? ? (n.)?‘heart’?(CHLu.?10.20.11,?za+ra/i-za)?
(f)?CLu.?zia-?‘lie,?be?placed’?(Melchert?1989:195-6)?and?Lyc.?siyeñi?(Tischler?1990:85,?
87)?correspond?with?the?well-known?root?P.?539f.,?including:?
? Pal.?kei-? ? (vb.)?‘liegen’?(DPal.?59,?ki-i-ta-ar?[3sg])?
? ?i.?kei-? ? (vb.)?‘liegen,?gelegt?sein’?(HEG?1:568-9,?ki-it-ta-ri?[3sg])?
? LAv.?say-? ? (aoM.)?‘(da)liegen’?(AIWb.?1571,?sa?te?[3sg])?
(g)? The? figura? etymologica? HLu.? uazana? uazihana? [1pl]? ‘request? a? request’? (see?
Melchert?1989:198?and?Tischler?1990:87)?belongs?to?the?root?P.?1135?*?e?-?





? RV.?vá?-?? ? (pr2.)?‘wünschen,?verlangen,?wollen’?(WbRV.?1226-7)?




? RV.?váha-? ? (prA.)?‘fahren,?herbeifahren,?bringen’?(WbRV.?1240)?
(i)??i.?karauar? ‘Horn’?=?CLu.?zarwani? ‘id.’? is?compared?by?Tischler? (1990:84,88)? to?
the?items?belonging?to?the?root?PIE?*?rou-?‘Horn’?







? Lat.?cento-? ? (n.sg.)?‘hundert’?(WH?1:200-1,?centum?[sgNA])?
? TochB.?kante-?? (num.)?‘centum’?(MA.?405,?DTochB.?139)? ?
? Gr.?????·?????-? (num.)?‘dreissig’?(LSJ.?1815,?Schwyzer,?GrGr.?1:592)?












? TochA.?kärs-? ? (prA.)?‘scire’?(Poucha?70,?kärsiñc?[optA])?
? TochA.??ärs-? ? (pretA.)?‘scire’?(Poucha?70,??ärs?)?
? TochB.?karsa-? ? (prA.)?=?Skt.??jñ?tum?(DTochB.?166,?karsatsi?[inf.])?
(b)?HLu.?a?aza-?‘speak’?(cf.?Melchert?1989:198-9,?Tischler?1990:87)785?reveals?a?voiced?






? Fär.?siga-? ? (vb.)?‘sagen,?mitteilen’?(ANEtWb.?459)?
? HLu.?a·?aza-? ? (vb.)?‘speak’?(Melchert?1989:198-9,?Tischler?1990:87)?
? OIcl.?saga-? ? (f.)?‘Erzählung,?Bericht,?Saga’?(ANEtWb.?459)?
? OPers.?haz?na-? (sb.)?‘tongue’?(OldP.?214-5,?haz?nam?[sgA])?
? OIcl.?segja-? ? (vb.)?‘sagen,?mitteilen’?(ANEtWb.?467,?segjan?[inf.])?
(c)?HLu.? za?ali-? (a.)? ‘angry’? (see?Melchert?1989:199,?HLu.? IRA(-)za-sa-li-sà)? can?be?
compared?to?a?Slavonic?formation?without?etymology:?
? OCS.?u·?as?-? ? (m.)?‘Furcht,?Schrecken’?(Sadnik?1155)?
? OCS.?u·?asa-? ? (vb.)?‘erschrecken,?verwirren’?(Sadnik?1155)?
? OCS.?pr?·?asa-? (vb.)?‘bestürzt?machen,?erschrecken’?(Sadnik?1155)?
Both? formations?have?a? regular?derivation:?OCS.? ?as?-???PSlav.?*zjaso-???Neogr.?
*?h?so-,?and?HLu.?za?ali-? ?Neogr.?*?h?s·?li-.786?
(d)?CLu.?zaria-?(a.)? ‘stürmisch’?(HEG?1:509,?za-ar-ri-ia-an-za?ÍDME?-an-za? [plA])?has?
been? compared? to? ?i.? garit-? ‘flood’?already? by? Tischler? (HEG? K:281;? see? also?
Melchert?1989:190).?A?further?connection?with?the?Balto-Slavonic?formation?
? Li.???era-?? ? (m.)?‘See’?(LiEtWb.?125)?
? OCS.?jezer?-? ? (m.)?‘See’?(LiEtWb.?125)?
? Li.?ã?era-? ? (m.)?‘See’?(LiEtWb.?125)?
? Rus.?ózero? ? (n.)?‘See’?(APrS.?304)?

























of?each?attempt? in?connection?with? the?respective?velar,? though?I?readily?agree?with?
Cavoto?(2001:50-51):?
“[…]? we? should? be? clear? that? nobody? has? been? able? to? devise? a? system,? based? on? two?





can?be?compared? to?Indo-European? forms?also? lacking?velars.?A?brief?survey?of? the?
alleged?loss?of?velars?includes:?
(a)?CLu.?i?ari-?‘Hand’?(DLL.?52-3,?Lyc.?izre?‘Hand’,?BLyk?1:71)?has?been?compared?to?
?i.? ge?ar-? ((UZU)c.)? ‘Hand’? (HEG? 1:558f.,? HHand.? 78,? 80,? ki-e?-?ar? [N]).? The?
etymology?has?to?be?abandoned,?because?Lyc.?z?does?not?permit?PIE?*s,?which?in?turn?
is? certain? in??i.? ge?ar? (cf.?Gr.? ????? ‘Hand’,? etc.,?P.? 447).793?Furthermore,? PIE? *i-? is?
possible? for?Lycian?and?Luwian,?which?we?may?compare? to?OIcl.? i?ja-? ‘do’?=?HLu.?
izia-?‘do,?make’?within?the?framework?of?the?established?sound?laws.?
(b)?CLu.? imara?i-? (a.)? ‘of? field’? (DLL? 52-53)?has? been? compared?with? ?i.? gimara-?
‘open?field’?(Li.???m?,?P.?414-6).?However,?this?does?not?prove?a?loss?of?velar?because?
Luwian?may? be? compared? with?Lat.? ?mo-? (sup.)? ‘der? unterste’? (WH? 1:685-6),? Lat.?
?mitus?(adv.)?‘aus?dem?Grunde’,?which?also?is?without?velar.794?
(c)?CLu.?paraia-?(a.)?‘high’?(DLL.?78,?pár-ra-ia-an-za?[plA])?has?been?compared?to? i.?
parga-? (a.)?‘high,? lofty,? tall,? elevated’.?A? loss?of? velar? in?Luwian? remains?unproven,?
because?it?is?also?absent?in?the?Celtic?*i-extension,?similar?to?Luwian:?
? OGaul.?????-?? ? (f.)?‘Berg’?(ACSS.?1:530)?
? OGaul.?sado·bria-? (f.)?‘cf.?sodo-brig?’?(ACSS.?2:1283,?sadobria?[sgN])?
Thus,?a?root?with?alternative?extensions?is?attested?instead?of?a?single?item.?
(d)?CLu.? deiami-? ‘earth’? (DLL? 97,? ti-ia-am-mi-i?? [sgN])? has? been? compared? to? ?i.?
degan? (HEG?3:292-300).?However,?we?may? connect?Luwian?with?Alb.?dhe-? (m.f.n.)?
‘earth,?land’?(AlbEtD.?80),?where?the?loss?of?velar?is?impossible:?
? PIE?*da?oio-? ? ?? Alb.?dhe-?(m.f.n.)?‘earth,?land’?
? PIE?*da?eio·mi-? ?? CLu.?deiami-?(c.)?‘earth’?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
791?The?erroneous?motivation? for? the?elimination? is?summarized?by?Allen?(1978:91):?“The?absence?of?








(e)? CLu.? maia-? (a.)? ‘groß,? viel,? zahlreich’? (HEG? 2:92,? ma-ia-a?? [sgN])? has? been?
compared?with??i.?megi-? ‘gross’? (cf.?RV.?mahi-).?This? conclusion? is?not?obligatory,?
because?a?parallel?extension?appears?in?RV.?nabhas·máya-?(a.)?‘wasserreich’?(WbRV.?
709).? This? is? compatible? with? the? fact? that? the? shortest? form? of? the? root? has? no?
extension?at?all:?
PIE??mo-?‘viel;?wachsen’?
? HLu.?ma-? ? (a.)?‘viel’?(HEG?2:181,?ma-pa-wa/i?‘und?viel’)?
? ?i.?ma-? ? (vb2A.)?‘wachsen,?gedeihen,?reifen’?(HEG?2:91,?166)?
(f)??i.?egu-?agu-? ‘trinken’?(Lat.??brio-? ‘trunken’,?Gr.?????)?has?been?compared?with?
CLu.?u-? ‘trinken’.795?This? is?uncertain?due? to? the?possible?connection?of?Luwian?and?
the?formation?illustrated?here:?
? ?i.?uet-? ? (.)?‘Wasser’?(HHand.?203,?uiti?[L])?
? ?i.?uatar-? ? (n.)?‘Wasser’?(HHand.?199)?
? Pal.?uatan-? ? (n.)?‘Wasser’?(DPal.?79,?ua-at-ta-na?[sgDL])?
(g)?Finally,?against? the?assumption?of? the? loss?of?velars? in?Luwian,?one? should?note?
that? the? velars? are? preserved? in? Luwian.? Accordingly,? the? loss? would? violate? the?
principle?of?the?regularity?of?sound?change.796?
?






? OHG.?huoh?-? ? (vb.)?‘Spott,?Hohn’?(GEW?1:837)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘schmächtend,?höhnend’?(GEW?1:837)?
? Gr.???????? ? (vb.)?‘verhöhnen,?schmähen’?(GEW?1:837)?
(b)?PIE?*keahl-,?*koahl-?‘call’?(P.?548-550)?
? Lat.?cal?-?? ? (pr1.)?‘aus-,?zusammenrufen’?(WH?1:141)?
? OInd.?kala-?? ? (vb.)?‘to?sound,?to?count’?(MonWil.?260)?









? LAv.?kana-? ? (pr.)?‘(ein,?ver)graben’?(AIWb.?437-8,?kan?nti?[3pl.])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘töten’?(GEW?1:755,???????)?
? Gr.??????? ? (pr.)?‘töten’?(GEW?1:755)?






? Gr.????????? ? (vb.)?‘laut?lauchen’?(GEW?1:804)?
? Arm.?xaxan-? ? (sb.)?‘lautes?Gelächter’?(ArmGr.?1:455,?xaxank‘?[pl])?
(b)?PIE?*kahel-,?*kahol-?[not?attested/identified,?see?below]?
(c)?PIE?*kahen-,?*kahon-?‘graben’?(P.?634fn?&?554?*ken-)?
? RV.?khána-? ? (pr.)?‘graben’?(KEWA?1:301,?WbRV.?372,?khán?mi)?
? LAv.?x?nya-? ? (a.)?‘fontanus’?(AIWb.?532)?
? RV.?khanitár-? ? (m.)?‘der?Gräber?(der?Pflanzen?ausgräbt)’?(WbRV.?372)?
§3.?Neogr.?*g?(for?Brugmann’s?examples,?see?Grundr2?1:571)?is?attested?in:?
(a)?PIE?*gea?l-,?*goa?l-?‘stimme,?usw.’?(P.?350-351?[2.?gal-])?
? OIr.?gol-? ? (m.)?‘weeping,?wailing’?(DIL.?367)?
? OCS.?glagola-? ? (vb.)?‘reden,?sprechen’?(Sadnik?217)?
? RV.?gárgara-? ? (m.)?‘Laute,?Harfe’?(WbRV.?387)?
? Lat.?gallo-? ? (m.)?‘Hahn’?(WH?1:580)?
? MidIr.?gall-? ? (m.)?‘Hahn,?Schwan’?(DIL.?356)?












? Gr.????????? ? (pr.)?‘laut?lachen’?(GEW?1:804)?
(b)?PIE?*ga?el-?*ga?ol-?(P.?428f.?ghel-,?HEG?1:465f.)?
? OIcl.?gala-? ? (pret.)?‘schreien,?singen’?(ANEtWb.?153,?gala?[inf.])?
? 426?
? Syrac.???·????-? (f.)?‘Drossel’?(GEW?1:862)?
? Gr.????????? ? (a.)?‘Schwalbe’?(GEW?2:1084)?
? ?i.?gali?-? ? (vb1.)?‘rufen,?schreien,?anlocken’?(HHand.?70)?
(c)?*ga?n·?-?‘nagen’?(P.?436.?ghen-)?
? OIcl.?gnaga-? ? (vb.)?‘nagen’?(ANEtWb.?177)?
? OEng.?gnaga-? ? (vb.)?‘gnaw,?bite’?(ASaxD.?482,?gnagan)?
? Gr.?????? ? (vb.)?‘abnagen’?(GEW?2:1106)?
? LAv.?aiwi.?nixta-?? (pp.)?‘angenagt,?angefressen’?(AIWb.?89)?
§5.?Etymologically,? the?data?of? the? rows? (a),? (b)?and? (c)?of?§1-?§4?belong? together,?
forming?the?variation?T?:?Th?:?D?:?D??in?a?manner?expressed?in?the?summary?table:??
(a)? ? ? ? Cea?C:? ? ? Ca?eC:?
? PIE?*h?:? PIE?*kehak-?(P.?634)? ? PIE?*khaek(ha)-?(P.?634)?
? PIE?*??:? PIE?*gehag-?(P.?634)? ? PIE?*g?aeg(g?a)-?(P.?637)?
(b)? ? ? ? Cea?C:? ? ? Ca?eC:?
? PIE?*h?:? PIE?*keahl-?(P.?548)? ? [not?attested?(?)]?
? PIE?*??:? PIE?*gea?l-?(P.?350)? ? PIE?*ga?el-?(P.?428f.)?
(c)? ? ? ? Cea?C:? ? ? Ca?eC:?
? PIE?*h?:? PIE?*?keahn-?(P.?559)? ? PIE?*kahen-?(P.?634)?
? PIE?*??:? PIE?*?gea?n-?(P.?–,?Gr.????)? PIE?*?ga?(e)n-?(P.?436)?
§6.?The? attempt? to? eliminate? the? plain? velar? series? can? be? traced? back? to? an? early?
distributional?idea?of?Meillet?(1894a:278),?according?to?whom:?
“l’existence? de? k3? [=? *k]?n’est? supposée? que? pour? expliquer? la? correspondance? ?’?? [=?
Satem?k?:?Centum?k].?Si?l’on?réussit?à?rendre?compte?de??’??[Satem?k?:?Centum?k]?par?des?
lois?de?détail,?l’unique?raison?qui?fait?poser?k3?[*k],?s’évanouit.”?
Meillet? (1937:93-94)? referred? to? the? (alleged)? relative? rarity? of? the? series? *k,? and?
claimed?a?distribution?according?to?which?the?plain?velar?series?occurs?mostly?before?
*a?and?*r?and?after?*s,?and?at? the?end?of? root? (particularly?after?*u,?but?not?before?








798?More? recently,?Kortlandt? (1978:237)? has? claimed? that? a? typological? parallel? for? the? system? ?? k??
(without? k)? appears? “in? the? Caucasus? (Circassian,? Ubykh)? and? on? the? Canadian? Pacific? Coast?
(Kwakiutl,?Heiltsuk).”?
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*??appears? in?a?position?where?we?would?expect?*k,?were?Meillet’s? condition? to?be?
true.?A?few?counterexamples?involving?well-attested?correspondences?suffice?here:?
(a)?PIE?*?rahd-?‘glauben’?(P.?580)?
? Lat.?cr?do-? ? (pr.)?‘vertrauen,?usw.’?(WH?1:286,?cr?d??[1sg])? ?
? RV.?a·?raddhá-? (a.)?‘ungläubig’?(WbRV.?139)?
? OIr.?creti-? ? (vb.)?‘glauben’?(LEIA?C-228,?cretim?[1sg])?
(b)?PIE?*?ahd-?‘fall’?(P.?516)?
? OInd.??a??d-? ? (pf.)?‘ausfallen,?abfallen’?(EWA?2:607,??a??da)?
? Lat.?cecad-? ? (pf.)?‘fallen’?(WH?1:127)?
? Lat.?cad?? ? (pr3.)?‘(ab-,?aus-)fallen,?sinken’?(WH?1:128)?
? AV.??atsyá-? ? (fut.)?‘abfallen,?ausfallen?werden’?(EWA?2:607)?
? OIr.?casar? ? (f.)?‘Hagel,?Blitz’?(LEIA?C-46)?
















4.8.3  The ? labiovelars ?Neogr. ?*k??*k?h ?*??*?h ?
§0.?The?research?situation?of?the?labiovelars?Neogr.?*k??*k?h?*??*?h?(Grundr2?1:586-
622)801? is?more? complicated? than? that? of? the? plain? velars,? owing? to? the? segmental?
nature?of?the?series.?Not?only?are?aspiration?and?voice?segmentally?analyzable,?but?the?
labial? constituent? is? as? well.? In? essence,? the? segmental? solution? was? proposed? by?
Reichelt;?his?presentation,?however,?requires?slight?critical?improvements.?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????







“In? the? first?edition?of?Brugmann’s?Grundriss?(1886)?we? find?a?basic?system?of? two?series,?
symbolized? as? *?? etc.? (Palatal)? and? *q? etc.? (velar)? –?the? symbols? *k? etc.? being?used? only?
where?the?attribution?in?a?particular?case?is?doubtful?(262).?The?different?developments?of?
*q? in? the?centum?and? sat?m? languages? (e.g.?Latin?qu?versus?Sanskrit?k)? led?Brugmann? to?
characterize?these?as?languages?with?and?without?labialization?respectively?(307ff.).?He?did?
not? yet? find? it?possible? to?determine?whether? the? labialization?was? an?original? feature?of?
these? sounds? lost?by? the? sat?m? languages,?or?was?an? innovation?of? the? centum? languages?
(343).”?
After? the? appearance? of? Bezzenberger’s? article? (1890)? and? other? contemporary?




? Lat.?sequ-? ? (pf.)?‘(ver)folgen,?begleiten,?gehorchen’?(WH?2:519)?
? RV.?prá?(...)?sác-? (vb.)?‘vorangehen’?(WbRV.?1445,?prá?(...)?sák?v?)?
? Gr.????-? ? (prM.)?‘folgen’?(GEW?1:544,????????[1sg])?
(b)?Neogr.?*k?in-?‘poena’?(Grundr2?1:?588,?P.?636-7)?
? MidIr.?cin-? ? (m.)?‘guilt,?crime,?payment?due’?(LEIA?C-101,?cin)?
? gAv.?ka?n?-? ? (f.)?‘Strafe,?Vergeltung,?Rache’?(AIWb.?429)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?’Busse,?Wergelt,?Rache,?Strafe’?(GEW?2:573)?
(c)?Neogr.?*ok?-?‘Auge’?(Grundr2?1:589,?P.?775-777)?
? Gr.???-? ? (f.)?‘the?eye,?face’?(LSJ?1282,????)?
? OPr.?aki-? ? (f.)?‘Auge’?(APrS.?297,?ackis?[plN])?
? Gr.????-? ? (f.)?‘appearance’?(LSJ?1282-3,?????,??????)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (n.)?‘face,?etc.’?(LSJ?299,????????????????????)?
(d)?Neogr.?*k?ri-?‘kaufen’?(Grundr2?1:589,?P.?648)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (?pr.)?‘buy’?(GEW?2:594-5,????????=?LinB.?qi-ri-a-to)?
? OIr.?ni·cria-? ? (pr.)?‘acheter’?(LEIA?C-229-230,?nicria?[conj.])?
? ORus.?kr?nu-? ? (vb.)?‘kaufen’?(REW?1:660,?kr?nuti?[inf.])?
? TochA.?kuryär-? (sb.)?‘Kauf,?Handel?:?commercium’?(Poucha?79)?
? Bret.?prena-? ? (pr.)?‘acheter,?racheter’?(LEIA?C-230,?prena)?
(e)?Neogr.?*k?i-?‘who,?which,?what’?(P.?644f.,?HEG?1:611ff.)?
? ?i.?kui-? ? (rel.pron.)?‘wer,?was,?welche(r/s)’?(HHand.?82,?ku-i?)?
? CLu.?kui-? ? (rel.pron.)?‘wer,?was;?welche(r/s)’?(HHand.?82)? ?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
802?According? to?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:93),? labiovelars?were?phonemes,?not? combinations?of? velars?
followed? by? the? labial? semivowel:? “Anm.? 4.? k?,? ?? sind? nich? k,? g?mit? nachgeschlagenem? ?,? sondern?
Verschlusslaute,? bei? denen? gleichzeitig? mit? der? velaren? Zungenthätigkeit? eine? den? akustischen?
Eindruck?modificierende?Lippenrundung?stattfand.”?
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? Lat.?qui-? ? (rel.pron.)?‘wer,?was,?…’?(WH?2:410,?quis,?quid)?
? Lyd.?qi-? ? (rel.pron.)?‘wer,?was,?…’?(LydWb.?185,?qis,?qys,?qid)?
? Osc.?pi-? ? (rel.pron.)?‘who,?which’?(WbOU.?558-9,?pis,?píd)?
? Gr.???-? ? ? (rel.pron.)?‘wer,?was?welcher’?(GEW?2:903-4)?
? RV.?ci-?? ? (rel.pron.)?‘wer?’?(WbRV.?444,?cid)?
§3.?With?a?limited?amount?of?comparisons?at?his?disposal,?Brugmann?(Grundr2?1:587)?
was? unable? to? provide? an? acceptable? example? of? the? voiceless? aspirated? labiovelar?
Neogr.?*k?h.803?This?gap?can?be?filled,?however,?with?comparisons?such?as:?
(a)?*(h)osk?hu-?(P.?783)?
? LAv.?as?u-? ? (m.)?‘Unterschenkel,?Wade’?(AIWb.?211)?












§4.? Neogr.? *?? (Grundr2? 1:587ff.)? is? the? voiced? counterpart? of? Neogr.? *k?? in? the?
environments?PIE?*?—??and?PIE?*?—?.?Some?examples?of?Neogr.?*??are:?
(a)?PIE?*?ea?ski-?(Grundr2?1:590,?P.?465?*??-? em-)?
? RV.?gácha-? ? (prA.)?‘kommen,?gehen’?(WbRV.?382,?gáchati)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pr.)?‘gehen’?(GEW?1:208,???????[2sg])?
? Alb.?n·gah-? ? (pr.)?‘run’?(AlbEtD.?292)?
(b)?PIE?*?aen?-?*?aon?-?‘salben,?Butter’?(P.?779,?on?-)?
? RV.?añj-? ? (pr.)?‘fett,?süss?machen’?(WbRV.?24,?añjánti?[3pl])?
? OHG.?anco-? ? (sb.)?‘Butter’?(P.?779,?anco,?ancho)?
? Bret.?amann-? ? (.)?‘Salbe’?(Stüber?1997:84,?PCelt.?*amban-)?
? Corn.?amen·en-? (.)?‘Salbe’?(Stüber?1997:84)?
? Lat.?unguen-? ? (n.)?‘Salbe’?(WH?2:819)?
? RV.?áñjas-? ? (n.)?‘Salbe,?Mischung’?(WbRV.?25-6)?
? OPr.?ancta-? ? (n.)?‘Butter’?(APrS.?300,?anctan)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





? Li.?gér-? ? (vb.)?‘trinken’?(LiEtWb.?148,?gérti)?
? RV.?jag?r-? ? (pf.)?‘verschlingen’?(WbRV.?399,?jag?ra?[3sg])?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘gefräßig’?(GEW?1:251,??????)?
? Lat.?uor?-? ? (vb1.)?‘gierig?essen,?verschlingen’?(WH?2:836,?uor?re)?
(d)?PIE?*?a?n-?‘Frau,?Weib;?Geburt’?(P.?473,?*?en-)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Weib,?Frau’?(GEW?1:333-4,?????)?
? OIcl.?kuna? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(ANEtWb.?334)?
? OIr.?ban-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GOI?§291,?ban?[plG])?
? Boiot.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GEW?1:333,??????[sgN])?
? OInd.?pa???·gan?-? (f.)?‘??????:?meretr?x’?(KEWA?2:194,?EWA?2:69)?
? Arm.?kana-? ? (sb.obl.)?‘Ehefrau,?Weib,?Frau’?(ArmGr.?1:460,?kana?)?
? NeoPhryg.????????? (f.)?‘Weib’?(P.?473)?
(e)?PIE?*gua?r-?‘schwer,?hart’?(P.?476-477)?
? Go.?kaurja-? ? (vb.)?‘beschweren’?(GoEtD.?217)?
? OInd.?gariman-? (m.)?‘Schwere’?(EWA?1:490)?
? RV.?gurú-? ? (a.)?‘schwer?(drückend),?heftig,?hart’?(WbRV.?403)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (a.)?‘schwer(wiegend)’;?vom?Ton?‘tief’?(GEW?1:221-2)?
? LAv.?gouru.zao?ra-? (a.)?‘des?Weihgüsse?schwer?sind’?(AIWb.?524)?
§5.? The? examples? of? Neogr.? *?h? (see? Brugmann,? Grundr2? 1:587-8),? the? voiced?
aspirate,?are?relatively?few?but?credible?enough:?
(a)?Neogr.?*?her?*?hor?‘warm’?(P.?493-5)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (a.)?‘warm’?(GEW?1:664)?
? Arm.??erm? ? (a.)?‘warm’?(Grundr2?1:432)?
? Phryg.??????-? ? (ON.)?‘cf.?above’?(Grundr2?1:586)?
(b)?Neogr.?*?hen-?*?hon-?‘schlagen,?töten’?(P.?490-3)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Totschlag,?Mord(blut)’?(GEW?2:1035,??????)?
? RV.?ghaná-? ? (m.)?‘Zermalmer,?Vernichter’?(WbRV.?421)?
? ORus.?gon?-? ? (m.)?‘Ackerstück’?(REW?1:292)?
(c)?Neogr.?*(?)al?h-?‘Erwerb,?Lohn,?Ernte’?(P.?32-3,?HEG?1:176)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Erwerb’?(GEW?1:81,??????[sgN]?
? OPr.??lga-? ? (f.)?‘Lohn’?(APrS.?298,??lgas?[sgG])?
? ?i.??algue?ar-? ? (n.)?‘Ernte,?Erstlingsgabe’?(HHand.?36,??al-ku-e?-?ar)?
? RV.?sahasra’arghá-? (a.)?‘tausendfachen?Wert?habend’?(WbRV.?1504)? ?
(d)?Neogr.?*?haid-?‘hell?:?Himmel,?usw.’?(P.?488)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (a.)?‘hell,?klar,?heiter,?fröhlich,?vergnügt’?(GEW?2:981)?
? Li.?gaidrà-? ? (f.)?‘Himmel,?heiteres?Wetter’?(LiEtWb.?128)?
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§6.? The? attempts? to? eliminate? the? labiovelars? can? be? traced? back? to? Kury?owicz?
(1935:1-26;? 1956:356-366;? 1973:66f.),804? according? to?whom? the? series? *K?? came? to?
exist?as?the?result?of?a?“partial?falling?together?of?velars?and?velars?+?w?when?a?palatal?




reflex?of? the? labial?element?of? the? [P]IE? labiovelar.?These? instances,? few?as? they?are,?are?
sufficient?to?refute?the?thesis?that?labiovelars?had?never?existed?in?the?satem?languages.”?
Furthermore,?as?pointed?out?by?Szemerényi?(1996:61):?
“There? can? be? no? doubt? that? here? the? centum? type? represents? the? original? articulation,?
which? in? the? satem? languages? lost? the? w-element? as? did? Latin? qu? in? the? Romance?
languages.”806?
§7.? The? segmental? analysis? of? the? labiovelars? as? sequences? of? velars? and? labials?










? OEng.?nacod-? ? (a.)?‘nudus?:?naked,?bare’?(ASaxD.?706)?
? Go.?naqa?-? ? (a.)?‘nackt?:???????’?(GoEtD.?263)?
? Li.?núoga-? ? (3a.)?‘nackt,?bloss,?kahlt’?(LiEtWb.?511,?núogas)?
? RV.?nagná-? ? (a.)?‘nackt’?(EWA?2:5,?WbRV.?705)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
804? See,? however,? also? Szemerényi’s? (1996:145n1)? view,? according? to? which? the? elimination? of?
labiovelars?began?with?Johannes?Schmidt?(1881?[KZ?25]:134).?







808?Szemerényi? (1996:145-6)?writes:?“Although? the? labiovelars?are? to?be?posited? for? the? IE?period?as?
unitary?phonemes?(see?4.7.8.),?they?must?have?arisen?from?the?groups?kw,?gw,?ghw;?this?is?indicated?by?
the?fact?that?beside?a?full?grade?kwe?a?zero?grade?ku? is?often?found.”?A?similar?argument?was?already?




? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GEW?1:333-4,?????)?
? OIcl.?kuna-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(ANEtWb.?334)?
? OIr.?ban-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GOI?§291,?ban?[plG])?
? Boiot.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Frau’?(GEW?1:333,??????[sgN])?
(d)?PIE?*guá?m-?‘gehen’?(P.?464)?
? Go.?qum-? ? (m.)?‘Ankunft’?(GoEtD.?279,?qums?[sgN])?
? OEng.?cuma-? ? (vb.)?‘come,?go,?happen’?(ASaxD.?173)809?




? OEng.?cudu-? ? (n?.)?‘cud,?what?is?chewed’?(ASaxD.?173)?
? OEng.?cwidu-? ? (n.)?‘cud,?what?is?chewed,?gummi’?(ASaxD.?181)?
? OInd.?játu-?? ? (n.)?‘Lack,?Gummi’?(KEWA?1:415)?
? MidIr.?beithe-? ? (m.)?‘bouleau?ou?buis??:?buxus’?(LEIA?B-28)?
(f)??gue?al-?‘stechen,?usw.’?(P.?470-471?[1.?g?el-])?
? OPr.?gulseni-?? ? (m.)?‘Schmerz’?(APrS.?344,?gulsennien?[sgA])??
? Li.?gél-?? ? (vb.)?‘stechen,?weihtun’?(LiEtWb.?145,?gélti?[inf.])?
? OIr.?at·ball-? ? (vb.)?‘mourir’?(LEIA?B-12-13,?atbaill?[3sg])?
? OEng.?cwela-? ? (vb.)?‘mori?:?die’?(ASaxD.?177,?cwelan?[inf.])?
(g)??gua?l-?‘water,?drip’?(P.?471-2)?
? OInd.?gala-? ? (vb1.)?‘drip,?drop,?etc.’?(MonWil.?350,?galati)?
? Gr.????????-? ? (m.)?‘Bader’?(GEW?1:212,?????????)?
? OEng.?collen-??? (pt.)?‘geschwollen’?(ASaxD.?165)?
(h)??gua?sp-?‘verflechten;?Quast’?(P.?480)?
? RV.?gu?pita-? ? (a.)?‘verflochten,?verschlungen’?(WbRV.?403)?




? Arm.?ku?-? ? (sb.)?‘Handvoll’?(Persson,?Beitr.?316,?336)?
(j)??gua?l-?‘Hand,?nehmen,?fassen,?ergreifen?(P.?397)?
? Lat.?uola-? ? (f.)?‘die?hohle?Hand’?(WH?2:825)?
? Gr.???·???????? (vb.)?‘einhändigen’?(GEW?1:330)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
809?Note? the?Germanic? loss? of? labiovelar? before? a? following? the?Germanic? o/u? (OIcl.? koma,?OEng.?
cuman),?except?in?Gothic?(Go.??qum-,?etc.).?
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§8.? The? PIE? accent? on? the? labial? prevented? the? emergence? of? a? labiovelar.? Such?
circumstances?are?confirmed?for?the?Satem?languages,?for?example,?in:?
? ?i.?gun-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?erschlagen,?töten’?(HEG?1:604-5)?
? Li.?gùny-?? ? (vb.)?‘verscheuchen’?(LiEtWb.?gùnyti?[inf.])?






? OEng.?colt-? ? (m.)?‘pullus?:?Junges?von?Tieren’?(ASaxD.?165)?
? OInd.?ga?i-? ? (m.)?‘junger?Stier’?(KEWA?1:316,?Beitr.?69)?
(b)??kua?l-?‘Holz,?Wald’?(P.?545-7)?
? ? ??kua?ld-??
? OEng.?holt-? ? (m.n.)?‘holt,?wood,?grove,?copse’?(ASaxD.?551)?
? OIcl.?holt-? ? (n.)?‘kleiner?Wald’?(ANEtWb.?249)?
? OHG.?holz-? ? (m.)?‘nemus,?silva,?saltus,?arbor,?lignum’?(ASaxD.?551)?
? ? ?kuahltah-?
? OInd.?ku?ha-? ? (m.)?‘a?tree’?(KEWA?1:221,?223,?Lex.?ku?has?[sgN])?
? OInd.?ku?h?ru-? (m.)?‘a?tree’?(MonWil.?289,?Lex.?ku?h?rus?[sgN])?
(c)??kuahl-?‘Bach,?Fluß,?Strom’?(P.?546-7)?








analog.?Einflüß? aus? *gatati).?Owing? to? the?Greek? parallel? and? the? regular? treatment? now? available?
through?PIE?*?,?no?analogy?is?needed.?




? Li.?kãl?-? ? (f.)?‘Hündin’?(LiEtWb.?208)?
? Alb.?këlysh-? ? (m.)?‘Tierjunges,?bes.?junger?Hund’?(AlbEtD.?176)?
has?a?dental?extension?*·n-?with?an?unrealized?labiovelar?and?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?in:?
PIE?*kua?ln-?(KEWA?1:224)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?=????????‘Hündchen,?junger?Hund’?(GEW?2:741)?
? OInd.?ku?aka-?? (m.)?‘a?young?animal?just?born’?(MonWil.?289)?
(e)??kua?l-?‘sonare’?(P.?550).?The?root?in?normal?grade?(PIE?*e/o)?is?attested?in:?
? TochA.?käln-? ? (prM.)?‘(re)sonare’?(Poucha?71)?








(f)? ?kua?l-? ‘lame,? crippled’? contains? an? unrealized? labiovelar? accompanied? by?
Fortunatov’s?Law?II?in?two?dental?extensions:?
? ? ?ku?aln-? ?
? Br.?ku?i-? ? (a.)?‘lame?in?the?arm’?(Hirt?1927:205,?Br.?ku?i-)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘crippled,?lame?in?hand?or?foot’?(GEW?2:47)?
? RV.?kú??ru-? ? (a.)?‘=?ahastám?:?armlahm’?(WbRV.?328)?
? ? ?ku?alt(h)-?(KEWA?1:225)?
? OInd.?ko?aya-? ? (cs.)?‘to?divide,?break?asunder’?(MonWil.?288)?
? OInd.?ku?h?ra-? (.)?‘axe’?(Hirt?1927:205)?
? Lat.?culter? ? (m.)?‘knife?:?Messer’?(WH?1:304,?culter,?cultris)?
(g)??kuahr-?‘biegen’?(P.?935).?Unrealized?labiovelars?appear?with?Fortunatov’s?Law?II?
in?dental?extensions?of?Sanskrit:?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘gewölbt,?gerundet,?bauchig,?buckelig’?(GEW?2:55)?
? OInd.?ku?a-? ? (pr1.)?‘become?crooked,?curved’?(MonWil.?288,?ku?ati)?
? OInd.?ku?ila-? ? (a.)?‘bent,?crooked,?curved,?round’?(MonWil.?288)?
? OInd.?ka??-?? ? (n.)?‘a?crooked?sword,?sabre,?scimitar’?(MonWil.?244)?







? Lat.?sec?-?? ? (pf.)?‘folgen’?(WH?2:519,?sec?tus?[sgN]? ?*sekou-)??
? Lat.?sequo-? ? (pr.)?‘folgen’?(WH?2:519,?sequor?[1sg]? ?*sekuo-)?




? Gr.???-? ? (f.)?‘the?eye,?face’?(LSJ?1282,????? ?PIE?*haoku-)?
? Gr.??????? ? (n.)?‘face’?LSJ.?299,????????????’? ?PIE?*haekusio-)?
? RV.?án?ka-? ? (n.)?‘Angesicht’?(WbRV.?57,? ?PIE?*haku-)?




? Cypr.??????? ? (vb.)?‘beobachten,?usw.’?(LSJ.?49,???????????????)?
? OCS.??u-? ? (vb.)?‘empfinden,?wahrnehmen’?(Sadnik??129,??uti)?
? gAv.???vi?-? ? (ao.)?‘sich?versehen,?erhoffen’?(AIWb.?442)?
? OCS.??uj?s·tvo?? (n.)?‘Gefühl?:?sensation,?feeling’?(Sadnik??129)? ?
(c)? PIE? *orku-? *erku-? *rku-? (P.? 340)? ‘singen,? beten,? bitten’? is? reflected? in? Old?
Anatolian?and?Indo-Aryan:?
? RV.??k-? ? (f.)?‘Lied’?(KEWA?1:50,?118,?WbRV.?278)?
? ?i.?arku-? ? (vb.)?‘beten,?bitten’?(HEG?1:60-61,?ar-ku-ut-ta?[3sg])?
? RV.??kvan-? ? (m.)?‘Sänger’?(a.)?‘singend,?jubelnd’?(WbRV.?277)?
? ?i.?arkuar-? ? (n.)?‘Gebet’?(HEG?1:61,?ar-ku-ua-ar?[sgNA])?
A?schwebeablaut?variant?of?the?type?Lat.?sec?·to-?appears?in?














§11.?A? third? feature? advocating? segmental? analysis? can? be? found? in? the? historical?
notation?of?the?aspirated? labiovelars?Neogr.?*k?h?and?*?h,? linearly?consisting?of?the?
sequences?*k+?+h?and?*g+?+h.?An? implicit?criticism?of? this?convention?has?been?
presented?by?Szemerényi? (1996:145-6)?observing? that? “[...]? the? labiovelars? [...]?must?
have? arisen? from? the? groups? kw,? gw,? ghw? [...]”.?Not? only? Szemerényi’s? segmental?




gu?(which?should?be? the?case,?had? the?aspirate? followed? the? labial?as? implied?by? the?
notation? *?h?=? g+?+h).?There? is? no? laryngeal? after? the? labial? in?Old?Anatolian?
examples?like?
PIE?*haelg?u-?‘Ernte,?Erwerb,?Wert’?(P.?32-3):?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Erwerb’?(GEW?1:81,??????[sgN])?
? ?i.??algue?ar-? ? (n.)?‘Ernte,?Erstlingsgabe’?(HHand.?36,??al-ku-e?-?ar)?
? RV.?sahasra’arghá-? (a.)?‘tausendfachen?Wert?habend’?(WbRV.?1504)? ?
proving?that?the?aspirated?labiovelars?were?actually?of?the?form?*g?w?instead?of?†gw?.?
(b)? The? sequences? PIE? *kuh? *gu?? never? yield? aspirated? labiovelars,? because? the?
aspiration? was? prevented? by? the? intermediating? labial.? The? non-existence? of? root?
variants?with?aspirated?labiovelars?further?implies?that?the?loss?of?PIE?*h/??took?place?
before?labiovelars?emerged.?This?is?confirmed?by?the?roots?beginning?with?k?+h-?and?
?+?,? which? do? not? alternate? with? Neogr.? *k?h? and? *?h.? Thus,? for? instance,? all?
variants?of? the? root?PIE???ea?-? ‘gehen’?(shape??+?)?are?unaspirated,?especially? in?
the?zero?grade:?
? PIE?*?a?-? ?? RV.?g-? ? (ao.)?‘gehen,?usw.?(WbRV.?392,?gus)?
? PIE?*?ea?-? ?? RV.?ga’a-? (pr.)?‘gehen’?(WbRV.?392,?gaat?[3sg])?
? PIE?*??a?-? ?? RV.?g?-? (pr.)?‘gehen’?(WbRV.?391,?g?s)814?
The?full?derivation?of?the?zero-grade?PIE?*?a?-? ?*??-? ?*?-? ?RV.?g-?proves?that?
the?aspirated?root?variants???-’?(from?PIE?*?+?)?resulted?in?*?,?with?the?result?that?













? Neogr.?*k?h?? ??? PIE?*kahu???khau? (with?unaccented?PIE?*a?and?*u)?
? Neogr.?*?h?? ??? PIE?*ga?u???g?au? (with?unaccented?PIE?*a?and?*u)?









Of? the? two? theoretically?possible?alternatives,?PIE?*khau?or?PIE?*kahu,? the? latter? is?
proven?correct?by?the?*e/o-grade?of?the?root?in:?
PIE?*keahu?*koahu?(P.?587-8)?
? Lat.?caue?? ? (pr.)?‘sich?in?acht?nehmen,?sich?vorsehen’?(WH?1:186f.)?
? RV.?kaví-? ? (a.)?‘weise,?sinnig’?(m.)?‘der?Weise’?(WbRV.?318)?815?




? Li.?káu-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?hauen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?232,?káuti?[inf.])?
? TochB.?kau-? ? (vb.)?‘Skt.?vadh?ya?=?töten’?(DTochB.?208,?kautsi-?)?
? OCS.?kovo-? ? (pr.)?‘schmieden,?verfertigen’?(Sadnik??374,?kov??[1sg])?
? ? ?kahui-?
? Li.?kóvia-? ? (pret.)?‘schlagen,?hauen,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?232,?kóviau)?
? Li.?k?ja-? ? (f.)?‘Stelze’?(LiEtWb.?232,?k?ja?with?Li.??? ?PIE?*áhu)?
? ? ?kahun-?
? Li.?káuna-? ? (pr.)?‘schlagen,?vernichten,?usw.’?(LiEtWb.?232)?




? ?i.?gun-? ? (vb.)?‘schlagen,?erschlagen,?töten’?(HEG?1:604-5)?
? ?i.?guen-? ? (vb.)?‘(er)schlagen,?töten’?(HHand.?81,?ku-en-zi)?









to? the? reconstruction? of? the? segmental? laryngeal,? however,? one? can? observe? the?
following? distribution:When? the? unrealized? labiovelars? K?/Ku? appear? in? Satem?








? OCS.? v?zda? ? (f.)?‘Stern’?(Sadnik??1152,? v?zda?[sgN])?
? Poln.?gwiazda? ? (f.)?‘Stern’?(REW?1:447)?
? Rus.?zvezdá? ? (f.)?‘Stern’?(REW?1:447)?
? OCS.? v?zdo·z?r?c?-? (m.)?‘Sterndeuter,?Astrolog’?(Sadnik??1152)?
Whether?the?starting?point?of?OCS.? v?zda?is?Neogr.?*?haid-?(P.?488)?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (a.)?‘hell,?klar,?heiter,?fröhlich,?vergnügt’?(GEW?2:981)?
? Li.?gaidrà-? ? (f.)?‘Himmel,?heiteres?Wetter’?(LiEtWb.?128)?
or?Neogr.?*?hais-?‘glänzen’?(P.?488)?
? Gr.???????? ? (a.)?‘(dunkel)grau,?schwärzlich’?(GEW?2:984)?
? Li.?ga?sa-?? ? (m.)?‘Lichtschein,?Röte?am?Himmel’?(LiEtWb.?128)?
the?forms?belong?to?the?root?Neogr.?*?hai-,?for?which?PIE?*??is?implied?by?Gr.??.?
(b)?PIE?*gua?l-?‘Lager,?Regio’?(P.?402?[1.?gol-])?
? Li.?gvali-? ? (f.)?‘Lager?eines?Tieres’?(Beitr.?578)?
? Arm.?ka?a?-? ? (sb.)?‘Lager?wilder?Tiere’?(Beitr.?578)?
? Arm.?ko?m-? ? (sb.)?‘side,?region’?(EtDiArm.?369)?
? Li.?guõli-? ? (.)?‘Lagerstätte,?Schlafstätte’?(LiEtWb.?161)?




? OInd.?kvatha-? ? (m.)?‘decoction,?extract’?(MonWil.?324)?
? OInd.?kv?tha-? ? (m.)?‘boiling’?(MonWil.?324)?
? Go.? a?ja-? ? (vb.)?‘schäumen?:?foam’?(GoEtD.?199)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
816? This? pair? of? roots? and? all? related? items? will? be? fully? dealt? with? in? the? PIE? Lexicon? demo?
(http://pielexicon.hum.helsinki.fi).?
? 439?
? Go.? a?o(n)-? ? (f.)?‘Schaum’?(GoEtD.?199,? a?on?[sgD])?
? OCS.?kvas??? ? (m.)?‘Sauerteig,?säuerliches?Getränk’?(Sadnik??437)?
? Latv.?kûsâ-? ? (vb.)?‘seethe’?(GoEtD.?199,?kûsât?[inf.])?




? OCS.?skvoz?? ? (adv.prep.)?‘durch’?(Sadnik??830)?
? OCS.?skv?z?? ? (adv.prep.)?‘durch’?(Sadnik??830,?schwebeablaut)?
? Gr.??????? ? (f.)?‘Schlacht-,?Opfermesser’?(GEW?2:825)?




? OCS.?cv?t??? ? (m.)?‘Blume,?Blüte,?Lilie’?(Sadnik??97)?
? OCS.?cvit-?? ? (vb.)?‘blühen’?(Sadnik??97,?cvisti?[inf.])?
? Czech.?kvit-? ? (vb.)?‘blühen’?(REW?3:284,?kvisti?[inf.])?
? Latv.?kvitê-? ? (vb.)?‘flimmern,?glänzen’?(REW?3:284,?kvitêt?[inf.])?
? Li.?kviet?-? ? (.)?‘Weizenkorn’?(pl.)?‘Weizen’?(LiEtWb.?326)817?
? Latv.?kvìesi-? ? (.)?‘Weizenpflanze,?-staude,?Weizen’?(LiEtWb.?326)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Weizen,?Getreide,?Brot,?Speise’?(GEW?2:711)?
The? laryngeal? is? implied?by? the? long?vowel?Gr.? ??=?OCS.? i?and? the?existence?of? the?
voiced?variant?of?the?root?(??PIE?*?)?in:?
?kua?id-?‘Weizen’?(P.?628-9)?
? Go.? aitei-? ? (m.)?‘??????:?Weizen?:?wheat’?(GoEtD.?197,? aiteis)?
? OIcl.?hveiti? ? (n.)?‘Weizen’?(ANEtWb.?270)?
? OEng.?hw?te? ? (m.)?‘triticum?:?wheat’?(ASaxD.?571)?
Instead? of? proving? the? labiovelar? series? to? be? original,? the? sequences? K+?? thus?




? Av.??? ?Neogr.?*k???? ? and?? ? Av.??? ?Neogr.?*?h?.?
Here?Av.??,???appear?instead?of?the?regular?reflexes?before?front?vowels?(Av.??,? ?).?In?






? Gr.?-??-?=?Att.?-??-?(initially??-,??-)?? ? ??? Neogr.?*k???*k?h??*?h?.?
Some? common? isoglosses?of?Avestan?and?Greek? (with?Latin? indicating? the?original?
labiovelar)?are:?
? *k???t-??? ?? Av.??y?ta-?? :?? Lat.?qui?t-?? (P.?638)?
? *k???ut-?? ?? Av.??yao?na-?? :?? Gr.?????????? (P.?539)?




? RV.??óca-? ? (pr1.)?‘leuchten,?strahlen,?glänzen’?(WbRV.?1400)? ?
? gAv.?suxra-? ? (a.)?‘rot’?(vom?Feuer)?(AIWb.?1582)?
based? on? an? alleged? Centum? parallel? with? an? assumed? original? meaning? ‘*der?
Weiße’:818?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Schwan’?(GEW?2:45).?
No?further?light?was?shed?on?the?matter?by?another?possible?Centum?cognate?








(a)?Segmental?analysis?of? the? labiovelars? is? recommended? for?a?number?of? reasons,?
including? the? schwebeablaut? alternation? (*Ke/ou? :?Kue/o),? the? preservation? of? the?
accented?labial?(*Kú)?and?other?factors?discussed?above.?The?segmental?character?of?
labiovelars? is? provable? through? examples? in? which? the? velar? component? has? been?
confirmed?by?parallels,?generally?of?the?form:?
??hen-?‘schlagen,?töten,?treiben’?(P.?491-3)?
? ?i.?gun-? ? (vb.)?‘erschlagen,?töten’?(HEG?1:604-5.?ku-na-an-zi)?










It? is?possible?and?correct? to?analyze? the? labiovelars?(Neogr.?*k??etc.)?segmentally?as?
PIE?*ku,?etc.,?whereas? the?delabialization?of?Neogr.?*k?? is?not?phonetically?credible:?
the? labiovelarization?was? caused?by? the?absence?of?accent? in? the? labial? component.?




to?underline? that?Szemerényi’s? segmental?analysis,? though? correct,? is? formulated? in?
terms?of?the?untenable?doctrine?of?a?two-phased?proto-language.?The?only?possibility?




? ?i.?ku,?LinB.?q,?Gr.??/?,?RV.?k/c,...? ??PIE?*ku?? ? (??Neogr.?*k?)?
? ?i.?gu,?LinB.?q,?Gr.??/?,?RV.?g/j,...? ??PIE?*gu?? ? (??Neogr.?*?)?
? ?i.?ku,?LinB.?q,?Gr.??/?,?RV.?kh/c,...? ??PIE?*kahu???khau? (??Neogr.?*k?h)?
? ?i.?gu,?LinB.?q,?Gr.??/?,?RV.?gh/h,...? ??PIE?*ga?u???g?au? (??Neogr.?*?h)?
Despite? the? fact? that? the? parent? language? did? not? originally? contain? labiovelars? as?
segmental? phonemes,? the? labiovelars? preserve? their? position? in? comparative?
reconstructions? based? on? distinctions? between? the? labio-,? palato-? and? plain? velars?
attested?in?Indo-European?languages.?
?
4.8.4  The ?palatovelars ?Neogr. ?*???h ?? ??h ?
§0.?The? phonetic? character? of? the? first? palatalization820? is? straightforward,? and? the?
sound? laws?of? the?cognates?are?well?known.?Nevertheless,? the? theory?can?be? further?
developed?by?means?of?a? segmental?analysis?of? the?palatovelars? in? the?manner? first?
suggested?by?Szemerényi? (Neogr.?*????PIE?*ki),?allowing? for?all?of? the?distinctions?
present?in?the?data.?
§1.?The?palatovelars,?absent? in?Schleicher’s? reconstruction,?were?established?by? the?
Neogrammarians,?postulating?the?series?Neogr.?*???h????h?(Grundr2?1:542-569).?
§2.? Neogr.? *?? (Grundr2? 1:547-8),? the? voiceless? unaspirated? palatovelar,? is? widely?
attested,?and?some?of?Brugmann’s?examples?of?the?phoneme?are?referred?to?here:?
(a)?Neogr.?*??tó-m?‘hundert’?(P.?192)?
? Lat.?cento-? ? (n.sg.)?‘hundert’?(WH?1:200-1,?centum)?
? Lyc.?sñta?? ? (num.)?‘centum’?(VLFH?230)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





? TochB.?kante? ? (num.)?‘centum’?(DTochB.?139,?kante?[NA])?
? RV.??atá-? ? (num.n.)?‘hundert’?(WbRV.?1372)?
? LAv.?sata-? ? (n.)?‘hundert’?(AIWb.?1555,?sat?m)?
? Li.??i?ta-? ? (m.)?‘centum’?(LiEtWb.?984,??i?tas?[sgN])?
(b)?Neogr.?*a?-?‘spitz’?(P.?18f.)?
? TochB.??k? ? (sb.)?‘ear?of?grain’?(DTochB.?35)?
? Lat.?ace?? ? (pr.)?‘sauer?sein’?(WH?1:6,?ac?re)?
? Gr.?????·????-? (n.)?‘Untersatz?des?Ambosses’?(GEW?1:54)?
? RV.?á?ma·cakra-? (a.)?‘dessen?Rad?der?Pressstein?ist’?(WbRV.?138)?
? Gr.??????? ? (m.)?‘Amboß?:?anvil’?(GEW?1:54)?
? Li.?ã?men-? ? (m.pl.)?‘Scharfe,?Schneide’?(LiEtWb.?19,?ãsmens)?
(c)?Neogr.?*o?t?(u)?‘acht’?(P.?775)?
? LAv.?a?ta-? ? (num.indecl.)?‘acht’?(AIWb.?260)?
? RV.?a??á? ? (num.)?‘acht’?(WbRV.?144-5)?
? Gr.?????? ? (num.)?‘acht’?(GEW?2:374-5,?????)?
? Lat.?oct?? ? (num.)?‘eight’?(WH?2:199-200,?oct?)?
(d)?Neogr.?*de?s-?‘recht,?dexter’?(P.?190)?
? RV.?dák?a-? ? (prA.)?‘es?jemand?[D.]?recht?machen’??(WbRV.?570)?
? RV.?dák?i?a-? ? (a.)?‘südlich?gelegen,?usw.’?(WbRV.572)?
? LAv.?da?ina-? ? (a.)?‘recht,?dexter’?(AIWb.?703-4)?
? Li.?d??ina-? ? (a.)?‘rechts’?(LiEtWb.?91)?
? Gr.?????????-? ? (a.)?‘zur?Rechten?befindlich’?(GEW?1:366)?
? Alb.?djathtë? ? (a.)?‘right’?(AlbEtD.?67)?
? Lat.?dexter? ? (a.)?‘rechts,?glückbringend,?günstig’?(WH?1:346)?
§3.?Brugmann? (Grundr2? 1:548)? did? not? offer? a? single? example? of?Neogr.? *?h.?The?
voiceless? aspirated? palatovelar? was? postulated? merely? as? a? place-filler? (??
Systemzwang).821? Despite? this,? the? correspondence? set? *?h? can? be? defined? in? a?






? Gr.??·???-? ? (a.)?‘blassgelb,?blass,?bleich’?(GEW?2:1153-4)?
? LAv.?sray-? ? (f.)?‘Schönheit’?(AIWb.?1645,?sraya?[sgI])?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
821?Brugmann’s?comparison?between?RV.???kh?-? ‘Ast,?Zweig’?(WbRV.?1391):?Arm.??ax-? ‘fresh?branch?







? gAv.?sr?ra-? ? (a.)?‘schön?anzusehen,?schön’?(AIWb.?1645)?
? Lat.?pul·chrit?d?(n)-? (f.)?‘Schönheit’?(WH?2:384)?
(b)?Neogr.?*?hlam-?‘bergen,?verhüllen’?(P.?553-4)?
? Lat.?clam? ? (adv.prepA)?‘heimlich,?verhohlen’?(WH?1:226-7)?
? Lat.?clam·d?st?no-? (a.)?‘geheim,?verborgen’?(WH?1:226-7,?clandest?nus)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (f.)?‘Oberkleid,?Mantel’?(GEW?2:1102,???????)?
(c)?Neogr.?*?hl?i-?‘heiß,?warm’?(P.?551)?
? Gr.?????-?? ? (f.)?‘Wärme’?(GEW?2:1103)?






? Lat.?cale??? ? (vb2.)?‘heiß,?warm?sein,?glühen’?(WH?1:137,?cale?)?
? TochB.?kalla-? ? (a.)?‘warm,?heiß’?(DTochB.?kallona)?
The?defective?postulation?of?Neogr.?*?h?has?resulted? in?a?reconstructive?gap,?which?
offers? some? prospects? of? comparison.? Even? if? other? etymological? possibilities? are?
exhausted,?it?remains?possible?that?Gr.???matches?RV.??,?Lat.?c,?etc.823?
§4.?Neogr.?*?,? the?voiced?variant?of?Neogr.?*?? in?environments?*?—??and?*?—?,? is?
present?in?a?rich?collection?of?examples?(Grundr2?1:548):?
(a)?PIE???a?-?‘treiben’?(P.?4f.).?Both?‘a-colouring’?and?voice?(via?*?)?are?confirmed?in?
? RV.?nir·áj-? ? (ao.)?‘austreiben;?Obj.?Kühe’?(WbRV.?19,?niráje?[inf.])?
? Arm.?ace-? ? (ao.)?‘bring,?lead,?move,?beat,?etc.’?(EtDiArm.?16)?
? Lat.?ag?? ? (pr3.)?‘(be)treiben,?führen,?hetzen’?(WH?1:23-4)?
? Gr.????? ? (pr.)?‘treiben,?leiten,?führen,?gehen’?(GEW?1:18)?
(b)?PIE???a?r-?‘Acker,?Feld,?Trift,?Flur,?usw.’?
? Lat.?ager? ? (m.)?‘Acker,?Feld,?Flur’?(WH?1:22,?ager,?agr?)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (m.)?‘Feld,?Acker’?(GEW?1:16,???????[sgN])?
? Go.?akr-? ? (m.)?‘Acker?:?field’?(GoEtD.?24,?akrs?[sgN])?
? RV.?ájra-? ? (m.)?‘die?bewachsene?Ebene,?die?Flur’?(WbRV.?23)?
(c)?PIE???na??‘kennen’?(P.?376-8,?ablaut?PIE?*?na?-?*?nea?-?*?n?a?-):?
? RV.?jajñ-? ? (pf.)?‘erkennen,?wahrnehmen’?(WbRV.?501,?jajñús)?





? OIr.?in·gnad? ? (a.)?‘strange,?wonderful,?unusual’?(DIL.?406)?
? Li.?ne·?nó-? ? (vb.)?‘nicht?wissen’?(LiEtWb.?1310,?ne?nóti?[inf.])?
? Lat.?gn?ro-? ? (a.)?‘having?knowledge,?known’?(OxLatD.?786)?
(d)?PIE???e?an-?‘gebären’?(P.?373-5??en-)?
? Gr.?????·???-? ? (m.pl.)?‘????????,?????????????’?(GEW?2:498)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (pf.)?‘geboren?werden’?(GEW?1:306-8,????????[3sg])?
? RV.?jaj?n-? ? (pf.)?‘gebären,?erzeugen,?schaffen’?(WbRV.?467-8)?
? Gr.?????·???-? ? (m.pl.)?‘??????????,??????????’?(GEW?2:498)?
? Li.??énta-? ? (m.)?‘Schwiegersohn,?Schwager’?(LiEtWb.?1301)?





? ?i.?giem-? ? (c?.)?‘Winter’?(HEG?1:571f,?gi-e-mi?[sgD])?
? gAv.?zim-? ? (f.)?‘Winter’?(AIWb.?1700,?zim??[sgG])?
? RV.?hím-? ? (f.)?‘Kälte,?Frost’?(WbRV.?1665,?hím??[sgI])?
? Gr.???????-? ? (n.)?‘Winter’?(GEW?2:1079f.,???????[sgNA])?
(b)?Neogr.?*?e?h-?‘vehere’?(P.?1118-20)?
? RV.?vah-? ? (ao.)?‘fahren,?zu?den?Götter?bringen’?(WbRV.?1243)?
? Lat.?ueh?? ? (pr3.)?‘fahren,?führen,?tragen,?bringen’?(WH?2:742)?
? Pamph.?????-? ? (vb1.)?‘hintragen,?darbringen’?(GEW?2:604,???????)?
? HLu.?uaza-? ? (vb.)?‘carry’?(CHLu.?2.11.7,?PES2(-)wa/i-za-ha?[1sg])?
(c)?Neogr.?*an?h-?‘beengen’?(P.?42-43)?
? RV.?á?h-? ? (f.)?‘Enge,?Bedrängniss’?(WbRV.?3,?á?has?[Abl])?
? Gr.?????? ? (pr.)?‘zu(sammen)schnüren,?erdroßeln’?(GEW?1:17)?
? LAv.??za-? ? (vb.)?‘bedrängen,?in?Not?bringen’?(AIWb.?362,??za?h?)?
? Lat.?ang?? ? (pr.3)?‘beengen,?zuschnüren’?[WH?1:47]?
(d)?Neogr.?*lei?h-?‘(be)lecken,?liebkosen’?(P.?668-9)?
? RV.?ríh-? ? (ao.)?‘belecken,?liebkosen’?(WbRV.?1168-9,?rihaté?[3pl]?
? Gr.???????? ? (pr.)?‘lecken’?(GEW?2:102)?
? Go.?bi·laigo-?? ? (vb.)?‘lick’?(GoEtD.?70,?bilaigodedun?[pret3pl])?
? Arm.?lize-? ? (vb.)?‘lecken’?(EtDiArm.?398,?lizem?[1sg])824?
? OIr.?ligi-? ? (vb.)?‘lecken’?(GEW?2:102,?DIL?434,?ligim?[1sg])?
? Li.?li??-? ? (vb.)?‘öfters?ein?wenig?lecken’?(LiEtWb.?369,?li??ti)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





according? to?which? the?plain? velars?became?palatals?before? front? vowels? (especially?
PIE?*e,??)?in?the?Satem?group.?826?In?this?argument,?it?is?claimed?that?the?palatovelars?
were?analogically?generalized?to?the?environment?before?PIE?*o?*??(via?ablaut?*e/o).?
The? supporters? of? the? idea? include?Hirt? (1898:224)? and,?more? recently,? Lehmann?
(1952:8? &? 100-102)? and? some? other? scholars.? The? problems? with? this? view? are?
overwhelming,?however:?
(a)? The? assumption? of? only? the? two? velars? PIE? *k? and? *k?? is? difficult,? since? –?as?







? ?i.?ke?-? ? (vb.)?‘to?comb,?card’?(HEG?1:587,?ki-i?-zi)?
? Li.?kàs-? ? (vb.)?‘scharren,?graben’?(LiEtWb.?226,?kàsti?[inf.])?
? CLu.?ke?a-? ? (vb.)?‘kämmen?:?peigner,?carder’?(DLL.?55)?
? OCS.??esa-? ? (vb.)?‘kämmen,?abstreifen’?(Sadnik??105)?
(c)?The?idea?that?plain?velars?became?palatals?(OInd.??,?etc.)?before?front?vowels?PIE?
*e,???in?the?Satem?group?violates?the?principle?of?regularity?of?sound?change,?because?
the?plain?velars?before? front?vowels? resulted? in? the? second?palatalization?with?well-
known?outcomes?OInd.?c,?Av.??,?OCS.??,?Latv.?c,?etc.?
(d)?The? claim?of? a? complete? absence?of? lacking?palatal? articulation? in? the?Centum?
group828? is? inaccurate.? The? existence? of? the? palatovelars? (Neogr.? *?,? etc.)? in? the?
Centum?group? is?confirmed?by?Greek,?where?Neogr.?*???h? ?? ?h? followed?by?PIE?*??
yielded?Gr.????????.829?An?identical?development?is?now?attested?in?Tocharian,830?with?
the? result? that? palatovelars? are? proven? for? the?Centum? group.?As? palatovelars? are?







neither? the? phonetic? environment? nor? any? analogy? to? account? for? the? palatal:? cf.? also? Kury?owicz?
1956:357f.”?




in’?(LSJ?565)? :?TochA.???w-?(vbA.)? ‘vivere’?(Poucha?326,???wi??[opt3sg])?and?TochB.??awe-?(vb.)? ‘live’?
(DTochB.?627,??awe??[3pl]).?
? 446?
§7.? The?main? contribution? to? the? segmental? analysis? of? the? Proto-Indo-European?
palatovelars? has? been? presented? by? Szemerényi? (1996:148),? “The? preconsonantal?
palatals?[...]?owe?their?origin,?at? least? in?part,?to?a? lost?palatal?vowel.”?The?details?of?
the?palatalization,?supported?by?typology,831?are?provided?by?Szemerényi?(1964:400)?in?
his?related?comment:?







second?palatalization? is?an? ‘e-palatalization’.?Szemerényi’s? idea?makes?perfect?sense,?
because? the?palatovelars?Neogr.?*?,? ?,?…? contain?*i? and? are,? therefore,? capable?of?
appearing? in? all? environments.832?Accordingly,? Szemerényi’s? treatment? of? the? first?
palatalization? can? be? generalized? by? setting? the? definitions? for? the? non-aspirated?
items:?




“Most? scholars? see? themselves? rather? as? forced? to? the? conclusion? that? the?palatals? arose?
secondarily? from? fronted? velars? [...].? Since? on? this? supposition? the? development? of?
palatalization? depends? on? certain? conditions? […]? the? survival? of? some? non-palatalized?
forms?is?in?principle?to?be?expected.”?
Szemerényi’s? suggestion,? involving? a? preserved? PIE? *í? and/or? schwebeablaut? (i.e.? a?
velar?root?with?palatal?diphthong?alternating?with?a?palatovelar?root),?can? indeed?be?
supported? by? the?material? to? a?degree.?Thus,? for? instance,?we?may? reconstruct? PIE?
*koiuo-?‘horse’?for?the?items:?
? OPr.?kaywe-? ? (f.)?‘kobele?d.h.?Stute’?(APrS.?351,?kaywe?[sgN])?




832?Thus,? the?palatovelar?appears?before?Neogr.?*a? in?RV.? ?ad-? (Lat.?cad-),?before?Neogr.?*r? in?RV.?
?ma?ru-,?before?Neogr.?*?? in?RV.? ?va?r?-,?before?Neogr.?*m? in?RV.?a?man-,?before?Neogr.?*l? in?RV.?
?ru-,?etc.?
833?PIE?*gi?in?environments?*?—gi?and?*gi—?.?
834?Thus,?PIE?*haekim-? is? reconstructed? for?Neogr.?*(h)a?m-? (Gr.? ?????),?PIE?*gie?an-? for?Neogr.?
*?en-?(Gr.????-),?and?so?forth.?
? 447?
Though? its?meaning? is?unknown,? the? lineage?of? the?Avestan?name?(LAv.? fr?naspahe?
kaevahe?a?aon?)?can?contain?a?figura?etymologica?(i.e.?point?to?a?direct?connection)?
between?LAv.?ka?va-?and?LAv.?aspa-?through?schwebeablaut?PIE?*ekiuo-?:?*koiuo-.835?
The?proof? sought? from? this?direction? faces,?however,? the?usual?ambiguity?problems?




§9.? The? true? factor? necessitating? the? segmental? analysis? of? the? palatovelars? with?











? OCS.?zemja? ? (f.)?‘earth’?(Sadnik??1132)? ?
? Li.???m?? ? (f.)?‘Erde,?Boden,?Acker,?Land’?(LiEtWb.?1299)?
The? voiceless? alternative? of? the? root? PIE? *kieahm-? ‘liegen,? Lager’? (Pyysalo? 2011)?
reveals?the?expected?vocalism?Lat.?a?in:??
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘Dorf,?Quartier,?Viertel?einer?Stadt’?(GEW?2:61-2)?
? Lat.?cam?-? ? (f.)?‘kurzes,?niedriges?Bett,?Pritsche’?(WH?1:145)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘tiefe,?ruhiger?Schlaf’?(GEW?2:61)?
(b)?Neogr.?*?h? df?PIE?*gi?a?is?is?preserved,?for?example,?in:?
PIE?*gi?aer-?*gi?aor-?‘age,?old’?(P.?–)?
? Gr.??????? ? (m.)?‘an?old?man’?(IE&IE?724)?
? OInd.?jharjharita-? (a.)?‘zerschlagen,?welk,?verdorben’?(KEWA?1:422)?
? Av.?a·zar??ant-? (a.)?‘nicht?alternd’?(AIWb.?225)?
? LAv.?zar?ta-? ? (pp.)?‘altersschwach’?(AIWb.?1682)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
835?For?a? lively?discussion?on?etymologically? related?names? in? the? Indo-European? lineage? (in?Greek)?
with? a? remark? on? “the? habit? of? giving? the? son? a? component? of? his? father’s? name”,? see? Palmer?
(1980:34ff.).?
836?Certainly,?however,?Pedersen’s? (1900:293)?pessimism? regarding? the?possibilities?of? the? analysis? is?
exaggerated:?“Zwar?ist?es?sehr?gut?möglich?daß?alle?drei?reihen?auf?eine?reihe?zurückgehen,?aber?irgend?
eine? spur? von? dieser? entstehung? in? den? uns? erreichbaren? sprachforme? finden? zu? vollen? ist? eine?
unternehmen,?das?meiner?ansicht?nach?nur?misslingen?kann.”?
? 448?
This? root? –?with? PIE? *?a? proven? by?Gr.? ?? –? is? related? to? the?well-known? root? PIE?
*gie?ar-?‘old?age’?(P.?390-391):?
? RV.?jára-? ? (pr.)?‘aufreiben,?gebrechlich/alt?machen’?(WbRV.?479)?
? Arm.?cer? ? (sb.)?‘Greis?:?old,?elder’?(Grundr2?1:116)?
? RV.?j?ra-? ? (a.)?‘alternd’?(WbRV.?485,?PIE?*gio?aro-837)?
? Gr.??????-?? ? (n.)?‘Alter’?(GEW?1:304)?
(c)?PIE?*ga?eir-?‘Geier,?Begierde’838?
? OHG.?gîr-? ? (m.)?‘Geier’?(AhdEW.?G-57)?




? OHG.?ger? ? (a.)?‘begehrend,?verlangend’?(AhdEW.?G-14)?
? gAv.?zara-? ? (m.)?‘Ziel,?Streben’?(?)?(AIWb.?1670)?
? RV.?hárya-? ? (pr.)?‘gern?haben’?(KEWA?3:583)?
? OHG.?giri-? ? (a.)?‘begierig,?habgierig’?(AhdEW.?G-59)??
? Osc.?heriio-? ? (vb.)?‘wollen’?(WbOU.?321-2,?heriiad?[conj3sg])?




? RV.??ú’ura-? ? (m.)?‘der?Starke,?der?Held’?(WbRV.?1411)839?
? RV.???ra-? ? (a.)?‘stark,?heldenhaft’?(WbRV.?1411)?
? gAv.?a·s?ra-? ? (a.)?‘unstark,?unvermögend’?(AIWb.?211)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (n.)?‘Bekräftigung,?Rechtskraft’?(GEW?2:53-4)?
(b)?PIE?*kiahu·r,?the?root?with?‘aspirated?tenuis?Th’,?appears?in?
? RV.??ur·údh-? ? (m.)?‘der?Starke,?der?Held’?(WbRV.?1407)?
? RV.??ur·údh-? ? (f.)?‘stärkender?Trank’?(WbRV.?1407)?
following?the?loss?of?PIE?*a.?
(c)?PIE?*giea?u·r/s,?the?root?with?‘unaspirated?media?D’,?appears?in?
? LAv.?z?var-? ? (n.)?‘(physiche)?Kraft,?Stärke’?(AIWb.?1689,?z?var?)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (a.)?‘stolz,?übermutig’? (GEW?I:292)?
? MidIr.?g?aire? ? (a.)?‘edel’?(WH?1:535)?









? MidIr.?guss? ? (.)?‘Kraft,?Heftigkeit,?Zorn’?(P.?448?[diff.])?
? Gr.????·???-? ? (vbM.)?‘zürnen,?unwillig?zein’?(GEW?2:1125)?
? Gr.????-? ? (vbM.)?‘zürnen,?unwillig?zein’?(GEW?2:1125,???????)?
?
4.8.5  Proto-Indo-European ?velars ? in ?System ?PIE ?















? Gr.???:?OInd.?k/c? ??PIE?*k? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*k)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?kh/c? ??PIE?*kah???kha? ? ? (Neogr.?*kh)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?g/j? ? ??PIE?*g?(in??—g,?g—?)? ? (Neogr.?*g)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?gh/h? ??PIE?*ga????g?a? ? ? (Neogr.?*gh)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?k/c? ??PIE?*ku? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*k?)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?kh/c? ??PIE?*kahu???khau? ? ? (Neogr.?*k?h)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?g/j? ??PIE?*gu?(in??—gu,?gu—?)? ? (Neogr.?*?)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?gh/h? ??PIE?*ga?u???g?au? ? ? (Neogr.?*?h)?
? Gr.???:?RV.???:?Av.?s? ??PIE?*ki?? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*?)?
? Gr.???:?RV.???:?Av.?s? ??PIE?*kiah???kiha???kahi???khai? (Neogr.?*?h)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?j?:?Av.?z? ??PIE?*gi?(in??—gi,?gi—?)? ? (Neogr.?*?)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?h?:?Av.?z? ??PIE?*gia????gi?a???ga?i???g?ai? (Neogr.?*?h)?
Requiring?only?a?single?item?PIE?*k,?this?is?the?most?economical?existing?solution.?
§2.?An?alternation?of?the?palatovelars?Neogr.?*???h????h?and?plain?velars?Neogr.?*k?kh?
g? gh? has? been? proposed? for? some? examples? of? the? data.841? The? incomplete?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




satemization? (for? this? terminology,? see? Szemerényi? 1996:146n1)? is,? however,?
unacceptable.842? Sound? changes? do? not? allow? exceptions,? and? consequently? the?
comparisons?of?phonetically? incompatible?palatalized? and?unpalatalized? roots?must?
be? erroneous.? The? solution? lies? in? the? vast? Indo-European? vocabulary,? as? a? rule?






? ?i.?luk-? ? (vb1A/M)?‘hell?werden,?tagen’?(HEG?2:65-)?
? Gr.????·?????-? (a.)?‘morgendgrauend’?(GEW?2:149)?
? RV.?rúk-? ? (f.)?‘Glanz,?Licht,?Ansehen’?(WbRV.?1172)?
In?addition,?a?root?form?with?palatal?(see?Hirt?1927:?239-40)?appears? in?RV.?rú?ant-?
(pt.)? ‘leuchtend,?hell,? licht’? (WbRV.?1177).?This? is?not?an? indication?of? irregularity,?
because?the?palatal?root?is?also?externally?paralleled:?
PIE? luki-?‘Morgen,?Glanz?;?hell?werden,?tagen’?(Neogr.?*lu?-)?
? Arm.?lus-? ? (sb.obl.)?‘Licht’?(ArmGr.?453,?lusoy?[sgG])?
? RV.?a·ru?a·hán-? (a.)?‘dunkle?(Wolke)?schlagend’?(WbRV.?10)?
? RV.?rú?ant-?? ? (pt.)?‘leuchtend,?hell,?licht’?(WbRV.?1177)?
? Arm.?lusa·vor? ? (sb.)?‘lichtbringend,?leuchtend’?(ArmGr.?429)?
In?this?case,?the?root?Neogr.??lu?-?is?a?derivative?of?PIE?*luk-,?the?primary?root?with?a?
plain?velar.?
(b)? The? root? P.? 444? gherdh-,? ostensibly? reconstructed? with? a? plain? velar,?masks? a?
labiovelar?and?a?palatovelar?root,?both?externally?confirmed:843?
1.?Neogr.?*?hordh-?(PIE?*ga?u(o)rda?-)?‘encirclement,?castle’?(HEG?1:658f.)?
? ?i.?gurda-? ? ((É)c.)?‘Burg,?Akropolis,?Zitadelle’?(HHand.?86)?
? LAv.?g?r??a-? ? (m.)?‘Höhle?als?Behausung’?(AIWb.?522-3)?
? Li.?ga?da-? ? (m.)?‘Pferch’?(LiEtWb.?135)?
? Alb.?gardh-? ? (m.)?‘fence’?(AlbEtD.?110,?garth,?gardhe?[plN)?
? OCS.?grad?? ? (m.)?‘Stadt’?(Sadnik??253)?
? Phryg.?mane·gordu-? (ON.)?‘Mannes-Stad’?(P.?444)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
842? Note? that? while? Szemerényi? uses? the? term? ‘incomplete? satemization’,? his? (1990:155? =? 7.2.2.2)?




843?For? the?emergence?of? such?doublets? in?etymology,?observe?Pokorny’s? shortcut? (1969:5):?“Bei?der?




? OCS.?o·gradi-? ? (vb.)?‘fence?in,?enclose’?(Sadnik??235,?ogradi?[ipv2sg])?
2.?PIE?*gi?arda?-?‘id.’?(Neogr.?*?hordh-,?P.?442,?444)?
? Go.?gard-? ? (m.)?‘house,?court’?(GoEtD.?147,?gards?[sgN])?




? Osc.?hort-? ? (f?.)?‘Hain’?(WbOU.?334,?Osc.?húrz,?húrtúm)?
? Lat.?co·hort-? ? (f.)?‘eingezäunter?Hofraum,?Viehhof’?(WH?1:242)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Gehege,?Hof’?(GEW?2:1112,???????)?
? Cymr.?garth? ? (.)?‘Pferch,?Hürde,?Gehege,?Hofraum’?(WbOU.?335)?
? TochB.?kerc?? ? (m.pl.)?‘palace’?(DTochB.?196)?
Similar? examples? are? not? uncommon? and? the? variation? is? explained? through? an?
etymological?difference?rather?than?incomplete?satemization.844?
(c)?From?the?morphological?perspective,?the?segmental?analysis?of?palatovelars?means?
a? shift? towards?a?more? flexible? idea?of?Proto-Indo-European? root? formation.?Thus,?
examples?of?a?detailed?derivation?of?Neogr.?*?h,?contained? in? the?etymology?of? the?
root?Neogr.?*dhei?h-?(P.?244-5),?can?be?shown?in:?
? ? PIE?*da?ik-?? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*dhik-?=?D?—T)?
? Osc.?fificus-? ? (2fut.)?‘ausgedacht?haben?werden’?(WbOU.?279,?fificus)?
? OFal.?fifike-?? ? (vb.)?‘finxit’?(WbOU.?279,?fifiked?[3sg])845?
?? ? PIE?*da?ig-?? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*dhig-?=?D?—D)846?
? Gr.?????-? ? (ao.)?‘mit?der?Hand?berühren,?antasten’?(GEW?1:674-5)?
? Lat.?figulo-?? ? (m.)?‘Töpfer’?(WH?1:502)?
? Lat.?fig·?r?-? ? (f.)?‘Bildung,?Gestaltung,?Figur’?(WH?1:502)?
? Go.?ga·dikis-? ? (n.)?Gr.????????‘molded?figure’?(GoEtD.?90)?
?? ? PIE?*da?iga?-??? ? ? (Neogr.?*dhigh-?=?D?—D?)?
? OInd.?sam·dégh-? (ao.)?‘smear,?cover’?(MonWil.?1143,?sa?degdhi)?
? OInd.?sa?·deghá-? (m.)?‘conglomeration’?(MonWil.?1143)?
? ? PIE?*da?iga?i-?? ? ? (Neogr.?*dhi?h-?=?D?—D?)?
? RV.?dih-? ? (vb.)?‘bestreichen,?verkitten’?(WbRV.?608,?dih?ná??[pt])?
? LAv.?uz·diz-? ? (pt.)?‘aufhäufen,?-schichten,?-mauern’?(AIWb.?673-4)?
? RV.?pári?(…)?déh-? (ao.)?‘überziehen,?bedecken’?(WbRV.?608,?pári?déhat)?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????







Consequently,? it? is? possible? to? account? regularly? in? System? PIE? for? the? formerly?
problematic?alternations?involving?incomplete?satemization?in?Neogr.?*dhik-?:?*dhig-?:?
*dhigh-?:?*dhi?h-.847?
§3.?The?Old?Anatolian?Satem? languages? (to?wit,?Luwian)?have?undergone? the? first?
palatalization? (viz.? the? affricativization? of? the? palatovelars),? and? they? preserve? the?
labiovelar?series?as?a?whole.?These?features?have?turned?a?corner? in?the?study?of?the?





types? of? languages? instead? of? two? (Satem? vs.?Centum).?All? four? types? are? actually?
attested,?as?can?be?seen?from?the?modernized?classification:?
(a)?+Palatalized? and?+Labiovelar? languages.?This? group? consists?of? the?Anatolian?
Satem?languages?continuing?both?series?(e.g.?cuneiform?Luwian?and?Lycian).?
(b)?+Palatalized? and? –Labiovelar? languages.?This? group? consists? of? the? traditional?
Satem?languages?indirectly?preserving?the?palatovelars,?but?having?lost?the?labiovelars?
(e.g.?Lithuanian?and?Avestan).?
(c)? –Palatalized? and?+Labiovelar? languages.?This? group? consists? of? the? traditional?
Centum?languages?having?lost?palatovelars,?but?preserving?labiovelars?as?distinct?from?
the?plain?series?(e.g.?Latin?and?Greek).?




4.9  Proto-Indo-European ?fricatives ?
4.9.1  General ?remarks ?on ?the ?historical ?fricative ?systems ?
§0.? Two? series? of? fricatives? were? postulated? for? the? proto-language? by? the?
Neogrammarians:?
? Neogr.?*s?sh?z?zh?(sibilants)? ? ?Neogr.?*???h????h?(interdentals).?
In?contrast?with?the?two?abundant?arrays?of?sibilants?and? interdentals,?no?segmental?
laryngeal?was?included?in?the?traditional?phoneme?inventory.?These?factors?make?the?
fricative? system? the? weakest? link? of? the? Neogrammarian? reconstruction,? and? it?
required?considerable?modifications.?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
847?The?other?alternations?of?aspirated? stops?Neogr.?*gh? :? ?h? (cf.?OInd.?drogh-? :?dro?har-)?are? to?be?
explained?similarly?(i.e.?with?a?suffix?*·i-).?
848? See?Melchert? (1989:204):? “In? conclusion,? I? wish? to? stress? one? point? regarding? centum/satem? in?











§3.? As? already? discovered? by? the? monolaryngealist? school? (Zgusta,? etc.),? a? single?
segmental? laryngeal? PIE? *?? is? implied? for? the? proto-language? by? the? comparative?
method? of? reconstruction,? a? result? independently? confirmed? in? this? study.?For? this?
phoneme,? a? glottal? fricative? articulation? (Szemerényi)? with? voiceless? and? voiced?
values?PIE?*h/??(Pyysalo)?can?be?secured.?
?








? RV.?saptá-?? ? (ord.)?‘sieben’? (WbRV.?1474)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (num.)?‘sieben’?(GEW?1:545)?
? RV.?s?ptá-? ? (n.)?‘Siebengespann’?(WbRV.?1512)?
? Lat.?septem? ? (num.)?‘sieben’?(WH?2:517)?
? Cpd.??aptama·niga-? (fc.)?‘7th’?(NOMS.?1111,??a-áp-ta-ma-ni-ga)?
? ?i.??eptamia-? ? (n.)?‘Flüssigkeit’?(HHand.?152,??i-ip-ta-mi-ia)?
(b)?PIE?*srehau-?‘stream,?flood’?(P.?1003,?sreu-,?Grundr2?1:722)?
? RV.?sráva-? ? (pr.)?‘strömen,?fliessen’?(WbRV.?1618,?srávanti?[3pl])?
? Gr.???(?)?-? ? (pr.)?‘fließen,?strömen’?(GEW?2:650f.,?????[3sg])?
? Li.?srov?-? ? (4f.)?‘Ströme?(LiEtWb.?888)?
? OIr.?sr?aim-? ? (n.)?‘flot,?grande?quantite’?(LEIA?S-188)?
(c)?PIE?*ues-?‘kleiden’?(P.?1172-3,?Grundr2?1:722)?
? RV.?vás-? ? (aoM.)?‘sich?anziehen,?kleiden?in’?(WbRV.?1231,?váste)?
? ?i.?ue?-? ? (vb1.)?‘gekleidet?sein,?angezogen?sein’?(HHand.?201)?
? CLu.?ua?-? ? (iA)?‘bekleiden,?anziehen’?(DLL?108,?ua-a?-?a?[1sg])?
? Go.?wasja-? ? (vb.)?‘dress,?be?dressed’?(GoEtD.?395,?wasjan?[inf.])?
? Lesb.?(?)????-? (n.)?‘Kleid’?(GEW?1:521,?(?)?????[sgNA])?
? 454?
? Lat.?uesti-? ? (f.)?‘Kleid,?Gewand’?(WH?2:773,?uestis?[sgN])?
§2.?According? to? the? Indo-Iranian? ‘ruki-rule’849? and? its?Balto-Slavonic? counterpart?
(also?known?as?Pedersen’s?Law),? the?sibilant?of? the?proto-language?was?retracted? in?
the?sound?change?
? ?PIE?*s??? ?? Av.???(OInd.??),?Li.???(OCS.?ch),?etc.? (RUKI)?




? RV.?k?stá-? ? (m.)?‘Sänger,?Dichter’?(WbRV.?328,?KEWA?1:217)?
? AV.?bísa-? ? (n.)?‘Wurzelschoss?(der?Lotuspflanze)’?(WbRV.?907)850?
? AV.?s?sa-? ? (n.)?‘Blei’?(Burrow?1976:33,?EWA?1:734,?EWA?3:478)?
These?ancient?exceptions?are?accompanied?by?dozens?of?similar?exceptions?in?the?later?
language,?many?of?which?have?been?accounted?for?by?Burrow:?
? OInd.?k?s?sa-? ? (sb.)?‘green?vitriol/sulphate?of?iron’?(Burrow?1976:33)?
? OInd.?kisara-? ? (sb.)?‘an?aromatic?substance’?(Burrow?1976:33)?
? OInd.?kisalaya-? (sb.)?‘leaf-bud,?sprout,?shoot’?(Burrow?1976:33)?








? RV.??b·?sa-? ? (.)?‘a?hole?in?the?earth’?(Burrow?1976:33,?KEWA?1:124)?
? ? PIE???alu-?
? ?i.??alu-? ? (a.)?‘tief’?(sb.)?‘Höhlung’?(HEG?1:135-6)?
? OInd.?arv??a-? ? (.)?‘a?hole?from?which?vapours?arise’?(Burrow?1976:33)?








852?Note? the? rare,?but?existing?Slavonic? counterexamples? restricted? to?Neogr.?*us? ?s???OCS.? ?s,? ys,?
confirming?the?PIE?origin?of?the?phenomenon.?
? 455?




? RV.?k?’?2stá-? ? (m.)?‘Sänger,?Dichter’?(WbRV.?328)853? ?
The?proto-form?PIIr.?*K??astó-?contains?PIE?*i?followed?by?PIE?*?a?before?PIE?*s.?In?
other?words,? the? diphonemic? PIE? *?a? between? the? semi-vowel? and? the? sibilant? has?
prevented?the?ruki-rule?from?occurring.?By?generalizing?this?behaviour?to?PIE?*u?and?
PIE?*r,? the?exceptions?of? the?ruki-rule?can?be?conditioned?by? the? ‘ruihas-rule’? in? the?
environment?




? RV.?busá-? ? (n.)?viell.?‘das?Dichte,?das?Dunkel’?(WbRV.?910)?
? Gr.??????? ? (adv.)?‘dicht?gedrängt,?eng?aineinander’?(GEW?1:277)?
The? laryngeal?PIE?*?? is?thus? implied?by?two?witnesses,?the?voiced?obstruent?Gr.???=?
RV.?b?and?the?ruihas-rule.?
2.?PIE?*bl?as-?‘lästern,?schmähen,?zaubern’?(P.?719)855?
? RV.?b?saya-? ? (m.)?etwa?‘Zauberer’?(WbRV.?910)?














853? Here? PIE? *ha? (not? *ah)? is? required? by? the? hiatus? (=? RV.? k?‘?stá-)? and? the? following? vowel,?
necessitating?PIE?*a?in?the?absence?of?any?other?vowel?capable?of?being?lost.?






? RV.?sa·j??-? ? (prpI.)?‘vereint,?zusammen,?zugleich’?(WbRV.?1449)?
? OIr.?asa·g?-? ? (.)?‘er?wünsche’?(VGK?2:?549,?asag??[3sg])?
? LAv.?zu?-? ? (a.)?‘gefällig,?anmutig,?entzückend’?(AIWb.?1698)?
? Gr.????(h)?-? ? (pr.)?‘kosten,?kosten?lassen’?(GEW?1:302,????????)?
PIE?*a? is? implied?by?the?quantity?RV.?????OIr.??,?the?voiced? laryngeal?PIE?*??by?the?
root-initial?voiced?velar?(RV.?j? ?Gr.??),?and?PIE?*a??by?the?ruki-rule?(RV.???=?Av.??).?





? Gr.????-? ? (m.)?‘Ast,?Zweig,?Schößling’?(GEW?2:353,?????)?
? OEng.??st? ? (m?.)?‘knot,?knob’?(ASaxD.?768)?
? Arm.?ost? ? (sb.)?‘branch,?twig’?(ArmGr.?482)?
? ?i.??a?duir? ? ((GI?)n.pl.)?‘Zweige,?Reisig,?Bast’?(HEG?1:206)?
(b)?PIE?*misda?-?‘Lohn,?Sold,?Miete,?Gewinn’?(P.?746)?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Lohn,?Sold,?Miete,?Tagelohn’?(GEW?2:244)?
? LAv.?mi?da-? ? (n.)?‘Lohn,?Gewinn,?Vorteil’?(AIWb.?1188)?
? RV.?m??há-? ? (n.)?‘Kampf,?Wettkampf’?(WbRV.?1046)?
? OCS.?m?zda-? ? (f.)?‘Lohn’?(Sadnik??525)?
? Go.?mizd?-? ? (f.)?‘Lohn’?(GoEtWb.?259)?
? OEng.?meard-?? (f.)?‘reward,?pay’?(ASaxD.?679)?
§5.?In?a?few?examples,?however,?PIE?*z?appears?as?a?segmental?phoneme?without?an?
immediately? following? voiced? plosive?D(?).?The? rare? occurrences? of? this? PIE? *z? in?
alternation?with?PIE?*s?include,?for?instance,?the?following:?
(a)?PIE?*se?ad?*ze?ad-?‘sedere’?(P.?884f.)858?
? Lat.?sedent-? ? (pt.)?‘sitzend’?(WH?2:507,?sedentis?[sgG])?
? Umbr.?ze?ent-?? (pt.)?‘sedens’?(WbOU.?659,?ze?ef?[sgN])859?
? Li.?sedlu-? ? (.)?‘saddle’?(LiEtWb.?769,?sedlus?[sgN])??
? Li.?zedlu-? ? (.)?‘=?sedlus’?(Fraenkel?1931:413)860?















? Umbr.?seri-? ? (pr.)?‘beobachten’?(OUD.?669-670,?seritu?[3sg])?
? Umbr.?an·zeria-? (pr.)?‘Vögel?beobachten’?(WbOU.?103-5,?anzeriato)?
? ? PIE?*sé?arg-?*só?arg-?
? OLi.?sérg-? ? (vb.)?‘behüten,?bewahren’?(LiEtWb.776,?sérgmi?[1sg])?
? Li.?sárga-? ? (3m.)?‘Wächter,?Hüter’?(LiEtWb.?762-3,?sárgas?[sgN])?















? Gr.???????-?? ? (n.)?‘Dach,?Haus’?(GEW?2:780)?
? Li.?stóga-?? ? (m.)?‘Dach,?Heim,?Wohnstätte’?(LiEtWb.?911)?
? OInd.?sthága-? ? (prA.)?‘cover,?hide’?(MonWil.?1261,?sthagati?[3sg])?
? OInd.?sthagáya-?? (cs.)?‘verhüllen,?verbergen’?(KEWA?3:523)?
? OPr.?stogi-? ? (m.)?‘Dach’?(APrS.?438)?
PIE?*a? is? implied?by? the? vocalism?of?Li.? stóga-?and? the? laryngeal?by? the?Lithuanian?
acute?and?OInd.??sthag-?requiring?PIE?*st?eag-?(schwebeablaut).?Finally,? the?voiced?
laryngeal? PIE? *?? is? implied? by? the? root-final? PIE? *g-,? yielding? PIE? *ste?ag-.? In? PIE?





861?The?presence?of?PIE?*?? tallies?with? the?Lithuanian?acute?and? the?voiced?extension.?Furthermore,?






? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘Lohn,?Sold,?Miete,?Tagelohn’?(GEW?2:244)?
? LAv.?mi?da-? ? (n.)?‘Lohn,?Gewinn,?Vorteil’?(AIWb.?1188)?





appearing? side? by? side? with? respective? prefixless? items.? As? for? this,? the? following?
should?be?noted:?
(a)? The? number? of? examples? of? *s-mobile? is? satisfactory? (i.e.? the? existence? of? the?
formant?is?beyond?doubt).?An?oft-quoted?example?is?the?root?
PIE?*ste?ag-?‘cover’?(P.?1013-14)?
? OPr.?stogi-? ? (m.)?‘Dach’?(APrS.?438,?stogis?[sgN])?
? Gr.???????-?? ? (n.)?‘Dach,?Haus’?(GEW?2:780)?
? Li.?stóga-?? ? (m.)?‘Dach,?Heim,?Wohnstätte’?(LiEtWb.?911)?




? OIcl.??ak-? ? (n.)?Dach,?Decke,?Dachmaterial’?(ANEtWb.?605)?
? Lat.?tog?-? ? (f.)?‘Gewand,?Toga’?(WH?2:654)?





? ?i.??a?tert-? ? (c.)?‘star’?(HEG?1:204-,??a-a?-te-er-za?[sgN])?
? Gr.??????-? ? (m.)?‘star’?(GEW?1:170-1,??????,?????????[sgG])?
? LAv.?star-? ? (m.)?‘Stern’?(AIWb.?1598,?staras?a)?




? RV.?t?r-? ? (m.)?‘Stern’?(EWA?1:755-,?t?ra??[plN])?






? AV.?t?ra·k?-? ? (f.)?‘Stern’?(KEWA?1:497)?
? OInd.?tar?-? ? (f.)?‘Sternbild,?Fixstern’?(KEWA?1:497)?
? Gr.???????-? ? (f.)?‘Vor-,?Wahrzeichen,?Wunder’?(GEW?2:878)?
(c)?The? explanations?of? *s-mobile? range? from?prefix? to? analogy,?but? as? forms?both?
with?and?without?*s-mobile?are? synchronically?attested,? the? ‘s-mobile’?is?a?prefix?by?
definition.866?
?
4.9.3  PIE ?*h/??and ?the ?properties ?of ?the ? laryngeal ?
§0.?The?properties?of?the?cover?symbol?PIE?*?,?the?criteria?for?its?reconstruction?based?
on? the? measurable? features? of? the? Indo-European? data,? and? its? behaviour? in? all?
environments?are?summarized?in?this?paragraph.?
§1.? The? laryngeal? fricative? has? been? preserved? as? a? segmental? phoneme? in? Old?
Anatolian?(?i.??,?Pal.??,?CLu.??,?HLu.??),?allowing?the?reconstruction?of?PIE?*??based?
on? the?principle?of? family? consistency.?Despite? the? loss?of? the? segmental? PIE? *?? in?
other? subgroups,? they?preserve?multiple?criteria? that?can?be?correlated?with?PIE?*?,?
making?reconstruction?possible?even?without?Old?Anatolian?parallels.?
§2.?The? cover? symbol? PIE? *??stands? for? a? voiceless? (PIE? *h)? and? a? voiced? (PIE? *?)?
laryngeal,?but?conditions?of?alternation?will?remain?unknown?until?preconditions?for?a?
comprehensive? induction? hypothesis? have? been? created? by? the? advancement? of?
comparison?and?lexicography.?
(a)?The?existence?of?a?voiceless? laryngeal?PIE?*h? is? implied?by? the? traditional? series?
tenues?aspiratae?Th?(=?T+*h)?and?confirmed?by?the?roots?with?a?laryngeal?and?tenuis?
PIE?*h—T,?and?*T—h),?where?the?lack?of?the?voice?of?T?implies?the?voiceless?PIE?*h.?
(b)?The?existence?of? the?voiced? laryngeal?PIE?*?? is? implied?by? the? traditional? series?
mediae? aspiratae? (Dh?=?T+?)? and? the?Neogrammarian? roots?with? one?media?D,?
actually?of?the?shape?PIE?*?—D?or?*D—?,?with?PIE?*??accounting?for?the?voice?of?the?
mediae.? A? voiced? laryngeal? may? have? been? preserved? in? ?i.? tar?unda?i-? (OHP.?
1:446f.),?a?derivate?of?the?Old?Anatolian?word?for?‘weather-god’,?since?its?counterpart?
in?the?Ugaritic?(Ras?Shamra)?alphabet?has?a?voiced?laryngeal?(Ugar.?tr?nds).867?
(c)?Both?PIE?*h?and?PIE?*??have?been?preserved?as? i.??? ?Pal.??? ?CLu.??? ?HLu.???
in?Old?Anatolian,?shown?by?pairs?such?as:?
? PIE?*hast-?‘Knochen’? ? ?? ?i.??a?tai-?Gr.??????-,?etc.??
? PIE?*?asd-?‘Ast’? ? ?? ?i.??a?duir,?Gr.?????,?etc.?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
866? In? this? connection,? note? that? instead? of? a? single? ‘s-mobile’? it? is? likely? that? there? are? several?




















stop? as? a? possible? phonetic? interpretation,? because? the? phoneme? has? no? voiced?













this? that? the? laryngeal?which?we? have? just? accepted?was? none? other? than? h,? the? normal?
glottal?spirant.?With?its?h?the?[P]IE?system?was?similar?to?that?of?Latin.”?
This? interpretation? is? compatible?with??k-pr?ti??khya? (i.39-40),?according? to?which?














took? the?place?of?articulation?of? the? formerly?existing?phonemes?PIE?*h? ?? is?highly?
satisfactory.?Based?on?this,? it? is?acceptable?that?the?cover?symbol?PIE?*??had?at? least?
glottal?articulation?with?voiceless?(PIE?*h)?and?voiced?(PIE?*?)?variants.872??
(c)?In?addition?to?the?values?PIE?*????*h?:?*?,?the?pharynx?and?uvula?(or?velum)?also?
remain? possible? places? of? articulation? covered? by? Old? Anatolian? ?.? This? cannot?
verified?or? falsified?based?on?Indo-European?data,?but?an?answer?could?be? found? in?
Semitic?transliterations?of?Old?Anatolian,?which?potentially?contains?further?clues.?To?
mention? just? a? couple? examples,?OEg.? ?t?r? (?i.? ?atu?ili-)? appears?with? a? voiceless?
velar?fricative?/?/?(see?Puhvel?1965:83).?The?example?Ugar.?tr?nds?(=??i.?Itar-?u-un-





1.?PIE?*??–?regardless?of? its?phonetic? interpretation?–?could?have?allophones? in?
Old?Anatolian,?written?as? i.???but?understood?(and?written)?as?distinct?phonemes?by?
















Neogr.? *?,? a,? ?.?The? diphonemic? connection? functions? in? both? directions,?with? the?
result?that?the?following?rules?of?inference?are?valid:?





fricative’? /x/,? is? unwarranted.? See? Lehmann? (1952:85-89,? 103-8),? Polomé? 1965? and? Beekes? (1972:?
44n2.).?
? 462?
:? *?a.?My? knowledge? of? the? languages? of? the? world? is? not? sufficient,? however,? to?





language? can? be? reduced? to? a? lexical? problem,? depending? on? whether?
correspondences?with?PIE?*a?and?PIE?*??without?each?other?exist?or?not.?If?PIE?*a?and?
PIE?*??can?be?comparatively?proven?to?appear?independently,?they?must?be?postulated?
as? such.873? If,? however,? PIE? *?? and? *a? are? shown? to? be? connected? throughout,? the?








? RV.?g?’-?? ? (m.f.)?‘Stier,?Rind,?Kuh’?(WbRV.?408,?g?am?[sgA])?
? Do.???-? ? (c.)?‘Rind,?Kuh,?Ochse’?(GEW?1:260,?????[sgA])?
is? confirmed? by? the? root-initial? voiced? stop? (RV.? g? =? Do.? ?),? proving? that? the?
laryngeal?in?question?was?voiced?PIE?*?.?The?potential?of?the?Rig-Vedic?hiatus?has?not?
to? date? been? fully? exhausted,? and? the? study? of? Indo-Iranian? meter? will? remain?
critically?important?until?all?the?evidence?has?been?gathered?and?studied.?
§6.?Brugmann’s?Law?II?(i.e.?the?lengthening?of?PIE?*o?CV? ?IIr.??VC)?implies?PIE?*?.?
Unlike? most? other? criteria? for? PIE? *?? (e.g.? OAnat.? ?,? etc.),? which? allow? the?




? OInd.?ki?a-? ? (m.)?‘Schwiele’?(KEWA?1:208,?EWA?3:90,?ki?a?)?
? Lat.?callo-? ? (n.)?‘Schwiele,?dicke?Haut’?(WH?1:139,?callum?[sgNA])?
points?to?an?original?PIE?*a,?thus?also?implying?PIE?*?.?





873?Note? that? a? theoretical? framework? for? independent?PIE? *?? and?PIE? *a? already? exists.?This? view?




? Gr.????-? ? (?aoM.)?‘geboren?werden’?(GEW?1:306-8,???????)?
? Gr.?????·???-? ? (m.pl.)?‘??????????,??????????’?(GEW?2:498)?
? Li.??énta-? ? (m.)?‘Schwiegersohn,?Tochtermann’?(LiEtWb.?1301)?
(b)?PIE?*se?ar-?‘behüten,?beobachten,?bewahren’?(P.?910,?Neogr.?*ser-)?
? OLi.?sérg-? ? (vb.)?‘behüten,?bewahren’?(LiEtWb.776,?sérgmi?[1sg])?
? Lat.?sergio-? ? (PN.)?‘Sergio’?(WH?2:527,?sergius?[sgN])?
? Lat.?seru?-? ? (pr1.)?‘beobachten,?erretten’?(WH?2:525-6)?
? LAv.?ni·?haurva-? (vb.)?‘sich?behüten,?bewahren’?(AIWb.?1787)?
(c)?PIE?*ba?erahn-?‘bear’?(P.?128f.)?
? Gr.?????-? ? (f.)?‘das?Tragen,?Last,?Abtragen,?usw.’?(GEW?2:1003)?
? Ligur.?porco·bera? (IDf.)?‘Fisch-führend’?(P.?129)?
? Ligur.?gando·bera-? (IDf.)?‘Geröll-führend’?(P.?129)?
? OLi.?bérna-? ? (m.)?‘Bursche,?Knabe,?Knecht’?(LiEtWb.?40)?






The? Indo-European? long? semi-vowels? thus? provide? an? additional? criterion? for? the?
reconstruction?of?PIE?*?,?though?confirmation?for?the?position?of?PIE?*??and?PIE?*a?is?
required.?





§12.? Fortunatov’s? Law? II,? which? applies? in? the? environments?V?LT? and?VL?T? in?










§14.? The? series? mediae? aspiratae? Neogr.? *Dh? (?? PIE? *Da?? ??*D?a)? consists? of?
clusters?of?unaspirated? tenues? and?mediae? followed?by? PIE? *a?? and? *?a,?providing?
several?examples?of?PIE?*??in?Sanskrit?(and?indirectly?elsewhere).?
§15.?Unless? caused?by? an? accent? in? PIE?*ú,? the? clusters?*Ku,?K??of? the?Satem? and?
Centum? groups? imply? PIE? *?a? *a?? following? the? labial,? thus? providing? yet? another?
criterion?for?the?reconstruction?of?PIE?*?.?




5  The ?reconstruction ?theory ?System ?PIE ?
5.1  System ?PIE ?and ?PIE ?Lexicon ?
§0.? System? PIE,? the? Proto-Indo-European? reconstruction? theory? presented? in? this?
study,?consists?in?its?extended?form?of?five?main?parts:?







(e)? The? PIE? Lexicon,? the? Indo-European? morpheme? inventory? consisting? of? the?




5.1.1  The ?phoneme ? inventory ?of ?System ?PIE ?





V? ? *a?:???? *e?:??? *o?:??? ? ? ? ? (Chapter?2)?
R? ? *i?:??? *u?:??? *l?:??? *r?:??? *n?:??? *m?:? ?? (Chapter?3)?
C? ? *k?:?g? *p?:?b?? *t?:?d? ? *s?:?z? *h?:??? ? (Chapter?4)?
As?for?the?phoneme?system?PIE,?note?the?following?general?phonological?features:?
(a)?The? typological? simplicity?of? the?PIE?phoneme? inventory?gives? it?a? truly?archaic?
look,?as?only?the?basic?places?of?articulation?are?implied?for?Proto-Indo-European?by?
the?comparative?method?of?reconstruction.?
(b)?No? further?segmental?analysis?of? the?proven?places?of?articulation? is?possible.?It?
makes? no? sense? to? derive? the? phonemes? of? System? PIE? from? anything? other? than?
themselves.?In?addition?it?is?not?possible?to?add?phonemes?to?the?inventory,?except?for?







Regarding? the? individual? proto-phonemes? of? System? PIE,? the? following? brief?
characterizations?should?be?noted:?
§2.? PIE? *a? and? PIE? *??? are? spelled? in? the? range? /a?…??/,?possibly?under? allophonic?





Gr.? ?,? etc.),? but? turned? into? a? front? vowel? in? Indo-Iranian? (??RV.? i,? gAv.? i,? etc.)?
through?PIIr.?*/?/,?as?revealed?by?its?neutrality?in?the?second?palatalization.?




thus? accounting? for? the? syllabic? status? of? Saussure’s? coefficient? sonantique? *A.876?
Despite? the? considerable? amount? of? archaic? data? handled? in? the? PIE? Lexicon,? no?
provable? example? of? PIE? *a?without? PIE? *?? (or? vice? versa)? has? emerged? as? of? yet.?
However,?as?long?as?the?material?has?not?been?completely?analyzed,?a?counterexample?
remains?possible.?




PIE? *??? due? to? an? ambiguity? caused? by? the? emergence? of? the? secondary? Indo-






























(a)?For? the?cover? symbol?PIE?*?,?at? least? the?articulation? ‘+glottal’?and? ‘+fricative’?
with? voiceless?PIE?*h?and? voiced?PIE?*?? variants? can?be? confirmed? (i.e.?at? least? the?
laryngeal? proper? (IPA? /h/,? /?/)? existed? in? the? proto-language).? Other? places? of?
articulation,? especially? the? pharynx? and? velum,? remain? theoretically? possible,?
Currently,? however,? the? issue? depends? on? relatively? few? and? problematic? Semitic?
transliterations.?
(b)? The? conditions? of? the? alternation? of? voice? PIE? *h? :? *?? remain? unknown.? The?
alternation?of?voice? is? reflected? in? the?plosives? surrounding?PIE?*?.?Since?dozens?of?
etymologically?connected?roots?with?alternation?PIE?*h? :?PIE?*??exist,? it? is? likely?that?
the?conditions?can?be? identified? in? the? future,?when? the?main?bulk?of?data?has?been?

















(b)? In? environments? PIE? *á+u? and? PIE? *u+á,? the? back? vowel? resulted? through?
assimilation?of?PIE?*á?and?contraction?in?the?respective?long?vowel.?
? 468?











vowels? of? the? cognates.? It? was? preserved? only? in? a? few? forms? of? Sanskrit,? though?













(b)? The? outcome? of? PIE? *??was?consonantal,? as? now? revealed? by? the? clusters? PIE?
*??C? and? C??? preserving? the? original? PIE? *?.? The? process? did? not? yield? the?
svarabhakti?vowels?of?the?Neogrammarians,?but?resulted? in?Indo-European?mC,?Cm?
after?the?loss?of?the?laryngeal.?
§11.? PIE? *n? and? PIE? *?,? the? dental/alveovelar? nasal? with? consonantal? and? vocalic?




and?C??? preserving? the? original? PIE? *?.?The? process? did? not? yield? the? svarabhakti?
vowels?of?the?Neogrammarians,?but?resulted?in?Indo-European?nC,?Cn?after?the?loss?
of?the?laryngeal.?
§12.? PIE? *s? and? PIE? *z,? the? oral? dental/alveolar? fricatives,? existed? in? the? proto-
language.?The?voiced?variant?PIE?*z?gained? its?voice? from? the?environment?*sD(?),?
where?the?voice?of?D?reflects?the?environment?of?PIE?*?.?
? 469?
§13.? PIE? *k,? the? velar? plosive,? existed? in? the? proto-language.? This? phoneme?
participated?in?combinatory?sound?changes?with?PIE?*h/?,?a,?*i/??and?*u/??that?resulted?
in?twelve?cover?symbols?of?the?Neogrammarians,?summarized?in?the?following?table:?
? Gr.???:?OInd.?k/c? ??PIE?*k? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*k)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?kh/c? ??PIE?*kah???kha? ? ? (Neogr.?*kh)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?g/j? ? ??PIE?*g?(in??—g,?g—?)? ? (Neogr.?*g)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?gh/h? ??PIE?*ga????g?a? ? ? (Neogr.?*gh)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?k/c? ??PIE?*ku? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*k?)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?kh/c? ??PIE?*kahu???khau? ? ? (Neogr.?*k?h)? ?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?g/j? ??PIE?*gu?(in??—gu,?gu—?)? ? (Neogr.?*?)?
? Gr.??/??:?RV.?gh/h? ??PIE?*ga?u???g?au? ? ? (Neogr.?*?h)?
? Gr.???:?RV.???:?Av.?s? ??PIE?*ki?? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*?)?
? Gr.???:?RV.???:?Av.?s? ??PIE?*kiah???kiha???kahi???khai? (Neogr.?*?h)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?j?:?Av.?z? ??PIE?*gi?(in??—gi,?gi—?)? ? (Neogr.?*?)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?h?:?Av.?z? ??PIE?*gia????gi?a???ga?i???g?ai? (Neogr.?*?h)?
§14.?PIE?*p,?the?bilabial?plosive,?existed?in?the?proto-language.?In?connection?with?PIE?
*h/?? and? PIE? *a,? the? four? proto-phonemes? of? the? Neogrammarians? emerged,? as?
summarized?in?the?following?table:?
? Gr.???:?RV.?p?? ? ??PIE?*p? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*p)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?ph?? ??PIE?*pah???pha? ? ? (Neogr.?*ph)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?b?? ? ??PIE?*b?(in??—b,?b—?)? ? (Neogr.?*b)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?bh?? ??PIE?*ba????b?a? ? ? (Neogr.?*bh)?
§15.? PIE? *t,? the? dental? or? alveovelar? plosive,? existed? in? the? proto-language.? In?
connection? with? PIE? *h/?? and? PIE? *a,? the? four? proto-phonemes? of? the?
Neogrammarians?emerged,?as?summarized?in?the?following?table:?
? Gr.???:?RV.?t?? ? ??PIE?*t? ? ? ? (Neogr.?*t)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?th? ? ??PIE?*tah???tha? ? ? (Neogr.?*th)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?d?? ? ??PIE?*d?(in??—d,?d—?)? ? (Neogr.?*d)?
? Gr.???:?RV.?dh?? ??PIE?*da????d?a? ? ? (Neogr.?*dh)?
§16.?Except?for?the?theoretical?possibility?of?additional?places?of?articulation?masked?




5.1.2  The ?axiomatization ?of ?System ?PIE ? ?
§0.?Based?on?the?principles?of?natural?science,?System?PIE?can?be?embedded?as?such?
in?axiomatic?predicate?calculus.?As?allowing?a? further? translation?of? the? system? into?
modern? digital? programming? languages,? the? underlying? calculus? will? be? briefly?
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sketched? here? in? terms? of? its? basic? propositions,? axioms,? rules? of? inference? and?
definitions.878??
§1.? For? propositions,? connectives,? variables? and? quantifiers,? the? following?
abbreviations?are?used:?
(a)?The?propositions?(symbol:?p,?q,?r,?…)?are?expressions?with?a? truth?value,?usually?
functions?of?predicate?calculus?of?the?form?ƒ(x1,?x2,? ...,?xn)?=? ‘y’,?at?the?primary? level?
expressing? the? definitions? of? the? strings? of? phonemes? and? their? translations?
(meanings).? From? the? propositions,? further? expressions? can? be? built? with? logical?
connectives?and?quantifiers,?as?detailed?below.?
(b)?Negation? (symbol:?¬? ’not’,? ‘it? is?not? the? case? that...’)? expresses? the?opposite?of?
proposition?¬p?(‘not?p’).?With?negation,?additional?auxiliary?functions?can?be?defined,?
especially?including?the?following:?
? a? ?b?? ? ?df?? ¬(a?=?b)?? (‘a?and?b?are?not?identical’)?
? ¬¬p?? ? ?df?? ?p? ? (‘it?is?not?the?case?that?not?p’)?
(c)? The? other? logical? connectives? are? disjunction? (symbol:? ?? ‘or’),? conjunction?




? p? ?q? ? ?df?? ¬p???q??
? p?&?q? ? ?df?? ¬(¬p???¬q)?




? ?xƒ(x)? ? ?df? ƒ(a1)???ƒ(a2)???...???ƒ(an).?
In?order?to?infer?the?existence?of?x,?at?least?one?of?objects?a1,?a2,?...,?an?must?satisfy?the?
function? ƒ? (where? a1,? a2,? ...,?an? is? the? domain? of? the? variable? x).? The? universal?
quantifier? ?x? (‘for? all? x’)? is? defined? by? negation? and? an? existence? quantifier? as?
follows:?
? ?xƒ(x)? ?df? ¬?x¬ƒ(x).?
Furthermore,?the?universal?quantifier?is?equal?to?a?conjunction?





Hilbert? and?Ackermann? 1949,?Herbrand? 1930? and?Genzen? 1934-35.? For? a? set? theory? of? predicate?
calculus?in?linguistics,?see?Partee?et.?al?1990.?
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§2.?The? logical? apparatus? of? System?PIE? consists? of? axioms? and? rules? of? inference?
preserving?the?truth?of?axioms?in?inductive?transformations?of?the?data,?thus?allowing?




? x?=?x?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (AX1)?
holds?true?for?all?objects?x.?If?the?opposite?is?true,?the?formula?x???x?is?provable?and?
the?theory?is?inconsistent.879?
(b)? The? following? Peano? axioms? for? proposition? calculus880? hold? true? for? all?
propositions?p,?q?and?r:?
? (p???p)? ?p? ? ? ? ? ? ? (AX2)?
? p? ?(p???q)? ? ? ? ? ? ? (AX3)?
? (p???q)? ?(q???p)? ? ? ? ? ? (AX4)?
? (p? ?q)? ?[(r???p)? ?(r???q)]? ? ? ? (AX5)?
From?these?axioms,?the?other?logically?true?propositions?follow.?
(c)?For?predicate?calculus,?axioms?of?quantification? regulate? the?elimination? (elim.)?
and?introduction?(intr.)?of?quantifiers:?
? ?xƒ(x)?? ??? ƒ(a)? ? ? ? ? (?-elim.)881?
? ƒ(a)?? ? ??? ?xƒ(x)? ???? ?? ? ? (?-intr.)882?
To?these?are?added?rules?of? -introduction?and??-elimination:?
? If?p? ?ƒ(x)?is?true?then?so?is?p? ? xƒ(x)? ? ? (?-intr.)?
? If?ƒ(a)? ?p?is?true?then?so?is??xƒ(x)? ?p? ? ? (?-elim.)883?
(d)?The?rule?of?substitution:?If?the?arguments?of?an?axiom?are?isomorphically?replaced?
with?others,?then?the?proposition?obtained?is?also?a?true?formula.? ?
Thus,? for? instance,? the? proposition? PIE? *p??? ?xPIE(x)? is? directly? obtained? from? a?
substitution?to?the?axiom?of??-introduction?and?is?therefore?true.?
(e)?The?rule?of?inference?(modus?ponens)?follows:?
? If?propositions?p?and?(p? ?q)?are?true,?then?so?is?q? ? (MP).?












? IE(x)? ? ??Alb(x)???Arm(x)???Av(x)???etc.??







(e)? ‘x? is? the? phoneme? /p/’? (and? other? similar? statements)? can? be? defined? as? a?
conjunction?of?distinctive?features?(à?la?Trubetskoy,?Jakobson?and?others):??
? Phon/p/(x)? ??Labial(x)?&?Plos(x)?&?¬Voice(x).?





? ¬PRIM(*x)? ???y1y2...ynPIE(y1,y2,..,yn)?&?*x?=?PIE(*y1+y2+..+yn).? ?
Thus,?for?instance,?Neogr.?*??is?not?primary,?owing?to?the?provability?of?the?formula?
? ¬PRIM(*?)? ???y1y2PIE(y1?=?*k?&?y2?=?*i?&?*??=?PIE(*k+i).? ?
In?general,?a?phoneme? inventory? is?minimal? if?and?only? if? it?consists?only?of?primary?
phonemes:??
? MINIM(*x)? ?? y1,y2,..,yn(PRIM(y1,y2,..,yn?&?*x?=?y1,y2,..,yn).?
§4.? Similarly,? the? entire? set? of? Indo-European? data,? its? mutual? relations,?











? PIE?*q?? ?IE?p?? ? ? ? (the?delta?function??).??
In?natural? science,? such? implications?are?called?delta? (or? ‘change’)? functions,?and? if?
proven?true?by?measurable?features?of?the?data,?they?are?accepted?as?true?propositions?
and?added?to?the?axiom?system?as?(empirical)?auxiliary?hypotheses.?Together?with?the?




in? all? environments.? As? such,? the? sound? laws? can? also? be? expressed? in? predicate?
calculus? and? consequently? in? chosen? programming? languages.? Usually? several?
languages? share? the? same? sound? laws,?due? to?which? these? can?be?defined? for?other?
Indo-European? languages? sharing? the? sound? law.? I? am? currently? in? the? process? of?
formulating? the? PIE? sound? law? system? for? the? predicate? calculus? governing? the?
reconstruction?of?the?PIE?Lexicon.?The?digitalized?sound?laws?will?be?published?both?
as? part? of? the? derivation? as? well? as? an? independent? set? of? rules.? Owing? to? the?
importance? of? the? sound? laws? for? the? study,? I? present? a? brief? sketch? of? the?
formalization? of? the? sound? laws? in? System? PIE? in? order? to? illustrate? the? general?
procedure.?
(a)?The?first?kind?of?sound?laws?express?identities?of?the?1st?Class?(i.e.?preservation?of?
a? PIE? phoneme? in? cognates? as? such).? The? sound? laws? belonging? to? this? type,?
exemplified?here?by? the?preservation?of?PIE?*p? in?most?cognates,?are?of? the?general?
form:?





(b)?The? identities? of? the? 2nd?Class? involve? sound? changes? leading? from? the? proto-
language? to?a?cognate,?exemplified?below?with?some?changes?concerning?PIE?*k?p? t.?
The? sound? laws? can? be? formulated? without? scope? and? thus? the? (unconditional)?
fricativization?of?PIE?*k?p?t?is?written?









2.? On? the? other? hand,? by? adding? the? environment? ‘before? resonant? R’,? one?
obtains?
? PIE?*kpt+R? ?xf?+R? ‘The?fricativization?before?R’.?
This?proposition?is?valid?not?only?in?the?Germanic?but?in?the?Iranian?branch:?
? ?x(Germ(x)???Ir(x)? ? ? ? PIE?*kpt+R? ?xf?+R).?
3.? In? the? environment? ‘between? vowels’,? the? proposition? becomes? true? for? the?
Germanic?and?the?Celtic?(cf.?Old?Irish?lenition)?branches:?







? PIE?*k?ahu-? ?? Li.?káu-? (vb.)?‘schlagen’? (LiEtWb.?232).?
In?order?to?obtain?the?stem?(Li.?káu-)?from?its?reconstruction?(PIE?*k?ahu-),?a?chain?of?
successive? sound? laws? s1,? s2,? …,? sn? yielding? the? attested? data? must? be? explicated.?
Exemplii?gratia,?the?derivation?of?Li.?káu-?is?expressed?by?the?sound?law?chain?s1?&?s2?
&?s3?&?s4:?
? ?PIE?*k?ahu-? Li.?káu-? (vb.)?‘schlagen’? ? (LiEtWb.?232)?
??s1.?PIE?*?a?? ??IE?*?? ‘The?assimilation?of?*?+a’? (??*k?hu-)?
??s2.?PIE?*?H? ??Li.? H? ‘The?Lithuanian?acute?rule’? (??*k?hu-)?
??s3.?PIE?*VH? ??VØ? ? ‘The?loss?of?*H?before?V’? (??*k?u-)?
??s4.?PIE?*V:RC? ??VRC? ‘Osthoff’s?Law’? ? (??Li.?káu·ti)?
Similarly,?a?finite?chain?of?sound?laws?will?be?associated?to?every?reconstruction?of?the?















and? accent),? in? principle? the? method? is? the? equivalent? of? predicate? calculus.?
Therefore,?either?by?developing?FOMA?or?creating?an?independent?programming?code?
for? this?purpose,? the? reconstruction?of? the?material?can?be?managed?digitally? in? the?
System?PIE?framework?in?the?future.887?
?
5.1.4  The ?decision ?method ?of ?Indo-European ?etymology ?
§0.? The? decision? method? of? Indo-European? etymology,? the? crown? jewel? of? the?
comparative?method,?was?understood?and?described?already?by?Schleicher?(1852b:?iv-
v),?quoted?here?in?Koerner’s?(1982:24)?translation:?
“When? comparing? the? linguistic? forms?of? two? related? languages,? I? firstly? try? to? trace? the?
forms?to?be?compared?back?to?their?probable?base?forms,?i.e.,?that?structure?[gestalt]?which?
they?must? have? [had],? excepting? phonetic? laws? [lautgesetze]?which? became? effective? at? a?
later? time,?or?at? least?I? try? to?establish? identical?phonetic?situations? in?historical? terms? for?
both?of?them.”?





proto-phonemes? for? each? member? x? of? the? function? ?IE(x1,? x2,? …? ,? xn).? The?
postulation? of? a? maximal? disjunction,? consisting? of? all? theoretically? possible?
prototypes?of?the?form,?does?not?require?external?or? internal?comparison,?except?for?
the? information? contained? in? the?postulation?of? the?phoneme? inventory? and? sound?
laws.?The?PIE?maximal?disjunction?can?be?generally?formulated?as?follows:?let?ƒIE(x1,?
x2,? …? ,? xn)? =? ‘y’?be? any? morpheme? of? an? Indo-European? language? ƒ.? Then? the?
maximal?disjunction?of?ƒ(x1,?x2,…,?xn)?consists?of?disjunctions?of?x1,?x2,?…,?xn? ,?each?
specifying?the?possible?proto-phonemes?of?x?as?indicated?in:?
? x1? =? *a1???a1???…???an? ?
? x2? =? *b1???b2???…???bn? ?
? …?





888? In? his? “probable? base? forms”? (i.e.? reconstructions),? Schleicher? implicitly? assumes? a? phoneme?
inventory? of? the? proto-language.?For? this? purpose,? System?PIE? (instead? of? Schleicher’s? Sanskrit)? is?
chosen?below.?
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? RV.?ás-? ? (prA.)?‘(da,?vorhanden)?sein,?usw.’?(WbRV.?146,?ásti).?




(b)?Next? Schleicher? advises? “to? establish? identical? phonetic? situations? in? historical?
terms? for? both? of? them”? (understood? here? as? an? independent? step? rather? than? an?
alternative? one).? Formally,? a? Proto-Indo-European? etymology? exists? if? and? only? if?
there? is? an? intersection? of? the? two?maximal? disjunctions? being? compared.?For? this?
purpose,?a?maximal?disjunction?of?another?language?is?needed;?for?this?we?can?choose?
Greek:?
? Gr.??h-?? ?? PIE?*es-???*e?as-???*a?es-.??
When?compared?to?the?Sanskrit?disjunction?
? PIE?*es-???*?aes-???*e?as-???*ea?s-???*a?es-???*os-???*?aos-???*a?os-,??
an? intersection? consisting? of? three? terms? (viz.? PIE? *es-? ?? *e?as-? ?? *a?es-)? results.?
Finally,?when?this?disjunction?is?compared?to?a?third?one,?that?of?Hittite?
? Gr.??h-?? ?? PIE?*es-???*e?as-???*a?es-?
? ?i.?e?-? ? ?? PIE?*es-???*eti?-????*ethi-?
only? one? “identical? phonetic? situation”? remains? possible,? namely? the? comparative?
reconstruction:?
PIE?*es-? ?? RV.?as-? ?Gr.??h-? ? i.?e?-.?
In?brief,?the?decision?method?of?Indo-European?etymology?consists?of?the?generation?
of?the?maximal?disjunctions?for?the?possible?PIE?prototypes,?including?potentially?lost?
phonemes,? choosing? common? terms? (intersections)? and? eliminating? the? impossible.?
When?elimination?is?no?longer?possible,?the?common?starting?point?(here?PIE?*es-)?is?
postulated?on?the?basis?of?the?axiom?of?identity?(RV.?as-???Gr.??h-????i.?e?-).?Thus?




§2.?The? decision?method? and? the? formulation? of? System?PIE? in? predicate? calculus?
imply? that? the? comparative? method? of? reconstruction? can? be? implemented? as? an?








5.1.5  Proto-Indo-European ?(PIE) ?Lexicon ?
§0.?Owing?to? limitations?of?space,?only?representative?extracts?of?the?data?have?been?
dealt?with? in? this? study.?No? such? restrictions? are? imposed,?however,? for? the?Proto-
Indo-European? Lexicon? (PIE? Lexicon),? the? data? bank? of? System? PIE? and? next-
generation?etymological?dictionary?of?Indo-European?languages?on?a?digital?platform.?
The? PIE? Lexicon? Project? is? a? research? program? designed? to? present? the? Indo-
European?data,?its?reconstruction?and?the?sound?laws?with?full?inductive?proof?of?the?
conjectures?of?System?PIE.?It?can?be?found?online?at:?
? http://pielexicon.hum.helsinki.fi? ? ? (PIE?Lexicon).?
A?brief? introduction? to? the? scope?of?material,? reconstruction,?articles,?digitalization?
and?other?relevant?features?of?the?PIE?Lexicon?will?be?presented?here.?
§1.?The?phoneme? inventory?and? the? sound? laws?of?System?PIE?are?used? in? the?PIE?
Lexicon,?further?corrected?and? improved?according?to?advancements? in?comparative?
work.?The? phoneme? inventory? and? the? sound? laws? of? System?PIE,? in? turn,?will? be?
verified? by? the? complete? Indo-European? data? generated? from? the? reconstruction?
through?the?sound?laws.?
§2.? Another? immediate? goal? of? the? PIE? Lexicon? is? the? completion? of? the? PIE?
morpheme? inventory,? based? on? the? hundred? (or? so)?most? ancient? Indo-European?




guide? the? researcher?as? to? reach?a? solution? in?a?methodical? fashion.”)?has?already?been?answered?by?
Schleicher.?
890? Note? that? the? decision? method? is? also? restricted? by? the? set? of? (verified)? sound? laws? (and? the?
phoneme? paradigm)? in? the? sense? that? if? the?PIE? prototype? of? the? phoneme? IE? xn? is? unknown,? the?
expansion?of?maximal?disjunction?fails.?













In? addition? to? this? core? material,? standard? dictionaries? (CHD,? HED,? etc.),?
supplements,? corrigenda? and? other? literature? (especially? books,? monographs? and?
articles)?will?be? consulted? for? the? sake?of?making? improvements.?Defined? thus,? the?
most? ancient? data? provides? reasonable? chronological? depth,? but? in? essence? it? is?
governed?by?a?single?set?of?sound?laws?with?only?minor?potential?exceptions?(like?the?
presence?of?hiatus? in?Rig-Vedic?meter).? In? this?manner,? the? foundation?of? the?PIE?
Lexicon?is?comprised?of?the?work?of?the?most?capable?experts?in?the?Indo-European?












? PIE?*ga?ue-? ?i.?gue-? (vb.)?‘schlagen’?(HEG?1:604-5,?guemi?[1sg])?
? PIE?*ga?ue-? RV.?ha-? (vb.)?‘schlagen’?(WbRV.?1642-3,?hathás?[2du])?
The?PIE?Lexicon?root?matrices?consist?of?multiple?‘functions’,?which?express?different?
properties?and?contents,?including?especially:?
(a)? The? root? (?ga?u-? ‘schlagen,? usw.’)? and? its? extensions? (?ga?ue-),? morphemes?
arranged?under?a? root?matrix?expressing? the?PIE? root? structure.?From? these?nodes,?
the?rules?of?the?PIE?derivation?will?be?extracted?in?the?future.?
(b)?The?reconstructed?proto-stems?(PIE?*ga?ue-?etc.)?as?comparatively?obtained?from?






(c)?The?“IE? functions”? (?i.,?RV.,?etc.),?which?express? the? language?of?a? stem.?This?








primary? scientific? source? serving? as? authentication? of? the? stem? and? attendant?
discussion.?
(h)?The?attested?IE? forms?(e.g.??i.?guemi,?RV.?hathás,?etc.),?bringing? in?syntax?and?
semantics? when? the? respective? Indo-European? data? becomes? published? on? the?
Internet?or?is?added?to?the?PIE?Lexicon.?
(i)?The?inflectional?analysis?of?the?quoted?forms?(e.g.?[1sg],?[2du],?etc.).?
§3.? With? its? roots? in? philology? and? the? comparative? method,? the? PIE? Lexicon? is?
designed?to?be?able?to?provide?a?scholarly?article?for?every?IE?stem?stored?therein.893?
Though?not?immediately?available,?hyperlinked?articles?will?contain?exact?details?and?
the? analysis? of? stems? with? a? discussion? of? related? philological? and? comparative?
issues:894?
(a)?The?locus?(and?the?textual?context)?of?the?forms?belonging?to?the?stem,?including?
the? possible? philological? problems? concerning? the? interpretation? of? the? attested?
form(s)?and?other?relevant?philological?and?internal?details?(in?a?broad?sense).?
(b)? The? external? (comparative)? discussion? concerning? the? reconstruction? and? the?
etymology? of? the? entry.? The? original? presenter? of? the? etymology? will? be? credited,?
failed?suggestions?accounted?for,?and?so?forth.895?
(c)? The? general? scientific? discussion? concerning? the? entry? with? bibliographical?
references?will?be?provided.?Initially,? the?most?conservative?and?reliable?dictionaries?
will? be? used? as? the? starting? point? of? the? PIE? Lexicon,? but? changes,? upgrades? and?
corrections?will? incorporated? into? the?data? in?order? to?eliminate?mistakes?of?earlier?
input.?Thus,?for?instance,?Grassmann’s?Wörterbuch?zum?Rig-Veda?(19966)?will?serve?




893? In? order? to? grasp? the? general? idea? of?what? is?meant? by? PIE?Lexicon? articles,? see? the? item?Der?
Artikelaufbau? am? Beispiel? von? althochdeutsch? haso? ‘Hase’? online? at? www.indogermanistik.uni-
jena.de/dokumente/Artikelaufbau.pdf.?
894?Owing? to? the? hundreds? of? thousands? of? Indo-European? stems? and? vast? discussion? involved? the?
compilation?of?the?PIE?Lexicon,?articles?will?obviously?be?a? long-term?enterprise?requiring?numerous?
editors? and? involving? an? ongoing? process? of? digitalization? of? scientific? data.?For? this? purpose,? I? am?
currently?forming?the?PIE?Lexicon?Project?team.?
895? Naturally? an? evaluation? of? the? presented? etymologies? will? be? based? on? the? decision? method,?
consisting?of?an?objective?finite?procedure.?
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is? replaced? with? the? improved? translation? of?Mayrhofer,? supported? by? an? internal?
comparison,?as?follows:?
? OInd.?kóka-? ? (m.)?‘Wolf?:?wolf’?(KEWA?1:268)?
? RV.?kóka·y?tu-? (m.)?‘Kobold?in?Gestalt?eines?Wolfes’?(WbRV.?352)?
Thus,? while? it? is? possible? to? postulate? the? entire? Indo-European? data? on? a? single?
digitalized? platform,? the? data? can? be? extended? and? improved? gradually? until? the?
vocabulary?has?been?accounted?for?in?an?optimal?manner.?








? PIE?*ga??e-? ?i.?gue-? (vb.)?‘schlagen’?(HEG?1:604-5:?guemi?[1sg])?
? PIE?*ga??e-? RV.??a-? (vb.)?‘schlagen’?(WbRV.?1642-3,?hathás?[2du])?
is?of?the?form:?
? PIE?*?? ?IE? ?? ? (PIE?*ga??e-? ?RV.??a-? ? i.?gue-).?
The? logical? identity? of? reconstruction? and? the? data? is? explained? by? reconstruction?
being?a?function?ƒ,?primarily?choosing?the?preserved?phonemes?of?the?1st?Class:?
? ? ?1.? ?2.? ?3.? ?4.? ?5.?
? ?i.?? ?g? ?–? ?–? ?u? ?e? -?
? RV.?? ?–? ?–? ??? ?–? (a)? -?
? ? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
? PIE? *g? (a)? *?? *?? *e? -?
(b)? In? addition,? the?PIE? sound? laws? required? to? generate? the? IE? data?will? be? fully?
explicated? in? the? PIE?Lexicon? as? the? coding? of? the?material? progresses.?Thus,? the?
derivation?of?the?quoted?Indo-Iranian?stem?consists?of?five?successive?sound?laws?that?
can?be?expressed?in?form?of?direct?substitution?functions,?as?follows:?
? PIE?*ga?ue-? ?? RV.?ha-? (pr.)?‘(er)schlagen,?etc’?(WbRV.?1642-3)??
? 1.?PIE? +V? ? ??RV? ? ?? ? ??*ga??e-?
? 2.?PIE?*a? ? ??IE?Ø? ? ? ??*g??e-?
? 3.?PIE?*g??e? ? ?????e?? ? ? ??*???e-?
? 4.?PIE?*???? ? ????? ? ? ? ??*??e-?
? 5.?PIE?*e? ? ??*a? ? ? ? ??RV.?ha-?
The?chain?of?derivation?leading?to?the?data?is?complete?and?regular.?
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§5.?As? an? open? source? project,? the?PIE?Lexicon?will? be? connected? to? other? digital?
projects?on?the?Internet?by?means?of?search?engines.?This?will?be?of?consequence?both?
for? the? PIE? Lexicon? and? other? digital? databanks.? There? are? several? such? projects?
currently? ongoing.? Here? I? limit? myself? to? mentioning? one? of? the? most? important?
projects? for? Indo-European? linguistics,? the? TITUS? Program,? publishing? the? oldest?
Indo-European? texts? on? the? Internet.? The? PIE? Lexicon? uses? the? Titus? Cyberbit?
Unicode?Font? of?TITUS,? and? consequently? the? trusted?written? sources? of? the?PIE?
Lexicon? can?be? tested? against? the?new?digital?data?of? the?TITUS?program.?Similar?







data? promises? to? have? remarkable? consequences? for? the? so-called? “(internal)?
reconstruction?of? the?proto-language”? (i.e.?Proto-Indo-European? as? “[…]? structure?
considérée?en?elle-même?[…]”?(see?Saussure?Mém.?283?and?Koerner?1985:329).?The?
reconstruction? of? the? Proto-Indo-European? morpheme? inventory? determines? the?
structure?of?Proto-Indo-European?in?a?manner?sketched?out?by?Kati?i??(1970:90):?
“In? fact,? it? is?a?search? for? the?morphological?system?of? the?proto-language?which? is?coded?
into? the?correspondence? relations?among? the?morphological? system?of?genetically? related?
languages.”?
In? other? words,? the? internal? reconstruction? of? proto-language? is? an? unavoidable?
consequence?of?the?external?postulation?of?proto-language,?reflecting?its?structure?in?
the?form?of?the?PIE?root?matrices.?In?this?sense,?the?concepts?of?reconstruction?and?
synchronic?metalanguage? coincide? in? a? purely? external? (empirical)? form.896?As? the?




? PIE?*ga??e-? ? ?(pr.)?‘(er)schlagen,?etc.’?(=? i.?gue-?+?RV.?ha-).?
The? reconstructive?metalanguage,?when? it? is?available,?greatly? simplifies? the? task?of?
internal? reconstruction?of? the?proto-language,?because? it? is?possible? to?work?with?a?
uniform? language?without? historical? changes? (except? for? a? handful? of? yet? unsolved?
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????









linguistics.899? When? the? preconditions? have? been? satisfied,? this? dimension? of?
morphological? analysis? can? also? be? added? to? PIE? root? theory? studied? in? an?
experimental?environment?designed?for?this?purpose?(i.e.?the?PIE?Lexicon).?As?soon?










demo? has? been? built? to? contain? all? key? conjectures? of? System?PIE,? thus? offering? a?
proof? for? the? reconstructive? system? through?a? limited?but? complete? segment?of? the?
data.? The? PIE? Lexicon? root? chosen? for? this? purpose? is? PIE? ?KAHU-? ‘schlagen’,?
appearing?with?a?voiceless?PIE?*kahu-?(P.?535,?k?u-,?k?u-)?and?a?voiced?PIE?*ga?u-?(P.?
491-3?g?h·en-)?variant.900?
(b)? PIE? Lexicon? *m-,? the? first? initial? to? be? published,? contains? a? comprehensive?
segment? of? the? morpheme? inventory.? It? will? appear? as? soon? as? it? is? ready? for?
publication.?At?this?point,?the?etymology?of?the?most?ancient?data?of?PIE?*m-?has?been?
almost? completed,? and? the?manuscript? requires?only? corrections,? additions? and? the?
reconstruction?of?the?vocalisms?of?the?individual?forms.?Following?this,?the?rest?of?the?
initials?will?be?published.?
§8.?With? the? culmination? of? the? contributions? of? hundreds? of? scholars? in? the? 19th?
century,?the?emergence?of?Anatolian?data?and? its?monolaryngealist? interpretation? in?
the? 20th? century,? the? new? millennium? begins? with? new? hope? for? Indo-European?
linguistics.?Systematic?applications?of?the?comparative?method?presented?in?this?study?
constitute? a? major? breakthrough? in? the? segmental? phonology? of? Proto-Indo-
European,?starting?with?a?solution?of?the?laryngeal?problem?and?leading?to?a?complete?
revision?of? both? the?PIE?phoneme? inventory? and? the? sound? law? system.?When? the?
Neogrammarians?took?similar?steps?forward,?more?than?a?hundred?years?ago,?it?led?to?





899? In? this? connection,? it? should? be? noted? that? it? is? not? only? the? production? of? reconstruction,? but?
securing?the?reconstruction?that?constitutes?the?problem.?
900?Regarding? the?size?of? the?PIE?Lexicon?Feature?Presentation? file,? the?proof?sheet?comprises?some?
600?stems?requiring?c.?110?sound?laws?for?their?derivation.?
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phonology,? morphology,? typology? and? digital? technology? now? available,? the?
comparative?method? is?reaching? the?necessary?critical?momentum? to?solve? the?main?
bulk?of?the?remaining?problems?of?Proto-Indo-European?reconstruction.?Through?the?
cooperation? of? philologists,? lexicographers? and? comparative? linguists,? it? will? be?
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BSL?? ? Bulletin? de? la? Société? de?
Linguistique?de?Paris?






























































FSKrause? ? Indogermanica.? Festschrift?
für?Wolfgang?Krause?zum?65.?Geburtstage?am?
18.?September?1960.?Heidelberg:?Winter?1960?
FSPagliaro?2? Studia? classica? et? orientalia?







GI?? ? The? glottalic? theory? of?
Gamkrelidze?&?Ivanov?1977?&?1995?





















I?? ? ? instrumental?
































KZ?? ? [Kuhns]?Zeitschrift?für? ?
vergleichende?Sprachforschung?



























II? (Annuaire? de? l’institut? de? philologie? et?

















MSL?? ? Mémoires? de? la? Société? de?
Linquistique?de?Paris?

























































PBB?? ? [Pauls?und?Braunes]? ?











































??? ? ? (derivational)?suffix?



























TPS?? ? Transactions?of?the? ?
Philological?Society?
tr.?? ? transitive?
Tu.?? ? Turner?1966?
Ugar.??? ? Ugaritic?
Umbr.??? ? Umbrian?
V??? ? vocative?
V??? ? vowel?
vb.?? ? verb?
Ven.?? ? Venetic?
VGK?? ? Pedersen?1909-13?
VLFH?? ? Kronasser?1956?
vn.?? ? verbal?noun?
VN.?? ? name?of?a?people??
(Volksname)?
WbOU.? ? Untermann?2000?
WbRV.? ? Grassmann?1996?
WH.?? ? Walde-Hofmann?1938?
wk.?? ? weak?
WP.?? ? Walde-Pokorny?(1927-32)?
YV.?? ? Yajur-Veda?
?em.?? ? ?emait??(Lithuanian)?
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